
U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C. 20535

May 31, 2017
VIA FEDEX

Civil Action No.: 17-cv-00001
FOIPA Request No.: 1295158-000
Subject: FBI Involvement in Listed Movies and the
Film Industry

Dear Mr. Leopold:

The enclosed documents were reviewed under the Freedom of lnforrnation Act (FOIA), Title 5, United States
Code, section 552. Deletions have been made to protect information which is exempt from disclosure. with the
appropriate exemptions noted on the page next to the excision. In addition, a deleted page information sheet was
included with the files to indicate where pages were withheld entirely. The exemptions used to withhold information
are marked below and explained on the enclosed Explanation of Exemptions:

Section 552 Section 552a
[— (b)i1) [— (bi(7)(A) i— (d)(5)
[— (b)(2) [— (b)(7)(BJ i— (i)(2)
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[7 (bits) i— 000)

135 pages were reviewed and 129 pages are being released.

7 Document(s) were located which originated with. or contained information concerning, another
Government Agency [OGA].

[— This information has been referred to the OGAis) for review and direct response to you.
[— We are consulting with another agency. The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information

when the consultation is completed.

In accordance with standard FBI practice and pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and Privacy Act
exemption (i)(2) [5 U.S.C. § 552/5523 (b)[7](E)f(j)(2)], this response neither confirms nor denies the
existence of your subject's name on any watch lists.

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national
security records from the requirements of the FOIA, S_ee_ 5 US. C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV {2010). This
response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a standard
notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded records do, or
do not. exist. Enclosed for your information is a copy of the Explanation of Exemptions.



Although your request is in litigation, we are required by 5 USC § 552 (a)(6)(A) to provide you the following 
information concerning your right to appeal.  You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information 
Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 
20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an account on the following 
web site:  https://foiaonline.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/home.  Your appeal must be postmarked or 
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely.  If you 
submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal.”  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so that it may be easily identified. 

The enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s) in which the subject(s) of your request was the 
focus of the investigation.  Our search located additional references, in files relating to other individuals, or 
matters, which may or may not be about your subject(s).  Our experience has shown when ident, references 
usually contain information similar to the information processed in the main file(s).  Because of our significant 
backlog, we have given priority to processing only the main investigative file(s).  If you want the references, you 
must submit a separate request for them in writing, and they will be reviewed at a later date, as time and resources 
permit. 

 See additional information which follows. 

Sincerely, 

David M. Hardy 
Section Chief 
Record/Information 
  Dissemination Section 
Records Management Division 

In response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, enclosed is a processed copy of file 80-HQ-
1077659 Serials 1205, 1408, 1424, 2729, 3460, 3490, 3897, 3966, 3972, 3981, 4018, 4200, 4210, 4291, 4302, 4643, 
4937, 5433, 5570, 5838, 6879, 9763, 10977, 11090, 11322, 11513, 11667, 11876, 12048, 12157, 12195, 12377, 
12385, 12453, 13876, 13954, 14089, 14259, 14266, 14318, 14898, 14911, and 15318.  The enclosed documents 
represent the third interim release of information responsive to your request.  The material is properly Bates 
numbered Leopold-1046 through Leopold-1180. 

The enclosed media was reviewed under the FOIA, Title 5, United States Code, sections 552.  No deletions have 
been made to the material. 

All releasable information from these documents is enclosed with this letter. 

This release is being provided to you at no charge. 

Enclosure(s) 

Although your request is in litigation, we are required by 5 USC § 552 (a)(6)(A) to provide you the following 
information concerning your right to appeal.  You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information 
Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 
20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an account on the following 
web site:  https://foiaonline.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/home.  Your appeal must be postmarked or 
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely.  If you 
submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal.”  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so that it may be easily identified. 

The enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s) in which the subject(s) of your request was the 
focus of the investigation.  Our search located additional references, in files relating to other individuals, or 
matters, which may or may not be about your subject(s).  Our experience has shown when ident, references 
usually contain information similar to the information processed in the main file(s).  Because of our significant 
backlog, we have given priority to processing only the main investigative file(s).  If you want the references, you 
must submit a separate request for them in writing, and they will be reviewed at a later date, as time and resources 
permit. 

 See additional information which follows. 

Sincerely, 

David M. Hardy 
Section Chief 
Record/Information 
  Dissemination Section 
Records Management Division 

In response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, enclosed is a processed copy of file 80-HQ-
1077659 Serials 1205, 1408, 1424, 2729, 3460, 3490, 3897, 3966, 3972, 3981, 4018, 4200, 4210, 4291, 4302, 4643, 
4937, 5433, 5570, 5838, 6879, 9763, 10977, 11090, 11322, 11513, 11667, 11876, 12048, 12157, 12195, 12377, 
12385, 12453, 13876, 13954, 14089, 14259, 14266, 14318, 14898, 14911, and 15318.  The enclosed documents 
represent the third interim release of information responsive to your request.  The material is properly Bates 
numbered Leopold-1046 through Leopold-1180. 

The enclosed media was reviewed under the FOIA, Title 5, United States Code, sections 552.  No deletions have 
been made to the material. 

All releasable information from these documents is enclosed with this letter. 

This release is being provided to you at no charge. 

Enclosure(s) 

Although your request is in litigation, we are required by 5 USC § 552 (a)(6)(A) to provide you the following
information concerning your right to appeal. You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information
Policy (OIP). United States Department ofJustice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue. NW, Washington, DC.
20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an account on the following
web site: https://foiaonlineregulations.gov/foia/action/public/home. Your appeal must be postmarked or
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely. If you
submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act
Appeal." Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so that it may be easily identified.

'— The enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s) in which the subject(s) of your request was the
focus of the investigation. Our search located additional references, in files relating to other individuals, or
matters, which may or may not be about your subject(s). Our experience has shown when ident, references
usually contain information similar to the information processed in the main file(s). Because of our significant
backlog. we have given priority to processing only the main investigative file(s). If you want the references, you
must submit a separate request for them in writing, and they Will be reviewed at a later date, as time and resources
permit.

[7
See additional information which follows.

Sincerely,

W
David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information

Dissemination Section
Records Management Division

In response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, enclosed is a processed oopy oft'ile 80-HQ-
1077559 Serials 1205, 1408, 1424, 2729, 3460, 3490, 3897, 3966, 3972. 3981, 4018, 4200. 4210. 4291, 4302, 4643,
4937, 5433, 5570, 5838. 6879, 9763, 10977, 11090, 11322,11513, 11667,11875, 12048,12157, 12195,12377,
12385, 12453, 13876, 13954, 14089, 14259, 14266, 14318, 14898, 14911, and 15318. The enclosed documents
represent the third interim release of information responsive to your request. The material is properly Bates
numbered Leopold-1046 through Leopold-1180.

The enclosed media was reviewed under the FOIA, Title 5, United States Code. sections 552. No deletions have
been made to the material.

All releasable information from these documents is enclosed with this letter.

This release is being provided to you at no charge.

Enclosure(s)



 
 

EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 
(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 
 
(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 
 
(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters 

be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers 
to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 
(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 
 
(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 
 
(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy; 
 
(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or 

information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a fair 
trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy, ( D ) could 
reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private 
institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 
enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 
individual; 

 
(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 
 
(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 
 
(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 
 
(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control,  or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 
 
(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, 

for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 
 
(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege 

under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be 
held in confidence; 

 
(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant to 

the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 
 
(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 
 
(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 
(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government  service he 

release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 
 
(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 
FBI/DOJ 

 
 

EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 
(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 
 
(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 
 
(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters 

be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers 
to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 
(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 
 
(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 
 
(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy; 
 
(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or 

information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a fair 
trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy, ( D ) could 
reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private 
institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 
enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 
individual; 

 
(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 
 
(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 
 
(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 
 
(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control,  or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 
 
(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, 

for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 
 
(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege 

under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be 
held in confidence; 

 
(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant to 

the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 
 
(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 
 
(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 
(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government  service he 

release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 
 
(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 
FBI/DOJ 
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EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

(A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign
policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order;
related solely lo the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency:

specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section sszb of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters
be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers
to panicular types of matters to be withheld;
trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;

interragency or intraragency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with
the agency;
personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure ofwhich would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion ofpersonal privacy;

records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or
information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings. ( B i would deprive a person ofa right to a fair
trial or an impanial adjudication, ( c ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, < D i could
reasonably be expected to disclose the identity ofconfidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private
institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law
enforcement authority in the course ofa criminal investigation. or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E i would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions ifsuch disclosure could
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention ofthe law, or t F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any
individual;
contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition repons prepared by, on behalfof, or for the use of an agency responsible for
the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or
geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552:

information compiled in reasonable anticipation ofa civil action proceeding;
material reporting investigative effons pertaining to the enforcement ofcriminal law including effons to prevent, control. or reduce crime
or apprehend criminals;
information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest ofthe national defense or foreign policy,
for example, information involving intelligence sources or melhods;
investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss ofa right, benefit or privilege
under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be
held in confidence;
material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to
the authority ofTitle 18, United States Code, Section 3056;
required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records;
investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose ofdetermining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for federal civilian
employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure ofwhich would reveal the identity of the person who furnished
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;
testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in federal Government service he
release of which would compromise the testing or examination process;
material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services. the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person
who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence.
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Investigative Publicity and
Public Affairs----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- @>
AUGUST 22, 2013
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What dowe do?o » -----
0 We obtain the public’s assistance in our

investigations through national, international and
social media;

0 Increase public awareness to prevent acts of
terrorism and other crimes;

0 Help agents receive national and international
publicity on FBI cases.



National Media

- USA Today
0 AM New York
0 Express (Washington,

DC)
0 The New York Times
0 The Washington Post
0 LA Times

- People
0 0! (Oprah Winfrey)
- National Enquirer
- Globe
- Reader’s Digest
0 The AARP Bulletin

Leopold-3



National Media
©

“The Oprah Winfrey Show”

“Find Our Missing”

“Without a Trace”

“Nancy Grace”

“Anderson Cooper 360”

“Unsolved Mysteries”
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International media----------- o
“li‘é‘iiffli‘lt'x‘lfiléfifi’iflfiffififiiéfiifié‘ 0 We have the ability to translate
IIIITEIICHBIIO PASLICKHDAEMJJX ‘X'Bl‘ J'lllll posters into foreign languages

0 We have worked with the Foreign
Press Center (FPC) to host news
briefings
0 We have the ability to reach over 3,000

foreign prmt, broadcast and onhnec. ."mm
OmKCAlHlE - . .Mm. “mm Journalists from over 125 countries

"mm. W through the FPC

4 _ g film - We have coordinated cases
we ”mug—‘AWWWT‘u featured on:

n (ncamm-nm EWNW at : 0 IVAzteca
o CIV (Canada) 3

mmWWW...”mm“. o Telemundo
“gmawmm’rmwk‘ O Univision

' BO'JIIAFPMKJEIIHE
figwa‘mmgn.may.ifxzwpmmwuwmm 0 BBC
mm N. 0 CNN en Espanol
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Wanted posters
www.fbi govzwanted

WANTED WANTED
BY THE: FBI
M..-..umuwmmu.-_mmw

mm m1:mun-yuwnwuunitflmmmnuhnmflmnm
CAUTDNwhuman-u-mumuxymummmmm-nuwg..m-.s.x...,:....ua-nmm~.v..~.m.m._mm...“mks-kink:uwmfllxwmmtmk-fll-muma-hmmkl’mmumAs—gdmnmmm—HlmfimhN-fldimum mun-fluxMytmsa-melsdmWwihmMA—bhhwuu.dzgmmmmdmmnww
REWARDmnlhmdlmmkml—hhhmflv—ufinfiw

9mm“ mxmazo mm n1: mmxam
5410mm]: mammmvnwmvm’nzsmm "Fm-,MMmmu—ww mun!"mmmm

"wwnflmm-hlkmflaumpldflldfi‘ .um Wm”, "M"«nu.

anmkluah-Mwmmmnunnnflwknfim
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Wanted poster categories
@

0 Crimes Against Children
0 Domestic Terrorism
0 Criminal Enterprise

Investigations
0 Violent Crimes: Murder

and Other
0 White Collar Crimes
0 Cyber Crimes
o Kidnappings, Missing

Children
0 Seeking Information
0 Crime Alerts (Hot pursuit

or recent cases)

' Dnhiy'l, 1994, mum xm'maofmumdcmiflcd (mud: Wm: {oundonlk Uncompnhge mm nmrzhnum hwlmn! Windy
he]:

E dzmvlhisvinim mm51matIainISwdnme (my), Stalin“. mdhu-ml kyphsis olihupin:.1h\itflm
5 usamddwmwmk

V } ‘ . _

INFORMATION
magmas: Woman

Uncumplhsa: 121m“. Mnnhvs Cwmy, Calumdu
July 7. 1994

UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN

D ETAILS
Mr. 1m; iupnpnlzrinmflng and {wiping spolfltphomyuphs displxyni .xbmtnrz {mummimuflhninim'fllryne

vb: mimmwmmm “mammal”:
“911d a whim Male Mnl‘m .m- agea 15 m 4s W" in i7” all, mm minimum“ hair Ampqnpm:

um lmezmy infomaflun (warning lbix pusonmluxezumztl nurlmlral om“ urmnmrtstAmuitnn Embauyor
Cumuhw

twp—(it'd?



Social media

0 Can add fugitive or late-
breaking cases to the FBI
Facebook page

faielmk 1‘? G"_
N”mm «a
we

- Can Tweet a message
regarding cases that will
link back to the poster on
the website
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_----National Digitaigi-llboai'd Initiativgn

1-3510
mi.gov/Pfl
Rewani
mteresfi
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Bankro'3bers.fbi.gov
©\

H'unm“ Hark Roche”

‘ Search.M v mm 1.

Elm an; Dams.“ 1:1“, 1:1“,
our e Ilelmnce w:

This site provides the first national
system for publicizing wanted and
unknown bank robbers in FBI cases

0 Each field office can enter its own
pictures and information, creating a
dedicated webpage and printable
poster for each robbery

- Each robbery is plotted on a Google
map of the United States that visitors
can View down to street level

- Web Visitors can search posters by
name or nickname of the robber, the
location or date of the robbery, and
many other characteristics
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7FEF1‘EfiMt5STW”
WANTED FUGITIVE

uuuuwruL rucmoavom PaosEcunon as! mass Imam, MMEDRDDEEW
JASON DEREK BROWN

VES’ NAMED, m...k.m»...,,._a.......
uh-‘uflhfiu-«K HfitM-rt n: mu.«mu—w- ‘ .. man-mm" “1?“;

may
“I: "M mun-n4

ham: Yunnhnbuéhnfinflmmhhmfiumflxnmmlfllm

DESCRI'PHDN
DMUQE‘IIII "ltd: ML I569. Nail: Blvd

W1 (7. (97!
vummm Cllvnl Eyex: Gm
"WM: S‘Ilr kllm: W
Wthhl: m h ‘3“ Wm Sex: Ihh
mm m... m m
Mimi»: MEDIUM" HIM! "Iliumlfl‘fi m

, sun-mum: mm
4; mm www.mmmmmwm.w .1.

imammmmn.w,mmmel.fimummmmm
.mmmmmmumnummmmwmmmhwmnfimmnmmmmmmwumm
NMWA
91mm!mbcflmh,m,mmlnmmhmammhfmuwmmmnmmmmmmlmmmmamen-mm CAUTION

use" um anew" 15 mm run MUWERNIDAWEII naaamm mount Amman Dumasuovaaamor 2w. anew" ALLEGEDLV sacrum mum uumonzn an mun mnsmu
uovummrn nun-nan mom-mm: monzv.

fifim‘fi' '
a $35? @1166

i153? 0 E3333 cousmansn ARMED AND EXTREMELY luminous
”:1: IF YWMVEW WWW CMCERHMG WSPESGRPEASECWACTVDURLOCM ml OFFICE

REE «WWW
‘ nswmn

Knuyapu mm: [mm :1..- nmlugm naiwm, In! sum xx in “"3‘ i‘ *‘W' ““M' "V““W‘mm‘ms’” “Md"mwm‘mmm9”5"“magnum mum
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5'“ TEN Mos

v'

Hml\\“

AD Hosko
announced the
new additions

Media crews
occupied thefirst
row at the press
conference
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. The FBI’s “Most Wanted Terrorists” - Individuals on the “Seeking
list (MWTL) was created in October of Information — Terrorism” list are
2001 by then-President George W. being sought for questioning in
Bush. There are currently 32 connection with terrorist threats
terrorists on the MWTL against the United States or its

interests overseas. Unlike the MWT,
. The MWTL is a valuable tool that individuals placed on this list have not

been indicted by the United States
government. There are currently six
people on this list.

assists the FBI in its efforts to
apprehend terrorists and bring them
to justice through increased
awareness and advertising
domestically and internally o The “Rewards for Justice” program,

sponsored by the United States
Department of State, offers rewards of
up to $25 million for many of the
terrorists

- The program is managed by the
Counterterrorism Division’s National
Threat Center Section

marrow-13



Investigative Publicity media
campaigns
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Media campjlign posters

FBI TEN MOST
WANTED FUGITIVE

SEEKIN GxNFoRMATo

Drawn-2119M

fifi'fiffiififi’:ram. mmnléhzfimmsnu"Why'- "'4‘“mm.» mzuwumunr”Mm.
v. mot-I .fi‘fl‘iuw 4...”...

WANTED
BY THE: FBI

swwuimmwm-k-AIMW
DZIIOKIIAR TSARNAEV

nascmrnoummmmkmur: nails} 5.; M
"m; Rut. m.

cannonM..~..m.....4......»..... wwwm4.w...~w.u.1m_any-mup“.han-$~Am‘|xmlawmatwmnmu—wnmatmm. mm
snot'umz coxsmmn ARMI’JI (an :mxmcu- mscuml's

v Anus-(nrlmwt‘lhnnnngamwllgL- A.»b.r..\m,~c—|m

SEEKING 1
INFORMATION \

raven; suns-u ermvEs'nGAnaN

Anemm

@ m
v l c A F A L E R T

HaMcDEIsnEx AL ASSAULT SERIES\c

S E E KIN GINFORMATIPN
momsmt"-‘was

my». UM:

/
“mm .c

m6924"!l uwsan.m mm. wsnamx Hue;
.m. 30‘. N-lmv s:mm, mmms.
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‘ magmas»

W ted by the

"@flmmmmm

Mmml cum: mw-Iq/HukIh-m Mm
rm:n:nlur:u;fl:m ”amp.“

FBI Seeking Bulgcr
Companion Catherine Greig
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IPPAU statistics

©
0 66 captures as a direct result of the FBI'website

o 2 of these were Top Ten fugitives

- 51 captures to date as a direct result of billboard publicity

- More than 600 cases currently featured on
WWW.fbi.g0V[Wanted

o 17 TopTen fugitives captured as a direct result of '
“Amerlca’s Most Wanted” publicity
0 Estimated 575 FBI cases solved

0 4 fu§itives captured as a direct result of Oprah’s “Child
Ere ator Watch List”

mid-17



PROVIDE PROGRAM AND
POLICY MANAGEMENT OF ALL

NATIONAL AND
INTERNATIONAL REQUESTS BY
AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, AND
THE TELEVISION, RADIO AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRIES

Wfd-m



Why is media so important?

Building the FBI “brand,” which is different from image
0 If you go anywhere in the world and say “FBI,” What do people think?

You can build this brand through storytelling
0 It’s about creating the best possible environment for our investigators and others

Who carry our m1s510n — so they can be successful

“If we don’t tell our story, then fools will gladly tell it for us.”
0 Most people form their opinion of the FBI from pop culture, not a two-minute

news story -

In any given week, Nielsen data indicates that FBI-themed dramas
or documentaries reach 100,000,ooo+ people in the United States

Books and movies also allow us to reach an international audience

LeopoEd-19



By the numbers — projects highlighting the FBI

©-65 scheduled or returning shows

° 11 documentaries or television mini-series in
development

- 55 dramas in development

- 84 motion pictures in theatres or in development

- 12 released or soon—to—be—released books

°In 2012, more than 728 requests for assistance were
received — on track to pass that in 2012 (425 year-to-date)

[E‘éTJ'dfd-ZO



0 Coordinate educational
workshops for foreign
journalists, radio
journalists,
screenwriters, D.C. tour
guides, and specialty
media

0 Can be tailored for a
specific audience

'FBI 101 workshops

- Writers Guild of America
0 Directors Guild of

America
0 Foreign Press Center
0 Hispanic media
0 Science and

Entertainment Exchange
0 Thriller and Mystery

Writer’s Conference

eopofd-21
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Programmatic media campaigns
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Who we work with

Authors:
Vet requests for book authors
Coordinate interviews with the FBI
Historian and case agents
Provide guidance on Freedom of
Information Act process
Assist in liaisons with other law
enforcement agencies

Documentary programs:
Vet requests and assist with
documentary video productions
Assist with background interviews,
fact—checking and protocol discussions
with producers
Coordinate interviews and or visits to
multiple field offices and overseas Legal
Attaches

o
Motion pictures and television:
Maintain and enhance assistance to
domestic and foreign screenwriters,
producers and other industry personnel
associated with television programs,
documentaries, made—for—television
movies, and theatrical motion pictures to
enable them to provide an accurate
portrayal of the FBI.

What we can provide:
- Guidance on script content regarding

FBI investigations, procedures,
structure, 1alogue, and history

- Guidance on costumes, props,
scenery, weapons

0 Fact checks, name verifications
. Liaison and coordination with local

FBI field offices
0 Set decoration advice
0 Access to FBI facilities for filming

scenes, b—roll footage, etc.

[e0 poEd-23



Investigative Publicity and
Public Affairs

SSA

©>

|@IC.FBI.GOV

@IC.FBI.GOV

Ledpold-24
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Received Date ‘ Request Topic . Ii'esturFugifive OrgéiIizaI-inn Street ' City State Comments AssignedTn clnséd Daté Actioh

06/10/2005'MOTION tUSE 0F PEI SEAL IN iMIAMI VICE MIAMI ;FL ZCEEL #1 CELL 06/20/2005
PICTURE "MIAMIVICE' MOTION I I ' '

.. __7L.S..._, IPICIURE__,, ., ‘l ._ ._' ,, _ _ _ V ,I , _ . _' 07/14/2005'MOTION :FBI PHOTOS FOR SET %l EURNAEY, , 07/23/2005
(PICTURE OF "PACIFIC AIR 121"; ‘XP TI N ERVICES, BC V5A 2X2 V '

RELEASE LETTER FOR , LIMITED CANADA I . I
'. ,_ rm ...S..~ .‘SAME. ... __ trw . -mWHw V,.,r____.__...~ . I_. my". ______._.__..__07/22/2005MOTION .FBI QUESTIONS RE ,"EAEEL ~ PARAMOUNT SAN DIEGO CA 05 CELL PHONE . 03/02/2005

PICTURE _"BABEL" MOVIE ‘PICTURES - MEXICO GEE
07/28/2005 MOTION ' fusé 6F LcD TV'S IN “ IPACIFIC AIR 121/5NAKE5 " \ . T 03/05/2005

PICTURE {FIELD OFFICES; PHOTO ON A PLANE I
' ‘OP PRESIDENT BUSH '
I

, OTION INTERVIEW RE DCI I 09/15/2005 b6
PICTURE HACKING FOR MOVIE ' v

‘ _ JRE EARCH , _ L. ,,_ _____ __ , n k _ _,______..________._. _
I y ISN KES ON A PACIFIC AIR 121 ' 03/11/2005
, PICTURE PLANE/PACIFIC AIR I i
- I :121 MOVIE QUESTION ‘
1, 09/05/2005iIRfiIOT :USE PEI 1.000 IN IWARNEREROTEERS " ' EUREANK :cT' AS'S'ENT IN E 09/19/2005 ‘
; 1 PICTURE EMOTION PICTURE ; _0NE OF WARNER EROTHERS' »
: 4 5"INVASIDN' : 5 STANDARD RELEASE EORM,
I I 7 I .WHICH WEWILL NOTSIGN

! I :SINCE WE PREPER TO USE A
I :OUR OWN LEl'l'EK PLEASE
. I I iPREPARE AN APPE TE

1 I A RELEASE LETTER:
- -, . ; 5 WITH THE ‘
I : ' ‘ PRODUCTION CLEARANCE ‘
: , ' . ‘AND PERMISSIONS “

g . = l = DEPARTMENT,, I ,

I s I
10/26/2005:M'OTION° ‘CENTR'OPOL‘I'S' FILMS" ’ L05 '
-., W ,MPJcTuREm ; _ _ 5 M ____ ‘_ ANQELES . , V ‘ '
11/02/20051MOTION V UNIVERSAL PICTURES _ 11/04 2005

‘_ V 7 :PICTuRE_» .‘ _ ‘ _ “g, . a _ W __ ,-..-I A
li/IG/ZOOSiMOTION USE OF PHOTO OF ‘ 3 01/03/2005

I_ I _> IPICTURE‘ ROBERTMUELLER. V m . . _ Mg m V‘ u _ ._ , I ,, _ S , -. ...-, 12/23/ZOOSEMOTION ‘FREPARE THIRD OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS ‘PLEASB PREPARE THIRD 01/17/2006
5 PICTURE LEDITION OFTV, MOVIE, 'EDITION OF YOUR REPORT OF

. BOOK REPORT ‘CURRENTTELEVISION
- I I v . SERIES/DOCUMENTARIES,
I ' MOTION PICTURE, AND

‘BOOKS THAT RELATE TO THE
.0 . ., _,.FBI. _. .

. 12/28/2005iMOTION .TOWERS TOWERS PRODUCTIONS CHICAGO, IL 12/30/2003 LEO DOId'QZB
- I PICTuRE PRODUCTIONS FACT '
I CHECK



01/09/2006 MOTION '
‘PICTURE

01/12/2005'MOTION'
PICTURE

01/17/2‘00‘6‘MOTIDN
PICTURE

“62/21/2005 MOTION
PICTURE

02/27/200‘5KMOTION
I PICTURE

02/27/2006‘MUTIDN
_‘ PICTURE

03/08/2006MOTION
7 . PICTURE

03/13/2006 MOTION
PICTURE

III/MUELLER PHOTO

,INEORMATION.
PHOTOS OF SWAT

’GEAR, CRISIS
, MANAGEMENT

I"TRAPPED"

-I3ROCHURE RE OPA ”
ASSISTANCE
AVAILAEILITY

MINORITY
EMPLOYMENT
QUESTION RETBI ' '
AGENT'S ATTIRE
ART THEFT

TOPANGA PRODUCTIONS)
INC: SONY PICTURES TV

_HAND PROP ROOM

T'I-IE RESEARCH HOUSE

IPPAUI GPA

CONTEMPTIBLE
ENTERTAINMENT
WESTERN COSTUME
RESEARCH DEPT.
PECULIAR FILMS

,CAV

"CA

'E-MAILADDRESS: '

EXTI_| PLEASE CONTACT
CIRG TO OBTAIN ANY
INFORMATION OR
PHOTOGRAPHS YOU CAN
REGARDING SWAT CLOTHING,
WEAPONS, OTHER GEAR,
INCL ELMET.
ALSO OULD

,‘LIKE TO KNOW WHAT A
MOBILE COMMAND CENTER
WOULD LOOK LIKE. LASTLY,
SHE AKS IF

NAME VEIFICATIONS FOR THE
MOTION PICTURE, "TRAPED."

O INCOMING; PROACTIVE
T INITIATED 3
fl PREPARE

COMBINATION
’POWERPINT/BROCHURE FOR
DISTRIBUTION To AUTHORS,

MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCERS AND WRITERS.
AND TELEVISION PRODUCERS
AND WRITERS DESCRIBING
THE ASSISTANCE OPA IPPAu.
AND FBI FIELD

WRITING A FILM ENTITLED
"LOGIC" THEME:

IPSYCHULDGICALTHRILLER

REQUESTS MINORITY
EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS , ,

'Ui/ii/z'noe

' '04/0'7/2006.

BETA/206E

01/03/2005

b6

O1/23/2006

04/14/2005:

'Oé/zi/zubs

'bé/io/2006-'
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i
i
I

i
l

i

OA/zl/zhaéjMOTION
PICTURE

M/ze/ious MOTION '
EPICTURE
I‘

‘Os/Oa/z'oos MOTION
{PICTURE

OCZIZ/EOOSEMOTION‘ ‘
‘PICTURE

DVD - “TI-IE DEPARTEE’

‘REVIEW SCRIPT OF‘ -
UNIVERSAL PICTURES
"KINGDOM”
SHOOTER- V‘
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
FBI SEAL, PHOTOS ‘ '

”05/27/20061MOTION”
EPICTURE

fiifi/fifétTION

‘éa/UI/ZOOEMOTION‘
PICTURE

OE/sZUTéIMOTION
I PICTURE
|

'EICTUBE ..
NAME CHECKS

IFILMING "REET‘AT‘W
I-‘El IEI-I BUILDING

WARNER EROTHERS

KINGDOM

PARAMOITN'FPICTURES ' '

ficfifiofiP'I'fiIS‘"

WARNERBROTHERS ‘
THE RINCFOM"w ‘

TWENTIETI-I EEII—TURV‘POXS
THE SHOOTER CITY,

TELEPHONE

FHNIVERSAL ICA

REQUESTS A WANTED
LPOSTER 0F WHITEY BULGER
‘FOR DVD To ACCOMPANV A
RELEASE OF A MOTION
PICTURE. PLEASE ENSURE
THA S AWARE

'UF POTENTIAL LIABILITY
ISSUES

XTIHS' WAS'O’RIGINALLV ‘ ¥ /
CLOSED ON 6/18/06.

’ ‘ ‘THISIA‘SSIENMENT WAS RE-
iOPENED. OLD ASSIGNMENT
__VVA

EQUESTED
VFBI PERMISSION TO FILM AN
,ESTABLISHING SHOT OF WFO
:POR THE MOVIE ENTITLED,
,KINGDOMI THE SHOOT WAS
QAPPROVED AND
:COORDINATED WITH WFO. IT
TOOK PLACE ON 09/09/2006I

gTHIS PROJECT CAN BE CLOSED

TELEPHONE:
zALTHOUGH THEY NEEDED NO
*ACCESS TO FBI HQ WE
IHELPED FACILITATE THE
_FILMING OF SEVERAL SCENES
FOR THE MOVIE ENTITLED

:SHOOTER ON THE CORNER OF ‘
‘10TH AND PENNSYLVANIA
AVENUE

oé'fzé/zoos- ’
I
I

I

I
I

i
4‘09/11/2668

'07/237260'5 '
' TEXT—1200?

[ébpold-QBO



I
I
I
II

I”

II
I
E

10/15/2006 . MOTION " ' ;CO'RIES'DF' ACTUAL PEI
‘PICTURE lPSA POSTERS FUR

1"RESERVATION ROAD
I

1o/24/‘2fiiEEMOTION _ MARK
.PICTURE - ‘PICTURE SCRIPT
éso-HQ— {ABOUT EELT,
,1077559 WATERGATE, AND THE
' ‘FEI

Il
I

I .
I
i”i..."IO/zé/zuusiMOTlON ,ASSISTANCEVIIITH _
;PICTURE :MOTION PICTURE
' I"UNTRACEABLE"

I’ll‘lé‘éfid‘fléMDTléN-N gTEEERHONE "
1 PICTURE 'CONSULTATION WITH
ll U EAU2--
. ,CIRC, REGARDING Ills
! EUNIT'S OPERATIONS
; iINSUPPORT 0F

ISCREENPLAY FOR
:“PERIMITER”
I

iA I

RESERVATION ROAD
PRODUCTIONS LLc

LAREEIORE— ‘”
ENTERTAINMENT

SCREENWRITER'

""‘EEVERL’V’ ‘ CA“

-'NE-vTI NUMEERAPRIL 2007:
MOVIE IN POST

I ; RODUCTION APRIL. SLATED
‘ :TO PREMIER NOVEMBER

12007. IENNIPERCONNELLY
-AND JOAQUIN PHOENIX STAR.

71/16/2007 Sent requesm em in; to posters '
available on line (public domain) Including
Fraud AIerr. Protect Your Workplace; Report _
Suspicious Activity, Suspcious Package
(countenerrarism). 10/17 - Canvassed
Cyber, CID and CTD,

,WRITERIVIET WT
10/31/06 FROM 12-3 PM AT
JEH; ALSO 00M

DISCUSSED
THE STORY LINE [POSSIBLY

, NONvLINEAR l MOVIE STARTS
' WIT

re IPPAU Iare Alfg '
a vise ac e presented firscdiamu Hanks

IHILLS, FOR UPDATE/NEXT STEPS.
flz/s ASKED POR SEAL
LETTER. PREPARED LETTER

\LOS CA' P
ANGELES :CONSULT WITH 55

0 DETERMINE HOW
ISHES T0 HANDLE,

I :ESCPECIALLY AT THIS TIME.
: EWE HAVE SPOKEN. AND SHE
I’ MAY WISH TO COORDINATE

I

SE

: :THIS ON HER OWN, USE YOUR
‘ DISCRETION WHETHER AN EC

IS REQUIRED. 0N DECEMBER
8, 2006. MR

ALLED 10/31/os-ANDA—SED

. . £1.0512/11/2005

and Flaytone executives and a "small bomb"
had dropped on Hollywood. Muvie is likely to .
s w in a whale new lighr. according
to Scripcis going furtherinto
production; Han]: has expressed desire to

’play lead role because Ofits impomnce to us ’
history. .

EEI PORTLAND PERSONNELACTED IN
MOVIE. CONTACTED|:|E0R .
RELEASE FORME SEND REMINDER
9/10/2007T ASKING HERTO
CALL OR FWD INFO ABOUT PERSONNEL

:WHO ACTED AS EXTRAS, THE MOVIE V
’OPENED 0N IAN. 25, 2008. PROIECT CAN BE

Leopold-931



12/10/2005jM0TI0N '

12/18/2006

{2/26/2005

" 61/24/2007:MbTiéN—" ' "IONA'I-I'rsEIz‘IFrT“ ‘

02/05/2007 MbTIoN w '

PICTURE

MOTION '
PICTURE

MISTION‘
PICTURE

“-01/18/2‘007 MOTI'DN “
PICTURE

PICTURE -
00-110-
1077659

PICTURE

,CRDSSING O'VE'R5" '
MOTION PICTURE

QUESTIONS

SIDNEY KIMMEL ’
ENTERTAINMENT

_I>I-IILM ENTERTAINMENT
[NC

,cLEAREDfiXsfiLEI, c _,

SCREENWRI'I‘ER

I
I
1LIVEI3IEART' ” ..,., A "
ENTERTAINMENT

JERRY BRUCKHEIMER
‘PRODULTION

;'SENT VIA EMAIL

i :——_IfCMINNVIL 0R CELLI:I ‘
E REQUEW COPV 0F SCRIPT

CA
-"UNTHINKABLE" MOVIE I_
SCRIPT AS DESCRIBED B

VER THE
TELEPHONE T0 EIP,
APPEARED TO SHOW FBI
AGENTS TAKING PART IN AN 2
ILLEGAL TORTURE To ELEICT I
A CONFESSION AND OTHER .

‘ QUESTIONAEL ‘
1 E317 REFERRE

01/31/2007 '

b6

: ”THE FIFTH MAFIA” FOR
1 REVIEWI

_ 1 . 1. __Los ' mainBYI:I
ANGELES

, .
DEL MAR ;EA cEI.

I CALL AND ACKNOWLEDGE
TODAY AND SAY YOU WILL

I -RESPOND TO HER QUESTIONS
___. ..__ _-...- 'EXPHQNEASAL I
BEVERLY CA WRITER SUBMITTED
HILLS ‘ QUESTIONS CONTAINED IN

' PLOTLINE FOR MOVIE
’ "IONAH" FOR CLARIFICA’I'ION
I 0F FBI PROCEDURES

1 _,_ _ _'_., . . . . .BURBANK :CA |:|T0 ASSIST,

02/27/2007 GPA FeVeIwed ‘ arded the
movie51'3“)!cUnlt. fur

'technIcal review. ON PE I I
discussed feedback wiIh ia
conference call. No further OPA anion is t

,,.L - - v-nec is nmjsgtmayheplqssdz _ .,
06/25/2009 Advlse that scenario under which

,FBl abtams search warrant was nnt enough
‘imminent Lhrea: and suggested script
rewrite. Phone call 1/13/07 to discuss She is a
taking comments to client and will Tatum if

questions 211521 5/2 1/07 - spoke
they decided not Io pursue FBI Seal '

>an ave esigned their own.

- 61/‘31/EOO7'TeIeDIIDIIQd
'her questions.

nd responded to

BENZ—EOE REHETIMIEIHEIwerva -maiI.Writer
advsied he may have additional questions as ,
dram pragress. :

‘ 03/12/E007 N‘oIIfie’d’éh‘at ageineéio'r shoot ofJEH
building has been canceled. There Is nu
further need for FBI corporation with this
project.

Leo pold-932



02/087200'T'M0TI0N
PICTURE -
so-Hq-

‘1077559

|' ’Tiz/Ts’fz‘tfiilI/IEIIEN '
:PICTURE

02/23/fifiiFCI-TI3N
| PICTURE

Tfiz’fiofigififi
: PICTURE

E

‘MOTION PICTURE
VERSION "PHELIC
ENEMIES"

_ RESEARCH ’ ""
’ASSISTANCE FOR
IMOVIE SCRIPT

, PERATION "
’GREYLORD—
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE

‘FORWARDV'PASE TEED'NS, '
‘MISHER FILMS

UNIVERSAIZSTUIDIUSVTI'IE
KINGDOM

I
lI-‘R—E-EIIANCER WRITE_

ANTONIO
éA'N‘m

WRITING Mo'I'iIE SEEIPTEOH '
‘ADAPTATION 0F BURRUUGH'S
BOOK "PUBLIC ENEMIES"

3 I I KEVIN MISHER

HICAGO SET

5 ' " CwéflLB’EIKfiJ‘WEIiKITEEY
QCLOSELY WITH you 0N THISE
:EACH STEP UP THE WAY

I
I

TX ‘EFLEA‘SE CALL AN‘IYABBKESS
:QUESTIONS, AND/OR WORK
WITH MEDIA REP.

I R0 EC
m) cm, c5, AND WE
E CTOR

NTEHEST IN
:RESEARCHING FBI

‘ EFROCEDURE FORA MOVIE HE
‘ ;I$ DIRECTING THAT Is

:LOOSELY BASED ON FBI

05/30/2009 'Inrerésred In Wirerapping info '
’requester 2/9/07 to advise a. 3%
irequesred Dillingerme regard g orensrc
'toolsDepIied directly wirIi info. Fim
Inrafrofscripc Earn Ieted Apri12007. Second
'draft in progress mime reIocare m ,
:Chicago Ian.15, 2000. Production will begin ;
'Chicago in March 2008 to lune 15. IPPAU and j
IFBI Chicago were present at part: of filming
WI I>A priur knowledge. Chimgo SA .

m: in die movie, f
:and Media Re rovided Inro for !
personal accola es in e movie closing

scredirs, b6
05/31/2007II have eriodicaIly reached aura]:

[:forciariiicarion on type of FBI
interviews she-d Iike re support are DVD

:reiease or the movie enn'iied, Kingdom
Nothing definative received. I sent the last
Iemzll on May 150i and did not receive 2
Eresponse. No further OPA am'oii necessary,

_. I. -- _.Ixhisnuuecr.renjzedesed., . .__. _ ... ,‘
03/02/2007'THIS REQUEST WAS DEFERRED TO THE SAN I

IANTONIO MEDIA REPRESENTATIVE
I RECOMMENDED LIMITED ASSISTANCE BE I
:PROVIDEDASTHIS ISAFIRSTTIME ;
SCREENWRITER. 'w. war We“ en a:

Ihegin research. ‘

:CHICAGO INVESTIGATION
‘ENTITLEDE OPERATION
GREYLORD. AUTHOR SCD'I'I‘
THROW WROTE A HO

Leopold-933



03/12/2007;MOTION ;"UNTIIINRAELE"
PICTURE - IMOTION PICTURE
00-HQ- g
1077659 I

' 4

i

I

I
’ |

03/22/20077MOTION Eco /MOVIERICHTS
;PICTURE .FO

ISTO Y

' oa/zé/“zo‘oTj’MO'I-ION .. ZRIV'A'RD‘“ “ '
PICTURE

SIDNEY KIMMEL
ENTERTAINMENT (SKEJ

BEVERLY jCA SCRIPT STARTED IN LA/SSA
HILLS MOVIE TO BE

E iFILMED BALTIMORE. REVIEW
,SCRIPT, CONSIDER RELEASE
ILE'ITER., COORDINATE

J iLOCATION w0RRAS
,NECESSARV
I

I
I rI I

A'ETRTS PRODUCTIONS '—

NEW YORK NY

‘ AETIOSI'SAPROEUCTIKN "
COMPANY IN QUEBEC,
CANAD‘ . THE PHONE FOR

, S
THEY ARE REQUEST
PERMISSION TO USE THE

ISEAL IN THEIR FRENCH-
, LANGUAGE FILM wHICH HAS
' AN FBI CHARACTER.

" fié/ii/zob‘mra‘m phone caIIs wi

'09/09/2009‘PRDDUCTI’O'N EOTORICTNflIII? CONTACTED
IN LA. WHO PROVIDED FEEDEAEK

ON SCRIPT THAT WAS PROBLEMATIC (FBI
WAS NOT ACTING APPROPRIATELY).
@UGGESTED CHANGES, AND

DRAFT WAS SUPPOSED TO BE
SENT|:]ALSO CAVE BALTIMORE A
HEADS UP SINCE SKE WANTED BALTIMORE
FIELD FOR LOCATION ASSISTANCE.
DECISION TO PERMIT USE OF SEAL,
COOPERATE, ETC, WAS PUT ON HOLD
PENDING RECEIPT/APPROVAL OF NEW r
SC TIMORE
REE OADVISE
WE NEED TO BE IN THE LOOP ON ANY
REQUESTS SRE MARES 0F TH EM. SKE

ADVISED SEPT 2007 THEYARE CASTING.
IUST RECEIVED RE-WRITE AND WILL be
LIKELY SHOOT IN ANUARY 2008.

VCONTACTE 0N '
10/27/2007, HEY WERE NO
LONGER CONNECTED WITH TH PRO ECTS
FOLLOWED UP WIT 0

7ADVISED THEYARE SHOPPING ANOTHER
‘STUDIO AND SHOULD HEAR SHORTLY,
SPOKE TO N IUNE: THE
PROIECT HAS PICKED UP SAMUEL L

[JACKSON AND FBI ASSISTANCE IS ‘
:ANTICIPATEDSCHANGING DEADLINE FROM I
15/30/00 - 9 /30//08 T0 ALLow FOR NEW
:PRDDUCTION SCHEDULE. PRODUCERS
‘CONTACTE N SPRING 2009 T0 ASR
How To CREDIT FBI; ADVISED HIM TD
CREDIT OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS‘ANIL‘_“

Dr two j
.weeIu while awairin decision from 060 on
ghew T0 pmceedmidvised via phone
Ethat the window 0 Oman nity had passed I
there is no longer interest in the sto and
they would not do itwifliout ”mm

3(whe indicated he would not accept money
IPraiect was closed due to nn rimeI answer
‘Irorn 00C, lost interest byfildient. z
ian-I the money/life righrs issue. '-

04/04/2007 On March zvmenuesred PEI :
permission in use e eaI on snme pmps in a
French/Canadian film enn'rIed Rivera, Rivard

‘was a gangster with ties to organzied crime in ‘
guie US One arrhe characters is an FBI agent .
'invesn‘gating those ties. A letter granting her
;permission was sent on 04/04/2007. No
further aciinn by GPA is necetséap'g‘lia _934
'proiectcan be cIused.



04765/2007;MOT10N
PICTURE .

‘80-HQ~
1077659

04/17/7007 IXé'IIdN '
PICTURE

011/17/2007 MOTION
PICTURE

05/11/2007 MOTION
PICTURE

’scmrr RE: MONEY
LAUNDERING CASINO
IN MACAU

~ SURVEILLANEE- ‘ '
BADGE Es CREDS
ARTWORK

UNNAMED scmrr RES
FBI ESCORT ouror
EUROPE

EAdDHKD ' ‘ "
.BOMBING/SAMANTHA
POWERS HOOK

SCREENWRITER

‘ SURVEILLANCE PRAIRIE "
PRDDS/ LAGO FILM

WRITER FROM FBI 101
WORKSHOP

’lVERHRIil'G'l-f " "
PRODUCTIONS

Los' CA
ANGELES

'Am‘ DEPANTIDIENI: M
COORDINATOR

06/22/20117Answ questions by E-mai
Iadvised he would be back for more questions '
‘on future drarts orthe scripL Putting project
‘in hibernation 6/22/2011 until we receive

_ Iu , .. . 1-”!04/10/2007 Askefifito send us sample phony ID.
Recelve sample and critiqued. Advised them .

_to remove white ribbon and words "Fidelity,
Bravery Integrity".Alsu asked her to change
background blue to a ditterenr hue unlike the
real seal. She sent revision with changes

requested. Advised irwaa unique enough to
use on 4/10/07 via email.

b 5
04/17/2007 Conferl-ed with SCIaI-Id clarified

procedure for F3! transporting suspected
terrorist out ofEurope, and how a medical
emergency might he handled. mailed
information to writer as no further

_. flfleSfiOfiSa......10/23/2009 Uploaded 5c and finally received okay in July
to cooper he with an n camera interview IN
Sept/Oct. rote back in August

{to request a briefpre--interview by phone, :
‘8 15 07 a. 3:30 pin. Pre briefwas cancelled,

in September
ceived call

fro n 11/17/07 who
advise
and he wanted to intervie

assed the call to 0A tacted
yV/M. on Md as '

Cout sick for a w 3112
and Inlse toI ohody had called
him back. his then returned call

n UK to advise we needed questions
an cu iue in order to approve interview for
12/14/2007 Interview Iooltplace in 010 ,.

‘n w v ant space on Friday 12/14/07
fl follow up with contact info lot 00]

rep he worked wi in Baghdad. In early
Februa advised rhat there is
nobody who can talk about the trial ofAbu
Omar al Kurdi. IPPAU Santa release letter
1/23/00 allowin nterviewed m
be used in the Dacumemary. Received email
'rronrl:|thatmovie will be

Leopold-935



(IE/26720077 MOTION TRAITOR-TORONTO, ’
l :FICTURE MOROCCO, DC FILMING

l

l .
I E
l i__._ ,_

07/06/20071MOTION GANGS IN MILITARY
‘FICTURE

V

”BREE/EOEIMETIONV ' :IMlIRDERS-IN—NEW“
’PICTURE ORLEANS

07/09/2007rM0TI0N lMURDERS IN NEW
|PICTURE :ORLEANS

IIWV...C._I_.._- ‘_. .
07/17/2007IMOTI0N DA VINCI CODE -THE

IPICTURE ‘SEQUEL

PlcrIIRE - SCRIPT ASSISTANCE/
:SO-HQ- gsAu INPO
:1077659 .

I

"0‘77 ofzoo‘TgMloN‘i"lNl-IIIMAN"MOVIE ' ‘

DVEfi'URE FILMS LLC, THE
IIM HENSON cor

v‘vAlfiiER EROS '

[MAfiNE ET RTAINMENT
TELEVISION

WRITER:E51 10-1 ‘
SCREENWRITER'S
WORKSHOP ATTENDEE

EEVERLY CA
HILLS . lHI: [1M HbN UN LU;

1415 NI LA EREA AVE RM
E107; H0LLYW000,CA 90028

LBS A “CA SEREENWRIT'ER REQUESTS
ANGELES INTERVIEW RE GANGS

ENTERING THE MILITARY To
LEARN TACTICS AND RECRUIT

EUREANK EA" "— '_‘ "— .. " " " ‘

EUREANK CA” EIP ASKED NS‘TG '
:CDORDINATE
IMEDIA REP s

No ALREADY IN

LBS ' ‘ ‘CA _ IINRIfiERAfiENDED jANUARY
ANGELES 32007 PEI OPA WORKSHOP IN

. IHIS SCRIPT INVOLVING AN
EI AGENT WAS GREENLIT. ,

03/05/2008 RECEIVED iST D ‘ ’ ’ ' VIEWED "
:DRAFTWITH CT [WI-IO SAID

KAY WITH MINOR CHANGES. ASKED SSA .
DRINPUTJELEPHQ ICALLY AND

lEY E—MAIL ADVISED OF FACTUAL ~
.DISCREPANCIES. SCRIPT WAS REVISED AND
RESUEMITTED WTH REQUEST FOR
ASSISTANCE FROM LEGATS IN TORONTO,
MOROCCO AND MARSEILLES. ALSO SEEK

‘INFO ON COSTUME, OFFICE VISIT, ADVICE
ON 111"? MEETING ROOM SETUP, ACT0R

LCDNSULTATIONS. RECEIVED REQUEST POR
USE OF PEI SEAL ON PRoPs, COSTUMES,
SENT LETTER AUTHORIZING SEAL
9/5/2007. SHOOTING EEGINS 9/10/2001
SHOOTING WRAPPED DECEMBER 2007.

fl. . i _.._.._.. . b6
07/17/2007 CID concurs with NPD thatthe FBI is not

discussing die subjectofgangs in the miliiary.
as referred to the Department of

Defense.

"or/mama wasHamming; ‘
iNew Orleans PEI meenng WI arI-Ier Eros

v . - .. V I I D
06/25/2007gSA 0 Media Rep, concurs

} aSSIsn r meetings with FBI
iNew Orleans.

Attacheg gran; N0 in lien 99;:
. 7/17/07,?mducer/Write
interviewed telephonically Un Ie

AE, regarding bombs for his next
‘ _ _nron'on tlIre._ ,V _

02/13/2012-9/5: CIRG/EAU still reviewing scripL

’PROIECT IS AEOUTA SERIAL 5
,MURDERER IN IAPAN; THE FBI j
,15 ERDUGI-IT IN TO ASSIST
‘BECAUSE JAPAN Is NOT USED i
.To SERIAL KILLERS. WRITER
‘REQUESTS ASSITANCE PROM

UC
fl PERTHE REQUESTOD

Leopold-936



'0lf/07/206flIImIFN‘

08/02/2007 MOTION
' PICTURE .
‘Sn-HQ-
I1077659
I
I

I

00/06/2507M0TION
PICTURE

I
I

‘ PICTURE
|
I
i
I

00/00/2007;MOTION __
iPICTURE -
,EOHQ—
1077659

'00/09/200'7IM6TI'0N' '"
.PICTURE
i
II

08/15/2007 I/E'TEN ”
gPICTURE -
‘60-a
-1077659

” ;WOLFbF WALL
STREET - JORDAN
.EELFORTI

I
II
II
I
II

_FB[ SCREENPLAY‘

ITHRILLER/HORROR
§MOVIE

ISERTAT KI
vRESEARCH FOR MOVIE
:"HOUSE HUNTING"

‘OA‘N'O RESEARCHEOIT
[MOVIE SET IN
IHOUSTDN

ISRAN—ISPI'MO—IIIE— __

FBI - NY; SIKELIA
PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCTIONS
Vl'TER-l-‘IOHT OR DIE '

IE Elli/ls“

LATIN'WOOD F M

CHIEAOEI"

IWROTE BOOK "WOLF OF
WALL STREET" ABOUT FBI
CASE AGAINST HIS BOILER

. ROOM OPERATION. MARTIN
:SCORSESE PURCHASED

'iL

'INTERVls TO DEVELOP
CHARACTERS

M 'PLEAS TRANST.~
'SUMMARIZE A MOVIE SCRIPT
WHICH WAS SENT INTO THE
OFFICE IN SPANISHT THE
MOVIE, SET IN A HOUSTON
SUBURB, FEATURES THREE
FBI AGENTS AS MAIN
CHARACTERS, AND IS
ENTITLED "INVASION
SANGRIENTE DE LA
ESCONDIDA'I lT DEALS WITH
A GANG WHICH

'PR‘OACTIV ' ' ‘ OUT ‘ '
ITO 53 D
:SA A ENT
FOR IDRDAN BELFORT, WHO

RIGHTS. DICAPRIO PLAYING
EELFORT; KYLE CHANDLER IS

00/12/2013 9/2007. IPPA'LTI'EARNED EELFORT ASKED
0R ASSISTANCE AS A TECH

ADVISOR FOR THE MOVIE. IPPAU ADVISED
F PROPER PROCEDRUES FOR

ASSISTANCE, PREPUE REVIEW, OUTSIDE
EMPLOYMENT. SUMMER 2012 MOVIE
.wENT INTO PRODUCTION: lPPAU REACHED
.OUT TO NY OPA AND ADVISED PROCEDURE
REGARDING CONSULTING AND SCRIPT
.REVI ' NFERENCE CALLS
' W:

00/07/2007 On 0/6/07. provided answersto]:
re: FBI lingo and promcal. He will contactthe »
FBI In Ine future ifIIe lIas addIIional b4
quesu'ons with his screenplay No further
action expected at this lime On 8/

, rovided additional Infonnat1
for his script entitled

He advised he will send a cop)" o
ru-view. e- ,_ . . .

10/20/2008 One 22 0 nterviewed SA I
|__/_L|n Icago re. protocol to help
Iwirh me Inaccuracies in his script. This
'praject has mnved to die selecoon omIe
actors/producers. No additional assisIance is ’

jneeded at LIIISfimeI The filming ofLI'Ie movie I
will mke place in the spring of2009 In
hiramnfiLnSAtlERIfii‘w .. s

02/13/2012 9/5: CIRG/EAUiIIevaluaIin qu st.

e scnpun

CLOSED PER THE REQUEST 0F|:| l

'ouIsIde omie Houswn FBI Diwsion. Her
‘shout will take place the weekqovember
‘17 - 25, 2007. No additional assistance will he
provided forthis projecL

00/20/2007 An E
analysis afrhis Spanish scrIptand is I
portrayal Ofthe FBI was completed and
provided to the PAS workingqI die
production company on August 15, 2007.

Leopold-937
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08/30/2007 MOTION SCREENPLAY ABOUT
I PICTURE - KIDNAPPING
00-110-
1077559

I

09/07/200ixMOTION ' "PENNIIURST ’ "T T
PICTURE - PROIECI'"
EflrHQ- DOCUMENTARY
1077659

09/20/2007 MDTIDN NACASAKI DEADLINE '
PICTURE -
$0.00.

‘1077659

10/03/2007EMOTION IIICIIER‘EdNM
VPICTURE— LEARNING
‘80-HQ-
1077659

10 /03[2007’MOTIUN WHITE]AZi[I\/TOVIEJ '—
PICTURE -
80-HQ—

p 1077559

10/05/2007 MOTION :TI-IE EGG FACTORV‘ '
PICTURE-

_STEVIE PRODUCTIONS

90.q
1077659

WRITER '

RADIDAKTIVE'FILfiffiEEL
EYE FILMS

WESTERN—COSTUME

bNI-JSEDRD GA

NEWTDRENI

LBS ’ 7' CA
ANGELES

NT" “CA
HOLLYWOO.D .

2
;
r

VANCBDVE',
RBC IDA

ARDMORE EGG COMPANY
,LTD

SCREENPLA
IS ABOUT AN 1 eEAR-OLD
CHILD WHO IS KIDNAPPED.
WRITER SEEKS INFRO ABOUT
FBI PROCEDURES. PROTOCOL.
lURISDICTION, INTEGRATION
OF PRIVATE DETECTIVE'S
WORK AND CAPTURE OF THE
KIDNAPPER.

REQUESTS RIGHTS TO
PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE IN
CIVIL ACTION HALDERMAN V.
PENNHURST .S'I'ATE SCHOOL
AND HOSPITAL

s NE-lTINC
THE SCRIPTAS 0F 12 11 (18
AN AS

'smNED 0N To DIRECT THE
MOVIE AS OF 12/11/03.

§EEl€lNC T0 LEARN-WHAT "—
CLOTHES FBI AGENTS WORE
‘IN THE 19505.MOVIE STARS
rammmmmw. DIRECTOR

WRITT REY
'COSTUMER SEEKING RI-l'oTos
[OF AGENTS IN 19505 FOR FOR
’MOTION PICTURE

ACTORS SEEK MEETING WITH
'AGENTS IN SEATTLE OR
BELLINGHAM T0 TRAIN FOR
THEIR ROLES. ALSO SEEK
INFORMATION ON FHI

:WEAPON MODELS FOR PROPS
0N MOVIE CALLED v‘HIGHER
FORM OF LEARNING"

‘STARRING STEVEN SEAGAL
AND HOLLY DIGNARD,

PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE;
DETERMINE WHAT

:ASSISTANCE WE CAN OFFER.

nterviewed SSA :
CID, regarding kidnapping

investigative protocol. His screenplay is not
necessarily about che FBI, but he had some
‘general questions. No additional assistance is
needed at this time. Ithe requires additional
assistance, he will contact IPPAU.

own/2007.00) 11 07

3972875667 REFERRE o'AIiCI-IIVES FOR——
INFORMATION REGARDING THE
PENNHURST CASE. THIS PROJECT CAN BE i134
CLOSED. ‘bs

' 02/3/2012 This project is Being put on hold.
lost the director attached to the project
during the writer's strike, She is currently

Atrying to revive the prniert and will contact
IPPAU when she needs assistancer This
project ls being re-apened on 12/11/00 at
.the request or the producer. Project is being
’closed » waiting on producers/directors to
advise on progress of movie.

etre’ived'old copy ofdr'e' '
investigator. I blacked out all eioyee

" i0/047i067
names and sent the copy to lI

I

10/01/2607 I REVIEWED TIIE SCRIPT AND FOUND
IFEI PORTRAYED UNFAvoRABLv IN THE
ITREATMENT. AFTER CONSULTING WITH

I-IE MEDIA REE IN
SEATTLE WE DECIDED THAT IT MAY DE

E

GOOD PR TO GO AHEAD AND HAVE THE
ACTRESS IN THE OFFICE. THE FIELD OFFICE

‘HAD A RANGE DAY ALREADY PLANNEDI
THE VISIT WENT WELL BY THE FIELD
OFFICE ACCOUNTS AND THE ACTRESS
INDICATED THAT SHE WILL TRY TO MAKE
HER PORTRAYAL OF A FEMALE FBI AGENT
MORE ACCURATE.

64/29/2008

Leopold-938
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10/22/2007 MOTION INTERVIEW REQUEST
'RICTURE - A
Qeo-HQ- ,
.1077659 .

REIT/T203? MOTIUN' — PROTOCOL QUESTIONS
PICTURE . FOR MOVIE "DEAL

ITH THE DEVIL"
x— S MOVIE SEQUEL

PICTURE - - SWAT CDSTUME
80-HQ-
1077659

_QUESTIONS,
) PICTURE - ASSISTANCE WITH
:80-HQ— "DONE ONE" MOTION
11077659 IPICTURE, AKA ”X»FILES
f MOVIE”
I
|I
I

11/24/2007iMOTION .ASSISTANCE To \
IPICTURE - OTION PICTURE "THE
80-HQ- ASTANO THE

11077559 .FURIOUS"
I I

"'12'/1'7/'2007II7IOT1'ION ' THE’EIFI‘H'MAEIA‘
PICTURE -
80-HQ— ,

:1077559 :I
12/28/2007IM0T10N QUESTIONS TO ASSIST

IPICTURE - PEC MOVIE SCRIPT
‘ HILHQr
1077659

TERM-TE" ' " ‘

i
I
I
I
I.THE CRT/"INC EUR ”
IPRODUCTIONS, LTD

I

I.UNIVERSAESTUEIO'S”
I
1
i
|
[REILIT ENTERTAINMENT
i
I
I
iSCREENWRITER

BROOKEYN NV' ‘

NORTH
HOLLYWOO .
D

NERTIT‘T"
VANCOUVE E
REC,
CANADA

UNIVERSAL C21
CITY

i

EL CERRITU ‘CA

",EV'EI/IAIL DEEE 11767077 '

‘ABOUT SWAT UNIFORM IN
RICHMOND VAAND CHICAGO

' IL
I

REQUESTS ASSISTANCE WITH
,RROPS, CLOTHING,
:EQUIPMENT FOR NEW MOVIE
jBY CHRIS CARTER BASED ON
”THE X-FILESI" ADDITIONAL
REQUESTS WILL FOLLOW,

IINCLUDING USE OF FBI SEAL.
:DETERMINE HOW To ASSIST,
‘OBTAIN RELAVANT PORTIONS
{0E SCRIPT REI

i.._I-. . e s... _.
i PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED
SCRIPT FOR REVIEW AND
COMMENT. THIS REQUEST

11/01/2007 I On 10/24/01:]:onducred‘hack round interviews with SA
NY FBI, and on 10/29/07 SA

Denver, FBI, on Cqmbian
'Irave Ing Iewe ry chieves for ascript she is
,currendy wrifingd She will reeamm IPPAU if
she needs additional assislance. She wIII keep
IPPAU updated on the sums orihe project.

~Tzns/z'oiiflPERTHE REQUESTED
UC.

I
11/02/2007?II> AU contacied Richmond Media Rep and

Chicago Media Rep who advised that SWAT
'uniimns are the reen iii htsnits. IPPAU
Then e-nIaiIe ‘ and advised her 55
ofthe color. a addidenai informau'on is
required at This u‘me. this project can be

_e_.- we, Clasgii,__. V ,. __ _ ,
03/31/2008 ONACUING PROIECT. PLEASE CHANGE DUE

DATE To 04/30/2008.
I
IFILMING HAS BEEN COMPLETED AS OFTHIS
:DATE. NO FURTHER REQUESTS HAVE BEEN
SUBMITTED BY REQUESTOR.

ETHIS PROJECT CAN BE CLOSED IN THE FILES
:OF THIS OFFICE,

01/03/2008 em letter dated 12/29/07, authorizing use
of seal In forthcoming movie "Fast and

‘ Furious 4." She will Contact IPPAU ifshe
{needs any addifiunal assistance with
Ipraducdon set design, Etc. The movie opens

.e E... ... _ 'LUTISSILlDS...
01/01/2009I

IpERTAINS To WARDRUEE ,
’AND SET DECORATION ISSUES.
SEERINCTNEO 0N WOMAN

'IWI-Io MURDERED HER
HUSBAND AND CROSSED
‘STATE LINES

II

’ 04/08/200é Provided—reEEJse‘sIo FBI 'proce'dural
quesfions m the sadsfaction of

Leopold-939



01/03/2009 M0TION XVl'cAP PROGRAM
PICTURE - I
80q-

.1077559

.

01/28/2008MOTIDN INTERNET PREDATORs
PICTURE -

;En-HQ-
4077559

i
I

3
il

01/31/2008MOT10N aSWAT TEAM VIDEO -
;PICTURE - ‘MAX PAYNE MOVIE
'EO-HQ-
' 1077659 Il, I
~ I

I

l
02/06/2008IM0TION

‘PlCTURE -
Ell-HQ.
1077659

Ii
i

i
i

oa/is/zoosIOTION' ”I‘CRI’MEEO'N INDIAN '
.PICTURE- RESERVATIONS
.80q-
1077559

,l |. . -
04/10/ZOOEEMOTION

IPlCTURE— I
jso-HQ- -
1077659 .

'DUP PRODUCTIONS INC.’

FOR TOR FROD'U'CTTO'NS ””
|

IV .. s, . s _.
IWWE FILMS PRODUCT
v
i
;

:POR LIs‘O‘ATE PRIME " '

MONTREAL, EANAJS INTERESTED IN OBTAINING
QC DA :APFROVAL T0 FEATURE THE

.FBI'S VICAP PROGRAM IN A
~ PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER
ENTITLED THE FACTORY,
STARRING IDHN CUSAK. IT Is

VBEING PRODUCED BY SILVER
‘PICTURES AND DISTRIBIJTED
'BY WARNER EROTHEIE
.

XCA' 'RE'QUESTIITOESSIHANCE
FROMSEWA
SCREENPLAY THAT ACTOR
DAVID SCHWIMMER Is

DEVELOPING AEOUT
-. EILERNET BREQAIQBS. s . _.lS REQUESTING SWAT

7TRAlNlNG VIDEO EOR
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

_FURPOSES. MAX PAYNE IS A
M0vIE IN PRE-PRODUCTION

AND [S STARRING MARK
. WAHLBERG. THERE ARE NO

PEI CHARACTERS IN THE FILM

ENEw ' LOOKING? TECHNICAL
ORLEANS ‘ASSISTANCE 0N FBI

_PROCEDURE.

l

i. s. so I V_____ .. ,.
:HOLLYWOO CA ZWRITINGASCRIPT FOR LIONS
‘D GATE RELATIVE TO A

ROBBERY OF A CASINO ON AN
I i INDIAN RESERVATION,

" "ls LOBRINE 'EOR‘ANSWER’S TO

I
02/07/'z‘Iio§ ’SP'a' roar anEi'L'APo had no objection to SA !

|_E_L]rravelling rn meet with David
Schwimmer about a scri I he is wrin'ng on
online predators, s has extensive
experience in cyber crime invesligations.

02/21/2000 Provide lth an HRTtralning
video sampler for research purposes. He was 5
looking for equipment ideas as well as how /
the actors would carry guns, etc. 1

I

be

64/30/2000 CHANGE DLIE DATE T0 7&0/08 ' "

THIS REQUEST WAS REFERRED TO THE ‘
NEW ORLEANS MEDIA REPRESENTATIVE, I
SAI:}JVHD PROVIDED ;
MINIMALTECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
RELATING TO FBI PROCEDURE,

THIS REQUEST CAN BE CLOSED IN THE
FILES OFTHIS OFFICE.

‘04/01/200E CID and SLC approved 5
participaijon In a telephonic interview about

I Indian Country violarions,

QUESTIONS ON FEI i
PROCEDURE FORA
'SCREENI’LAY SHE IS WRITING
.THATINVOLVES THE FBI

, ‘ BRINGING DOWN A RING OF
CRIMINALS USING

'TECHNOLOGY T0 FRAME
I . INNOCENT PEOPLE

04/15/2000 iPtedEHF—lnndEdvised her on how FBI
‘works w. private c zens; lmrli in terms oi
how we encourage " and sometimes
culfivate informants.l:hianlred me for
help and advised she was going to a big
"pit: " meeting in lune. She indicated she
wouId call me back for addifianal help later
this year irrhe script gets "green lic" For now.
this project can be closed as no further
assistance will be required ulflgatfifimj‘giqo
accenwl . s



04/15/2008 MOTION
PICTURE -

‘ 80-HQ—
1 4077559

. PICTURE -
_80-HQ-
1077559

05/07/2008,MOTION
fiPICTURE-

l .Eo-HQ-
- :1077559.

" 05/15/20 8,MdTION '
‘PICTURE -
’EO-HQ—
1077659I .

' 05/02/3000 MOTION‘
I PICTURE -
80»I~IQ—
1077559

05/11/2000 MOTION
PICTURE-

ISO-HQ-
1077559

[300} NOTt ‘ ’

PROCEDURAL
QUESTIONS

SCREENPLAY
ADAPTATION

TERRORISM ' '
DOCUMENTARY

IEWL REE '
INT :RVIEWS

OR PINK
PANTHER FEATURETI"

ILLEGALACTIVITIES

IOAOUIN ”IACR"
GARCIA - FORMER
UNDERCDVER FBI SA

WOULD LIKE ANSWERS TO A
COUPLE FBI PROCEDURAL
QUESTIONS.

RAINPOREST'PILMS

SCREENWRITEN ' '

‘ASPfiimGARfET ' ' " I ’7 “I“ '
PRODUCTIONS '

SEEKING ‘ETIEL‘OP EORT DDT
TERROR, SEARS TOWER
:TERROK

SHERMAN CA RELIGHT SOURCE—31
OAKS s N MIAMI REGARDING

[EWEL THEFI' FOR SPECIAL
FEATURE TO GO ON "MAKING

; OP" DVD WITH RE-RELEASE
OF 1963 PINK PANTHER.

‘ V M ” ’WRITINGANIO'VIEANDI-IAS
. I SOME BASIC QUESTIONS

D'DUELE'FEATURES EILM ' ‘ ' ‘ CAM ‘ PARAMOUNT STUDIOS T ’ '
,EOUGHT THE RIGHTS To JACK
GARCIA'S BOOK AEOUT HIS
UNDERCOVER CAREER WITH
THE EEl WITH PLANS To
WRITE A SCREENPLAY. THEY
ARE INTERESTED IN
INTERVIEWIN
AN

04/25/206EEQUESTED ANSWERS To
'QUESTIONS SHE PROVIDED PERTAINING TD :
FINDING FORENSIC EVIDENCE COLLECTION
AND HOW THE PEI WOULD GET INVOLVED

VIN A MURDER INVESTIGATION.

'THIS RE UEST WAS COORDINATED WITH
55 NPO, WHO WAS ABLE TO
ANSWER HER QUESTIONS

’THIS PROJECT CAN BE CLOSED IN THE FILES
OF THIS OFFICE. '

05/05/2008 4 29 2000
Ian

phone inxerview with
'PI-IiladeIphia, regarding an ill It The fee re b4

‘ on the boo b6
dvised he will conmct

IPPAU ifhe needs additional assistance with
The serlpt. etc ‘

05/10/2003 Declined|:[-edneséhe6ans' .
,1) Na disrrihumr for TV documemzry. A
,2) Liberty7 ease still pending (he asks for h-
mll aired by media).
Much more informatio ornroerain ne ded

.but not requested fro 1
because his company does nothave an outlet ‘
presently for airing, ’

and screenwriters

05/19/2003 Rodi MI
'assismith inierviews with SAs
familiar WI jewel and diamond thefis. SA

n Miami and54:|n
New York.

06/03/2008; His movie scenario did not have a federal
nexns. He was rererred no The IRS and the :
local police. No additional assistance is I

Inecessary unless he can esiablish where rhe 1
:0 girl ote money and a possible Iederal

1119)“!51. .. . , 7.‘ _.__ .__10/01/2003 On huId unlil RMD finishes review Ofboak m .,
ensur emoved all objectionable
material.

teopold=94I



07/03/2008'MIJTIDN
PICTURE »
80---HQ
1077659

07/1872008 MOTION
PICTURE -
,80 HQ-
1077559

” 07/25/20Te MOTION
PICTURE -
HD-HQ—
1077559

WOO/II/zaoavMOTION
PICTURE -

, HO-HQ—
.1077559

7 08/I972UDEIMOTION
iPICTURE -
Ieo--HQ-
E 1077659

T 0975272UDII'M0TION '
:PIC’I‘URE -
;80-HQ-
[1677659

09/19/20085MOTION
:PlcTURE -
ISO-HQ-
I1077559

CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT

VIDEO GAMERS

MEXICAN MOVIE

INTERVIEW FOR SA

DEA SERIES- AL
ROKER PRODUCTIONS,
INC

E-ROLL 0F FBI
TRAINING FOOTAGE

LEX FILMED ‘
IENTERTAINMENT

PARAMOUNT‘S'FUDIOS' "

I
MONTAEELK PRODUC'TI'ON

LEMON FILMS '

A'IfRORElifl' _ ”
ENTERTAINMENTINC.

‘lLICI-ITusOURCE & IMAGERY.
l-INc.

FLORENCE MA

OAKS

T PHNO

ERUOKLVN I NV

NEDA/FIR". NY

SHERMAN 'CA I

INTERESTED IN PEI"
PROTOCOL RE:

V. analySIs

09/12/zaosjsu Divi' .m' " aysh;_
:will assis ith a courtesy visit
.butnntwi quesuansz autfarensic

08/06/2008 Di§cuss ma're'riéi’ "

INTERROGATION. ETC. FOR A
-5CREENPLAY... . .

[CELL
[WK]. LEMON FILMS WANTS
To USE THE FEI SEAL FORAN
UPCOMING SPANISH MOVIES.

IRE UESTING T0 INTERVIEWAbe:A
SCREENPLAY ABOUT "IOHN

gO'NEILL.

r .._ . ,_ ., .—
IREQUESTTO DISCUSS THE
‘FDSSIEILITY 0F WORKING
'TOGETHER ON A SERIES WITH
«THE FEI FORTHE DEA SHOW

REQUEST FORE-ROLL OF'EEI"
TRAINING FOOTAGE -
FIREARMS TRAINING.
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS IN
HOGAN'S ALLEY, DRIVING

.TRAINING. FORENSICS

'arvIewe'd SSA}—
WFO; took a tour-of I

the FBI's Academy and WFO He IS currendy ‘
,working On a production budget and writing i
‘the script. He will Conmct IPPAU once the .
’scripthas been Commissioned by a Studio.

‘66/52720'09 " 2‘4'69

AS ADVISED THAT THE FBI ' 7
DECLINED HER REQUEST To USE THE FEI
LOGO IN HER COMPANY'S FEATURE FILM,

PRIVATE PEREZ. b6
;ASTHERE IS NO PROMINENTFBI I
’INVULVEMENT IN THIS FILM, THE REQUEST .
WAS DECLINED

' 68/15/2008

i
:THIS PROJECT CAN BE CLOSED IN THE FILES

_ 0F THJSLIFFICE
10/21/2003 THIS REQUEST WAS COORDINATED WITH—

INY. NK, HS.DN. WFO. LD AND CT . LIMITED
IASSISTANCE WAS PROVIDED Tq

.‘THIS REQUEST CAN BE CLOSED IN THE
_’EILES OEIHIS OEELCE ..03/31/2009: Carefully worded MOU between Al Roker

jEnterlalnment and FBI was linked with
yassistance from OGC. At the request oIAD
lMIIler, thIs prolect has been placed on hold
‘nending an Overall review orllve-acoon
filming requests. Once a derennination On
‘now (or in the FEI coordinates these
IrequesIs. this assignment can be reopened

’ ’1O70Y/z’oneidecliné a's'nB b-rOIl avéiial'ale
‘Ier use in lhe Silence orthe Lambs bonus
features poniun ofthe DVD.

I
I
i

I
I

5I
I
lll
i
I
Il
I

TRAINING, AND ANY
TRAINING ACTIVITIES THAT
‘ARE ALLOWED TO BE SHOWNI

x
l
|I
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7 11/19/2008;MOTION _NOVELAND FILM .—
:FICTURE - "LEI' THE RIGHT ONE
iso-HQ— IN"
‘1077659

zPICTURE - ‘
80-HQ—

31077659
I i

‘WlfzfiofiéfifiTfiN—q AEOORINTO'THE'“
;PlcTURE - ‘FUTURE OE THE US/A
gso-HQ- .WAR EETWEEN GDDD
.1077659 ”AND EVIL

as/ls/z’ooEfiOfiW OW D'O YOU'KNOVV'?
!PICTURE - ’STREET FILMING AT HO
‘Ea-HO- j
I1077659 ‘

vES -'“HOWITO " '
You KNOW"

gall-HQ-
21077559

"Ts/.233/2‘009llN' V ';USE OF ' '
,PIcTURE- IIDENTIFICATION FROM
{EU-HQ- FELGOV
11077659

I I

i_.__.l_._l_i_
,COLUMBIA PILTURES I

i
(IO—LUMBIA PICTURES “—

I.
.

_.
_-

__
_.

-

LOS
ANGELES

. CA7

. _.. _L_.__ . _.___
E 'REQUEST PERMISSION TO

CA—

__..;L7-- __H_ .4 7—..—
REQUEST TO TAKE A COUPLE

REGUEST ANSWER§T5
QUESTIONS REGARDING FBI

.‘ PROCEDURES EOR A VERY
' IMPORTANT CHARAcrER;
INTEND TO TELL THE STORY
EROM A VERY REALISTlc

' POINT DE VIEW; DUE FOR
PRODUCTION EARLY NEXT
YEAR.
OUESTIONREG‘A'RDTNEVVHAT

1A TERRORISM AGENT WOULD
WEAR

', REEUEST To INTERVIEW“ ' -
AGEN11:|OPTHE
SAN ANTONIO FBI OFFICE
REGARDING A MOVIE.

IFILM WALKrllY/STREET
,SCENE ON 10TH AND PENN
ON ORAEOUT IUNE 16-]UNE

OF STILL PICTURES OF
KGOVERNMENT CUBICLES [N
THE LEGAL DEPARTMENT
FORAUTHENTICITY As

EREGARDING THE LOOKS 0F
lTHE INDIVIDUAL CUBLICLES;
{WILL RE USES ONLY EORTHE
-ART DEPARTMENT AND
SETTING UP THE SET.

.REQUEST PERMISSION TO USE

.THE ATTACHED
,IDENTIFICA’I‘ION ORDERS
PROM FELGOV; WILL BE USED

‘12/2A/2ITO IEondutte a background imerview with SA .
n 11/19/05 150 visited the

:LA Dlvlslon and nietwith several agents. He
'will cuntact the IPPAU ifhe needs any further
‘nssisiznte.

i .
I i

‘6570‘172b'u9 Antiseflnat‘she‘nm‘s‘tohsv—erir‘e“ ‘
production send a Script win: more details, fie. '

’what is the person dning. where are rhey,
what are the circumsta ce efore we can
give accurate guidance rate back to

Isay that they no longer need assistance.
TSHS/ZOMfil-IIS EQUEsr WAS COORDINYTTETJ'WEH' —

THE SAN ANTONIO MEDIA
:REPRESENTATIVE, WHO AGREED TO b6
PROVIDE REQUESTED ASSISTANCE. II
‘THIS REQUEST IS CLOSED IN THE FILES 0F F

-. -.-_.. -eIH WEE—w.._-___....06/18/2009 Assisted with securing black around IEH '
during rlirning.

"dmzibb‘fhficfiris’fi agreedto alIO o 4
itake photos OwrIsran'uns. Photos wil| be .
rused to eslable the look Ofa federal lawyer‘s
‘werlspate.

05/3072‘0'69 AdvisEd EqueEuofdinE'uTe T225 16 EEgit'IIIE 'K
Posters are in the public domain, but that the .
EEI Seal. Eadge and likeness could not be

EATA MICROSITE 0F
-LATIMESIGOM PROMOTING
-THE UPCOMING MOVIE
"PUBLIC ENEMIES" ABOUT
IOHN MUGER .. to L

used for promotional purposes. This project
can he closed - nu funller assistance is .
required.

Leopold-943



07/15/2009 MOTION
PICTURE -
80-HQ—
1077659

07/20/2009 M0TI0N ”
PICTURE -
do-HQ-
1077559

07/23/2009 MOTION
PICTURE ,
BU-HQ—

i1077659

07/30/2009 MOTION
PICTURE .
‘Eo-HQ-
1077659

08/04/2009‘MOT10N
; PICTURE -
00-t-

‘ 1077659

08/19/2009 MOTION
PICTURE-
00-q

1077559

NAME CHECK

IllE'si‘R'ANdEK"

_THE TOWN

I
E e . A,
iUNTITLEDILB PROJEC'II

I
|
i

l

INAME CHECK

S RIPT CLEARANCE
REPORTS

CHARLESTOWN
PRODUCTIONS, I.I.c

COLUMBIA PICTURES
INDUSTRIES, INC.

NTRIIOER PILMs INC] M" EURN\EY ' EC”

PHILADELP PA
HIA

REQUEST NAME CHECKS FOR
MASON REESE, AGENT
FLEMING, AGENT DANIELS,
DEFECTIVE ROSS, RONALD

IPICKER, HARRIS GREEN MAX
WALSH AND TOM
TOMASHEVSICL
REQUEST NAME CHECKS FOR
AGENT MASSEY, AGENT
HAVES, AGENT O‘NEIL AND
AGENT IACK MURRAYI

~ KEUUEST'TO'US'E THEPEI ’ v
LOGO

REQUEST TO USECURRENT ' .1
AND PAST ISSUES OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT BULLETINS
AROUND THE BOSTON FIELD
OFFICE AS DECORATION FOR
THE BEN AFFLECK UPCOMING

' FILMT

REQUEST SOME CAREER FAIR‘
BROCHURES, POSTERS/ KNICK-
KNACKS, ETCI AS SET
DRESSING FOR THE MEA IOE
FAIR IN THE UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS SCIENCE FORA
PRODUCTION ON THE
MOTION PICTURE KNOW
"UNTITLED ILB PROJECT"

REQUEST NAME CHECK FOR
"AGENT MACEWAN.“

07/15/2009COMPLETEI5 NAME CHECKS AND EMAILED
T0 REQUESTOR

07/21/2009 EMAILED RESULTS OF NAME CHECKS 70'
THE REQUESTOR

38/05/2009 REQUESTOR ASKED PERMISSION—TOTJSE '
THE FBI LOGO IN THE UPCOMING FEATURE
FILM, "THE INTRUDER’X

A LETTER GRANTING PERMISSION TO USE
THE FHI LOGO WAS PROVIDED TO
REQUESTOK

THIS REQUEST IS CLOSED IN THE FILES 0F
THJSOFFICE. . . .7 .,

00/27/2009 8/7/09 ConsuIted wizh IPPAU co-workers re
request and permission to provide movie
starrwirh Copies ufFBl's Law Enforcement
Bulletins (LEE's).
8/7/09 Sent e-mail to requester re slams or
request
3 12/09 Requested copies ofLEB's from

1/09 Second mquesttCII '
Quantico.
0/27/09 Closed requese Sent copies ofLEB

, , Pa rnnuatmLfiar “min "Thu Town "09/07/2009 ContaL‘ted HRD and inquired ifthere were
recruitment materials. HRD supplied a few
knickknaCks, and IPPAU forwarded arm to
the producers, with artwork ior posters, and
die producers promised to rerum the
materials in September after shoot in
Philadelphia Wrapped. Received the bax of
materials rerumed on 9/7/2009 This project
can he closed.

00/19/2009 COMPLETED-ONE (1] NAME CHECK

Leopold-944
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08/21/260§7METIDIN
§FICTURE .

viz/zi/‘iOBé'MOlN
;FICTURE -
jaw-HQ-
'1077559

“IF/zs/zoomfio‘TION ‘
E PICTURE -
80-HQ—

I 1077659

' 052715/200'9 MEITIO'N
IFICTURE-
(so-HO-
51077659

09/15/2009'MOTION
IFICTURE -
80-HQ-

j1077559

o9]1'5‘/'2b09lMOTION
:PICTURE-
;8D-HQ—

__,_ . 1 77559
09/15/2009EMOT10N

:PICTURE-
:EU-HQ-

. . =1 77559
09/15/2009IM0TION

FICTURE-
:EU-HQ»
1077659

CAPTAIN RICHARD
‘PHILLIPS

ASSISTANCE REQUEST

REQUEST FOR
ASSISTANCE WITH

‘ FILM

INTERNET WACERINC'

ORGANIZED CRIME“ '

NAME CHECK I”

NAME CHECK

.NAME CHECK '

CREATIVE ARTISTSACENC

I
2
I

L'OS” ' ‘
ANGELES

'VV'ARNERBROS“ ’ V

I
K
i
II

RUN—NIN—G LEGEND FILM LTD

.KURTIS FR'IfiJUCTIONs '

:Ku'RTI's'FROD‘II'CTIONs

CbLUMEIA‘FI'C'TURE'S ‘

WARNER BROS

:WARNER BROS PICTURES

CHICAGO

BURBANK

I

l
IIII

I
Il
i

“VGA.

,, m . _._______.__....

‘IL

4.
.

I

I

EURBANK CA

REQUESTED ANSWERS
REGARDING CAPTAIN
:RICHARD FHILLIFs AND THE
iFIRATE ATTACK ON THE
"MAERSK ALABAMA"

‘ REIfiIEéFAsSISTANCEON '
FROTDCOL AND PROCEDURE
TO TIGHTEN UF ACTION
'SCENES/CASES AND HELF
,GIVE AN ADDED EDGE
‘REGARDINC A SCRIPT
INVOLVING AN FBI
INVESTIGATION INTO A
CDUNTERTERRORIST CASE.

'REQUESTTKSSIfiAN'C'E WITH‘
.FILM.

.I . ._ _
REQUEST FBI'S ASSISTANCE

IONASHOWAHOUTILLEGAL
I‘GAMELING WITH A FOCUS ON
*INTERNETWAGERING SITES.
I

' REHUEsT T6 'sFEAK WITH
THE FBI REGARDINGA FILM

‘THAT HE IS THINKING 0F
ZDOING 0N ORGANIZED CRIME
I

I REQUEST CHECK LAST NAME
'NORRIS."

REQUEST FOUR (A) NAME
CHECKS: QUINN, O'HARA,
OUIRK AND CONWAY.

IRE'OUEST NAME CHECKS:
'AGENT HANSONJAGENT
CONLDN. AGENT QUINLAN.

09/25/2609"9/25/05 Ac Rqestvia e mail .
Researched status oiEEI invesu'galion out of

?New York Fo.
r9/25/Il9 Closed requestas FBI investigation
lstill pending.
l

I

:Nole: Requester responded on 9fl5/09 re re: ‘
submitting request when invesn'ganon and

'legal proceedings over.
hon/o9 Told requesrer to resubmit when
scae/diuwsxlus L, . ‘

05/07/2012X5heinterviewed SS n8/26/09
riur background purposes for her script As of
'this wrin’ng, she does not need any additional
\FBI assisrznce unril,orif,shesells her movie »
and It's In producu'on.
l
EShe Interviewed 554 and two other .
:Counterintelligence agents r ackground
purposes for her sCl‘IpL she :IsD forwarded a .

‘revised copy oIher script for review and 135
lccmmems.

flo’sfiE/zom‘ Provided written response—to line'sdor'rsEr" ‘
ficu’onal script abDuta UKman who Is exiled

Ito the US, comews to the attention ofthe FBI,
{and then FBI works wiIh New Soorland Yard
Ito c_antu__re him. ‘ ‘ _.

Is REQUE WAS DEFERRED To THE
ICHICAGO FIELD OFFICE MEDIA
:REPRESENTATIVE. WHO CONDUCTED AN
’ON»CAMERA INTERVIEW WIT
I

09/29/2009i

:THIS PROIECT IS CLOSED IN THE FILES OF
THIS OFFICE.

‘ OA/TO7filT61KIICIse'rI—rEouest‘o'I-‘l’fy phone same day as ' ’
Ereceived e—Inail that the open-ended request
:would not be Considred. Recommended she
tidenfify one or more specific cases with
Especific questions for IFPAU to wke to CID for ,
Zapproval. Closed in April 2010 for non- ?
grepsonsiveness to request for more info,

‘ o9/15/2069’§‘CHECKED’NAMfiS‘REfiUESTED.
I
I

09/1'5/2069 CHECKED NAMEEA'S REEUEsTED.

iEfifi'NAME CHECKS As
Leopold -945S REQUESTED.



' 10/01/2009 MOTION
IFICTURE —
fao-I-IQ-
'1077659

I
10/01/2009'M0TI0N

FICTURE -
filo-HQ-
1077559__

__
_.

l_
_

10/14/2009‘MOT10N
PICTURE -
an-HQ-

l1077659

T

I

I

rr
I
l
II
I
I

PICTURE -
’Ro-I-IQ-
31077659

iII
. ..,, l. .10/22/2009=M0T10N

IFICTURE-
{80-q-
11077559
I

.we ..I. H.__10/16/2009iMOTION

'ICEEAN‘OUT‘ ' MINISs’EIIE
, ENTERTAINMENTI

V ,l , . . . _ . . . s _:SCREENPLAY LITTLE RICKY
;QUES'I'IONS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Ii

I'BANK ROEEERII ‘ WARNER BROS. —
‘FODTAGE FOR
FEATURE FILM "THE
TOWN"

.I
iI
I
i
I

I

INDEPENIJ—ENTS WORKING
ON SFEC FILM

I ir.1 .
I I
I i
I 1

' IA’PPEARANEE RELEASE ' ’ ‘ ' RURTISPRODUE’I‘IONS ‘
;LETTER '

WINNIFEG'
MAN”? , A

_—_'REOUEST 3 SHORT‘ELIF'S'OF‘

'REQUEST FERMISSION TO USE
:THE FEI LOGO 0N
iIuENTIFICATION, IACRETS
AND IN A BRIEFING ROOM.

:REOL'IEET ANSWERS TO '
;OUE5'TION5 FOR A
_5CREENFLAI( HE Is WRITING.
I

SEPARATE RANK ROBBERIES
‘CAPTURED ON SURVEILLANCE
I‘VIDEO FORWARNER EROS
IFILM "THE TOWN."

_PE
.PASSED OFF CRYPTIC
IMESSAGE ABOUT SA

INTERVIEW FOR
SCREENPLAK PLEASE

CALL 5A|:|GET
'MORE INFO.ANE REIGN IN
1 PROJECT

V0 FUELIC'
‘AFFAIRS OFFICE REQUESTA

03/65/20 10 10/5/2009. 'rZIeésefiner for use'o} me' FBI's
tseaI, Iago and insignia in are forthcoming ’
’modun picture "Clean Our." Script review and
:questions from Lhe props coordinator were 1
provided. No addiu‘onal assisrance is required
at this time.

{OHS/£009 'I-IANIiLEDBI4:| "

I
12/04/2009110/14/09 n' d re uestwidi FBI MM

Meda Repr‘Elshe provided
requesrer with ERsurvelllance video
10/22/09 CID sent e-maII m FBI FD re
surveillance footage requesr. UC
10/29/09 Discussed status of request with b4

:Prarlucu'on Assismnt. lb 6
» 11/6/09 Updated Producfinn Assisuui re
WFO Ioorage being reviewed ror use in min
12/4/09 WFO surveiIIance footage deerned
notapplicabIe to film scenario. Advised
Warner Bros. Producu‘on Assisban

_12/4/2ou9 Request closerL

Spofr'e’Fo SAD 3:115: 16mm“
rovided nam e aboutwrite

ho is basi‘ as ec uiIine cript
ncurrenzI’JIAA en Ook

onr‘caIImok lace 3-4 m, 14::iEasicinro aboutFEIrOIewasprovi e , our
Questions were tabled....Pager inro; clues that :
'Lip ufispies; recruited Or proactive:
‘predicaiing info. 2nd Confcall set for 11/16-

_1._,. .11 . .1.__ er, ..1. .
10/26/2009 A RELEASE LETTER WAS PREPARED AND

SENT GRANTING PERMISSION FOR KURTIS
ARELEASE LE'I'I'ER FOR KURTI
'PRODUCTIONS FOR AN
EINTERVIEW COMPLETED DN
‘10 13 WITH S

PRODUCTIONS TO USE VIDEO FOOTAGE 0F
*INTERVIEWS COMPLETED ON 10/13 WITH
S INANCIAL ANALYST

IN THE TELEVISION
DOCUMENTARY SERIES "AMERICAN GREED."

‘THIS PROJECT IS CLOSED IN THE FILES OF
,THIS OFFICE.

Leopold-946



lo/ZS/ZUUQMOTION
PICTURE -

~00-00-
1077559

11/12/2009'M6TI0N I
' PICTURE -
i SKI-HQ-
1077659

I ; 11/17/2009 MOTIUN '
1 PICTURE -
I .Efl-HQ-
I 1077559

11/30/2009 MOTION
'PICTURE a
Zeo-I-IQ-
1077659

12/16/2009 MOTION
PICTURE -
80-HQ—
1077659

TRUST

"TEXTURE FICM '
;INQUIRY
1

i

:OUESTIONS/A’NSWERS
‘FOR UFCOMING MOVIE

‘ ' I’bLYGRAI’HER-

SCREENPLAY
RESEARCH BASED IN

;NEW ORLEANS

TRUST PRODUCTIONS

ERIT'ISN '
AMERICAN/BERNARD
CONNERS

ANN ARBOR MI

LATI-IAM .NY

SCREENPLAY

' PROCEDURES IN EXISTENCE

REQUEST To VEmi:
0R

REQUESTASSISTANCE WITH
TAFING IN MICHIGAN FORA

REQUEST INFORMATIHII O‘N—

FOR PORTRAYING A
FICTIONAL FBI CHARACTER
IN A FEATURED FILM.

REQUEST ANSWERS T0
QUESTIONS FOR AN
UPCOMING MOVIES: MOST or
TIIE QUESTIONS ARE ON
TEQH NICALILAi? THINGS

DOCUMENTARY 0N
POLYGBAPI'LS- ,
REQUEST ASSISTANCE WITH
COLLECTION INFORMATION
FOR A SCREENPLAY THAT
TAKES PLACE IN NEW

35/05/2010 11/15/09 Sent eInZEEcTr‘tS‘retiues'te'r.

12/23/2009 TH.

ORLEANS, PRE KATRINA. I

05/25/2010 Ba: round interi/iews {Jere conducted with
SA San Francisco FBI. Script ,
review was conducted In October 2009.
Portions ofthe movie was filmed in Ann
Arbor, Michigan NovemberS - Dec 16th. The
Director, producer and set decorator visited
the FBI Detroitoffice on Nov 9. 2009, fora
tour. The purpose ofthe tour was to help
audierm'cate the FBI'S environment for the
movie. Attempted m arrange an interview
with an SA out ofSF to address the FEI's
Innocent Images Initiative The agent
transferred in HQ. The interview was
tentatively set for 3/5/10 at FHIHQ but had

n 2/23/2010, producer
‘ Isited FEI SF and filmed

their cyber squad and conducted a couple of
interviews which wIIl he used for [he DVD.AS
ofS/ZS/lfl as notreached
out to IPFAU to res: e u e the interview for I
CyD Innocent Images Taskrorre. b6

3/19/10 Requested addin‘onal infarmau‘on
and working script for review prior to any
’funher assIscance is offered.
3/19/10 Requestis endin unfilresponseis ‘

05/05/2010 Closed request due no non -
response re script

12/01/2009 Spoke ro $500 wiB‘dEEI‘iEealo assiée'

S BEE] {EST WAS COORDINATED WITH
UC CID, DRUGS AND GANG
UNIT, WHO RELATED THAT THERE WAS NO '
INFORMATION CURRENTLY COLLECTED
THAT REFLECTED MIDDLE EASTERN GANGS
SUPPLYING DRUGS TO NEW ORLEANS.

THIS REQUEST IS CLOSED IN THE FILES OF
THIS OFFICE.

Leopold-947



. 01/08/2010‘M0TION EERCUS, LTli ‘ _ ’ 5‘" ‘ ‘ REQUEST TO TALK WITH~ 03/10/201 ondu‘czed a background interview with
i PICTURE » ‘ ' SOMEONE ABOUTTHE gs PEI Miami, on 2/2/10. He is .
I ISO-HQ- Egoing to reach out to us ifhe has any X
1 :1077659 ' additional questions while he writes his I
I.__.__ , . . ..._1 _ _._ . c c..._..., . ,. ”I _ . _. I _.,-__, ‘ 6301311,.” _.,c __01/00/2010-MOTION 0R. RDEERT STOKES KURTIS PRODUCTlONS RE UEST TO SPEAK WITH SA 01/14/2010 HIS RE UEST FOR AN INTERVIEW 0F SA

PICTURE- CASE :IFROMTHE G .SRA.
, iso-HO- , GRAND RAPIDs F0 iWAS PORWARED TO

1 .1077559 REGARDING THE DR ROEERT |:MEDIA REPRESENTATIVE,
I I STOKES CASE ON 1/9/2010 iDErROIT F0.

I
l _ 301‘! 01/14/2010, SA|:|SENTAN

. :EMAIL TO REQUESTORIN WHICH HE
l I , 3RELATED THAT THE USAO DECLINED T0

_ PARTICIPATE AT THIS TIME DUE TO THE
1 , i QFACT THE CASE HAS NOT BEEN FULLY ’34
5 . :ADIUDICATED

‘THIS PROJECT IS CLOSED IN THE FILES OF___ A ..- .-_ __.__m ,.._c .,.__--__....L_. s--...__t. .__. _. . _._, ._ _.__re_'.wfiflwffise_._ . , ._ so _.I e; 01/14/2010 MOTION “GLASS MAN MOTION CASPIAN TREDWELL-OWEN I PROVIDE SCRIPTASSISTANCE, 05/01/2010 1/26/10, scriptreview and provided scriptto .
. PICTURE - PICTURE DIRECTOR , ‘ EACKGROUND INTERVIEWS, PEI Minneapolis. On 3/17/10, directorznd
. ,Bo-HQ- . ‘ETc ipwducer visited and toured PEI Minneapolis. .
: ‘1077559 ' . !Poru'ons uflhe movie is ourrentl being liIms

' 1 Z I around Minneapolis. SA|:L|MpIs, ,
, 3 , I I I answered numerous technical questions from
i z I” ’ ‘ {the director and producer while they filmed
I , ‘ ' ' :in MpIs in April 0n 4 5 10 a release letter
I - . f we: forwarded to puzhorizing use or

k I the seal, name, ini Is, ete n their ,
- ! ; ifonhcnming movie, Statue orDavidr

, W 1., s , H. . , c ., _ -_V I.-. c .I ,‘ , , c-.. .. _ c c .., s. 01/21/ZOIOZMOTION WARSCI-IAKIS EEE HOLDER PRODUCTIONS : I . CINCINATTI AND iIPPAU contacted producer|:|md advised _
‘ PICTURE - BERKELEY PREMIUM I I I PHILADELPHIA MEDIA REPS ioI our palicy for new re uests, reminding hi
I iflo-HQ- NEUTRACEUTICAL II ; [CONTACTED ME TO ADVISE 1m send treatment, etubhoned back no
; .1077559 CASE f I : -Tr BEEN CONTACTED {advise his writer had su mitted the ,

I . 90 ‘ ORAN INTERVIEW Iueannent and he'd be back in touch with T
I | ‘ :WITH CINCINNATI CASE ;ouesdons after I: had been green lie
4 ‘ . 'AGENT|:|NOW IN = 5
I . *PHILADELPHIA, ; -
1 02/23/2010 MOTION SCRE’ENPLAV "' W NEW v0"RK NV" AUTHOR REQUESTS TO 'OE/id—noiif‘CondueEd research re OPR policy and i
z IPICTURE - ‘ACENT TRAINING; INTERVIEW SOMEONE AT .pmcedures, Shooting Incident Review Group ‘
i 80-HQ< IAUTHOR SEEKINC ~ iNATU AT OUANTICO FOR A ‘(SlRm and contacted SSAEl‘e New i

1077559 ‘AUTHNENTICITY , ISCREENPLAYI Agems Raining. -
I :0/13/10 Closed Providedl:lwim -
; information re policy and proce ures
; observed by OPR and the SIRG. RefeI-Te _ -
' Iquesfions re Ouantico to SS
. 03/03/2010 MOTION THE LEDCE" ' ’ ‘ THE LEDGE PRODUCTIONS BATON :LA REQUEST TO CONSULT WITH ' ’ 03/19/2010? advised writer that the script details indicate
~ PICTURE - ’ ROUGE - PEI NEW ORLEANS Ithe matter would be pnlice, nut PEI. Advised
{ 80-HQ— t I : p . REGARDING HOSTACE ' NO media rep and no Iunher assismnce is

1077659 . ; SITUATIONS AND SUICIDE : ,requlred. Leopold-948
IUMPERS FORA MOTION
FLCTURE.



“Tami/2010 MOTION‘ HIIA'CKINé OEINDIAN
IPICTURE - IAIRPLANE 1999
Axe-HQ-
11077659
|

03/22/2010;MOTION EEKING INTERVIEW
:PICTURE - ,ON 3/25
80-HQ— I

i1077559 I.
. |

_-03/25/zT1 MOTION —IQUESfi0NS_
.PICTURE - :REGARDING
80—HQ- :AUTHENTIC

I1077559 PORTRAYAL OP
l 'SCREENPLAV

’CHARACTER AS EEI
__ AGENT.IUSE OP PEI SEAL

PICTURE - CONNECTION WITH A
,so-HQ- :PREss RELEASE
{1077659 ‘
1 I

,.,H.___...I _ ._ ._I_. - _,
04/19/20103MOTIUN IGENERALQUESTIONS

IPICTURE A IFOR MOVIE SCRIPT
:Efl-HQ- IRESEARCH
51077659 1

04/22/2010;MOTION—“gsEIiIPTTASSISTANC'E- '
TPICTURE - IITI'F CHASING ARMY
iEo-HQ- ICOLONEL
i1077659
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I0-“. ,.,,.L_-_, -W_W,os/u/zotogMOTION ‘HOW To USE PEI SEAL

,‘PICTURE— (
I80-HQ- I

I
I

[PICTURE - IBRYCE
aO-HQ-

#1077559

;SCIENCE MAGAZINE

I
S

I
I

IRONIE'PRSEI‘JL'TWNS

EVILTS TEARDROP -
LIFETIME

.W ..,.,' ._M_..
05/12/2010I MOTION EDA. BRYCE A.K.AT IELL

LOS
ANGELES

REQESTSTO TALK To THE '
gEEI INVESTIGATORS AEOUT
.THE HIIACKING OF THE
INDIAN AIRPLANE IN 1999

.EOR AN UPCOMING MAGAZINE
HELL. _QUEST TO INTERVIEW

; ‘SOMEONE ON 3/25
:REGARDING HOW LANGUAGE
IBARRIERS IMPEDE
‘OROANIZED CRIME

\_ _'LN3LESIISAEQNS-__ _....LW E T
CA ‘REQUESI‘ ANSWERS T0

QUESTIONS T0
AUTHENTICATE THE
PORTRAYAL OF A

iIIlI

I
; _SCREENFLAY CHARACTER AS -

AN FBIAGENTT

, ,‘WIS'HES PERM'IS'SION'TE USE '
, !EEI SEALIN MOVIE AEOUT
: IEINANCIAL CRIME IN

;CONNECTION WITH MENTION
: ,OF EEI FINANCIAL CRIME
5 _~ REE-1&1- , ,7 _. . A, ..EEKING ASSISTANCE WITH

iFIELD OEPICE LAYOUT, CHAIN
{OF COMMAND, EOME SQUAD
‘FROTDCOL. FORA MOVIE
'SCRIPT.
:SENT IN STOW E'OR' ' '
IMOVIE PLOT AND wAS
ISEEKINC GUIDANCE ON FBI
:INVOLVEMENTI

I !

T HAS
: ,A QUESTION AEOUT HOW To
I
I IUSE THE FBI INTIALS AND

:SEAL ON IACKETS IN A MOVIE

REQUESTS
INEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS,
PHOTOS AND ANY

L PUBLICATIONS OE DA ERVCE
IAKA IELLY BRYCE EORA

‘ . . ,. SCREENPMXIH V

”‘ 03/25/2010 ELLISED E

UE/za/oCIEURs'UITC OTHER STORIES RIGHT
{'NOW.». MAY COME BACK TO THIS IN THE
FUTURE.

: 04/16/2oi0 Iointphone III’IeI-E‘oi «1/16 v‘IfS
I glflrganized Crime) and s
I nguage Services].

EMAILED '
ANSWER TO QUESTION.

_ 75713/2'01'ofc‘hec‘kéd'u7im OCC and‘vTe'dec‘II’nZd"
permission,

b6
i
I

05/13/io1u , PmJIdeaI’Iarmauon 312$: cmég (SA, SSA
$ASAC, ADIC, SAC, etc}, description orEEI
‘Ofiice space, links to FELguv website on
‘Eumb Squad

IL‘IJTErE was 'no: _
:redtlIty -his stOry had guy's special forces

‘buddies try ta do catch the terrorists on their
own because the old coloneI has alzheimers
and thinks he's been set up as a bomb muIET

_infarmation aboutthe movie to help qI
idetermination. Closed 5/15 for non response.

I
05/127501 MA A TI'CLEs RECEIVED FROM OR.

)

Leopold-949



05/17/2010 MOTION
PICTURE -
80-HQ-
1077559

” 05/17/2010 MOTION
PICTURE -
80-HQ—
1077559

05/17/2010 MOTION
PICTURE-
80-HQ-
1077659

05/18/2010 MOTION
PICTURE -
Efl-HQ-

I 1077659

05/23/2010 MOTION
PICTURE »
ao-Hq—
1077659

. ILLEGAL ORGAN
iTRANSPLANT »
‘SCREENPIAV
i"AMERICAN HEART"

"I-IRTAND GANGS'FERS

REQUEST TO
INTERVIEW HISPANIC

’FEMALE AGENT

:‘FIC'I-‘ION EROI'ECT’

'IGENERAL RESEARCH
QEOR SCREENPLAYi

FREELANCE

RED WAGON 'L
ENTERTAINMENT

INDIVIDUAL WRITER ‘

cuLVER“ - 'cA _
CI'W

IUEEOCK' TX

SEEKING INFO ABOUT
TRANSPLANT FRAUD FOR
SCREENPLAY

BNES'I‘IONS ABOUTI-‘EMA-LE'
HRT OPERATORS AND
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON EOOKs
ABOUT OANOs'rERs AND G-
M5"
REQUEST ASSISTANCE IN HIS
SCREEN WRITING EFFORTS
OF A FEATURE FILM PROJECT
TITLED "THE LOVE BANDITS";
WANTS TO INTERVIEW A
HISPANIC FEMALE AGENT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADDING
A DEGREE OF REALISM AND
TO MAKE SURE THAT HE IS
REPRESENTING THE FBI IN
AN ACCURATE

REQUEST ANSWERS T0
QUESTIONS FOR AN
UPCOMING FICTION
TRANSCRIPT; NEW AUTHOR.
STORY INVOLVES AN FEI SA
OR SAC IN A LEAD ROLE.

WRITER IN MICHIGAN
CONTACTED FIELD OFFICE,
WHO SENT HIM TO HQ. HIS
REQUEST WAS VAGUE BUT HE
SAYS HISTIMELINE IS
URGENT.

OS/ZO/Zolovconmcted CID U
Provided shnrcreply w writer induding the
DC inpur. asking for more info. is re
wirh lengthy curling Ewd to DE |
who has issues with the credibl lty a
storyliii nswered the
questions, correcu‘ng e misconceptions, and
IPPAU provided information 5/20//2010.

06/02/2010 provifieigiidaricgas re'qEEédI

08/16/2010 TRIED T0 CONTACT c'USTOMER; HE HAS
NOT RESPONDED? CLOSING AND WILL
REOPEN WHEN/IF HE RESPONDS. b6

06/00/2010 HANDLED BY STREAM/(S.

00/13/2013 Contacted writer and adv Ed we need mOre
detail. Re-concacted writer 5/7 due :5 hori- -
response. WrIter wrote back 6/10/2010 and
said “please don't cluse out my me, I'll have
more questions soon." CLOSED AUG 2013
UNTIL WE HEAR ACTIVITY STARTING AGAIN.

Leopold-950



05/26/2010.MOTION
PICTURE -

:Hfl-HQ-
31077559

I l

I

05/02/2010 M0Tl0N
:PICTURE-
80—HQ—

$107755;

Y 6TION
’PICTURE -
‘80-IIQ-
51077559

I

06/10/i010lMOTION
PICTURE »
00-101-

__1 e , 1077559
06/11/2010 MOTION

‘PICTURE -
Ila-liq-

e ‘_w ,. 11077559
07/09/2010: MOTION

PICTURE -
80-HQ—
1077559

‘ 09/10/2010 MOTION
I PICTURE-

-80-I-IQ-
, 1077559

ARENA

HIITAREE MILITIA
BACKGROUND
INTERVIEW W/SAC

CAA FOR

LOAN 013' I-‘EI SWAT
PATCHES

CHILD'TRAFIETCKING ' '

EANK'SCEN'E - MOVIE,
RESEARCH

H05TAEE SITUATION '
FICTITIOUS FILM

"LOG[C':SCREENPfAY—~

TOWERIIEIST

FIVE MINARETS IN'NII"
RODUCTION

‘RITE‘R . SELF

RITER

RITER

NIVERSAL CITY STUDIOS

I
._u

.._
_r

-_
__

_
_,

_

SEEKS INTEIiVIEI/v 0E SAC
ARENA REGARDING HUTAREE
MILITIA FORA SCRIPT HE IS
WRITING ABOUT A
FICTITIOUS GROUP OF A
SIMILAR NATURE.

REQUESTS T0 BORROW FBI
rSWAT PATCHES FOR A SCENE
INJHE MQVIE .. _
VAGUE REQ EST ABOUT

'ASSISTANCE FOR BOOK SHE IS
IWRITING ABOUTIEFFREY
EEPSTEIN AND MCZ.

' SEENIM INFO ON 19705
;BANK HOSTAGE SITUATIONS
I

‘ sflsIuNdSOMEONE wI-Io
IWORKED BANK / HOSTAGE
iSITUATIONS IN 1930s.
ISEERING PERMISSION T0
:FILM FHI HQ FORA MOVIE
'CALLED "LOGIC."

REQUEST To AN
‘OPPORTUNITY T0
_PHOTOGRAPH THE NYC
FACILITIES T0 PROVIDE A
BASELINE OF AUTHENTICITY .

IFRDM WHICH THE CREATIVE
ITEAM WILL DRAW UPON FOR _
THE MOVIE'S REALITY.

, dvised writer 5727 that we nee'd specific
'quesljons In order u; get approvals for SAC
)Arenal Writer said he'd finish ’or
-project Lhen gel: back in touchlflent
Efurlheri IPPAU connected
CTD a advised xhad:|

n DT wou e find Cal| was
scheduled Tun/141m encelled last
fiminuee because orimnrompru meeting with ,
'hisAD (he isAcfing sc . Attemptingm
reschedule New 5: conducted
‘hackground incerview on 10/5/2010.
Screenwrire advised he would have
f/u questions. F U call Summer 201
advised that project has been put an ac

‘burner for nawl
06/02/2010 ‘Advissd requesror that we do not loan FBI

{SWAT ranches b6

fished her to send InIo en rhe 3 n-IexicaII case; ;
jshe referenced. She did, and ader checking in ~
'ACS it is clear that all the cases were '

rosecutedb odieragency(ICE].Advised I
[:iuhaadmIlted she's 'finally I
I eglnnlng to understand procedures when 1
iwe aren't involved in the casee" '

FEIEErEil rd seEIEzy of former‘speéiai segue." '
iI

‘ 03/01/231?

“if/2010 [hefeVre—sfiety of Former SpeciaI AgeIlts
rofthe FBI.

T07/01/zT111Advis—edfiie36r we need ts gender/plop":
3and also require a formal letter fmrl-l Studio
‘on letterhead He sent script (it is unrealistic »
a computer-generated human programmed

‘to kill ALL dishonest people on rhe plane:
,Closed iemporarily until they go into

c ‘ureducriorc, _ ,
02/23/2011 Provided script assistance and technical .

assistance to the director/producer. The
movie was filmed In New York in December.

IThe NY Division provided assistance on the
'see The film crew will film in the lobby of26
Federal Plaza on 1/17/10 in New York

Leopold4951



' REMARE OE THE
RUNNER, 1999

10/21/2010 MOTION
é 7PICI'URE-
.‘ flo-HQ»
1 1077559

I

{ ‘fl/Ul/ZOIUKMISTIUN "SOUNDERCOVER"
I :PICTURE-
, ,BO-HQ—
] :1077559I .
i

I 11/19/20T0§IE N THEMONREV'SFAVV
IPICTURE-
sin-HO-

'1077659

12/20/2010;MOTION :CLEARANCE IN FILM
IFICTURE - iI-‘OR USE OF FEI NAME
[80-“HQ .

V I1077§59 , _I_ _
01/06/2011 MOTION 'IIOTEL BLEU

IPICTURE-
’00 HQ
1077659

i

I
o1/20/201‘1}MOTION“ FEIACRONYMS

:FICTURE -
100-HQ—
; 1077559

‘ 61724/2011' NOTED?" .SCRIFTASSISTANOE
{PICTURE- .
‘so—HQ~ f

I , . .. 1077559. I

ACQUISITIONS AT RKO

EEUE'LARE FROOUETIDNS I ‘

SCREENWRI'TEIT‘“ “

PRODUCTION AND '.

PICTURES

EXCLUSIVE MEDIA”

TELE-‘cfiEMA— "

ON'EEHA'IIF OFERITISII— “
FILM FRODUCERHUBERT
CIBES

TVEUIDE MAGAZINE “ “

HARABAN L'A' ‘

?R_EdUES'TT’O'FIND A FOC‘AT
xTHE FBI TO SERVE AS A
lRESEARCH CONSULTANT FOR
‘THE REMAKING OF THE
MOVIE TITLED THE RUNNER

‘I1151991.. .LOCATION MANACER OF NEW
iMILEY CYRUS MOVIE, "SO
i'UNDERCOVER." REQUESTED
[FBI ASSISTANCE AND
:PERMISSION TO FILM IN AND
iAROUND FBI NEW ORLEANS
:OFFICE.

I
"‘IR’EEEESTTB'EFEA‘KTO ‘ ”

;S0MEONE TO CLARIFII A
REWARD AMOUNT OF $100.00

IFORA CONTRIBUTION TO THE
;APPREHENSION OF A PERSON
1,0N THE FEI'S MOST WANTED
LIST FOR A FILM TITLED THE
IMONKEV'S FAw, A TICTIONAL
‘STORY BASED ON THE
:CLASSIC TALE Ev w.w.
,IACOES

i s. . W. -
{REQUEST PERMISSION TO
EMEN’I‘ION THE FBI IN A
'FIC’I‘IONAL FILM

TREEUESTS SC'RIFT " '
“ASSISTANCE 0N
FORTHCOMING SCREENPLAY
”HOTEL ELEU "

IREQ FEI TERMS AND ... H
IACRONVMs AND DEFINITIONS
OF FBI TERMS AND

ACRONYMS .
RfiiEs‘I-SKS‘SISTANCE WITH

IHIs SCREENPLAY.

11/02/2010 10/25/10 as referred to
Manner SA or assismnce with
this script s reared as the 0C

:Supervisor am as e as
:dvised to Contact IPPAU ifaddifiunal

Can“(5 wimwkgd
03/00/2013 11/1/2010 Assigned project from FAS|:|

11/4/20 10 Requested copy Ofscript to
reviewr

I11/16/2010 Approved FBI assistance on film.

11/ ed project to NO Media
Re or Handling.

uamuroieeeoehdine..1 11
1—2/15/2010 UESTIONS ANSWERED BY UC

EMAILED T0 REQUE

b6

' '61/26/2011‘Afi'ER REVIEV'ITI'NETI-E REQUEST; FOUND
:THAT IT Is A MURDER. AOvISED
‘REQUESTER THAT FBI DO NOT HANDLE

. _ _V MUROE NDLELBQOCALFO ,
02/01/2011dfl1rfiler epained that her Director

.iron. the UK would he in NY the ToIIowing
week and wished an in-pemsn background
:briefing in NY because The 1011:“: a NY based
sto . [PPAU referred the project ro FBINY.

e-rnaiI indicating diey'd follow
ererred him to refired Madofi

now working at KrOlL
01/21/2011 mvide confirmarion that we use

UNSUE and Offered other acronyms as well
' ' g ERT HRT LEGAT NCIC. u

o provide a quote. No further
. ans;a. ce is rm ..05/01/2011 Answered queseons {0-11 regarding

his screenplay NO addir ona essisrance Is
required at this time.



02/07/2011 MOTION
iPICTURE -
EO-HQ-

_ 1077559

02/13/2011 MOTION
PICTURE -
EU-HQ—
1077559

02/24/2011 MOTION
PICTURE -
80-HQ-
1077659

03/15/2011 MOTION
PICTURE -
EO-HQ—
1077559

03/17/2011 MOTION' '
. PICTURE-
i fia-HQ—

1077659

03/17/2011 MOTION
PICTURE -
Eo-HQ—

; 1077659

04/11/2011 MOTION
PICTURE -
80»I-IQ»
1077559

MOVIE ASSISTANCE

MONEV'IIAUNOERTNE‘

BORDER OPERATIONS

j DIAMOND D'EAD‘

iME‘DALLI'OIFITOTION"
:PICTURE

‘CARISTEAM " A ‘

‘SCRIPT ASSISTANCE

LAw OPPICEs OP EENIAMIN
KELSEN, ESQ

SCREENWRITER

SCREENWRITER

COSTUME DESIGNEE_ -

SCREENWRITER

TEANECR ~Nl ”

MILTON or
(FREEWATE
R

' REQUESTS AESISTAN

QUESTS ASSISTANCE FOR A
a LIENT WHO IS MAKING A
, MOVIE.

NEEDASS'IS'TIATICEWITH" ‘—
SCRIPT

REQUESTS ls'TANCE WITH"
A SCREENPLAY.

REQUESTING ASSISTANCE "
wrrH RESEARCH FORA
SCREEN PLAY HE IS WRITING
ENTITLED ~DIAMOND DEA."

A FORTHCOMING MOVIE
STARING NICK CAGE
ENTITLED "MEDALLION."

' REQUESTS ASSISTANCE WITH'
PEI PROTOCOL FOR A
SCREENPLAV HE'S WRlTlNG.

REQUESTSASSISTANCE WITH
HIS SCRIPT BASED ON THE TV
SHOW MILLENNIUM

02/11/2011réonferred withBCC, Advis‘edl:|tirat~
request m use PEI Seal as set dressing must
come in the farm Dfa formal letter with
inrormation about the movie PEI
significance. etc. Regatdin equest
for personal purchase Ofan PEI Eadge for
collectors item purpose, sent him the D0]
regulations about unlawfullness t
PEI badge. No further guidance to

;is required. His client was instructe to sen
in a separate permission request

answers/guidance regarding listotquestions
submitted to OPA

. . QZIZ313011R$§M§§E§10E8¢ . _, .05/02/2011 Contacted writer same day as Tecelprand
asked him to submit queiDns in writing. He
wrote back ' d he had be
spoken wi nd had no
fu 7.03/17/2011 5%; to renuestur on phone - he was looking
to put the PEI in a chase for zombies 'just
because" in his minds eye he thought the
fictitious PEI in his script would like to
research the zombies. I advised him to try
with someone like NIH, HHS, CDC, or another
health/medical government agency as it

'would be oi no interest to the PEI unless they .
committed a Crime.

'0471'5/2011' THIS REQUES‘
THE NEW ORLEANS MEDIA >
REPRESENTATIVE, WHO PROVIDED

‘ASSITANCE IN ANSWERING QUESTIONS
ABOUT THE APPROPRIATE CLUTHlNG A PEI
AGENT WOULD WEAR IN DIPPERENT
SITUATIONS

THlS REQUEST lS CLOSED IN THE PILES OP
1 ._ THIS nFFll‘J-‘t _ _03/22/2011' cted Ucmho assigne

about the screenplay plot and questions.
’Received a public info fact sheet, and also

rovided general background procedures to

06/27/2013 sent requester an e-n-IEiI explaining'protocol
. and advising him to submit specific
questions. Also advised him that HRT and
LAE are unlikely to provide guidance and
directed him to publicly available data.

"7‘ ' Leopold-953



04/14/2011M0TION
'PICTURE -
,EO-l-IQ-
:1077559

05/05/2011 MOTION
PICTURE »
ROI-IQ.

:1077559

IPICTURE~
.eo-HQ-
:1077659

lIMOTlON
iplcTURE -
80-HQ-

V M 01077659
fl7/18/2011;MOTION

LPICTURE -
‘80»HQ—
{1077659

FULL AUTHORITY- '
SCREENPLAY

MAFIA
MEMBERS:ANGELO
RUGGIERO AND FRANK
SHEERAN

MOVIE SCRIPT- "
ORGANIZED

'CRMlE/HEIST

PERMISSION REQUEST
NO ONE LIVES

SCRIPT ASSISTANCE l' ‘
‘ARMENIAN GANGS

SCREENWRITE'R"

SCREEFWRITER

WWENTERTAINMENTAND
PATHE UK STUDIOS

TIIUNDER ROAD FICI'URES

“_WASHINGT DC ATTORNEYEO

. REQUESTS FBI ASSISTA CE
I WITH HISSCREENFLA
r E'S

ASSISTANCE
'WITH THE CHARACTERS AND
SCENABIOSI

0N REQUESTS ASSISTANCE ON
TWO CHARACT " BE

I . ‘PURTRAYED E N TWO
I UPCOMING MOTION PICTURES

04:04:01'
; , ‘REP MIAMI RECEIVED A
I ‘REQUESTTO PROVIDE

ASSISTANCE TO THIS
I :UPCOMING MOTION PICTURE.

COVINGTON LA REQUEST RERMISSION TO USE
"FBI" FORA FEATURED FILM,
TITLED NO ONE LIVES.

SANTA ' cA' ‘ 's'liE ls'sEEklNdésNERAL '
MONICA INFORMATION IN SuPPDRT

.DFTHEIR UPCOMING
FEATURE FILM ABOUT
ARMENIAN GANGS IN LA

05/18/2011;0n 4/13/11, answered his quesn‘onsr He
advised he doesn't have any additional

'quesu‘nns at this time The FBI plays a I
fsigninoant role in his book however. he Isn't 1
grequesu‘ng any additional assistance.

09/22/2011 05 OS 2011 coiocreQCI
questforinforma an.

201 expanded requesr
to include background material for a second

_iilrn re Iohn Gutfi.
j5/13/2011 Contacted FBI Historiar:
for assistance/guidance re this renues

.5/24/2011 ContacteEe smtus nl
his research on A. Ruggiero.
6/14/2011 Re-conercte e his b6
research nnA. Rug =Iera.
8/9/2011 Updated Ire research on

{Angelo Ruggiero.
10/9/2011 Sent evmail re update on Russell
:Eufalino.
8/10/2011 E-rnail t into on

33/10/2011 Rec'd infa Fm re '
aalino. Forwarded link t ‘

18/31/2011 Research re Ruggiero competed;
‘Awaln'ng additional inro re Euralino from

9/7/2011 E-mailIQstatus of
Search re Russell Eu rno.

19/22/2011 Made'final request {EB g
Xmaterial an Bufalmo.
gNo additional material an Bufinu vi
.9/22/2011 E-inailEreresults of
‘final search for Info on Euialino.
'9/22/2011 Request closed.

03/12/231‘3jAdvisedl:IofFEl RrotoZol for assisting
;movie produccions. Advised him it was ok to
lltave a oneichat (1/2 hour] wILI'l the
7screenwriter and more detailed assistance in
Ethe future would require the writer to
:provide a full written proposal with
questions in advance, on studio letterhead,
etc“ Closing temporarily until movie is green

_ c - . ‘litrmuirlcorlnn.. . .07/15/2011 PERMISSION GRANTED; LETTER SENT.

“03/277201: Sen't'eEil to":l_l5s_eel2ing concurrence for LA
‘to provide info. CID concurred. Advised LA
that CID Was ok ifADIC LA axtéjawlaggsl';
okay with general discussion...



.a— -2. “.I -7. 7..08/11/2011-“MOTION

07/22/2011 MOTION
:PICTURE -
00-HQ- 4

31077550
i

TION
(PICTURE -
00-q

1077659 g

’PICTURE- L
:EU-HQ- ‘
11077659

00/22/261i MOTION—
gPICTURE~ I
80--HQ-

.1077659 Ii I
i

:CYBER HEIST

THE'COMRANY vou‘ '
KEEP

SCRTRT ASSI§TANCE -
QUARANTINE"

CAROLINA‘
>STOGA/MICHAEL MANN I

Ii

MCLARTY‘A‘SSOCIATES

VOLTAGE RETHRES 7

ENEROV ENTERTAIWEIT

' "I/ANCOIIVE
R

WASHINGT DC
ON .

V 15158;. _V._2 ,.__-
RECEIVED CALL FOR

DIRECTOR MICHAEL MANN Is
REQUESTING ASSISTANCE

\WITH A MOTION PICTURE HE
IS CURRENTLY WRITING AND
RESEARCHING REGARDING
CYBER CRIMES.

_I‘3Li0-W[Nfi§ SCH—RF "
rGUIDANCE WITH

N CYBER CRIM
I SEXTORTION, HACKING.

INNOCENT IMAGES, IDENTITY

ASSISTANCE FROM
N MOVIE

,RE ARDING FORMER
SIDS/WEATHER
‘UNDERGROUND CASE; FBI
PROTOCOL REGARDING

JSEARCH WARRANTS;
'FUGITIVE HUNTING; PROPS
:AND COSTUMES. WISHES TO
HAVE FBI VANCOUVER AND

IALBANY OFFICE PROVIDE
__=ASSISTAMLE.ONJ.OCATIOM _

'HE IS REQUESTING
XASSISTANCE WITH A SCRIPT
,HE IS WRITING.

04/16/2012 On a E 11 as; Mirh'a'ei Menu, writer .
‘ at with DAD Zack Miller, SA

ud |and 554
Cyher on. The Cyber reps briefed

e. ann and his writer on cyber crimes, Mr,
- Mann will conrac: IPPAU for additional
assistance with the scri twheI-I nece sary. On
5/15/13. ar: directur

McCaIIanyrourure RCFL Iab In our Los b6
Angeles Division.

‘ 06/27/2613 REc'ei'vETscripr'a'nd ) e I'es'wiui ‘
cyher Siam Providefimui reedhach
via phone Call 3/4/2

"reworking scripr.

rebpgfimifli FBI inEEfor his pre—
production rnee ng with his director. Script
was sent. FBI provided input and changed
tapprexirnareiy 30 scenesr Movie was released
jin Spring, 2013. Provided permisisnn m use
IFBI mi in sers and preps. No iurrher
:assislznce required,

e is eurrendy

I

DH August 22, 2011 to provide basic
i protocol on haw FBI and CDC wouid respond
’m a srrange virus, and what role the National -
‘Guard would play instead ofthe DOD which
Ewas incorreruy characterizrled in rhe-scripu
,Closed 5/12/2012 until further revisions are
_senL

Leopold-955



08/25/2011MOTION ’
IPICTURE -
80-HQ—

11077659

MAERSK ALABAMA

08/30/20111M0TIDN‘ LAI'INESHOOT
PICTURE -

,HO-HQ-
,1077659

09/01/2011 MOTION
IFICTURE-
HIM-IQ-
1077659

REQUEST TO CONTACT
MSP OFFICE

09/06/2011 MOTION PIRACT»SOMALI
‘PIC’I‘URE - HOSTACE
Ell-HQ-

'1a77559

TOM HANks PRODUCTION

i

MINNEAFOL MN
IS

WASHINGT DC
ON

Is WRITING THE
SCRIPT FORTOM HANKS WHO

vWILL DIRECT AND ACT IN THE
MOTION PICTURE ABOU THE
SOMALI ATTACK ON THE
MAERSK ALABAMA. HE'S
REQUESTING INTERVIEWS

‘AND ASSISTANCE W/ THE
SCRIPT, MOVIE, E'I'CI FBI WILL
PLAY A VERY EIG ROLE IN THE
FILM

REQUEST T5 MEET WITH A
LOCAL FEMALE ACENT WHO
CAN ANSWER A FEW
QUESTIONS TO HELP MAKE
HIS NEW SCREENFLAII
REALISTIc. HE IS ALSO THE
AUTHOR OF DANIELS DREAM.
REQUEST AS'SIS ‘ ’
INTERVIEWIN
FOR A SCREENPLAY ABOUT
THE SOMALI COMMUNITY.

EQUEs'I-‘ED'
ON BEHALF OF DIRECTOR

04/23/2012 In preparation Ior‘wr’itin‘ the script on the
Maersk Alabam Onducted in
person interviews with: 55

, Mobile PEI; SSAI
and uc

Negotiation Unit, CIRG: SAC
Springfield FBI; and TF
SSAS nd members ofdie

Iso conducted a hack mund ‘
phone interview with$5.1:l.
He has finished Lhe script and has submitted
it for appras. He will Contact the FBI when
addifiunal assistance is require
advised he Is also producing : behind the
scene DVD. The FBI has not given any
authorizatiento participate w/ the BTS until
we have a c ‘ance to review the script On
9/21/1211 dvisedthat b6
the NY Field D slon is c osing this proiect. '

ever submined a script far
review He advised that the behindthescene
maybe an E-bOOk instead. No FBI assistance
needed at this time.

09/13/2011 AFTER REVIEWING THE SCRIPT, THIS
REQUEST WAS COORDINATED WITH THE
SAN ANTONIO FIELD OFFICE TO PROVIDE ‘
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ON THIS PROJECT, I

THIS REQUEST IS CLOSED IN THE FILES OF
THIS OFFICE

09/19/2011 THIS RE UESTVWA CO RDINATED WITH
MINNEAPOLIS FO WHO

'AGREED To SPEAK WITH
ABOUT HIS SCREENPLAY PERTAINING TO
THE SOMALI-AMERICAN COMMUNITY.

THIS REQUEST IS CLOSED IN THE FILES 0F .
THIS OFFICE. ’

04/16/2012 On E/7/11Eélephd
interviewed on background SSA

I ORMATIUN
ON THE FBI'S ROLE W/
PIRACY - SOMALI HIIACKERS
FOR A FEATURE FILM HE IS
CONSIDERING PRODUCING.

. CID, regarding the FEl's ml
Ira investigation On the high sea .I:I

flindicated he would contact IPPAU for
additional assistance with the script when
necessary.

Leopold-956
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i PICTURE —
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I
I
I

Il
I

10/11/2011;M0Tl0N
PICTURE -

,eo-HQ-
,1077559
.

STOLEN 606D? ‘
v

REQUEST—PERMISSION—
To USE THE FBI Loco

GOOD MORNING
‘KILLER

‘THE LAST STA

‘POTENTIAL CONSULT

"S'EREENVVRITER

IfilNlisfiE "
ENTERTAINMENT

:CHRIS MORGAN
(PRODUCTION

i

STE-
THERESE,
QUEBEC

LONG
BEACH

L05
ANGELES

'CA

jHE SUBMITTED A sPEc SCRIPT
IFOR REVIEW, PLEASE REVIEW 5
CAND HANDLE ACCORDINGLV. I
:PLEASE REACH OUT TO HIM
TO ADVISE WE HAVE

ECEIVED HIS SCRIPT.

"Di/152612 9/12/‘2011‘ '

'REtE—H‘SPISRMISEIONTb- ‘
ME THE FBI LOGO FORTHE
_PRDDUCTION13 EERlE FILM.

I

:REQUES'FCEEARANCE FOR "
iPEI TA ORTHE
‘UPCDMING MOVIE, coon

, .LIS REQUESTING
:INFORMATION ON THE FBI'S
:HAIR/WARDROBE POLICY TO
'ENSURE SHE ACCURATELY

I
'PICTURE "THE LAST STAND"
FEATURING ARNOLD

'SCHWARZENEGGEK

gPROI’OSlNG A POTENTIAL
CONSULT REGARDING A

SERIES ABOUT NUCLEAR
WEAPONS; NEED TO GET A '
FEW PEOPLE TO COVER THE

QUESTIONS FROM DIFFERENT
. OPERSEECUVESr , _

scussed proie'c'r requestwith

.9/20/2011 Discussed status of script review.
9/21/2011 Requested enfire script Ior

‘review.
10/6/2011 Rec‘d entire seri c
11/23/2011 Sent e-mzil tob-
ccnu'nuing review orscripc
12/19/201D5ked ior rerurn oronly

’copy ufscript.
12/23/2011 E-mailed re script review.
:1/20/2012 Di cussed ems/comments to
script wiili
‘1/25/20 12 EmailBeadditional
commenls on script

‘2/9/2012 Updatedl:|re review ofscript
and Outstanding issues.
02/16/2012 Rerurned script rumma-
cammems and guidance,

09/16/20 11 {THE—REQUEST WAS—HANDLED'EV‘PROFECT‘
COORDINATOR, WHO READ THE MOVIE

i

SCRIPT, PROVIDED GUIDENCE TO HIRING b6
{REQUIREMENTS OF THE FBI, CORRECT
;TITLE 5 OF FBI PRESONNEL. PERMISSION
EWAS NOT GRANTED TO USE THE FEI LOGO,
INITIALS 0R SEAL, AS THE PREMISE OFTHE

éMOVIE DID NOT FOLLOWANY FBI
'PROCEEDURES 0R PROTOCOL.

:THIS REQUEST IS CLOSED IN THE FILES OF
Ems OFFICE.

03769720111'TA'G—NIIMBERIS NOT ASSIONED TO 1-l
INFORMATION PROVIDEDBY:

' 03/15/2012Answe d'her‘ questions ahouE die PEI-s Ha
:policy or Iank thereomie's trying ro capture .
Edie essence of FBI Special Agenls in me
. forthcoming morion picture entitled "The
.Last Smndr" 0n 5/15-17rii,rlie crew mined
.me exterior omie Las Vegas FBI Division for
inclusion in the movie.

oa/Iz/z'lné Affer'initial Eackground briefings, no further
technIcal advice has been soughc Closing
,reinpoierily until/ifshow is picked up/green
’Iic

LeO pold:95_':7



10/12/201T1540TION'
i PICTURE -
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1077559

,_ .2 , .10/21/2011IMOTIGN

”1073/2011‘74'0TION "
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PICTURE -
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1077659
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1077659
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I
I
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00-q
1077659

PICTURE -
Ell-HQ-
1077659

' ’IINOU'IRII ON NEW
‘SCREENFLAY

CLINT EASTWOOD
:EIoPIC "I EDGAR"
i

[QUESTIONS'PORA
jSCREENPLAY

'i RGANIZEO CRIME
'AND BSU IN THE 705

iSCR’EENV’VRITER '
DOING RESEARCH

THE WALL:STREET
IOURNAL

I .
-

i AM
PRODUCTIONS

I.1
-..

-._
_

._
to -u

i
jORIOIN'KL'PILi/I—

EREQUESTS ANSWERS TO
‘QUESTIONS REGARDING THE
‘FEI FINGERPRINT DATABASE
FOR A SCREENPLAY CALLED

:FUGITIVE AT 17.

REQUESTS To KNow HOW V
iTHE PEI WORKED WITH THE
'FILMMAKERS TO HELP IN
MAKING THE STORY As
ACCURATE AS POSSIELE; THE
fCLlNT EASTWOOD STORY ON I
j EDGAR,

lb? T '
3ANCELES

I
t

IANWAI?PRODUCTIONS I ' ' V ‘

'CA

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFIC

REQUESTS T GET ANS E—RS—
To QUESTIONS HE HAS

:REGARDING MOTION PICTURE
-SCREENPLAY THAT HE Is

ESQUAD GET INFO ON A SERIAL
[KILLER WHo BECAME A
SMAFIA HIT MAN.

[SEE 7CK ND INFO
ION RUSSIAN Oc CASES FORAN
EUPCOMING SCREENPLAY.

I
!
I
I’
. EASES'SCREENWRITER' ‘
iWRlTINC A TV PILOT SET IN
; THE NATIONAL CAPITAL

0/10/2011'Q'UEsfiONS WERE ANsw RED IIIA E-MAIL
iBY CGISI ;
i .

1/04/2011 Interview wi nnk place on 10.27-
; 11. We advised her towwe work with all
iHOllywaarl produm'oI'IS, from comedy to
fiammenlary. and that the writer reached out
:to us first, not vice-versa. Story ran 11/4/11,
{and did not mention PEI HQ at all. She didn't
‘get the cuntrovers she wanted trorn H so

hefiuowiijtrefired] anfi
retired).

1703/20 1 Telcal w/ Author. Allfie ensweredi
NRA, b6

E71 2013IContac ‘
ltouch witl renre agen
requests that OPA and TD tne ia re s
aCcIJm any him on the interview nd

isited Esu on 11/1/11 nd
‘ ere hired to work on THE
’FOLLOWING with Kevin Bacon; this project is
ion hold. Closing until the show is picked up

_.. ._ -eaeamm .._ . .
6/2 201;v ed requesm form 'on aboudtow

:find Russian DC cases in the FBI Vault,
{FBLGOV and DD] press rcleasesWriter will
(do his own research, then come back with
questions for script writing phase. Closed
lune 2013 and when they come back for more

,asslstance I will reopen.l
'572'77’2673‘fWr1ter visited WFO onil/T/fi'kor io'olcat

ECommancl Center and background discussion
RESPONSE SQUAD UNIT 0F 3
'THE FBI. REQUESTS TO DO A :
LI'I'I‘LE ON-THE-GROUND

nRESEARCI‘I TO INCREASE THE
AUTHENTICITY OFTHE I
‘FROIECT, 50 IS REQUESTING A 3
‘VISITORTOUROFTHE ]

-regardil1g NCRs. Closed due to no further
assistance requested.

Leopold-958



11/17/2011 MOTION
PICTURE -
80—HQ—
1077559

11/17/2011 MOTION
PICTURE -
Ell-HQ-
1077559

11/22/2011 MOTION
PICTURE-
00--HQ-
1077659_

11/30/2011 MOTION
PICTURE -
Ell-HQ-

51077659

12/14/20112MOTI'ON '
PICTURE -
XII-HQ»
1077659

EINEORMATION EORA
SCREENPLAY

INQUIRY FROM 7 T '
WGAWESF
SCREENWRITER T0

" OUESTIONSTOR
SCREENPMY

'EDUCATIONAEVIDEO‘
ON THE CRIMINAL
IUSTICE SYSTEM

' IRESEARCFI/EILMINF"
REQUEST FOR
QUANTICO EUR
MOTION PICTURE

MOTIONMASTERS ,._‘

BLISS SfNEMA INC: ' 1..

OMAHA ’NE REQUESTS ANSWERS TO
QUESTIONS FOR A SCREEN
PLAY ABOUT A FEMALE
SERIAL KILLER.

REQUESTS ANSWERST'O~"
QUESTIONS FOR A
SCREENPLAY ABOUT A
CONTEMPORARY FATAL
ATTRACTION STORY ABOUT A
WOMAN BEING STALKED EY
HER HUSBAND'S EX-
GIRLFRIEND.

REQUESTS ANSWERS TO" '
QUESTIONS FOR A
SCREENPLAY.

REQUESTS AN INTERVIEW
WITH SOMEONE AT THE
NATIONAL CRIME
INFORMATION CENTER FOR
THE PRODUCTION OF AN
EDUCATIONAL VIDEO ON THE
CRIMINAL lUSl‘ICE SYSTEM
FOR HIGH SCHOOL OR EARLY
COLLEGE AGE STUDENTSIL

DIRECTOR IORITAN ALANIS‘ '
REQUESTNG A ONE DAY VISIT
TO QUANTICO IN IANUARY
FOR RESEARCH AND ALSO IN
MARCH T0 SHOOT ON
LOCATION FOR A MOVIE
ENTITLED
“DECONSTRUCTION RED."

' 12228720116“ 12/ '

01/24/2012 11/25/2011 Ack receiptofr'equesl. '
12/5/2011 Reviewing questions posed Ie FBI ~
puliql and procedure
12/21/20 11 Email (CIA/id] questions

rrescreenplay.
1/24/2012 Sent answers {DeFEl
Policy and Procedure.
1(24/24112 Reml . . A.

11/22/2011 Consulted with SA nthe Unit and
answered writers questions about FBI
pmmc

b6

‘ 02/07/2013' CLOSED AT THE REQUESTO11:
U

mer'viéwEi—III'I-
came mam Center of
Excellence Program Manager. £115. for his
educational video on the criminaI justice
System.

I

78/06/2012 THIS REQUEST WAS—COOEI‘NATED WITI-I' '1
FBI ACADEMY AND LABORATORY/URL?
MEDIA REPRESENTATIVES. AFTER REVIEW '
0F REQUEST, SCRIPT REVIEW AND

TDISCUSSION/ THIS REQUEST WAS DECLINEDI '

VREQUESTORWAS NOTIFIED OF
DECLINATION.

’TWO MORE MOVIE SCRIPTS [FRAGILE AND
IPROPOS] WERE SENT EY REQUESTOR FOR
REWIEW. BOTH WERE REVIEWED AND
DECLINED BY THE FBI TRAINING DIVISION.

THIS REQUEST IS CLOSED IN THE FILES OF
THIS OFFICE.

Leopold-959
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01/1'3/2‘0 13 MOTION
PICTURE -
80-HQ—

, 1077559

o1721/2012iMOTION
PICTURE-
180 HQ-
:1077559

L I

l
I
I
I

01/23/20—12’MDTION
IFIcTURE -
.ElH-{Q—
:1077659i

l.__I '. ,,
l 01/30/2012‘MOTION

:FICTURE-
F :80-HQ-

.

I 1077659

—o‘1/i'1/20125M<5TIE)N ’ '

‘Al-TERMA'I‘H lN ‘ "
YELLOW TIME'

:SPEC ERIFTEI .___
FELLICANO CASE-MAN
W/INVISIBLE GUN

MOVIE BASED
LOOSELY ON
PELLICANO CASE

FEI RECORDSANfiwE
MEDIA REPORTS

.SCREENI’LAY " '
QUESTIONS ABOUT
BANK ROBBERY

"THE NEGOTIATOR
{BOSTAOE MOVIE
5(COMEDY]

‘CARNIVAL INDEPENDENT
FILMWORKS

INVESTIGAfi/ETOUITNALIS'F ‘l

I
I

{THE MAN WITHTHE
INVISIBLE GUN

ll
i.
I
|
GEN'RE'FIEI/TSVEAA CLIENT/
RCFL WORKSHOP
ATTENDEE

I

I

' ‘ RE'Q'IESTS’INFOR‘MATION'

. VSCREENPLAYM .

:scREENwRITERREfiUEsTS ’
ASSISTANCE WITH SCRIPT
THAT INVOLVIE THE FBL

‘ SEEKING INFO ON THE
PELLICANO CASE, ROSSINI

~ROLE, BACKGROUND CHATS
ABOUT THE KAEBALAH CASE.
WRITER CLAIMS TO BEA
SOURCE ON THE CASE

C NIVAL INDEPENDENT
FILMWORKS, 2113 WILSHIRE
EOVD, #347, SANTA MONICA.
CA 90403

I

‘REGARDING USE OF FBI
RECORDS IN MOVIE
SCREENPLAYS.

.CONSPIRATORS FOR
VSPECULATIVE MOVIE

ISEBKING BACKGORUND
iINTERVIEW WITH A HosrAcE
'NEGDTIATOR To GET
: INFORMATION TO HELP WITH ;
'SCRIPT FOR A COMEDY MOVIE .
AEOUTAHOSI‘AGE ‘

,NEGDJZIAIQRa . . a . .

‘ 61/26/211'1'22‘THISREOUEST WAS HANDIJED‘EY’T'I-IE ‘ "
iPROIECT COORDINATOR, WHO READ THE
ISCRIF’I‘ AND PROVIDED ADVICE AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FBI PROTOCOL
PROCEDURES.

ITHIS REQUEST IS CLOSED IN THE FILES OF
ELCEH-_ ...._ -7»

03/30/2012 dupIicate assignment. c1033.“I
|

136

lVW-itei- FIT-s: cunlacted
:was referred to HQ. His letter was 8 pages
‘Iong. and rambling, and lacked focus IFFAU
reached outta requester In advise that many
‘tis questions could be answered by
Ipuliliely available rleeumems, and die
answers he seeks not in public domain would

01/26/2012:1/26/2012 EmaileEl infomzfiOD/guidance re
iuse ofFBI retards and media reports In
movie screenplays,
1/25/2012 Request closedv

M O‘I/z‘E/zéfifi‘esfirfied‘ifiiih a'nsWelo—qiesulms

ioiEf‘05:71;
ifor an inEEeeW WI
EEIRE/HRT week of February 6.1’Rn01ECT
<CLOSED AUGUST 2013 SINCE MOVIE Is
SCOMINO OUT AND No FURTHER REQUEST
IVET RECEIVED.

to“arrange

Leopold-960
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03/25/2012 MOT16N_
PICTURE -

ieo-HQ-
1077559

gPlC-TURE-
Isa-HQ.
{1077559

iPICTURE —
|zio-HQ-

.Vl1077559
05/30/2012’M0T10N

I PICTURE -
'80 -I-IQ-
|1077559

”56/35/2012 MOT-EN—
I’ICTURE -

iEO-HQ-
. 1077559.

05/15/201 ,M0TI0
lPIcTURE-
Ell-HQ-

~1077559

2-, .J. __02/22/2012IM0T10N

" '02722/20—12jM6TI0N _

05/17/231'2'5M6TI'0N ”

ARNER ERO KEVIN
IBACON PILOT SCRIPT

’REEUESTING
'GUIDANCE REGARDING
SCREENPLAY
|MQUIRYTOR FEATURE
'PILM

;WPIRESTATE 3'
lREQUEST T0 USE SEAL
i.
I
I

' {Elm PRolECT WITH
:FBI AGENTAS A
CHARACTER

FATAL ENCOUTERS
DOCUMENTARY SERIES

HINRLEVMUCSHdT"'

I

I
I

—{

_WARNER BROS ANU
OUTERBANKS (KEVIN
BACON PILOT]

VIBE PRUDUCTIONSIINCZ‘ ‘

EEMMET PURLA
'PRDDUCTIONS

uMlLLRl‘VEREl‘LI/I‘S‘ 4 ' '

{NBC PEAC0CR
PRODUCTIONS

PARTISAN PICTURES

HUREANR ‘ CK :KV'VKRNER EROS PILOT
1 SCRIPT FORYOUR REVIEWI
I OUTERBANKS

ENTERTAINMENT.
l NIT

0Rlfi

C
KEVIN BACON-

“ EQUESTRIC'ASSISTANCE' ' w
I WITH A SPECULATIVE
\ SCREENPLA‘I.

‘ASSISTANCE WITH A
FEATURE FILM SCRIPT FOR

_VAE3£_Y- s _ _SEEKING To USE PEI SEAL
FOR DWAYNE JOHNSON

I MOVIE AEoUT c0PS
. INVESTIGATIVEA HANK HEIST
: IN NY-BASED ONATRUE
I STORY. SHE CALLED FRI AND
; jPRonUCTIUN BEGINS ON
1 MONDAY, TIGHT TURNi

I
I

i

'AROIIND... ._ _ ., ._s .s
REQUESTING PERMISSION TO
USE AN FBI AGENT AS A

:CHARACTERIN A FILM.

‘REQUESTS AN ON
INTERVIEWWIT

REGARDING THE MIKDS
I STORY.

l 1981 MUGSHOT OFIOHN
1 HINKLEY TO USE IN AN

UPCOMING DOCUMENTARY
ABOUT THE SECRET SERVICE
AND PROTECTING THE

.1._ PRE ufiTnEusc .
F0 UMMERINTERN-

"61/12/2612 0&727/2012-aclmcwledeEEien

l
f REQUESTS A GREEN LIGHT 0N
L HIS SCRIPT F0 I

PRODUCTION.

' lFacilRAtEISFe—czh} n’rl'i' ' ing‘
.wirli Adam Media Rep 11
12/22/12. Pacilimed meeu‘ngs r Eaco‘n with
several SA'S with NY OFA rep .’

Ion 2/22/12. Reviewed script and provided
commenis Asent notes to Atlanta
writers ofiice sisrant called
asked faAwa ru r eek

.orz/zse Arranged tour bu
jcancelled.3-5-1 a e as ‘ng
for new walkthru for jeaneane gossen and
actor playIng FEI : en . ordinau’ng 3-3-
12 visitwich SAI :1 VC squad SSA

35/68/2612 HANDLEn E7]:[‘VI0'LENT '
CRIMES UNIT.

ail s'enr.‘ '
’04/11rphane interview withSEW
issues; prniect closed.

04/27/20 12 j Reviewed scrip: PI 70E§PRE§Enés rnllfng
unto scene and irnrnediazely condescending

ANYPD. Also later in Script agents were
,"dragging' pau’o restaurants and
cheaters Advlsegflma: the script does

.nat accurately partray pracedures and
:personnel and therefure use aromcial SEAL ‘
;was declined via email on 4/27/2012

05/24/2012 Declined Fictional Egan: has incredibly srn'sil
,role. and not perzrayed in best light (mostly 0
‘mmuglr scare tactics Ufwiretapping and
nth r s rveillancel

co des He first season oruie series
SI:|CHica I: conducted an on-esmmnewew wiul'L_—|ne

‘segment is slated to air in December 2012. No :
'zddldonal cases were featured

10/22/2012

07/25/2012 On 7/_11/iz,—provide
lrelen 2
TN

0 Leopold-961
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05/15/2012 MOTION
:PICTURE-
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.1077559

06/22/2012 MOTION'
PICTURE -

‘EU-HQ-
_ . ”10777559 1.
07/09/2012 MOTION

PICTURE -
80eHQ-
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07/11/2012 MOTION
PICTURE -
80-HQ—

:1077559
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:PICTURE -
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'1077659

08/15/2012 MOTION
PICTURE »

ZOO-HQ-
‘1077659

08/30/2012 MOTION
PICTURE -
80-HQ—
1077659

THREE FICTICIO'IIS
REQUESTS @ SET
DRESSING

.EATCH‘MY klilER“"
SERIES

FACILITY FOR MYY
MOVIE

REQUEST FOR T'O'UR" ‘
OF FBI BUILDING THIS
WEEK

EIGHT O'C'L'OC'R

MILITARY'DESERT’ERS '

TRADE OFINNOCENTS

COLUMBIA P'I'cTUREs
INDUSTRIES

M-z'FicTITREE— '

CISA CISM CIAivIBA' ‘

OFFICE OF MOTION" ‘
PICTURE AND TELEVISION
DEVELOPMEN

DIRECTOR

[FTIEMS_

TRADE O'F
[NNOCENTS/MONTEREY
MEDIA

fI-TAMRTON VA

IWA'SHINGT DC
ION

CHICAGO IL

CONFIGURATIONS AND‘ I
GUIDELINES FOR
FICTIDNALIZING FBI ITEMS.

REQUESTING MORE CASES—
THAT THE FBI HAVE BEEN
INVOLVEC IN FOR CRIMES
COMMI1TED.._ , ‘ __‘ ,_
REQUESTS TO USE THE
QUANTICO FACILITIES FOR
THE MAKING OF A MOVIE
ABOUT ISSUES OF SELECTIVE
FETICIDE IN HIM HOME
(DENIM; . _ . -_ . .REQUESTS A TOUR OFTHE FBI
BUILDING THIS WEEK

HE IS REQUESTING "
BACKGROUND ASSISTANCE
WITH His FORTHCOMING
MOTION PICTURE, HORROR
FILM, "EIGHT O'CLOCK“
WHICH IS BASED ON THE
BOOK BY RAY NELSON
ENTITLED "EIGHT O'CLOCK IN
THE MORNING". -M .
HE HAS SOME HISTORICAL
QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW THE
FBI INVESTIGATED MILITARY
DESERTERS DURING THE
WAR. HE IS BEING RESEARCH
ON HIS NEXT MOVIEI

SHOW THE FEATURE FIEM

7/16/2012 Declined -id not have serial numbers for FBI ‘
iEu cars o license to ates. Offered to look over
script. hu dvised she didn'tlmow ;
anything about in old them ofier su'll srands e
:iffliey wantm revisit it with us.
Release date: Nov. 2013
Pine Secret Service Agent charged with
protecting the president

1011372012 Difiilicaée Smut—T2502

08/25/2012 DECLINE . EIEBN'T REALLII LOAD OUT ’ j
THE LAB FDR MOVIES.

IDS/0772013 iDirECtOrq:lén "d the"
FBI In Iuly ei2012 to scuurwherher the FBI 5
lEH would he aviable option to film some b5
scenes for the next installment ofCaplaln
America. The Directors indicated rhe new
movie will have some FBI characters, The

Directors did not requestto film atthe FBI. ‘
The movie "Captain America: The Winter
Soldier" is slated to he released in theaters on
April 4, 2014.

01/00/201310n 7 26 12 éo’nolucteli phone inErviews
with nd agents on LA‘s lTTF. ,

'The movxe as a terrorist plot. No additional ,
assistance is required at this time.

10/22/2012 Providedl Iwi inroFma "an '
obtained from historian The film
will have very little FBI nvolvement No
additional assistance is requested at this Lime. .

10/04/2012 Coordinated the opportunity to feature the
"TRADE 0F INNOCENTS" TO
FBI EMPLOYEES.

mufion picture "Trade ofInnOEems" to
representatives Irom CID, C her, NCMEC and .
(WA The producer artici ated

ahout the movie and the comp exiu‘es o
investigating international sex mfficking.

“ Leo mid-962



10/1o/zo1z_MOTION RARRLAND' " “
‘PICTURE-
‘BO-HQ-
51077659I .

. ii i

“1.- m L. .._,__
10/13/20123MOTION REQUEST FOR

‘RICTURE- GUIDANCEIN
I ‘Eo-HQ- ACCURATE
, :1077659 PORTRAYAL IN
I I zLITERATURE-LEO
Ls-“ _. A VENANCLm .....: 10/23/2012’MOTION ADOCUMENTARYON
I :I’ICTURE- ,THEHUMANSIDEOF
i ‘Efl-HQ- 'ONLINETHREATS
, 51077659
| E.

|
11/12/2012 MOTION "LASCORT '
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lSID-HQ-
!1o77659
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‘PICTURE -
ieo-Hq- 1
.1077659
i.

NGELA'S EYES ” "MOTION' ‘
:PICTURE- 5
£80-HQ-
11077659

I
i

TOM HA'NRS ISR'ODUCTIONS

RRAIIDACT’IBN—RESEARCH
LAD

IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT .

_. MAIDEN—

REQUESTING ASSISTANCE
'WITH A FILM STARTING IN
IANUARv, TOM HANRS

~PRODUCING IT; CALLED
RARRLAND, ABOUT HOURS
AND DAY AFTER THE JKF
ASSASSINATION. SEEKING
IMAGES OE DALLAS c FFlr‘ -

'HIsTORICAL INFO O
RDER

“T0 DESTROY FBI FILE.

FAKE REEUE‘S'TS'ASSISETICEW’ITH
A SPECULATIVE MOVIE

. ENTITLED DEADLY DOMINION

RETQ'EESR ASSISTANCE WITH
I {A BBC/MAGNOLICA

DOCUMENTARY ON ONLINE
THREATS.

I ;
I ’-REQUEST§T0 TATE T2) THE
. RIGHT RERSON AEOUT
. GETTING PERMISSION TO
I 'LEARN MORE ABOUT THE
» .‘INVESTIGATIONS INVOLVING
I THE APPREHENSION 0F TITO

RIINA FORA REMAKE OF AN
ITALIAN FILM CALLED LA

' SCORTA,

, , TSTANDEILI/IC‘
'OM. REQUESTS ASSISTANCE
WITH A SPECIAL ADVACE
SCREENING OFTHE FILM THE

5
.
i

sceuarius regarding process, extradin'nn, em,
’aud referred to EELgov for other informatian.

b6

) real-ume" cyher crimes as they ha ened,
"mt assisted pmducerl
{with pareuu'ai types 0 cy er crime to
,nighlight, and offered that we cuuld discuss
‘dused cases or couId he a resource in discuss
myher crimes, zrends, or how Uie public can
‘protectiiself. Never heard back from

_ m‘re s02/13/20131Pu
Qteam ‘ eader in Ital during May and Iuiy
‘1992 [for bat: round
.conversations. Former ay v
Ialso rake pen in backgroun conversauans.

In ROTAEh wim former SA a}?

sed after repeated canc wait 7 I
lunanswered for mare Lhan a month.

LAST STAND FOR THE WEEK
‘ OF JANUARY 14.

REQUESTS ASSISTANCE WITH
: A MOVIE PROJECT

CONCERNING THE
5 OPERATION FIREWALL CASE
‘ ENTITLED THROUGH

:ANGELA'S EYES.

' 01/15/2013 2 19 2012' Discu‘sée‘dTe‘qHEEEwidi UC

312/19/2012 Email: request
more information re movie scnptprojec:
1/15/2013 Request cIosed administratively.
Requester did nntrespond to 12/19/12 e-

‘mail asking for more info re project
, 21/15/2013 Requestclcsed.

' Leo paid-963



12/17/2012iMOTION EMEDIAINFORMATION
’PICTURE - REQUEST
;00—HQ-
21077659

01/00/20133M0TI0N ‘EUOTACEREQUEST
‘FlCTURE- !
{so-HQ-
{1077659

( OI/EEE‘TJIEFI‘ON _RE&UE§FFZ)R

l
l
lIl e

g

rI
i
is
l
Ii
II

re
...

"32/0‘é/‘2‘013;M0T10N

____, w ____~_l., W .06/03/2013iMOTION

IFICTURE - 'SPEAKER(S) FOR
;ao-HQ— ‘WRITER CONFERENCE
II 77659»

IPARADlSE LOST
,EICTURE -
E00-q-
l1077659

04/24/2013 MOTION ' '
‘PICTURE -
Ego-HQ- »
31077659 ,

LEARANCE OF FBI

05/30/2013'T45T16‘N.“ tTH'E HEAT 2
SPICTURE - I
‘00-HQ- .
11077659 ;l I

06/03/2013IMOTION ' IREVENGE OF THE
PICTURE - ,GREEN DRAGONS

‘80-HQ- l
i1077659 .
l l

I.l
' ‘ OLlCY RE USING EEI

iPlCTURE- ;INSICNIAINMDVIE
.SO-HQ-
11077659

DAYBREAK PICTURES "

PARTi PIOTLIRES

DFW WRITER'S
CONFERENCE

TI-IE RESEmT-l—HOUSE

CHERNIN ENTERTAINMEN

RbTfiEIfiD'fiTIFNS’NI/f
INCI

IND‘EEENDENT—W

LbNDON

iON THE ASSASSl

BROOKLY fNIi '

I . ”r.
VANCOUVE

SANTA
MONICA

EROORLYN NY i’REQUESTT‘fi)“
i IREVENGE OF TH

r

' REQUESTS A COPY OF SIRHAN
f ISIRHAN‘S NOTEBOOK/DIARY
L [FOR A FEATURE FILM BASED

NATION OF
(ROBERT E KENNEDY.
REQUESTS THE‘TE’RRY

iTURCHIE FOOTAGE
:EXELAININC THE DISCOVERY
,0ETHE TED KACZYNSKI
CAEIN IN MONTANA.

1REQEET‘S ASREAKERGf —
_ FROM THE EEIEURTHE 2013
A ‘DFW WRITER's CONFERENCE.

ASSISTANCE WITH A MOVIE,
. (PARADISE LUSTI WHICH WILL
; 'HAVE FBI CHARACTERS.

REQUESTS PERMISSION T6
-USE "FBI" ON THE EACR OF
jSOME JACKETS FOR A FILM

_ IWHERE OFFICERS ARE
5 lMAKlNG AN ARREST IN THE
' _11LM.-. _ ._- ..__CA IREQUESTS ASSISTANCE WITH

’THE MOTION PICTURE "THE
2 HEAT 2" FOR DIRELTO

ND WRITE

E GREEN
l EDRAGONSJO OBTAIN HIGH-

;RESOLUTION PHOTOGRAPHS
E ‘OF WILLIAM WEBSTER AND
2 :WILLIAM SESSIONS.‘ .

"M‘— *TSEEKlNa-GDID-A-Na? DNWHAT
i {HE CAN AND CANNOT D0 AND
I -PERMlSSl0NS REQUIRED.

01/10/2013 Askefi‘fii‘eékon I/vhedtel- we had i
any evr ence rnthe RFKInvesugation, -,
None are available, project Can he closecL .

61/15/2013 The Iooiage wasEIZe'nIry the Newsetirn starr' .
fordie FBI exhibit. Referred requmor to the

Newseurn for permission on raruse.

01/25/2013 Cnnferred with FBI Dallas - their SAC is not
awilable during the specified dares onhe
annual ronIerence. so they declined to
Earficiflte'0'5/0‘7/2‘013'T project ng dose 5:?

‘ unsuccessful attempts to cranium“

b6
04/28/2013 Advised requester o'rrequir‘en'r'ent; for use or' ,

SEAL Versus use of FBI Letters.

V 03/27/2014 Rro’Jided writers wiLh iI-IfEEIIIafia; on '
jurisdiction, serial kiIIer investigau'ons, and
EAu

09/23/20 13 06/03/2013-received request Iro
Clearance Coordinator for the film Revenge of'
the Green Dragons is seeking high
resolution photos of William Sessions and
William Webster for a scene in the film that
takes lace in an FBl office. Consulted with 1
filmobrained photographs. No ,

06/16/2013 dvrsedrequtEmr—rpfpiiihy’regirdingPET J
,lemers on costumes and requiremems for
using FBI Seal in set dressing props, etc. !

Leopold-964



05/24/2013 MOTION
PICTURE »
so-llQ-

g1o77559

05/30/2013 Morlhii
‘ PICTURE —
all-HQ-
1077559

07/07/2013.MOTION
'PICTURE—
80~HQ-
1077559

07/09/2013’MOTl'ou
PICTURE -

VSO-HQ-
1077559

PERMISSION FOR SEAL
ON "KILLING

'KENNEDY" MOVIE

’ MOVIE [sou-r " '
AIRPORTTERROR
TAKEOVER-[FR

DOROTHEA PARKER

NDEPENDENT WRITER

ORANGEVA CA
LE

DE ENTERTAINMENT '

OR
'THE FILM "KILLING
KENNEDY" BASED ON THE
BILL O'REILLY BOOK THIS IS
A PRODUCTION FOR
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC. I
SPOKE WITH THE RICHMOND
FIELD OFFICE ABOUT USING
THE FBI SEAL AND WAS
ASKED TO PROV

BACKGOUND INFORMATION
ABOUT HOW THE FBI WORKS
AIRPORT TERROR HE IS
WORKING WITH A WELL-
KNOWN DIRECTOR TO
DEVELOP A HIGHLY
FICTIONAL VERSION THAT
USES A WORST CASE
SCENARIO OF THE [FK
TERROR PLOT OF 2007‘ HE

RE Ulés'T'FROM'RRlU’c'ER '
H0 IS

UCEA
FEATURE FILM CALLED "F
STREET“ ABOUT THE
DOROTHEA PUENTE
INVESTIGATION. REQUESTED
PUBLIC CASE FILES ABOUT
THE CASE AS WELLAS
INTERVIEW WITH THE CASE
AGENT OF THIS
INVESTIGATION.

06/26/201313e'ciined usen'isenl since the lil‘r'ning is
sterling in 2 days

Iiaislon wnuld be willing to talk on
Reached outta Elil LA to see are}. airpnrc

l
I

background in limited assislznce capacity, SA
rranged a short meefing. Requester

advised he may come back for addluonal
questions after first draft is complete

11/05/2013 Request from produce
is wurking to produce a feature film called 'F
Skeet" aboutthe Dorothea Puente
invesugauon Requested publiccase files
about the case as well as interview wifli the
case agent oflliis investigation. Referred
requester to FDIA to obtain the requested

b4
b6

ho'

documents and asked for a list ofquestions
pertaining to the interview. Never received
questions and war [old that we would he
contacted againi

,rhe FBI in his film
'plannedm feature

le'd FoIAfoil:|anaha_d I ' "
dimculty getting response. IPPAU advised i
process, suggested reformatting request to '
include all family member names, address,
and specify type ofdocumen
FOIA released the documen
offered ke entre to Producers Guild Met ‘
with Sfln LA to show the conference
room. See rig viable date In F2112013.

Leopol
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3 "0775/2013 MOTION' "=v'vitITiNG‘s'iSEc SCRlFT new YORK .NY ,WNITE'IiiiA—D QUESTIONS ” 07/15/2fi13 Thank Ion. awere a big heIp. {1e big help
i :PICTURE » I ‘ABOIIT SCRIPT INVOLVING FBI in fact In have any mnre questions, ['11 letI ;80-HQ— l g L ‘ ’AND case ASSIGNMENTS. , 'you know.
, 1077659 , ; I l ORIGlNAL QUESTIONS AND , . ,; I I I , I :ANSWERARE IN ACTIONS I E _Begards,
I 5 ‘ SECTION. ‘

l ? I , i , I . t5 I l i 9 . ' www.creanngworaseem‘ I l 3 ‘ .I I 3 s I .l ‘
I ; ‘ - --— Original Message --------

I I . . ; I , Subjeq . , ' ' nplayL I I I ' ' From:l
i
I Date:Tue ul 1 Z :2

TO'

j b6

ll: would be ill advised for an agent to
investigate a case in which a family member
is Involved. There are many reasons for mis,

j including the inability to remain Impartial;
; . cemlnly it would compromise the agent's

l f {credibilitywhen :esu'Iying In any mail that
3 lI

lfyou review wwbLgov you will see the
; Deputy Director is nne orthe top officials of
Itlie FBI. There is very little direct contact

i : g ' ‘ ~hetween the DD and a special agent.
' ' ‘ 5 l fcenerally, special agens either initiate cases

. . - ‘on their own or are assigned them by theirIzsiipervisar, generally a supervisory special
| gagenc

II
I
I 3 j . ‘ Eciven the circumstances you describe
I ' ‘ .L .. , . ' l _. . . . Aresarrléng ample! assytdiswverins she hasI :A1TACHED TO HIS POORLY 07/18/2013:?nor grammar and a PDF attachment seemed «
l WRITTEN LETTER WAS A PDF ,suspicious: IPPAU forwarded the note to
l EVFRSION OF HIS : : ESUSPICIOUS MAIL account and the reply
: BOOK/SCRIPT TO BE READ I g Eadvised to delete the e-mail and anachmem‘.

'AND CRITIQUED I :Conucted requescor and asked for a textual
I idescription orthe proiect and specific

‘ { , =quesu‘nns he wishes the FBI to amwerl:l
j ‘ E ' replied with a curt and antagonistic emaI

The projectwas declined.

07/17/2013’ MOTION EASSISTANCE I'NI-I‘I-I' ' '
'PlCTURE . SPEC SCRIPT
fSO-HQ— -
11077659 . i
I
I| I\I

Leo pold-966



PICTURE »
'ao-l-IQ-
I1077659

i “aiyomiafiin‘rm—
LPICTURE -
80-HQ—
1077659

07/18/2013VM0TI6N ’AIINTERNATIONAL
,CORRUPTION AND
{BRIBERY

{Assisméé WITII
SCREENPLAY

l

_LEI3AT HONC Kou‘c” ' ' '

V
il
I
I
I
I
I

i
i

i

3
l
I
I

i.
:

lLEbkEkEQIIEeD
IASSISTANCE ON BEHALF OF

NE 0F
BEST KNOW

HE

SHE IS
RESEARCHING FOR HER NEXT
MOVIE ABOUT

1 INTERNATIONAL
, CORRUPTION AND BRIBERY
’AND IS SEEKING
VEACKGROUND INFORMATIONIf
imfiéé’mn ASKE_D:A§0UT
DOMESTIC TERRORISM AND

1 FBI PROCEDURE, COMPLETE
QUESTION AND ANSWER
‘PRDVIDED IN ACTION
[SECTIONI

Discussed maker with Legals Hong Kong and
Beijing coordinated visitwith lvo-ru.

Jreached outt c for PC. awaiu'ng
'a response. 7/22

136

" fi/Teizbfi

_i rhinko good place for you to sizrtwould be
:our nomesu'c Invesu‘gafions and onerau'ons
’Guide [D106] here:
hrtp://vauIti.gov/FBI%ZODumesfic%201nv _

‘esfigafious%20and%200perafions%200uide
:%2o(moc]. [twill provide you all oiour
iiuvesu‘garive techniques, procedure, and a
‘general background ofwliat i: mkes to open a ‘
“case, etc. Ifyou are writing about an FBI ,
{agenh it is required readingl think another
irequired primary source is the Attorney
:Geneml's Guidelines on FBI Undercover
aperaoons here: I
hup://www.iusuce.gov/og/reedingroonr/und'

larcuvenhtrn. You should also review are
érelevanrcrirninal smtutes that we would be
.invesfigafing in such a matter. You can use
,any one ofa number uf unline resources [or ?
ldlis, and one I find very useful is here:
ihtrp://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/Collectio
nUScodeacfinnkollecfinnCade=USC0DEI '

r
&

inonsidering your nhnsen ropic of domestic I
;termrism, Iet me add a few more linls [or you ‘
{to get started. Undeistand that DT is a .
:difficult program to work due to are unique ‘
constitutional issues that are presented.
z Reviewing some orrhe helow links should 1
.give you a good general background on die
‘pmgram and what it might Take for an FBI
,ngenuo navigate all the ohsrocles.
http://www.fbi.gov/wanred/dt
http://wwwrfb .gov/news/siories/zooe/sept
ember/domtermr_090709 7
>http://wwwjbigov/news/tesu'mony/die-

. Visiq'zlss -terre'is_r9:fl_lsear_

Leo pold-967



07/25/2013 MOTION
PICTURE -
00-mi-
1077559

07/25/2013 M0TI0N
PICTURE -
80~HQ~
1077659

ATLANTA EXTRA
RELEASE

SCREENPLAY AEOIIT
HIT MAN AND FEI

ATADC FEI'ATLANTA ’ ATPFI SIGNED CONTRACT
WITH PRODUCTION COMPANY
TO USE VIDEO FOOTAGE OF
PFI PROVIDING TRAINING.
CONTRACT WAS SIGNED
WITHOUT OUTSIDE
EMPLOYMENT APPROVAL OR
ANY OTHER PRIOR
APPROVAL. CDC AT
REQUESTED GUIDANCE FROM
OPA AS TO WHETHER PFI
SHOULD SIGN ADDITIONAL

REQUESTED INFORMATION
T0 ASSIST HIM IN A
"SPECULATIVE SCREENPLAY"

07/29/2013,'Reviewed ‘
,with AD twas agreed that

ABOUTA HIT MAN AND FBI
AGENT. FULL QUESTION AND
ANSWER PROVIDED IN
ACTION,

from

envork discussed via telcal '

mostexpedientmethu rorresolvingissue :
Iwas for the employee to sign the release with
the understanding it did not constitute a tacit ,
acceptance ofhis behavior in signing the
original agreement and should not be
construed as pruviding hIm any authority to
cunfinue working with the production
company.
ADC AT was able to move forward with the
company agreeing not to require the agent to '

. s itimrnldncumnnrx07/26/2013
- b6

Please see my responses to your specific
questionsprovided belowr
Do FBI agens always have partners?
Special agents are not generally assigned
partners, They work on squads of perhaps
five to ten agents, and when necessary. they
will join together Ior cemin interviews and
investigative activity such as surVeIlIznoe and I
the like. Special agents are expected to he '
able to work withoutassistance and to be
able ta work together in groups.
What is the command structure?

See http://wwwlflzigov/smrs»
services/punlications/todaysibi-Iacts-
figures/facts-andrfigures-DS1413.pdf/view.

Would the FBI provideprotectionrora ,
witness ina case like thisi
See http://www.usniarshals.gov/witsec/. ;

What is Lhe FBI's relationship with the ‘
Department ofJustice [who do they liaise '
with most frequently?)~
The FBI is part ote United States
Department ofJustice. See
http://wwwjusfice.gov/agencies/index-
Iisthtml.

Leo pom-968
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07/31/2013 MOTION
- PICTURE —
Eli-HQ-

.1077659

08/09/2013 MOTION
PICTURE -
ao-HQ.

_,.__ . . 10.7765900/19/2013 MOTION
PICTURE -
80-HQ—
1077659

‘ ’12/30/2013VM0TION
PICTURE -

,an-I-IQ-
1077659

01/13/2611 MOTION
PICTURE -

’ HU-HQ—
1077559

01/2'23/20'14' MOTION ’
‘PICTURE -
SCI-HQ-
1077659

' 03/i6/20'14, MOTION
: PICTURE »
:Ea-HQ-
i1077559
i

~05/17/20111 MOTION
gPICTURE -
'80-HQ—
11077559

LITTLE Miiz
INNOCENT

_C‘ENER‘ALOUESTI0NS'

EEI'IIND'TFIE SCENE—S:
IACK RYAN

CHILD AEOUCTION ._

FEATURE PILM ' ‘ ' '
'SICARIO"

‘STOLEN IEWELRY

[POINT EREAK 2.0
[REMAKE)

SOMALIA ”
INVESTIGATION

‘ ‘TIB'NTIEY DEUx

ICOLDO'VER
‘ ENTERTAINMENT

I

I
‘g‘rT-IUNOER ROAD PICTURES

l

iSCREENWRI'I'ER

I

wiI‘NT—ERROL PICTURES

i
I
I .,.___. _ .
FILMMAKER

I
i

TORONTO

D, INDIA

LOS
ANGELES

ETDER'AEA ’ '

”TREQUES‘TSAS’S'IS‘TANCE WITII
IA FEATURE FILM. "LITTLE
VMIZZ INNOCENT," INCLUDING
ISCRIPT REVIEW.

.GENERZIEOUESTIONS
,RECARDING A SPECULATIVE
=PILM, "PERFELT PREDICTUR"

'_ REOUEST'SEI ONCAMERA‘ '
INTERVIEWS FOR BEHIND-
THE-SCENES DOCUMENTARY
FOR PARAMOUNT'S RELEASE
OF "JACK RYAN" IN
DECEMBER 2013

’ ' WRITING A FICTION MOVIE
SCRIPT REGARDING CHILD
AEDUCTIONS AND WANTS TO

: KNOW MORE ABOUT CARD
T AMS

*TO THE EL PASO DIVISION TO
CONDUCTA BACKGROUND
[NTFRVIFW ITHS

"SEEKING BACKGROUND 0N
gIEWELRY TI-IEPT

:IISREQUESTING
THE FEI'S ASSISTANCE WITH
THE REMAKE OF THE
‘MOTIION PICTURE, POINT
IEREAK. HE IS REQUESTING
:ASSISTANCE WITH SCRIPT,
l‘WARDROBE, GRAPHIC
DESIGN, ETC,

" TI'E'ISW'IRITINGA
'SCREENPLAY ON A CLOSED
IFBI MINNEAPOLIS
INVESTIGATION. sAI:I

As CONTACTED
_ DIRECTLY AND WILL HAVE
‘FILMMAKER CONTACT IPPAUL ’

j .. ._ r _
SHE IS REQUESTINGA VISIT

"64/01/20” Read film scrip'tfirnade suggestions about
overall plat as well as specifics by page
number resubmitted the script, which
improved on accuracy and FBI image. No
specific request was made at the time.
However, they may return in the future to
discuss accuracies for scenes.

09/09‘n'0i3 Answered’gene‘rEPp‘roEEdTire and
jurisdiction questions

WHO/{0'13 Décfied. CIA—declining also. PEI was not
asked for assistance with stripe etc.
Requestor-s short deadline did not allow us
time to read/review script and properly vet
before making decision

~03/27/3014 SenElInformaEiOIi about the CARD
‘team and linls to the manual
. b5

‘ 05/13/2314:Provfliedba'c'k‘firfifi'erviews with the '

ER Also provi e assistance to the wardrobe
and set designers The Director toured the
Albuquerque Division The filming is biking

,. ., . .‘piaceiuAU. . _. . . .
02/15/2014 Provided author online resources and basic

‘overview of major than within the FBI. He
.was seeking a jeweler to talk about security
systems in place; advised him we Cannot

,‘ A connecthimtgddgtims,__ ,7
08/04/2014- Provn‘led assistance to the Wardrobe crew

.whith included a trip to the academy to
Ioudine the Outfits of the agents/instructors,
retc. Also, provided assistance to the graphic
Idept with the selection ofl-‘EI props. The
Vmovie will he in theaters On August 7, 2015.

" -.~ ' on noted at'e'IE'phone
Interview with $5 P, regarding

.somaiiaouueach in MpIs.
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OS/ZS/Zéiariw-T-ION
PICTURE .

'80~HQ-
| 1077659

PICTURE -
80-HQ~

' 1077559

._ _V._}I_, .__.
04/28/2014IM0T10N

PICTURE -
'30--HQ'
1077§59

05/21/2014 MOTION
gFlCTURE -
ieo-l-IQ-
|1077659i

SEX TRAFFICKING

'M'USEUM SECURi
‘QUESTIONS FORSCRIP'I

liouenixn cirrir'
:FRAUD

UTOPIA LU‘MIETRE'PEMS "

sCREéN'l/TRffiF '
_DEVELOPING ART CRIME
iMDVIE

f .
ESELF EMPLOYED [

1

il
3

',REOUEsT'POR'REVIEW 0F
:SCREENPLAY AND FOR FBI To
éPROVIDE
;REC0MMENDATIONS
REGARDING ACCURACY OF
lURlScrlON, SPECIAL
AGENT PROCEDURES,
!ACTIVITIES, DUTIES, ETC.

i

EKlNGT
IAHOIIT Hnwi

’LEIESTION ABO'fllfi'_
iBEHlND GLASS OR AFFIXED
'PEDESTAL
,‘REQUESTER IS Aw" " '—
gDOCUMENTARY FILMMAKER
*FROM L08 ANCELES
iTRAVELINC TO ROMANIA IN
JUNE AND WORKING ON A
"STORY ABOUT CYBER FRAUD
:AND THE HACKER
zCOMMUNITV AND IT'S
E EFFECTS LOCALLY AND
iABROADI REQUESTED T0
:INTERVIEW FBI PERSONNEL
1N ROMAN—VA

06/12/2014} Request fro Creative
Producer/Co writer, of"Lal-l oithe Free,
Except for Me, a screenplay, soon-to-he

.about sex trailitlring. Requested OPA to

.review script (signed nun-disclosure
«agreement in order to receive script for
review] and provide insight into numerous

;questions related to special agents' daily
duties, procedures, actions, etc as well as
.alher jurisdicfional questions, ete.Aiter
consulting with colleagues and unit chief,

itletennined that. due to the nature ote

1r

script (included drug use by special agent and-
.hased affafreal events) as well as lPPAu s
limited resour A (I rl ned assistnace with

'projecLWhe elephonedror
:addirlonal ans ers, sn asked lithe FBI could
‘ assist her with another portion ortne same
project (actors in film interviewing FBI
gagems In order to properly depict onscreen),
gDecIined assistance with any future portion
,ofproiect. Whe dvised that she has '
'contzms who can put er in touch with FBI ,bA
,agems, instructed her to not reach outto any libs
icurrentEBl agents Afterwards, r

lon 6/17/2014 irom S

n

64/23/2014' consulted with art crime program and aske
Eabout general procedures for museum
lsecurity, responded to requester.

e, . ,_L_____I ,_ c__s __
06/20/2014I IPPAU cuordinated interview with Cyber

‘(NYJ who recently had additiona

fALAT in Bucharest, and worked with LEGAT 7
Bucharest, lOD, State Department and CyD,

:lPPAU provided letter release {or the
interviews afler Completion
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os/z7/20i4 MOTION
PICTURE -

‘Ea-HQ-
I1077659

06/19/2014 MOTION
PICTURE -
aoq.

‘ 1077559
07/15/2014 MOTION

PICTURE -
80-HQ—
1077659

09/22/2014 MOTION '
PICTURE -
Eli-HQ-
1077659

LOOMIs FARGO HEIST
MOVIE

“THE FIXER” MOVIE -
USING FBI ON IACKEI'S

SCARPA MOVIE BASED
ON DELVECCHIO BOOK

sCARPA - N‘EW’VORR '
MOB MOVIE

‘ RELATIVITY STUDIOS
RELATIVITV STUDIOS

MONTREAL CLEARANCE
AGENCY

PRODUCER

MEDIA REP CALLEI) OPATO
ASK ABOUT WHETHER PBI
WOIILD PARTICIPATE IN A
BEHIND»THE-SCENES
SEGMENT OFTHE DVD
PRODUCTION ABOUT THE
REAL LIFE CASE THAT
INSPIRED THE COMEDY
MOVIE ABOUT THE LOOMIS
FARGO HEBJ‘IN ‘I‘l‘ll . ,
SEEKING PERMISSION TO USE
FBI LETTERS 0N JACKETS IN
MOVIE “THE FIXER'

READ ARTICLE IN
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER SA
SYLVESTER STALLONE
RUMORED T0 STAR IN MOVIE
ABOUT SCARPA CASE
CONTACTED WRITE

ND ASKED IE HE
PEI INPUTI A

MONTH LATER RETIRED
AGEN%WROTE
TO OC
CONCERN ABOUT THE BOOK

, him I . L , .. -
IILY ARTICLE INDICATED

S GOING TO WRITE
SCRIPT FOR STALLDNE T0
STAR

05/27/20‘143dvis‘ed agent he could‘ialk ahuut the case in :
‘rhe makingoidvd and provided media rep ’
I guidance about rhe PEI notbeing used for
‘promocional purposes.
.

as/i'a/zaid'édvised procedures infienuesrs'ri'g use OfFBI
seal on jackets and advised thatiackels are ,
available from prop houses. «

b6

Reached outID“Iuly to offer
assisuncei Project is on hold for Sisllone's ’
schedule. In Angus NY retired agen ‘

wrote to 06 hen he heard
e mEvie was being made based on '

DelVecchio book and wanied in see ifl-‘Bl
could provide input In provide a ditiu
midis not contained in the ban

‘provided 3 hi news anicle which IPPA
iorvvarded To long wILh a nere
Offering harkground talks with NY agents
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FACSIMULE TRANSMITTAL SHEET

IQ H FRDM-

comm; ‘ DATE:
Fugitive Publicity, FBI MAY 14, 1999
FAX NUMBER: TOTAL NO. OF PAGES INCLUDING COVER:
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Cl URGENT D For REVIEW Ii PLEASE COMMENT [1 nuts: REPLY U PLEASE RECYCLE

DearlZl
Re: EUBLIC ENEMIES

Following our telephone conversation earlier today, please find a brief synopsis of the
saics and our filming requirements.

/’Aimine Productions have bran no missioned by Discovery to make a 3 x 60 minute
‘ primetime documentary series 2111} 3W”; which will examine the rise of

the American Gangster during :he willy twentieth century, and the overall impact of the
gangster phenomenon on Ammican popular culture and society.

' The programs will be comprised of film clips, archive film, location filming and in-depth
r interviews with lawyers, journ: lists, historians, actors and directors.
P,
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W b 6
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Two areas we are particularly men to feature is the history of the FBI and how it has
changed/responded to organized crime over the last 70 years; and secondly, the Bureau‘s
current powers and jurisdiction, including 'The Most Wanted List'.

We would prefer to interview an agent who would be able to compare and contrast FBI
operations and procedures from its early period to present day, however, we can approach
historians who could put the e: rly history into context for us; so someone who could
simply outline the present role powers and responsibilities of the Bureau would be fine,
As we will be filming in Chicago we would like to interview someone from your Chicago
office,

My producer,|:]will m in Chicago from Sunday 13 to Wednesday 16 of June,
would it be possible to arrange for a briefmeeting with an agent?

If you have any queries, plrase do not hesitate to contact us on telephone number;
lor by fax on

Look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Production Co-ordinator.

b6

b6
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To: MEMORANDUM
Subject: ASSIGNMENT CLOSURE

AIMIMAGE PRODUCTIONS
REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE
FILE# BOAHQA | 077659

Date: August 3. I999 ”5

production coordinator, Aimimage Productions. requested permission
to Conduct an art-camera interVIew with an FBI representative for a documentary series to be
aired on the Discovery Channel, The interview was for the sen'es entitled “Public Enemies".
The interview for this segment would explore the rise of the American gangster during the
early twentieth century, and the overall impact ofthe gangster phenomenon on American
culture and society.

SA Media Representative. Chicago Division, advised that this project was
completed onJuly 29, i999. No further action is deemed necessary for this project and
should be closed in the files ofthis office,

Leo poldd 13.2
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6/16/99 FAX 2 PAGES

TO: FBI Headquarters
Public Affairs

b6
via fax

FROM:
via fax

RE: The History Channel - The Untouchables ‘
M

Dear

I am happy to report that our one hour television program “The True Story of The
Untouchables” is within hours of completion. I would also like to add that we have used
one photo provided by the FBI of Al Capone.

At this time I would like to humbly request for formal permission to use the material in
television broadcast. It is required that Pangolin Pictures secure permission to use
material from the source, in writing.

Included is a standard form agreement which is required as a formal “permission slip" to
use material. Please read the agreement. In more simple terms the agreement is
verification to The History Channel that we acquired permission. lfyou have any
questions please feel free to call me at the number provided below. Any feedback within
the next 24 hours would be appreciated since we are packing up the show and delivering
it to The History Channel, In turn, I should be able to gather all the research material sent
to us and return it to you in a week.

Thank you again! The show should be airing the end of August

45¢WM and»; a... 1
Best Reggs, }— WI be

URIGINAT
16.60 Broadway,5uitc1208,New Yul, New York 10019
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To:

MEMORANDUM
Subject:

Pangotin Pictures
Project Closure Notice

Date: July 7. V999
b6

a producer with Pangolin Pictures, wrote to FPIMSU in order to
request permission to utilize a photograph of Al Capone i an uucoming television
program, The program will focus on the gangster era and btained the photo
he wished to use from the Research Unit of the FBI.

On July 6, 1999, FPIMSU wrote a letter tanning that the government
held no copyright control over the photograph he wished to use since it was already in the
public domain Therefore the FBI has no objections to him using it. This letter was
signed and mailed tc on July 7, 1999.

This project should be closed.

Leopold-1134



{ATLANTIC PRODUCTIONS
amount-n, ZlDShepherdsBuah ma mmmm

Tel:+MtU)1713711200m M4 (0) 171 371 amE-mafl: muoampxmmmmx

FBI Headquarters
Room 7972
935 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington DC
20535
USA

4 January 2000

b6

Dear

e: ” 4' al nt " —
I ‘.

I am writing to you on the advice of from the FBI Public Affairs
Office who said you may be able to 181p vs Wlth a major new series we are
making for Discovery.

This series will tell the fascinating story of law enforcement during the
prohibition era and its immediate aftermath.
In this series we focus on three individuals using magnifies as a path
into the larger story of crime between the wars. Em Ness, perhaps the
most famous ”Untouchable”; Melvin Purvis who caught and shot Lem

7%.Qimnger and Ibomas We! who convicted Luckfluciano. We will
endeavour to show the/Reality behind the myth of some of these
character’5 stories to find out what really happened'in their pursuit of
some of America’s greatest crime lords.
We will look at how these individuals and the agencies] including the FBI,
made a significant contribution to how law enforcement was (and is)
conducted in the US.

We are in early stages of production and would very much welcome the
support and co—operafion of the FBI in helping us with our research.
There are particular areas where I understand you may be of help and I
was hoping you could answer the following:

cont/..

OPWNAL
ATLANTIC mDUCflONS (am/m) LTD worse: 1 Old Burlingwn 5L Landon WIX ILA
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ATLANTIC PRODUC'fiONS
immagecmmmstmaaummmmammamwsm renmwimsn 5200

Fla: +44 (11) 171 2m 322:mu; mummdmmmuk

— Are their any former agents who were in any of the Bureaux
(prohibition, Inland Revenue, Narcotics or FBI) at the time still available
to be interviewed?

— Are their any individuals who worked with or remember Ness, Purvis
or Dewey ?

- Do any of the above have relatives who have some knowledge of their
work?

« Do Ness, Purvis or Dewey have descendants who are law enforcers
themselves?

I understand that it was only Purvis who worked directly for the FBI at the
time but I hoped that you would be in contact with or know of individuals
who knew of Ness and Dewey and their work and may have an opinion
about their methods and reputations.

I am also interested in talking to present day agents who are
knowledgeable about these characters and would be able to comment on
how law enforcement was influenced by the lessons learnt during the
prohibition era.

It would also be useful to lmow if there are any societies in Chicago and
New York that we should contact

I very much hope that you will support us with this project which is due
to be aired on Discovery, early 2001.

For your information, following is a company biography which will tell
you a little about Atlantic Productions and some of the films we have
made.

I will be in the office today and then in Los eles for the rest of the
week. Please feel free to contact me today on or leave a
message if its later this week as all my messages wi e forwarded to LA.

Many thanks for your time and I look forward to hearing from you

Yours sincerely,
b6

PRODUCER

ATLANTIC PRODUCTIONS [CI-IEVAUER) LTD. Repmd Ofioe: 1 01d Burlington 5!. bond WIX'lLA
MPAN’YmmN NO 27m VAT N0: 615 77:15
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Atlantis; w “
' PRODUCTIONS

C MPAN BIOG PHY

Atlantic Produdions is a leading British independent production company that produces documentaries oi
the highest quality for an intamational audienoe. Many oi the orititalty acclaimed award winning series and
specials have been accompanied by multimedia tie-ins, including books. ads and web sites.

r in

The American Dream BBC Televis'on/Disuzvery Channel
Five hour miniseries narrated by Peter Fonda

Internationally acclaimed series following the fortunes of ten American families over 3 generations. The
series provides a dramatic and provocative aooounl of the American Dream and paints a unique and
accessible history of the most poweriul nation in the world. "A stirring five hour epic“ — The independent
"Landmark documentary series" — New York firms "Ambitious and captivating“ - True Magazine.

Prohibition: Thirteen Years That Changed America EEC Television/AWARE
3 x 1 hour series narrated by Ed Asnar

This orititraily acclaimed series journeys from the mining lawns of Kansas to the him-running islanm of St
Pierre, to uncover the untold stories ofAmerica‘s thirteen dry years. An in-depth look at an era that divided a
nation. 'Prolu‘bitionua cocktail of newsreals, silent movies. anecdotes and tan acoompanlments....goes
down smoothlf - The New York Times. "Awandenul domentary,.the stories and the alcohol poured out" -
The Guardian. "Spiendidly marched marvelously lyrical amount“ - The Daily Telegraph.

Jerusalem - City of Heaven Discovery Channel
90 minute spedal Narrated by Liam Nansen

Emmy Vlhnning portrait of the thirty centuries 01 conflict and faith that have brought Jerusalem within sight
of peace. ”Wide ranging. breathtaking photography, a truly fascinating film" - The Wall Street Journal
"Fascinating Stories. beautflully filmed. ,an excellent film“ - New York Times "A Jerusalem never seen
octane" —The Montreal Gazette ".

The Promised Land 55“} Television/Discovery Channel
5 x 1 hour series narrated by Morgan Freeman

Landmark series about the previously undocumented great black migration and how it manged America.
The series was listed by Time Magazine as one of the top ten programmes at 1595: winner of the Best
Sanes at the Chi-ago Film Festival; nominated feriou' Emmy Awards and a cable Ace. 'Something close to
poetry' - Time Magazine. "An inspiring piece of mptivating history‘ - New York Times

Seekers of the Lost Treasure Discovery Channel
t x 1 hour series rianatad by Jeremy Irons

Award winning series that looked at the stories behind four of the world's great archeologiml adventurers
prompted such quotes as 'Imbued with a tiara spirit of adventure" - New York Times. "Not to be missed" -
\Nashington Past.

The Forbidden City-The Great Within Discovery Chaa
75 mm, speeai Mama by Rod Steiner

The highly-acclaimed 35 mm drama documentary commemorating the seventieth anniversary of the opening
of the Forbidden City in Eating. shot by one of the world's leading cameraman. Zhao Fei. "Engrossing" -
Variety Magazine "A remarkable W event by any smndard" - Houston Chronicle.

Leopold-1137136
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Memo

To:
From:
Date: May 10, 2000
Subject: CLOSURE OF ROJECT

Atlantic Productions
London, England
“The Real Untouchables“

File #: 80—HQ-1077659 ID: 870

By letter dated January 4, 2000, of captioned
company requested our assistance with providing information and interviews about Melvin
Purvis and other law enforcement figures from the Gangster Erai
this project, and stated that he informed_ that there were no FBI perso
rolls from the time Purvis was in the FBI (he resigned circa 1940) for interviews.
provided background material, arranged a meeting with the SAC, Chicago, and directed
Atlantic Productions to the Library of Congress and the National Archives for materials.
Additionally, Purvis’ personnel file is on the FBI Home Page (although Atlantic was not
interested in coming to the FOIPA Reading Room).

Since there is no further work to he done on this project, I recommend that
we close this matter.

b 6

originally had
e1 on the

also

b 6
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: DEADLINE 02/17/2000 Date: 02/09/2000

To: Criminal Investigative Attn: AD Ruben Garcia
DAD David Knowlton
SSA b6

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs (OPCA)
Fugitive Publicity and Internet Media
Services Unit FPIMSU
Contact:

Approved By

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659rw

Title: TELEVISION/MOTION PICTURE PUBLICITY
HT SOURCE & IMAGERY, INC.

REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Synopsis: Captioned company requests FBI assistance for a ten—minute
segment about how undercover work affects the lives of Agents.

Details: Executive Vice President, captioned company, is
creating a ten—minute interview piece entitled "Life Undercover" which
will be added as a prologue to the Digital Video Disc (DVD) release of
the movie "Donnie Brasco."

[:::::::::::] requests on—camera interviews with 4 or 5 Agents
who have worked undercover. These interviews, to take place in the
middle of March, would be videotaped in silhouette and, if necessary,
wi h alt red voices, to protect each Agent's identity. If possible,

would like to interview Agents from FBI Los Angeles.

I I b6
b7E

The Office of Public and Congressional Affairs (OPCA)
recommends assisting The segment would satisfy the
public‘s desire to learn a out t e FBI by showing the human, personal

r
/‘
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To: Los Angeles from: Director's Office "
Re: ao—HQ—1077659, 02/09/2000

side of an Agent's job. Should receiving offices agree to cooperate
with this project, OPCA recommends that only information suitable for
dissemination to the public be provided. Also, no comments should be
made about any sensitive investigative techniques or methods that may
be used by the FBI. It is advised that during any granted interview,
the Media Representative or the Chief Division Counsel be present.

Questions ma be forwarded to FPIMSU, OPCA,
Room 7972, extension|_y_—|

LEAD(S) :
b6

Set Lead 1:

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE
AT WASHINGTON D.C.

OPCA requests that CID respond, via EC by COB
2/17/2000, as w e and to what extent, the FBI may provide
assistance to If there is no objection to such
publicity, CID is a so requested to consider what Agents from FBIHQ
with undercover experience would be available for on»camera
interviews.

Please forward copies of your response to:

1)Unit Chief, FPIMSU, Room 7972

2 FPIMSU, Room 7972.

1 ' .
l — (Rm 5155)1 _ .
1 (Rm 11880) ”5
l r (Rm 7972)
l — (Rm 7972)
Fil
09

2
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F81 Head
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AILUPWIC PROD‘U'Gq/IONS
4 Cambridge Cmrt. 210 Shcphm-d! Bush Road, Lamina, W6 7N1

Tel : +“ [0) .207 371 3.200Put: an (a) m 371 3122
Email: Madmprudmnemuk

20'“ April 2000

Special Agent
FBl
Fax no: b6

Dearl:|
WW

I know you met my colleagues and Ireaently in
connection with the documentary for Discovery Channel.

I keep missing you but wanted to get in touch to ask you n couple of questions.
Unfortunately I keep missing you and wonder if we can speak via fax.

I wonder if you can tell me if you have newspaper articles of Melvin Purvis or any
researched information concerning him. I wanted to find an article which headlines:
Purvis to replace Hoover. It was almost definitely in the Chicago Tribune around
1934-1935? and l wauld like to try and get hold ofthc article which I can only do
when I have the date that the article was printed —- whieh I don‘t have. Perhaps you
have atccss to archive files and could help me or pain! me in the right direction?

I also wanted to find the archive that shows Melvin Purvis resiyiing, apparently this
is on film and I wonder ifthe FBI still have a copy of if it is at the National Archives.

I also wonder ifyou have access to the FBI files ofEliot Ness, Melvin Puwis and
John Dillinger. I would. very much like to find the paperwork that verifies Eliot Ncss
being turned down for the FBI by J Edgar Hoover which should be available via the
freedom of information act but is not on the internet. I also wanted to find out
whether I can track down any paperwork from Melvin Punis‘s days with the FBI.
The freedam of infannntion ant papers on the internet only cover a tiny portion of his
enormous pile ofpaperwork and I wanted to find a few references.

ATLANTIC PIODUCTYONS (ChevaliullLTD, illiflsmd Office: I Old Burltn‘um Si. London WIX ILA
COMPANY REGISTRATION NO. 1766410

~—
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I don‘t know whether you can help but I really d4: look 1‘ rwaxd m ‘ H (mm you 1:26
in comedian with the Abovc. My fax number is

Many thanks.

Your: sinwnly

Assncmtc gmducer
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Fugitive Publicity/
Internet Media

To:
From:
Subject: “Memo” for closing assignments

ATLANTIC PRODUCTIONS (SA Chicago)
80-HQ-1077659

Date: 5/8/00 b6

I talked with SA Chicago D’ ision Media Re this morning and also to
FOIPA OPCA, about requests.

is aware that he Is not able to assist on this project bays that
may write to her in care of FOl'PA and that the request will be

handled, depending on the requested items and what is available for dissemination.

Therefore, this project is closed

' v‘ t

Leo péfdifia



FROM 2 Qutamat ctures FRX ND. 2 323-654-4DU5 Nov. 4; 412M Ubidwfl" w.

4334 Melbourne Avenue
Los Angels. CA 50027
Tel 332233.:22.;3?g O R‘ G \ N AL AUTOMAT PICTURES

Fax 3236644503
AmmPicwvwhomeilmu-n

ax
To: Chief From:
fix: rug-s: 2 including cover
Plums: mtg: 11/22
In: SILENCE OF THE LAMBS DVD cc:

Dear Chief
\ , b5

Attached please find the photo of Ted/kflfindz per our conversation
last Friday. As discussed, we are hop’ihg this image is in your
files and that we can get a letter frcm the FBI permitting us to
use this image in our documentary on the making of. Silence of the
Lambs.

I am certain you will be receiving this after the 23"; therefore
I hope you had a great Thanksgiving.

socla ‘e Producer
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Theodore "Tad" Bundy,
shortly befiyrc hi: execution
it the Hand: Sure
P: nilcntizry a! Surke,
(tn countsy arm: FBI)
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Somc ocd Bundy’s victims.
His “prefcrcnce” in victims

is obvious.
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Fugitive Publicity/
Internet Media

E MEMO
0 P C A

To:
From:
Subject: CLOSEOUT OF ASSIGNlVl'ENT

Automat Pictures

b6

ID: 1884
File: 80-HQ-1077659
Date: December 14 , 2000
Synopsis:

By letter dated 11/22/00, producerl:|ofAutomat Pictures, Los Angeles,
California, asked for a specific photo of deceased “Top Ten” fugitive Ted Bundy to use in a
documentary on the making of“Silence ofthe Lambs.” In a follow-up telephone call, I told him
we would not have that panicular photo, but could offer him a reproduction of Bundy’s wanted
placard, which he happily agreed to have,

The Printing Unit made five copies at my request I sent one to today via
FEDEX using Automat’s account number

No fither action by OPCA is required.

This project can be closed,

‘ z-fi’? ~ W “’LEcpoId-1147
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April 17, 2001
ORlGlNAL

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Unit Chief b6

6014th St., NW.
Washington, D C. 20535

Dearl:|
I:Iand Ijust returned from a much needed vacation in Bora Bora and I was pleased to find
your kind note.

We missed you at the premier otil-(IANNIBAL and want you to know how much we appreciate
all ofthe help that you and your staii gavem‘in developing and shooting this film.

I ll be getting the first draft ofRED DRAGON in this week and will probably need to enlist in
your expertise once again I I] talk to you then!

b6

ORIGINAL

100 Universal City Plaza - Universal City. CA 91608 - 8187777-21‘1 - Fax 81878666566

SOHO-1077699 # 54 7) 3 Leopold-1148



wont (112)643-0620
w (212)643-2359

ww kpltv corn

206 West 30th Street
Sulle am
New York. New Yolk
10001

lkkeej-YEV" '
June 20, 2001

b6
Unit Chief, F.P.I.M.S.U.
FBI
FAX::1
Dea

Bravo New I a film and arts channel that currently reaches 51 million homes, has
commissione Ito produce a pilot for a new documentary series. The series is about
the process of turning books into films, and the premiere episode will focus on The

*Silence at them_

Meticulously researched, this program will provide an accurate depiction of the
background of the novel and film, and how they were or were not "true-to—life."
To that end, We would very much like to discuss with you the possibility of us filming at
the FBI Headquarters and at the Academy.

; Showing the exteriors and interiors of the FBI Academy in Quantico, showing trainees in
firearms training and in classrooms, for example, and interviewing FBI agents would

provide an invaluable perspective, helping to separate fact from fiction, and placing both i
gthe novel and film in context.

We understand that security a]. the FBI is crucial, and we would. of course, abide by any
rules and restrictions you wish. Also, if there is video footage and/or photographs of the
FBI Academy and related material, we would be very much interested in exploring that,
as well.

My telephone and fax numbers are above. Thank you so much for considering this
request, and I look forward to discussing this program with you.

Sincerely,
b6

Segment Producer

ORIGINAL 30-m~1077359»/ 657C
Leopold-1 149
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RED DRAGON
SET DECORATION DEPARTMENT

Crawford Productions
100 Universal City Plaza
Building 9128, Suite D

Universal City, CA 91608
Phone: 818-777-3585
Fax: 818-866—0692

FAX COVER

b6

A FROM:

FAX DATE: M//s’/q

PHONE:

RE:

# OF PAGES (inc. cover) ’2

CC:

0 Comments:

b6

Leopold-1150
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RED DRAGON
October 15, 2001

land
FBI
Office OfPublic Affairs N
Washington DC.
VIA FACSNILE: 202-324-3525

lZlancl:|
After my discussion withl:|tl:iis aftemoon I am writing to clarify my various

requests for research. As you are aware we are readying for film production on “Red Dragon"
and have several sets to create per the script My responsibility as Set Decorator is to provide
rill the details, large and small, offuruiture, equipment, paperwork, books, window coverings,
etc. to make our FBI offices, labs and aviation equipment look like the real thing, Although our
film is set in 1989 I know that many things do not change so both research and current photos
are helpful as a departure point

I respect the delicate nature ofyour work especially since September 1 1“ and therefore
suggested tol:lthat perhaps one ofyour agents could photogaph what we need thereby
eliminating any security details could thenjpeg these images to me. The following is a
list of the Lnfonnation I need:

1. Panoramas of main Fingerprint Lab, Latent Fingerprint Lab. Both lab
and analysis areas, equipment used
Same panorama ofHair and Fiber Lab.
Same panorama ofDocument Lab,
Interior photos of FBI Helicopter 1989. I arn interested in how/ifthe
interiors were modified to fulfill needs of communication, analysis.
surveillance, etc. Are there FBI logos exterior or interior?
Interior photos of I-‘BI Learjet or comparable small jet used in 1989.
Could you send us a typical FBI file? Pages can be all blank. We need to
create lots of these so the cover and means oforganizing would also be
helpful.

7. Photos ofTask Force Room, Situation Roorrn and Command Center. Again
I am interested in the configuration of the room, the equipment used,
furniture style and arrangement.

Please review and call me with any questions at 818-777-3703 or email me at
reddrago tdec@aolcorn.

ew
e)

5"
!"

b6

ORlGlNAL
Crawtord Productions, Inc., 100 Universal City Plaza Building 9128, Suite D, Universal City, CA 91608

818-7776703 Office 818~BEG—0692 Fax

Set Decorator

/
30’H0-1077659 ' Leopold-1151



“Rev 01-31—2003)

FEDERALMUREAU OF INVESTIGMON

Precedence: DEADLINE 11/21/2005 Date: 11/03/2005

To: WFO Attn: ADIC Mason

Security AD Phalen

Administrative AD Packham

Counterintelligence AD Szady

From: Director‘s Office
OPA/Fugit' e Publicit and Publ'c Affairs Unit (FPPAU)
Contact:

Approved By:
136

Drafted By:
, fi,"

Case ID #: 80—HQ-1077659’ (5' /‘»l 3
Title: VT PRODUCTIONS/UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

DIRECTOR
BREACHED FILM REQUEST

Enclosures: Two letters from Double Agent Productions detailing
filming request; pertinent script pages.

Synopsis: Double Agent Productions, Inc. is making a mOVie for
theatrical release on FBI spy Robert Hanssen for Universal
Studios and requests FBI permission to film several scenes at the
JEH Building and at WFO on a weekend in mid»February.

Details:

Background
In May 2004, land b6

of Outlaw Productions conducted a series of
interviews of FBI personnel, both active and retired, relative to
the Robert Hanssen investigation for a script was writing
for Universal Studios. In addition, they were given a tour of
the drop sites Mr. Hanssen used in Virginia.

In August 2005, OPA received, reviewed, and
disseminated a cc of the completed script for CD's and WFO's
comments. E::::::Efi Director, then met with officials from WFO to

- . grizzly/fl?
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To: WFO From: Director's Office
Re: 80—HQ—1077659, 03/2005

discuss changes they would like made to the script. The movie
will focus on time period when the FBI determines that Robert
Hanssen is the "mole," our subsequent surveillance, and his
arrest.

b6In September of this year, sent numerous
individuals to FBI HQ and WFO to tour the buildings and take
photographs in order to reecreate portions of JEH and WFO on the
movie set.

Request
The filming, set to begin in Toronto on November 21st,

is being produced by Double Agent Productions and financed by
Universal Studios. The film will feature actor Chris Cooper
playing Robert Hanssen and Ryan Phillippe playing Eric O'Neill,
who was the SSG placed in Hanssen‘s office.

The Producers and Director of Breach would like to
officially request FBI permission to film two scenes at
Headquarters, two establishing shots outside of WFO and, perhaps,
one additional scene at WFO. Specifically, they would like to
film:

0 the main character, Eric O‘Neill, arriving at the JEH
building to work (10th and Pennsylvania entrance),
walking across the Courtyard and entering the Escort
Desk area to receive an ID badge;

0 Eric O'Neill and a WFO SSA walking on the Pennsylvania
Avenue side of the Mezzanine (where the flags can be
seen) late at night;

0 two establishing shots at WFO outside the front
entrance showing people arriving and leaving work in
the afternoon and at dusk;

0 and, possibly, a night scene where Eric O'Neill and
"SSA Plesac" run out of WFO, get into a truck, and
drive away.

Double Agent Productions has worked in other secured
facilities in the past and is well aware that their equipment
will need to be Xerayed, trucks will need to be swept, etc. They
will work within and comply with any security measures the FBI
sets forth including paying any extra costs incurred for
assigning personnel to the project. They will provide full
names, SSNs, and any other pertinent personal information for all
persons entering FBI facilities or on FBI property.

Leopold-1153



To' WFO From: Director‘s Office
Re: 80—HQ—lO77659, \_/03/2005

Double Agents Productions will obtain all necessary
permits from Washington, DC, for filming and hire off—duty
Metropolitan Police officers to assist with parking and security
outside of JEH and WFO.

Headquarters Filming
The tentative date for set up and filming is Friday,

February 10, 2006. The lighting personnel will arrive at JEH on
Friday and need about 8—10 hours to set up lighting for the night
shot. The day and night scene at JEH will be filmed on Saturday
afternoon through the early morning hours of Sunday. Sunday will
be used to take down lighting and other equipment.

The equipment needed for the day scenes and night
scenes are different. The exterior day scene in the Courtyard
takes almost no lighting equipment. Double Agent Productions
would use a camera mounted on a dolly with a small camera crane.
They will want to place a camera on the Mezzanine as well as in
the Courtyard. Eric O'Neill will walk across the Courtyard with
extras around him. At the Escort Desk area, they will use small
movie lights placed around the room and behind the glass. All
existing lights will need to be turned off. The production
company provides its own generators to power lights, etc. so they
will need to park it close enough to the room to run electrical
cable to the Escort Desk area. They will, however, park the
generators on the street, if necessary. They will need extras to
act as FBI employees and would welcome any FBI employees who
would be interested.

The night scene on the Mezzanine will require much more
lighting. They will need three generators to power lights on the
outside of the building on Pennsylvania Avenue (lighting up the
flags) and also on the Mezzanine level.

The full crew and cast is about 100 persons with
approximately 80 required to come into the Courtyard, Escort Desk
area, and Mezzanine area. On the morning of the filming,
Saturday, February ll, they will do an initial load—in of most of
the equipment, which takes approximately two hours. Equipment is
taken off the large tractor traileresized trucks parked on the
street and placed on rolling carts. Usually, the technicians
walk back and forth from the equipment trucks carrying additional
equipment into and out of the building as it is needed. Other
people such as actors and hair and makeup personnel arrive later.
The company usually has about 15 trucks, camper trailers, vans,
and cars parked near the set. As stated before, the production
company obtains the appropriate parking and filming permits from
the city and hires off duty police officers to assist with this
and other filming matters on the street.

Leopold-1154



TO‘ WFO From: Director's Office
Re: 80—HQ—lO77659, \_/03/2005

WFO Filming
A smaller crew will do the filming outside WFO and will

begin set up on the morning of Saturday, February 11 and, if they
decide to do the night—time "running" scene, they will film on
Sunday night as well.

For the two WFO establishing shots, it would be helpful
if they could have two or three extras walk in and out main
entrance to make the facility look operational. They will also
need 4th Street in front of the building cleared of cars as they
will place 2001 or earlier make and model cars in that area.
They will obtain permits from the city to film on 4th Street.

If they decide to film the night scene they will
require about six hours additional to set up the lights. All
this work will be done outside the building using a portable
generator. The production company will determine in the next few
weeks as to whether they will need this scene or not.

Summary
OPA has been involved in this project's development

since the spring of 2004. We have found that all involved have
been professional, forthright and willing to make revisions to
the script to the extent that they were able. Although this will
be personnel and time intensive, OPA recommends approving this
request to the extent possible. This version of the Robert
Hanssen story, although not entirely factual and not portrayed as
factual, focuses on the portion of the investigation just prior
to his arrest rather than the twenty—five years previous.
Additionally, the film will not delve into Hanssen background too
deeply.

The exact number of FBI personnel that will be
necessary to support this project during the actual set-up,
filming and cleaneup is not determined as of yet. However,
personnel will be needed from the Security Division, ASD, and OPA
to provide physical security, visitor escort, and crew
supervision, etc.

If approved, IFPPAU, will develop, in
conjunction with Securit Div1Slon and ASD, a detailed logisticsplan for the HQ fuming): m Media be
Representative, will be the FCC for the filming outside WFO.

Questions ma be forwarded to project coordinator,:lattl
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To: WFO From: Dire'tor‘s Office
Re: 80—HQelO77659, \_/03/2005

LEAD(S):

Set Lead 1: (Action)

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON DC

Please respond to OPA by 11/21/2005, via EC or email,
as to whether and to what extent Double Agent Production's
request to film outside of WFO may be approved.

Set Lead 2: (Action)

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

AT WASHINGTON DC

Please respond to OPA by COB 11/21/2005, via EC or
email, as to whether and to what extent Double Agent Production's
request may be approved.

Set Lead 3: (Action)

SECURITY

AT WASHINGTON DC

Please responds to OPA by 11/21/2005, via EC or email,
as to whether and to what extent Double Agent Production's
request may be approved and what security considerations must
considered.

Set Lead 4: (Information)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

AT WASHINGTON DC

Please responds to OPA by 11/21/2005, via EC or email,
as to whether and to what extent Double Agent Production's
request may be approved and What security considerations must
considered.

- WFO b6
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October 25, 2005
VIA EMAIL

Public Affairs Spec1alist b6
Office of Public Affairs
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, DC.

Dear

On behalf of the Director and Producers of “Breach” we would like to thank you very much for all of
your assistance thus far in the production of our film. As you know, the story follows the investigation of and
ultimate arrest of Robert Hanssen in 2001, We would like to request permission to film at the FBI Headquarters
Building at Ninth and Pennsylvania Avenue NW in Washington, DC. The main scene we would like to film is
of one of our main characters, Eric O’Neill, arriving at work. We would like to film him walking across the
Plaza and entering the Escort Desk room where he obtains an ID. badge. We would also like to find out if it
would be possible to film a night scene between Eric and Kate Burroughs on the Mezzanine Level of the Plaza
on the South side. The scene shows them talking about why Eric was chosen to help with the investigation,

All details of our filming can be modified to fit within your parameters The tentative date for filming is
Saturday, February 11m, 2006. The tentative approximate hours would be as follows: 7:00 am — 10:00 am set
up; 10:00 am - 2:00 am filming; 2:00 am # 4:00 am removal ofequipment (other than night lighting
equipment). The lighting for the night scene would require approximately 8 7 10 hours on Friday, February lOlh
for set up and 8 7 10 hours on Sunday, February 12|h for removal. The removal times can be immediately after
filming or the next day, whichever you prefer. The filming times reflect the need to film two day scenes and
one night scene. If our schedule changed and we had to move the filming date, we would ask for another
weekend date such as Sunday, February th or the weekend of February 18m, 2006,

The equipment needed for the day scenes and the night scene is very different. The exterior day scene in
the Plaza would take almost no lighting equipment. We would use a camera mounted on something like a dolly
with a small crane arm or a small camera crane, We will want to place the camera on the Plaza Mezzanine and
in the Plaza as well, Eric will walk across the Plaza with extras around him dressed in 2001 period clothing. In
the Escort Desk room, we would have to use small movie lights placed around the room and behind the glass.
We usually need to turn the existing lights off. We usually use our own generator to power our lights so we
would need to park it close enough to this room to run electrical cables from it to the Escort Roomi (It can be
parked outside on the street, if required.) We can sometimes plug our small lights into the wall, if necessary.
We would need extras to act as FBI employees in the Escort Room and we would be very happy to have real
FBI Employees behind the glass. When the camera is rolling for 30 seconds to a minute at a time, we will need
to ask pedestrians if they could wait before walking through the area. If they cannot wait, we will usher them
through and wait for them, This may occur five or six times for each camera set up.

Page 2

629 EASTERN AVE, BLDG B, SUITE 203 TORONTO ONTARIO M4M1E4
TEL: (416) 645- 8281 FAX: (416) 645-8283
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The night scene on the Mezzanine level of the Plaza would be filmed in the long area which runs

parallel to Pennsylvania Avenue. The exact lighting equipment needed for the scene is yet to be determined and
will require a night visit by our Director of Photography and Gaffer (lighting designer). Usually, night filming
requires a large amount of light which can be accomplished in various ways. We can use many medium sized
lights on stands placed all around the parameter ofthe filming area. We may also need to place lights on man
lifis parked outside on the sidewalk that would raise up to the area. This scene has no extras in it.

The lights and electrical cables used for the night scenes are placed by a pre-light crew which usually
consists of between 6 and 10 people. They lay the electrical cable down that will run from the generators
parked outside and pro-position the lights. The full crew and cast is approximately 100 persons with
approximately 75 to 80 persons required to come into the Plaza, Escort desk and Mezzanine. On the morning of
filming, we will do an initial load—in ofmost of the equipment which takes approximately 2 hours. It is taken off
the large tractor trailer sized trucks parked on the street, placed on rolling carts and rolled in. Usually, then the
technicians walk back and forth from the equipment trucks carrying additional equipment into and out of the
building as it is needed. Other personnel such as actors and hair and makeup personnel arrive laterr We usually
have approximately 15 trucks, camper trailers, vans and cars parked near the set. We obtain parking and filming
permits from the city of Washington, DC. and we hire off duty Metropolitan Police Officers to assist with this
and other filming matters on the streets.

For other secured buildings which we have filmed in, we have taken our trucks through the x»ray
scanner at the Navy Yard prior to arriving at the location. We have also used police dogs to sniff the
equipment as it enters the building. As for personnel clearances, we will be fully prepared to provide you with
every person‘s Date of Birth and Social Security number and other pertinent personal information as needed.
This will include Place of Birth and Passport number of any Foreigr Nationals who may be working with us
(Breach is being filmed in Canada also and may have some Canadian employees.) We will work within and
comply with any security measures you set forth includingpaving any extra costs you incur for assigning
security personnel to our filming.

Thank you for your time and assistance, Please find the pertinent script pages attached. Please let me
know if there are any details which you feel need to be modified and we will do so to our full satisfaction. You
may reach me at my home office at or on my cell phoneatl:|

Sincerely,

Washington, DC. Location Manager b6

Cc:

629 EASTERN AVE, BLDG B, SUITE 203 TORONTO ONTARIO M4M 1E4
TEL: (416) 645- 8281 FAX: (416) 645-8283
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November 2, 2005
VIA EMAIL

b6

Public Affairs SpeCIalist
Office of Public Affairs
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, DC.

Dear

Thank you for your ongoing work towards the filmin of “Breach” at the FBI. I would like to add
the following request to my previous request of October 25", 2005. We would also like to film outside
the Washington Field Office at 601 4‘" Street NW, in Washington, DC. We have two simple
establishing shots of the building one during the day and one at dusk that we have tentatively
scheduled for Saturday, February 12‘”. This filming would be done by a second smaller crew
separate from our main unit filming at the FBI Headquarters building. It would be helpful if we could
have 2 or 3 extras walk in and out the door to make it look open and operational. We will need 4”‘
Street in front of the building cleared of cars because all cars must be from the year 2001 or earlier.
We would probably park some period cars on the street. We will obtain a permit from the city to film
and park on 4m Street after we receive permission from the WFO. We always hire off-duty
Metropolitan Police Officers to assist with filming on the street. And of course we will reimburse the
FBI and WFO for any personnel’s time incurred for this project.

We may also want to film another quick scene of Eric O’Neill and Special Agent Dean Plesac,
running out of the building, gettin into Plesac’s truck and driving away, on Sunday, February 12‘“.
This scene takes place at night. Night filming requires approximately five to six hours of lighting work
by six to secen people. Of course all this work would be done outside the building using a portable
generator parked on the street to power the lights. We would obtain additional permits from the city
for this work. We will determine whether we need to film this scene in front of the FBI WFO in the
next couple of weeks.

Thank you for your assistance. We hope this request meets with your approval and would like
to assure you that all filming can be redesigned to fit within the parameters set forth by he FBI
Please find the pertinent script pages attached, You may reach me at my home office at

and on my cell phone at

Sincerely,

Washington, DC Location Manager b6

Cc: Breach Producer

529 EASTERN AVE, BLDG B, SUITE 203 TORONTO ONI‘ARIO M4M 1E4
TEL: (416) 645- 8281 FAX: (416) 645-8283
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FAX COVER SHEET

TO:

DATE: \ 10/3/05

FAX #:

PAGES: 8 (INCLUDING COVER SHEET)

FROM:
PHONE:
FAX :
CELL:

b6

Script pages 12 and 101 pertain to the Washington
Field Office filming.
Script oages16, & 41 — 43, pertain to HQ.

629 EASTERN A\|’E.. BLDG B, SUITE 203 TORONTO ONTARIO M4M 1E4
TF1 | FAX-
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(Rev. 01-3 1 -2003)

FEDERAL BMEAU OF INVESTIGATM

Precedence: DEADLINE 09/01/2006 Date: 08/22/2006

To: Security Attn: AD Phalen
DAD Berkin
SC White

Facilities Log Services Attn: AD Findlay
SC Fox
UC

From: Director's Office
OPA/Investi ative Publicit and Public Affairs Unit
Contact:

Approved By:

b6

Drafted By:
‘ 7”

Case ID #: 80—HQ-1077659fl” léfi? ' f

Title: Puhli Affairs Request
AK:Location Manager

wentieth Century Fox Movie
Die Hard: Reset

Enclosures: Letter from Twentieth Century Fox detailing filming
request; pertinent script pages; IMDB filmography list.

Synopsis: [:::::::::::::::] Washington, DC, Location Manager for
the Twentieth Century Fox movie entitled, Die Hard: Reset
requests FBI permission to film a series of scenes at the JEH
building to include the Courtyard and Mezzanine areas as well as
10th Street on Saturday, September 30 and until approximately
2:00 p.ml on Sunday, October lst.

Details: Twentieth Century Fox is making a movie for theatrical
- arring Bruce Willis as

is set to direct the film
as the Executive Producer (see

isting).

SAmrom LA's Office of Public and b6
Congressiona A airs as een working with the production
extensively, to include sitting in on production meetings, in
order to enhance the accuracy of the FBI'S portrayal in the film.

attac e i mograp y

“.Hvu
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_ To: Security From: :tor‘ 5 Office
Re: 80—HQ—1o77659, eel-Moos

The script was sent to th Inves igative Publicity and Public
Affairs Unit (IPPAU)by SA and reviewed.

Typical of a Die Hard film, the plot is action packed
and the writers have taken a certain amount of literary license
in the story line. The FEI's role in the film is small and,
while we are not portrayed as inept, we are portrayed like the
rest of the government, which is completely overwhelmed by the
situation.

b6

In the movie a disgruntled former U.S. government
employee, Thomas Gabriel, has plans to steal the United States'
financial data and sell it to the highest bidder. In order to
accomplish this goal, he and his team launch a massive cyber
attack on the U.S.‘s infrastructure and orchestrate a hoax
anthrax attack that forces the evacuation the JEH building and
all other government buildings between DC and Richmond. Detective
John McClane enters the story by happenstance and ultimately
defeats Gabriel.

Production Request

The IPPAU received a formal letter of request to film
at the JEH building in mid—August (see attached). The scale of
the filming will not be unlike February‘s filming of the
Courtyard and Mezzanine for the Universal Studio's film Breach.
The crew will consist of about 150 people with equipment to
match. The biggest difference is that there will be about 400
extras used during the evacuation scenes versus the 10 or so used
in Breach. Most of the extras, however, will be out on 10th
Street. Only 65 of the extras will need to have access to Room
1236 and Courtyard areas.

Specific points of their request are as follows:
Friday, September 29th will be a day of set up and pref
lighting and rigging.

> Filming is scheduled for Saturday, September 30‘hand on
Sunday, October 15*until about 2 p.m. Access to the
FBI building will be limited to Saturday only. On
Sunday, the filming will occur outside on 10th Street.

> If they are unable to film on the aboveelisted dates
because of inclement weather, the rain dates would be
for the following weekend, October 7th and 8th.

> The names and security information of all individuals
entering the FBI will be provided in time for security
checks to be completed.

> Equipment trucks will be parked nearby in city parking
spaces including, if possible, on the South side of E
street between 9th and 10th Streets.
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‘ To- Security From: D' ttor's Office
Re: 80*HQ71077659, OB/kh/IOOG

Filming Sequences

Courtyard Scenes — Saturday (9/30)
> Establishing shot of building with workers walking in

to Courtyard.
> The camera will be placed near the J. Edgar Hoover

plaque looking up at building and across
courtyard.

> Approximately 65 extras will be needed for all
Courtyard scenes with approximately 150 crew
members.

> Evacuating employees hurry toward exits while Hazmat
crews hurry across Courtyard toward entrances and up
Courtyard stairs.
I One camera will be positioned near the J. Edgar

Hoover Plaque and another under the overhang near
Pennsylvania Avenue entrance filming toward
Courtyard with security kiosk in foreground.

- Mezzanine View of evacuating employees and Hazmat
crews as they enter and exit using the Courtyard
stairs.
- Camera on Mezzanine near stairs. Camera will see

southern portion of Mezzanine near Pennsylvania
Avenue

10th Street Scenes — Saturday and Sunday (9/30 - 10/1)
The majority of the 10th Street scenes will be filmed

on Saturday, which includes the scenes with the evacuating 400 or
so extras in addition to cameras and crew. On Sunday, they will
finish the 10th Street filming, but will only have about 60
extras in addition to crew and will not require any access to the
building. This should greatly minimize the number of extra CPA
and Security Division personnel working on Sunday.

> FBI employees (played by extras) shown evacuating
through the stairs in the middle of the 10th Street
block. Hazmat crews entering building on stairs.

0 They would like to have 10th Street stairway
barrier opened to make stairway look like an
operational entrance.

0 A camera will be placed on the sidewalk
between stairs and FBI drive through. The
camera will film looking towards stairway and
away from entrance area at all times.
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_TO:
Re:

Security From: D’ vtor's Office
80—HQ—1077659, 08/\~K/006

FBI Emergency Operations Command Post to be fabricated
in 3 trailers parked in a horseshoe shape on 10th
Street near Pennsylvania Avenue. Approximately 400
extras will be on 10th Street during this scene when
the lead character drives up, stops his car, and walks
in to one of the trailers.

U The camera will be positioned near Pennsylvania
Avenue. The drive through area will be obscured
by set dressing trailers.

0 May have Metropolitan Police Cars in this scene in
addition to fabricated FBI vehicles.

0 The E Street end of 10th Street will remain
accessible for vehicles and pedestrians to enter
and exit the FBI Building and the parking garage
at 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue. Tenth Street will be
closed to through traffic, however, offeduty
Metropolitan Police will assist with traffic.

I The bulk of the extra's for the scene on 10th
Street will be staged and fed off FBI premises
(possibly at RFK Stadium).

FBI SSA Bowman, runs down the 10th Street stairway to
Pennsylvania Avenue to look at Capitol Building.
- Set dressing will include barricades placed

adjacent to the crosswalk and police cars or "FBI
cars" will be parked in the crosswalk.

o The camera will be placed on the sidewalk near FBI
drive through, but filming away from entrance area
looking North, West and South. They will also have
a camera positioned near Pennsylvania Avenue to
catch SSA Bowman walking south on 10th Street.

I At the end of this scene, SSA Bowman walks out
onto Pennsylvania Avenue to look at Capitol
Building. This scene will be filmed from the
Northeast corner of Pennsylvania Avenue and 10‘h
Street towards the IRS Building.

Detective McClane commandeers a vehicle and drives
away from 10th and E Street, going toward 9th Street.
I The production company will have to move their

equipment trucks parked in the 900 block of E
Street for this scene.

The production company will obtain all necessary
filming permits from the City of Washington and the National Park
Service regarding the closing 10th Street, parking on city
streets and filming on Pennsylvania Avenue. Washington
Metropolitan Police Officers and U,S. Park Police Officers (offe
duty) will be hired to assist with vehicle and pedestrian traffic
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To: Security From: D‘ 1tor's Office
'Re: 80-HQ-lO77659, OB/K‘lOS

concerns while filming and parking on the streets and sidewalks
near the JEH Building.

Security Division Issues
the Location Manager, has worked at

FBI secure ac1 ities 1n the past and is well aware that the b6
film crew’s equipment will need to be x—rayed, trucks will need
to be swept, etc. She and the production company will work
within and comply with any security measures the FBI sets forth.
She will provide full names, SSNs, and any other pertinent
personal information for all persons entering FBI facilities or
on FBI property.

On the day preceding and the morning of the filming
they will do an initial load—in of most of the equipment‘
Equipment is taken off the large tractor traileresized trucks
parked on the street and placed on rolling carts. Usually, the
technicians walk back and forth from the equipment trucks
carrying additional equipment into and out of the building as it
is needed. Other people such as actors and hair and makeup
personnel arrive later. The company usually has about 15 trucks,
camper trailers, vans, and cars parked near the set.

In order to minimize the disruption to the FBI, the
production company has agreed to limit their access to JEH to
oneeday only, which includes the Courtyard, Mezzanine, Room 1236
and the Director's Portrait Gallery. On that Saturday, 9/30 they
will complete all the Courtyard and Mezzanine filming and then
break-down and remove all of their equipment that night. On
Sunday, they will finish any remaining 10th Street scenes, but
will require no access to our building. This will greatly
minimize the number of personnel and other resources required.
The bulk of the CPA, Security, and FLSD personnel will be needed
on Saturday.

FLSD Issues

> The production company would like to have all the
scaffolding removed from 10th and E Streets as well as
other locations on 10th Street that may be in the
filming sequence.

> They would like to have the fountain in the Courtyard
running during the Courtyard sequences.

> The production company will need space for the caterer,
wardrobe and makeup, etc. In the past, Room 1236 and
the Director's Portrait Gallery areas were used for
such purposes. This would be the extent of either the
crew's or extra's access to the building.
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To: Security From: D’ 1tor‘s Office
‘Re: 80—HQ-1077659, os/yzoos

> They would like permission to park their generator on
9th Street sidewalk with cables running inside to
courtyard and up to Mezzanine‘

Summary
Although this will be personnel and time intensive, OPA

recommends approving this request to the extent possible. This
positive liaison with the movie industry will go far to improve
relations with the industry and should, in the long term, improve
the factual depiction of FBI personnel and operations in future
television and theatrical releases.

The exact number of FBI personnel that will be
necessary to support this project during the actual set—up,
filming and clean—up is not determined as of yet. However,
personnel will be needed from the Security Division, Facilities
Logistics Services Division and CPA to provide physical security,
electrical and maintenance support, crew supervision, etc.

If approved, IPPAU, will develop, in
conjunction with Security DlVlSlOD and FLSD, a detailed logistics
plan for the filming.

Quest on ma be fo warded to project coordinator,
|at

LEAD(S): b6

Set Lead 1: (Action)

SECURITY

AT WASHINGTON DC

Please respond to OPA by 9/01/2006, via EC or email, as
to whether and to what extent Twentieth Centur Fox's film
request may be approved. If approved, will plan a
series of meetings with the affected parties to discuss all
security and facilities—related issues.

Set Lead 2: (Action)

FACILITIES LOG SERVICES

AT WASHINGTON DC

Please respond to OPA by 9/01/2006, via EC or email, as
to whether and to what extent Twentieth Century Fox's films—if
approved by the Security Divisioneewill be supported by the FLSD.
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1T0: Security From: D’ :tor's Office
Re: 80—HQ—lO77659, OS/gxf2006

If this project moves forward,[:::::::;] will plan a series of
meetings with the affected partles to lscuss all security and
facilities7related issues.
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V RESET
August 16, 2006
Vie Email

Public Affairs
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, DC.

Dea and
Thank you for your work thus far on the filming of Twentieth Century Fox’s feature film “Reset". We
greatly appreciate the Bureau’s consideration of our filming request at the Hoover Building in
Washington, DC. and we hope our request meets with your approval. As you know, the script follows
John McClane, played by Bruce Willis, a New Jersey police officer, as he attempts to deliver a cyber
criminal to the FBI Headquarters Building. He is thrust into the middle of a huge terrorist attempt to take
over the technological infrastructure of the United States. The FBI plays a central role in cracking the
terrorist plot and we would like to film various scenes at the Hoover Building.

After scouting with the Director last week our request for filming is as follows:
Filming is tentatively scheduled for Saturday September 30m and part of Sunday, October 1“,
2006. October 15‘ will become a full day of filming if Saturday is rained out. (if our schedule shifts
due to unforeseen events, we may possibly need to push the filming dates to Saturday October
7m and Sunday October 8‘", 2006.) Friday, September 29m will be a day of set up and prelighting,
but the schedule is forthcoming. 10m Street will be cleared and opened to through traffic by the
end of the day Sunday, October 15‘.
Filming locations will include 10m Street between Pennsylvania Avenue and E Street and the
sidewalk and stairs adjacent to the FBI Building, Pennsylvania Avenue at the intersection of 10m
Street, the FBI courtyard on the ground floor and the Courtyard Mezzanine.
While filming on 10‘“ Street we will not film the security areas. Access to this area for FBI
employees and vehicles will be left open at all times. We may need to ask cars and individuals to
wait a few moments while the camera is rolling,
Our technical scout is tentatively scheduled for September 15‘”, 16m or 17th.
Names and security information of all individuals entering the FBI will be provided in time for
security checks to be completed.
Equipment trucks will be parked nearby in city parking spaces including, if possible, on the South
side of E Street between 9‘h and 10‘" Streets if possible.
We will obtain all necessary filming permits from the City of Washington and the National Park
Service regarding closing 10"1 Street, parking on city streets and filming on Pennsylvania Avenue.
We will work closely with the 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue Building, the Justice Dept. Building and
the IRS Building regarding this filming,
Washington, DC Metropolitan Police Officers and U.S. Park Police Officers (off—duty) will be hired
to assist with vehicle and pedestrian traffic concerns while filming and parking on the streets and
sidewalks near the Hoover Bldg.

Twentieth Century Fox 100 Universal City Plaza Building 9128, Suite D
Universal City, CA 91608 818-733-2287 office 818-866-0420 fax

b6
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Page? “Reset" 8/16/06

10"1 STREET SCENES: Tentativelv Satikdav 9/30/06 Set up Friday evening 9/546. Rain date 10/1 or
10/7 and 10/8/06.

1) Hoover Building employees (played by extras) being evacuated through the stairs in the middle of
the block of 10

a.

b.

C.

d.

Street. Hazmat crews entering building on stairs.
Stairway barrier will need to be opened or removed to make stairway look like an
operational entrance.
Camera on sidewalk between stairs and FBI entrance ramp. Camera will film looking
towards stairway - away from entrance area at all times.
FBI vehicles parked on sidewalk and street — exact placment to be determined by camera.
We would like to borrow as many vehicles as you can loan us for the day for this filming.
Once a vehicle has been established in the scene it cannot be moved until all filming in the
area is completed. In addition to the FBI SUV’s, vans and cars, could we also use a
Hazmat vehicle?
Can we please have the empty planter/barriers removed for this scene?

2) FBI emergency operations command post in 3 trailers parked in a horseshoe shape in 10‘" Street
near Pennsylvania Avenue including the crosswalk. Approximately 400 extras in 10‘“ Street.
During this scene lead character drives up, stops his car and walks into one of the trailers.

a.

59
.9

-5
7.

3

Camera position near Pennsylvania Avenue ~ FBI entrance area obscured by set dressing
trailers.
FBI vehicles parked on sidewalk and in street.
May have Metropolitan Police Cars in this scene in addition to FBI vehicles.
500 extras in this scene will be staged and fed off FBI premises.
E Street end of 10th Street will remain accessible for vehicles and pedestrians to enter and
exit the FBI Building and the parking garage at 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue. 10m Street will
be closed to through traffic. Metropolitan Police will assist with traffic.

3) FBI Senior Agent Bowman, runs out of 10"I Street stairway and down to Pennsylvania Avenue to
look at Capitol Building.

a. 10‘" Street will be blocked to through traffic but one lane nearest FBI Building will be left
open at all times for vehicles to drive South and North on 10'h Street from E Street. One
lane on West side of 10‘h Street will also be left open for the office building to have access
to parking garage.
Set dressing will include barricades placed adjacent to the crosswalk and police cars or
FBI cars will be parked in the crosswalk.
May we please have all the scaffolding removed from the entrance area and from the area
near 10‘" & E Streets also?
Camera on sidewalk near FBI entrance ramp but filming away from entrance area looking
North, West and South. We will also have a camera position near Pennsylvania Avenue to
catch Bowman walking south on 10m Street. During this shot the entrance area will be
covered by the set dressing trailers parked in 10"“ Street. If the entrance area is ever in
need of covering, we will park a vehicle in front of it.
At the end of this scene, Bowman walks out into Pennsylvania Avenue to look at Capitol
Building. We will film this scene from the Northeast corner of Pennsylvania Avenue and
10‘h Street filming towards the IRS Building. We will film the reverse of this scene
(Bowman’s view of the Capitol Building) at Pennsylvania Avenue and 4m Street. To cheat
4'“ Street as though it is 10“‘ Street in order to give the camera a closer view of the Capitol
Building, we will move the 10‘” Street barricades and police cars down to 41" Street. Would
it be possible to move an FBI vehicle to 4'h Street for this scene if needed?
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4) McClane commandeers a vehicle and drives away from 10"1 Street on E Street, going towards 9‘h
Street.

a. Our equipment trucks parked in the 900 block of E Street (if allowed) will need to be
moved for this scene.

COURTYARD SCENES tentatively 9/30/06 OR 10/1/06
1) Establishing shot of building with workers walking in courtyard.

a. Camera near Hoover plaque looking up at building and across courtyard.
b. Approx. 65 extras total for all courtyard scenes — staged and fed inside FBI.
0. Approx. 150 crew members (also to be fed inside FBI).
d. Fountain turned on for every courtyard scene,

2) Evacuating employees hurry towards exits while Hazmat crews hurry across courtyard towards
entrances and up courtyard stairs.

a. Camera position #1 near JE Hoover Plaque
b. Camera position #2 under overhang near Pennsylvania Avenue entrance filming towards

courtyard with security kiosk in foreground,
c. Inside security kiosk add 2 — 3 small movie lights and 2 monitors. Setup may be able to

occur during filming on 10m Street,
Hazmat blinking lights placed on ground floor level and mezzanine level.

e. 3—4 big lights on Mezzanine and 3—4 big lights on ground floor. We will need access to
Mezzanine through handicapped entrance on E Street.

f. Generator parked on 9‘“ Street (sidewalk?) with cable running inside to courtyard and up to
Mezzanine.

g. Pre--|ight work laying down cables possibly on Friday 9/29 and definitely on Saturday 9/30.
3) Mezzanine view of evacuating employees and Hazmat crews as they enter and exit using the

courtyard stairs.
a. Camera on Mezzanine near stairs. Camera will see Southern portion of mezzanine near

Pennsylvanian Avenue
b. Will see existing flags and will bring flags on stands to place for camera.
c. Hazmat lights blinking on Mezzanine

.‘1

Thank you very much for your assistance. Please accept this letter as an initial request which may
require amending as we move through the process. I am available for a meeting at your convenience.

Sincerely,

D.C. Location Manager b6
Reset

home/office
cell
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Full Cast and Crew for Live Free or Die Hard (2007)
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Full Cast and Crew for
Live Free or Die Hard (2007)

lMDbPro, com offers representation listings for over 65,000
individuals, including actors, directors, and producers, as well
as contact details for over 10, 000 companies in the
entertainment industry.
,Cllc, he Jeralreelriafl
QiLecLeiLhy
Len Wiseman

minemdlts (in alphabetical order)
Mark Bomback screenplay
Doug Richardson Written by
Roderick Thom characters

7035* (in credits order)

aBruce Willis John McClane‘
rest of cast listed alphabetically:

EJListiag

Emducedby

Stephen Jr Eads co-producer
John McTiernan groducer
Arnold Rifkin producer
Bruce Willis producer

Qinemafiggraphy by

Daxid Talttrsall

Film Editing by

Nicolas De Toth

Production Design by

Patrick Tatopoulos

http://wwwlimdb.com/title/tt0337978/fu11credits gnu/£851



Full Cast and Crew for Live Free or Die Hard (2007) Page 2 of 3

_ news amcles 33/ \_/

Second Unit Director or Assistant Director
I ‘39,““95 Brian Smrz florid unit dirmI trailers
I posters
E photo gallery Ar! Depanmenj

Palma Bellardoni .. art department coordinator
I0" “’1 Scheme ““5 Darrin Denlinger stogboard artist‘ showtimes . .
I official Site We construction coordinator
D fifgfgfisus Timothy M. Earls set (Lem

sound clip(s) Patricio Mi Farrell assistant art director
- Video CHNS) tryl Gould ead man

James Hegedus mslrator
Geoff Hubbard . set designer
William J. Law 111 set designer
Scott Maginnis property mfitcr
RobertMcanon illustiramr
Jeff Ozimek set designer
Jason Sweers l assistant art director
Alexandra Ward art department assistant

Special Effects Lay
James Bomalick agecial effects technician

Slum

Brad Martin stunt coordinator

teLcLew
John Armstrong picture car coordinator
Tog Mel] production asSiitam
Trey Neely production assistant
Cynthia Quan accountant

Update Information

, You may report errors and omissions on
this page to the IMDb database managers.
They will be examined and if approved
will be included in a future update
Clicking the button on the left Will take
you through a step-by-step process.
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"Transformers" film shoot Page 1 of 1

From:
Sent: Tuesday, September 19, 2006 3:23 PM ha

To:

Subject: "Transformers" film shoot

|:|
Thank you once again for all the support and cooperation you and your colleagues showed us on “The
Kingdom" film shoot last week. Though It was a relatively simple establishing shot, everything went very
smoothly, despite our delayed arrival.

Anyway, we have another project coming to town for one day of filming on Sunday, October 1. The movie Is
“Transformers,” a is a live-action film in sed on the popular toy line/cartoon by the same name. The film is
directed by l‘flichaxgéy, and produced b reamworks. If you are not familiar with them, the Transformers
are essentially ro ots from another world that can transform into different everyday things, primarily cars,
trucks, planes, etc. In a nutshell, there are bad robots and good robots. They all come to Earth, the bad
robots bent on ruling the universe, the good robots determined to stop them and protect the citizens of Earth.

There is a small scene that is supposed to take place in an FBI interrogation room. In order to establish that
this interrogation room is at the J. Edgar Hoover Building, we wish to shoot an establishing shot of the
building from somewhere on Pennsylvania Ave. As we plan on shooting this on a Sunday, we would like to
populate the sidewalk in front of the building With 5075 extras. It is supposed to take place in the middle of a
work day. If at all possible, we may want some extras to come in and out of one set of doors, though our shot
would not hinge on that. It would just help us sell that it is a typical work day.

As you will see in the script, FBI agents apprehend a code breaking analyst and her friend for illiCitly copying
some top secret Information from the Pentagon. The FBI is portrayed in neither a good or bad way, in my
opinion. They are investigating the suspected possession of classified materials by a women in the temporary
employ of the Department of Defense.

We intend to shoot this probably sometime between the hours of 7am—noon on Sunday, October 1. We Will be
able to give you a smaller window of time as we get a little closer. The shot should not take longer than an
hour. Please let me know what I need to do to help expedite this request. I can give you a copy of the script,
but I need you to sign a Confidentiality Agreement to do so. I am looking forward to working with you again.

best, V

Assistant Location Manager
Transformers

b6
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FEDERALWREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: DEADLINE 04/02/2007 Date: 03/27/2007

To: Cyber Attn: AD James Finch
UC

From: Director's Office
Investigati e Publi it and Public A fairs Unit
Contact:

Approved By: /9

Drafted By: b5

Case ID #:
80—HeO77659 if H§|§

Title: PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
REQUEST TO USE INFRAGARD SEAL
MOTION PICTUREXQUNTRACEABLE"

I
Synopsis: , who is overseeing clearances for
the motion pictfife ”Untraceable," has requested permission to use
a plaque featuring the Infragard Seal seen at the FBI Portland
office as background set dressing in the above—referenced movie.

Enclosures: E-mail from and copy of Infragard seal
she is requesting to use.

Details: The production team of "Untraceable" has been working
with FBI Portland on location in preparation for the motion
picture "Untraceable," starring Diane Lane and Colin Hanks.

Upon Visiting FBI Portland offices and seeing the
Infragard plaque on display, the production team became
interested in using that plaque with Infragard Seal as a set
decoration in a fictitious FBI office.

The motion picture is about how a fictitious FBI agent
tracks down and captures a cyber criminal who used computers and
internet counters attached to lethal devices to kill victims.
Previously, the FBI Office of Public Affairs and FBI Los Angeles
reviewed the script and Lakeshore Entertainment was granted
permission via a formal letter to the producers of "Untraceable"
to use the FBI Seal in set decorations.
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To: Cyber From: Di itor's Office
Re: 80—HQ—1077659, 0‘ 7/2007

Per a discussion with SSA IPPAU is
requesting UC E;:;;:::;](PPAU) review this request and make a
determination w e er 0 grant permission to use Portland's
Infragard plaque or a replica in the movie "Untraceable."

b6

LEAD(S):

Set Lead 1: (Action)

CYBER

AT WASHINGTON DC

is granted permission to use the Infragard seal as set
ressing in the motion picture "Untraceable."

OPA requests that PPAU UC Cyber ' '
respond by eemail or EC by April 2, 2007, as to whether[?:f:f:ff]

99

1* SSA
1.
1_
l,
1.

1.
l—tile
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- UNTRACEABLE & INFRAGADV) Page 1 of1
M ._',

V N/

From:
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2007 5:36 PM ha
To:
Subject: UNTRACEABLE & lNFRAGARD

Importance: High
Attachments: infragardjpg

Hi

Here is another plaque we would like to borrow from the FBI in Portland — to use as background set dressing
in our FBI offices (set). The Image Is attached.

Do you know in need to contact Infragard for clearance? I understand that Infragard is an FBI organization,
but perhaps I need to clear it with Infragard specifically?

Any guidance you can provide would be much appreciated.

Many thanks,
Kind reuards

UNlllAfE/llllf b5
cur-nu.amuwun: Pnooucnous 1w

(«avenue- 7 m: cm“ m4.
123 u: 32d Amt sun. 505
Form
tn
2--

3/22/2007 Leo pold-I 177
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|:|<°PA) (FBI) y
From: :mm(FBI)
Sent: Th r r 9, 2007 2:44 PM
To: (OPA) (FBI)
Subject: RE: Re: request permission to use INFRAGARD poster in movie, "UNTRACEABLE"

UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD be

about or was itjust an available seal? Thanks,

rrrrrOriginal Messa am"From: :Irom «an

Approved w/ one question, Why did they want to use the InfraGard seal7 Did they know what the program was

Sent: . Wednesda March 28, 2007 3:54 PM
To: . c D (FBI)
Cc: (CyD) (FBI)
Subject: Re: request permission to use INFRAGARD poster in movie, "UNTRACEAELF
UNCLASSIFIED
NON-RECORD

Please see attached EC making its way to you via interoffice mail sometime tomorrow. The "UNTRACEABLE" moi/ie
production is slated to begin very shortly, so any help you can provide expediting Infragard approval to use the seal in
a set decoration capacity would be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely‘

b6

Public Affairs Specialist
investigative Publicity and Public Affairs
Office of Public Affairs
<< File. UntraceableilNFRAGARpd >>

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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From:
Sent: Wedn s F r 1:30 PM
To:
Subject: : u M: nemies

Please 0&1; to due 2/28.

Please handle as we have been discussing.
b6

2007 1:24 PM

FYI: New project: Michael Mann, “PUBLIC ENEMIES" movie (adaptation of Burrough‘s book).

. . Se _____
[mailtm

Sen ' ruary 07, 2007 1:13 PM
To:
Subject: rexPu 1c Enemies"

Q 1' getting back to us so quickly name is I'm working with
Michaelfiann on an adaptation of the Bryan urrough's oo "Pu, fl 5" which was
published in 2004‘ As you know, it is about the FBI "war on cri e against Dillinger, Baby
Face Nelson, Karpis, etc. We are focusing the film on Dillinger and Melvin Purvis. What
Michael keeps asking for, and what we need help with, is any sort of forensic or
scientific investigatory tools that would have helped Purvis get Dillinger, Apart from
setting up a network of informants, what else would have helped them? what MM is
specifically interested in are early wiretap methods. who had phones in those days? How
would the early FBI have tapped phones? Any specific details is what he is looking
for...he wants this scene to be very authentic ..... from setting up the equipment to the b5
retrieval of the information, how would this have worked? I also mentioned to you that we
need this quickly, Michael is hoping to have a finished draft in the next few weeks. My
apologies for making our deadline an issue, since I know you are swamped! Any help would
be greatly appreciated.

in use:
My phone i s
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|:lLa_scorta
From: I I[mai'|to| I
Sen ' Thursdav Nnvnmber 15, 2012 6:45 PM
To:
subject: Re: Investigations re Ita'lian Judges Fa'lcone & Borse'lTino

THANK YOU FOR GETTING BACK TO ME AND SORRY FOR MY SLOW RESPONSE.

I'VE EMBEDDED MY RESPONSES TO YOUR QUESTIONS BELOW. I'M REALLY LOOKING TO START
WITH ONE PERSON WHO MIGHT HAVE HAD THE MOST ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT IN SUPPORT OF b6
FALCONE 84 BORSELLINO INVESTIGATIONS/PROSECUTIONS PARTICULARLY IN RELATION TO THE
CORLEONESI. OR ANY F 0 MAY HAVE SUPPORTED THE CARABINIERI TO
INVESTIGATE/APPREHEND |(IF THE FBI HAD ANY SUCH INVOLVEMENT).

SO, MOSTLY INTERESTED IN SOMEBODY GIVING ME A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF ANY FBI
INVOLVEMENT AT ALL IN SICILIAN MAFIA INVESTIGATIONS DURING THIS PERIOD OF SO MANY
MAFIA PROSECUTOR ASSASSINATIONS IN ITALY.

BEST,

On Nov 13, 2012, at 8:58 AM, wrote:

wi11 the f'i'lm be a narrative/drama or a documentary?

THIS WILL BE A NARRATIVE FEATURE FILM. THE PROJECT WAS PREVIO
"CARTEL" AND WAS SET IN MEXICO WITH THE LEAD AS A D.E.A. AGENTI
THE PROJECT IS BEING RE-SET IN ITALY. (I COULD CERTAINLY SEN

THE ORIGINAL FILM (BASED ON A TRUE STORY) FOR WHICH THIS WILL BE A CONCEPTUAL
REMAKE, THOUGH NOT BASED ON THE SAME INVESTIGATION.

CouId you explain, or send a synopsis, of the general nature of the fi'lm?

THE FILM IS ABOUT A BODYGUARD TEAM AND THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGE—MAGISTRATE (THE
"TEAM") WHOM THEY ARE ASSIGNED To PROTECT AS THEY A'I'I'EMPT TO TIE
WIDESPREAD CORRUPTION IN A REGIONAL ITALIAN GOVERNMENT TO THE ASSASSINS OF
THE JUDGE—MAGISTRATE'S PREDECESSOR AND ONE OF HIS BODYGUARDS. THE TEAM
IS IN PURSUIT OF THE "CAPO DI TUTI'I CAPI", THE HEAD "BOSS OF BOSSES" OF THE
SICILIAN MAFIA.

what ro'le wi‘l‘l the FBI p'lay'?

THE FBI WOULD PLAY A CENTRAL ROLE (AND PERHAPS THE LEAD
CHARACTER) IN ACTIVELY SUPPORTING THE MAFIA CORRUPTION
INVESTIGATION AND SUPPORT IN THE FORENSIC INVESTIGATION DUE TO
THE FACT THAT THE TEAM IS UNABLE TO TRUST A DEEPLY CORRUPT
ITALIAN POLICE AND GOVERNMENT.

0 Please out'line Specific questions you wou1d "like to ask about the
FaTcone/Borse'l ino
assassination investi ation, the manhunt for and also the “Pizza 135
Connection/." This wi 'I help ensure we can ma appropriate subject
matter

Page 1
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personne] .
b6

MAYBE WE SHOULD LEAVE OUT THE PIZZA CONNECTION ELEMENT FOR NOW AND FOCUS ON
FALCONE, BORSELLINO AND APPREHENSION OF I THINK THE BEST PERSON TO
SPEAK TO WOULD BE THE LEAD AGENT AND/O JUDGES FALCONE 81 BORSELLINO.

OR PERHAPS THE US EMBASSY'S LEGAL A'ITACHE IN ROME AT THE TIME. ANY PERSON WHO
MIGHT BE DEEPLY FAMILIAR WITH FBI INVOLVEMENT WITH MAFIA INVESTIGATIONS AT THAT TIME

WOULD BE ABLE TO HELP ME PLOT A ROADMAP T0 FURTHER INTERVIEWS.

what are your time'lines/dead'lines for background discussions?
PREFERABLY WITHIN FIRST QUARTER 2013. \

Wou'ld you "like to conduct these over the phone or in person? Is this for background
on1y, or do you . .
pTan to conduct on—camera 1nterv1ews?
I WOULD PREFER IN PERSON. THIS IS FOR BACKGROUND, NOT FOR ON-CAMERA. THOUGH FOR
EFFICIENCY IT WOULD BE GREAT To BE ABLE To RECORD (AUDIO—ONLY) THE INTERVIEWS.

Have the Carabinieri agreed to be part of the production, or do you {flan
to ask for their
assistance, too?

YES, I WOULD BE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING CARABINIERI BODYGUARDS AND INVESTIGATIVE
PERSONNEL IN ROME AND PERHAPS OTHER PARTS OF ITALY.

a who e'lse do you p'lan to speak with about the investigation, manhunt, and ”Pizza
Connection"?

ANY JUDGE—MAGISTRATES WHO MIGHT BE INTERESTED/AVAILABLE TO DISCUSS THIS PERIOD OF
THE IICLEAN HANDS INVESTIGATIONS". ALSO POSSIBLV INTERPOL (IF THEY HAD ANY ROLE) OR
ANY OTHER ITALIAN LAW ENFORCEMENT NAD/OR EXECUTIVE PROTECTION ELEMENTS THAT MAY
HAVE BEEN INVOLVED.

STONE b6
emai
domain
phone:

www tonevston .COITI

Good morning

Thank you For your emaiT. My name is and I wiTI assist you with this
request. In order to
move forward with your request, the FBI requires additiona‘l information for vetting
with necessary
divisions.

* wi'l'l the fi'lm be a narrative/drama or a documentary? _
"‘ COU‘Id you exp'la1n, or send a synop51s, of the general nature of the fi'lm?

Page 2
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I:lLa_scorta1“ what ro1e wi11 the FBI p ay
0 P1ease out1ine specific questions you wou1d 1ike to ask about the
Fa1cone/Borse11ino '
assassination investi ation, the manhunt fomnd a1so the "Pizza
Connection/. “ This wi 1 he1p ensure we can ma c you w1 e appropriate subject
matter personne1.

what are your time11nes/dead1ines for background discussions? wou1d you 1ike
to conduct
these over the phone or in person? Is this for background on1y, or do you p1an to
conduct on—
camera interviews?

Have the Carab1n1er1 agreed to be part of the production, or do you p1an to
ask for their
assistance, too? b5
0 who e1se do you Mai to speak with about the investigation, manhunt, and
”Pizza
Connection"?

fl”!
Pub 1c Affm rs Specia1ist
Federa1 Bureau of Investigation

Read our guide for writers, authors, and producers: working with the FBI.

Sent: on ay, ovember 12,
To: _Pub1ic. Affairs . ~ .
subject: Investigat1ons re Ita11an Judges Fa1cone & Borse11‘11no

Dear FBI Pub1 1 city,

I am a movie producer working on a remake of an Ita1ian fi1m ca11ed La Scorta, a
true story about
a mafia investigation by an Ita1ian Judge Magistrate, Francesco Tauresino. My
partners on The b5
project are Iand| | (They recent1y
produced"
Edgar. ") we wou1d 1ike to .set the remake of this fi1m in Ita1y in a simi1ar wor1d
ofgIta1ian/sici1ian
mafia.

Many years ago I requested fronZlif it might be possib1e to 1earn a great
dea more
about the FBI's invo1vement in the investigations into the assassinations of Ita1ian
Judges Fa1cone
and Bo;se11ino.|:|responded that they cou1d not provide much support because
some 0 '
those investigations and, more importanfly, prosecutions were sti11 in progress in
Ita y.

I am now hoping that now, 17 years or so after my origina1 inquiry, it may be
possib1e to 1earn
more about theses investigations and the apprehension of

who wou1d be the right person to ta1k to about getting permission to 1earn more
Page 3
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about these
investigations from the ear‘ly 90's.

Sincere‘ly,
b6

Excerptfron Letter to: Oct. 4, 1995:
"This fi'lm ‘IS a re—make 0 an Ita'lian fiim ca'l'led La scorta, and revo‘lves

‘ aroynd the investigation by Judge—Prosecutor Francesco Tauresmo into the
‘ mafia assassination of his predecessor in a smaTl town in Sici'ly . . . we wou‘ld

need to '|ea_rn as much as possib‘le about the Fa'lcone and Borse'l'lino
‘ assassmation investigation, the deeper background in the so—cai'led Pizz
‘ ion, and the manhunt that 1ed to the eventuai apprehension of@

According'l , we hope it might be possibTe to meet the FBI agen s
'lega'l attac es that served an important ro‘le in this case so that we

can get a better vision of how to refiresent the story . . . P'lease 1et us know
how it might be possible to pursue t is story further with the cooperation of
the FBI."

Page 4
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|:|
I [mai '| tel I

Mmber 15, 2012 6:45 PM
To-
suBJect: Re:

THANK YOU FOR GETTING BACK TO ME AND SORRY FOR MY SLOW RESPONSE.

I'VE EMBEDDED MY RESPONSES TO YOUR QUESTIONS BELOW. I'M REALLV LOOKING TO START
WITH ONE PERSON WHO MIGHT HAVE HAD THE MO T ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT IN SUPPORT OF b4

b6

BEST,

On Nov 13, 2012, at 8:58 AM, wrote:

W'i'l'l the f'i'lm be a narrative/drama or a documentary?

THIS WILL BE A THE PROJECT WAS PRE IOUSLY CALLED

Coq you explain, or send a synopsis, of the general nature of the fi'lm?

b4

What ro'le w1"|‘l the FBI p'lay'?

o P‘Iease out‘l'ine specific auestions vou wou1d "like to ask about the

Th‘lS W'l II help ensure we can match you W'lth the appropr‘late Subject

Page_ 1
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b6

WOULD BE ABLE TO HELP ME PLOT A ROADMAP T0 FURTHER INTERVIEWS.

what are your time'lines/dead'lines for background discussions?
PREFERABLY WITHIN FIRST QUARTER 2013. \

wou'ld you "like to conduct these over the phone or in person? Is this for background
onTy, or do you
pian to conduct on—camera interviews?
I WOULD PREFER IN PERSON. THIS IS FOR BACKGROUND, NOT FOR ON-CAMERA. THOUGH FOR
EFFICIENCY IT WOULD BE GREAT To BE ABLE To RECORD (AUDIO—ONLY) THE INTERVIEWS.

Havel:| agreed to be part of the production, or do you p'lan
to ask ‘For the1r
assistance, too?

f [if e if do you p'lan to speak with about the

STONE b4
emai b6
domain www tonevston .com
phone:

Good morning

Thank you For your emaiT. My name is and I wiTI assist you with this
request. In order to
move forward with your request the FBI requires additiona'l information for vetting
with necessary
divisions.
3-: wi‘l'l the fi'lm be a narrative/drama or a documentary?9‘ cou‘ld you exp'lain, or send a synopsis, of the general nature of the fi'lm?

Page 2
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b
Sincere1y,

b4
1 b 6

\‘
\
\ E cernt from Letter tnl Oct 4 199;

‘

Page 4
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3972 TYPE: EC

CAPTIONED COMPANY REQUESTS FBI ASSISTANCE DURING PRODUCTION

02/14/2000
SN

Precedence: DEADLINE 02/16/2000 Date: 02/14/2000

To: Washington Field Atth: SAC
Media Representative

CI Atcn' AC R we: isley
SSA
SSA

b6
Trainin Attn:
SSA

SSA

Laborator Attn: AD Donald Kerr
SSA

From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs 1OFCA)
Fugitive Publicity and Internet Media
Services U t FPI
Contac ‘

Approved By:| I
Drafted By:
Case ID if: 80—HQV1077659

Title: TELEVISION/MOTION PICTURE PUBLICITY
"HANNIBAL"

IS COMPANY

REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE b6
Synopsis: Captioned company requests FBI assistance during
production
of the upcoming movie "Hannibal "
Deta1151m captioned movie, is beginning work
on the seque to e mov e, s; ence of the Lambs," eneitled
"Hanniba1," which is expected to be in movie theaters in 2001.

:requests general touts of the FBI Academy and
CIRG on t e morning of Friday, February 25 At CIRG,
would
like to focus on the FBI'S Behavioral Sciences area.
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Sentinel Working Copy b“:

Zof3

|:|requests a tour of the FBI Laboratory during the
a ernoon of Friday, February 25. He is particularly interested in
handwriting and x-ray analysis

may also want to visit the Washington Field
Office during Friday afternoon to cake a general tour of an FBI
Field
Officei

The office of Public and Con Iessional Affairs (OPCA)
recommends assisting|:|with technical advice should
receiving offices agree to cooperate with this project, opcn
recommends that only information suitable for dissemination to the
public be provided. Also, no cements should be made about any
sensitive investigative techniques or methods that may be used by
the
FBI. it is advised that during any granted interview, the Media
Representative or the Chief Division Counsel be present.
Questions may be for to FPIMSU, OPCA.
Room 7972, extension

LEADts) :

set Lead 1:

WASHINGTON FIELD
AT WASHINGTON, Drc.

DPCA requests that E‘EI Washington respond, via EC by con
2/13/2000 as to whether and to what extent, the FBI may provide

Set Lead 2:

CIRG
AT QUANTICO, VA

OPCA requests that CIRG respond, via BC by C08 2/18/2000,
as to whether, and to what extent, the FBI may provide assistance to

Please forward copies of your response to:

llunit Chief, FPIMSU, Room 7972

2 FPIMSU, Room 7972.

Set Lead 3:

TRAINING
AT QUANTICO. VA

OPCA requests that The FBI Academy respond, via BC by COB

b6
h7E

b6
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Sentinel Working Copy 13715:

30“

2/18/2000, as to wh n and to what extent, the val may provide
assistance to
Please forwar Coples o your response to:

1)Unit Chief, FPIMSU, Room 7972

2‘:|EPIMSU, Room 7972.

Set Lead 4:

LABORATORY DIVISION

The Laboratory is requested to provide|:|with
a point of contact with knowledge of handwriting and x—ray analysis
to
accompanypon a tour. A point of contact with knowledge of
general La oratory procedures is also needed. open requests that the
Laboratory respond, via BC by con 2/15/2000, as to whether, and to
what extent, the FBI may provide assistance to
Please forward copies of your response to:

“Unlt Chief, FPIMSU, Room 7972

(Rm 7240)
~ ‘ ' otnam (Training)
— Rm 7972)

Washington Field)
- (Rm 11830)
‘ Rm 7972)_ |(Rm 7972)

Fil

H
H

H
H

H
H

H
I

Routing
Drafiud by: null

Approved by:

b6

b6
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CAPTIDNED COMPANY REQUESTS PEI ASSISTANCE DURING PRODUCTION
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Precedence: DEADLINE 02/23/2000 Date: 02/17/2000

To: Washington Field Actn: SAC
Media Re resentativeel:l
From: Director‘s Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs (OPCA)
Fugitive Publicity and Internet Media
services Unit FPIMSU
Contact: b6

Approved By:

Case ID 59: 80-HQ-1077659

Title: TELEVISION/MOTION PICTURE PUBLICITY
"HANNIEAL"
DINO DE URENTI I 5 COMPANY

REQUEST FOR Ass I STANCE

Synopsis: captioned company requests FBI assistance during
production
of the upcoming movie "Hannibal,"
Detailszm captioned movie, is beginning work
on the seque c e movie, 1 ence of the Lambs," entitled El
"Hannibal," which is expected to be in movie theaters in 2001

wishes to make the portrayal of the fictional Agent clance
ar 1ng as realistic as possible

firequests the assistance of a female Agent in her
a. sslstance would include advice on how Agents interact and

conduct their daily business will provide more details
about what he requires on Fri. ay, e ruary 25, when he tours various
FBI locations
as mmended 54:]:0
aid

lofl | and I I be
b7E

The Office Of Public and Con ressional Affairs (OFCArecommends assistingl:|sroua m and gal-”:lagm to
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Sentinel Working Copy b7E

cooperate with this project, open recommends that only information
suitable for dissemination to the public be provided Also, no
cements should be made about any sensitive investigative techniques
or methods that may be used by the FBI

Room 7972, extension

1.5130(5):

set Lead 1:

WASHINGTON FIELD
RT WASHINGTON, D,c.

The Washin ton Field Office is re uested to respond as to
whether sh1:|may assis 'n recreating a realistic
Special Agent character. If SO, 15 requested to allow SAtime away from the office on Friday, February 25, to meet

:lu ure cooperation may require 5A|:|tine in order to meetbriefly with the actress playing Clarice Starling and to respond to
phone inquiries. DPCA requests that the we respond, via BC by cos
2/23/2000' as a whether nd to what extent, the FBI may provide
assistance to

b6

1 - mm 7240)
1 - SSA (Training)
1 » Rm 7972)
1 a 1m 11330)
1 — ln 7972)
l — (Rm 7972)
File

Muta
Dmfled by: null

Approved by:
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4013
02/17/2000

06/].1/2012

4018 Time: EC

WFO WILL PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO PRODUCERS DURING THE

02/17/2000
SN

Precedence: DEADLINE 02/18/2000 Date: 02/17/00

To: office of Public and Att so
Congressional Affairs (OPCAD :
Fugitive Publicity and Interne
Media services Unit (FPIMSU)

From: WE‘O
Media of, '
Contact:

b6

Case In M: 80-HQ—1077659

Title: Television/Motion Picture Publicity
Hannibal"

Dino De Laurentiis company
Request or Assistance

synopsis: we will provide assistance to producers during the
production of "Hannibal", the sequel to "silence of the Lambs",
Details: This communication is in response to EC from OPCA/
FPIMSU, dated 02/14/00] that requested wro assistance in the
upcoming movie production of "Hannibal". wro advises that this
office has no objection to assisting with
Dino De Laurentiis Company, durin t e pro uc ion 0 anni a
WFO will. provide assistance C in Che followin twoam a mm is game 0, Wm amto
meet with to discuss serving as a consu tan 0 e emale
actor who wi playing the part of mar rlin i secondly,
WFO Media Office will be available to give a general
tour of wro on Friday, February 25, 2000.
miss some: Sil:|or|:|iegmng the
scheduling of the a orementloned WFO tour.
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CC: 2 -WFO
1— SAC, Criminal Division
1— Media Representative

Routing
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Details

no security
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Sorlal Number:
Serialized:

Initiated:
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classification:
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b7E
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4200

05/01/2000

06/11/2012

4200 Typa: EC

CAPTIONED COMPANY REQUESTS FBI ASSISTANCE DURING PRODUCTION

05/01/2000
SN

Precedence: DEADLINE 05/05/2000 Date: 05/01/2000

To: Washington Field Atcn: SAC
Media Re resentatl e
SA

Training Attn: SSA
SSA
SSA
|:|_
CIR? Attn: SAC Rouer isley
SSA
SSA

From: Director's office
office of Public and Congressional Affairs (OPCA)
Fugitive Publicity and Internet Media
Services
Contact:

Case ID 41: 80>HQ~1077659

b6

Title: TELEVISION/MOTION PICTURE PUBLICITY
"HANNIBAL"
DINO DE LAURE (HIS COMPANY

REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Synopsis: Captioned company requests FBI assistance during
production
of the upcoming movie "Hannibal."
Dec51152W captioned company, is beginning
work on V). , "Silence of the Lambs," entit
"H n ' a1," which is expected to be in movie theaters in 2001 &|
flwishes to make the portrayal of the FBI and the fictional
c araoter, Special Agent Clarice Starling, as realistic as possiblei 1"
:Irequests assistance for the actress Jul nne

Moore w o will play Special Agent Clarice starling :|
requests that Julianne Moore be permitted to visit cme an Quantico
to view the Behavioral Sciences Unit and the Special Agent training
facilities Also,| requests that Julianne Moore be
permitted to experience rmi ed A eht training exercises, especially
shooting at the firing range |:]requests that Julianne

. Leopold-1061Serial t46W) 5/21/2015 9:56 AM
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Moore
be able to visit these FBI facilities from Wednesday, May 10 throughFriday, May 12. A tentative itinerary is attached to the hard copyof
this ac.

|____—W|also requests that Julianne Moore be ermitted tovisit to spend a day with SA who has beenprovidin technical advice on FB protocol, In addition, he wouldlike SA E;::::]to be available to accompany Julianne Moore duringvisits, 1 approved, to CIRG and Quantico
|:1—| is not requesting to film for the movie, but toave u ianne Moore gain a better understanding ' genttraining and procedures, with the aid of slsu isalready receiving technical advice from SA and otherFBI support personnel ,

I I of and the

The Office of Public 'onal Affairs topcnrecommends assisting FBI assistance with this requestwill increase Julianne Moore's knowledge about how an Agentperforms.
Should receiving offices agree to cooperate with this project, OPCA
recommends that only information suitable for dissemination to thepublic be provided. Also, no comments should be made about anysensitive investigative techniques or methods that may be used by
the
FBI.

Questions may be forwarded to: FPIMSU, OPCA,
Room 7 972, extension

LEADls):

Set Lead 1:
WASHINGTON FIELD
AT WASHINGTON, Doc,

The Washington Field Office is requested to respond as towheth r Julianne Moore may spend Wednesday, May lo, with 5[flat Wl‘o. It is also requested that Wm respond as to whether5A
Thomas may accompany Julianne Moore to CIRG and Quantlco onThursday,
May 11, and Friday, May 12, if such visits are approved. OPCArequests
that the WEB respond, via EC by cos 05/05/2000 as to whether, and towhat extent, the FBI may provide assistance to
Please forward copies of your response to

20f3
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1)Unit chief, E‘PIMSU, Room 7972

Set Lead 2:
TRAINING
M QUANTICO, VA

Training is requested to respond as to whether Julianne
Moore may visit Quantico on the afternoon of Thursday, May 11th, and
Friday, May 12, to view training recllities, Also, Training is
requested to respond as to whether Julianne Moore may take part in
certain training exercises that Special Agents go through on these
days, especially exezcises at the firing range. OPCA requests that
Training respond, via to by cos 05/05/2000 as to whether. and to
what

Please forward copies of your response to:

ljunic Chief, FPIMSU, Room 7972

l FPIMSU, Room 7972.

Set Lead 3:
CIRG
AT QUANTICO, VA

CIRG is requested to respond as to whether Juiianne Moore
ma v it the Behavioral Sciences Unit and speak with SSA
:lon Thursday, May 11, to gain a better understand ng o
pro i ing and the facilities, OPCA requests that CIRG respond, via
EC
by cos 05/05/2000 as to whether and to what extent, the FBI mayprovide assistance tol:|
Please forward copies of your response to:

1)Unit chief, FPIMSU, Room 7972

2 E‘PIMSU, Room 7372.

l — (Rm 724m
1 - (Rm 7 72)
l (Rm 7972]
1 7972)
l (Rm 11880)
1 Rm 7972)
1 (RM 7972)
F11

Routing Drafted by: null

Approved by:
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scene—1077659 Canenuo: (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
DOCUMENTARIES TELEVISION
MOVIES —

4291
05/30/2000

06/11/2012

4291 TYPS: EC

CAPTIONED COMPANY REQUESTS FBI ASSISTANCE DURING PRODUCTION

05/30/2000
SN

Precedence: DEADLINE 06/02/2000 Date: 05/30/2000

To: Adm
SSA
ss

strative Services Attn: AD Welby

Washington Field Attn: SAC
Me is Renr entat've
SA

Richmond nttn: SAC
Media Representative
From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs (SPCA)
Fugitive Publicity and Internet Media

Drafted By:
Case ID (5: 80—HQ-1077659

Title: TELEVISION/MOTION PICTURE PUBLICITY
"HANNIBAL"

No DE LAURENTIIS COMPANY

REQUEST FOR nssxsmnca
Synopsis: captioned company requests FBI assistance during
production
of the upcoming movie "Hannibal."

Details

to make the portrayal of the FBI and the fictional Agent ciar ce
Starling, played by Julianne Moore, as realistic as possihie.

requests to film a scene for the movie at name,
specifical y at one of the parking garage entrancesi Because of
construction at FBIHQ, the Location Manager is presently determining
which entrance ne wants to film at. The scene involves SA Clarice
Starling driving into a parking entrance of FBIHQ and then leaving.

|:|nso Issues“ the mm: or an

Serim Liam

mcaptioned is working on the
sequel to c e movie, 51 ence o the Lambs," entit ed "Hannibal,"
which is expected to be in movie theaters in 2001. wishes

b6

b6
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I:I we, to act as a technical cons ltant during the filming of
other specific scenes. He would like SA to be available on
location in Richmond, virginia, to olar fy FBI rocedur s uring
filming. sh|:| has been providing advice to since
February regarding how Agents carry themselves on an he job

of land the

The office of Public sional Affairs (OPCA)
recommends assisting. Proposed filming at FBIHQ is
portrayal of the FBI. As for having SA on location, she will
be able to explain FBI procedures one spot and, possibly, have a
positive influence over the way scenes involving fictional FBI
Agents
are shot While working with representatives from "Hannibal," no
comments should be made about any sensitive investigative techniques
or methods that may be used by the FBI.
Questions may be for to EPIMSU, oEcA,
Room 7972, extension

scheduled to be shor and will aid effiflcreate a tealistic

LEAD(5I:

Set Lead 1:
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

A50 is requested to advise|:|as to whether
filming at one of the FBI's vehicle entrances on 06/09/2000 is
possible. Filming is expected to take less than two hours. OPCA
requests that ASD respond, via EC by COB 06/02/2000 as to whether,
and
to what extent, the FBI may provide assistance to:
56: Lead 2:
WASHINGTON FIELD
AT WASHINGTON, Doc.

‘ 1d Office is requested to res and as to
may continue assistingm If so, wro is

requested o a ow sA|:|time away from t e o ice for scenes to
be filmed on these dates: Saturday, June 24; Monday, June 26 »
Thursday, June 29; Monday, Jul 24 - Friday, July 28; and, Saturday,
July 29 — Thursday, August 3. realizes that he has
requested may dates and hopes that SA will be available for
as
many dates as possible, OPCA requests that the wro respond, via EC
by
cot 06/02/2000 as to whether, and to what extent, the FBI may

b5
b7E

b6
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provide
assistance to

set Lead 3:
RICHMOND
AT RICHMOND, VA

This EC is provided to FBI Richmond for informational
purposes,

(Rm 7240)
— 7972)

(Rm 11880)
(Rm 7972)

7972)
(Rm 7972)

rm
—

u—
‘p

u
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Contents:

b7E

80—HQ—1077659 Casa‘l'rlle: (0) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
DOCUMENTARI ES TELEVI 5 mm
MOVIES —

4302
06/02/2000

06/11/2012

4302 Typo: EC

CAPTIONED COMPANY REQUESTS FEI ASSISTANCE DURING PRODUCTION

06/02/2000
SN

Precedence: DEADLINE 06/07/2000 Date: 06/02/2000

1‘ Richmond Att SAC
Media Representative
From: Director's Office
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs (oPcAl
Fugitive Publicity and Internet Media
Services Un t FPIMSU
Contact:

Case In it: 80—HQ-1077659
b6

Title: TELEVISION/MOTION PICTURE PUBLICITY
"HANNIBAL"
DINO DE LAURENTIIS COMPANY

REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Synopsis: Captioned company requests FBI assistance during
production
of the upcoming movie "Hannibali"
Details:
sequel to the mcvie, "Silence of
which is expected to be in movie
to make the portrayal of the max
Filming for "Hannibal" will take

captioned movie, is working on the
the Lambs," entitled "Hannibal,"
theaters in 2001 wishes
as realistic as poss
place in Virginia,

predominantly Richmond, for much of June and July of this year.
requests to borrow select items from E‘EI Richmond for

filming during the week of June 19th Specifically, he requests to
borrow 5 C010]: FBI wall seal and an official FBI flagr The
dimensions
of these items are in a letter attached to the hardscopy of this .

' Richmond, aboutfi- entice made an. inc§
request, who recommended sen ing s c.

Unit Chief, FPIMSU, and
Uni FBI Richmond
provided

b6
b7E

have assured
FPIMSU, that an' o

wi e pro ec ed and returned.
written
assurance that borrowed items would be cared {for

and the
in ormation t at may cause concern

SetiO‘ “4306}

Company revealed no

Leopold-1067
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The Office of Public and Congressional Affairs (OPCA)
recommends that FBI Richmond assist The requested items
would be borrowed for a short perio c time and will aid efforts to
create a realistic portrayal of the FBI. While working with
representatives from "hannibal," no comments should be made about
any
sensitive investigative techniques or methods that may be used by
the
FBI,

Room 7972, extension

LEADts) :
Set Lead 1:
RICHMOND
AT RICHMOND, VA

wh'ether may borrow a color FBI wall seal and an official
FBI flag or 1 mlng on week of June 19th' If assistance is
possible, .
and there are no objections,|:| FPIMSU, will provide
the ‘
Media Representative with the name at the person from "Hannibal"
responsible for picking up and returning the items, as well as the
dates and times that the items will be pickedrup and returned. Items
will most likely be taken before the week of filming, DPCA requeststhat Richmond respond, via EC by con 06/02/2000, as to whether, and
to
what extent, the FBI may provide assistance to

m Richmond aimed to adne|:|as to

Please forward copies of your response to:

l)Unit Chief, FPIMSU, Room 7972

2:E‘PIMSU, Room 7972.

- (Rm 7240)
- (Richmond)
- Rm 7972)

(Rm 1188M
- (Rm 7972)

Rln 7972)
1 - (Rm 7972)
Fil

H
H

H
H

H
H

Ranking
Brand by: null

Approved by:

b5

b6
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CATCH ME IF You CAN

08/25/2000
SN

No Con tent Available
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6879

03/24/2003

06/11/2012

6879 Type: EC

CAPTIONED SCREENWRITER REQUESTS ASSISTANCE WITH QUESTIONS

03/24/2003
U

Precedence: DEADLINE 04/01/2003 Date: 03/24/2003

To: criminal Investigative Attn: AD
Kathleen Fox

From: Director's Office
Fugitive Publ n 'ces
Contact :

b6

Case ID #: 80—1-1071077659

Title: REQUEST BY SCREENWRITER,|:|
HEEL AND ToE PRODUCTIONS
FOR TELEPHONIC INTERVIEW ABOUT THE
NIGERIAN 419 5cm

Synopsis: captioned screenwriter requests assistance with questions
concerning Nigerian "419" scams and the purchase and sale of
commodities through phony Nigerian government agencies for a
screenplay
he is writing. The Office of Public Affairs (on) recommends
cooperation to the extent possible.
IEllen“ dated January 15, 2003, screenwriter
requeste a telephonic interview with an FBI Agent who knows about
the
Nigerian "419" scam as well as the purchase and sale of commodities
through phony Nigerian government agencies, He is also interes In
any anecdotal information regarding the victims of such scams

Upon review, it appears that the Criminal Investigative
Division, Financial Crimes Section Economic Crimes Unit, is in thebest position to speak meal: should an agree to M
assist.
[:mhouid like to conduct this interview within the next 13751
t ree wee s i possible.

I of
I one recommends cooperation on this project to

Scrim lo%‘|q Leopold-1070
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the extent possible.
If cm agrees to assist|:|with his project, ailinformation discussed in his presence would be subject to standard
media
relations guidelines as Set forth in the “BOP, Part II Section 5("Policy and Guidelines for Relations with News Media‘
Additionally,
in accordance with policy, FBI personnel are reminded that whilecertain undercover operations have had their techniques exposed incourt or through various forms of the media, these same or similartechniques often are utilized again, The same can he said of other
investigative procedures or equipment. Accordingly, any unnecessary
exposure of undercover techniques, other investigative procedures,oruse of equipment should be avoided as it could have a significant
negative impact on some present undercover operations and place FBIpersonnel and sources in danger.

b6

An on representative will be present at any CID interviews,
which would be conducted at CID's convenience from FBIHQ office
space
during regular business hours.

Questions on this to act Ina
OPA, Room 7972,

LEAD(S):

Set Lead 1:

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

OPA requests that you indicate by 4/01/2003,
as to whether, and to what extent, would be permitted
to '
interview a cm representative telephonically about Nigerian scams.
To
ensure proper routing of your ac, please send it to the following
address: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE AT open FPSSU, DC.

Please send copies of your response to:
1) ' ‘ Pssv, Room 7972 JEH
2) FPSSU, Room 7972 JBH

- AD Chandler Rmr 7240
- Rm. 7240
- Rm,7373

1
1
1
1 — Rm. 7373
1
1
1

— . 7972
Rm. 7972

Rm. 7972
Rm. 7972 b6

Routing
maned hy:

Approved ty:
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11557
07/31/2007
06/11/2012

11667 . Woe: EC

Fox TELEVISION SHOW "BONES"

07/31/2007
0

Precedence: DEADLINE 08/02/2007 Date: 07/31/2007

To: Secuxit A'ttn: AD

FBI Po 1CE
Physical Security Unit

Facilities Log Services Attn:|:]
. X's Office

Office of Public Affairs, Investigative Publicity
and Publ .
conta ct :

Approved By:

Case ID #1 80-HQ-1077659

Title: 20th CENTURY FOX TV "BONES"
LOCATION MANAGER
REQUEST TO FILM ON FBIHQ PROPERTY
MONDAY, AUGUST 6, 2007, 9: 0—11:30 AM and 1—3 PM

Synopsis Fox Television Show "Bones" location manage
requests permission to have a production crew film

Vehicle Scenes around the J. Edgar Hoover FBI Building on
Monday, August 6, 2007, from approximately 9:30 - 11:30 a.m.
and again 1:00 — 3:00 pJn.
Details: Location Manager |:Iis requesting
assistance from the FBI to get footage for use throughout the
2007—2008 series season cf the TV. series entitled, "Bones"
when the series- main character, Special Agent Booth, is
leaving the FBI and headed to a crime’scener

requests the following take place on
Monday, August 6, 2007;
1) An establishing shot of J. Edgar Hoover m Building from
the southwest corner of Pennsylvania Avenue and 10th street
(they will also film from a balcony at the I.R.S. Building
acruss the street).

2) Driving shots of a car belon ‘ to the series main
character, Special Agentfl as it goes south down

germ \uplo'l

b6
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10th street and turns onto Pennsylvania avenue (this shot will
be repeated at various speeds).
3) she would like pexmission to place a camera on the FBI
sidewalk and film looking southwestward as the cars drive past
the camera from 10th street onto Pennsylvania Avenue.

4) She will repeat the driving sequence from 1:00 - 3:00 pJn.
and will film from the IRS balcony across Pennsylvania Avenue.

explains that the camera will always
be on a tripod, usually positioned in the central median of
Pennsylvania Avenue, looking West and East. She also says
that they will not block any roadways or parking ramps, but
the production team will be hiring Metropolitan and 0.5, Park
Police off-duty officers to hold car and pedestrian traffic
for: five-to>seven minute intervals while the camera is
rolling. They have already requested appropriate permits from
the 0.5. Park Police and the Metropolitan Police Department
for these purposes,
GPA has advisedEthat the 10th and
Pennsylvania emp oyee entrance is blocked by a wooden
enclosure and may still e s an in day she wishes to film
scenes, OPR also advised hat Construction on
new visitor entrance hasflegun
For information purposes, presently no actors are
scheduled to appear with the Second unit
estimates that there will be approximately pecp e rom
production and driver teams participating. The prop car being
filmed is a black Cheverolet Suburban with emergency lights
that flash, but no siren will sound.

The exact number of FBI personnel that will be
necessary to support this project during the actual set—up,
filming, and clean—up is not determined as of yet. however,
personnel will be needed from the sad), l-‘LSD and GPA to
provide physical security and crew supervision.
If ”woven? IPPAU, will develop. in '
conjunction wit ecurrty Division and FSLD, a plan for the HQ
filming.

on does not hay ' ‘,on to preclude
cooperation with or 20th Centur Fox Telev s on.
OPA has worked success u y in'the past with on
the motion pictures Breach and National Treasure.

Questions na b forwarded t project coordinator,
|at

To ensure leads are directed properly and in a
timely manner to FPPRU, please set the lead to DIRECTOR'S
OFFIC DC. Please send to ies ta Acting Unit
Chief (zoom 7939) andl:l(room 7989p.
LEADlSl :

Set Lead 1: (Action)

SECURITY

RT WASHINGTON, DC

Please respond to one by 5/2/2007, via ac or email,
as to whether and to what extent Fox Television Show "Bones"
production crew request to film at/near ma may be approved
and what security considerations must be considered.

b6
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Set Lead 2: (Action)

FACILITIES LOG SERVICES

AT WASHINGTON, DC

Please respond to 01:11 by 8/2/2007, via as or email,
as to whether and to what extent Fox Television show "Bones"
production crew request to film at/near JEH may be approved.
Please also advise of .any changes to the temporary
construction structures that may be installed or removed
around that time.
l — I Room 7989
l — Room 7989
1 - com 7989
1 — Room 7989
1 — Room 7959

H

Ruuung Dvlfledhy:

Appmvedhy:

b6
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Filing 3

Details

nd Security
Primary 0:59: 8 0 HQ 1 077 659 Case Tille: (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS

DOCUMENTARIES TELEVISION
MOVIES -

Seth! Number: 12049
Surialized: 11/30/2007

Initiated: 06/11/2012

Serial #: 1204 8 7W“ EC
Documenmua: sac RADIO IN THE UNITED KINGDOM Is PRODUCING A Io-PART

Approval Dale: 11/30/2007
classineau'un: U

Garments:

Precedence: DEADLINE 12/12/2007 Date: 11/30/2007

To: Counterterrorism Attn: BAD Willie Hulon
READ

Cyber Attn: AD James Finch
SSA

flueAttn: AD Ken Kaiser

CIRG Rctn: AD Michael Wolf
SSA

Trainin Attn:

From: Director's Office
Office of Public Affairs
Investigative Publicic and Public Affairs Unit

b6
Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case m #: 80—HQ-1077659
Title: PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
BBC RADIO
REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE.

synopsis: mac Radio in the United Kingdom is producin a 10 art
radio series re che history of the FBI and Producerlil
requests FBI assistance

Details: The series, of which each program will be 15 minutes in
length, will air on the BBC in the United Kingdom and possibly
National Public Radio (NPR) in the United StateS1 Segments include:

* the creation of the FBI,
* J. Edgar Hoover's run as Director,
* the Gangster Era, World War II,
» Civil Rights,
" post-Hoover era and the La Cosa Nostra/RICD Act,

* the Bandidos,

‘ Leo old71076serum 1610475 D5/21/2015 9:55 AM .
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* the FBI and Louis Ereeh,
’ 9/11 and alleged Intelligence failures,
* the FEI'S future.

would like to interview PEI personnel from the
National security Branch (nsb), criminal Investigative Division
{CW} 7
Cyber Division (cym, and the Critical Incident Response Group
(one) .
He asks that for FBIHQ personnel that they be available to be
interviewed at the BBC studios in Washington, DC and that Quantico
personnel be available to be interviewed via an 1a line
(telephone)
in the Distance Learning unit, office of Technology Research and
curriculum Development, (my.

Proposed Questioning Area for Final Programme "Tomorrow's Bureau".

The purpose of this programme (length 14 minutes) is to explore the
future of the FBI in a post 9/11 America while also examining the
problems raised by both existing and future crime trends.
We are also interested in the political dangers that can arise from
combining the functions of intelligence gathering with powers of
arrest; the work of Legats and their role in the future. (In the UK
M15 has no powers of arrest and there is a clear separation of
powers
between gathering intelligence and implementing prosecutions).
We are also keen to explore the ‘newer' crimes involving school
shootings, serial killings, cyber crime, the war on terrorism.
Given the length of the programme it is obviously crucial that our
guests speak with head—line brevity and think strategically rather
than tactically.
Because the subjects are so broad and encompassing, there will have
to
be faux de mieux some editing, but I am loathe to ignore any obvious
and important question areas.

For |:|
1. What are the possibilities of these or any other domestic
terrorism groups obtaining crude or developed weapons of mass
destruction.
2. What can the Bureau do to control or prevent the use of the
internet by hostile groups bent on radicalisation and recruitment of
terrorists,
3. How vulnerable is America's computer infrastructure to attack.
so Is it possible to bring a highly developed, technology—reliant
society to its knees for a while.
so Does the FBI still prefer active investigations, prosecutions and
show case al he grey business of desk—bound analysis.

t the Washington Institute for Near East
Policy
and a former agent argues that FBI supervisors still prefer cases
over
analysis because they are "good for getting resources, publicity and
morale."
6. General complaints against the Bureau in this area include the
lack of detailed and specialist training for c/t agents.
7. Does the mindset of the ‘good old boys' of Hoover's generation
(and later) still clash with new attitudes towards the work
8. Are there any potential dangers in the future in terms of over
zealous domestic intelligence programmes, investigations and cases
Could civil liberties be threatened
9. Regarding the Lodi case — have the necessary lessons been
learned.
10. Is the FBI less vulnerable today to gross attacks on the us
mainland by terrorists (domestic and foreign) than it was before

b6
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Oklahoma and 9/11.

For

1. What ‘new' crimes does the millennium bring and can the FBI
re—actune to deal with them.
2. can you enumerate the ‘new' crimes including school shootings,
serial murders child kidnapping, internet child pornography,
5, Work on Cold Cases helped by modern technology + case example.
6. To what extent is bread and butter crime work hindered by the
budgetary and staff priorities given to the fight against terrorism.
7, Have you now begun to sort out your computer problems (e.g. is
there now a working and efficient system for combining internal
information with on—going investigations.

For

l. Cyber crime — what» are your priorities.
2. Will it get worse before it gets better.
3. Your nightmare scenario based on reality.
4. Do you have enough specialists to deal with it.
5. no you need to catch the bad guys and ‘turn' them to work for
you.
6, Examples of recent ‘close calls' which you defeated.
7. How easy could it be to launch a cyber attack that could
effectively disable normal social/economic/militery networks for a
period of time.
8. Explain zombies,- botnets and bot-herders.

For Criminal Incident Response Group.

1. The shape of crime is constantly changing — how well are you
equipped to deal with future developments.
2‘ What is the Behavioural Analysis Unit. Concentrate on ~The School
Shooter : A Threat Assessment Perspective.‘ + Case example
2h. why has school shooting suddenly emerged as the crime of the
millennium.
3. What is CASMIRC (Child Abduction and Serial Murder Resources
Centre). + Case example.
4. Has there been much successful development of techniques to
predict/Ideal with serial murders since "silence of the Lambs",
5. The psychological profiling of ‘disturbed' criminals - is this
technique overplayed by the movies or have you got it down to a fine
an: and science

The Office of Public Affairs recommends the N55, CID, CyD,
TD and CIRG assist the BBC, if possible. Should there be
concurrence,
OPA's Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit (IPPAUD shall
coordinate all interviews with FBI personnel.

Please note that only public source material may be
discussed with the BBC. GPA recommends not discussing investigative
techniques, operations and tools utilized that are not now in the
public domain.
An indices check found no information to preclude assisting
the BBC which the FBI has worked with in the past.

To ensure leads are directed properly and in a timely manner
to IPPAU, please set the lead to "DIRECTOR‘S OFFICE RT
OPA IPFRU, DC."

Questions may be forwarded t project coordinator

b6
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LEADts) :

Sec Lead 1: motion)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES

OPA requests the N58, CID, CyD, and CIRG respond via BC by
COB 12/12/2007 as to whether, and to what extent, the FBI may assist
BBC radio with its 10 part series on the FBI. CPA also requests the
TD to respond, via e—mail, if EEC Radio may use the ISDN line
mentioned above, for an interview.

Please respond to:
1p IPPAU, Rm. 7989.
2) PPAU, Rm‘ 7989.

1 _
1 _
1 — F1191 _
,.

Routing
Drilled by:

Approved by:

b6
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12157
02/26/2008

06/11/2012

12157 TYPE: EC

OPA APPROVES OFFICIAL AND UNOFFICIAL COOPERATION,

02/25/2008
U

Precedence: DEADLINE 03/13/2008 Date: 02/26/2008

To: Chica - Robert Grant
Media Rep
Milwaukee Rttn: ' ard Ruminski
Media Rep
Laborator
SSA
OEerational Tec‘nology Attn: AD Marcus Thomas

From: Director ' 5 Office
Investigative Publicit and Public Affairs

Approved B -

Attn: A ADD

Case ID ’5: 80—HQ-1077659

T'tle PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
FORWARD PASS PRODUCTIONS

MOTION PICTURE PUBLIC ENEMIES

Synopsis: GPA approves Official and unofficial cooperation,
Subject to Division Head approval of activities by Bureau
personnel consistent with o erauonal or other missionpawns, wini:hna mm
Pass Productions personnel n the (In ersal Studios' motion
picture Public Enemies. This approval is made consistent with
OFA mission interest in developing the public image of the FBI
and ensuring an accurate portrayal of FBI personnel, past and
present, in order to encourage public cooperation with the FBI
in performing its mission. This approval allows Division
Heads to authorize the official capacity provision of
historical and technical assistance to the motion picture and
to allow outside employment activities by FBI personnel in
their private capacity to act as extras (background) in the
motion picture as described below.

SCriol \8‘57
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Details:
Background of project
In February 2007, the current mot'
was 'n the "screenwr' ' "

scriptwriter, regueste FBI assistance
with information on FBI wiretapping abilities as she adapted
Bryan Burrough's book, Public Enemies, into a screenplay,

In December 2007, oPA reviewed and provid
of the completed script to FBI Historian, CPA
concluded that in his script, fictionalized
historical timelines so that events t within the time period
his movie encompasses, but that, generally speaking, the
motion picture is an interesting and entertaining examination
of the 1930's gangster eras
Overall, the historically-based script is a
reasonably accurate, believable, and fictitious portrayal of
the gangster era, that will ultimately educate the public
about the FBI'S role in investigating crimes Committed by and
Capturing 1930‘s era criminals like John Dillinger and "Pretty
Boy" Eloyd,

However, the FBI Historian,:notes that:
portrayal of the FBI and D rector J. Edgar Hoover

"heightens the image of the FBI as an agency seeking to win by
whatever means necessary," not necessarily a flattering
portrayal. (The Office of Public Affairs (1' the
aforementioned historical variations with while he
was in the Washington, D.C. areal indicated that the
script was not finalized and that e cou make changes to
minimize this impression before production completed this
Spring.) on will continue to work with project managers to
make sure that any historically and substantively inaccurate
details are corrected-—and that the motion picture producers
understand our official cooperation hinges upon an accurate
although not necessarily flattering, portrayal of the FBI role
in criminal investigations of the bra
In february 2003, project coordinator
worked in conjunction with Operational Technology Di
Marcus Thomas, Laboratory Division Media Representat

to facilitate briefings at Quantico and a shooting
demonstration at the Training Academy's firing range for

and actor christian Bale who will play a
fictionalized version of FBI Special Agent Melvin
Furvis in the movie.

continues to be the overall on project
coordinator in this production.
CURRENT ACTIVITY

Forward Pass Productions staff and other contractors
working on Public Enemies contacted E‘BI'S Office of Public
Affairs and FBI Chicago for assistance with props,
photographs, location advice, and weapon demonstrations in an
effort to provide authenticity for production filming in
Chicago, lllinois, and in "Little Bohemia" in Wisconsin as
well as other parts of the greater chicago area, with actual
filming set to begin in March.
on found no negative information concerning the
production company, writer or others associated with the
proposed film in FBI records or during a thorough indices
checks on has no substantial objections about the nature,
scope, technical details or historical accuracy that would
preclude continued cooperation with or Forward Pass
Production personnel. It is noted that OPA has worked
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successfully in the past with|:|production team on
the movie, The Kingdom. on hereby approves the above—
mentioned limited official cooperation and personal
involvement to the extent that resources, employee
availability and other operational considerations permit.
This approval has been coordinated with HRD,
OPA has instructed Forward Pass Productions to
notify all FBI personnel involved in Public Enemies that
correspondence should be sent to OPA project coordinatorltl

in addition to Field office media representatives This
wi ensure that IPPAU is aware of and has the opportunity to
review all requests for assistance to ensure they coincide
with this approval.
PROJECT GUIDANCE

Should the Office of General counsel and the Office
of integrity and Compliance Ethics attorneys concur, ova
hereby approves the following official guidance in support of
this motion picture, and recommends Division Heads involved
consider lending the following support to this project:
A. Research/Photographs for Props and Sets
Forward Pass Productions has requested research
assistance and photographs to accurately represent
J. Edgar Hoover's office and
desk, Chicago and Washington, D.ci, FBI
(or their predecessorb facilities, office signage, the FBI
Seal and Badges, office decor, posters (identification
orders), typefaces/fonts used, PEI files and paperwork,
wiretapping equipment, wires, recorders, guns, gun lockers,
and weapons storage.

OPE encourages the FBI Historian, FBI Laboratory,
Operations Technology Division and Chicago Field Office to
work with to provide Public
‘Enemies personne wi igi a images an original images
where available and/or appropriate) of requested information
in adherence with r131 handling of unclassified information,
OPA will ensure the motion picture producers are
awaze, however, that the use of the FBI Seal and Badges are
protected by law, and that any use other than as film
background 1e.g., the use of the Seal or a Special Agent Badge
on the product label, on advertising posters or promotional
materialsh is not authorized by this cooperation.
if the production company requests the use of actual
FBI property for props in this film, the request must be
coordinated b the local media re resentative and through GPA#before approval. on will
coor inate wit secur ty D Vision to ensure any property use
will not unnecessarily compromise physical security of our
offices or personnel and will balance the use of the property
for other than its intended purposes with the benefit the FBI
is likely to attain by the accurate depiction of FBI personnel
and facilities by the public viewing the film.

B. Use/viewing of FBI Chicago Firearms, Training Range and
Instructors

om recommends the FBI chicago Media Representative,
with Shc concurrence and subject to non—interference with
official requirements, organize a production team visit to the
FBI Chicago gun vault to view Thompson subemachine guns and
other period weapons.
l:|also desires to have the movie actors visit
t e n31 range for training, using their own weapons and blank
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ammunition (or ammunition that does not have a projectile),
and that FBI firearms instructor(s) assist with proper r31
weapons handling technique. on recommends FBI chicago
facilitate this visit, that such visit is arranged
consistent with FBI policy
as it pertains to sensitive law enforcement
information, and that a certi, rms instructor(s) be
present. can will ensure that. understands all
activities on the FBI range will be under the direct
supervision and control of the FBI firearms instructor and
that the production company proves they have liability
insurance that will cover the activity in the event of injury.
on requests Media Representative 'keep a
log of project activity to be share wit o'h upon project
completion.
C. Featurette/”The Making of..." and Requests For Interviews

has advised on that they will likely
create a "The Making of...." featurette ”documentary" for
inclusion in the DVD version of the motion picture. This
documentary will likely be an "extra feature" of any DVD
release of the film, and will also be available for rs:
training and public relations use,
On a limited basis, and at the discretion of the
she, OPA would concur with allowing to: subject matter experts
to he interviewed on official time for this purpose provided
that they are only discussing general topics in their own
areas of expertise such as FBI history, period firearms, etc.
At no time may any FBI personnel make a statement that would
be construed as an endorsement of the movie project, or that
discusses any particular non—public case, law enforcement
sensitive, classified or privacy information. As FBI employee
involvement in the featurette as interview subjects would be
on official time, moreover, no employee may be paid a fee by
the production company for this activity.
To ensure that there is no issue with cooperation,
on will ask the production company for a list of questions to
be asked in advance of any interviews, and will provide to the
participating rsi personnel, with opa's public affairs
guidance, as necessary. Also, OPA will ensure that final
editing of all provided interviews will be subject to OPA
approval before their use in any part of the project.
Recently, are met with the office of Integrity and
Compliance to receive guidance regarding if, how, and when E‘BI
employees may be used as extras or be filmed/interviewed in
"The Making of..." featurettes that are placed on the DVD.
The following guidance is offered:
consistent with security procedures, on authorizes
use of the FBI Field Office and common areas for the
purposes of a backdrop for the featurette. om advises
that while interviews in FBI space are permitted for the
featurette, FBI space and personnel may not be utilized
for any re-enactment of a specific case.
Film crews are permitted to Shoot "E-Rcll" footage
before or following a videotaped interview E—Roll is
defined as filming an interviewee walking down the hall,
walking into an office, sitting at a desk, interior and
exterior shots of the office building. However, aesoll
does NOT include and must not, in any way, give the
impression that FBI personnel are reaenatting a scenario
making it appear as though actions or conversations are
occurring in the present time. For example, a production
company is not allowed to videotape an FBI employee
pretending to make a call or have a conversation to
discuss a case/subject by name.
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Dr FBI Employees as "Extras" in the Film

This Ec approves Division Head authorization for FBI
outside employment to act as extras in the film, again subject
to availability and meeting primary mission requirements.
Such involvement may only be authorized on a voluntary basis
by employees and they may receive remuneration for their
efforts, As this activity is "unofficial" in nature, any PEI
employees involved in this activity must be on personal time
(either performing the activity during non-working hours,
consistent with comprehensive time or flex time as authorized
by FBI policy, or while on annual leave).

If any PEI Special Agents or professional support
employees desire to serve as extras or appear in background
scenes, they must first submit appropriate paperwork (FD—331,
enclosure 1 and 2 to this EC) to obtain approval for outside
employment. This EC constitutes HRD approval for purposes of
Special Agent outside employment, and the final approval
authority for any such outside employment will be at the
discretion of the employee's Division Head. 21 cop

d requests shall be forwarded to 0m (attn
wand to t Em l nce Unit, Human esources

ivision (httn: , with the original document
saved by appropriate ecurity personnel, as outlined in the
Ethics and Integrity Manual. {See section 4.35.3 of the
Ethics and Integrity Manual at:
19Mipd£> for further information)

Before final approval, the requesting employee‘s
Division Head shall ensure that the employment activity does
not conflict with the employee's official duties, mission
accomplishment, employee availability or raises other basis
for denial. For purposes ot completing the attached forms,
OPA has already performed an indices check of the companies
involved in the project, and this should be annotated on the
form.

GPA Point of Contact

Questions about any official or unofficial
involvement in the P blic Enemies Drow‘ect ma be forw rded to
project coordinator,

LEANs) :

Set Lead 1: (Action)

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, IL

on requests as coordinate production team requests
regarding the gun vault and firearms training as outlined;
include 09A in any contacts requesting assistance with this
motion picture,- and share a log of project activity at the
conclusion of production.

Set Lead 2: 11nformation)

MILWAUKEE

AT MILWAUKEE, WI

Please note that the motion picture may be filmed in
parts of Wisconsin. should GPA receive requests for assistance
relevant to the Milwaukee FBI Field Office, OPA will contact
the media representative directly.
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Set Lead 3: (Action)

LABORATORY

M QUANTICO, VA

Please Providemmwith information an p o as o 15 one guns or equipment, as
appropriate, to share with Forward Pass Productions.
Set Lead 4: (Action)
OPERATIONAL ‘ TECHNOLOGY
AT QUANTICO, VA
Please notify OPA of
additional requests for assistance and provide OPA with photos
of historic equipment to provide to Forward Pass Productions,
as appropriate

Set Lead 5: (Action)

HUMAN RESOURCES

A'l' WASHINGTON, Dc

Please note any FBI Special Agents or professional
support employees wishing to serve as extras or appear in
background scenes have been advised to first submit
appropriate paperwork (PB-331) to cbtain approval for outside
employment, that this to constitutes nan approval for purposes
or Special Agent: outside employment, and the final approval
authority for any such outside employment will be at the
discretion of the employee‘s Division Head. Parties
interested in such outside activity have been instructed to
forward a copy of requests approved by their Division Head to

once Unit, Human Resourc hi i i n l tt :
and project coordinator with

e on ma ocument saved by appropriate aecurity personnel,
as outlined in the Ethics and Integrity Manual. Should HRD
have any questions or concerns about such approval,
procedures, and/or activity, please contact pro'ect
coordinator: by e—mail or by calling:

1 _
1 _
1 _
1 _
l - .
1 _
1 _
1 _
l — blie

Rnufing
mum hy:

Approved by:
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Primary case:

Serial Number.
Sarlullzod:

Seflalfl:

Dncumenl Tine:

Approval Date:
classificalion:

contents:

b7E

804-104 077659 Case me: (0) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
DOCUMENTARIBS TELEVI S ION
MOVIES _

12195

04/18/2008

12155 Type: EC

TO REPORT OFFICIAL TRAVEL 0F SAI:ITO

04/18/2008
U

b6

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 04/18/2008

To: Director's office Attn: Investigative Publicity and
Public Affairs

From: Chicago
Squad (IE—9

Approved B :

Case ID 06: 80>HQ>1077659 (Pending)

Title: PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
MICHAEL MANN/FORWARD PASS PRODUCTIONS
MOTION PICTURE PUBLIC ENEMIES

Synopsis: To report official travel of sn|:lto
Milwaukee Division in support of the motion picture Public
Enemies,

Details: Director Michael Mann, Cc—Producer and
other production personnel specifically requested SA
provide technical assistance and firearms training dur rig pr
production and filming of the universal studios' motion picture
Publ c Enemies. Chicago Division SAC Robert D. Grant authorized
SA to provide this assistance in his official ca acit .
Inves iga ve Publicity and Public Affairs Unit Chief

| landl lwere notified
of and concurred with this assignment. he

and I:] requested sn provide on set
consultation during the filming of the Little Bohemia shooting in
Wisconsin. sac Grant authorized SA to travel to
Wisconsin in his official capacity for this assignment. The
Milwaukee Division was notified and concurred. As such, it is
anticipated that s will be on-set in Wisconsin from
04/21/2003 to 05/02 P ease note that as the production
schedule is fluid, actual dates may vary slightly. The sets will
be located in or around Hinocqua, Wisconsin and Madison,
Wisconsin.
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Dcuumam flue:

Approval Date:
Classification:

Contents:
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so he 1077559

12377

10/25/2006

06/11/2012

12377

FBI COOPERATION IN CONNECTION WITH THE FILM UNTRACERELE‘.

10/25/2006
U

No Con ten C Available

h7E

Case‘rIUa: (up PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
DOCUMENTARIES TELEVISION
MOVIES —

Type: EMAIL
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Primary Case: 80-HQ—1077659

SerialNumbar: 12385
Serialized: 06/22/2007

lnllialed: 06/11/2012

Details
Sada! it: 123 a 5

237151

Cnss‘fille: (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
DOCUMENTARIES TELEVISION
MOVIES ,

Typaz EMAIL

Donumaaflla: w: TRAITOR: NON DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

AppmvalDale: 06/22/2007
Glanmcmi : U

Comma: No Content Available

lofl
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Details
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Document me:

Approval Dru:
massmtauon:

contents:

‘
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To‘ Atlanta Attn: SA ' .29
criminal Investigative Attn: SSA
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80 no 1077659 Case'fiua: 1U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
DOCUMENTARI ES TELEVI s ION
MOVIES —

12453

09/21/2008

06/11/2012

12453 Wye: EC

“one“: am mm mm, Is
08/21/2008
u

Precedence: DEADLINE 09/03/2008 Date: 03/21/2068

From: Director's Office
Office of Public Affairs
Investigative Publicit & Public Affairs Unit/Rm 7257

Approved By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659

TNT LAT N M R

REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

Synopsis: Producer TNT Latin America,. is
requesting on—camera interviews with FBI experts for inclusion in
an upcoming new series, cinema Realite, which explores themes
from movies that are based on real-life events.
Wm”. an: area My
2005i

Denna: |:m_| a producer with an em new
in Atlanta, is requesting assistance with a new fall series
entitled Cinema Realite. The new Series will air on TNT Latin
American which broadcast to Mexico, Central and South America and
the Caribbean TNT Latin America is part of the Turner
Entertainment Network out of Atlanta, GA.

The program will explore the theme that the events that
are highlighted in movies are oftentimes based on real life
situations or events. Each hour-long episode will feature a
subject matter expert.

The pilot program will feature movies that feature
fraud and confidence schemes. "catch Me It You Can," "Matchstick
Men," 5 ' of the pilot Series. As part of this
episode would like to feature an interview with an
FBI represen a ive w 0 could discuss actual scams and prevention
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tips.
"catch Me If You can" was directed by Stephen Spielberg
in 2002 and starred Leonardo DiCaprio who played Frank hbagnale
Jr who successfully impersonates an airline pilot, doctor and
assistant attorney general cashing in more than 52.5 million in
fraudulent checks in 26 countries before an FBI agent tracks him
down.
"Matchstick Men" was directed by Ridley Scott in 2003
and starred Nicholas Cage who plays an obsessive compulsive con
artist. Within the first hour of the movie, chey Show the tricks
of the trade of con artists and their scams.
"2l" was released in March of zoos and starred Kevin
Spacey and Kate bosworth. The movie was directed by Robert
Luketic and highlights a young highly intelligent student at
M.I.T. who realizes that he can not afford the $300,000 needed
for college so he connects with a professor who trains him on the
skill of card counting at blackjack He uses his new skill and
talent in Las Vegas on a weekend trip with friends where he wins
hundreds of thousands of dollarsr

The entire program is taped and filmed in Spanish, but
it is not mandatory for the FBI representative to speak Spanish.

will transcribe the inte w n w 11 use
captionsl in addition to the interview, is
requesting the agent have authorization to participate with a
live webcast with viewers to further discuss the scans when the
show airs.

has submitted the following questions
for consideration:
1) Are there ways that someone today could get away with the
types of scams (passing bogus checks, creating false identities)
that Frank Abagnale of "catch Me It You can" fame pulled in the
19605?
2p How has today's technology both helped and hindered ton men
from pulling the types of crimes that Frank Abaqnale committed?
3) How has the internet changed the way con men do their con
games?
4) Have you ever been to one Frank Abagnale's lectures? If so,
what sort of insider info did he provide that you found useful?
what was your impression of Mn Abagnale?
5) what are some of the most common con games around today?
6) What can people do to avoid being a victim to a con man?
7) What is the ratio of con men to con women? ,
a) What sort of characteristic or personality trait are common
among con men?
9) What is the average age or con men?
10p What is the average lo of con men? what sort of special
skills do can men have, like math skills or motor skills?
11) what are some of the ways that Hollywood movies romanticize
the con man?
12. what are some of the ways Hollywood movies romanticize FBI
agents?
up what sort of inaccurate things do FBI agents do in movies and
TV shows that make you crazy? Name any movies or TV shows that
you feel represent the FBI agent's job correctly?
14) Do you find that con men "retire" by a certain age, if
they're not already behind bars?
15) How is a con man different from an armed robber?
16) In the movie "21", we see the adventures of the M.I.T,
Blackjack Team going to Las Vegas and winning by card counting.
since card counting is not illegal, do you view these 141.1
students are criminals?
17) What are some common card playing con games?
18) when does gambling become a crime?
19) In your opinion, which is worst — being a gambler or being a
con man?
20) Have there been any lottery scams since state lotteries
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became so popular?

Some of the questions are phrased to illicit a dialog
with the host about the movies and the particular scheme. The FBI
designee will have to he very Confident with voicing an opinion
about a particular movie without endorsing or speaking negatively
of the movie in question. The opinions expressed should adhere to
the FEI'S guidelines and be based on substantial fact we can
support. The CPA can provide guidance on formulating responses as
well as arrange background interviews with the producer to ensure
the FBI is not put in a compromising position.

The CPA fully supports this project and recommends
cooperation to the extent possible even though many of the questions
are
speculative. The GPA will work extensively with
the producer and the designated media coordinator.
oph reminds employees that information provided should
be limited to that which can be disclosed to public sources. The
interviews should not discuss methods relative to investigative
or sensitive negotiation techniques.
Only closed and full ad‘udicdted matters may be
discussed wichfl The DEA does not ha

that wou prec ude participation with
TNT Latin America. An indices Check did not yleld any

f d ngs to preclude cooperation.

GPA advises that while interviews in FBI space are
permitted, FBI space and personnel are not permitted to be
utilized for any re—enactment. Interviews of retired FBI
personnel are generally not permitted in max space.
It should be noted that it is OPA'S policy that FBI
personnel may not travel outside of their divisions for
interviews with television/film production companies. It is OPA'S
opinion that film crews can travel to where FBI employees are
located to conduct interviews.

FBI employees are not permitted to participate in
recreations of a particular case. B-roll is allowed when filming
with documentary production companies. B-roll consists of, but is
not limited to, interior shots, walking down the hall, sitting at
a desk, and exterior shots of the building. E—roll must not give
the impression the FBI is re—enacting a particular scenario or
phone conversation making it appear as though actions are
currently taking place. Filming or interviews with retired or
former FBI personnel generally is not permitted in FBI space
The on received guidance from the office of General
Counsel that r31 employees not be allowed to sign release and/or
location forms from production companies, preferring the DEA send
a formal letter, if necessary.

Questions may be directed to IPPAU. OPE;

Lshms):
set Lead 1: (Action)

ALL RECEIVING OFFICES
The OPA requests all receiving offices respond, as to
whether, and to what extent, the FBI may assist

TNT Latin America, with on-camera
nter wa on schemes and scams for inclusion in a new TV series
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life events with motion pictures. Please respond
GPA,

b-l
b-I

b—
‘b-

lb—
‘O

H

Ranting mailed by:

Approvafl by:

Rm 3842)
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UNCLASSI FIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Impofl Form

Fox-m Type: EMAIL Date: 08/06/2012

Title: (U) E-mail

Approved By: A/Uc
b6

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ-1077659 (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS DOCUMENTARIES
TELEVISION MOVIES , ’

Synopsis: (U) reporter for Wall street Journal email
seeking interv1ew regarding FBI involvement in the Clint Eastwood movie
"J. Edgar,"

99

UNCLAS S IFIED
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Subject: J Edgar - story
Importance: High

Hello,
I cover the film industry for the Wall Street Journal's Arts & Entertainment section (called Friday
Journal), and I’m working on a story about the upcoming Clint Eastwood biopic ”J Edgar.” I’m interested
in hearing about how the FBI worked with the filmmakers to help make this story as accurate as
possible, My deadline to file is 10/31, so please let me know who the best person to talk to would be.
Thanks.
Best
|:|

136

The Wall Street Journal

Leopold-1095
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Impnfl Form

Fem Type: EMAIL Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) Chernin Entertainment, Email
b6

Approved By: 'A/Uc

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80-HQ—1077659 (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS DOCUMENTARIES
TELEVISION MOVIES —

Synopsis: (U) Request FBI telecall re upcoming ovie starring Sandra
Bullock Called 'THE HEAT"

9.
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Page 1 of 1

From:
Sent: Friday, May 18 2012 8:08 PM
To: Public.Affairs
Cc:
Subject: 81 Chernin Ent.

Hil land b6

So nice to meet you via emaill We’d love to set a time (or separate times if it’s easier) to talk next week We’re
all-|:|&I- very excited to get your expert insight.

Please let me know what works best (separate or together), and my office will coordinate.

Thanks much,

CHERNIN ENTERTAINMENT

Leopold-109b6
5/14/2015 1375
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
FOI/PA
DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET
Civil Action# 1:17—cv—00001

Total Deleted Page(s) : 5
Page 2 ~ Duplicate;
Page 3 ~ Duplicate;
Page 4 ~ Duplicate;
Page 5 ~ Duplicate;
Page 6 ~ Duplicate:
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X Deleted Page(s) X
X No Duplication Fee X
x For this Page x
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FD-1035 (Rev. 10-16-2009)
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Impon Form

Form Type: EMAIL Date: 01/15/2013

Title: (U) Request from Stellar X Productions

Approved By: UC
b6

Drafted By:

Case ID #2 80-HQ-1077659 (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS DOCUMENTARIES
TELEVISION MOVIES -

Synopsis: (U) Request from Stellar X Productions,
regarding human trafficking‘

99

UNCLASSIFIED
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Impart Form

Form Imported:

Dacumem Tiue:

Synopsis:

File Cllssificaflom

Filing a

details

Uploaded File:

nd securityPrimary Case:

Serial Number:
serialized:

lnmaled:

Referenced By:

Raw Flla Taxi:

b7E'.

UNCLASSIFIED

EMAIL

(U) Request from Stella): x Productions

(U) Request from stellar x Productions, regarding
human traffickingr

UNCLASSIFIED

(U) htm

80—H071077659 Casenlla: iU) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
DOCUMENTARIES TELEVISION
MOVIES —

14266

02/01/2013 136

06/11/2012

80-HQ—1077659
Serial 14364

From:

Sent: Thursday, June 02, 2011 11:15 AM
TO: I I
Cc:
Subyect:
Attachments:

, Documentary e evlsion Series
Ltr_0611.pdf

|:|
I have
forwarded your request on to FBIHQ/Office of Public Affaixsr I have
also
included additional information about the process of working with
the FBI on
such matters.

Regarding
your requested topics a Human Trafficking to include child
prostitution-
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W" H a would support such an endeavor, I understand that SA

ur Atlanta FBI Field Office has several such adjudicated
cases that
could possibly work for your production, Your request, however,
needs to
start with FBIHQ/OPA.

We look
forward to discussing the matter further.

sincerely,

13;!
Coordinator
FBI
Atlanta

Working
with the FBI:

A Guide for Writers, Authors, and Producers
We can
help: if you are a writer, author, or producer who wants to feature
the FBI, we may be able to work with you to create an accurate
portrayal of the
Bureau,

We've been
doing it since the 19303. Most recently, we have assisted the motion
pictures
“The Kingdom, " “shooter, ,, and “Breach“; television programs like
“Without A
Trace,” “csx,” “NumbSrs,” "Criminal Minds," and “The closer",- and
backs like Big
City, Bad Blood; Lone Wolf—Eric Rudolph: Murder, Myth and the
Pursuit of an
American Outlaw; and Lightning Out of Lebanon: Hezbollah Terrorists
on
American Soill

Specifically,
the Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit (IPPAU) in our
Office of Public Affairs is a small staff that spends a portion of
its time
working with domestic and international screenwriters, producers,
authors, and
other industry personnel associated with TV programs, documentaries,
made—for-TV movies, books, and motion pictures. In addition, the
unit is the
same one that manages national and international publicity for
wanted fugitives
(including the “Ten Most Wanted Fugitives“), Most Wanted Terrorists,
and
missing children, and it also coordinates other proactive
initiatives.

b6
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What we
need from you:

Your name, any pertinent company name,
point of contact, address, e-mail, and phone number;

Acknowledgement whether the project is
“sold,” “green lit," commissioned, or speculative;
A description how the FBI fits into the
project and its xelative importance;
An explanation of FBI characters and
actions (what they will be doing);
Film script, plot, or treatment;

Project scatus/timeline/production Schedule
(if known);
specificity regarding cases, procedures, or
information needed; and

A list of FBI personnel desired (if known)
for interviews or backgrounders (note: please allow ample time for
the
approval process.)

what we can provide you:

Guidance on content regarding 1-31
investigations, procedures, structure, and history;
Information on costumes, props, scenery,
and weapons;
Fact checks;

Liaison and coordination with local FBI
field offices;

Coordination of location shots; and

Access to FBI facilities for filming
scenes, interviews, or b—roll footage,

Contact information:

Call FBI Headquarters at (202) 324-3000 and
ask for the Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs unit.

or write t as: Headquarters,
Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs unit, Room 77905, 935
Pennsylvania Avenue N.w., Washington, D.C. 20535.

Or send your complete request via email to
puplltafrairseicrni.gov.

Leopold-1106
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Please note: IPPAU considers project assistance on a
case—hy—case basis. we have limited resources and cannot ensure
cooperation or
offer reviews or critiques.

From: [mailtoDstellarx,netl
Sen . Thur da mm a 2011 10:06 AM
To:

CC:

Subject: The Taken Documentary Television Series

Hi|:|provided me with youemail address so 1 could send you an electronic version of ourinitial .communications on this new seriesi Please find attached the letter
of
introduction to the television series concept :and a
request for
consideration from your department to proceed into development with
its
producers and ITV productions This letter summaries the intent of
the
program and our interest to profile Special Agents who have
successful closed
cases within this Special Division of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation,

I introduced television series to ITV Froductions
Executive
Producers earlier this quarter and they responded very positively.
This is
because this subject has drawn tremendous public awareness and
interest over
the last year due to stories being released to the press or
dramatizations aired
on television specialsi Hence many production groups are now
scrambling to

b6
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develop some sort of programing in response to this elevated viewer
interest.
That coupled with the traditional pitch season which begins annually
for
primary networks and cable affiliates this June, has amplified the
urgency to
get this formalized and readied this month to meet this quarter's
2011—2012
pitch season with the majors.

Let me know if there is any further information or materials you
need before
scheduling a conference call with the Producers and ITV Productions
executives.
Thank you for your time and I look forward to speaking with you
soon.

stellarx1net

hS

Indexing
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CASE INDEX Re'elenoe PERSON No
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From:
Sent: Tuesday September 06 2011 5:09 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: Directo

l—I
My knowledge of] I I have unl a basic understanding
of Iand am very reluctant to talk to anyone as an expert on Call me and we can
discuss this further to determine if I can be of any help
R/

ssA|:|
Violent Crimes Unit
FBIHQ
935 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Room 3999 M
Washineton D C 20535 b6

From:|:I
Ser t: T
To:
Cc:
Su Ject: RE: Director]

Thanks. Does this mean CID has no objection with him talking to Directo on-background?

FBI
Office of Public A fairs

From:
Sert: Tuesday figggmggr fig 29]] 2'35 EM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re: Director

The CID Piracy expen is SSAI:| vcu.

b4
____. b6
Fro l—I b7E

T0:
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Cc:
Sent. Tue Sep 06 14:29:57 2011
Subject: Directo

b4
b6

, for assistance from producer|:|smfl_hwm§il
and subsequently became a producer in V and then fil

, worked with him on the 2009 motion picture starring
w ere we provided script and technical assistance during the filming,

oftentimes, the FBI will receive a request from motion picture w iters or producers who are working on a
project that will feature the FBI We have found that offering our experts
up for background interviews have helped the movies not be so grossly inaccurate. Most ofthe time,
Hollywood writers do not seek our input and oftentimes they get it wrong. So when given the opportunity

to educate the writers/producers we have found we are in a better position to possibly have them portray
the FBI in a positive light and with accuracy, or fairly close to accurate.

He will be in DC the week of Se tember 12th and is re uestin to meet with some experts in the:
He is also currently writinE

another movie with a

He is specifically asking to talk to an expert at the FBI regarding
I'm writing to find out, 1) ifwe have such an expert who could discuss

‘ would he/she be available next week to talk t
t e-recor . The purpose ofthis meeting is to educate him and to ensure he gets our role in

These background briefings are not for attribution.

Any questions. please give me a call. Thanks.

FBI
Office of Public Affairs

From:‘
Sent:‘ ues av eo em er , : AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Meeting request— b4

b6
Dear WE

My name is:and l’m a Research Assistant at McLarty Associates in Washington DC. I received
your contact information from my colleague whom I believe has been working with you on a
project I am reaching out to you on behalfo whom i am
assisting with another project My apologies for this out-of—the-blue appeal, but we wanted to contact ou
regarding a meeting request with someone from the RBI. on the subject01:

Leopold-1111
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One of the many sides of our firm’s business involves consulting in film and media production projects «the
”behind the scenes" in Hollywood in an effort to make sure stories are informed accurate, and
politicallv/culturallv sensitive. At the moment we are working with on a new film proiect built
around

it w om we
have worked ”'1 the past and has repeatedly proven that he understands the value in solid research

While he realiz ' on DC next week with the hopes
of bein led Really, this is a chance for

0 ask questions ot people who know the held best and explore how he can craft a story that is true,
honest, avoids cheap simplifications, and takes most people into a world about which they know little while
allowing those who are familiar with it to walk away satisfied that they got the story right. b4

b6
Might you have the contact information of an F,B.L representative in the Washington DC area with whom you
feel it might be helpful fori:lto meet? Of course, we will respect any ground rules you need to set or
whatever confidentiality boundaries are requested, and he would be more than happy to speak offthe record.
Should you have any questions surrounding the project or the type ofquestions they may have, I will gladly do
my best to answer them directly.

Thank you in advance for your consideration,

900 l7th St, N , Suite 800, Washington, DC. 20006

PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PfilNYlNG 1m; EMAIL

hS
b7E
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Subf ef C: RE ‘ Dirftffff

My knowledge of
principally on c e I have only a basic
understanding of and am Very reluctant to
talk to

further to
determine if I can be of any help.
R/

SS
l Violent Crimes Unit

FEIHQ
935 Pennsylvania Ave, nw
Room 3999
Washington, D.C. 20535

i Blackberry

‘
li\

From:
Se ' Tue da scheme: 06 011 ‘ 3 PM

Cc:
Subject: RE: Directox‘
To:

\\

Thanks. Does this mean CID has
no objection with him talking to Director
on—backgxcund?

40f8

b4
b6

b4
b6
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FBI
Office
of Public Affairs

l-‘xom:
Sent: Tuesda Dtemb r 0 011 ' 5 PM
To:
Cc: ‘
su ect: RE: Duectorl

mmEjmmm£::jm

From:
To:
CC:
sent: Tue sep 06 t ,
Subject: Directo

We
have another request for 355'

:Isterted his career as a an
subsequentlybmmmmmmmmmfi:::::j
We, the
FBI, worked with him on the 2009 motion picture:starring:

here we provided script and technical assistance during theJ. mng.

oftentimes, '
the FBI will receive a request from motion picture writers or

50f8

b4

b4
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producers who arejest that an |:|
e ave oun t at offering our experts up for background interviews

have
helped the movies not be so grossly inaccurate. Most of the time
Hollywood writers do not seek our input and oftentimes they get it
wrongi
So when given the opportunity to educate the writers/producers we
have
found we are in a better position to possibly have them portray the
FBI in a
positive light and with accuracy, or fairly close to accurate

He
will be in DC the week of September 12th and is requesting to meet
with some
ex erts 1n the

He is also currently writing another movie
wrn
a

to talk to an expert at the FBI regarding
I'm writing to find out, 1) if we have

2) would
he/she be available next week to talk to off—the—tecord
The urpose of this to he gets we in;

These background briefings are no or

Any
questions, please give me a call. Thanks

FBI
office
if P E if if 115

Sent Tuesday, eptember us, 2011 11: 6 AM

b4

h6
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To:
Cc:
Subject: Meeting request——5outheast Asia piracy

b4
b6

My name is and I'm a Research Assistant at
McLatty Associates in Washington DC. I received your Contact
information ram »
my colleague whom I believe has been working with
you on
project I am reaching out to you on behalf

Ii:whom I a assisting with another project.
y

apologies for this out—of-the-blue appeal, but we wanted to contact
you
regarding a meeting xqIESt with someone from the FefilI. on the

uh'i rt F

One of the many sides of our fim’s business involves consulting
in film and media production projects - the “behind the scenes” in
Hollywood in
an effort to make sure stories are informed, accurate, and
oliticall ulturally sensitive. at the moment

with whom we have worked in the past and
has
repeatedly proven that he understands the value in solid research

b4
While he realizes that this is very short notice, he is b6
plan 9 a trip to Washington DC next week with the hopes of being
led

I Really,
on
is a chance for to ask questions of people who know the
field best and
explore how he can craft a story that is true, honest, avoids Cheap
simplifications, and takes most people into a world about which they
know
little while allowing those who are familiar with it to walk away
satisfied
that they got the story right.

Might you have the contact information of an 33111
representative in the Washington DC area with whom you feel it might
be
£011 to meet? or: course, we will respect any ground rules you
nee
to set or whatevez Confidentiality boundaries are requested, and he
would be
more than happy to speak off the record. should you have any
questions
surrounding the project or the type of questions they may have, I

Leopold-1119
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will gladly
:10 my best to answer them directly.

Thank you in advance for your consideration,

900 17th St., NW, Suite 800, Washington, DiC. 20006

Direct:

P P ease consi er the environment before printing this
eEmail
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Title: (U) Request for Assistance with Motion Picture,

Approved By: UC
b4
b6Drafted By:

Case ID #: 80—HQ-1077659 (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS DOCUMENTARIES
TELEVISION MOVIES -

Synopsis: 1U) Ireaue ts assistance
with the production of the motion picture,
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' ' n_Consu'ltant
From:
Sent: e nes ay, ay , 1 PM .To: Pub
subject:

H‘i

‘ T'm r=achin

you h

with an FBI
were
wondering i
someone
experienced

Any he'lp yo

Thank vou

\q r1 ter)

1ic.Affai rs
Production Consu‘ltant

9 out on beha'lf of production. During the writing process for

e'lped us out by connecting (our director) and

consuitant. we're now in the process of writing and they b4

1‘ you cou'ld help us out again. Specifica11y, they'd 1ike to speak with

in investigating seria'l kiHers.

u can provide is greafiy appreciated.

Page 1
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Field Office
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UNCLASSIFIED

EMAIL

in tail rr°m|:I..g.ra.g new n that on We be
"Occult" TV show scar Lynn ns request for walk around in their
Field Office

UNCLASSIFIED

iv) LOccult-WalkThru .msg

80—H0»1077659 Dasefifle: (U) PUBLIC AFFAIRS MATTERS
DOCUMENTARIES TELEVISION
MOVIES -

14911
06/07/2013

06/11/2012

Asz OCCULT-Request
From

0 136
Public ,Affairs
Recipients
Public .Affairseic. fbi . gov
offi stflw> (w
To:

Cc:

Sent Tue May 07 19:12:59 2013
Subj ct: Not Urgent — Entertainment Industry Request

Hope all‘s well with you. We were recently contacted by a former
agent who is assisting an entertainment industry production with a
pilot that will feature fictional FBI agents. The actors who will
play the agents are Lynn Collins (best known for role as Dejah
Thorls in John Carter and Kayla Silverfox in X-Men Origins:
Wolverine) 4 Collins asked to meet with a female agent in order to
develop her character and to portray an agent realistically. The
former agent assisting the production also asked if it would be
possible to have Collins meet with a firearms instructor to learn
how to handle a weapon. We are running this through our firearms and i
legal units for safety/policy concerns but I wanted to ensure your
shop is okay with this, in principle (we‘ve done this in the past,
but it's been a while since I've made a request). Below is a little
info about the production as reported by various publications,
Although the subject matter of the show seems farvfetched. Collins
suggested the agents will be portrayed with integrity insofar as
their characters 90. If approved here and at HQ, we would have her
meet with a certified firearms instructor and have a representative
of the press office present. Thanks for considering.

Leopold- 1 124
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muss e a ions
Lo Rnaele F eld Office

http: losangeles.fbi.gov
www.1ahankrobbers.org

“Ami” - Occult
After a lengthy casting process, Josh Lucas and Lynn collins have
been set as the leads of hat-s drama pilot Occult, produced by
Transformers helmer Michael Bay and written by veteran genre writer,
The X-Files alum James Wong. With Lucas and Collins on board, the
project, originally picked up in September as cast—contingent, is
going into production. Occult, which draws parallels to X—Files and
Fringe, centers on Dolan 1Lucas), an FBI agent who returns from
administrative leave after going off the deep end while
investigating his wife's disappearance. Eager to be back on the job,
he is paired with Noa Blair (Collins), an agent with her own
complicated backstory who specializes in the occult. Together, they
will solve cases for the newly formed occult crimes task force. Wong
executive produces with Bay and his partners at Platinum Dunes
Andrew Form and Brad Fuller. The pilot was laid off at ABC Studios,
»

- NELLIE ANDREEVA
ME: Gets Into The “Occult”

12 March 2013 7:47 PM, PDT | FamousMonsters of Filmland | See recent
Famous Monsters of Filmland news »

Asm is jumping head first into the burgeoning horror Tv industry
with next week's Bates Motel, and it apparently likes what it's seen
so far. Next up? Michael Bay's Occult, which has nabbed its two
leads: The Firm and Hulk‘s Josh Lucas and John Carter’s Lynn
Collins.
Here's how THR describes the show and their characters:

Occult revolves around an FBI agent who has returned from
administrative leave after going off the deep end while
investigating his wife's disappearance. Eager to be hack on the job,
he is paired with an agent with her own complicated backstory who
specializes in the occult“ Together, they will solve cases for the
newly formed occult crimes task force.
Lucas will star as Dolan, the intense, hotshot FBI agent returning
to the force six months after the devastating disappearance of his
wife. He's a stand—up »
— Andy Greene
Occult Finds FBI Partners in Josh Lucas and Lynn Collins
12 March 2013 6:10 PM, PDT I Boomtron | See recent Boomtron news >>

It may not be intentional, but ME has cooked up a drama pilot that
sounds remarkably like X-E‘iles or Fringe. Part of the similarities
might be due to former X—E‘iles writer James Wong having penned the
script, but I think no matter who wrote Occult we'd be able to look
at this and say we have a pilot that might not be all that original.
But what really counts as original these days? Everything's a copy
of a copy so there's no need to tear down someone's work just
because it doesn't stand out as unique. That is unless it's so
blatantly a rip off as to be insulting.

Thankfully, Occult at least has two leads lined up that will
hopefully carry the potential series above any misconceptions about
originality. Josh Lucas and Lynn Collins were reported by TVLine to
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be the Co>stars of this series.

— Brody Gibson
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[1.5, Department of Justice
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C. 20535-0001
A til 29 201.4

10390 Santa Monica Boulevard
Suite #250
Los An 2125 CA 90025-5091

In response to your April 24, 2014, e-mail requesting the FBI's
permission to use the FBI Seal in your forthcoming motion picture,
Point Break, the FBI grants permission to Interpol Pictures, LLC to
use the FBI Seal in the aforementioned production. This approval was
granted based on an email from you dated April 16, 2014i

This permission includes domestic and foreign distribution and
broadcasc of the above production in all media known and unknown in
perpetuity.
However, requests to use the FBI Seal for purposes other than those
outlined and approved in the original request should be submitted to
the Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit for evaluation.
To permit unconditional future use of such materials is not possible
in that various statutes, regulations, and policies may preclude
such use.

The FBI Seal, name, and initials may not be used in advertising,
promotion, or in any manner in which the general public may perceive
as an endorsement, sponsorship, or approval of a particular product
or business; such use would be a violation of the federal statutes
and regulations prohibiting commercial exploitation (use. 5 701.709). The FBI, however, has permitted the motion picture and
television industries to use the name, initials, and/or Seal in
their productions when to do so helps to authenticate scenes as FBI
offices, characters as Special Agents or other personnel, etc,
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The COMPANY MAN Frequently Asked Questions “Em-'1“ 15 “Hm-3551““

DATE 03-02-2017 BY CGS’WSZBlU NSICG

Did the high-rise fire in Shanghai actually happen?
Yes, the/ire occurred on 11/15/2010 and resulted in the death of58 people and the injury of 70 more individuals.
The cause of the blaze was directly linked to faulty building materials, specifically the insulation used in the
construction. The civil unrest caused by the poor building codes resulted in the People’s Republic of China (PRC)
government enacting very stringent building codes.

Why was this particular company aggressively targeted?
After the new building codes were enacted, only a few companies mode materials that met the code. The PRC
government then provided tens of millions ofinvestment dollars to anyone who could produce the needed
insulating materials indigenous/y. As a result, the two subjects took governmentfunds which permitted them to
purchase land, build a factory and acquire the technology by any means necessary.

What social networking sites did the subjects use to target the company employees and how did they use the
information they learned?
The subjects used Linked/n and Facebook to spot and assess employees working at the target company. They
then used a ”headhunter" as a proxy to see which employees might be interested in leaving their positions.

After being turned down for the proposed joint venture, how soon did they attempt to trespass at the plant?
The two subjects waitedfaur days, then departed the corporate headquarters area andf/ew to a rural town
across the country where the manufacturing plant was located. Upon arrival, they checked into a local hotel. In
the evening, they attempted to access the plant without authorization for the first time.

Did the subjects actually walk into the plant despite being denied a tour?
Yes, the company denied the subjects initial request to visit the manufacturing plant. Undeterrea', the subjects
traveled over 500 miles directly to the rural plant. The subjects entered the plant in the evening and took their
own self—guided tour, taking photographs until challenged. Their initial pretext was they were looking fora gas
station, They returned the next day and were found in the employee parking lot watching employees enter and
exit the plant. When confronted, the subjecLs advised they were looking forafishing lake nearby. Since the plant
was located in a small rural town, the factory doors were left unattended.

Did the PRC government play a role in the two subjects attempts to steal the glass insulation trade secret?
Not directly, but the PRC leverages its large cash reserves to awardsubstantial loans and grants to anyone who
might be able to indigenous/y produce a certain product or technology for the country in the shortest time
possible. How the private businessmen deliver on their promises is not the governments concern.

Were there newjob postings for the same job even after the two subjects were arrested and convicted?
Yes, just weeks after the two subjects were convicted; newjob postings for the same exact insulation technology
were posted on Craigslist and otherjob sites. There are plenty of others eager to utilize governmentfunds to
acquire the technologies the PRC needs. This emphasizes the persistent and inexhaustible nature of the threat.

Did the conviction of the subjects have a negative impact on the reputation or stock prices of the company?
No, in fact this type of aggressive action by the company to protect its trade secrets and employees from this
threat has only strengthened the confidence in the company’s ability to maintain longeterm profitability in a
global market. The company was frustrated by the aggressive nature of the attempts and expressed pride in
taking necessary action to protect their valuable information.

To report suspicious activity, contact your local FBI office or go to htt _s_;[/tips fhi gpv
Leo paid-537



Were the glass insulation trade secrets disclosed or compromised during the prosecution?
No, the Department ofJustlce (DO!) has a variety of protections In place to ensure sensitive corporate intellectual
property is protected throughout any criminal prosecution. The company’s trade secret documents were never at
risk during the FBI ”sting" operation. The documents used in the operation were not true documents pertaining
to the victim company, but ro th er counterfeit replications.

What techniques were used in the film to |||I tly acquire the company’s trade secrets?
0 Social media to spot and assess potential recruits
n Attempted a joint venture
o Hired a headhunter to iden tify potential insiders
0 Cyber intrusion {via unprotected USB ports)
0 Trespassing at the factory
o Bribery ofemployees
0 Online job ads posted on popular/ab websites

What actions could RIS have taken to strengthen their security program?
0 Issue visitor badges, maintain visitor logs, and require escorted access at all times
0 Not leaving computers unlocked while unattended
9 Disable USE drives and other removable media devices
9 Keep gates locked and/or do not leave them unmanitored {including dumpsters)
o Create an easier and more anonymous reporting channelfor employees
0 Continually educate employees about the threats to the companies trade secrets
o Restrict physical/electronic access to trade secrets and other proprie tary information

What indicators might RIS have seen to proactively detect a potential insider like Robert?
o Excessive printing
0 Use of encryption software
0 Spike in e-mail anol USB storage/transfer volumes
0 Increase in foreign IP traffic
0 Unusual network and building access times
- Unexplained wealth or affluence
- Unusual foreign travel (or unreported foreign travelfor those required to report it)
o Disillusionment/en titlement due to missed promotions or other perceived grievances
0 Increased amount ofnan-business related activities {i.e. web surfing, job hunting, social media etc.)

What was the value of the trade secret portrayed in the video and how was it calculated?
The estimated economic value of the glass insulation trade secret was worth nearly 300 million dollars. It was
calculated based on the potential sales to theAsian market that would have been lost if on Asian competitor was
able to produce the same product locally.

Why is cultivating a strong relationship with the Counterintelligence Strategic Partnership Coordinator (SPC) in
your area so vital?
Each of the 56 FBI field offices has an SPC who proactively develops relationships with the private sector,
academia, and cleared contractors, so If a security incident occurs; the liaison relationship with the FB/ has
already been established. The SFC provides counterintelligence threat briefings and intelligence products on
current trends and indicators to help companies detect, deter, and defend against attacks to sensitive proprietary
information from foreign adversaries.
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The US government encourages US students to travel
abroad and actively recruits US students with skill sets
acquired while overseas

s Studying abroad provides an opportunity to learn
about a foreign country's customs, and cultures and
acquire specialized linguistic, technical, and
leadership skills

‘ As a US student overseas, be awareness
that you are a potential target for foreign
intelligence services recruitment to ensure
that enjoying a safe and beneficial abroad
experience for US students

LeopoEd-S42



The Bottom Line
‘ As an American student you have incredible potential.
Your experience abroad will make you a valuable asset
to the US government
Foreign intelligence agencies realize this and hope to
establish a parasitic relationship, feeding offyour
success
Their goal is to gain access to sensitive or classified
information through you

Leo poId-543



8e Awe te
‘ Initial relationships are developed through seemingly

innocuous pretexts, like job opportunities, paid paper
writing arrangements, language exchanges, and
cultural immersion programs

Q Demands slowly increase over time
Q These people likely have questionable government or

criminal affiliations
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Protest Yearself
‘ Be skeptical of "money for nothing" offers and

opportunities that seem "too good to be true" while
abroad
Be cautious of foreigners who Show undue interest in
your personal or family background and your future
career plans
Minimize revealing personal information that could be
used against you, particularly online through social
media

Leo pold-545



Rrotect Yourseif
Properly report ANY money or compensation you
receive While abroad on your taxes and other financial
disclosures to ensure compliance with US law

< Report suspicious activity to your local US embassy or
consulate’s Regional Security Officer while abroad

OR
Report suspicious activity to your local FBI field office
when you return to the US

Leo poId-546



Cnnsider YQW‘ Future %
‘ If you ever want to work for the US government, or
with any private firms that may require a background
check you must be mindful of the dangers foreign
intelligence services present

$9 Safeguard your future by avoiding inadvertent criminal
or espionage activities
Protect America’s future by preventing foreign
intelligence services from acquiring the tools they
need to damage the US and its citizens
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BE AWARE.
BE ALERT.

BE PROACTIVE.
REPORT SUSPICIOUS

ACTIVITY!
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tm Credfits
http://billramseyrealtors.com/property/71/

w http://www.laur11oewenbergcom/how-your—recurr1ng-dreams-
help—you—with-your—new—years—resolutions—3811
\ 2 1;, “3:; {94 ,i 4. i»

$9 _

’5‘ http://“'Ww.céhan%e.net/2616[64/08/Cdrpdféte—boards‘
bermuda—triangle— or—the—moraI—compass/

\k‘

http://blbgdéfenderdirectcomlfuéure—state/{4
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Communication; Strategy and Plan

l. Purpose
To reduce US. students‘ susceptibility to foreign intelligence services targeting while traveling overseas.

Ii. Goals and Obgectives
- inform target audiences of the risks they could face overseas
. Preggre target audiences for how to protect themselves
.
.
.

involve the target audience by asking them to report suspicious behavior
Enggge local universities and programs with field offices ior future briefings and liaison
Does this project further any SMS priorities or Director priority initiotrves?

ill. Key Messages
Including provrdmg an awareness of the threats students might facet the tako~horno messages Include:

Be Aware
Protect Yourself Abroad
Safeguard Your (and America’s Future)
Report Suspicious ActivityV

V
V

V

IV. Audience
. Primary Audience

0 Students
0 Student Adwsors
o Professors

- Secondary Audiences:
t.» Study Abroad Programs
t.» DOD/Military graduates heading oversaas

. internal Audiences
0 Strategic Partnership Coordinators in the field
0 Field Media Representatives

V. Communication ProductsiVehictes

Don’t Be A Pawn brochure (print and web)
Facebook presencc
FBl.gov web pager story, Game of Pawns video and other resources
Public Service Announcements
Talking Points/Public Aliairs Guidance
Contact with university press outlets
Coordination wtth OGAs‘ existing products and vehicles
Flyers or postc for dorms available for download?V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V

2
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Communication; Strategy and Plan

l. Purpose
To reduce US. students‘ susceptibility to foreign intelligence services targeting while traveling overseas.

Ii. Goals and Obgectives
- inform target audiences of the risks they could face overseas
. Preggre target audiences for how to protect themselves
.
.
.

lnvolve the target audience by asking them to report suspicious behavior
Enggge local universities and programs with field offices lor fulurc briefings and liaison
Does this project further any SMS priorities or Director priority initiatrves?

ill. Key Messages
Including provrdmg an awareness of the threats students might later the take~horne messages Include:

Be Aware
Protect Yourself Abroad
Safeguard Your (and America’s Future)
Report Suspicious ActivityV

V
V

V

IV. Audience
. Primary Audiencs

0 Students
0 Student Adwsors
o Professors

- Secondary Audiences:
in Study Abroad Programs
i.» DOD/Military graduates heading oversaas

. internal Audiences
0 Strategic Partnership Coordinators in the field
0 Field Media Representatives

V. Communication ProductsiVehtcles

Don’t Be A Pawn brochure (print and web)
Facebook presencc
FBl.gov web pager story, Game of Pawns video and other resources
Public Service Announcements
Talking Points/Public Aiiairs Guidance
Contact with university press outlets
Coordination wtth OGAs‘ existing products and vehicles
Flyers or posters for dorms available for download?V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V

Vi. Timing
Rollout: By March 3‘ 20M

2
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Communication; Strategy and Plan

l. Purpose
To reduce US. students‘ susceptibility to foreign intelligence services targeting while traveling overseas.

Ii. Goals and Obgectives
- inform target audiences of the risks they could face overseas
. Preggre target audiences for how to protect themselves
.
.
.

lnvolve the target audience by asking them to report suspicious behavior
Enggge local universities and programs with field offices lor fulure briefings and liaison
Does this project further any SMS priorities or Director priority initiatrves?

ill. Key Messages
Including provrdmg an awareness of the threats students might later the tako~horno messages Include:

Be Aware
Protect Yourself Abroad
Safeguard Your (and America’s Future)
Report Suspicious ActivityV

V
V

V

IV. Audience
. Primary Audience

0 Students
0 Student Adwsors
o Professors

- Secondary Audiences:
in Study Abroad Programs
i.» DOD/Military graduates heading oversaas

. internal Audiences
0 Strategic Partnership Coordinators in the field
0 Field Media Representatives

V. Communication ProductsiVehtcles

Don’t Be A Pawn brochure (print and web)
Facebook presencc
FBl.gov web pager story, Game of Pawns video and other resources
Public Service Announcements
Talking Points/Public Aiiairs Guidance
Contact with university press outlets
Coordination wtth OGAs‘ existing products and vehicles
Flyers or posters for dorms available for download?V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V

Vi. Timing
Rollout: By March 3‘ 20M

2
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"Don‘t Be a Pawn" Briefing and Awareness Message for US Students

introduction: To ensure that you have a posrtlve study abroad experience, the us government seeks to generate
awareness about risks lhal you wuld late overstlas—intluding those from foreign lnielllgence services:

c The Us government encourages us students totravol abroad to learn about foreign countries, customs, and
cultures and acquire. sporloliznd linguistic, iociiniml and leadership skills

0 The us government also supports us siudents‘ participation in employment opportunltie5 while abroad to
gain valuable work and resume-building experiences
The US government actively recruits us students With skill sets acquired while overseas

a The US government seeks to ensure that US students remain pi'atecied from all risks—including those
posed by foreign infeiligenrn services-whiltt overseas

Be Aware: You ale a potential target or iiiwrestior toreign intelligence: services:
is Foreign intelligence SelVlti‘s stuck to iiicriiiry US students who can help them gain access in information,

nGl'EDHS, and venues of intelligence ininrnsi—niiher immmiaiely or in the future
(7 Foreign intelligence services develop lrIiII3| telalionshlp‘; with US Sludents overseas under seemingly

innocuous omens such as Job or iniernship op|10tfllnlli€§,flald panerrwriiing engagements, language
exchanges, and cultural lmmeiswn programs

is Foreign intelligence officers often do n_ot openly affiliate With their intelligence services when developing
relationships wuh siudenis

i-, A: lhem relationships amnion fomign intelligence eryirm ask the. Us students to perform (risks and
provide inlormaiion (which is not necessarily sonsii e or classified) in exchange for payment or other
rewards, slowly increasing their demands over time.

is Without proper awareness about this threat, us students overseas have inadvertently become involved in
espionage activities and have been presumed [or these activities

Prmect Vourself Abroad; You can protect yoursell from loielgn intelligence service targeting:
c Be skeptical of ”moneyloi nothing" rollers and opportunities that seem “too good to be true" while abroad
i: Be cautious cl foreigners who offer "‘ii’ee favors", particularly those involving government processes such as

issuing visas and insinenoo pmmils
r) Minimize personal inlormation that yoi. "Neal about yourself, especially online through social media
o Minimize your coniari With rareignors who have quniiinnahle government of Criminal affiliations
u Properly report any money or compensation you recewe while abroad on your taxes and other financial

disclosures to ensure compliance With US law
u Report suspicious activity to your local us embassy or tonsulate’s Regional Security oiiicer while abroad
0 Report Susplnlnus nativity to your local FBI iiolu onion when you return to the: us

Sateguaid Your (and America's) Future: Protecting yourself lroni foreign intelligence service targeting abroad
safeguards your and America‘s future back at home:

<.- Sareguaro your ruturo by av ding inadvertently participating in intelligence or criminal ncri
n Safeguard America by preventing foreign intelligence services from acquiring the tools they new to damage

Amerira and its ritlzrns
c Safeguard your friends overseas by making sure that they are aware of this threat and ensure they do not

become unwitting victims

ties
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Federal Bureau of lnvc. potion facchook Terms ofServicc

1. Acceptance of Tei'rns

Welcome to the Federal Bureau of investigation Facebook page! The Federal Bureau ot’lnvestigation
provides this service to you. subject to the following Terms of Use ("TOE"). which may be updated by the
Department of State ti‘om time to time without notice to you. You can review the current version of the
TOU at any time on the Federal Bureau ot‘lnvcstigation Facehoolt page.

2. Purpose

The Federal Bureau of Investigation Function}; pa gt: is a forum for learning and discussing U Q. foreign
policy. The purpose of the Federal Bureau of luwstignlion Facebook page is to host conversation about
US foreign policy.

3. Description of Service

In addition to the Federal Bureau of lurcstigation Fttcehook page‘s 'I‘Olfit users must adhere to both the
US Department of State’s Toll and Facehook‘s TOG, lite Federal Bureau of lnwstigatimi Facebook
page operates on the Facehonk platform. it provides its members with a variety of features. including but
not limited to: video and photo sharing. discussion forum. messaging. chat. and notifications of
developments in the Federal Bureau oflnwstigation Facchook page The Federal Bureau td‘lnwstigation
reserves the right to alter the tppes ot‘t‘enturcs that the Federal Bureau of Investigation Fitcebook page
provides at any time with no notice to network members.

4. Fa celiook’s Privacy Policy

By using or accessing Facehook. and this site, you are accepting the practices described in the Facehook
Privacy Policy. For more int‘urnmtion on Facebno “s privacy policy. go to
littp:llwww.facchookcom/terms.phlfilpolieyphp. The lufornuttion Facehnok Collects

When you visit Fucebook you provide them with two types of infortrnttion: personal information you
knowingly choose to disclose that is collected by Facehook and Web Site use information collected by
Facehookas you interact with our Web Site.

When you register with Facchnok. you provide them with certain personal information, such as your
name. your email address, your telephone number, your address. your gender, schools attended and any
other personal or preference infornnttion that you provide to them. The Federal Bureau of Investigation
Facehook page does not store any of this personal information or any additional member information
beyond that which is already stored for your account by Facebook.

You post User Content (as defined in Juceboo "5 Terms) on the Site at your own risk. Although Facchook
allows you to set privacy options that lintit access to your pages. please be aware that no security
measures are perfect or impenetrable. We cannot control the actions of other Users with whom you ma y
choose to share your pages and infortmition. Therefore. we cannot and do not guarantee that User
Content you post on the Site will not be. viewed by unnulhori/rd persons.
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5. Security

Participation in the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation Facebook page is voluntary. You are responsible for
maintaining the confidenti lity of your login. and are. fully responsible for all anti
your login. You agree to (a) immediately notify the Federal Bureau of Investigation Facebook page

'ties that rice or under

community manager of any unauthorined use ofyour login or account or any other breach of security,
and (h) ensure that you exit from your account at the end ofeaeh St. 'on. The Federal Bureau of
investigation cannot and will not he liable for any loss or damage arising from your failure to comply
with this Section.

I). Member Conduct

You understand that all intormation. data. tncsxages or other materials ("Content“). whether publicly
posterior privately transmitted. are the sole restmnsihility of the person from which such Content
originated. This means that you, and not the US. Department nfState. are entirely responsible for all
Content that you post, email. transmit or otherwtae make available Via the site. The Federal Bureau of
investigation does not control the Content posted except as described below and. as such. does not
guarantee the accuracy, integr' y or quality of such Content. You understand that by using the Service.
you tna y be exposed to Content that is t mush-e, indecent or ohjectionahle. Under no circumstances will
the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation be liable in any way for any Content. including. but not limited to. for
any errors or omissions in any Content. or for any ions or damage ofany kind incurred as a result ofthe
use of any Content posted. emailed. transmitted or otherwise made available via the site. You agree to not
use the site to:

' post. email, transmit or otherwise make available any Content that is unlawful. harmful.
threatening. abusive. httraasing. tortuous, defnnmlory, vulgar, obscene. libelous. itisiVe ot‘nnotlter's
privacy, hateful, or racially, ethnically or otherwise objectionable:

' harm minors in any way:

- impersonate any person or entity:

- large headers or otherwise manipulate idetttilierx in order to disguise the origin of any Content
transmitted through the silt:

- post. email. transmit or otherwise make a vailablc any Content that you do not harm a right to
make available Ilfldt‘l' any la“ or under t‘otttractunl or fidtit'iary relationships (such its inside information,
proprietary and confidential inl‘nnnation learned or disclosed as part ofemploymettt relationships or
under nondisclosure agreements):

‘ post. email. transmit or otherwise make available any Content that infringes any patent.
trademark. trade secret. cnpp‘ight or other proprietary rights ("Rights") Bi'auy party:

' posh entail. transmit or otherwise make available any unsolicited or unanthorind advertising.
"spam. chain letters. pyramid schemes,“ or any other form ofpromotional materials. "junk niailt

solicitation:
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- post‘ email. transmit or otherwise make aVailable any material that contains software Viruses or
any other computer code. files or programs designed to interrupt. destroy or limit the functionality of any
computer software or hardware or tclceonnnnnications equipment:

- disrupt the normal flow ofdialogue or otherwise act in a manner that negatively affects other
users” ability to engage in exchanges:

0 interfere with or disrupt the site or servers or netwtn'ks connected to the site, or disobey any
requirements. procedures. policies or regulations ofnetworks connected to the site:

. intentionally or unintentionally violate any applicahle local. state. national or international last;

- stalk or outerwise harass another: or

- collector store personal data about other users.

You acknowledge that the Federal Bureau of Investigation does not pie-screen all Content. but that the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and its demgncex shall have the right that not the Obligation I in their sole
discretion to edit, delete refuse or mm»: any ('Sontent that is available via the site Without limiting the
foregoing. the Federal Bureau of lm-cstigation and its desigiices shall have the right to remove any
Content that violates the TOU or is otherwise ohjectionable. You agree that you must evaluate. and hear
all risks associated with. the use ofany Content. including any reliance on the accuracy; completeness. or
usefulness of such Content You acknowledge and agree that the Federal Bureau of Investigation may
preserve Content and

may also disclose Content it‘xeqnired to do. so by law or in the good faith helicfthat such preservation or
disclosure is reasonably necessary to: ta) comply with legal process: (in etltorce the TOU: to) respond to
claims that any Content violates the rights of third-panic \l’ (d) protect the rights. property. or personal
safety ofthe US. Department of State. its users and the public.

You understand that the technical processing and transmission of the site. including your Content. may
int he (a) transmissions over various networks: and (‘17) changes to conform and adapt to technical
requirements of connecting networks or devices.

You agree that ifynu post content that contains. statements or depictions of Violence 3g inst a person,
(intent to thegroup ofpeople‘ or country. that the Department t)fStale will report this incident and i

appropriate law enforcement agency.

7. Special Admonitions for intern' tonal

Recognizing the global nature of the Internet. you agree to comply with all local rules regarding online
conduct and acceptable Content. Specifically. you agree to comply with all applicable la ws regarding the
tru osnti, ion of technical data exported from the United States or the country in which you reside,

8. Content Submitted or Made Available for inclusion on the Site

The Federal Bureau of Investigation «Ines not claim ownership of Content you submit or make available
for inclusion on the site. 1116 Department only claims ownership over self generated content created by
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the Department ot'State for inclu ion on this site. it does not take responsibility for the inclusion of third
party links or other third partymuteut such as articles:

9. lndenuiity

You agree to indemnify and hold the (LS. Department ofStnttt and its afiiliztte». officers. agents. grantees
or other partners. and employees. harmless from any claim or demand, including reasonable attorneys‘
feea. made by any third party due to or arising out ofConlenl you submit, posa transmit or make
available through the site, your use of the site. your connection to the site, your violation of the TOLL or
your violation of any rights of another.

to. No Re so is of Service

You flares not to reproduce. duplicate copy. sell, resell or exploit for any commercial purposes. any
portion oftlte site. use oftlte site. or news: to the site.

i l . General Practices Regarding Use and Storage

You acknowledge that the Federal Bureau of lawstigation may establish general practices and limits
concerning use ufthe site. including without limitation the maximum number ofdays that message board
postings or other uploaded Content will be retained by the site. and the ma timum number ut‘tintes (and
the maximum duration for which) you may access the site in a given period of time. You agree that the
Federal Bureau of Investigation has no responsibility or liability [or the deletion or failure to store any
messages and other communications or other Content maintained or transmitted by tlt' e. You further
acknowledge that the Federal Bureau ui‘lnvcstigation reserves the right to change these general practices
a nd limits at any time. in its sole discretion,

12. Modifications to Sconce

The Federal Bureau oi" Investigation reserves the right at any time and from time to time to modify or
discontinue. temporarily or permanently. the site (or any part thereof). You agree that the Federal
Bureau ofa igution rhall not he liable to you or to any third party for any modification suspension or
discontinuance of the site.

13. Termination

You agree that the LKS. Department of State, in its sole discretion may terminate your access to the site,
and remove and discard any Content within the site, for any reason. including, without limitation. lot lztcl;
of use or ifthc Federal Bureau of lnctigatinn believes that you have violated or acted inconsistently
with the letter or spirit oftht: TO ‘ The Federal Bureau nflnvestigalinn may also in its snle discretion
and at anytime discontinue providing the site. or anypan thereof. You agree that any termination of your
access to the site under any provision of this TOG may be effected without prior notice, and acknowledge
and agree that the Federal Bureau of investigation may immediately suspend your access. to the site.
Further~ you agree that the Federal Bureau of Investigation shall not be liable to you or any third—party
for any termination ot'your access to the site.

14, Links
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The Federal Bureau of in ligation Facebuul; page may provide. or third parties may provide. links to
other websites or resour ‘es. You acknowledge and agree that the Federal Bureau of investigation is not
responsible for the availability of such external sites or resources. and does not endorse and is not
responsible or liable {or any Content, advertising. urothtctsl or other materials on or available from such
sites or resources. You further acknowledge and agree that the Federal Bureau of Investigation shall not
be responsible or liable. directly or indirectly, for any damage or loss caused or alleged to be caused by
or in connection with use of or reliance on any such Content, goods or services amilahle on or through
any such site or resource. book may contain links to other websites. The Federal Bureau of
investigation is not responsible for the privacy practices ofother web sites. Your are encouraged to be
aware when you leave our site to read the prim tatements of each and every web site that collects
personally identifiable infomuttion. This Privacy Policy applies snlely to intorn'tation collected by
F acehnok.

l5. English La nguagc

(if you intend to use a language other than English, then the site must be monitored in tltttt language and
the Terms of Service must be translated into that language). In order to assure that members adhere to
the TOU, the language of the Federal Bureau of lnwstigatiou P’aecbouk page site is English. Content
posted in languages other than English may be subject to removal, An accurate translation into English
must he provided it a member chooses to post content in other languages.

Terms of Use, Notices and Revisions

The Federal Bureau of Investigation reserves the right to change its Privacy Policy and its Terms of Ute
at any time. liwe make changes. the Federal Bureau of hi ignition will post them and inform the
community of the changer. If the Federal Bureau of invests ttion makes significant changes to this policy.
the Department will notify l ' Facebook community through notice on its home page. 'lhe Federal Bureau
of Investigation encourages you to refer to this policy on an ongoing basis so that you understand the
Department's current prlva cy policy.

Contacting. the Web Site

If you haw any questions about this privacy policy, please contact the Federal Bureau of investigation
Facehouk page Communit) Manager.
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MW

- Introduction: ‘i’o ensure that you have a positive study abroad experience, the us government seeks to generate
awareness about risks that you could face overseas~including those 1mm foreign intelligence sen/ices:

o The US government encourages US students to travel abroad to learn about Foreign countries, customs, and
cultures and acquire specialized linguistic, Detlinital, and leadership skills

C- The us government also supports us slurients' partirjpatiim in employment opportunities while abroad to
gain valuable work and resume-building experiences

e The us government actively recruits us students with skill sets acquired while overseas
c The US government seeks to ensure that US students remain protected from all risks-including those

posed by foreign intelligence services—while overseas

- BE Aware: You are a potential target or interest lot foreign intelligence services:
o Foreign intelligence services seek to identify us students who can help them gain assay to information,

persons, and venues of intelligence interest—either inmtediillé-lv or in the future
to Foreign intelligence services develop initial relationships with Ussiudeiits overseas under seemingly

innocuous pretexts such as job or internship opportunities, paid paper-writing engagements, language
exchanges, and cultural immersion programs

0, Foreign intelligence officers often do 59; openly affiliate with their intelligence services when developing
relationships with students

a As these relationships develop. toreign intelligence services askthe US students in perform tasks and
provide iniormation {which is not necessarily senaiiive or classilladl in exchange for payment or other
towards, slowly immasing their demands over time?

0. Without proper awareness about this threat, US students overseas have inadvertently become involved in
espionage activities and have been profiecuted lo! "‘R-t in activities

I Protect Yaursell Abroad: You can prolecl yellrsell lmm Varnish intelligence service targeting:
0 Be skentical of ”money for nothing” ollers and opportunities that seem “too good to be true" while abroad
0 Bit cautious of foreigners who offer “free favors", particularly those involving government processes such as

issuing visas and residence permits
9 Minimize personal information that you reveal about yourself, especially online through social media
0 Minimize your Contact with loreigiwrs who have Questionable govnrnmnnt or criminal affiliations
n Piopnily report any money or rmpensation you motive while abroad rm your taxes and other financial

disciosures to ensure mmplianre with US law
c Report suspicious activity to your local US embassy or consulate‘s Regional Security Officer while abroad
0 Report suspitious activity to your local FBI field otlice when you return to the Us

- Game of Pawns Video: *le stream video here“

- Contact Us: ‘lnsert FBI Contact information here as appropriate’
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"Don‘t Be a Pawn" Briefing and Awareness Message for US Students

introduction: To ensure that you have a posrtlve study abroad experience, the us government seeks to generate
awareness about risks lhal you wuld late overstlas—intluding those from foreign lnielllgence services:

c The Us government encourages us students totravol abroad to learn about foreign countries, customs, and
cultures and acquire. sporloliznd linguistic, iociiniml and leadership skills

0 The us government also supports us siudents‘ participation in employment opportunltie5 while abroad to
gain valuable work and resume-building experiences
The US government actively recruits us students With skill sets acquired while overseas

a The US government seeks to ensure that US students remain pi'atecied from all risks—including those
posed by foreign infeiligenrn services-whiltt overseas

Be Aware: You ale a potential target or iiiwrestior toreign intelligence: services:
is Foreign intelligence SelVlti‘s stuck to iiicriiiry US students who can help them gain access in information,

nGl'EDHS, and venues of intelligence ininrnsi—niiher immmiaiely or in the future
(7 Foreign intelligence services develop lrIiII3| telalionshlp‘; with US Sludents overseas under seemingly

innocuous omens such as Job or iniernship op|10tfllnlli€§,flald panerrwriiing engagements, language
exchanges, and cultural lmmeiswn programs

is Foreign intelligence officers often do n_ot openly affiliate With their intelligence services when developing
relationships wuh siudenis

i-, A: lhem relationships amnion fomign intelligence eryirm ask the. Us students to perform (risks and
provide inlormaiion (which is not necessarily sonsii e or classified) in exchange for payment or other
rewards, slowly increasing their demands over time.

is Without proper awareness about this threat, us students overseas have inadvertently become involved in
espionage activities and have been presumed [or these activities

Prmect Vourself Abroad; You can protect yoursell from loielgn intelligence service targeting:
c Be skeptical of ”moneyloi nothing" rollers and opportunities that seem “too good to be true" while abroad
i: Be cautious cl foreigners who offer "‘ii’ee favors", particularly those involving government processes such as

issuing visas and insinenoo pmmils
r) Minimize personal inlormation that yoi. "Neal about yourself, especially online through social media
o Minimize your coniari With rareignors who have quniiinnahle government of Criminal affiliations
u Properly report any money or compensation you recewe while abroad on your taxes and other financial

disclosures to ensure compliance With US law
u Report suspicious activity to your local us embassy or tonsulate’s Regional Security oiiicer while abroad
0 Report Susplnlnus nativity to your local FBI iiolu onion when you return to the: us

Sateguaid Your (and America's) Future: Protecting yourself lroni foreign intelligence service targeting abroad
safeguards your and America‘s future back at home:

<.- Sareguaro your ruturo by av ding inadvertently participating in intelligence or criminal ncri
n Safeguard America by preventing foreign intelligence services from acquiring the tools they new to damage

Amerira and its ritlzrns
c Safeguard your friends overseas by making sure that they are aware of this threat and ensure they do not

become unwitting victims
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Putemial “Don‘t Be a Pawn” Website Content for Poslinu on USO academic. or 3'“ Partv
Webshes:

PAGE OIV ,

m mm“; § Wm’mz-s s Stu-191m i Juin' Hemfil‘vexm 1

We went!» £33m

SNiPfiN RENEE, S

“SE“: [kit‘s
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with skill acquimd while uvezmcas, Awareness
ofpmrulin] foleign mmlfigence organizatiun
meminnem is viral m an“ 1ying fi ‘i‘lffi and
Imwflc {abroad cxpe cnce for US studems.
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P AGE TWO:
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- Find your local field office to request a presentation
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“ {Feminism Too 03"
ECONOMIC ESPIONAGE MOVIE
Completion Timeline

1/94/23:

1/94/23:

By 1/16:

8y 1/16:

ay ms:

By 1/23:

1123-1/30:

1130:

1/30:

1/30~2/1 4:

1/27-1/31:

2/3:

213-217:

2/2/3v2/7:

2/3417:

2/10-2/1 4:

2/1 0-2/1 4:

By 2/21:
2/2l —2i28:

2/21 ~2/2S:

2/28:
time}

2/28:

Music composition and audio sweetening

Closing credits list and approvals

Second rou no of edit adjustments and review

Shanghai lire footage acquisition or alternate open decision i
approval

Closmg credits list; approvals

Final program review and approval

Captioning of main program

Color correction complete

Approve and order Promo items

Develop Poster art

Review iranscr‘ms; our low interviews into a roughly live minute
‘voiees’ piece

Final review and signofl oi movie

Review, refine: and sign all on 5 minute Voices: piece

Develop DVD interface and programming

Develop DVD case and disk artwork and write copy

Captioning of ‘voioes‘ piece

Outtakeisl / unused scenes selected and added lo DVD menu

Approval ol DVD: case and poster an

Print initial run of DVD and case

Print posters

Deliver Promo Items (Note; some long lead items may take more

Deliver inilial run of DVD‘s with cases
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From your corporate perspective, explain the economic espionage threat as you see it?

In concrete terms, describe how the theft of your trade secrets has affected and/or would affect

your company?

In your circumstance, how was economic espionage activity discovered?

What did your company do to address the economic espionage activity?

When (early/late?) did your company decide to contact the FBI?

Overall, how would you describe working with the FBI?

Prior to contacting the FBI, what were your concerns with working with the FBI?

What expectations did you have going in With working with the FBI?

Did the FBI show sensitivity to your company; concerns? lf so, how?

What steps did the FBI take to ensure your trade secrets/proprietary information remained

protected during the investigation and/or prosecution/trial phase?

How was the FBI responsive to your requests during the investigation?

What information did you find to be critical to have in hand when initially contacting the FBI

regarding illicit activity?

What complications/obstacles did your company face in the investigation and how did the FBI

work with you to tackle the problem?

How did the FBI keep you and/or your company management informed as to the progress of the

investigation?

What are some things the FBI was able to bring to the table that surprised you?

From your corporate perspective, what are some of the critical lessons learned that you were

able to take away from working with the FBI?

After having worked with the FBI, how has your company’s awareness of the economic

espionage threat developed? What steps have you put in place as a result? Did the FBI provide

specific guidance as to how to protect your company and its employees in the future and/or

identify indicators of possible economic espionage activity? If so, what?
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Premier of The COMPANY MAN: Protecting America's Secrets
Monday, 07 April 2014

Navy Memorial Heritage Center, Burke Theater

OVERVIEW of ECONOMIC ESPIONAGE:

- Since 2008, the number of arrests the FBi has made associated with economic espionage have quadrupled;
indictments have increased eight~fold; and convictions have risen thirteemfoid. From FY 2012 to the present,
the FBI has made 19 arrests for economic espionage related charges; obtained indictments against 42 subjects
(including seven companies), and convicted 19 defendants.

a Wctim sectors: Automotive, financial, high science/chemical companies, Cleared Defense Contractors,

pharmaceutical, renewable enerw, ag’iculmre, medical, pre~classified emerging technology (e.g.
nanotechnology), USG agencies, and more,

I ONCIX using estimates from academic literature on the losses from economic espionage to be from $2 billion to
$400 billion or more a year citing a scarcity oi data and varying methods of calculate a particular loss. This
emphasizes the severity of the current threat,

SUCCESSES:

a FBI‘LA — Greg Chung (Boeing) case: $2 billion loss, insider threat stole 275,000 pages of trade secret docs (space
shuttle, DELTA lV rocket, USAF/USMC vehicles)

0 Eli. — PRC targeting of DuPont Titanium Dioxide production technology: 3 Defendants guilty of 18 USC 1831
(Economic Espionage) among other charges, est. $500 million loss,

0 Pgl-QM‘ Multiple Fortune 500 agricultural companies; proprietary genetically modified and hybrid corn seed; six
individuals indicted; potential 54 billion loss.

1! FBI- KC] LR . Ventria Biosciences proprietary biotechnology research; 2 individuals indicted; approximately $75
million in research and development loss

0 FBI—KC ‘ PRC Targeting Pittsburgh Corning's insulation technology: 2 individuals convicted; market value over
$250 million (and this is what brings us here today!)

MOVlE OVERVIEW:

The Company Man: Protecting America's Secrets is a movie based on the Pittsburgh Corning (PG Corning) investigation
which ended in the conviction of two People‘s Republic of China (PRC) sub‘pcts who tried to buy trade secrets from a
confidential human source (CH5) working with the FBI. The FBl’s Counterintelligence Strategic Partnership Unit (CD~4F)
produced the movie, in association with the Office of National Counterintelligence Executive, for the FBI’s network of
Strategic Partnership Coordinators (SPCs), who will show it to audiences drawn from private industry, US. Government,
and academia. In furtherance of the White House strategy to increase the protection of trade secrets published in
February 2013, The Company Man will raise private/public sector awareness about the threat posed to the US economy
by economic espionage.

DVD also includes interviews with Lockheed Martin, DuPont, and Valspar who discuss how trade secret theft and
economic espionage has impacted their companies.
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SPECIAL THANK YOU:

Thank you to Pittsburgh Corning tor collaborating with the FBI during the production of this movie and for the bravery
and vision of Pittsburgh Corning’s leadership for allowing the FBI to tell its story. This single choice will result in a
significant increase of awareness and understanding of this threat across the entire nation and will encourage other
to report incidents sooner rather than later, which makes all the difference.

INITIATIVES:

- Working hand in hand with FBI CID to address intellectual Property Theft; increased presence at the DHS lPR
Center in Crystal City} VA.

0 Increased collaboration with the Office of the Deputy Attorney General (DAG) as well as the White House
Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator (IPEC) with the development of legislative recommendations in
furtherance of the theft ol trade secrets investigative program.

- Robust outreach program driven by the FBI Counterintelligence Division's Strategic Partnership Unit and
represented in all 56 field offices with a Strategic Partnership Coordinator program designed to build
relationships between the FBI and private sector industry, Cleared Defense Contractors, research institutions
and academia to more effectively counter the economic espionage threat to the United States economy.

CLOSING REMARKS:

o CD’S network of SPCs will each receive multiple DVD copies later this week
0 Working with their liaison contacts throughout the private sector. the SPCs will use the movie to raise awareness

regarding the economic espionage threat
a People who see the movie will be encouraged to report possible economic espionage incidents to the F8! via

their local field office.
0 iimeliness of detection and reporting of incidents are key. By waiting too long to report, or not having a security

program in place to detect threats early, puts your trade secrets at risk of being lost.
0 Once lost, no matter if we arrest and convict those. responsible, everyone loses and our nation’s economic

strength slowly diminishes,

In addition) we have other highrquality threat awareness videos including; Betrayed, a fictional portrayal of an insider
threat espionage investigation, and Game of Pawns, based on the Glenn Duilie Shriver espionage investigation,
produced The Company Man. lf you would like to setup a showing and case presentation for The COMPANY MAN or our
other two videos, please see the SPCs from WFO who are lined up along the theatre exit.
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Economic Espionage
“Our foreign adversaries and competitors are determined to acquire, steal,

or transfer a broad range of trade secrets in which the United States

maintains a definitive innovation advantage. This technological lead gives

our nation a competitive advantage in today’s globalized, knowledge—

based economy. Protecting this competitive advantage is vital to our

economic security and our national security. ”

Randall C. Coleman
Assistant Director, Counterinte/ligence Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Statement Before the Senate Judiciary Committee,
Subcommittee on Crime and Terrorism
Washington, D. C.
May 13, 2014
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Economic Espionage
“Economic Espionage and Theft of Trade Secrets are increasingly

linked to the Insider Threat and the growing threat of cyber—enabled

trade secret theft... Long gone are the days when a spy needed

physical access to a document to steal it, copy it, or photograph it,

Where modern technology now enables global access and transmission

instantaneously. "

Randall C. Coleman
Assistant Director; Counterlntelligence Division
Federal Bureau aflnvestigation
Statement Before the Senate Judiciary Committee,
Subcommittee on Crime and Terrorism
Washington, (1C.
May 13, 2014
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Economic Espionage - United States Loss of IP
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Economic Espionage Act of 1996
Economic Espionag - 18 U.S.C. §1831

"Economic espionage is:

(1 ) whoever knowingly performs targeting or acquisition of trade secrets to
(2 ) knowingly benefit any ice ' x

2‘5 -

Theft of Trade Secrets — 18 U.S.C. § 1832
— Commonly called Industrial Espionage

”Theft of trade secrets is:
(1) whoever knowingly performs targeting or acquisition of trade secrets or
intends to convert a trade secret to (2) knowingly benefit an see other than
the owner."
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What is a Trade Secret?

A trade secret can come in many forms, both tangible and
intangible, but it must cover these three areas:

1. Has potential or actual economic value
2. Not generally known to public
3. Reasonably protected
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Comparison —— EEA of 1996
Title 18 U.S.C., Title 18 U.S.C.,
Section 1831 Section 1832*

Knowingly targets Trade Secrets Trade Secrets
or acquires

Foreign Anyone other than
For the benefit of government, the owner

instrumentality, or
agent

Max. 15 years 10 years
imprisonment
(Individual)

Max. fine $5,000,000** $500,000
(Individual)

Maxi fine $10 Million“ $5 Million
(Organization)
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Why Might China Target 3 Company Like “RIS”?
' National Tragedy

2010 Shanghai Fire
- Citizens criticized the govt

' Fire caused by insulation on outer
walls

' MPS issued new regulations for "A
grade” combustion performance

' Chinese had a market gap in non—
combustible ex’ternal thermal
insulation materials

‘ RIS glass insulation exceeded MP5
regulations
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Techniques used in the film

Used social media to spot and assess potential recruits
Attempted a joint venture
Hired a headhunter to identify potential insiders
Attempted cyber intrusion (via unprotected USB ports)
Trespassed at the factory
Attempted Bribery of employees
Posted online job ads on popular job websites
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Choices Choices Choices

- Everyone makes a choice
—- CEO, Legal Counsel, Engineer, even subjects

° How many choices did Robert Moore have?
- Take the Money
—— Not take the money, but don’t report
- Not take the money and report

- 2 out of 3 are bad!

,11,
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What precautions could RIS have taken?
Issue visitor badges, maintain visitor logs, and require escorted
access at all times
Lock unattended computers
Disable USB drives and other removable media devices
Lock gates and/or not leave them unmonitored (including
dumpsters)
Create an easier and more anonymous reporting channel for
employees
Continually educate employees about the threats to the
company's trade secrets
Restrict physical/electronic access to trade secrets and other
proprietary information

— Need to first identify what your trade secrets arel

,12,
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What Red Flags Might Have Alerted RlS?
Excessive printing

Use of encryption software
Spike in e—mail and USB storage/transfer volumes
Increase in foreign lP traffic
Unusual network activity and building access times
Unexplained wealth or affluence
Unusual foreign travel (or unreported foreign travel for those
required to report it)
Disillusionment/entitlement due to missed promotions or
other perceived grievances
Increased amount of non-business related activities (Le. web
surfing, job hunting, social media etc.)

.13.
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Conclusion
1. Globalization means a flatter, more competitive economy.

2. Economic health of nations are determined by the ability to
develop, commercialize, and capture economic benefits from
scientific and technological innovations.

3. The increasing value placed on innovation and trade secrets
and the rapid growth of technology have increased the
opportunities and methods for conducting Economic
Espionage.

4. The relentless, pervasive and persistence nature of economic
espionage .
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Questions?
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Sixing LIU
in October 2009, LIU, a former L~3 senior engineer, gave
a presentation regarding "Micro-Navigator for Spacecraft
with MEMS Technology" at the innovation and
Commercialization of Micro and Nanotechnologies
(iCMANi Conference. L~3 advised LiU’s presentation
contained information he obtained from Draper
Laboratories, Cambridge, Massachusetts through a non—
disclosure agreement, LA3 believes four slides of the
presentation also contain trade secret or International
Traffic in Arms Regulations UTAH-controlled
information. LlU’s presentation was not sponsored by L
3, nor did LIU report his foreign travel.

Further investigation revealed LIU made arrangements
to again travel to China in November 2010, coincidentiy
the same time as the 2010 iCMAN Conference. Open
source information identified LIU as the chairman of the
conference. On 29 November 2010, upon LIU’s arrival to
the United States from the lCMAN Conference, 3 search
0! his laptop, flash drives and other items identified 470
gigabytes of information containing WAR—controlled and
LG proprietarytechnology.

On 8 March 2011, F8! NK and FBI CG arrested LlU at his
residence in Chicago.

716

0n 5 April 2011, UL} was indicted in the District of New
Jersey (DNJ)

On 7 September 2011, a DNJ federal grandjury returned
an liccount superseding indictment charging LIU with
eight counts of exporting defensemlated technical data
without a license (Title 22 [1.5.6. § 2778), one count of
transporting stolen goods across state lines (Title 18
us C § 2314), and two counts of making false
statements to law enforcement agents
On 26 September 2012, a jury verdict was returned
finding LlU guilty on 9 out of 11 counts; six (6) counts of
”AR. one (1) count of Theft of Trade Secrets) one (1)
count of lTSP and one (1) count of making False
Statements
AS of 26 March 201.3, U.S. District Judge Stanley Chesler
sentenced Sixing LlU (LIU) on 25 March 20.13 to 70
months in prison and ordered him to pay a $15,000 fine.
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On 1 March 2013, FBI MW initiated a
preliminary investigation on ZHAO Huaiun
(ZHAO) following reporting from the Public
Safety Manager for the Medical College of
Wisonsin (MCOW) that three bottles ol 3
cancer research compound (C-ZS) left by
Doctor Marshall Anderson on his desk in his
office on 22 February 2013 were missing
later that clay.
MCOW reviewed security videos and
observed ZHAO entering Dr, Anderson’s
office on 22 February and leaving shortly
thereafter.
MCOW discovered a posting by ZHAO on an
internet site called Researchgate (a scientific
website for scientists and researchers similar
to Linkedln) where ZHAO claimed to have
discovered a cancer fighting compound that
he wanted to bring back to China. Dr.
Anderson reviewed the posting and indicated
that it referred to his provisionally patented
C~25 cancer compound,

.17.

Huaiun ZHAO

.

t ,Ww

MCOW discovered that ZHAO had numerous
documents in his backpack; some related to Dr.
Anderson’s proprietary research, others were
Chinese language documents One of these
documents was an application for grant money
to a Chinese foundation requesting money for
"his” discovery of the 025 cancer compound.
On 11 April 2013, ZHAO had an initial
appearance following a grand jury indictment
on 9 April 2013 for violations of Title 18, U.S.C,§
1030 and Title 18, U.S.C. § 1001, obviating the
previous charge of one count of Title 18, USC.
§ 1831.
On 6 August 2013, ZHAO was sentenced to time
served following his 10 July 2013 guilty plea for
violations of Title 18, U.S.C. § 1030 (computer
fraudlc ZHAO was released to ICE for a green
card hearing.
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WENFENG LU was an engineer in research and
development at Edwards Life Sciences Corporation (ELC),
a global leader in the science of heart valves and
hemodynamic monitoring, tissue replacement, heart
valves, heart valve repair, and tissue replacement
therapy.
Based upon an anonymous tip received by ELC pertaining
to potential theft of ELC trade secrets and proprietary
information, an internal investigation was initiated.
Investigation revealed LU accessed, copied and
downloaded ELC documents. including 50 trade secret
documents ELC considers highly confidential, in a manner
inconsistent with the scope of his assigned duties. ELC’s
investigation further revealed LU forwarded these trade
secrets via email to multiple personal email accounts,
including one email subscribed to his spouse.
According to ELC, the potential loss and damages to the
company as a result of the theft of this information could
total millions of dollars,
LU was in regular and continuous communication with
individuals in the People's Republic of China (PRC), some
of whom have been identified as being associated with
PRC medical device companies, regarding business
matters, including medical device product development
and production. LU has actively participated in the
formation of a new PRC company that may potentially
compete with ELC, to include seeking PRC Government
financing for the new venture.

.18-

WENFENG LU

On November 17, 2012, w Wenleng (LU) was taken into
custody at Los Angeles International Airport before
boardinga flight to the PRC. LU was charged with Theft
of Trade Secrets in violation of Title 18 USC § 1832 and
Conspiracy to Detraud the United States in violation of
Title 18 USC § 371. Post arrest, LU waived his rights and
spoke with the Case Agents at length and admitted
removing items from his work to utilize in this PRC
business.
Upon searching LU’s property 15 removable storage
devices were found with ELC data.
Trial is set for September 2013
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Chi Mak Case
On October 28, 2005 the FBI arrested Chi Mak, a recently fired employee
of Power Paragon of L3 Communications/$90 Technologies/Power
Systems Group in Anaheim, CA. Chi, along with his wife (Rebecca Chiu),
brother (Tai Mak), and sister‘indaw (Fuk Li), was charged with conspiring
to steal sensitive military information, as well as failing to register as an
agent of a foreign government (the former charge against Li was later
dropped).

As a lead project engineer at Power Paragon, Chi aided the U.S, Navy with its
research project on 3 Quiet Electric Drive (QED) propulsion system that would
reduce the vessel's sound signature.
The government alleges, Chi “transferred information about the system 8:
other government projects from his workplace to his home & then copied the
data so it could be delivered to his brother," Tai.

FBI documents state that a search of the garbage at Chi Mak’s residence
unveiled a ”shopping list" of military technologies China is currently seeking.

Tai, a purported member of the Chinese military, encrypted these CDs
and was about to leave on a flight to Hong Kong with them when he was
arrested

.19.
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WWWtb3;
Employed in PRC‘
Canton (‘in ( m;

d 1940Born: Guungnou. ,

Moved to US: Aug. 1978
"Audio Man" fog

Naturalized: 1985 Bmadcaéting in}?

‘ Muvcd to US: May 200 I.
became Permanent Resident
‘Ahcn l

Originally employed by Telcdync
in I981. which became Power
Paragon and was later bought by 11-3

Obtained SECRET Clearance in 1996 Currently a Broag
Engineering Dir

Worked in the Advanced 'I‘echnology
Sysicms Division

Was eligihlc to retire in Sept. 3005,
& planned 10 move to Hong Kong
in M'l!‘ ”006
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Background Information

Chi Mak

Convicted of:

1 count — Illegally Conspiring 10
Export Defense Articles (ITAR)
2 counts — Attempting to Export
Defense Articles
[count ~Actlng as an Agent nt‘a
Foreign Power
lcuunt ‘ Making False Statemen

Sentenced to 24 yea

Tai Mak

lcount - Illegal!) Conspiring tn
Export Defense Articles
(ITAR) . Tzrlwdc'pnrlcd

- Sentencing m begin 10/ ll 2007

- FukLi, Tai Mak’s \Vifm pleaded guilt
E to aiding and abetting the \Ilolatlo of
3 export control laws and received 3 yr‘
l probation. To bade/wrist!
l
E ~ YUI “Billy“ Mak, Plead to aiding and
g abetting violation ()1 oxport control
é laws Sentencod to time servcd Tobe '
:deporled

,21,
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Chi Mak Case
Background Information

Chi Mak v

i “Chi Mak acknowledged that he had been placed in the
i United States more than 20 years earlier, in order to _
burrow intn the defense-industrial establishment to stea ‘

Esecrets. It speaks of deep patience. ~ Joel Brenner, the head‘%
i counterintelligence for the Office of the Director of National Intelligenc?
I said'In an interview in the Washington Post
i
i._e,.__eV._M._eV._w.“a._e,.__e,._M.MV._WV._M.-.w-._t-.w-tm._,-.WM-..,-M-_-.,._MM...............................e
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Economic Espionage
Definition:

The unlawful or clandestine targeting or acquisition of sensitive financial,
trade or economic policy or proprietary information or critical technologies;
or influencing of sensitive economic policy decisions.

”Economic espionage represents the greatest transfer of wealth in
history.”

General Keith Alexander
NSA Director and
Commander, U. 5. Cyber Command
Washington Press Club
September 25, 2013
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Economic Espionage - United States Loss of IP
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Economic Espionage Act of 1996

Economic Esgionag ~ 18 U.S.C. §1831

"Economic espionage is:

(1 whoever) knowingly performs targeting or acquisition of trade secrets to
(2) knowingly benefit any to: ‘

his? A em

Theft of Trade Secrets - 18 U.S.C. § 1832
- Commonly called Industrial Espionage

”Theft of trade secrets is (1) whoever knowingly performs targeting or
acquisition of trade secrets or intends to convert a trade secret to (2)
knowingly benefit Mum, other than the owner."
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What is a Trade Secret?

A trade secret can come in many forms, both tangible and
intangible, but it must cover these three areas:

1. Has potential or actual economic value
2. Not generally known to public
3. Reasonably protected
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Comparison —— EEA of 1996
Title 18 U.S.C., Title 18 U.S.C.,
Section 1831 Section 1832*

Knowingly targets Trade Secrets Trade Secrets
or acquires

Foreign Anyone other than
For the benefit of government, the owner

instrumentality, or
agent

Max. 15 years 10 years
imprisonment
(Individual)

Max. fine $5,000,000** $500,000
(Individual)

Maxi fine $10 Million“ $5 Million
(Organization)
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Why Might China Target a Company Like RIS?
' National Tragedy

2010 Shanghai Fire
- Citizens criticized the govt

' Fire caused by insulation on outer
walls

' MPS issued new regulations for "A
grade” combustion performance

' Chinese had a market gap in non—
combustible ex’ternal thermal
insulation materials

‘ RIS glass insulation exceeded MP5
regulations
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“Look to your enemy for a chance to succeed.”
~Chinese Proverb
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Techniques used in the film

Used social media to spot and assess potential recruits
Attempted a joint venture
Hired a headhunter to identify potential insiders
Attempted cyber intrusion (via unprotected USB ports)
Trespassing at the factory
Attempted Bribery of employees
Posted online job ads on popular job websites
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What precautions could RIS have taken?
issued visitor badges, maintained visitor logs, and required
escorted access at all times
Locked unattended computers
Disabled USB drives and other removable media devices

Locked gates and/or not left them unmonitored (including
dumpsters)
Created an easier and more anonymous reporting channel for
employees
Continually educated employees about the threats to the
company’s trade secrets
Restricted physical/electronic access to trade secrets and other
proprietary information

,11,
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What Red Flags Might Have Alerted RlS?
Excessive printing

Use of encryption software
Spike in e—mail and USB storage/transfer volumes
Increase in foreign lP traffic
Unusual network activity and building access times
Unexplained wealth or affluence
Unusual foreign travel (or unreported foreign travel for those
required to report it)
Disillusionment/entitlement due to missed promotions or
other perceived grievances
Increased amount of non-business related activities (Le. web
surfing, job hunting, social media etc.)

,12,
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Conclusion

1. Globalization means a flatter, more competitive economy.

2. Economic health of nations are determined by the ability to
develop, commercialize, and capture economic benefits from
scientific and technological innovations.

3. The increasing value placed on innovation and trade secrets
and the rapid growth of technology have increased the
opportunities and methods for conducting Economic
Espionage.

,13,
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Title: eat DVD
_ b6
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Subjece: Insider Threat
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Service Period of Periorma 9/30/331S
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{3 OUEK‘ECC Amber:
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Economic Espionage Film
Production Schedule - Fast Track

17 May ~ Rocket Media Group
“Submit first script draft

22 May — FBI
-Review 1’ comments due

27 May ~ Rocket Media Group
-Script Draft 2 due
~Begin script breakout

29 May — Rocket Media Group FBI
~Script Dralt 3 meeting / final comments

4 June — Rocket Media Group
Script Draft 4 - near final version due
-Begin talent search
—Begin location search

11 June - FBI
vFinal script signofi

18 June — Rocket Media Group
~Begin actor audition
Continue location search

1 July — Rocket Media Group! FBI
Casting / approvals complete
“Production crew scheduled

15~29 July — Rocket Media Group
~ Final location scouting / scene blocking

(director / DP / production designer / LD)

19 Aug to 30 September “ Rocket Media Group
- Location production (approx 15 days)

16 September — 7 October . Rocket Media Group
-lngest footage / media management I begin sequence editing

7 Oct to 29 November — Rocket Media Group / FBl
~ Rough cut/ FBI reviews through line out edit
~ Design cover and case art
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2-16 December
<Fine cut / final approvals
“Design / program DVD
-Final case art approval

1720 December
‘Closed captioning
vFinal program delivery / send out for DVD & case art replication

Cost estimates:

May-June: Scripting and initial Reproduction planning =

July-mid August: Preproduciion :
b4

Mid-August to end at September: Location production shooting =

October~December: Posi~pracluction =|

Total estimated costs:
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Economic Espionage Film
Updated Production Schedule

20 June — FBI
~Script signotf

12 July — Rocket Media Group
- Final script tweaks / script breakout / develop preliminary production

schedule

12 July to 9 August — Rocket Media Group
vLocation scouting

15 July to 15 August
~ Casting; auditions; role selections / approvals

1 August — 6 September
. Production design / props I wardrobe

b615 August — 1 September — Rocket
— Tech scout / scene blocking

9-30 September ~ Rocket Media Group
- Location production

1 July ~ Rocket Media Group/ FBI
Casting / approvals complete
~Production crew scheduled

16 September — 7 October - Rocket Media Group
~Ingest footage / media management / begin sequence editing

7 Oct to 29 November — Rocket Media Group." FBI
~ Rough out 1’ FBI reviews through line out edit
— Design cover and case art
K Music selection and selective scoring

2-15 December
“Fine cut / final approvals
~Audio Sweetening
Design / program DVD

17-20 December
vFinai case art approval
vClosed captioning
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1—6 January
-Fina| program delivery I send out for DVD & case art replication
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Title:

Funded amount:

Read Only Access:

DECLASSIEIEE BY: NSICG E69W32310
m 03-01-201?

Confl tial

(U) Request for Services

Insider Threat/Economic Espionage DVD (U)

$400,000

Subject: Insider threat (U)

Description: Economic Espionage — Insider Threat Training
DVD (U)

Service Period of Performance: 9/2412012 to 09/30/2013

Contract Name 1 FBI CD will utilize the
Training Division's , FBI current training
contract with Rocket Media Group

Contract Number: A2D0830112

Special Instructions: N/A

Receiving Office POC: CD'4

Project POC:

Finance POC:

Contract POC:

J. Edgar Hoover Bldg
935 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washin ton DC 20535
Tel:
Email ; (M (U)
LaWa:
Te1:'
Email: {U}

CD’SB, Budget Unit

FBIILDU
Training Division
uantico, VA

Email:

Confifiefigial

Leo poId-634
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Conégdenzgal

$3 Statement of work (80W):

The FBI Counterintelligence Division, desires to develop,
produce, and distribute an Insider Threat training film outlining
the economic threat posed on the US economy and the national
security by the insider threat. This DVD would be distributed to
cleared contract conwonents, universities and private industry
components that have an interest in research programs and the
development of critical trade secrets.

The FBI’s Training Division currently has a media production
company on contract that will be utilized to develop and produce
the Economic Espionage Insider Threat training film.

The FBI will produce a 20—30 minute DVD for the Us
Government agencies, cleared contract components, the academic
alliance and private industry. The FBI has identified the Rocket
Media Group contract as a contract vehicle that can produce a DVD
for this initiative. Rocket Media is currently on contract with
the FBI's Training Division and has proven it can provide the
quality product required for the Counterintelligence Division
based on the successful completion of the Insider Threat training
film — Betrayed. This tasking is to develop and produce an
instructional DVD product exhibiting the negative impact oi
economic espionage on the US economy.

The Counterintelligence Division has program management
oversight for economic espionage which supports the experience
required to produce a training film for the private industry.

The FBI'S Counterintelligence Division has identified
Insider Threat Funding that supports the development of this
training and awareness tool.

$0 Specific Work Requirements

The contractor will deliver copies of an Insider Threat ~
Economic Espionage Insider Threat DVD and submit all script
material and media associated with this production. The USG will
"own" all rights to the final training DVD.

The USS may provide access to and/or use of various government
officials, facilities, aircraft, and equipment required for
production of this film.

COHEEBE§EE31
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ConfiMial
Designated contractor personnel will obtain a minimum security
background clearance based on National Agency and Local Records
Checks by the USG,

The contractor will ensure that the USG Project Officer approves
all personnel participating in, or knowledgeable of, this effort
in advance. The contractor will limit the number of
participating personnel to the minimum required to fulfill this
80W.

The final security classification of UNCLASSIFIED will be
assigned under the auspices of the Department of Justice's
original classification authority.

Final products will bear both the FBI and Counterintelligence
organizational seals and will be available for both organizations
to use as mutually agreed.

The Contractor shall provide quarterly status reports and
reviews. Earlier delivery is encouragedl

$§ Deliverables and Schedule:

The contractor shall provide the following deliverables:

» The project schedule and script draft
— Script refinement, which includes FBI and review and
approval/sign—off on a final script, approximately 60 days after
contract award.

'ions/castings; script breakdown, initial location
9, pro—production planning/ coordination (including crew

and cast scheduling); approximately 45 to 75 days after contract
award;
— Client signoff on actors, complete location scouting and
scheduling; permissions/permits (for street scenes/other
locations, as required, wardrobe, props, etc., approximately 60
to 90 days after contract award;
— Location production, approximately 110 to 140 days after
contract award;
- Media management/begin first rough out, music track selections,
approximately 158 to 172 days after contract award.
~ FBI review and comments, approximately 174 to 179 days after
contract award;
— Final cut, approximately 197 to 201 days after contract award;
- FBI review/comments approximately 210 after contract award; and

Contidefiglal
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— Final audio sweetening, sound effects, music mix, various
digital outputs, as required, with delivery, approximately 225
days after contract award.

(UHF 0) Travel:

Necessary travel, in accordance with storyline requirements, will
be authorized and chargeable to the contract as determined
appropriate by the USS.

b6
8/ 6/ 1 : , Ravi sawed/Approved by
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. V . . DECLASSIEIED BY: NSICG cemznla
CUNMIIAL :21 03-51-2017

(15) Requtst for Services

Title; Insider 'l‘ln’cztt DVD (L5)

Funded amount: $300000

Read Only Access:

Subject: Insider Throat (U)

Description: Insider ‘l‘hreat 'l'raining DVD (U)

Project Name: Inxidcr Threat DVD (1,?)

Service. Period ofl’crfbrmance: 03/19/201010 03il9f20l 1

Contract Name:

Contract Number:

Special Instructions:

Receiving Office POC:

Project POC:

Finance POC:

FBI CD will makc use Lal'lhc FBl
’l‘mming Division n‘iztster training
ttnntract with Rocket Media Group

New task order

:) w t) i> ttrln:

Accounts Receivable Unit
Room 6! 32
J, Edgar Hoover Bldg
9 3 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
“at him t 535
Tel
Unclassified fax:

(T04
J. Edgar Hoover Bldg
93>. Pennsylvania Ave, NW
“/3 <hirmton l)(‘ ?0§'§5
l'cl
Email:

F
Email :

C1158, Budget Unit

CONWTIAL
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DECLASSIFIED BY: NSICG C65K32310
EN (13-01-2017~MIAL

Contract POC:
FBI DLTU
Training Division
Quanticofi VA be

Email

ONClX POC/SME:

W Statement of Work ( SOW):

'1"he ONCZlK, in collaboration with the FBI Cormturintclligencc Division desires
to dcvclop: produce, and distribute an Insider Threat DVD describing sonic ol'tltc
ramifications, impact, and damage on insider can cause US government agencies. This
Insider ’l‘hrcat DVD would be distributed to the USIC, non-' ’itle 50 entities, as well as
used within the: FBL Starling in 20055 the FBI has dcmonstrateti success and positive
results in producing such training triateriali The FBl’s Training Division currently has a
production company on contra ‘1 that we will be used to develop and produce the insider
'l‘hrcut DVD, «

The FBI will produce a 30~ to 45—minute DVD for USIC and non-Title 5.0
agencies. The FBI has identified the Rocket Media Group contract its a contract vehicle
that can produce a 1) Vi) for this initiative. Rocket Martin currently has a contract with
the FBi’s Training Division and has advised it can provide die quality product requested.
This project is to develop and produce a instructional DVD demonstrating the. dangers of
a hostile penetrations, the potential behavior and activitics oft: mulic' us insider, and the
consequences ot~ both appropriate and inappropriate actions by members 0s work force.
Thc DVD will highlight kcy warning signs and personality traits that may reflect
espionage activity on the part ol‘an employee. The “31’s Counterintclligcnce Division
has met with this production company to ensure that they understand the rcquiremonts
tutu can provide the quality required To prepare for this project, the FBI is consulting
with the CIA. NSA. and the US, Secret Service regarding insider Threat icsuus. The FBI
also has unique insight on insider threat indicators given its role in investigating and
prosecuting uspint gs cases for more than 50 years. It will draw on this experience, and
the input from I» ' panning, to produce a DVD for educating worklbrccs across the
federal government that taco insider 'l‘hrcatst

X) Spcuilic Work Requirements

The contractor will dolivcr copies of an Insider Threat DVD and turnover all script
material and media associated with production. The USG will “own" all rights to the
final training DVD.

The USG may provide access to and/or use ol‘various government officials‘ lhcilities,
aircraft. and equipment required for production.

MUM. 2
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Designated contractor personnel will obtain a minimum security background clearance
traced on National Agency and Local Records Checks by the USO

The contractor will ensure that the USG Project Officer approves all personnel
participating in, or knowledgeable of, this effort in advance. The contractor will limit the
number ol‘participating personnel to the minimum required to fulfill this statement of
work.

The linal sccurity classification adjudication of UNCLASSIFIED will be assigned under
the auspices of the Department ol‘lusticc’s original classification authority,

Final produc 'will hcar both FBI and NCIX organizational scais and will bc available for
both organizations to use as mutually agreed.

The Contractor shall provide quarterly status rcports and reviews. Approximate delivery
times arc targets that may not be cxcccdcd. Earlier delivery is encouraged.

(X) Deliverables and Schedule

The contractor shall provide tlic following dcliverables:
- The project schedule and script draft
‘ Script refinement. which includes an ONCIX and FBI revicw and sign—oft” on :1 final

script. approximately 51 days after contract award;
~ Auditiono’c x‘ting; script breakdown, initial location scouting) prc‘productiott

planning! coordination (including crew and cast scheduling), approximately 45 to 60 days
after contract award;

~ Client Signor? on actors, complete location scouting and scheduling;
pcmissions/permits (for street sccncslotltcr locations, as rcquircd), wardrobe. props, 2t
approximately 60 to 90 days after contract award;

~ Location production. approximately 110 to MO (1' aficr contract award;
~ Media management/begin first rough cut, music track selections, approximately l58

to 172 (la '9 after contract award;
“ ONClX and FBI review and comments, approximately l74 to l 79 days after contract

award:
~ Final cut. approximately l97 to 201 days after contract award;
~ ONClX and FBI review/comments, approximately 209 days after contract award: and
- Final audio sweetening sound effects music mix, various digital outputs, as required.

with dclivcryt approximately 2% days after contract award.

(WM ‘ -

Necesaary travel, in accordance with storyline requirements. will be authorized and
chargeable to the contract as determined appropriate by the Govennncnt

CONFII . lAl, 'uJ
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CLASSIFIED BY: NSICG csmmlu
REASGN 1.4 (c)

SEC R CECLASSIFY at: 12-21-2037
BATE: 03-01—2017

F‘l‘ 2-1312 {)NCFX
.4Integratiml 1: mm: {,CIS} Pmpnsal

Name ont-n' ' ALL MOMTIUN CONTAINED
HEREIN Is UHCLASEII'IED
war-:33 salami OTHERWISE

EXE l-“l‘

Project 'Htle: Economic Espionage ’1‘ 'nlng Film

Summnm of Project
'I he FBI would lead ll): develnpnmn of an Bmmmuc li‘pmrmgcé (minim: product that would be share will!
mmlls Cimvemmeul cmnpnnems and Datum cleared umlmcum um unvcer classified and proprietary infnrmminn
mar could cmzxsrrnplncnlly impacl me L55 mummy if ullxllaudlml.

Amounl of funds required (S. ): $500,lll)0
Type of film Operations 5; MAimenumcz’l’uxturflmnllRweaI-cll & Devrlopmenl
Minimum Funding: $350,000
Explain: If the minimum hmding is receivul. the qualily o! the film ma} decrease due to the pmcumucnt ol‘
luwer level mlnrm
Perind of Performance: August 20 12 — FY13
ls fumllng for FTES or specific deliverablelsy required? Yes
Explain: The deliverable will be the training film llmt will he shank! with the Defense cleared contractors and
the private industry mmlxmems.
Is there an existing mntmcl vehicle alwady in plan? Yes;
(Innn'act Name, Contract Number. Task Order:
Rocket Malia is the media group who sucmxl’ully developed the Cl training film Ben‘ayedr Rocket Media is
an manly nn contract with the FBI’s Training bivisiun.

“155:; me: Chasm“! [-2a

Fax Number Undaifiifled Email: I

Open Phone: Shame Phat-22'

Name: Clwwif’ml Email:
N/A
Fax Number: Untlassilied Email:

Open Phone: Swum Plume:

Organ alion: FBI

Name: Classified Email:

Fax Number: Unclassified Emallzl

h6

b6
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SEC R

FY2012 ONCIX C13 Fund Proposal
enéral Information Abstract

Project Title:
‘ , , _ . x m) Make Cl more proactive ml agile to counter increasingly

(A’fjgtmtefiy ObJet‘lne“) sophis .ted foreign intelligence activities.
resse : _ . . . , .

(Selcct from th6 Objectives listed A (U) Develop and implement cupulnltues to detect. pm em and mmgam
‘ . ' ‘ ‘ ‘ “der 1h *aL‘.mt fight, or all that apply). > "N ., R l. ‘ “ _ _ >

X (U! kahuna: Us ctkms tn secure crmcul assets. technologrcs and
intornmtitm fmm theft and exploitation.

\’ (U) Detect and counter foxcign intelligence c)‘l)(‘l' activity.
X (U) Identify and neutralc foreign intelligence exploitation of supply

chain and acquisition system Vttlnertxbillties.

Cl Prinrity(s) Addressed:
(Select from the priorities listed on
right. ur all that apply).
Cl lssue(s) Addresses \’ (UgCntmtering the It 'tlet'Tluettt

(Select {mm the focus arms listed X (U) Countering m" k b"“"“‘
on fighh or “11 that itppL t‘llfl’mtwtinu01'C'rincztl Assets. lnformutimx. and Infrastructure

(U) I’enetmtitm and lllxplmtzrtlon (Cfi'fcmlvc Operations)
(U: Stupnly (Thznn Risk Management

X (U) Cl uni - and awareness
(U) Engage panncts to expzmtl understanding and awareneqs 0f

X Intelligence: ‘1 Meals

Cl Gap ’l‘opicls) Addressed:
(Select from the gag» listed on
right. or all that apply).

Collaborators/Partners (Cunmet lrtfnrmatinn Name. Orgzmizmiom lCE~malL secure phone number. and
commcreial phone number): NXA

W

b1
h3
b7E
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SEC

FY 2012 {)NCiX
CI ihiegration initiative {C l3) SO‘W

Statement or Work. Provide a 50W to include Background. Scope. Goals. and Objectives. Work Details. Project
Plan. Deliverables. ’ ‘nmsitioo Plan and schedule.

Over the past 50 years. extraordinary US developed technological advances have improved lives and
spiked the growth of the US economy High speed methods of communications world class medical
devices and robotics dcveloped in the are a few of the more recent technological advances.
Most if not all of these tcrhnieal devises are based on confidential or classified trade secret, proprietary
information.

The US has experienced an increase in the number of Economic Espionage (BE) and trade secret theft in
the past ll) yours. The loss of vnluahle critical information sct‘etcly impacts the overall economy of the
US. In 19965 Congress passed the Economic Espionage Art (BEA) which intpzuts criminal liability for
the theft or misappropriation of nude secrets as well as any attempt or conspiracy to steal or
misappropiiatc trade secrets.

In an effott to mitigate the potential threat. the P'Bl’s Countaintelligence Division desires to develop.
produce. and distribute an Insider Threat training film outlining the economic detriment posed on the US
economy and the national security liy the insider threat, This. training tool will he disseminated and shared
with cleared defense contractors. univets‘ttics and private industry connioncnts thut provide the research
and development of critical trade secrets and pmpric ' ‘ information Lessons learned and examples
may he included in this training tool from closed cases which resulted in prosecutions and/or
indictments,

The FBl's Countenntelhgence Dmsion has program management oversrght for economic espiontnze
which supports the experience required to develop a training tool that can he shined throughom the US
The FBI is seeking to produce a 20-30 minute awareness training film for private industry. cleared
defense contract components and academia. The goal of this tasking is to develop and produce an
instructional film exhibiting the negative impact of economic espionage on the US economy This
training tool will assists private coiittmnents and defense contractors in recognizing the need to protect

‘d information and data in an effort to alleviate the loss to companies and the G. This film will
assists components in recognizing the type of trade secret. intellectual property and technology
intormation developed in the LES that is being targeted and the methodologies utilized. This film will he
pushed out to private industries through the FBI‘s strategic partnership progmms. defense contractors.
and DUI). USU agencies and through liaison with colleges and tmiverxities.

Rocket Media Group currently on contract with the PB 5 Tt‘zuitiug Division is a pt‘oven production
company who produced the quality Cl insider 'l‘hreat film — Betrayed for the USE This project will he
cotn‘dinated with the ONClX and it anticipated that the project would commence no later than August
lol 2 with a completion date of November 2013 or earlier. The deliverable will he an unclassified film
that would he shared with US own compauiest throughout the US academia and business alliances,
defense contractors. DOD and other USG components

Final products will hear both the FBI and ONCIX organizational seals and will be available for both
organizations to use as mutually agreed.

SECR ORI\ Leogo
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CLASSIFIED 33' HSICG C6M2Elfl
REASOH: 1‘4 :5)

SEC R ‘ nacmsrn on 12-31—2037
Lia-rt. os-oz—zun

Pt 2-1313 {)NCFX
.4Integratiml 1: mm: {,CIS} Pmpttsat

Nam“ “Agm' ' ALL IHFUREAATIUH CCHT‘AINED
HEREIN IS WCLFESITIE EXCEPT
WHERE 59mm OTHERWISE

Project 'Htle: Economic Espionage ’l‘ 'ning Film

Summxtm of Project
'I he FBI would lead tbs develnpnmn of an Bmmnnc [‘Rpmnugci i) training product that would he shared with

cleared mntrnttots. academia. rfie' ’Lh ‘antexs. and private imhtst ’ need to protect ’ e secrets ttntl
pmpriatetry tnfnmmtitm mrgelt‘tl by fumign threat aclmzs that could mtzutmphically impact the ' mummy if
nliSllaUdl-ftl.

Amount of funds required WK): $600M)“
Type of funds: Olmalitms S; MnlutenuIKcfl’uxturvnwnl/Rwarch & Det‘t'lopmenk
Minimum Funding: $350,000
Expln ~ lf (In minimum funding is rateived. the qualily o! the film tun} decmaw due [0 Ihe pmcurement nf
lnwer level urlnrm
Perind of Performance: FYl3~FYl4
ls funding for FTES or specific deliverable“! required? Yes
Explain: The deliverable will be the training film that will he shamed with the Defense cleared contractors and
the private industry mmlxments.
Is there an existing cuntmct vehicle alwady in plan? Yes;
Cnntx'act Name, Contract Number. Task Order:
Rocket Malia is the media group who sutmgl’ully developed the Cl training film Betrayed. Rocket Media is
cu manly pn contract with the FBI’s Training bivisiun.

taunt e: Chtttified Email
I] |

Fax Number Unduitifled Emmi” I“ flaiguv

Open Phone. Shame Phone:

‘mtitnt i‘ifi‘ Mtg) *t

Name: Clutsifietl Email:
N/A
Fax Number: Untlassilicxl Email:

Open Phone: Secure Phone:

Organization: FBI

Name: Classified Email:

Fax Number: U nclassified Emailzl Iii? icflyiguv

b6
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FY2013 ONCIX C13 Fund Proposal
enéral Information Abstract

Project Title:
‘ , , _ . x :11) Make Cl more proactive and agile to counter increasingly

(A’figtmmf? Objel‘fiué“) sopliis .ted foreign intelligence activities.
resse : _ . . . , .

(Selcct from 1h6 obicclik‘es listed A (U) Develop and implement capabilities to detect. pm em and imagine
‘ . ' ‘ ‘ ‘ “der 1h mu.on right, or all that apply). , "N _, K fl ‘ “ _ _ >

X (U! bummed: Us efforts (a) serum crmcul assets. technologies and
information fmm men and cxploimtinn.

x (U: Detect and Counter fluttlgn intelligence cyber activity.
X (U) Identify and neuualizc foreign intelligence exploimjon of supply

chain and acquisition system winembnmes.

Cl Prinrity(s) Addressed:
(Select from the priorities listed rm
right. ur all that apply).
CI lssne(s) Addressed‘ \’ (UiCmmlering the It 'der‘l‘hzetit

(Select {mm the focus areas listed X (U) Countering m" " bcr‘l'hmar
on fighh or “11 that itlVL (l.l)l’mtcuinu01'C'rilicl Assets. informatimx. and Infrastructure:

(U) Penetration and Exploitation ((ilt'fcnslvc Operations)
(U: Supmy (Thain Risk Management

X (U) Cl uni - and awareness
(U) Engage pamms to expand understanding and awareness 0f

X Intelligence: ‘1 breaks

Cl Gap ’l‘opic(s) Addressed:
(Select from {he gapa‘ listed on
right. or all that apply).

Cnllabot’morsll’artners (Contael inmrmannn Name. Urgamzanom lLt~maiL secure phone number, and
commcreial phone number): NXA

bl
b3
b7E
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FY 2013 UNCiX
CI integration initiative {C l3) SG’W

Statement at Work. Provide a 50W to include Background. Scope. Goals. and Objectives. Work Details. Project
Plan. Deliverables. ’ ‘rtmsition Plan and schedule.

Over the past 50 years. extraordinary US developed technological advances have improved lives and
spiked the growth of the US economy High speed methods of communicatiom world clam medical
devices and robotics developed in the are a few of the more recent technological advances.
Most if not all of these technical dcviscr are based on confidential or cltosificd trade necrct. proprietary
information.

The US has experienced an increase in the number of Economic Espionage ( BE) and trade secret theft in
the past ll) years. The loss of valuahlc critical information severely impacts the overall economy of the
US. In 1996. Congt'ens passed the Economic Enpionnge Act (BEA) which imparts criminal liability for
the theft or misappropriation of trade secrets as well as any attempt or conspiracy to steal or
misappropriatc trade secrets.

in an effort to mitigate the potential threat. the P'Bl’s Counterintetligence Division desires to develop.
produce. and distribute an Economic Espionage training film outlining the economic detriment posed on
the US economy and the national security by the insider threat and the attempts of foreign governments to
acquire trade secrets and sensitive pmprietm’y iufin'ntalinn. This training tool will he disseminated and
shared with cleared defense contractors. universities and private industry components that provide the
research and development of critical trade secrets and proprietary information. Lessons learned and
examples may be included in this training tool from closed Eh cases which resulted in prosecutions
and/or indictments. This Video “ill be based on an actual investigation imolving Pittsburgh Coming's
foam glass insulation technology that was recently targeted by the PRC.

Tho FBl‘s Counterimclhgence Dirtsion has program management oversight for economic espionage
which supports the experience required to develop a training tool that can he shared throughout the [-3.
The FBI is seeking to product. a 20-30 minute awan‘nexs training film for private induxtry. cleared
defense contract components and academia. The goal of this tasking is to develop and produce an
ins uctionzd film exhi 'ng the negative impact of economic espionage on the US economy. This
training tool will assists private components and defense contractors in recognizing the need to protect
sacred information and data in an effort to alleviate the loss to companies and the 5SG. This film will
assint organimtiom in recognizing the type of trade secret. intellectual property and technology
information developed in the US that is being targeted and the mothodnlogim utilized. This film will be
disseminated to private industry through the FBI's sttmcgic partnership programs. defense contractors.
and DOD. USU agencies and through liaison with colleges and universities.

Rocket Media Gtoup. currently on contract with the Milk 'l'mining Division. is a proven production
company who produced the quality Cl insider Threat film — Betrayed for the USO. This project will be
coordinated with the ONCIX and it anticipated that the. project would commence no later than August
20] 2 with a completion date of ; wembcr 20D or earlier. The. deliverable will he an uncla 'cd film
that would be shared with companies throughout the US. including academia and business alliancc
partners. defense contractors. DOD. and other IESG componentS,

Final products will bear hoth the FBI and ONCIX organizational so 5 and will be available for both
organizations to use as mutually agreed.

Statement at Work. Provide a SUW tn inc ac mnml 9c ) tools and Objectives. Work Details. Project
Plan. Deliverables. rumour“, Plan and sch [£07730

CD4. the l‘Bl Counterintelligence Dln collabor‘ tion with the reduce. and distribute
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ALL INEDRNATIUN CDHTAINED
mm IS UNCLASSIFIED
.JA’I'E 03-02-2017 BY C69W32310 NSICG

federal Sureau of Investigation
Office of Public Affairs

National Press Office

Public ' '
POC: AD Mi ha I P. K n

UC | b6

Tgpig: Don’t be a Pawn Media Campaign

Pr ian :

Talking points and Q & As below are for internal use only. Field
Office media reps should handle all local media queries and may respond to
questions related to local matters only. This document should not be
disseminated in this particular format and should be considered a guide for
preparing SACs or others for media inquiries or interviews, As a reminder,
comments should not be made regarding ongoing investigations or on cases
outside of your respective Field Offices. Calls referring to cases of national
signlficance should be referred to the National Press Office,

Willi

The Counterintelligence Division is launching a national outreach
campaign to make all college students traveling abroad aware foreign
intelligence services may approach and attempt to recruit them to penetrate
the US government (USG), They are using the Glenn Duffie Shriver case to
prove the point. Counterintelligence Division is using the Glenn Duffie
Shrlver case, captured in the 26~minute, Rocket Media~produced movie
Game of Pawns, to illustrate how foreign intelligence services target, develop,
and recruit students for use in these “applicant seeding operations". The
goal of the media campaign is to reach as many US college students as
possible about this foreign intelligence service targeting threat, how to
counter this threat, and how to report suspicious activity while abroad.

Historical Reference:

In 2004, Glenn Duffie Shriver was traveling in China for a graduate—
level Chinese language program. He responded to an online job
advertisement looking for someone to write opinion papers on US~Chlna
relations. The individuals who hired and worked with him were Chinese
intelligence officers who sought to use Shriver in an applicant seeding
operation. These officers paid Shriver approximately $70,000 over the
course of several years. Shriver was eventually asked to gain access to
classified use information if/when he got a job in the U86. He applied to
several USG agencies, including the cm In 2010, Shriver was charged and
pleaded guilty to one count of conspiracy to communicate national security

Leo poId-653



Raderal Sureau of Investigation
Office of Public Affairs

National Press Office

information, which is an espionage conviction. He was sentenced to four
years in federal prison,

b5
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REV vSa,Week Two Schedulejconomic Espionagedocx as of: 9/30/13 7:30 PM
PRE-SET/PRE-LIGHT - TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1 — OFFICE SCENES — Frederick, MD
ADDRESS: Riverside Five Building « 8490 Progress Dn've « Frederick. MD 21701

ALL mum CONTAINED
9:003 TECH scour 63mm IS uncussumn

DATE 03—02—2017 BY csswszsm NSICGMarriott Residence Inn
5230 Westview Drive
Frederick, Maryland 21703
' LD
' DP
‘ DIRECTOR
. PRODUCER

9730 AM CREW CALL
PRODUCTION DESIGNER

LOMHN at [mass
- ms murmurs Room
- 1 Cubicle. (Scum 52 w/ "summer Ragnar")

11:30 Tech Scout group returns to Offices

12:00? LUNCH

REVIEW PLANS FOR ALL OFFICE LOCATIONS

1:30p CREW CALL «mm Run-c

GRIPTRUCKARRIVSS
LOAD INTO BUILDING

3:00p PRE~LIGHT CONFERENEE ROOM

S :00]; WRAP
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REV vSa,Week Two Schedulejconomic Espionage.docx as of: 9/30/13 7:30 PM
DAY #4 — WED. OCTOBER 2 — OFFICE SCENES ~ RIS CONE. ROOM- Frederick, MD
ADDRES Riverside Five Building « 8490 nress Drive « Frederick. MD 2170.1
SCENE 1, 13, 16, 36 — RES Conference Room {DAY}

F Walker-l V Manory-I I/ Wei~1 Cheung — Thomas 136
|:|Carpenter — ’ Martinez 1

7:00a CREW CALL
Set Up Wardrobe 34 Make-up area

mum . Talent Call ’31

Set Up CrafiSern'ocs . m
Manury
WesTALENT CALL #1 Cheung

Walker
Mallory
Wei
Chcung
A2 BLOCK . SCENE .11.
R15 Canfm'uncc Room

7:203 FINAL TWEAKS TO LIGHTS
7:453 ROLL — SCENE 1.1 11

(3 hrs.) Walker
mum

(new sr-msm Rummm Wei
kmxud‘ Room Chexmg

9:303 TALENT CALL #2
Thomas

101453 TWEAK LIGHTS
BLOCK SCENES 13, 16

MAflmy
Wei
Chexmg
Thomas

11:15“ ROLL SCENE 13 13,
(1 hm no

ROLL SCENE 1 6(1,") Chaung
' moms (sanding by)

123013 TALENT CALL #3 flag; - “mien: ran (:3
Cay-pawn Caryunter
Martinez Mzu‘unoz

1:15p NHL m 1:;52 ~1‘alenlgclgawd
RELEASE TALENT Rec KNJN We!

Wu, Clmung, Thomas Drama] & m Chaung
Lil Thoma:

1:45p RESET
2:15p BLOCK scmusa 3o

Walker
Manmy
Carpumer
Martinez

2:30p FINA]. Twmm 'm mum's
2:45p ROLL SCENE 36 ~ Ealtfu'enct: Room Inm'i‘ur

3 hrs.
( ) Mannry

cum spursm noucrme Carpf’nter
Cmnmimxi Cantor Mamnu

5:45p WRAP / STRIKE 45;: » Talrhl Released

RELEASE TALE ' Mallow
Waiker. Mallory whim: Mammy Carpenter

Martinez
6:45p DRIVEAWAY

. . Bxet. mum] VPd f DP 1 l/ l n l I Fred 2! AC — [2m AC7 b6
9y am 4 _| 895! Boy—I [ai Audithl Art Director n 331. 7 TB / flr mhe 7 1.

a {e ’p

- 2 _ Leopold-660



REV vSa,Week Two Schedulejconomic Espionagedocx as of: 9/30/13 7:30 PM
DAY #5 — THU. OCTOBER 3 - 0FF|CE SCENES — Records Rim/FBI Command Ctr. — Frederick, MD

Con:
Carp

ADDRESS' Riverside Five Building ~ 8490 Progress Drive ~ Frederick, MD 21701
— 12, 32 - Records Room (D ' - - —FB]

. Robert ~|:|Wi1de Claudia_
”Another Engineer“ —TBD Bit Player (I) ! EXTRAS -- [2)

ff? (Eeffj WAY]; 62 -
enter {Div Martinez ~D

8:003 CREW CALL 319'“ Ca“ *1
‘ Dmssed s. i’re- Ruben

TALENT (.ALL M m Wilde
322:; (m; may Claudia

1 i z. - ‘mm“ m ore) k ma: {2)
Extras (2)
BLOCK >SCENES 12 E 32
Records Rom“

CREW sm‘rs TO ROUGH m
rm Coxsnnami Center

3:30;, FINAL'I'WEAKS‘I'ULIGHTS
8:453 ROLL ~ SCENE 12 12

(L5 hrs.)
Extras (2)

1 0:1 5a RESET
10:30a ROLL . SCENE 32 3‘ W

(L5 hrs.) Roam
Claudia
Extra (1)

33:53:: CALL #2 new « Talent Can «2

“mm“ famine?Exh‘as [2)
RELEASE TALENT {flue Egg“ guleaggg
~ Wilde. Ciaudh‘ '

1230', MOVETD .. 2
FBI Crunmmm mun mummzd cu:

numm A? m‘
Lu

12:4 5', BLOCK ~ scrum 42 .4345
m Commnnfl calmer

CREW srms To ROUGIMN
Mailm‘y‘s ”max Extras (2)

1:1 5p MEAL

1:45p ROLL SCENE 42 (2 m.) oz
(.arpentnr

RESET 4:5 45; Martinez
. RobertRom. SCENES 4 3~ 4.5 (A m) Em“ m

5:00p TALENT CALL #3
Anmher Engineer v BIT PLAYER

5:45p MOVE T" m mm
Cubirll‘ WW3 ”MS?” ’- 1 rpentnr

W33 ; y] Martinez
RELEASE TALENT ‘m “‘ ”W °‘ W) Robert
— Robtx'n Cai‘pmvm: Max-um, Harm (2 1 Extras (2)

6:15p ROLL .. SCENE 62 ('2 , "
Another Eny'neer clicks on Lu: ad. Ammo: EnginN-r - “IT PLAYER

6:45p WRAP I STRIKE

RELEASE TALENT
~ Another Euame‘m‘

7:30p DRIVE AWAY
Dir. ‘. ma M

’Alf "ed”!
Make-up

m d.— r'Px'nd.~ mi)
Kev Grip c< 0y mm: Amie

”A w: . , ,
rt Asst 4‘81) ,' \«Lamm c
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REV vSa,Week Two Schedulejconomic Espionagedocx as of: 9/30/13 7:30 PM
DAY #6 — FR] OCTOBER 4 — OFFICE SCENES — Mallory [Walker Ofiices- Frederick, MD
ADDRES Riverside Five Building « 8490 Progress Drive - Frederick. MD 2 1701

19, 3 V Office {DAY} I 34. 40 - Walkers Office (DAY)
Robext {allow —{ [1 Thomas ~| [Walker-i ICarpenter

Martinez

7:00“ CREW CALL 7:003 lent can a: 1

TALENT CALL #1 Thomas
Mallory
‘1‘hnmas Robe?!

Ruben _ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ , berm)
& BLOLK SLENI‘S 19. 33

CREW svms T0 ROUGIHN
Walkers (mm

7:203 FINAL TWEAKS To LIGHTS
8:003 ROLL SCENES 1‘), 33 1‘), 3-3

(2.5m Thunms
Robert

1030;; STRIKE/MOVSTO V
Walker‘s 0mm Walker's

TALENT CALL #2
Carpenter 10:30:; » Tasenz cm; «2
Max-rim»: Curpuntcr
Walker Martinez

mum
RELEASE TALENT ‘ mamas

10553 BLOCK sums 34. 40 19355 - gigging
Mallory
Robert
Carpenter
Martinez
Walker

11:153 FINAL wAKs ‘m LIGHTS

TALENT T0 WARDROBE
12:00,; MEAL

12:30]) ROLL SCENE 34 3‘
Walker‘s 01a Scem: (2.75. h) M3110”Ruben

cmaw spurs T0 mum-m Walker
Cnbn‘lv Arm

3 :1 5p RESET [WARDROBE CHANGE
3:30p ROLL SCENE 40 ‘0

— WJIker"; Chive Swims (3.0.1.)
Waumr
Carpenter
Martinez

5:30p WRAP / STRIKE on 5:30;; Talent Released
mde Mallayy

RELEASE TALE ‘ Mal‘nrjv: Robert, Walker Area kubm
Curpmmr. Mum Dressed & waxkfl

mm Carpenter
Martinez

7;; 5p DRIVE AWAY

1 3‘ AC
Director

Exec. Prod. I’md. . DP — LD»
2nJ ACVDIT (2y Grip Bes‘ Boyl I

Art Asst. ‘ Vardroba Make!)p
ep :l

Prod. '
Audio FL

Leo poId-662
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REV vSa,Week Two Schedulejconomic Espionagedocx as of: 9/30/13 7:30 PM
DAY #7 — SAT. OCTOBER 5 - OFFICE SCENES - Parking Lot, Lobby, Cubicles - Frederick, MD
ADDRES Riverside Five Building « 8490 Progress Drive - Frederick. MD 2 1701
r 7. 8, 9 -

‘ Roller!

CREW: 0F letJ’md. Prod, I Pl
/2n3ACrDIT Ke Grip BesiBny Grip!

M
CREW CALL 7mm aieaiaJlM
TALENT CALL #1 $331?”
Rolgeh: WM
w“ cbeungChenng ‘ Extras (6)
& BLOCK SCENES 7, 8, '3

CREW SPLITS T0 Rounum
LCM»:

7:45a ROLL . NES 7, 8, 9 Emerilvrs 3'. E.»
(1 5h) Ruben

‘ Wei
Chexmg
O ENNIS

8:30a TALENT CALL #2
MaIIury
Carpenter carpenter
Maninm Martinez

9:153 ROLL SCENE 18 10 ‘
hxmior « (.5 n)

9:45;. MOVE TO
Luhb)’ Runoff
BLOCK SCENE m, 17, 37
RELEASE TALENT A Ruben 2345a . alarm

Mmory
wel
(thaxmg
Carpentur
Martinez

10:003 ROLL SCENE 10, 17, 37 - Lbhby Mario: 191?" 15mm - 9n§ct
[sham 1mm: on A] (1,511) 3 I Mauury

Wei
CREW SPLITS T0 ROUGH-IN gluing

Full Cubicle Arm WWW!" (mum-n: by)Martinez (standing bv)
12:15p “’55?“
12:45p MEAL
1:15p ROLL . NE 10, 17, 37 tby Inmrior

[51mm Direction B] (151:) Mallory
Wei
Ckeung
Carpenter (standing by)
Martinez [standing by)

1:30p TALENT CALL #3 309 ~ Talent Call #3
3 . r .

2:45p s m /asm : 2:459 « 1mm Call «a
Culurlx‘ area manor ‘ chcxmg
31,0s SCENES 14‘ 1 5 ' "‘L“ Thomas

RELEASE TALENT , Mamun
\ \‘iallurv, Carpemr. Mar-mm,

3:00p HNALTWEAKSTD LIGHTS
3:] Sp ROLL SCENE 14,15 14-15

Cubicle BFL’J Inlex-inr (2.511) Chi‘m‘fl
CREW SPLITS To LOAD our "mm-s

An r E njpmt‘lst Pnscihlc- Extras
5:45p WRAP / STRIKE /L()Al) OUT

RELEASE TALENT Chaung
c henna. Pa u], Ema: Thams

7:000 DRIVEAWAY
ILIH IP1‘0d.Mgr.| I in AC 4 _|

TED I’Wardmbe 1 y MakEwUp -|

NO SHOOT — SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6

I’Audioi [Art Director 'Art Ass! ,

Leo poId-663

9 (DAY ( H). 17 37 - Lohb DAY / 14, 1? — niles (DAY)
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ALL DIWTIGN CONTAINED
HEREIN IS \TNELASSI’E'IEE
DATE 03-02-2017 BY CGSWSZBID INSIDE

(U) The Counterintelligence Division’s (CD) National Insider Threat Program has produced “Betrayed,” a

training video about common espionage behavior, the importance of reporting suspected threats, and

how to report suspicious activity. The video runs approximately 40 minutes.

(U) ”Betrayed“ follows Doug Collins. a middle-aged senior FBI analyst going through a divorce. when

broadening his social networking, Collins ends up reconnecting with an old college friend, who is an

Indian national. The college friend tells Collins that his sister is also divorced, and sets them up on a

date, What Collins does not know is that the woman is not his friend's sister, but a spy. As the two

begin to date, Collins becomes entangled in espionage,

(U) The film is part of the lnsider Threat Program’s larger education and awareness goals, including

nationwide training, and is helping to establish insider threat protocols at other government agencies

and private industry.
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ALL. Iuwmm'mu MAINE)
HEREIN IS UNCLESIFIEJ
DATE 03-02-2017 BY cemzmo NSICG

The Company Man FAQ (revised 02/25/2014)

1) Did the high~rise fire in Shanghai actually happen?

Yes, the fire occurred on 11/15/2010 and resulted in the death ofSS people and the
injury of 70 more individuals. The cause ofthe blaze was directly linked to faulty building
materials, specifically the insulation used in the construction. The civil unrest caused by
the poor building codes resulted in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) government
enacting very stringent building codes

2) Why was this particular company aggressively targeted?

After the new building codes were enacted, only a few companies made materials that
met the code, The PRC government then provided tens ofmillions of investment dollars
to anyone who could produce the needed insulating materials indigenous/y As a result,
the two subjects took government funds which permitted them to purchase land, build a
factory and acquire the technology by any means possible

3) What social networking sites did the subjects use to target the company employees and
how did they use the information they learned?

The subjects used Linkedln and Faceboak to spot and assess employees working at the
target company, They then used a ”headhunter” as a proxy to see which employees
might be interested in leaving their positions

4) After being turned down for the proposed joint venture, how soon did they attempt to
trespass at the plant?

The two subjects waited 4 days, then departed the corporate headquarters and flew to a
rural town across the country where the manufacturing plant was located. Upon arrival,
they checked into a local hotel, In the evening, they attempted to access the plant
without authorization for the first time.
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5) Did the subjects actually walk into the plant despite being denied access?

Yes, the company denied the subjects initial request to visit the manufacturing plant.
Undeterred, the subjects traveled over 500 miles directly to the rural plant. The subjects
entered the plant in the evening and took their own self guided tour, taking photographs
until challenged. Their initial pretext was they were looking for a gas station. They
returned the next day and werefound in the employee parking lot watching employees
enter and exit the plant. When confronted, the subjects advised they were looking for a
fishing lake nearby. Because the plant was located in a small rural town! the factory
doors were left unattended.

6) Did the PRC government actually play a role in having the two subjects attempt to steal the
glass insulation trade secret?

Not directly, but the PRC leverages its large cash reserves to award substantial loans to
anyone who might be able to indigenously produce a certain product or technology for
the country. How the private businessmen deliver on their promises is not the
governments concern.

7) Were there actually new job postings for the same job even after the two subjects were
arrested and convicted?

Yes, just weeks after the two subjects were convicted; new job postings for the same
exact insulation technology were posted on Craigslist and otherjob sites. There are
plenty of others eager to utilize governmentfunds to acquire the technology the PRC
needs. This emphasizes the persistent and inexhaustible nature of the threat.

8) Did the arrest and conviction of the subjects have a negative impact on the reputation
and/or stock prices of the company?

No, in fact this type ofaggressive action by the company to protect its trade secrets and
employees from this threat have only strengthened the confidence in the company’s
ability to maintain long—term profitability in a global market. The company was
frustrated by the aggressive nature of the attempts and expressed pride in taking
necessary action to protect their valuable information.
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9) Were the trade secrets referenced in the video ever disclosed or compromised during the
prosecution of the subjects?

No, the Department ofJustice (00]) has a variety ofprotections in place to ensure
sensitive corporate intellectual property is protected throughout any criminal
prosecution The company’s trade secret documents were never at risk during the FBI
”sting" operation. The documents used in the operation were not true documents
pertaining to the victim company, but rather counterfeit replications

10) Was there a "head hunter” involved in the real case? H 50, what was his/her rate and was
he/she aware of the subjects plan?

Yes, but the ”head hunter" was not aware of the malicious nature ofhis clients’ intent,
However, he was definitely motivated and surprised by the high finder‘s fee of $50K
offered to find a company engineer. The “head hunter” simply referred potential
employees to the subjects

11) What techniques were used by the subjects to iilicitly acquire the company’s trade secrets?

N
im

P
'P

-W
N

E
“ Social media spotting and assessing

Attempted joint venture
Headhunter/recruitment of insider
Cyber intrusion (via unprotected USB ports)
Trespassing at the factory
Bribery of employees
Orr/inejob ads posted on Craigslist, Monstercom, etc,

12) What actions couid RIS have taken to strengthen their security program?

P
O

N
P

‘W
#

W
N

F issue visitor badges and maintain visitor logs
Require escorted access at all times
Not leaving computers unlocked while unattended
Disable USB drives and other removable media devices
Keep gates locked and/or do not leave them unmonitored
Create an easier and more anonymous reporting chonnelior employees.
Educate empIOyees about the threats to the companies trade secrets
Restrict physical/electronic access to trade secrets and other proprietary
information
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13) What indicators could RIS have used to proactively detect a potential insider?

14 Unusual or unauthorized
(0) Excessive printing
(h) Use ofencryptian
(c) Spike in email and USB storage
(d) Increase in foreign lP traffic
(2) Unusual network access times

2. Unexplained wealth or affluence
3‘ Unusual foreign travel (or unreportedforeign travel for those required to report

it)
4. Disillusionment/entitlcment due to missed promotions or other perceived

grievances
5. Increased amount of non-business related activities (it e. web surfing, job hunting,

etc.)

14) What was the value of the trade secret portrayed in the video and how was it calculated?

The estimated economic value of the trade secret portrayed in the video was worth
nearly 300 million dollars It was calculated based on the potential sales to the Asian
market that would have been lost if an Asian competitor was able to produce the same
product locally,

15) Why is cultivating a strong Counterintelligence Strategic Partnership Coordinator (SPC)
your area of responsibility vital?

The company readily collaborated with the FBI because the case agent did an excellent
job cultivating a strong liaison relationship with the company. The case agent provided
regular updates at the initial phases of the investigation and continued this practice
throughout the investigation This action developed on environment of rapport and
trust. Each FBI field office has a SPC who’s job is to develop relationships with the
private sector on the front end, so ifand when a situation presents itself, the liaison
relationship has already been established The SPC can also provide briefings and
intelligence products on current threats and indicators to help companies detect, deter,
and defend against attacks to their sensitive proprietary information from foreign
actors,
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ALL WHO}! mum
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIIIED
DAY: ua-nz-zuu BY csmzam nsIcC

{Sirens & Cont-motion}
(Chinese Nexrixtiun)
} Music .\

00:01:15:1600.0l:18112é10, no, no. no.
00:0121 *‘ 00:01:20 )3 {Coughs}
00:01:20:04 00:01:” :1°You gm: to be kiddin me!
00:01:2'109 00:01,: 9 :> {Mschanic}
When ax you going fie put
this thl g out of '
00:01:29:060\,:0
youngest finishe lege.
00:01 :01.i')(;:01.:3?:1'3¥eah, weal
heme: tail he: 1:.0 hurry up.

201:99: 01 00 01 :40103 éiey Virgil .
00:01:40:04 00:01:43104 {Memhmsigg
Sheila!
f20:01:41:l‘)50(;:0i1'4é:05)’¥3hank3 for coming, I can
late for this me is)» .
00:01:4=§:1000:0 6:04 {Mechanic}
I can get. smme’
to drive you 2mm».
{20:01:46105 00:0: 030?) ska ks.
00:01:410453HJ ':08 You
to give you “his promotion?
50:0

3 mm:

you

y

$2
thew ' 59 going

31625 t

Wmne Ringxsx-‘gi
Jones.
9 this is Sam

‘JO Ramses-
' 12 Sr. 360 m

8m;. V43 placs‘
. of New in”:

you’d be p6
00:02 ‘
listuzg we have.
00:02:56:i)60()

00:03 30:0] 00:0"
Industzies, 5..
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OO:03:O<l:Zl'
00:03:(
I don‘t thin}; you

you beat tr saiary.
00:0 212:13OL:0' 16:00NO, there‘s no way
that I can move to China.
00:03:1.610100141‘129:110h, thin}; of it as a
vacation, an adverture,
00:03 m«1:12 00 0” 2:17 you ..
thre a: four ‘ rs,
00 03:22:16 00:0 4:20 you some home
with a huge he; eqq‘
00:03:24:21OG:03 lsa new ti? e and the
world is you: cyst
00:0" ‘:1600:O3:3 1'7Ljss
appreciate the consideration,
60:03 ‘1:1800:03:3§:16bu: I‘m §u<t
have I say no,

be laughing

, um, I

going in

00:03 :1700:0
570103 >60:00
00:03

03 SC.

Di} we need
ymux special'
00:0d

00:04
$0104
thank
06:04
00:04
build

ratand, but No ,nq

can be a slow process,
om: ha 1;)

yaazs
Obefose your product

1 ke)‘ .
23 means tens of

ese partner.
48.0.We would do 6-1 the work

: p10fits.
1:04MI. Wei our proprietary

manuf
00:0 .J4is wad“ differentiatas
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us in the market.
00:04:E°:05 0(F:‘14:”5:03We Cannot ailciw.
to leave our pze ises.
00:04:55:0900:04'38:040ux plan is to

fire the insuiation here
00:04.38: 0500105: ‘OQa d thsn finalize tbs

'Qn prince in ' ma.
3:09 00:0 2 OOWe understand camp;etely,

131 assure ymu we can
fix pr cau:ions

14 00:0; 6:13 you deem necessary.
: 14 00:41 3 1 Slow 2611:! 5.0 A

Ezelfii wennjs.
00:05 :040h hi Robert.
00:05 ‘:U:'; 00:05:23104 Emir secretary said
that I would f' d you here,
~20: 05:21:0590:05:3 :Ofiwe had a meeting
scheouled , I now.

60:05
00:05.

00:05 00:0 2:04Soxry about that Robert
90:05 700:0» é:fi01 have to approve the ne%
production line doauments
00:05 :0].D<::0” llbéfmxe we
90:05 12';G:0.' 7 1413039}; >32;
know w% are they are?
5) ' :v
'J0105.§9100935155220I dd.
cauld discuss a;e positica
$0: 33:03 5:21tlmt' 3 spring 3;:-
whan Preston leaves.

dun.Ow.Rfi‘OéFvervoha here in mansgfimenz
00:05 ‘5 U963: 5r'04dm ates wfiat yo 'va

hem 05f.

G0: 05: 58
I have a
’EO:O€:(}I:'._-

ogs discuss;o*
30:0

.in..,
,hd I ca: tell you,

just between us,
00:06'1‘; ,i)i')'C
{JOK‘Ezlr 204‘“
reflected in b
00:06 18 00'
00:06 '
00:06'

A? and productivity are up,
at will be

ear.
Ch wall, bamxssas, really,
thanks ennis.

' » Lauturing in Chintz

box costs.
K a win win.
yes. gentlemen I want

18 OC‘
:3'7:AJQL:06:

to thank you for
OC‘:O6:4322100:C :08 we \«iit f . p it in mind
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as we consid : our options.
00:06: 4 "09 536:0
O0:0€:5 21-
use the res zoom?
00:06 ' 1"Ob‘0"‘(‘0:1€$ure, it's fast. (i:
the hall to the right.
00:07: :16Than}: you.

5:11 I apologize may ;.;0»

much.
use me. 1 150mm

7'3 1E> Thank you vex;
6

.men in my
my compuner.

00:0 ’ ' 1.5 {10:07:4111161 am <‘
xestroom E saw an open compx
60:07:46‘1‘80:07-43:17and r“ ed no @5602
00:07:44 1/0610’ .ZUThdfiK yau $0: ccm$
00:07'4 :2100:0 5
$0:06:1G:13 00:0 1:,
OO:UB:11:1300.0 5:01Cnme: in,

08:}.5102 53:05: 8:13Ms. fiallory I
50 say tn’x in froiV of 3:.
Walker a1.d everybody
~20108 :18: 14f:x;:08:22:i)2bu=1‘l
t0 plug a Jump drive into
my computez.

a sorry when E

as Suox}

fine: guy :1 iefi

axd you
3633 whé

00:09. 7 can your‘r
3:1.30034.

30:0:

{me . know
5. =r§’§{()"l5 EA)“

fiSl got a call from
anything a n50
00:09:18:Dlub

00:09
' :09
00:09
where
00:09
least
00:09

yeah, but the job is in China.
yuan, that ' s

L‘
3

to move.
16‘16?éavbe we shoal d at

we could pay for

OC.O9'
could
00:09:

“Recruiter said that I
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00:09:43::o
00:09:47‘0606ul9' ' a n adventu x e .
Q0:09 :10 00 said
you wa ted to tra
00:09
0:09.48

00:10 N )
QOHLU. ..Ol-’)G:ll: J‘fizah,
called about a job in China.
00:11:01:0400:11: 161'6 .1.’
little more about 1
00:11:1.0:04a<;:11,:16:0.>u Dear}: Mimic A
00:11:16:09OG:11: 9:13 {Whispfiring in Chinese}
OO:11:19:1300V11 :05) flax Music )
00:12:03:US 00:12:05111Exc\~ Can I hn‘p vou?
00:12:05:l200:1 zlsFmrglve us, we were 3 .st
60:12:G?"fi$0z122«$‘93and we saw . open get.
(10:12:0"00 00212 5) land <19. ids? I 3
come in for direct ans.
$0:12:1G ””’ 2:OSS§.r, yo=2 have put

hi Jerry, it '3

that phcne
u0:1.3 :OUSorry, sorry! I: éifi
looks mg.
130:1: 6:19 What do you asks hex-e?
so~1 :BGWe have no? ewes)
an Ame
00:12 - 8220 perhaps we cw ld get a tour?
30:12:2u.21';3:12:122 Y 1
G0:12:22:210G:1 23:1.b

<:havs to leave, uka

£0
11

42

I 90: r plates.
‘ascr ibe them.

us w 3
Rogers, good ro meet you,

’50:}3'1310’5i '
00:13:14:l€>4
glass insulac

zad in the {Wade journals
your cantzibutions to

ms engineer too
imp essed.
:1" ; Yoa‘ \Ye been mv first.

about maving to China.
- 3:16C-h yes: wouid not have.

to svay in China for long.
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00:13:33:
only ta c
O0:l3:36:18-

to answ r any q stions
“0,13: 45 .010021 or solve any
pxoblems that m'ght rise.

8:055 '00:
9:12 00:

games that we n ed to dis
00:13:53:2000:13 7:081 sjgnad a non—compete
'th RIS when I firs: started,

00:13:57:U§00:13:5912150w 4:10
to our glass insulaticn?
60:13:59:22 $0:14:03:12 Your product is very

. The best available.
:0“:l 0.0;1 9:010u1‘ gcal wauld be to

r producfi,

a few

is yam: prw

could be a prob
4:12. 02 33:14: ‘ ‘E $230,0$$

out ul.=rd n.
"chuckleSi Yes, it wouid.yes

00:14
60:14:251l833:14:
th$ glass
50:14:38216C

00‘ 14: 35:1
that. LSH’C

mply maxing

amnsiderabla
engineaving ex
00:14 0930
OU:14:51:O4““'
your know
00:14:53. .
On 15 7:21am:

h, for you and you fam

fionre, Rubert,
‘3 you: life's woxk,

lis.
must do what is

company
4‘059011V'

00:15:45
with a competit04.
00:1

wk
:at I inter viewed

, mi: ‘ Preston's; jab,
'.4 4 I could get fired.

01“].5 ‘hen just say no to the Chinese
00.1 we'li forget you
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eve: had that meet
00:15:55‘1706111'58
informati

V 03 And what
omebody e;se ’?

the y get the

00:15:58:0900:16 6010713 could gm: us out of business.
’)0: 16 "): U8 Obtl
00:16: 02: 04690-116:

3:03 They won' é: .
66:01'i‘he campany can

nocklng)
, ext, can I help you?

E said :10 and I left.
'éust want: you to know 1

15: 091 gen cal} s from
sionally,

00:17:15 1000:1“:16:01bu: I‘m very happy here,
uO:1.7:I8:U2 60:17-2“:11and I want you ta knew that.
00:17: 21120611’ ‘4:00Thdfik g0“ 30b¢£x .
00:17 01 00:1 7'00 We really avgp eciata yet:
comi 3 f rwaxd "
00: 7:27:0100 1
I won‘t f
00:1":2 :00 Oh and I’m gn
that we‘ 1 need to talk

1&ner,

. yo§,

3k you‘
2175

8:211’m impiefified fie cam?

boy, 60y
'ah tfiaa’s

,he Ee<kcai
siness.

We “3;:31’. <2xflt

tha tmmpany.
txy m

.l ;’ mera CUC ,ng E‘hotos;
‘ aim)

Agent Carpenter.

company?
just start from the

,\,,£1,

E, is cnzrentiy attending
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graduate school at UCLA.
'18156:03 He is eithex the nephew
iongo Wei, ’34,
19:00:00Ch‘asse national, formé:

rati n Army.
. ‘ae owns a small company

00:19:01102 00:1, 19 that manufactmzes metal doors
for the domestic Chinese market.

or cousi of
00 18: 56:09 .OC:

00:19 EzlSThe ccmpany appaars success
00:19 8,112 bus: dcean‘t seem
profitable
00:1 :08:
purcha‘

16110 M mint: fox: thss
aluabla 1&nd,

19:1
LOHSLIULCiOD of thLS ~
00:19:14: 0800 15 :16201Nmr does it seem
that he lad ar.y p: or

"; glass insulation.
.02 00:19: 2011630 there‘s

' nd him?
1:20 Dmsslbly.
“ government?

can' those d yen.

1” .Dsthe government
enacted same teugh new
commexridl building :69
60:19 {5%)
fev i.ns.lat ,
00:19:32: 173311”

ireme:-a fox

$0:19:3":001 30
dumufo a mi6:: b y
they've throw

clearlv a F dden agenda.
‘hay may try to

.l;:5
compmz y‘ .
00:19:56: L.
Dr) y
00:

with or without your

weii, we need to luza
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Wei back to the U.s.
00:20:011L896. With what?
Q0:20:03:00- 2 16 Same thing that
brought rim here; your secrets.
00:2020 : 7OL:ZU: ZOWe‘d like to setup 3 sting
cpexaticn with your emplOVee.
00:20:.112100 20:14:0"3 p:'1t the ball in

0:14:0600220:16:1~Glet's bounce it back
ana see what happens.
00 : btzu: ~01We'
Carpentex, make insulati
00:20:21:02 30:20:2§:08 I'm not pu
o: my amp )yees in
Iarm's w ‘ for this.
00:20 a:U§OO:ZU:26:03We' ~ under no
chiigation to co ply with this,
60:20:26:D4$0z 9:04ar3 we Margaret?
00:20:28 ,Dcztl 32:00And hMfls fiust say
these guys and it gces to :1 a1,
90:30: 32:01 50:”:13the3 co=x..6 3 :bpoena
the same documents

is court,

not spiea, Agent

, prc
00:2 :37:13
proprietary
00:20“q:l2“3:
60:20
50‘ 0.43:16C«..
Department is v“
QO:20:45:0§ ‘"O:

crate t rade
GU:CU:47:13
$0:30:5§'0b1
far 311

But what u Cfie‘l?
LI «ant to

hate.
we've workad for aver

'3': risk

‘: court.
)y nude stand,

.'re an your side:21:21:l£-
and so axe
00:31 '
00:21
the vlutix s busi
00:21: 26 010G

I haven‘t seen a :39 yet.
that hasn‘t worked with

to keep that fxon- happening.
28:23We’ ve got your Lack on this,

Him; we .ced to cat this guy.
'1 you,
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:09 Ut’ :00 We'd be taking a tuge risk.
:0100122:16:13A=d what about our stock prices

O0:22:16:l600.2
pxoduct worth protec ifig,
00:22:19:U§OO:2’ R108 isn't.
advertising agencies t9 do?
00:23:23:090012 .‘BWha
(10:22 24:2100'2
U012: . glt' s the firé 11:: 113.6.
')01:Z..)'):U9Jb2211 Hisu'fim}
when I bring up prixciple
(20:22
up our
00:22:36 710 00:22.
that off

we have a unique

what. we're paying mi:

axe "cm dcxinu Masqazcet?
W isn' t Ll’Ki" yvu.

30:2
Ihhumg might have has &
thumb 6 H in his hanu

7:12when he desk.
QU:22:4
ysaxs bui"
60:23: 6:02-
what we‘ve
00:23 ‘2
00:22.
we we; m;
50:23

~ a"map an}
2:31to have

Riki)

01.1 t:

V Mazainrz)

bu 5 we
why me

m K} you: baipx

Aeed you to call them
and m3 you want

abert)-

ut we don’t want

00:23 :11 yau‘d be macaw (>1 tame (10‘: m \u
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OO:23:29:1200:23: ;6R0bert your décisioa will have
no bearing on 3/ ur jmb here.
Q0:23:32: 23:36:15We‘re Very gratefu;

033 it with my
:16I'm afraid not.0n1y the

'3 room
» can )now axythirg abnu: it.

5: 151' m just an engin” 1:,
45: ()8 shouldls‘ t you 1; omebozz‘y

:16 who is trained for

(10:23:4£<,' 0:21We waixld if 9::
could, D L they've been

earching your company
OO:23:50:£2 00:2” 52:05and reading the trades.

>‘53:07Th§y know the
who work h re

45:19anfi who‘d have

a n

: Caxpentez)

uh: 24:33: 125‘KHZ
th$ :zav sacsi¢x
$0: ‘
spec
00:24

fov ynu m
:39:21GG:3 Carpenter)

e Dialing)

‘0 Mt. Kai, it‘s Robert.
00:25 ‘
oh hello Robert. Yes it is
good to m “L
00:25:08. Oh, well {ha} 3 you.

17 1'15; prepared to give
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ou want for
at I don't lJAke

y gst
upon (3 1 very,
J0022u. 2:2

of the mo
: do I know that I‘ll

you cannot expe" us
UO:25:37:ZOOC ’7 * give you

the money
00: 25:39 0800::
5-1): 25:41:20Mn
' ,y a; rample

.25:44:1700:24.
has ream; a to thy
0:25:48.¥10022

to T. 25m Mch 01:
~30: 5 210153: .
more that. 2 need yum
5025351513217 EC:”.5:56:20 {Wei}
We both need
each other Mr. Moore

0:25-58:2153:36:»E72WUU‘1‘
to you: 1: ‘

41:193 withsut verifying txe documents
5:44:16a3m‘ making s: :s that,

8:2 mm neither cm;— of us
iaw,

3:00 we axe

340-0363:

youzrravers‘
GO

to ema‘l.
10830: but I haw». m'fiparwfi a list 3:

3r:*t‘nix.g shat wh will 1'18
g.; 3 39+I“.h am Going

leaks d<sai)ie .

neyt Saturday sounds good.
8“,»; .

Very 960d.

‘12,
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OO:2?:Ol:lB u0127:05:O-1-’Agent Carpenter)
We'll get to this to
the anal sts xig t a y.
00:27:05,2200.2 .120Damn it, did he

Saturday
00:2.:07:2100:27:10:1529ah, why?

,hat‘s m3 wif€='s birthday.
..l'? I .prom Bed to. ta.”

her out to dinner.
00 :1§:18u0:2”:151211'mxry Robert.
00 27:16:22 16; MUSLC 3
64): 27:28: :(lfl'ii rziqiit.
uo: 2“:33:O’,- 3t Carpenter)
About set?
00:27:33:U§ 00:27:?6103 Ems Sir, we are good ts go.
00:27:36:0400:C 6:23Ehank ysu.
60:27 .:DO$O: 3%:05A11 hr thanks.
00:27 10600:: D: Usfiow 1 I aw¢y are
you guys going t be?
50:37:40: 0950: ’

‘14“0'”
.331”

_(

3t down sha

txan
:OOF“

bathrco and 1
00:2. “:09 63:37:59:
until we come and
50: .mm
60:37:

go to the

don‘t coma an:

6 &nd gs“ me. okay.

3Wéh.
on, you‘ll he great.

-cerfi

Musia A
'ur ciofis—up?

. we: be,
was: ysu Sitting here,
Chung ovar there.

1a a micxophcne
00:28
00:26
and a
00:29 Smoke dateuLoI.

the documents
ya :r company

«Phone Rings}
639?
thanks.

Ia awning early.
T :say're en zante.

Why are they eaziy?
\éaybe they know, is

thexe
00:28:46 J.z1§abezt, take a d. p breath
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it doegn‘t mean a hing.
00:28:4812296 :16 It's nczt unusual, it
happens from t' time

:090kay! Yau’li be fine.
1R0bert, you'll do great.

00:28" :17 00:2
00:29 :10 OMZB:
00:28.49:130012,. <nlfikay, let‘s go.
00:2 12100 1 Music: )
GOLS‘. “1600.2 ._2‘12{Ag€-nt Carpenter)
Where are we?

he minute 0:,
‘ :égent Carpenter)

e. You thi
he'll maka it?
OO:29:36:18 00:29:29:00 {Agent Mértinezi
He‘li make ;L.
00:29:29:0100:29twflzlfiwhat is he doing
with the briafcafie
(10:29} . ' 3 Uféiie'fi pnximbiy just; nervous.

”I think he's going co be sick.
You want me to go 13 ther§?

00:29
{20:30
90:30
{30:30
50:30

} Magic
{Knock at $005}
(:n
{fiobfirt}

.‘102 You can have a seat.
2!: I * we

Yas, da ye Save aha dec
.'6. quiae frahkiy 1

them.
g in Chinese)

' . you amlva tha
problem?

‘ here E developac} (J

00:31

3 You‘re going to need

doesn‘t see
mts

lothexwise we all go to jail.
3 220:1": worry about it, Robert.

,5. worried.

You need to cam): it?
no, so I‘ve
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never Seen so u h.
00:3” 7“ '°>‘):0:1[ trust 31cm.
Q0:32:3 3:211:T you'll EXCKSE me, I
just need to use the bathroom.
00:32: 5 : 301.:3’ ’3:21$t:and by.
00:3 :52:22 U0:32:S :1 gm go. go!

, FBI, Fm!
(JOE nds up in the air‘ Hands up!
the air!

1 up! Stand up s‘sowly!

041:33:( :135102
behind your ba

33:0 181131 firamatic Mus in )
00:3 :19: Ufiuk}: 33:23:04 {82943.
our :op story tonight,

Don't SHOW?! Handrx

00:33:23H31’DG: or: ' .
OO:33'”3:13 OD.” 4iRepo1= tex:
P1.ed 91:1
the "nited

8‘0

m r? a: r? w in

{21 3
:51 l
G0:33
50:33 4- :21-One 1'
cf he 9: s n” s caae
00: 3:33: 2 ' -:3“:36: 0811215 tie
of a BIS empioyve
60: 3:36:09 -.33:39:01wh0 woxked
‘ud rcover 1h his FPT

3:39 20390uzi£y exp
3 eah we re

w
xx

Hey, I wanLd &
kill you.

Oh is xhar 50?

:p
w

m
o

w
w

w
fl
.u

w
w

w
a

M
r!

w
w

w
c
u

‘ that carporate espionage
15d theft of trade secrets
nbhnd uy tn $40u

ram the 11.5 ecunomy.
But others p; -‘ out

.JAthat m hy inc-dents go
ma,

:cexi¢w 9 same estimates
.0 as much as a
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OO:34:18:01'
the. trend is
Q0:34:26:08- ‘Cameza Clicking)
00:34:3%:20 OG.34:Q1:04 13 was scary how
pars n: they were
00:34:11:050013 5:00and haw they aid not care that
thay could be ca ht at anytime.
00,34:45:0100:3 41:) an beginning they were,

3they wet. sutprisea

Everyone £91685 that
e.

,. an A 1am armp
would go to this deg:
14] : 34'. .. :00 GO . .0 obtain finale:
trade sec’ information.

00:34:351200ur man
‘ is two hours away

:34: 55:2100 34: 59:03 from tna closest
xnajor 0.5. city,

08 90 ' ’

staring

'o yea: I: him <
By the end.

er t a prosa'
-O:3v: .090023
unde stand .21g 0
'30: 35:361l333: 09:1?th9 extfint oi flow
they had become a taxget.
~20135189: 18.»..3..2'OOI can'" get ov.r the
fact that thrse guuys
00:35:12: 01' - * 4:09came into our plan:
not once bx
60:35
50:33
same
-QO:35

5 12! thl_k they fiad a better

5:09€hey had nm
610013 was, shay wa

ntarma';
g°t tfinm one Piace,

1’
9011 NJ to cum

at us

on 7:
LWO: 35:25

times,

00:35:311LJ cu
thm’ r Vulnera'

cover ing uy some of

' \o téwv' 1::l less of a target.
L can‘t say enough

about ‘ 2 PS
00:35:38 we worked with them
6.17e st 1". of the srav,
a: 35 may guidefi us, they coached us,

.JAthey listenea to what

they

.3. Sfiift from this
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experience has been
041:35'50‘01961

L0 protect the
,

. 1 04 that everybody
needs tc be vigilant

" z 05 00 z " 59: 16 ahrjut ptotsxztifig
formation.

1 ,- that it's evexrybuciy'ss

.17.
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EER'EIN IS UNCLASSIIIEU
DATE u3-u2-2u1'1 BY Casi-132311) NSICG

FADE IN.

EXT. FACTORY COMPLEX - NIGHT

The building is new, but there is no activity. Few lights
illuminate the building.

Super: Shanghai

INT. OFFICE — NIGHT

JIANGO WU, 44, Chinese, somewhat heavyset and serious, sits
in the office near a window. The room is illuminated mainly
by the glow of his computer screen. He types the words
“General Insulation Solutions” into the search engine at the
website Linkedin. A number of names appear below. Wu scans
down the page. His eyes come to rest on the photo and resume
of Robert Moore. Wu smiles. He hits the print button.

INT. FACTORY FLOOR — NIGHT

A well-dressed Chinese Man, MR. BIG, SOs, looking approvingly
at the empty space awaiting equipment. Wu approaches him
deferentially. Mr. Big turns to him. Wu hands him some
resumes from Linkedin. They speak in subtitled Chinese.

WU
All these people have the knowledge
we need.

Mr. Big glances over the resumes.

MR. BIG
Contact the headhunter.

Wu bows slightly before walking away.

EXT. MONTICELLO IOWA a MORNING

A series of shots establish Monticello as a quintessential
small American town. The General Insulation Solutions (GIS)
plant can be seen in the distance in many of the shots.

Super: Monticello, Iowa.

INT. MOORE HOUSE v MORNING

The comfortable, middle~class home sits on a quiet street.
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INT. MOORE HOUSE/BEDROOM ~ MORNING

ROBERT MOORE, 46, rolls over in bed. He sleepily opens his
eyes and focuses on the alarm clock which reads: 7:563m.
Realizing he has four whole minutes more to sleep, he closes
his eyes contentedly. His peace is interrupted by the shriek
of a teenage female.

INT. MOORE HOUSE/2ND FLOOR CORRIDOR — MORNING

Robert staggers out of his bedroom as his robe—clad daughter,
JESSIE MOORE, 1?, pretty, steps out of the bathroom.

JESSIE
There’s no hot water!

ROBERT
No hot water?

She disappears into her room. SHEILA MOORE, 45, Robert’s
pretty wife, calls up to them from the bottom of the stairs.

SHEILA
The water heater is off again.

ROBERT
Since when?

SHEILA
"Since" two days ago. You haven't
noticed?

ROBERT
No. There's never any hot water
left by the time I take a shower.

EXT. MOORE HOUSE v MORNING

Jessie leaves the house and sprints toward the curb where
some friends wait in a car for her.

INT. MOORE HOUSE/ENTRANCE HALL — MORNING

Sheila shouts out to her daughter.

SHEILA
I'll pick you up after practice.
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INT. MOORE HOUSE/KITCHEN — MORNING

The news plays on a small television on a counter. Robert
half watches it as he drinks some coffee. Footage shows a
fire in a high—rise apartment building in Shanghai.

ANNOUNCER (v.0. )
Protests continue in Shanghai today
as a result of a deadly apartment
fire that killed fiftynthree people
and wounded seventy others last
month. The government has vowed to
tighten building guidelines and
safety codes.

Sheila enters and sits down. Robert turns to her.

ROBERT
I'll fix the water heater tonight.

SHEILA
It's the third time....

ROBERT
Can't afford a new one this month.
We need to put brakes on the Buick.

Sheila silently drinks a cup of coffee, then...

SHEILA
If we can’t afford a water heater,
how are we going to afford Jessie's
college?

Robert has no answer.

SHEILA
I can get more hours.

ROBERT
Nah.

(Pauses.)
Preston’s gonna retire next year.
I’ve got a lock on his job.

SHEILA
What if you don't?

Robert has no answer.

EXT. ROAD - DAY

An aging Buick LeSabre moves down the street.
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INT. BUICK ~ DAY

Robert drives. His cellphone rings. He looks
He doesn’t recognize it but answers anyway.

ROBERT
Robert Moore.

INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE - DAY.

JERRY FIELDING, 34, talks into a headset as he

at the number.

looks at
Robert's information on a computer monitor. (This location
is intercut with Robert driving in the Buick.)

JERRY
Mr. Moore, this is Jerry Fielding
with People Power, an executive
placement service out of New York.

ROBERT
OK....

JERRY
I just wanted to call and see if
you were happy with your work.

ROBERT
with the work, yes.

JERRY
How 'bouc the money?

Robert doesn’t answer that.

JERRY
I found your resume on Linkedin,
and I think you'd be perfect for a
plant manager listing we have.

ROBERT
Oh yeah? Where?

JERRY
Wu Industries. Shanghai.

Robert laughs. Jerry flips to Robert's Facebook page.

ROBERT
Shanghai? As in China?
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JERRY (v.o.)
I don't think you’ll be laughing
when you hear the salary.

ROBERT
There's no way I can move to China.

JERRY
Don't think of it as a move. Think
of it as an extended vacation‘ An
adventure. You stay there three or
four years, come home with a huge
nest egg, a new title and the
world's your oyster.

ROBERT
No. I can’t.

JERRY
Just think about it. Tall»: to Mr. *
Wu. I'm sure most of the work can *
be done via telecomunting. *

EXT. GIS PLANT/GATE — DAY

Robert drives in through the large open gates of the complex.

EXT. GIS PARKING LOT - DAY.

Robert slows down. He drives carefully to avoid two Chinese
visitors. once they are out of the way, he drives toward the
factory. The Asians walk toward the administration building.

EXT. GIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING — DAY-

wu and his assistant/translator WEI CHEUNG, 27, step up from
the parking lot onto the pavement in front of the building.
Wu gives the factory itself a longing glance before he turns
and walks toward the building.

INT. GIS LOBBY v DAY‘

MARGARET MALLORY, 48, intelligent, professional, walks across
the lobby to Wu and Cheung, who sign in at the security desk.

MALI-CRY
Mr . Wu .

Wu and Cheung turn to her. He motions to Wu.
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WU
A pleasure to meet you. This is
Wei Cheung, my assistant.

Cheung bows, then Mallory shakes hands with Wu and Cheung

MALLORY
My name is Margaret Mallory. I am
general counsel. Mr. Walker is
waiting for you‘

They walk toward the elevators.

wu (o.c.)
As you see, we have acquired
sufficient modern factory space,
all the necessary zoning and
environmental permits and a fifty
million dollar, U—s, line of
credit.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

FRED WALKER, 60, the amiable President of GIS, sits with
Mallory at one side of the table looking at pictures of the
factory in China while wu speaks.

wu (CONT‘D)
All we need are pieces of your *
specialized equipment and we can
start manufacturing your cellular
glass insulation in China within a
matter of months.

WALKER
I want to thank you for coming and
making your offer, but we are
already in negotiations to build
our own plant in China‘

WU
we are aware of your negotiations.
The government will refuse you for
environmental concerns. without
our help, it may take you three to
five years to reach the Chinese
market. You will lose tens, maybe
a hundred million dollars in that
time. You need a Chinese partner.
we will do all the work, and split
the profits with you.
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MALLORY
Mr. Wu, our proprietary
manufacturing process is what
differentiates us in the market.
we cannot allow it to leave our
premises. It was always our plan
to manufacture the cellular glass
here in Iowa, then finalize the *
production process in China.

Wu shakes his head no again.

CHEUNG
We'd have as much to lose as you do
if the details of the special *
processes were lost. We take *
whatever precautions you see
necessary .

INT. GIS PLANT/NEWTON OFFICE — DAY

Robert sits with DENNIS NEWTON, 56, the plant manager.

NEWTON
Everyone here, in management,
appreciates what you’ve done for
the company Robert. *

ROBERT
I appreciate that‘ I’m just asking
for a hint as to whether I have a
shot at Preston's job.

NEWTON
There honestly haven’t been any
serious discussions about his
replacement yet.

ROBERT
what do you think?

NEWTON
Personally, I think you're the best
qualified person internally for the
position.

ROBERT
(QuicklyJ

Are they looking outside?

NEWTON
No. No one's doing anything yet.

(Pauses.)
(MORE )
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NEWTON (CONT'D)
I can tell you, just between us,
Profits and productivity are up,
and that’ll be reflected in bonuses
this year.

Those words don't put Robert at ease.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

Walker and Mallory listen with growing impatience as Wu and
Cheung speak.

WU
If you manufacture in China, you
will save both transportation and
labor costs. It is a win/win.

Walker glances at his watch before turning back to his
visitors. He stands. Cheung translates.

WALKER
Gentlemen, I want to thank you for
your proposal. We will keep it in
mind as we consider our options.

walker is obviously signaling an end to the meeting. Cheung
leans over to Wu and whispers something in his ear. Wu nods.
Cheung turns back to Walker.

CHEUNG
I apologize, but I was wondering if
I could use the restroom?

WALKER
No problem. Just down the hall to
your left.

CHEUNG
Thank you.

Cheung leaves. Walker sits back down. Wu smiles.

INT. GIS CORRIDOR v DAY

Cheung makes a left at the bottom of the corridor and finds
the mens room, but continues toward some office cubicles.
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INT. GIS CUBICLE - DAY

Cheung glances around before slipping into an empty cubicle.
He wakes up the computer as he takes a thumb drive out of his
pocket. He sticks the drive into a USB port on the front of
the computer tower on the floor. Then he turns his attention
to the monitor and waits for the drive to appear. As he
pulls the drive out a worker, PAUL THOMAS, appears.

PAUL (o.c.)
EXCUSE me.

Cheung turns to find an incredulous WORKER standing at the
opening of the cubicle. Cheung smiles.

CHEUNG *
I'm sorry. I just wanted to check *
my email. *

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

Paul leads cheung back into the room where Mallory, Walker
and Wu wait for him.

PAUL
I found this gentleman in my office
on my computer.

Mallory and Walker, shocked, turn to Cheung. He smiles.

CflEUNG
I'm so sorry, when I left the
restroom I saw an open computer and
tried to check my email.

Mallory glances at walker before turning back to Wu.
Standing, obviously wrapping up the meeting

WALKER
well gentlemen, we will discuss
your proposal internally, but I’m
afraid its unlikely at this point
that we would pursue a partnership
like this.

INT. GIS LOBBY — DAY

Mallory, barely hiding her disdain, leads Wu and Cheung to
the front door. Wu steps closer to Mallory with a smile.
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WU
We have come all this way. Would
it be possible to take a tour of
your plant while we're here?

MALLORY
Sorry. I'm afraid that's not
possible.

EXT. GIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ~ DAY

Wu and Cheung walk out of the building toward the parking
lot. They stop at the edge of the pavement. Wu looks at the
open loading dock doors of the plant. He looks over his
shoulder through the glass doors and sees Mallory watching
them. Wu and Cheung walk toward their car.

*INT. GIS PLANT/ROBERT'S OFFICE ~ DAY

Robert sits behind a monitor studying the blueprint. of a *
piece of machinery. He sighs after a moment. He takes out *
his cellphone. He looks at. the number of the headhunter. He *
is tempted to call, but he resists. *

INT. MARGARET MALLORY’S OFFICE - DAY *

Paul knocks on the door. Mallory looks up a him. *

MALLORY *
Come in. *

Paul steps inside.

PAUL *
I didn’t want to say this in front *
of Mr. walker and everybody, but I *
think that guy tried to plug a jump *
drive into my computer. *

MALLORY *
What exactly did you see? *

INT. MOORE HOUSE/ ENTRANCE HALL

Robert steps wearily into the house. She runs up and throws
her arms around him.

JESSIE (03.)
Daddy! I got accepted .... To
Princeton:
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ROBERT
(truly happy for his
daughter)

I my gosh, that's wonderful!
Congratulations honey!

Robert turns from her to Sheila, who is standing in the
doorway. They exchange a serious look.

INT. MOORE BEDROOM ~ NIGHT

Sheila lies in bed. Robert, dejected, sits on the side.

ROBERT
Newton said I could expect a nice
bonus, but he couldn't say anything
about Preston's job.

Sheila sighs wearily.

ROBERT
I got a call from a headhunter
today.

SHEILA
(Enthusiastic.)

Really?

ROBERT
Yeah, but the job’s in China.

Sheila's disappointment is obvious.

ROBERT
Wait a minute. Let's think about
it. We don't have to worry about
Jessie. She's not going to be
here. She's gonna be in college.

(Pauses.)
we can sell this place. Put most
of our stuff in storage, and use
mom’s house as our home base until
we come back with a huge nest egg.

(Pauses.)
The recruiter says I’ll be able to
write my own ticket after three or
four years there.

SHEILA
Three or four years?
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ROBERT
Think of it as an adventure. You
always wanted to travel.

EXT. GIS PLANT — NIGHT

A Gallant stops near the open gate of the GIS facility.

INT. GALLAN‘I’ ~ NIGHT

Cheung sits behind the wheel. Wu sits in the passenger seat
looking down at the large open door at the loading dock of
the plant. There is no security. He points toward it.

INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE ~ NIGHT

Jerry picks up a call on his headset.

JERRY
Hello.

ROBERT (v.0. )
Hi, Jerry? It’s Robert. You called
me about a job in China.

JERRY
Oh yeah. Sure.

ROBERT (v.o.)
I'd like to know a little more
abaut it .

Jerry smiles when he looks at. the file.

JERRY
well, they're still looking AND it
looks like your in luck. MI. Wu is
actually in the states now.

INT. ROBERT’S HOME OFFICE —- NIGHT

Robert talks on his cellular phone.

JERRY 01.0.)
I can arrange a dinner meeting and
you could hear it all directly from
the horse's mouth.
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ROBERT
That's good, but let’s not do it
here. It's a small town. I don't
want anyone seeing us talking.

JERRY (v‘o.)
You name the place.

INT. GIS PLANT - NIGHT

Wu and Cheung photograph and video different, piece of
equipment that produces the cellular glass insulation with
their iPhones. Workers View them warily, but. no one says
anything. Eventually, Newton, the plant manager, strides
toward them.

NEWTON
Excuse me, can I help you?

cheung puts down his camera, but wu continues taking photos.

CHEUNG
Sorry, we were looking for a gas
station so we stopped in to ask for ex

-

directions. *

NEWTON *
(To Wu.) *

Excuse me, you're going to have to *
put down your phone. *

Wu does so. *

CHEUNG *
What is it you make. here? Looks *
like you have a lot of people. *

WU ir

(To Newton.) *
Could you give us a tour? we'd *
love to an American factory. “I"

NEWTON *
No, I'm sorry. You're going to it
have to go. '1'

EXT. GIS PARKING LOT v NIGHT

Wu and Cheung get into their car and speed away. *
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INT. MALLORY KITCHEN ~ NIGHT

Mallory, with a glass of wine, answers the phone.

MALLORY
Mallory.

NEWTON 01.0.)
I just found two trespassers taking
pictures in the factory. Do you
want me to call the police?

Her eyes narrow.

MALLORY
Describe them.

INT. GIS WALKER’S OFFICE — DAY

Mallory talks with walker.

MALLORY
I think we should call the police.

WALKER
For what?

MALLORY
Trespassing.

WALKER
we don't even know they're the same
two people.

MALLORY
who else would it be? They're a
threat!

Walker thinks.

INT. SMALL TOWN RESTAURANT — NIGHT

Robert sits at a corner table with Wu and Cheung.
translates the entire conversation.

CHEUNG
I have read in the trade journals
about your contributions to
cellular glass technology. I am
also a systems engineer and I am
very impressed. You have been my
first choice for the position.

14.

Cheung
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ROBERT
I'm very flattered, but, frankly,
my wife isn’t all that excited
about moving to China.

Wu and Cheung exchange a glance. Wu smiles and continues.

WU
You will not need to stay in China
long. We will only need you to
consult when we set up the
equipment and start production.
And, later, we would keep you on
retainer for help with any problems
that might arise.

ROBERT
I'm interested, but there are some
issues we have to discuss. I
signed a non-compete contract when
I started at G—I—S. How close is
your product to our cellular glass
insulation?

WU *

Your cellular glass insulation is *
very good. The best available. It *
will be our goal to create a very *
similar product. *

ROBERT *
That might make it difficult for *
me. *

WU *
Would one hundred thousand dollars *
lessen your burden? *

ROBERT *
Yes, it would. *

CHEUNG *
we are prepared to pay you one
hundred thousand dollars for the
blueprints of your equipment and
the formula of the insulation, and
another one hundred thousand to
help us get our plant started.

ROBERT
(Shocked.) *

I can't do that. It's against the
law. *
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CHEUNG
Big risk equals big reward.

ROBERT
I...can't.

Wu smiles. He takes out a business card.
across the table.

WU
Think about it.

INT. MOORE HOUSE/KITCHEN — NIGHT

Robert sits across the table from Sheila.

SHEILA
You’ve got to tell the company.

ROBERT
Tell them what? That I was
interviewing with a competitor?
They'll never trust me again.

16.

Re pushes it

Forget about Preston's job. I'll
probably get fired.

SHEILA
Then just say NO to the Chinese
and we'll forget you ever had that
meeting. we'll reset and take our
chances with your bonus and a
promotion.

ROBERT
If they get a hold of that
information it could put us outta
business. Half the town works
there.

SHEILA
They won‘t. And the company can
take care of itself.

Robert is not so certain.

INT. GIS PLANT/CAFETERIA - DAY

Robert sits alone eating lunch. He eyes drift from table to
table. His co—workers all seem so happy. Lots of smiles and
joking around. Each face makes him feel guiltier.
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INT. GIS/MALLORY’S OFFICE - DAY

Mallory sits behind her desk reading some papers. She hears a
knock and sees Robert standing in the doorway

MALLORY
Hi Robert. Can I help you?

CLOSEvUP 0F ROBERT'S FACE.

He is nervous. He closes his eyes.

INT. GIS WALKER’S OFFICE — DAY

CLOSE«UP of ROBERT’S FACE.

Robert re—opens his eyes. The camera slowly pulls back to
reveal he is now in Walker's office talking to Walker and
Mallory.

ROBERT
so I just said no and left.

walker and Mallory think. Robert quickly adds.

ROBERT
I just want. to say that I thought
it was legitimate. I get calls
from head hunters occasionally. but
I am very happy here. I want you
to know that.

WALKER
Thanks Robert. we appreciate you
coming forward like this. I won’t
forget it.

walker gets up. He goes and puts an arm around Robert’s
shoulder as he leads him to the door.

WALKER
I'm sure we‘ll need to talk about
this again later.

Robert node and leaves. Walker closes the door behind him.
He turns to Mallory as he walks back to the desk.

MALLORY
This is serious. If one day
somebody take their bait it could
bury us. We have to call the
F.B.I.
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WALKER
That's just what we need, the
Federal government going through
our business.

MALLORY
Do you have any better suggestions?

Walker sits down. He sighs.

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE/CARPENTBR'S OFFICE — DAY

Special Agent JOSEPH CARPENTER, 36, answers the phone.

CARPENTER
This is Special Agent Joseph
Carpenter.... Yes.

He picks up a pen and prepares to take notes. His partner,
Special Agent SHARON GAO, 33, moves beside him to see what he
is writing.

CARPENTER
Just start at the beginning, Ms.
Mallory.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

CLOSE—UP OF WEI CHEUNG.

A black and white surveillance photo fills a screen.

CARPENTER (o.c.)
His name is Wei Cheung. Twenty-
seven. A Chinese born naturalized
citizen of the United States. He
is currently attending graduate
school at U—C«L«A. He is either
the nephew or cousin of....

CLOSE—UP OF JIANGO WU.

we see a passport photo of Jiango Wu.

CARPENTER (o.c.)
Jiango Wu. Forty-Four‘ A Chinese
national. He owns a small company
that manufactures metal doors for
the domestic Chinese market.

WIDER.
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Carpenter and Gao update Mallory and Walker on the
investigation.

GAO
The company appears successful, but
it doesn't seem profitable enough
to account for the purchase of this
valuable land...

The image on the screen shows Wu's new factory.

GAO
....and the construction of this
facility. Nor does it appear he
had any prior interest in or
knowledge of cellular glass
insulation.

WALKER
So someone else is behind him?

GAO
That's a reasonable inference.

MALLORY
The government?

CARPENTER
we can't dot that line yet, but
your product is one that the P-R—C
desperately needs‘ The government
has recently enacted some tough new
commercial building regulations,
and yours is one of the few
insulating materials that meets the
requirements for insulation and
fire retardancy.

WALKER
I’m aware of that. That’s why
we've been so dumbfounded about all
the obstacles they've been throwing
in front of us to get into their
market.

CARPENTER
It appears they would like to
acquire your product without your
company.

Silence.
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MALLORY
What's the next step? Do you have
a case?

GAO
with a little additional evidence, *
we could arrest Mr. Cheung on
conspiracy to steal trade secrets,
but he‘s the little fish.

Carpenter changes the image back to Wu.

CARPENTER
We want the big one: Wu.

(Pauses.)
But to catch him, we’re going to
have to lure him back to the United
States.

MALLORY
with what?

CARPENTER
The same thing that brought him
here: Your secrets.

walker doesn't like the idea.

CARPENTER
We’d like. to set up a sting
operation using your employee. wu
put the ball in his court, let's
have him bounce it back and see
what happens.

WALKER
(Interrupting )

We’re not secret agents, Agent
Carpenter. We make insulation.
I’m not putting one of my employees
in harms way for this.

(To Mallory)
we're under no obligation to comply
with this are we?

Mallory nods no, but she doesn’t agree with his viewpoint.

WALKER
And lets say we catch these guys
and it goes to trial. They could
subpoena the same documents the
Chinese tried to steal‘
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GAO
Mr. Walker, there are legal *
protections that would keep your
proprietary information from public
disclosure. *

MALLORY
I think that's true, Fred. Justice
is careful about protecting US
trade secrets.

Walker stands up.

WALKER
I want to thank you for all of your
help, but we're done here.

INT. WALKER GARAGE — DAY

Walker puts his golf club in the trunk of his Cadillac. He
gets into the car and starts the engine. He pushes a button
and the garage door begins to open to reveal Mallory, who is
dressed in more casual weekend clothes.

INT WALKER CADILLAC — DAY

Mallory climbs into the passenger seat

MALLORY
We’ve got to do this, Fred.

WALKER
why? we're safe now.

MALLORY
I spent yesterday researching
corporate espionage cases. Our
secrets will not be exposed in
court.

WALKER
Yeah and what about stock prices
when this hits the press.

HALLORY
So people see we have a unique
product worth stealing. Isn't that
what we paying our advertising and
P—R agencies to do?

(MORE )
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MALLORY (CONT‘D)
In fact, by aggressively protecting
our trade secrets show we'll be
showing our stockholders we're
serious about keeping our long—term
competitive advantage! »>

6:
+1

v$

Walker looks her in the eyes.

WALKER
Margaret, why are you really here?

MALLORY
On principle.

Walker laughs.

MALLORY
That’s funny?

WALKER
when I bring up principle you
usually bring up our stock prices.
You've just taken that off the
table.

MALLORY
0k, sol..maybe I'm just pissed off.
Paul, who caught Cheung at his
desk, came by and said he thinks
Cheung might have been pulling a
USB drive out of the computer as he
walked up.

(Pauses.)
We haven’t spent twenty years
building this company so they can
just steal what we’ve created.
Besides, I like this town. And it
would die if we went out of
business.

She pauses for a moment, then smiles.

He smiles

INT. 915

Robert is

HALLORY
So screw em! Lets work with the G—
Men and take these suckers down!

and shakes his head no, but he knows she's right.

WALKER'S OFFICE ~ DAY

surrounded by Walker, Mallory, Carpenter and Gao.
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Walker .

23.

ROBERT
You want me to do what?

GAO
we want to set up a sting
operation, but we need your help.

ROBERT
Why me?

GAO
They know you. All you have to do
is call them and say you want to
make the deal.

Robert looks somewhat distressed at Mallory and

ROBERT
Do you want me to do it?

MALLORY
we'd like to see these guys face
justice but. we don’t. want. you to do
anything you'd be uncomfortable
doing.

(Pauses.)
Your decision will have no bearing
on your job here. We're very
grateful to you for making us aware
of the problem.

ROBERT
May I discuss this with my wife?

CARPENTER
I’m afraid not. This must be kept
secret. Only the F-B-I and the
people in this room will know
anything about it.

Silence, then Robert looks up and meets Mallory’s eyes.

ROBERT
I'm just an engineer. Can't you
get somebody who's trained for this
sort of thing to do it.

CARPENTER
We would if we could. But they've
been researching your company and
reading the trades. They know the
people who work here and who would
have access to what they need.

(MORE)
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CARPENTER (CONT'D)
(Pauses.)

Plus, before this is over, someone
is going to ask a question that
only an engineer could answer. It
needs to be you.

Robert, head down, nods almost imperceptibly in agreement.

EXT. FBI FIELD OFFICE- DAY

Traffic moves in front of the building.

CARPENTER
We're going to need access to your
enmail and social networking
accounts.

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE — DAY

Robert sits with Carpenter and Gao. A laptop sits open
before them. Gao hands Robert a piece of paper.

GAO
We’d like you to post these
messages on your twitter and
Facehook. They’ll make you appear
more vulnerable. People targeting
insiders look for disgruntled
employees.

ROBERT
0k.

Carpenter motions to Robert’s email account on the computer
screen.

CARPENTER
We’ll also be monitoring your email
once we initiate contact.

GAO
We don’t want to exchange a lot of
emails with them. Jurors' roll
their eyes when you read them in
court. Our goal is to get them
talking to you on the phone and
then get them to meet you in
person.

Robert nods.
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CARPENTER
Let’s get the party started.

Carpenter turns to the computer. He opens up a letter in
Robert's draft folder addressed to the email address on the
business card Wu gave him. The email expresses Robert's
desire to talk more. Carpenter moves aside. Robert moves
over and clicks the send button. Carpenter turns to Robert
with a smile.

CARPENTER
Welcome to the world of counter
espionage.

Robert smiles.

GAO
Just remember. you're not James
Bond.

SERIES OF SHOTS.

This sequence consists of a quick montage showing the email
exchanges. Music under.

A). Wu gets the email from Robert. stating his interest. We
see text highlighted, “I don‘t want to discuss anything
sensitive in e-mail. We have to talk." *

B) Carpenter and Robert are alerted simultaneously that an e—
mail has arrived. Carpenter smiles. It includes a Chinese
phone number along with day and time to call Wu.

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE/CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

carpenter and Gao talk with Robert. Two other technicians
sit in the room to monitor and record the call.

CARPENTER
I'll be writing you notes during
the conversation. Remember, we
need him to acknowledge the
illegality of the transaction. And
we want a specific requirements
list, and a delivery date.

Robert nods, but it is obvious he's nervous.

GAO
Just do it like we practiced.
You’ll be fine.

After nodding to the technicians, Carpenter dials the number.
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INT. CHINESE OFFICE ~ NIGHT

The phone rings in a plush office. Wu answers. Mr. Big is
seated beside him. (This location is intercut with the F81
Field Office Conference room.)

WU
Hello.

ROBERT
Hello Mr. Wu. This is Robert.

WU
Hello Robert. Good to hear from
you.

ROBERT
Thank you. Well, I am prepared to
deliver the information for your
offer of two hundred thousand
dollars. That's fair, but I’m
concerned about the terms of
payment.

WU
How so?

ROBERT
First, you split the amount into
two halves. The first half for the
documents themselves and the second
half for the consulting part.
Then, on top of that, it appears
that i only get twentyefive
thousand dollars upon delivery.
How do I know I’m going to get the
rest of the money once you get back
to China?

WU
Mr. Moore, you surely cannot expect
us to give you all of the money
without the opportunity to verify
the documents and make sure they
are complete. Like you, we have no
legal recourse.

(Pauses.)
We are obligated to trust each
other.

ROBERT
With respect, you need me more than
I need you.
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WU
Perhaps. but I am not the one with
a daughter going off to a very
expensive college.

Robert is shocked they know about Jessie. He turns to
Carpenter and Gao. Carpenter writes: "Agree"

ROBERT
Okay. You have a deal.

WU *

Excellent. You will see all of
your money, Mr. Moore. I guarantee
it.

Carpenter scribbles : "Specifications "

ROBERT
Okay. Before we. go any further, it
would help if you can specify
exactly what you need. I don't
want any misunderstandings later.

WU
I couldn’t. agree more.

Wu turns to a computer. He presses send on an e—mail.

WU
I understand your aversion to
email, but I have just. sent you a
list of everything we need.

Geo turns one of the technicians laptops toward Robert just
as the email arrives. He opens the document. It is filled *
with highly—detailed technical information. Gao and
Carpenter look at it over Robert’s shoulder. They are very
excited.

ROBERT
I got it .

WU
will that be a problem?

ROBERT
It looks doable .

WU
Excellent. Do you have any further
questions?

Robert turns to Carpenter. He mouths the word: When?
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ROBERT
when ?

WU
Let's meet next Friday for dinner
to discuss the final details. Is
that acceptable?

Robert turns to Carpenter and Gao, who nod their heads in
agreement.

ROBERT
Ye S .

WU
Very good. Mr. Cheung will contact
you with the time and location.

INT. FEDERAL BUILDING — DAY

Robert hangs up the phone. 630 and Carpenter pull the
computer closer to look at the requirements list.

GAO
Our analysts will love this.

ROBERT
what's so important about it?

GAO
(To Robert.)

A list like this shows us their
current: level of technology. what
they know, what they don’t know.

Robert is caught up in the excitement around him, but his
expression slowly changes.

ROBERT
wait a minute. Did he say next
Friday?

CARPENTER
Ye ah , why?

ROBERT
That’s my wife’s birthday‘ I'm
suppose to take her out to dinner.

Gao lamghs .
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GAO
Sounds like somebody’s gonna be
sleeping on the sofa.

The others laugh. Robert half laughs, but isn't so sure.

EXT GIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ~ DAY.

Robert, Carpenter and Gao walk toward the building.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

Robert and Gao sit while Carpenter talks on the cellphone.

CARPENTER
Okay. . . . Good. . . Keep me
informed .

He hangs up and turns to Gao and Robert.

CARPENTER
He's here. He declared twenty—
seven thousand dollars in cash when
he arrived at. L—A~X ~~ for his
niece's education.

Mallory steps into the room. She walks over toward Robert.

MALLORY
How you doing Robert?

ROBERT
I’ll just be happy when it's all
over.

CARPENTER
which won't be long.

Carpenter continues while Mallory sits down.

CARPENTER
Wu is back in the country. He's
arriving here Friday morning.
Robert will be meeting him at a
restaurant that night. Then, the
next day, we'll make the exchange
and arrest them.

MALLORY
I can't believe how fast it’s
happening. Is there anything we
can do to help?
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GAO
Yes. We're going to need some
authentic—looking blueprints and
documents for the exchange.

CARPENTER
Wu may demand to see them before he
hands over the money, so Robert,
can't walk in there with a
briefcase full of newspapers.

Mallory thinks .

ROBERT
I was thinking we could use our old
first generation designs. They’re
close enough to be convincing.

Mallory nods in agreement, bun...

MALLORY
I’ll have to check with Mr. Walker
but it should be ok.

EX’I‘. FBI FIELD OFFICE - DAY

Traffic moves back and forth in front of the building.

ROBERT 01.0.)
This is not what I signed up for.

INT. OFFICE — DAY.

Robert stands with his pants down as the Technician tapes a
battery pack and transmitter to his inner thigh. Carpenter
watches.

TECHNICIAN
Don't worry, the real problem comes
when it's time to take it off.

(Pausesq
We should have shaved this part of
your leg.

ROBERT
No thanks. I already have enough
to explain to my wife.

Robert turns his attention to his tie clip, which is attached
to a wire that runs down inside his shirt.
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ROBERT
This is video and audio?

CARPENTER
Yup.

Just using his torso and back, Robert tries to aim the camera
to get a shot of his face in a mirror. Carpenter walks over
and puts his hands firmly on Robert's shoulder.

CARPENTER
Don’t worry about aiming it. We’ll
get everything we need if you just
sit normally.

ROBERT
Okay.

TECHNICIAN
That’s it.

The technician gets up. Robert pulls up his pants.

ROBERT
(To Carpenter)

So you're sure they're not armed?

CARPENTER
Their luggage was checked at L—A-X.
No weapons, and we've had them
under constant surveillance since
then. Most of these people aren’t
highly trained agents. They're
mostly what they seem to be;
business people trying to steal
trade secrets..often with the
support of the government.
Besides, you'll be surrounded by 16
agents and five techs. Everybody
should feel this secure.

INT. FEDERAL CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

Carpenter leads Robert back into the room where Gao and the
rest of the team wait. When they see Robert, they applaud.
Robert smiles but is embarrassed.

INT. RESTAURANT — NIGHT.

The restaurant is nicer than the last one. It also features
large picture windows in the front. Robert's car drives past
it and pulls into the parking lot.
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GAO
There he is.

INT. SURVEILLANCE VAN — NIGHT

Carpenter and Gao are crowded in the back of the van with a
number of techs. The van is filled with high tech monitoring
equipment. They watch the car approach the restaurant, then
drive by it.

INT. BUICK — NIGHT

Robert is clearly panicked, beginning to hyperventilate. He
begins to regain his composure as he drives around the block.

ROBERT
Sorry guys...I just need a minute..

INT. SURVEILLANCE VAN - NIGHT

Carpenter and Gao watch and listen to Robert. They are
getting nervous.

Robert circles back around, this time turning into the lot,
then turns off the engine. But he makes no effort to get out
of the car. He sits motionlessly. For a long time.

GAO

(Obviously concerned, he speaks quietly to the monitor
showing Robert inside the car)

Come on Robert, you can do this.

INT. BUICK — NIGHT

Robert closes his eyes. when he opens them again, new
resolve is now visible. He looks down into his tie clip.

INT. SURVEILLANCE VAN v NIGHT

Carpenter and Gao watch Robert on a monitor through the tie
clip camera.

ROBERT
OK. Here we go-
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Carpenter and Gao smile.

EXT. RESTAURANT v NIGHT

Robert walks from the parking lot to the front door.

ROBERT 01.0.)
I don't anticipate any problems. . . .

INT. RESTAURANT v NIGHT

Robert sits at a table near the window with Wu and Cheung,
who translates the other men. They are obviously enjoying an
expensive meal while they talk.

ROBERT (CONT’D)
....I have already identified all
of the documents I need to print
out tomorrow.

we is confused. He speaks, Cheung translates.

WU
Print outs? We want the material
on a drive.

ROBERT
I can't do that. I can reset. the
memory on the printer, but there’s
only one place I can plug a drive
into our secure system and it
records everything that gets
transferred.

(Pauses.)
You're paying me a lot of money,
but not enough for me to go to
jail. This is all proprietary *
information. Do you understand *
that? *

WU
I understand.

ROBERT
Good .

Robert raises his wine glass in a toast.

ROBERT
To tomorrow.
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Wu and Cheung raise their glasses and tap them against
Robert’s glass. Then they all drink.

EXT. MOTEL ~ DAY

The two story motel is Clean and well—maintained.

EXT. ROBERT'S ROOM - DAY

A number of technicians leave Robert’s room.

INT. ROBERT'S ROOM - DAY

Carpenter gives Robert a tour of the suite’s sitting room.
He points to a chair.

CARPENTER
I want you sitting here.

He motions to a sofa beside it.

CARPENTER
And Wu and Cheung there.

He motions around the room.

CARPENTER
we've got cameras here, here and
here.

The final camera he points out is in the base of the lamp.

CARPENTER
After the exchange, we're going to
knock on the door. Try to be the
one who answers it. we're going to
say you're under arrest, too, and
get you out of there.

EXT. MOTEL — DAY

Mallory pulls up in her car. Gao walks over. Mallory gets
out and hands her the briefcase full of secrets.

MALLORY
Here they are.

GAO
Thanks.
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MALLORY
Could I stay and watch?

GAO
Afraid not, but we'll call you as
soon as it goes down.

MALLORY
0k. Thanks.

INT. ROBERT'S ROOM - DAY.

Gao joins Robert and Carpenter. She hands Robert the
briefcase.

GAO
Here you go.

Robert sits, opens the briefcase, and browses through the
papers. All of the documents and blueprints have Top Secret
written on them.

Carpenter's cellphone rings. He answers.

CARRPBNTBR
Yes. Okay. Good‘

(To Gao and Robert)
They're enroute. Three minutes.

Carpenter hangs up. Robert takes a deep breath.

CARPENTER
You ready?

ROBERT
As ready as I’m gonna be.

CARPENTER
You’re gonna do great.

Carpenter hits Robert on the shoulder before he and Gao
retreat from the room.

EXT. MOTEL - DAY

Surveillance footage captures Wu and Gao walking down the
external 2nd floor walkway toward Robert's room. Wu carries
a briefcase. They stop and knock on the room.
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INT. ROBERT’S ROOM ~ DAY

Robert opens the door to reveal Wu and Cheung.

ROBERT
Come in.

Robert practically pulls them in before he closes the door
behind them. He motions to the sofa as he sits down in his
chair. As Wu sits down, he places his briefcase on the table
in front of the camera in the lamp.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM * DAY.

Carpenter and Gao, now clad in bulletproof vests, stand with
others watching the monitor blocked by the briefcase.

CARPENTER
Crap!

INT. ROBERT'S ROOM — DAY

Robert reaches over and grabs wu's briefcase. He puts it on
the floor, unblocking the camera, before Wu can object.

ROBERT
we're going to need the light.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM - DAY

Carpenter turns to 650.

CARPENTER
My man!

INT. ROBERT’S ROOM - DAY

Robert nods toward Wu's briefcase.

ROBERT
I assume that's the money.

CHEUNG
Yes. Do you have the documents?

ROBERT
Yes, and, frankly, I can't wait to
get rid of them.
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Robert takes the briefcase from beside his seat and places it
on the coffee table between them. Robert motions for them to
open it up. They do so. Their eyes light up when they see
the documents. Cheung, as the engineer is particularly
anxious to examine them. They think they're authentic.

ROBERT
You’ll need to make sure customs
doesn't see Top Secret on these
pages or we'll all go to jail.

CHEUNG
Don't worry Robert. We'll take
care of that.

Robert takes the documents from Wu and Cheuhg, and puts them
back in the briefcase. Wu smiles. He lifts up his briefcase
and puts it on the table.

WU
Here is your money.

Robert opens the case and takes out a thick wad of bills.
Almost immediately, there is a knock on the door.

ROBERT
That's probably room service.

He puts the money back in the briefcase and quickly closes
it. He motions for Wu and Cheung to stay put. He gets up
and goes to the door before Wu and Cheung can object. As
soon as Robert opens the door, Carpenter bursts in with his
gun out. other armed agents follow.

CARPENTER
Federal Agents. You’re under
arrest!

Gao enters. she pushes Robert up against the wall and slaps
a handcuff around his wrist. Then she leads him outside when
the flood of agents entering subsides.

EXT. MOTEL — DAY

Gao removes the handcuff from Robert's wrist as they walk
away from the room. Robert is visibly relieved. He hears a
whistle and turns. Carpenter is standing by the open door of
the room. He gives Robert a friendly thumbs up. Robert
returns the gesture.
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EXT. GIS PARKING LOT ~ EVENING

Two agents let Robert out of their vehicle. He starts
walking toward his Buick, then spots Mallory walking out of
the building toward him. He walks over to meet her.

MALLORY
I hear it was quite a show.

ROBERT
Yeah. It got two thumbs way up.

Smile, then silence. Mallory looks at the factory, which sits
against the setting sun.

MALLORY
If they'd found someone without
your sense of loyalty, they could
have put us out of business within
two or three years.

ROBERT
we don’t have to worry about that
anymore.

MALLORY
I wouldn't say that.

She shows him an online ad on her phone seeking former G—I—S
engineers to work for a Chinese-based company.

ROBERT
Do the guys know about that?

MALLORY
They’re the ones who sent it to me.

(Pauses.)
It’s a whole new world now.

She puts the phone away.

MALLORY
But at least we got these guys.

ROBERT
(Pauses.)

I'm not as loyal as you may
think... I actually considered
their offer for a while.
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MALLORY
Robert, we all get offers. And
we’re all tempted to do something
we shouldn’t at times. What counts
is what you DID do.

She starts walking away, then calls back to him.

MALLORY
And don’t think we would have let
you go so easily. You might have
even forced us to offer you that
promotion!

She walks away. He smiles.

INT. MOORE HOUSE/LIVING ROOM — EVENING

Robert, Sheila and Jessie watch a news story play on
television. Footage of Wu can be seen.

ANNOUNCER 01.0.)
Chinese businessman Jiango Wu pled *
guilty today in the United states *
District Court for conspiracy to
steal the trade secrets of Iowa-
based General Insulation Solutions.

Footage of Robert leaving the courthouse fills the screen.

ANNOUNCER (CONT ' D)
One of the key elements of the *
prosecution’s case was Robert. *
Moore . . . .

Jessie shrieks with pride.

ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
. . . .a General Insulation Solution
engineer who worked undercover with
the FBI, as a major factor in their
decision . . .

Jessie's phone rings. She gets up as she answers it.

JESSIE
Yeah, we're watching it now. My
dad rules!

Jessie leaves the room. Sheila turns to Robert with pride.
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SHEILA
I can't believe you kept it all a
secret from me.

ROBERT
i could have told you, but then I
would have had to kill you.

SHEILA
is that so?

They kiss. Afterwards, she looks him in the eyes.

SHEILA
Before you get all full of
yourself, I want to remind you of
something.

ROBERT
What?

SHEILA
It's time to fix the water heater. *

He laughs. They kiss.

FADE OUT.

THE END - *
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The Engineer FAQ (rev 1/26/2014)

1) Did the high—rise fire in Shanghai actually happen? Yes, thefire occurred on xx/xx/xxxx and X people
perished. The cause of the blaze was directly linked tofaulty building materials, specifically the insulation used in
the construction. The civil unrest caused by the poor building codes resulted in the PRC government enacting very
stringent building codes to quell the unrest.

2) Why was this particular com pany targeted so aggressively? After the new building Codes were enacted,
only a few companies mode materials that met them. The PRC government then provided tens of millions of
investment dollars to anyone who could produce the needed materials indigenous/y. lhis led to the two subjects in
this case to take the government money which allowed them to buy land, buildo factory, and acquire the
technology in whatever fashion they could.

3) What social networking sites did the subjects use to target the company employees and how did they
use the information they learned? The subjects used Linkedlo and Foeebook to spot and assess employees
working at the target company. They then used a headhunter as a proxy lo see which employees might be
interested in leaving their positions,

a) After being turned down for the proposed joint venture, how soon did they attempt to trespass at
the factory? The two subjects immediate left the corporate headquarters and drove 4 hours directly to the rural
town where the factory was located and checked into a local hotel,

4) Did the subjects actually just walk into the factory? Yes, they attuoilytmspassed twice, once at night
when they were caught taking pictures. Their excuse was (looking for a go: station/fishing lake). They were also
spotted the next day in the employee parking lot watching the empicyees tome and go from the plant. The plant
was located in a small rural town, so the lottery doors were left unattended.

5) Did the PRC government actually play a role in having the two subjects try and steal the foam
insulation trade secret? Not directly. The PRC leverages ll large cash reserves to award large grants and loans
to anyone who might be able to indigenous/y produce a certain product or technology for the taunt/y. How the
private businessmen deliver on their promises is not the governments concern.

6) Was the real undercover employee so nervous? Did he actually get sick? No; the actual undercover
engineer was a retired military officer and was extremely confident in his role. The apprehension and nervousness

portrayed in the film was purely for dramatic 917m.

7) Were there actually new job postings for the same job even after the two subjects were arrested and
convicted? Yes, just weeks after the two subjects were convicted, men/job postings for the some exact insulation
technology were posted on Craiglist and otherjob sites. There are plenty of others who are lined up to take the
PRUs money to acquire the technology tho: is needed by China. This emphasizes the persistent and never ending
nature of the threat.

8) Was the company's stock prices or reputation ever affected by the arrest and conviction of the
subjects? No, in fact this type of aggressive action by the company to protect its trade secrets and employees from

this threat have only strengthened shareholder confidence that the company will maintain long—term profitability in
a global market.
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9) Were the foam insulation trade secrets portrayed in the video ever disclosed or compromised during
the prosecution of the subjects? No, the Department ofjustice has a vmiety of protection; in place to ensure
sensitive corporate intellectual property is protected throughout any criminal prosecutian.

10) Was there a head hunter involved in the real case? if so, what was his role and was he/she aware of
what the subjects were planning? Yes, but the head hunter was not aware cf the malicious nature a] what he
clients intended to da. The head hunter simply referred potential employees to the subjects.

11) What was the value of the trade secret portrayed in the video and how did they calculate that
value? The estimated economic value a; the trade secret portrayed in the video was worth nearly 300 million
dollars in the Asian market, This was not the R610 costs of the trade secret, but the projected sales the company
was expecting to earn after they built their own plant in China.

12)
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FADE IN. 1

Authentic news footage of the Shanghai apartment fire. [CAN *
WE LIVE WITHOUT THIS SCENE?] *

ANNOUNCER (v.o.)
Protests continue in Shanghai today
as a result of a deadly apartment
fire that killed fifty~three people
and wounded seventy others last
month. . . .

In simulated news footage, Chinese officials sit around a
table. One of the men is the dignified MIR. BIG.

ANNOUNCER (v,o.)
. . . .‘I‘he government has vowed to
tighten building guidelines and
safety codes.

FADE OUT.

FADE IN.

EX’I‘. MONTICELLO IOWA - DAY. 2

SERIES OF AERIAL AND INTERIOR SHOTS. Aerial shots are also *
used for opening production credits. *

Robert drives his aging Buick Lesabre along a country road on
his way to work. The General Insulation Solutions (GIS)
plant can be seen in the distance at the edge of a small town
in many of the shots.

INT. BUICK — DAY. 3

Robert suddenly notices the engine temperature gauge on the
dashboard is in the red. He looks up. Steam leaks out from
under the hood as he swears under his breath.

EXT. GAS STATION -— DAY. 4

The mechanic looks under the hood. Robert watches.

MECHANIC
when you gonna put that thing out
of its misery?

ROBERT
when my youngest finishes college.
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MECHANIC
Well you better tell her to hurry
up.

Sheila, in a late model minivan, pulls into the station. She
gets out, walks over to them. *

SHEILA *
Hey Virgil. *

MECHANIC *
Sheila. *

ROBERT
Thanks for coming. I can't be late *
for this meeting.

MECHANIC *
I can get someone to drive you *
home. *

SHEILA
(To Mechanic.) *

Thanks. *
(To Robert.) *

You really think they’ll give you
the promotion?

ROBERT
Preston’s retiring next year. I'm *
the next in line.

SHEILA
What if they don't?

Robert turns to the engine of the car. Steam still leaks
from it.

ROBERT
They will.

INT. MINIVAN — DAY 5

Robert drives. His cellphone rings. He looks at the number.
He doesn’t recognize it but answers anyway.

ROBERT
Robert Moore .
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INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE ~ DAY.

JERRY FIELDING, 34, talks into a headset as he looks at
Robert's information on a computer monitor. (This location
is intercut with Robert driving in the minivan.)

JERRY
Mr. Moore, this is Jerry Fielding
with People Power, an executive
placement service out of New York.

ROBERT
OK....

JERRY
I just wanted to call and see if
you were happy with your work.

ROBERT
with the work, yes.

JERRY
How ‘bout the money?

Robert doesn't answer that.

JERRY
I found your resume. on Linkedin,
and I think you‘d be perfect for a
plant manager listing we have.

ROBERT
Oh yeah? where?

JERRY
Advanced Insulation Industries.
Shanghai.

Robert laughs. Jerry flips to Robert's Facebook page.

ROBERT
As in China?

JERRY 02.0.)
I don't think you’ll be laughing
when you hear the salary.

ROBERT
There's no way I can move to China.

JERRY
Think of it as a vacation. An
adventure.

(MORE)
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JERRY (CONT'D)
You stay there three or four years,
come home with a huge nest egg, 5
new title and the world's your
oyster.

ROBERT
No. I don't think that'll work for
me.

JERRY
Think about it. You can talk to *
our client Mr. Wu about your *
concerns. I believe much of the
work can be handled through video 1‘
conferencing. *

EXT. GIS PLANT/GATE — DAY 7

Robert drives in through the large open gates of the complex.

INT. MINIVAN - DAY. 8 *

Robert slows down to avoid two Chinese visitors crossing his *
path. Once they are out of the way, he drives toward the *
factory. The Asians walk toward the administration building.

EXT. GIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING - DAY. 9 *

Wu and his assistant WEI CHEUNG, 27, step up from the parking *
lot onto the pavement in front of the building. wu gives the
factory itself a longing glance before he turns and walks
toward the building.

INT. GIS LOBBY - DAY. 10

MARGARET MALLORY, 48, walks across the lobby to Wu and
Cheung, who sign in at the security desk.

MALLORY
Mr . Wu .

Wu and Cheung turn to her‘ He motions to Wu.

WU
A pleasure to meet you. This is
Wei Cheung, my assistant.

Cheuhg bows, then Mallory shakes hands with Wu and Cheung
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MALLORY
My name is Margaret Mallory. I am
the general consul for G~I~S.

They walk toward the elevators.

WU (0.0.)
As you see, we have acquired
sufficient modern factory space,
all the necessary zoning and
environmental permits and a fifty
million dollar line of credit.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM ~ DAY 11

FRED WALKER, 60, the amiable President of GIS, sits with
Mallory at one side of the table looking at a power point *
presentation projected on a screen, that includes photos of *
the factory in China while. Wu speaks.

wu (comm)
All we need are pieces of your
specialized equipment and we can
start manufacturing your glass *
insulation in China within a matter
of months.

WALKER
I want to thank you for coming and
making your offer, but we are
already in negotiations to build
our own plant in China.

WU
We understand. But working with
the Chinese government is a very
slow process. Without our help, it
will take you three to five years
to reach the Chinese market. That
means tens of millions in lost
revenue. You need a Chinese
partner. we will do all the work,
and split the profits with you.

»
**

*»
x
~

1
~

*

MALLORY
Mr. Wu, our proprietary
manufacturing process is what
differentiates us in the market.
We cannot allow it to leave our
premises. Our plan is to *
manufacture the insulation here, *
then finalize the production
process in China.
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Wu shakes his head no again.

CHEUNG
We understand completely. I assure
you we can take whatever
precautions you deem necessary.

INT. GIS PLANT/NEWTON OFFICE ~ DAY 12

Robert sits with DENNIS NEWTON, 56, the plant manager.

NEWTON
Everyone here, in management,
appreciates what you’ve done for
the company Robert.

ROBERT
I appreciate that. I just need to
know if I have a shot at Preston’s
job.

NEWTON
There honestly haven’t been any
serious discussions about his
replacement yet. You will, of
course, be seriously considered for
the position.

(Pauses.)
And, I can tell you. just between
us, profits and productivity are
up, and that'll be reflected in
bonuses this year.

Those words don't put Robert at ease.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY 13

Walker and Mallory listen with growing impatience as Wu and
Cheung speak.

WU
If you manufacture in China, you
will save both transportation and
labor costs. It is a win/win.

Walker glances at his watch before turning back to his
visitors. He stands. *

WALKER
Gentlemen, I want to thank you for
your proposal. We will keep it in
mind as we consider our options.
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Walker is obviously signaling an end to the meeting. Cheung
leans over to Wu and whispers something in his ear. Wu nods.
Cheung turns back to Walker.

CHEUNG
l apologize, but I was wondering if
I could use the rest room? *

WALKER
No problem. Just down the hall to
your left.

CHEUNG
Thank you.

Cheung leaves. Walker sits back down. Wu smiles and *
continues informal dialogue with Walker and Mallory. *

INT. GIS CORRIDOR - DAY 14

Cheung makes a left at. the bottom of the corridor and finds
the mens room, but continues toward some office cubicles.

IN’I‘. GIS CUBICLE * DAY 15

Cheung glances around before slipping into an empty cubicle.
He wakes up the computer as he takes a thumb drive out of his
pocket. He prepares to put it in the USB port. *

PAUL (0.2.)
Excuse me.

cheung turns to find an incredulous worker, PAUL THOMAS, *
standing at the opening of the cubicle. Cheung smiles as he *
quickly pockets the thumb drive‘ *

CHEUNG
I’m sorry. I just wanted to check
my email.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM « DAY 16

Paul leads Cheung back into the room where Mallory, Walker
and Wu wait for him.

PAUL
I found this gentleman in my office
on my computer.

Mallory and Walker, shocked, turn to Cheung. He smiles.
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CHEUNG
I'm so sorry, when I left the
restroom I saw an open computer and
tried to check my email.

Mallory glances at Walker before turning back to Wu.
Standing, obviously wrapping up the meeting

WALKER
Well gentlemen, I want to thank you *
for coming, and we will consider *
your proposal. *

INT. GIS LOBBY — DAY 17

Mallory, barely hiding her disdain, leads Wu and Cheung to
the from: door. Wu steps closer to Mallory with a smile.

WU
We have come all this way. Would
it be possible to take a tour of
your plant while we're here?

MALLORY
Sorry. I'm afraid we do not permit. *
tours of our factory. *

EXT. GIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING - DAY 18

Wu and Cheung walk out of the building toward the parking
lot. They stop at the edge of the pavement. wu looks at the
open loading dock doors of the plant. He looks over his
shoulder through the glass doors and sees Mallory watching
them. Wu and Cheung walk toward their car.

INT. MARGARET MALLORY'S OFFICE v DAY 19

Paul knocks on the door. Mallory looks up at him. *

MALIDRY
Come in.

Paul steps inside .

PAUL
I didn't want to say this in front
of Mr. Walker and everybody, but I
think that guy tried to plug a jump
drive into my computer.
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MALLORY
What exactly did you see?

20 INT. MOORE HOUSE/ENTRANCE HALL 20

Robert steps wearily into the house. She runs up and throws
her arms around him.

JESSIE (o.c.)
Daddy! I got accepted .... To
Princeton! *

ROBERT
(truly happy for his
daughter)

Oh my gosh, that's wonderful! *
Congratulations honey!

Robert turns from her to Sheila, who is standing in the
doorway. They exchange a serious look.

21 INT. MOORE BEDROOM ~ NIGHT 21

Sheila lies in had. Robert, dejected, sits on the side.

ROBERT
Newton said I could expect a nice
bonus, but he didn't know anything
about Preston's job.

Sheila sighs wearily‘

ROBERT
I got a call from a headhunter
today.

SHEILA
(Enthusiastic.)

Really?

ROBERT
Yeah, but the job's in China.

Sheila’s disappointment is obvious.

ROBERT
Maybe we should at least think *
about it. We'll be able to pay for
Jessie's college. *

(Pauses.)
(MORE )

»
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ROBERT (CONT ' D)
The recruiter says I'll be able to
write my own ticket after a few *
years. *

SHEILA
A few years? *

ROBERT
Think of it as an adventure. You
always wanted to travel.

EXT. GIS PLANT - NIGHT 22

A Gallant stops near the open gate of the GIS facility.

INT. GALLANT — NIGHT 23

Cheung sits behind the wheel. Wu sits in the passenger seat
looking down at the large open door at the loading dock of
the plant. There is no security. He points toward it.

EXT. GIS PLANT — NIGHT. *

Cheunq and Wu sneak toward the open door of the plant. *

INT. GIS PLANT/ROBERT'S HOME OFFICE - DAY 24 *

Robert sits behind a monitor studying the blueprint of a
piece of machinery. He sighs after a moment, then takes out
his cellphone. He looks at the number of the headhunter. He
is tempted, but he resists, then reconsiders and dials.

ROBERT *
Hi, Jerry? It’s Robert. You called *
me about a job in China. *

INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE - NIGHT 25

Jerry picks up a call on his headset.

JERRY *
Oh yeah. Sure.

He starts to rummage through various files on his desk.

ROBERT (v.0.)
I’d like to know a little more
about it.
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Jerry smiles when he finds the file‘

JERRY
Well, they’re still looking AND it
looks like you’re in luck. Mr. Wu
is actually in the states now‘

INT. ROBERT'S HOME OFFICE ~ NIGHT 26

Robert talks on his cellular phone.

JERRY (V.O.)
I can arrange a dinner meeting and
you can hear it all directly from
the horse's mouth.

ROBERT
That's good, but let's not do it
here. It's a small town. I don’t
want anyone seeing us talking.

JERRY (v.04
You name the place.

INT. GIS PLANT — NIGHT 27

wu and Cheung walk along a darkened pathway and through an
open door into the factory where they begins to photograph
pieces of equipment with their iPnones. workers View them
warily, but no one says anything. Eventually, Newton, the
plant manager, strides toward them‘

NEWTON
Excuse me, can I help you?

Cheung puts down his camera, but Wu continues taking photos.

CHEUNG
Forgive us, we were lost and saw
your open gate so we stopped in to
ask for directions‘

NEWTON
(To Wu.)

Excuse me, you're going to have to
put down your phone‘

Wu does so.
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CHEUNG
Sorry. It all looks very
interesting. What is it you make
here?

WU
(To Newton . )

Could you give us a tour? We’d
love to see an American factory.

NEWTON
No, I’m sorry. You're going to
have to leave.

EXT. GIS PARKING LOT — NIGHT (OPTIONAL)

Wu and Cheung get into their car and speed away.

INT. MALLORY KITCHEN — NIGHT

Mallory, with a glass of wine, answers the phone.

MALLORY
Mallory.

NEWTON (v.o.)
I just found two trespassers taking
pictures in the factory.

Her eyes narrow.

MALLORY
Describe them.

INT. SMALL TOWN RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Robert sits at a corner table with Wu and Cheung.
translates the entire conversation.

CHEUNG
I have read in the trade journals
about your contributions to glass
insulation technology. I am also a
systems engineer and am very
impressed. You are my first Choice
for the position.

ROBERT
I’m very flattered, but, frankly,
my wife isn't all that excited
about moving to China.

12.

'k

‘k

28 *

29

3O *

Cheung
*

e
w

*
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Wu and Cheung exchange a glance. Wu smiles and continues.

WU
You will not need to stay in China
long. We will only need you to
consult when we set up the
equipment and start production.
And, later, we would keep you on
retainer for help with any problems
that might arise.

ROBERT
I'm interested, but there are some
issues we have to discuss. I
signed a non—compete when I started *
at GeI—S. How close is your
product to our glass insulation? *

WU
Your glass insulation is very good. *
The best available. It will be our
goal to create a very similar
product.

ROBERT
That might make it difficult for
me.

WU
Would two hundred thousand dollars *
lessen your burden?

ROBERT *
(Surprised.) *

Yes, it would.

CHEUNG
We are prepared to pay you one
hundred thousand dollars for the
blueprints of your equipment and
the formula of the insulation, and
another one hundred thousand to
help us get our plant started.

ROBERT
(Shocked.)

I don't think I can do that. It’s *
illegal. *

CHEUNG
Big risk equals big reward.

ROBERT
I...can’t.
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CHEUNG
Mr. Moore, Robert, Galas obviously
does not appreciate you. They are
not making any commitment for you
in their future. What do you owe
them? Are they going to pay your
children's college tuition? No.
You have to do what is best for you
and your family.

Wu smiles. He takes out a business card. fie pushes it
across the table.

WU
Think about it.

INT. MOORE HOUSE/KITCHEN - NIGHT 31

Robert sits across the table from Sheila.

SHEILA
You've got to tell the company.

ROBERT
what? That I was interviewing with
a competitor? They'll never trust
me again. Forget about Preston’s
job. I could get fired.

SHEILA
Then just say NO to the Chinese and
we'll forget you ever had that
meeting.

ROBERT
But what happens if they get that
information from someone else. It
could put us outta business. Half
the town works there.

SHEILA
They won't. And the company can
take care of itself.

INT. GIS PLANT/CAFETERIA v DAY 32

Robert sits alone eating lunch. His eyes drift from table to *
table. His co-workers all seem happy. Lots of smiles and *
joking around. Each face makes him feel guiltier.
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INT. GIS/MALLORY’S OFFICE - DAY 33

Mallory sits behind her desk reading some papers. She hears a
knock and sees Robert standing in the doorway

MALLORY
Hi Robert. Can I help you?

CLOSEvUP 0F ROBERT'S FACE.

He is nervous. He closes his eyes.

INT. GIS WALKER’S OFFICE — DAY 34

CLOSE«UP of ROBERT’S FACE.

Robert re—opens his eyes. The camera slowly pulls back to
reveal he is now in Walker's office talking to Walker and
Mallory.

ROBERT
So..I said no and left.

walker and Mallory think. Robert quickly adds.

ROBERT
I just want. to say that; I thought
it was legitimate. I get calls
from head hunters occasionally. but
I am very happy here. I want you
to know that.

WALKER
Thanks Robert. we appreciate you
coming forward like this. I won’t
forget it.

walker gets up. He goes and puts an arm around Robert’s
shoulder as he leads him to the door.

WALKER
I'm sure we‘ll need to talk about
this again later.

Robert node and leaves. Walker closes the door behind him.
He turns to Mallory as he walks back to the desk.

WALKER *
I’m impressed he came forward. *
That took guts. *
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MALLORY
Yeah. *

(Pauses.) *
This is serious. If someone takes
their bait it could bury us. We
have to call the F.B.I.

WALKER
That's just what we need, the
Federal government going through
our business.

MALLORY
We just can't pretend this didn’t 1‘
happen. What if they try to do *
this to someone else? *

Walker sits down. He sighs and nods almost imperceptibly. *

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE/CARPENTER'S OFFICE - DAY 35

special Agent JOSEPH CARPENTER, 36, answers the phone.

CARPENTER
Special Agent. Carpenter. . . . Yes. *

He picks up a pen and prepares to take notes. His partner,
Special Agent SHARON GAO, 33, moves beside him to see what he
is writing.

CARPENTER
Just start at the beginning, Ms.
Mallory.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY 36

CLOSE—UP OF WEI CHEUNG.

A black and white surveillance photo fills a screen.

CARPENTER (o.c.)
His name is Wei Cheung‘ Twenty—
seven. A Chinese born naturalized
citizen of the United States. He
is currently attending graduate
sabool at U—CuLaA. He is either
the nephew or cousin of .. ‘ .

CLOSE—UP OF JIANGO WU.

We see a passport photo of Jiango Wu.
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CARPENTER (0.0. )
Jiango Wu. FortyeFour. A Chinese
national. Former officer in the
People's Liberation Army. He owns
a small company that manufactures
metal doors for the domestic
Chinese market.

WIDER.

Carpenter and Gao update Mallory and Walker.

GAO
The company appears successful. but
it doesn't seem profitable enough
to account for the purchase of this
valuable land...

The image on the screen shows Wu's new factory.

GAO
....and the construction of this
facility. Nor does it appear he
had any prior interest in glass
insulation.

WALKER
So someone else is behind him?

GAO
Possibly.

MALLORY
The government?

CARPENTER
we can't connect those dots yet,
but your product is one that the P—
R-C needs. The government has
recently enacted some tough new
commercial building regulations,
and yours is one of the few
insulating materials that meets the
requirements for insulation and
fire retardancy.

WALKER
I know. That’s why we've been
dumbfounded with all the obstacles
they've thrown in front of us to
get into their market.

17.
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CARPENTER
They may want to acquire your
product, with or without your
company's approval.

MALLORY
What's the next step? Do you have
a case? 4.

CARPENTER *
We need to lure Wu back to the US. *

MALLORY
with what?

CARPENTER
The same thing that brought him
here: Your SSCI‘SES.

Walker doesn't like the idea.

CARPENTER
we'd like to set up a sting
operation using your employee. Wu
put the ball in his court, let's
have him bounce it. back and see
what happens.

WALKER
(Interrupting. )

we're not spies, Agent Carpenter. *
We make insulation. I'm not.
putting one of my employees in
harms way for this.

(To Mallory)
We’re under no obligation to comply
with this are we?

Mallory nods no, but she doesn't agree with his viewpoint.

WALKER
And lets say we catch these guys
and it goes to trial. They could
subpoena the same documents the
Chinese are trying to steal. *

GAO
Mr. Walker, there are legal
protections that would keep your
proprietary information from public
disclosure.
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MALLORY
I think that’s true, Fred. The
Justice Department is very careful
about protecting corporate trade *
secrets.

walker stands up.

WALKER
l want to thank you for all of your
help, but we're done here.

INT. GIS LOBBY - DAY 37

Mallory walks Carpenter and Gao toward the door.

MALLORY
I'm sorry gentlemen. we’ve worked
for over a decade to develop this
product and we can‘t risk our *
trade secrets becoming public in *
court

CARPENTER
We completely understand. We're on *
your side, and so are the courts. *
I haven't seen a case yet. that *
didn't work with the victim
business to keep that. from
happening.

GAO *
We’ve got your back on this. *
We NEED to catch these guys. If it
isn’t you it'll be another company. *

Mallory stops and contemplates what they've said. *

INT. WALKER GARAGE —- DAY 38

Walker puts his golf clubs in the trunk of his Cadillac. He
gets into the car and starts the engine. He pushes a button
and the garage door begins to open to reveal Mallory, who is
dressed in more casual weekend clothes.

INT WALKER CADILLAC —- DAY 39

Mallory Climbs into the passenger seat
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MALLORY
We've got to do this, Fred.

WALKER
why? We'd be taking a huge risk.
What about stock prices when this
hits the press.

MALLORY
People will see we have a unique *
product worth stealing. Isn’t that
what we're paying our advertising
and P—R agencies to do?

Silence. Walker looks her in the eyes.

WALKER
what are you doing Margaret? This *
isn’t like you. *

MALLORY
It’s the principle. *

Walker laughs.

WALKER
When I bring up principle you
usually bring up our stock prices.
You've just taken that off the
table.

MALLORY
Ok, so... maybe I'm just pissed
off. Paul came by my office and *
said he thinks cheung might have
had a thumb drive in his hand when *
he caught him at his desk.

(Pauses.)
we haven't spent twenty years
building this company to have them
steal what we've created. Besides,
I like this town. And it would die
if we went out of business.

She pauses for a moment, then smiles.

MALLORY
So screw em! Lets work with the
Feds and take these suckers down!

He smiles and shakes his head no, but he knows she's right.
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INT. GIS WALKER’S OFFICE — DAY 40

Robert is surrounded by Walker, Mallory, Carpenter and Gao.

ROBERT
You want to do what?

GAO
We want to set up a sting
operation, but we need your help‘

ROBERT
Why me?

GAO
They know you. We need you to call
them and say you want to make the
deal.

Silence. Robert, distressed, looks at Mallory and Walker.

ROBERT
Do you want me to do this?

MALLORY
We’d like to see these guys face
justice but we don't want you to do
anything you‘d be uncomfortable
doing.

(Pauses.)
Your decision will have no bearing
on your job here. We're very
grateful for bringing the issue
forward.

ROBERT
May I discuss this with my wife?

CARPENTER
I’m afraid not. Only the F-B—I and
the people in this room can know
anything about it.

Silence, then Robert looks up and meets Mallory's eyes.

ROBERT
I'm just an engineer. Can't you
find somebody who's trained for
this sort of thing?

CARPENTER
We would if we could. But they've
been researching your company and
reading the trades.

(MORE )
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CARPENTER (CONT'D)
They know the people who work here
and who’d have access to what they *
need.

(Pauses.)
Plus, before this is over,
someone’s going to ask a question *
that only an engineer could answer.

(Pauses.) *

Robert, head down. nods almost imperceptibly in agreement.

EXT. FBI FIELD OFFICE— DAY 41

Traffic moves in front of the building.

CARPENTER
We'll need access to your e—mail *
and social networking accounts.

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE - DAY 42

Robert sits with Carpenter and Gao. A laptop sits open
before them. Gao hands Robert a piece of paper.

GAO
We’d like you to post a few *
messages on your twitter and
Facebook accounts: indications of
disgruntlement, financial
hardships, and other stuff that.
make you more susceptible to
recruitment. »

m
e

1
»

*Robert looks at the examples on the paper.

He looks up at Geo. *-

ROBERT *
Okay. *

Carpenter motions to Robert's email account on the computer.

CARPENTER
We'll also be monitoring your email
once we initiate contact.

GAO
We don’t want to exchange a lot of
e—mails with them. We want to get *
them talking to you on the phone; *
then get them to meet you in
person.
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Robert nods .

CARPENTER
Let's get the party started.

Carpenter turns to the computer. He opens up a letter in
Robert's draft folder addressed to the email address on the
business card Wu gave him. The email expresses Robert’s
desire to talk more. Carpenter moves aside. Robert moves
over and clicks the send button. Carpenter turns to Robert
with a smile.

CARPENTER
Welcome to counter espionage.

Robert smiles .

GAO
Just remember, you're not James
Bond. *

WU AND CARPENTER ON SMART PHONES; ROBERT IN HIS OFFICE 42A *
RECEIVE EMAILS *

This sequence consists of a quick montage showing the email
exchanges. Music under.

A). Wu gets the email from Robert, stating his interest. we
see text highlighted, "I don’t. want. to discuss anything
sensitive in e—mail. we have to talk."

B) Carpenter and Robert are alerted simultaneously that an e—
mail has arrived. Carpenter gets it in his car. He smiles.
It includes a Chinese phone number and a call time.

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE/CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY 43

Carpenter and Gao talk with Robert. Two other technicians
sit in the room to monitor and record the call.

CARPENTER
I’ll be writing you notes during
the conversation. Remember, we
need him to acknowledge the
illegality of the transaction. And
we want a specific requirements
list, and a delivery date.

Robert nods, but it is obvious he's nervous.
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GAO
Just do it like we practiced.
You’ll be fine.

After nodding to the technicians, Carpenter dials the number.

INT. CHINESE OFFICE - NIGHT 44

The phone rings in a plush office. Wu answers. Mr. Big is
seated beside him. (This location is intercut with the FBI
Field Office Conference room.)

WU
Hello.

ROBERT
Hello Mr. Wu. This is Robert.

WU
Hello Robert. Good to hear from
you.

ROBERT
Thank you. well, I am prepared to
deliver the information to you for
two hundred thousand dollars, but I
don’t like the payment schedule.

WU
How so?

ROBERT
I only get one hundred thousand *
dollars upon delivery. How do I
know I’m going to get the rest of
the money once you get back to
China?

WU
Mr. Moore, you cannot expect us to
give you all of the money without
verifying the documents and making
sure they are complete.

(Pauses.)
Neither of us has recourse to the
law. we are obligated to trust
each other.

ROBERT
You need me more than I need you.
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WU
We both need each other, Mr. Moore.
Think of me as the solution to your
tuition problem.

Robert is shocked they know about Jessie. He turns to
Carpenter and Gao. Carpenter writes: "Agree"

ROBERT
Okay. You have a deal.

WU
Excellent. You will see all of
your money, Mr. Moore. I guarantee
it.

WU
I understand your aversion to e—
mail, but I have just sent you a
list of everything we need.

Gao turns one of the technicians lap tops toward Robert just *
as the email arrives. He opens the document. It is filled
with highly-detailed technical information. Gao and
Carpenter look at it over Robert's shoulder. They are very
excited.

ROBERT
I got it.

WU
Will that be a problem?

ROBERT
It looks doable .

Robert turns to Carpenter. fie mouths the word: when?

ROBERT
When?

WU
How about next Saturday?

Robert turns to Carpenter and Gao, who nod their heads in
agreement.

ROBERT
That ' 5 good .

WU
Excellent. MI. Chaung will arrange
the details with you.
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INT. FEDERAL BUILDING ~ DAY 45

Robert hangs up the phone. Gao and Carpenter pull the
computer closer to look at the requirements list. They *
smile. *

CARPENTER *
We'll get this to the analysts *
right away. *

Robert's smile recedes. *

ROBERT
Damn. Did he say next Saturday? 1‘

CARPENTER
Yeah, why?

ROBERT
That’s my wife’s birthday. I’m
taking her out to dinner‘ *

Geo laughs.

GAO
Sounds like somebody's gonna be
sleeping on the sofa.

The others laugh. But Robert isn't happy. *

EXT. MOTEL - DAY 45

The respectable motel is clean and well—maintained. *

ROBERT (v.o.)
This is not what I signed up for.

INT. MOTEL BATHROOM -— DAY 47

Robert stands with his pants down as the Technician tapes a
battery pack and transmitter to his inner thigh. Carpenter
watches.

TECHNICIAN
Don't worry, the only problem comes *
when it's time to take it off.

(Pauses.)
We should've shaved this part of *
your leg .
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ROBERT
No thanks. I already have enough
to explain to my wife.

INT. MOTEL ROOM — DAY 48

Robert and the technician step out of the bathroom to find
Carpenter, Gao and other technicians and agents waiting tor
him. They applaud.

CARPENTER
Ready for your close—up?

ROBERT
(Obviously a bit nervous)

As ready as I’ll ever be.

Carpenter gives Robert a tour of the suite's sitting room.
He points to a chair.

CARFENTER
I want you sitting here.

He motions to a sofa beside it.

CARPENTER
And Wu and Cheung there. Our
camera is here.

He motions to a lamp on a table near the two seats. Gao puts
a briefcase on the table. She opens it reveal the documents
stamped ”GIS Trade Secret." *

Robert lifts the documents from the briefcase and, as he does
so, almost knocks over the lamp. His nerves are showing.

ROBERT
Sorry... *

Carpenter places a comforting hand on his shoulder. *

CARPENTER
You’ll be fine. *

Carpenter's cellphone rings. He answers.

CARRPENTER
They are? Okay thanks.

(To Gao and Robert)
They're coming early. They're
enroute. Three minutes out.

Carpenter hangs up
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ROBERT
(Distressed. )

Why are they early? Do they know?
Oh god, I don’t know if I'm up for
this.

GAO
Take a deep breath. It doesn’t, *
mean anything. You'll do great.

Gao touches his shoulder, smiles, looks him in the eye and
repeats.

GAO
You’ll do great.

EXT. MOTEL — DAY 49

Carpenter and Gao and the other agents hustle out. of Robert’s
room and enter an adjacent one.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM ~ DAY 50

carpenter, Gao and the others enter the room. The
technicians already have the monitors set up‘ Robert can be
seen sitting in his assigned chair. He closes the briefcase
and puts it on the floor.

CARPENTER
Show time. Do you think he’ll hold
up?

GAO
He’ 1]. hold up.

Suddenly, Robert shoots up out of his seat and disappears out *
of frame. The agents turns to each other in confusion.
Then a person could be heard vomiting.

GAO
want me t0 ()0 over?

Carpenter gestures for her to wait. Off camera, they hear
the sound of a toilet and a sink. Robert reappears wiping
his mouth with a hand towel.

ROBERT
I ' m okay .

The agents breath a sigh of relief, but are left with a look
of worry about how the situation will go down.
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EXT. MOTEL ~ DAY 51

Surveillance footage captures Wu and Cheung walking down the *
external 2nd floor walkway toward Robert's room. Wu carries
a briefcase. They stop and knock on the door.

INT. ROBERT'S ROOM v DAY 52

Robert opens the door to reveal Wu and Cheung.

ROBERT
Come in .

Robert, still a bit nervous, shakes their hands and closes
the door behind them. He motions to the sofa as he sits down
in his chair. As Wu sits down, he places his briefcase on
the table in from: of the camera in the lamp.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM — DAY. 53

Carpenter and Gao, now clad in bulletproof vests, stand with
others watching the monitor blocked by the briefcase.

CARPENTER
No, no, no!

INT. ROBERT’S ROOM - DAY 54

Robert reaches over and grabs Wu's briefcase. He puts it on
the floor, unblocking the camera, before Wu can object.

ROBERT
We’re going to need the light.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM v DAY 55

Carpenter turns to Geo.

CARPENTER
Double—Oh—Seven! \k

INT. ROBERT'S ROOM v DAY 56

Robert nods toward wu's briefcase.

ROBERT
I assume that’s the money.
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CHEUNG
Yes. Do you have the documents?

ROBERT
Yes, and, frankly, I can’t wait to
get rid of them.

Robert takes the briefcase from beside his seat and places it
on the coffee table between them. Robert motions for them to
open it up. They do so. Their eyes light up when they see
the documents. Cheung, as the engineer is particularly
anxious to examine them. They think they’re authentic.

ROBERT
You’ll need to make sure customs
doesn’t see Top Secret. on these
pages or we'll all go to jail.

CHEUNG
Don ’ t worry Robert .

ROBERT
I am worried.

CHBUNG
We will take. care of everything.

Robert takes the documents from Wu and Cheung, and puts them
back in the briefcase. Wu smiles. He lifts up his briefcase
and puts it on the table.

WU
Here is your money.

Robert opens the case and examines a thick wad of bills.

CHEUNG
Do you need to count it?

ROBERT
NO. I trust you.

Wu, Cheung and Robert stand up. Wu extends his hand. Robert
shakes it.

WU
Thank you Robert. We look forward
to working with you. We will be
in touch soon .

Robert nods. He leans heavily on the back of the door as it
shuts. He smiles weakly and is noticeably relieved.
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EXT. MOTEL ~ DAY. 57

Intercut CCTV and real footage of Robert's door opening; Wu *
and Chenng leaving. They step away from the building and
head for their car. In seconds, they find themselves
surrounded by a large number of FBI agents. Gao and
Carpenter approach them.

CARPENTER
FBI. Set down the briefcase and
put your hands behind your head.

Wu and Cheung are stunned. They freeze.

GAO
New!

INT. MORRIS HOUSE / ENTRANCE HALL 58 *

Robert steps into his house. *

ROBERT *
Honey! *

No response. *

INT. MOORE HOUSE/KITCHEN — DAY. *

Robert walks over to the refrigerator. He smiles at a *
picture of Sheila hanging from it. *

ROBERT *
You'll never believe what I did *
today. *

Robert opens the door and takes a couple beers. *

EXT. MOORE BACKYARD — DAY. 59 *

Robert takes a seat in a lawn chair; pops one of the beers *
and takes a drink as he contentedly watches his sprinkler *
water the lawn. *

MALLORY (O.C.) 1*
Robert? Jr

Robert, surprised, turns to see Mallory standing at the gate. *
He gets up and walks over to her and lets her inside. *
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MALLORY *
I hope I'm not interrupting *
anything. *

ROBERT *
No. Not at all. *

x»He hands her a beer and she pops the top

MALLORY
I just wanted to drop by and thank
you.

(Pauses . )
If they found someone without your
sense of loyalty they could have
put us out of business. $

*»
»

x
~

*»
HrRobert is a little embarrassed.

ROBERT
I'm not as loyal as you think... I
considered their offer for a while.

MALLORY
Robert, we all get offers. And
we’re all tempted to do something
we shouldn't at times. what counts
is what you DID do.

She extends her hand. He shakes it. *

MALLORY
And don't think we would have let
you go so easily. You might have
even forced us to offer you that
promotion!

She smiles, takes another sip, hands him the can and walks *
away. He smiles. *

INT. MOORE HOUSE/LIVING ROOM « EVENING 60

Robert, Sheila and Jessie watch a news story play on
television. Footage of Wu can be seen.
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WU LEAVING BACK OF COURTHOUSE IN HANDCUFFS ON WAY TO JAILfiOA *
SURROUNDED BY REPORTERS *

ANNOUNCER (V‘O.)
Chinese businessman Jiango Wu pled
guilty today in the United States
District Court for conspiracy to
steal the trade secrets of Iowa—
based General Insulation Solutions.

Footage of Robert leaving the courthouse fills the screen.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
One of the key elements of the
prosecution's case was the
testimony of a special‘... *

Jessie shrieks with pride.

ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
....G—I-s employee who worked
undercover with the FBI.

Jessie's phone rings. She gets up as she answers it.

JESSIE
Yeah, we're watching it now. My
dad rules!

Jessie leaves the room. Sheila turns to Robert with pride.

SflEILA
I can't believe you kept it a
secret from me.

ROBERT
I could have told you, but then I
would have had to kill you.

SHEILA
Is that so? well I almost killed
you for missing my birthday, so
we're even.

He laughs. They kiss‘

EXT. OFFICE - NIGHT. 51

Mr. Big watches a man type an employment ad onto a website.
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INT. GIS OFFICE ~ DAY. 62

Another Engineer sits behind a desk surfing the web. fie
clicks on an ad that reads: "Engineer Wanted." The text on
the next screen reads: ”Technical talent wanted to explore
the Asian marked. We are looking for someone with 10 years
of experience with GIS glass insulation..."

FADE OUT.

THE END *
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FADE IN. 1

Authentic news footage of the Shanghai apartment fire. [Note: *
If footage is acquireable] *

ANNOUNCER (v.o.)
Protests continue in Shanghai today
as a result of a deadly apartment
fire that killed fifty~tnree people
and wounded seventy others last
month....

Cut to an empty warehouse / factory space with a conference
table or large desk in the middle of the room. Seated,
looking troubled and watching a monitor, are Wei and the
dignified MR. BIG. ne

xt
»)

!-

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
....The government has vowed to
tighten building guidelines and
safety codes.

FADE OUT.

FADE IN.

EXT. MONTICELLO IOWA - DAY. 2

SERIES OF AERIAL AND INTERIOR SHOTS. Aerial shots are also *
used for opening production credits. *

Robert drives his aging Buick Lesabre along a country road on
his way to work, tapping occassionally on the steering wheel. *
The General Insulation solutions (RIS) plant can be seen in *
the distance at the edge of a small town in many of the
shots.

INT. BUICK — DAY. 3

Robert suddenly notices the engine temperature gauge on the
dashboard is in the red. He looks up. Steam leaks out from
under the hood as he swears under his breath.

EXT. GAS STATION v DAY. 4

The mechanic raises the car up on lift, looking under the *
Chasis. Robert watches. *

MECHANIC
when you gonna put that thing out
of its misery?
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ROBERT
when my youngest finishes college.

MECHANIC
well you better tell her to hurry
up.

Sheila, in a late model minivan, pulls into the station. She
gets out, walks over to them. *

SHEILA *
Hey Virgil. *

MECHANIC *
Sheila. *

ROBERT
Thanks for coming. I can’t. be late *
for this meeting.

MECHANIC *
I can get someone to drive. you *
home. *

SHEILA
(To Mechanic.) *

Thanks. a:
(To Robert.) *

You really think they'll give you
the promotion?

ROBERT
Preston's retiring next year. I'm *
the next in line.

SHEILA
what if they don't?

Robert turns to the engine of the car. steam still leaks
from it.

ROBERT
They will.

INT. MINIVAN - DAY 5

Robert drives. His cellphone rings. He looks at the number.
He doesn’t recognize it but answers anyway.

ROBERT
Robert Moore.
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INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE ~ DAY.

JERRY FIELDING, 34, talks into a headset as he looks at
Robert's information on a computer monitor. (This location
is intercut with Robert driving in the minivan.)

JERRY
Mr. Moore, this is Jerry Fielding
with People Power, an executive
placement service out of New York.

ROBERT
OK....

JERRY
I just wanted to call and see if
you were happy with your work.

ROBERT
with the work, yes.

JERRY
How ‘bout the money?

Robert doesn't answer that.

JERRY
I found your resume. on Linkedin,
and I think you‘d be perfect for a
plant manager listing we have.

ROBERT
Oh yeah? where?

JERRY
Advanced Insulation Industries.
Shanghai.

Robert laughs. Jerry flips to Robert's Facebook page.

ROBERT
As in China?

JERRY 02.0.)
I don't think you’ll be laughing
when you hear the salary.

ROBERT
There's no way I can move to China.

JERRY
Think of it as a vacation. An
adventure.

(MORE)
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JERRY (CONT'D)
You stay there three or four years,
come home with a huge nest egg, a
new title and the world's your
oyster.

ROBERT
No. I don't think that'll work for
me.

JERRY
Think about it. You can talk to *
our client Mr. Wei about your *
concerns. I believe much of the
work can be handled through video 1‘
conferencing. *

EXT. RIS PLANT/GATE — DAY 7 *

Robert drives in through the large open gates of the complex.

INT. MINIVAN - DAY. 8 *

Robert slows down to avoid two Chinese visitors crossing his *
path. Once they are out of the way, he parks his car in a *
nearby spot. The Asians walk toward the administration *
building.

EXT. RIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING — DAY. 9 *

Wei and his assistant WEI CHEUNG, 27, step up from the *
parking lot onto the pavement in from; of the building. Wei *
gives the factory itself a longing glance before he turns and
walks toward the building.

INT. RIS LOBBY — DAY. 10 *

MARGARET MALLORY, 48, walks across the lobby to Wei and *
Cheung, who sign in at the security desk.

MALLORY
Mr. Wei. *

Wei and Cheung turn to her. He motions to Wei. *

WEI *
A pleasure to meet you. This is
Wei Cheung, my assistant.

Cheung bows, then Mallory shakes hands with Wei and Cheung *
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MALLORY
My name is Margaret Mallory.
the general consul for R~I~S.

They walk toward the elevators.

WEI (0.c.)
As you see, we have acquired

I am

sufficient modern factory space,
all the necessary zoning and
environmental permits and a fifty
million dollar line of credit.

INT. RIS CONFERENCE ROOM ~ DAY

FRED WALKER, 60, the amiable President of RIS, site with
Mallory at one side of the table looking at a power point
presentation projected on a screen, that includes photos of
the factory in China while Wei speaks.

11

*e
e

»

WEI (CONT‘D)
All we need are pieces of your
specialized equipment and we can
start manufacturing your glass
insulation in China within a matter
of months.

WALKER
I want to thank you for coming and
making your offer, but we are
already in negotiations to build
our own plant in China.

WEI
We understand. But working with
the Chinese government is a very
slow process. Without our help, it
will take you three to five years
to reach the Chinese market. That
means tens of millions in lost
revenue. You need a Chinese
partner. we will do all the work,
and split the profits with you.

MALLORY
Mr. Wei, our proprietary
manufacturing process is what
differentiates us in the market.
We cannot allow it to leave our
premises. Our plan is to
manufacture the insulation here,
then finalize the production
process in China.
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Wei shakes his head no again. *

CHEUNG
We understand completely. I assure
you we can take whatever
precautions you deem necessary.

INT. RIS OFFICE RECORDS ROOM ~ DAY 12 *

*Robert finds DENNIS Wilde, 56, the VP of Operations, looking
for some blueprints in the records room. It is not where he
wanted to meet with him and his discomfort is apparent »

*

ROBERT
Hi Dennis. Your secretary said I'd
find you here. We had a meeting
scheduled for now? »

x
e

*

WILDE
Oh hi Robert, sorry about that. I
have to approve the new production
line blueprints before we send them
off. Don't suppose you know where
they are? e

e
s

s
e

*

ROBERT

(He walks to a file cabinet, unlocks the drawer, pulls out *
the blueprints and hands them to Newton) »

sure....I was hoping I could talk
to you about the new position
that's opening up when Preston
leaves.

»
n

e
w

s
*

WILDE
Everyone here, in management,
appreciates what you've done for
the company Robert.

ROBERT

Subconciously begins to tap his finger on the desk, or *
perhaps lightly on a stapler sitting on the desk. *

I appreciate that. I just need to
know if I have a shot at the job. *

WILDE *
There honestly haven't been any
serious discussions about his
replacement yet.

(MORE )
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WILDE (CONT'D)
You will, of course, be seriously
considered for the position.

(Pauses.)
And, I can tell you, just between
us, profits and productivity are
up, and that’ll be reflected in
bonuses this year.

Those words don't put Robert at ease. At that moment, *
another employee enters the records room, ending the *
conversation and increasing his discomfort. *

INT. RIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY 13 1‘

Walker and Mallory listen with growing impatience as Wei and *
Cheung speak.

WEI *
If you manufacture in China, you
will save both transportation and
labor costs. It; is a win/win.

Walker glances at his watch before turning back to his
visitors. He stands. *

WALKER
Gentlemen, I want. to thank you for
your proposal. We will keep it in
mind as we consider our options.

Walker is obviously signaling an end to the meeting. Cheung
leans over to Wei and whispers something in his ear. Wei *
nods. Cheung turns back to Walker.

CHEUNG
I apologize, but I was wondering if
I could use the rest room? *

WALKER
No problem. Just down the hall to
your left.

CHEUNG
Thank you.

Cheung leaves. Walker sits back down. Wei smiles and *
continues informal dialogue with Walker and Mallory. *

INT. RIS CORRIDOR — DAY 14 *

Cheung makes a left at the bottom of the corridor and finds
the mens room, but continues toward some office cubicles.
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INT. RIS CUBICLE - DAY 15 *

Cheung glances around before slipping into an empty cubicle.
He wakes up the computer as he takes a thumb drive out of his
pocket. He prepares to put it in the USB port. *

PAUL (o.c.)
Excuse me.

Cheung turns to find an incredulous worker, PAUL THOMAS, *
standing at the opening of the cubicle. Cheung smiles as he *
quickly pockets the thumb drive. *

INT. RIS CONFERENCE ROOM ~ DAY 16 *

Paul leads Cheung back into the room where Mallory, Walker
and Wei wait for him. *

PAUL
I found this gentleman in my office
on my computer.

Mallory and Walker, shocked, turn to Cheung. He smiles.

CHEUNG
I'm so sorry, when I left the
restroom I saw an open computer and
tried to check my email.

Mallory glances at walker before turning back to Wei. *
Standing, obviously wrapping up the meeting

WALKER
well gentlemen, I want to thank you *
for coming, and we will consider *
your proposal. *

INT. RIS LOBBY — DAY 17 *

Mallory leads Wei and Cheung to the front door. Wei steps '1"
closer to Mallory with a smile.

WEI *
We have come all this way. Would
it be possible to take a tour of
your plant while we're here?

MALI-CRY
Sorry. I'm afraid we do not permit *
tours of our factory. *
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18 EXT. RIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ~ DAY 18 *

Wei and Cheung walk out of the building as Mallory looks on *
suspiciously. Wei and Chaung walk toward their car. *

19 INT. MARGARET MALLORY'S OFFICE ~ DAY 19

Paul knocks on the door. Mallory looks up at him. *

MALLORY
Come in.

Paul steps inside .

PAUL
I didn't want to say this in front
of Mr. Walker and everybody, but. I
think that guy tried to plug a jump
drive into my computer.

MALLORY
What did you see? *

20 INT. MOORE HOUSE/ENTRANCE HALL 20

Robert steps wearily into the house. She runs up and throws
her arms around him.

JESSIE (o.c.)
Daddy! I got accepted To
Princeton! *

ROBERT
(truly happy for his
daughter)

That's wonderful, honey! *
Congratulations! *

Robert turns from her to Sheila, who is standing in the *
adjacent dining room. They exchange a serious look. '1"

21 INT. MOORE BEDROOM ~ NIGHT 21

Sheila is getting ready for bed in the adjacent bathroom‘ *
Robert, dejected, sits on the side of the bed. *

ROBERT
Newton said I could expect: a nice
bonus, but he didn't know anything
about Preston’s job.
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Sheila sighs wearily.

ROBERT
I got a call from a headhunter
today.

SHEILA
(Enthusiastic .)

Really?

ROBERT
Begins to tap lightly (and *
subconciously) on his leg *
Yeah...but the job's in China‘ 1‘

Sheila’s disappointment is obvious.

SHEILA (OPTIONAL LINE) *

(Sarcastic) *
Yeah, that's where we're gonna *
move. *

21a INT. MOORE KITCHEN - DAY 216. *

Following morning, at the breakfast table *

ROBERT
Maybe we should at least think *
about it. We'll be. able to pay for *
Jessie's college. *

(Pauses.)
The recruiter says I'll be able to
write my own ticket after a few *
years. *

SHEILA *
A few years? *

Sheila stands up and walks away in disgust '1"

ROBERT
Think of it as an adventure. You
always wanted to travel. *

21b EXT RIS PLANT ROBERT’S OFFICE v DAY 2113 *

ROBERT *
Think of it as an adventure. You *
always wanted to travel. *
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21C SHEILA ~ OPTIONAL LINE 21c *

On phone with Robert, feeling and looking isolated in *
kitchen, mulls it over. *

Yeah. . . . *

ZZa EXT RIS PLANT a DAY 22a *

22b INT. RIS PLANT/ROBERT'S OFFICE ~ MORNING 22b

Robert sits behind a monitor studying the design of a piece *
of machinery. He sighs after a moment, looks around, then 1‘
takes out his cellphone. He looks at the number of the *
headhunter. He is tempted, but he resists, then reconsiders *
and dials. *

ROBERT *
Hi, Jerry? It's Robert. You called *
me about a job in China. *

23 INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE * DAY 23 *

Jerry picks up a call on his headset. *

JERRY *
Oh yeah. Sure. *

He starts to rummage through various files on his desk. *

ROBERT (V.O.) *
I'd like to know a little more *
about it. *

Jerry smiles when he finds the file. *

JERRY *
Well, they’re still looking AND it *
looks like you’re in luck. Mr. Wei *
is actually in the states now. '1"

24 INT. RIS ROBERT‘S OFFICE — DAY 24 *

Robert talks on his cellular phone. *

JERRY 01.0.) s.
I can arrange a dinner meeting and *
you can hear it all directly from *
the horse's mouth. *

1ROBERT
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Tapping lightly on his desk *

That's good, but let's not do it *
here. It's a small town. I don't *
want anyone seeing us talking. *

JERRY (v.o.) 4.
You name the place. *

EXT. RIS PLANT - NIGHT 25 *

A car stops near the open gate of the R18 facility. *

INT. GALLANT — NIGHT 26

Cheung sits behind the wheel. Wei sits in the passenger seat *
looking down at the large open door at the loading dock of
the plant. There is no security. He points toward it.

EXT. RIS PLANT — NIGHT. *

Cheunq and Wei drive through the open door of the plant. *

INT. RIS PLANT — NIGHT 27 *

Wei and Cheung walk along a darkened pathway and through an *
open door into the factory where they begin to photograph *
pieces of equipment with their iPhones. Workers View them *
warily, but no one says anything. Eventually, Newton, the
plant manager, strides toward them.

NEWTON
Excuse me, can I help you?

Cheung puts down his camera, but Wei continues taking photos. *

CHEUNG
Forgive us, we were lost and sew *
your open gate so we stopped in to *
ask for directions.

NEWTON
(To Wei.) *

Excuse me, you're going to have to
put: down your phone.

Wei does so. *
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CHEUNG
Sorry. It all looks very *
interesting. What is it you make *
here?

WEI *
(To Newton.)

Could you give us a tour? We’d
love to see an American factory.

NEWTON
No, I’m sorry. You're going to
have to leave.

EXT. RIS PARKING LOT - NIGHT 28 *

Wei and Cheung get into their car and speed away as Newton, *
who has escorted them outside, dials his cellphone *

INT. MALLORY KITCHEN — NIGHT 29

Mallory, with a glass of wine, answers the phone.

MALLORY
Mallory.

NEWTON (v.o.)
I just found two trespassers taking
pictures in the factory...I got *
their license plate number. *

Her eyes narrow.

MALLORY
Describe them.

INT. SMALL TOWN RESTAURANT e DAY 30 *

Robert sits alone at a corner table, feeling slightly '1"
uncomfortable. He suddenly looks up as camera dollies around
to reveal Wei and Cheung. )6

)!-

WEI *
Robert, it is nice to meet you. I *
am Li Wei and this is my associate, *
Wei Cheung. *

ROBERT *
*Nice to meet you.
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CHEUNG
I have read in the trade journals
about your contributions to glass
insulation technology. I am also a
systems engineer and am very
impressed. You are my first, choice
for the position.

ta
be

xe

ROBERT
l'm very flattered, but, frankly,
my wife isn't all that excited
about moving to China.

Wei and Cheung exchange a glance. Wei smiles and continues. 1‘

WEI *
You will not need to stay in China
long. We will only need you to
consult when we set up the
equipment and start production.
And, later, we would keep you on
retainer for help with any problems
that might arise.

ROBERT
I'm interested, but; there are some
issues we have to discuss. I
signed a non-compete when I started *
at R—I—S. How close is your *
product to our glass insulation? *

WEI *
Your glass insulation is very good. *
The best available. It will be our
goal to create a very similar
product.

ROBERT
That might make it difficult for
me.

WEI *
would two hundred thousand dollars *
lessen your burden?

ROBERT *
(surprisedq *

Yes...it would. *
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CHEUNG
We are prepared to pay you one
hundred thousand dollars for the
blueprints of your equipment and
the formula of the insulation, and
another one hundred thousand to
help us get our plant started.

ROBERT
(Shocked.)

I don't think I can do that. It’s
illegal.

CHEUNG
Big risk equals big reward.

Opt: We are simply offering you a legitimate job.

ROBERT

He looks down and nods almost imperceptibly

CHEUNG
Mr. Moore, Robert, G-I—S obviously
does not appreciate you. They are
not making any commitment for you
in their future. What do you owe
them? Are they going to pay your
children's college tuition? No.
You have to do what is best for you
and your family.

Wei smiles. He takes out a business card. He pushes it
across the table.

WEI
Think about it.

EXT. ROBERT WALKS DOWN MAIN STREET AWAY FROM RESTAURANT
ABSENTLY FLICKING MR WEI’S BUSINESS CARD WITH HIS THUMB

INT. MOORE HOUSE/KITCHEN « NIGHT

Robert sits across the table from Sheila.

SHEILA
Are you gonna tell the company.

ROBERT
What? That I was interviewing with
a competitor? Forget about
Preston's job. I could get fired.

15.

30a *

31
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SHEILA
Then just say NO to the Chinese and
we’ll forget you ever had that
meeting.

ROBERT
But what happens if they get that
information from someone else. It
could put us outta business. *

SHEILA
They won't. And the company can
take care of itself.

INT. RECORDS ROOM — DAY 32 *

Robert enters and opens file drawer with a key, then *
partially pulls a blueprint from a folder. He hesitates, *
obviously conflicted. Just. then a friendly co—worker *
interrupts the moment *

CLAUDIA *
Hi Robert. *

ROBERT *
Oh, hi Claudia. How are you? *

CLAUDIA *
Good! Don’t get; a chance to see *
you much...you never seem to leave *
the plant. Anything I can help you *
find? *

ROBERT *
No, no, I'm good. Thanks Claudia. *
Good to see you. *

Robert returns the blueprint to the folder and departs. *

INT. RIS/MALLORY’S OFFICE e DAY 33 “I"

Mallory sits behind hex: desk reading some papers. She hears a
knock and sees Robert standing in the doorway

MALLORY
Hi Robert. Can I help you?

CLOSEeUP OF ROBERT'S FACE.

He is nervous. He closes his eyes.
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INT. RIS WALKER'S OFFICE — DAY 34 *

CLOSE—UP of ROBERT’S FACE.

Robert re—opens his eyes. The camera slowly pulls back to
reveal he is now in Walker's office talking to Walker and
Mallory.

ROBERT
So..I said no and left.

Walker and Mallory think. Robert quickly adds.

ROBERT
I just want to say that I thought
it was legitimate. I get calls
from head hunters occasionally, but
I am very happy here. I want. you
to know that.

WALKER
Thanks Robert. We appreciate you
coming forward like this. I won't
forget it.

Walker gets up. He. goes and puts an arm around Robert's
shoulder as he leads him to the door.

WALKER
I’m sure we’ll need to talk about
this again later.

Robert nods and leaves. walker closes the door behind him.
He turns to Mallory as he walks back to the desk.

WALKER *
I’m impressed he came forward. *
That took guts. *

MALLORY
Yeah. *

(Pauses.) *
This is serious Fred. If someone *
takes their bait it could bury us.
we have to call the F.B.I.

WALKER
That’s just what we need, the
Federal government going through
our business.

MALLORY
we just can't pretend this didn't *
happen. *

(MORE)
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MAIlDRY (CONT‘D)
It's a threat to the company. And *
what if they try to do this to *
someone else? *

Walker sits down. He sighs and nods almost imperceptibly. *

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE GYM OR EXITING OFFICE — DAY 35 *

Special Agent JOSEPH CARPENTER, 36, answers the phone.

CARPENTER
Special Agent Carpenter. . . . Yes. *

He picks up a pen and prepares to take notes. His partner,
Special Agent SHARON Martinez, 33, moves beside him to see *
what he is writing.

CARPENTER
Just start at the beginning, Ms.
Mallory.

INT. RIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY 36 *

CLOSE—UP OF WEI CHEUNG.

Surveillance photos are placed on the. table in from: of *
walker. *

CARPENTER (o.c.)
His name is Wei Cheung. Twenty—
seven. A Chinese born naturalized
citizen of the United states. He
is currently attending graduate
school at U-C-LeA. He is either
the nephew or cousin of....

CLOSE—UP 0}? Li Wei. *

We see a passport photo of Li Wei. *

CARPENTER (o.c.)
Li Wei. Fifty-Four. A Chinese *
national. Former officer in the *
People’s Liberation Army. He owns *
a small company that manufactures
metal doors for the domestic
Chinese market.

WIDER.

Carpenter and Martinez update Mallory and Walker. *
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MARTINEZ *
The company appears successful. but
it doesn't seem profitable enough
to account for the purchase of this
valuable land. ..

The image on the screen shows Wei's new factory. *

MARTINEZ *
....and the construction of this
facility. Nor does it appear he
had any prior interest in glass *
insulation.

WALKER
So someone else is behind him?

MARTINEZ *
Possibly. *

MALLORY
The government?

CARPENTER
We can't connect those clots yet, *
but your product is one that the P—
R—C needs. The government has
recently enacted some tough new
commercial building regulations,
and yours is one of the few
insulating materials that meets the
requirements for insulation and
fire retardancy.

WALKER
I know. That’s why we've been
dumbfounded with all the obstacles *
they've thrown in front of us to *
get into their market.

CARPENTER
They may want to acquire your
product, with or without your
company's approval.

MALLORY
What's the next step? Do you have
a case? *

CARPENTER *
we need to lure Wei back to the Us. *

MALLORY
with what?
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CARPENTER
The same thing that brought him
here: Your secrets.

Walker doesn't like the idea.

CARPENTER
We'd like to set up a sting
operation using your employee. Wei *
put the ball in his court, let's
have him bounce it back and see
what happens.

WALKER
(Interrupting. )

We're not spies, Agent Carpenter. *
We make insulation. I'm not
putting one of my employees in
harms way for this.

(To Mallory)
We're under no obligation to comply
with this are we?

Mallory nods no, but she doesn’t. agree with his viewpoint.

WALKER
And lets say we catch these guys
and it goes to trial. They could
subpoena the same documents the
Chinese are trying to steal. *

MARTINEZ *
Mr. walker, there are legal
protections that would keep your
proprietary information from public
disclosure.

MALLORY
I think that’s true, Fred. The
Justice Department is very careful
about protecting corporate trade *
secrets.

Walker stands up.

WALKER
I want to thank you for all of your
help, but we're done here.

37 INT. RIS LOBBY — TWILIGHT 37 *

Mallory walks Carpenter and Martinez toward the door. *
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Mallory stops and contemplates what they've said.
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MALLORY
I'm sorry gentlemen. We've worked
for over a decade to develop this
product and we can't risk our
trade secrets becoming public in
court

CARPENTER
We completely understand, We're on
your side, and so are the courts‘
I haven’t seen a case yet that
didn't work with the victim
business to keep that from
happening.

MARTINEZ
We’ve got your back on this.
We NEED to catch these guys. If it
isn’t you it'll be another company.

INT. WALKER GARAGE — DAY

walker puts his golf clubs in the trunk of his Cadillac.
gets into the car and starts the engine.

21.

,1.

38

He
He pushes a button

and the garage door begins to open to reveal Mallory, who is
dressed in more casual weekend clothes.

INT WALKER CADILLAC - DAY

Mallory climbs into the passenger seat

Silence.

MALLORY
We’ve got to do this, Fred.

WALKER
why? we'd be taking a huge risk.
What about stock prices when this
hits the press.

MALLORY
People will see we have a unique
product worth stealing. Isn't that
what we're paying our advertising
and P—R agencies to do?

walker looks her in the eyes.

39
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WALKER
What are you doing Margaret? This *
isn’t like you. *

MALLORY
It ' s the principle. *

Walker laughs .

WALKER
when I bring up principle you
always bring up our stock prices. *
You've just taken that off the
table.

MALLORY
Ok, so... maybe I’m just pissed
off. Paul came by my office and *
said he thinks cneung might have
had a thumb drive in his hand when *
he caught him at his desk.

(Pauses.)
we haven't spent twenty years
building this company to have them
steal what we’ve created. Besides,
I like this town. And it would die
if we went out of. business.

She pauses for a moment, then smiles.

MALLORY
So screw em! Let’s do this. Lets *
work with the Feds and take these
suckers down!

He smiles and shakes his head no, but he knows she's right.

INT FACTORY FLOOR 39a *

Newton approaches Robert who is checking out blueprint on the *
factory floor. *

NEWTON *
Hey Robert. Walker wants to talk it
to you in his office right away. *

ROBERT *
Me? *

NEWTON (SMILING) *
Sounds like you've been called to *
the principal’s offfice... *
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40 INT. RIS WALKER'S OFFICE - DAY 40 *

Robert is surrounded by Walker, Mallory, Carpenter and
Martinez. *

ROBERT
You want to do what?

MARTINEZ *
We want to set up a sting
operation, but we need your help‘

ROBERT
why me?

MARTINEZ *
They know you. We need you to call
them and say you want to make the
deal.

Silence. Robert, distressed, looks at. Mallory and Walker and *
begins to absent mindedly tap on his leg or the arm of the *
chair. *

ROBERT
Do you want me to do this?

MALLORY
We’d like to see. these guys face
justice but we don‘t want you to do
anything you'd be uncomfortable
doing.

(Pauses.)
Your decision will have no bearing
on your job here. We’re very
grateful for bringing the issue *
forward. *

ROBERT
May I discuss this with my wife?

CARPENTER
I’m afraid not. Only the F—B»I and *
the people in this room can know *
anything about it.

Silence, then Robert looks up and meets Mallory's eyes.
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ROBERT
I'm just an engineer. Can't you
find somebody who’s trained for
this sort of thing?

CARPENTER
We would if we could. But they've
been researching your company and
reading the trades. They know the
people who work here and who’d have
access to what they need.

(Pauses.)
Plus, before this is over,
someone’s going to ask a question
that only an engineer could answer.

(Pauses.)

24.

Robert, head down, nods almost imperceptibly in agreement.

EXT. FBI FIELD OFFICE— DAY

Traffiic moves in front of the building.

CARPENTER
We’ll need access to your e-mail
and social networking accounts.

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE COMMAND CENTER e DAY

41

42 *

Robert sits with Carpenter and Martinez. A laptop site Open *
before them. Martinez hands Robert a piece of paper. *

MARTINEZ *
We’d like you to post a few *
messages on your twitter and
Facebook accounts: indications of
disgruntlement, financial
hardships, and other stuff that
make you more susceptible to
recruitment.

Robert looks at the examples on the paper.

He looks up at Martinez.

ROBERT
Okay.

Carpenter motions to Robert’s email account on the

»
w

e
!

»

computer .
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CARPENTER
We'll also be monitoring your email
once we initiate contact.

MARTINEZ *
We don’t want to exchange a lot of
e~mails with them. We want to get *
them talking to you on the phone; *
then get them to meet you in
person.

Robert nods.

CARPENTER
Let’s get the party started.

Carpenter turns to the computer. He opens up a letter in
Robert’s draft folder addressed to the email address on the
business card Wei gave him. The email expresses Robert's *
desire to talk more. Carpenter moves aside. Robert. moves
over and clicks the send button. Carpenter turns to Robert
with a smile.

CARPENTER
Welcome to counter espionage.

Robert half smiles. *
*

42A WEI AND CARPENTER ON SMART PHONES; ROBERT IN HIS OFFICE 42A *
RECEIVE EMAILS *

This sequence consists of a quick montage showing the email
exchanges. Music under.

A). Wei gets the email from Robert, stating his interest. *
We see text highlighted, "I don't. want to discuss anything
sensitive in e—mail. we have to talk."

8) Carpenter and Robert are alerted simultaneously that an e
mail has arrived. Carpenter gets it in his car. He smiles. '1"
It includes a Chinese phone number and a call time.

C) Robert is on manufacturing floor it

43 INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE COMMAND CENTER — DAY 43 *

Carpenter and Martinez talk with Robert. Two other *
technicians sit in the room to monitor and record the call.
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CARPENTER
I’ll be writing you notes during
the conversation. Remember, we
need him to acknowledge the
illegality of the transaction. And
we want a specific requirements
list, and a delivery date.

Robert nods, but it is obvious he's nervous.

MARTINEZ *
Just do it like we practiced.
You'll be fine.

After nodding to the technicians, Carpenter dials the number.

INT. CHINESE OFFICE — NIGHT 44

The phone rings in a plush office. Wei answers. Mr. Big is *
seated beside him. (This location is intercut with the FBI
Field Office Conference room.)

WEI *
Hello.

ROBERT
Hello Mr. Wei. This is Robert. *

WEI *
Hello Robert. Good to hear from
you.

ROBERT
Thank you. well, I am prepared to
deliver the information to you for
two hundred thousand dollars, but I
don’t like the payment schedule.

WEI *
How so?

ROBERT
I only get one hundred thousand *
dollars upon delivery. How do 1
know I’m going to get the rest of
the money once you get back to
China?

WEI *
Mr. Moore, you cannot expect us to
give you all of the money without
verifying the documents and making
sure they are complete.

(MORE)
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WEI (CONT'D)
(Pauses.)

Neither of us has recourse to the
law. We are obligated to trust
each other.

ROBERT
You need me more than I need you.

WEI
We both need each other, Mr. Moore.
Think of me as the solution to your
tuition problem.

27.

Robert is shocked they know about Jessie. He turns to
Carpenter and Martinez. Carpenter writes: ”Agree" *

ROBERT
Okay. You have a deal.

WEI
Excellent. You will see all of
your money, Mr. Moore. I guarantee
it.

WEI
I understand your aversion to e—
mail, but I have just sent you a
list of everything we need.

Martinez turns one of the technicians lap tops toward Robert *
just as the email arrives. He opens the document. It is
filled with highly-detailed technical information. Martinez *
and Carpenter look at it over Robert's shoulder.
very excited.

ROBERT
I got it.

WEI
Will that be a problem?

ROBERT
It looks doable.

Robert turns to Carpenter. Be mouths the word:

ROBERT
When?

WEI
How about next Saturday?

Robert turns to Carpenter and Martinez, who nod
in agreement.

They are

when?

their heads *
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ROBERT
That ' 5 good .

WEI 9.
Excellent. Mr. Cheung will arrange
the details with you.

INT. FEDERAL BUILDING — DAY 45

Robert hangs up the phone. Martinez and Carpenter pull the *
computer closer to look at the requirements list. They *
smile. *

CARPENTER *
We'll get this to the analysts *
right away. *

Robert’s smile recedes. *

ROBERT
Damn. Did he say next Saturday? *

CARPENTER
Yeah, why?

ROBERT
That’s my wife’s birthday. I’m
taking her out to dinner. *

Martinez laughs. *

MARTINEZ *
Sounds like somebody's gonna be
sleeping on the sofa.

The others laugh. But Robert isn't happy. *

ROBERT (v.0.) *
This is not what I signed up for. *

EXT. MOTEL v 46

DAY 1-

The respectable motel is clean and wellvmaintained. *

INT. MOTEL BATHROOM ~ DAY 47 *

OPTIONAL: LOSE LINES HERE}! *
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Robert stands with his pants down as the Technician tapes a
battery pack and transmitter to his inner thigh. Carpenter
watches.

CARPENTER *
About set? *

Technician nods, then Carpenter turns to Robert *
The only problem comes when it's *
time to take it off.

(Pause-as.)
We should've shaved that part of *
your leg.

ROBERT
No thanks. I already have enough
to explain to my wife.

INT. MOTEL ROOM — DAY 48

Robert and the technician step out of the bathroom to find
Carpenter, Martinez and other technicians and agents waiting *
for him. They applaud.

MARTINEZ *
Ready for your close—up?

ROBERT
(Obviously a bit nervous)

As ready as I'll ever be.

carpenter gives Robert a tour of the suite's sitting room.
He points to a chair.

CARPENTER
I want you sitting here.

He motions to a sofa beside it.

CARPENTER
And Wei and Cheung there. Our '1"
camera is here.

He motions to a lamp on a table near the two seats. Martinez *
puts a briefcase on the table. She opens it reveal the
documents stamped "RIS Trade Secret." *

Robert lifts the documents from the briefcase and, as he does
so, almost knocks over the lamp. His nerves are showing.

ROBERT
sorry . . . *
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Martinez places a comforting hand on his shoulder. *

MARTINEZ *
You’ll be fine. *

Carpenter's cellphone rings. He answers.

CARRPENTER
They are? Okay thanks.

(To Martinez and Robert) *
They're coming early. They're
enroute. Three minutes out.

carpenter hangs up

ROBERT
(Distressed. )

why are they early? Do they know?
Oh god, I don't know if I'm up for
this.

MARTINEZ av
Take a deep breath. It doesn't *
mean anything. You'll do great.

Martinez touches his shoulder. smiles, looks him in the eye *
and repeats.

MARTINEZ *
You’ll do great.

EXT. MOTEL — DAY 49
carpenter and Martinez and the other agents hustle out of *
Robert’s room and enter an adjacent one.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM v DAY 50

Carpenter, Martinez and the others enter the room. The *
technicians already have the monitors set up. Robert can be
seen sitting in his assigned chair. He closes the briefcase
and puts it on the floor.

CARPENTER
Show time. Do you think he'll hold
up?

MARTINEZ “I"
He' 11 hold up.
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Suddenly, Robert shoots up out of his seat and disappears out *
of frame. The agents turns to each other in confusion.
Then a person could be heard vomiting.

MARTINEZ *
Want me to go over?

Carpenter gestures for her to wait. Off camera, they hear
the sound of a toilet and a sink. Robert reappears wiping
his mouth with a hand towel.

ROBERT
I ' m okay .

The agents breath a sigh of relief, but are left with a look
of worry about how the situation will go down.

[CHANGED TO INT.] MOTEL — DAY 51 *

Surveillance footage captures Wei and Cheunq walking down *
hallway toward Robert's room. Wei carries a briefcase. They
stop and knock on the door.

,1,

INT. ROBERT’S ROOM - DAY 52

Robert opens the door to reveal Wei and Cheung. *

ROBERT
Come in.

Robert, still a bit nervous, shakes their hands and closes
the door behind them. He motions to the sofa as he sits down
in his chair. As wei sits down, he places his briefcase on *
the table in front of the camera in the lamp.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM v DAY. 53

Carpenter and Martinez, now clad in bulletproof vests, stand *
with others watching the monitor blocked by the briefcase.

CARPENTER
No, no, no!

INT. ROBERT’S ROOM - DAY 54

Robert reaches over and grabs Wei's briefcase. He puts it on *
the floor, unblocking the camera, before Wei can object. *

ROBERT
We're going to heed the light‘
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INT. ADJOINING ROOM ~ DAY 55

Carpenter turns to Martinez. *

CARPENTER
Doublet—Seven! *

INT. ROBERT’S ROOM e DAY 56

Robert nods toward Wei's briefcase. *

ROBERT
I assume that's the money.

CHEUNG
Yes. Do you have the documents?

ROBERT
Yes, and, frankly, I can't wait to
get rid of them.

Robert takes the briefcase from beside his seat and places it
on the coffee table between them. Robert motions for them to
open it up. They do so. Their eyes light up when they see
the documents. Cheung, as the engineer is particularly
anxious to examine them. They think they're authentic.

ROBERT
You’ll need to make sure customs
doesn't see Top secret on these
pages or we'll all go to jail.

CHEUNG
Don't worry Robert.

ROBERT
I am worried.

CHEUNG
we will take care of everything.

Robert takes the documents from Wei and Cheung, and puts them *
back in the briefcase. Wei smiles. He lifts up his *
briefcase and puts it on the table.

WEI *
Here is your money.

Robert opens the case and examines a thick wad of bills.

CHEUNG
Do you need to count it?
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ROBERT
No. I trust you.

Wei, Cheung and Robert stand up. Wei extends his hand. *
Robert shakes it.

WEI *
Thank you Robert. We look forward
to working with you. We will be
in touch soon.

Robert nods. He leans heavily on the back of the door as it
shuts. He smiles weakly and is noticeably relieved.

57 EXT. MOTEL — DAY. 57

Intercnt CCTV and real footage of Robert's door opening; Wei *
and Cheung leaving. They step away from the building and
head for their car. In seconds, they find themselves
surrounded by a large number of FBI agents. Martinez and *
Carpenter approach them.

CARPENTER
FBI. Set down the briefcase and
put your hands behind your head.

Wei and Cheung are stunned. They freeze. *

MARTINEZ *
Now!

58 INT. MOORE HOUSE / ENTRANCE HALL 58 *

Robert steps into his house. *

ROBERT *
Honey! *

No response. *

58a INT. MOORE HOUSE/KITCHEN _ DAY. 58a *

Robert walks over to the refrigerator. He smiles at a *
picture of sheila hanging from it. *

ROBERT *
You’ll never believe whet I did *
today. *

Robert opens the door and takes a couple beers. *
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EXT. MOORE BACKYARD ~ DAY. 59 *

Robert takes a seat in a lawn chair; pops one of the beers *
and takes a drink as he contentedly watches his sprinkler *
water the lawn. *

MALLORY (o.c.) *
Robert? *

Robert, surprised, turns to see Mallory standing at the gate. *
He gets up and walks over to her and lets her inside. *

MALLORY *
I hope I'm not interrupting 1‘
anything. a.

ROBERT *
No. Not at all.

x-He hands her a beer and she pops the top

MALLORY *
I just wanted to thank you. *

(Pauses.) *
If. they found someone without your *
sense of loyalty they could have *
put us out of business. *

Robert is a little embarrassed. *

ROBERT
I’m not as loyal as you think... I
considered their offer for a while.

MALLORY
Robert, we all get offers. And
we're all tempted to do something
we shouldn’t at times. What counts
is what you DID do.

She extends her hand. He shakes it. *

MALLORY
And don't think we would have let
you go so easily. You might have
even forced us to offer you that
promotion!

She smiles, takes another sip, hands him the can and walks *
away. He smiles. *
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INT. MOORE HOUSE/LIVING ROOM ~ EVENING 60

Robert, sheila and Jessie watch a news story play on
television. Footage of Wei can be seen. *

WEI LEAVING BACK OF COURTHOUSE IN HANDCUFFS ON WAY TO JAIMDA *
SURROUNDED BY REPORTERS *

ANNOUNCER (v.o.)
Chinese businessman Li Wei plea *
guilty today in the United States
District Court for conspiracy to
steal the trade secrets of Iowa—
based General Insulation Solutions.

Footage of Robert leaving the courthouse fills the screen.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
One of the key elements of the.
prosecution's case was the
testimony of a special.... *

Jessie shrieks with pride.

ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
. . . .R—I—S employee who worked *
undercover with the FBI.

Jessie’s phone rings. She gets up as she answers it.

JESSIE
Yeah, we're watching it now. My
dad rules!

Jessie leaves the room. Sheila turns to Robert with pride.

SHEILA
I can't believe you kept it a
secret from me.

ROBERT
I could have told you, but then I
would have had to kill you.

SHEILA
Is that so? well I almost killed
you for missing my birthday, so
we're even.

He laughs. They kiss.
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EXT. OFFICE - NIGHT. (OPTIONAL) 61 *

Mr. Big watches a man type an employment ad onto a website.

INT. RIS OFFICE —- DAY. 62 1"

Another Engineer sits behind a desk surfing the web. He
clicks on an ad that reads: "Engineer Wanted.” The text on
the next screen reads: "Technical talent wanted to explore
the Asian marked. We are looking for someone with 10 years
of experience with R15 glass insulation...” *

FADE OUT.

THE END *
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FADE IN. *

)9Authentic news footage of the Shanghai apartment fire.

ANNOUNCER (v.o.)
Protests continue in Shanghai today
as a result of a deadly apartment
fire that killed fifty~three people
and wounded seventy others last
month.... »

»
*
*
»

x
-

In simulated news footage, Chinese officials sit around a
table. One of the men is the dignified MR. BIG.

ANNOUNCER (v.0. )
i...The government has vowed to
tighten building guidelines and
safety codes. ar

x-
xé

xe
x-FADE OUT.

FADE IN. *

EXT. MONTICELLO IOWA — DAY.

SERIES OF AERIAL AND INTERIOR SHOTS.

Robert drives his aging Buick Lesabre along a country road on *
his way to work. The General Insulation Solutions (GIS)
plant can be seen in the distance at the edge of a small town
in many of the shots.

INT. BUICK — DAY.

Robert suddenly notices the engine temperature gauge on the
dashboard is in the red. He looks up. Steam leaks out from
under the hood as he swears under his breath.

EXT. GAS STATION - DAY. *

The mechanic looks under the hood. Robert watches. *

MECHANIC
when you gonna put that thing out
of its misery?

ROBERT
when my youngest finishes college.
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MECHANIC
Well you better tell her to hurry
up. *

Sheila, in a late model minivan, pulls into the station. She *
gets out and walks over to them. Robert walks over and gives *
her a kiss. *

ROBERT
Hi honey. Thanks for coming. l *
can’t be late for this meeting. *

SHEILA
You really think they’ll give you
the promotion?

ROBERT *
Preston’s gonna retire next. year.
I'm the next in line.

SHEILA
what if they don‘t?

Robert turns to the engine of the car. Steam still leaks *
from it. *

ROBERT
They will. *

INT. MINIVAN — DAY

Robert drives. His cellphone rings. He looks at the number‘
He doesn't recognize it but answers anyway.

ROBERT
Robert Moore .

INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE * DAY‘

JERRY FIELDING, 34, talks into a headset as he looks at
Robert's information on a computer monitor. (This location
is intercut with Robert driving in the minivan.)

JERRY
Mr. Moore, this is Jerry Fielding
with People Power, an executive
placement service out of New York.

ROBERT
OK....
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JERRY
I just wanted to call and see if
you were happy with your work.

ROBERT
with the work, yes.

JERRY
How ‘bout the money?

Robert doesn't answer that.

JERRY
I found your resume on Linkedin,
and I think you'd be perfect for a
plant manager listing we have.

ROBERT
Oh yeah? where?

JERRY
Advanced Insulation Industries. *
Shanghai.

Robert laughs. Jerry flips to Robert's Facebook page. *

JERRY fine.)
I don’t think you'll be laughing
when you hear the salary.

ROBERT
There's no way I can move to China.

JERRY
Think of it: as an vacation. An *
adventure. You stay there three or
four years, come home with a huge
nest egg, a new title and the
world's your oyster‘

ROBERT
No. I don't think that'll work for
me. *

JERRY
Just think about; it. You can talk
to Mr. Wu about your concerns. I
believe much of the work can be
handled via videoconferencing and *
Skype. *
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EXT. GIS PLANT/GATE ~ DAY

Robert drives in through the large open gates of the complex.

EXT. GIS PARKING LOT ~ DAY.

Robert slows down to avoid two Chinese visitors. Once they
are out of the way, he drives toward the factory. The Asians
walk toward the administration building.

EXT. GIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING < DAY.

Wu and his assistant/translator WEI CHEUNG, 27, step up from
the parking lot onto the pavement in front of the building.
Wu gives the factory itself a longing glance before he turns
and walks toward the building.

INT. GIS LOBBY — DAY.

MARGARET MALLORY, 48, walks across the lobby to Wu and
Cheung, who sign in at the security desk.

MALLORY
Mr. Wu.

Wu and Cheung turn to her. He motions to Wu.

wu
A pleasure to meet you. This is
Wei Cheung, my assistant‘

cheung bows, then Mallory shakes hands with Wu and Cheung

MALLORY
My name is Margaret Mallory. I am
the general consul for l—S. *

They walk toward the elevators.

wu (o.c.)
As you see, we have acquired
sufficient modern factory space,
all the necessary zoning and
environmental permits and a fifty
million dollar line of credit.
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INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

FRED WALKER, 60, the amiable President of GIS, sits with
Mallory at one side of the table looking at pictures of the
factory in China while Wu speaks.

WU (CONT’D)
All we need are pieces of your
specialized equipment and we can
start manufacturing your cellular
glass insulation in China within a
matter of months.

WALKER
I want to thank you for coming and
making your offer. but we are
already in negotiations to build
our own plant in China.

WU
We are aware of your negotiations.
The government will refuse you for
environmental concerns. without
our help, it may take you three to
five years to reach the Chinese
market. You will lose tens, maybe
a hundred million dollars in that
time. You need a Chinese partner.
we will do all the work, and split
the profits with you.

MALLORY
Mr. Wu, our proprietary
manufacturing process is what
differentiates us in the market.
We cannot allow it to leave our
premises. It was always our plan
to manufacture the cellular glass
here in Iowa, then finalize the
production process in China.

Wu shakes his head no again.

CHEUNG
we understand completely. I assure
you we can take Whatever
precautions you deem necessary.

INT. GIS PLANT/NEWTON OFFICE - DAY

Robert sits with DENNIS NEWTON, 56, the plant manager.
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NEWTON
Everyone here, in management,
appreciates what you’ve done for
the company Robert.

ROBERT
I appreciate that. I just need to
know if I have a shot at Preston’s
job.

NEWTON
There honestly haven't been any
serious discussions about his
replacement yet. You will, of
course, be seriously considered for
the position.

(Pauses.)
And, I can tell you. just between
us, profits and productivity are
up, and that'll be reflected in
bonuses this year.

Those words don't put Robert at ease.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Walker and Mallory listen with growing impatience as Wu and
Cheung speak.

WU
If you manufacture in China, you
will save both transportation and
labor costs. It is a win/win.

Walker glances at his watch before turning back to his
visitors. He stands. Cheung translates.

WALKER
Gentlemen, I want to thank you for
your proposal. We will keep it in
mind as we consider our options.

Walker is obviously signaling an end to the meeting. Cheung
leans over to Wu and whispers something in his ear. Wu nods.
Cheung turns back to Walker.

CHEUNG
I apologize, but I was wondering if
I could use the restroom?

WALKER
No problem. Just down the hall to
your left.
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CHEUNG
Thank you .

Cheung leaves. Walker site back down. Wu smiles.

INT. GIS CORRIDOR — DAY

Cheung makes a left at the bottom of the corridor and finds
the mens room, but continues toward some office cubicles.

INT. GIS CUBICLE ~ DAY

Cheung glances around before slipping into an empty cubicle.
He wakes up the computer as he takes a thumb drive out of his
pocket. He sticks the drive into a USB port on the front of
the computer tower on the floor. Then he turns his attention
to the monitor and waits for the drive to appear. As he
pulls the drive out a worker, PAUL THOMAS, appears.

PAUL (o.c.)
EXCUSE me.

Cheung turns to find an incredulous WORKER standing at the
opening of the cubicle. Cheung smiles.

CHEUNG
I'm sorry. I just wanted to check
my email.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

Paul leads Cheung back into the room where Mallory, walker
and Wu wait for him.

PAUL
I found this gentleman in my office
on my computer.

Mallory and Walker, shocked, turn to Cheung. He smiles.

CHEUNG
I'm so sorry, when I left the
restroom I saw an open computer and
tried to check my email.

Mallory glances at walker before turning back to Wu.
Standing, obviously wrapping up the meeting
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WALKER
Well gentlemen, we will consider
your proposal, but its unlikely at
this point that we would pursue a
partnership like this.

INT. GIS LOBBY — DAY

Mallory, barely hiding her disdain, leads Wu and Cheung to
the from: door. Wu steps closer to Mallory with a smile.

WU
We have come all this way. Would
it be possible to take a tour of
your plant while we’re here?

MALLORY
Sorry. I'm afraid that's not
possible. We are understaffed and
under a deadline on a production
run right now.

EXT. GIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING — DAY

Wu and Chaung walk out of the building toward the parking
lot. They stop at. the edge of the pavement. Wu looks at the
open loading dock doors of the plant. He looks over his
shoulder through the glass doors and sees Mallory watching
them. Wu and Cheung walk toward their car.

INT. MARGARET MALLORY'S OFFICE ~ DAY

Paul knocks on the door. Mallory looks up a him.

MALLORY
Come in .

Paul steps inside .

PAUL
I didn’t want to say this in front
of Mr. Walker and everybody, but I
think that guy tried to plug a jump
drive into my computer.

MALLORY
What exactly did you see?
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INT. MOORE HOUSE/ENTRANCE HALL

Robert steps wearily into the house. She runs up and throws
her arms around him.

JESSIE (o.c.)
Daddy! I got accepted .... To
Princeton!

ROBERT
(truly happy for his
daughter)

I my gosh, that's wonderful!
Congratulations honey!

Robert turns from her to Sheila, who is standing in the
doorway. They exchange a serious look.

INT. MOORE BEDROOM - NIGHT

Sheila lies in bed. Robert, dejected, sits on the side.

ROBERT
Newton said I could expect a nice
bonus, but he didn't know anything
about Preston's job.

Sheila sighs wearily.

ROBERT
I got a call from a headhunter
today.

SHEILA
(Enthusiastic.)

Really?

ROBERT
Yeah, but the job’s in China.

Sheila’s disappointment is obvious.

ROBERT
wait a minute. Let's think about
it. We don‘t have to worry about
Jessie. she's not going to be
here. She’s gonna be in college.

(Pauses.)
The recruiter says I’ll be able to
write my own ticket after three or
four years there.
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SHEILA
Three or four years?

ROBERT
Think of it as an adventure. You
always wanted to travel.

EXT. GIS PLANT ~ NIGHT

A Gallant stops near the open gate of the GIS facility.

INT. GALLANT - NIGHT

Cheung sits behind the wheel. Wu sits in the passenger seat
looking down at the large open door at the loading dock of
the plant. There is no security. He points toward it.

INT. GIS PLANT/ROBERT'S OFFICE — DAY

Robert sits behind a monitor studying the blueprint of a
piece of machinery. He sighs after a moment, then takes out
his cellphone. He looks at the number of the headhunter. He
is tempted, but he resists. then reconsiders and dials.

INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE — NIGHT

Jerry picks up a call on his headset.

JERRY
Hello.

ROBERT (v.o.)
Hi, Jerry? It's Robert. You called
me about a job in China.

JERRY
Oh yeah. Sure.

He starts to rummage through various files on his desk. *

ROBERT (V.o.)
I’d like to know a little more
about it.

Jerry smiles when he finds the file. *

JERRY
Well, they’re still looking AND it
looks like your in luck. Mr. Wu is
actually in the states now.
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INT. ROBERT'S HOME OFFICE ~ NIGHT

Robert talks on his cellular phone.

JERRY (V.O.)
i can arrange a dinner meeting and
you could hear it all directly from
the horse's mouth.

ROBERT
That's good, but let’s not do it
here. It's a small town. I don’t
want anyone seeing us talking.

JERRY (v.o.)
You name the place.

INT. GIS PLANT — NIGHT

Wu and Cheung photograph and video different piece of
equipment that yroduoes the cellular glass insulation with
their iPhones. workers View them warily, but no one says
anything. Eventually, Newton, the plant manager, strides
toward them.

NEWTON
Excuse me, can I help you?

Cheung puts down his camera, but Wu continues taking photos.

CflEUNG
sorry, we were looking for a gas
station so we stopped in to ask for
directions.

NEWTON
(To Wu.)

Excuse me, you’re going to have to
put down your phone‘

Wu does so.

CHEUNG
what is it you make here?

WU
(To Newton.)

Could you give us a tour? we'd
love to see an American factory.

NEWTON
No, I'm sorry. You're going to
have to leave.
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EXT. GIS PARKING LOT ~ NIGHT

Wu and Cheung get into their car and speed away.

INT. MALLORY KITCHEN ~ NIGHT

Mallory, with a glass of wine, answers the phone.

MALLORY
Mallory.

NEWTON 07.0.)
I just found two trespassers taking
pictures in the factory.

Her eyes narrow.

MALLORY
Describe them.

INT. GIS WALKER’S OFFICE — DAY

Mallory talks with walker.

MALLORY
I think we should call the police.

WALKER
For what?

MALLORY
Trespassing.

WALKER
we don't even know they're the same
two people.

MALLORY
who else would they be? They're a
threat to this company!

INT. SMALL TOWN RESTAURANT ~ NIGHT

Robert sits at a corner table with Wu and Cheung.
translates the entire conversation.

CHEUNG
I have read in the trade journals
about your contributions to
cellular glass technology‘

(MORE )

12.

Cheung
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CHEUNG (CONT‘D)
I am also a systems engineer and I
am very impressed. You have been my
first choice for the position.

ROBERT
l'm very flattered, but, frankly,
my wife isn't all that excited
about moving to China.

Wu and Cheung exchange a glance. Wu smiles and continues.

WU
You will not need to stay in China
long. We will only need you to
consult when we set up the
equipment and start production.
And, later, we would keep you on
retainer for help with any problems
that might arise.

ROBERT
I'm interested, but there are some
issues we have to discuss. I
signed a non-compete contract when
I started at G—l—S. How close is
your product to our cellular glass
insulation?

WU
Your cellular glass insulation is
very good. The best available. It
will be our goal to create a very
similar product.

ROBERT
That might make it difficult. for
me.

WU
Would one hundred thousand dollars
lessen your burden?

ROBERT
Yes, it would.

CHEUNG
We are prepared to pay you one
hundred thousand dollars for the
blueprints of your equipment and
the formula of the insulation, and
another one hundred thousand to
help us get our plant started.
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ROBERT
(Shocked.)

I can't do that. It’s against the
law.

CHEUNG
Big risk equals big reward.

ROBERT
I. - .can’t.

CHEUNG
Mr. Moore, Robert, G—I~S obviously
does not appreciate you. They are
not making any commitment for you
in their future. What do you owe
them? Are they going to pay your
children’s college tuition? No.
You have to do what is best for you
and your family. *

*
»

*
$

*
w

»
*

Wu smiles. He takes out a business card. He pushes it
across the table.

WU
Think about it.

INT. MOORE HOUSE/KITCHEN — NIGHT

Robert sits across the table from Sheila.

SHEILA
You've got to tell the company.

ROBERT
What? That I was interviewing with
a competitor? They'll never trust
me again. Forget about Preston's
job. I could get fired.

SHEILA
Then just say NO to the Chinese and
we’ll forget you ever had that
meeting.

ROBERT
But what happens if they get that
information from someone else. It *
could put us outta business. Half
the town works there.
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SHEILA
They won't. And the company can
take care of itself.

INT. GIS PLANT/CAFETERIA - DAY

Robert sits alone eating lunch. He eyes drift from table to
table. His co—workers all seem so happy. Lots of smiles and
joking around. Each face makes him feel guiltier.

INT. GIS/MALLORY’S OFFICE ~ DAY

Mallory sits behind her desk reading some papers. She hears a
knock and sees Robert standing in the doorway

MALLORY
Hi Robert. can I help you?

CLOSE—UP OF ROBERT’S FACE.

He is nervous. He closes his eyes.

IN’I‘. GIS WALKER'S OFFICE - DAY

CLOSE-UP of ROBERT’S FACE.

Robert re-opens his eyes. The camera slowly pulls back to
reveal he is now in Walker's office talking to Walker and
Mallory.

ROBERT
so..I said no and left. *

walker and Mallory think. Robert quickly adds.

ROBERT
I just want to say that I thought
it was legitimate. I get calls
from head hunters occasionally, but
I am very happy here. I want you
to know that.

WALKER
Thanks Robert. we appreciate you
coming forward like this. I won’t
forget it.

walker gets up. He goes and puts an arm around Robert's
shoulder as he leads him to the door.
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WALKER
I'm sure we'll need to talk about
this again later.

Robert nods and leaves. Walker closes the door behind him.
He turns to Mallory as he walks back to the desk.

MALLORY
This is serious. If someone takes
their bait it could bury us. We
have to call the F.B.I.

WALKER
That's just what we need, the
Federal government going through
our business.

MALLORY
Do you have any better suggestions?

Walker sits down. He sighs.

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE/CARPENTER'S OFFICE — DAY

Special Agent JOSEPH CARPENTER, 36, answers the phone.

CARPENTER
This is Special Agent Joseph
Carpenter.... Yes.

He picks up a pen and prepares to take notes. His partner,
special Agent SHARON GAO, 33, moves beside him to see what he
is writing.

CARPENTER
Just start at the beginning, Ms.
Mallory.

INT. GIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

CLOSE—UP OF WEI CHEUNG.

A black and white surveillance photo fills a screen.

CARPENTER (o.c.)
His name is Wei Cheung. Twenty—
seveu. A Chinese born naturalized
citizen of the United States. He
is currently attending graduate
school at U-CuLaA. He is either
the nephew or cousin of .. . .
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CLOSE~UP 0F JIANGO WU.

we see a passport photo of Jiango Wu.

CARPENTER (0.0. )
Jiango Wu. FortyeFour. A Chinese
national. He owns a small company
that manufactures metal doors for
the domestic Chinese market.

WIDBR.

Carpenter and Gao update Mallory and Walker.

GAO
The company appears successful, but
it doesn't seem profitable enough
to account for the purchase of this
valuable land...

The image on the screen shows wu's new factory.

GAO
....and the construction of this
facility. Nor does it appear he
had any prior interest in cellular
glass insulation.

WALKER
So someone else is behind him?

GAO
That's a reasonable inference.

MALLORY
The government?

CARPENTER
we can’t connect that line yet, but
your product is one that the P—R~C
needs. The government has recently
enacted some tough new commercial
building regulations, and yours is
one of the few insulating materials
that meets the requirements for
insulation and fire retardancy.

WALKER
I know. That's why we've been so
dumbfounded about all the obstacles
they've been throwing in front of
us to get into their market.
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CARPENTER
They may want to acquire your *
product, with or without your
company's approval. *

MALLORY
What's the next step? Do you have
a case?

GAO
with a little additional evidence,
we could arrest Mr. Cheung on
conspiracy to steal trade secrets,
but he's the little fish.

Carpenter changes the image bank to Wu.

CARPENTER
We want the big one: Wu.

(Pauses.)
But to catch him, we’re going to
have to lure. him back to the United
States.

MALLORY
with what?

CARPENTER
The same thing that brought him
here: Your SBCISES.

Walker doesn’t like the. idea.

CARFENTER
we'd like to set up a sting
operation using your employee. Wu
put the ball in his court, let's
have him bounce it back and see
what happens.

WALKER
(Interrupting.)

we're not secret agents, Agent
Carpenter. We make insulation.
I'm not putting one of my employees
in harms way for this.

(To Mallory)
We’re under no obligation to comply
with this are we?

Mallory nods no, but she doesn’t agree with his viewpoint.
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WALKER
And lets say we catch these guys
and it goes to trial. They could
subpoena the same documents the
Chinese tried to steal.

GAO
Mr. Walker, there are legal
protections that would keep your
proprietary information from public
disclosure.

MALLORY
I think that’s true. Fred. The
Justice Department is very careful
about protecting US trade secrets.

Walker stands up.

WALKER
I want to thank you for all of your
help, but we're done here.

INT. GIS LOBBY — DAY

Mallory walks Carpenter and Gao toward the door.

MALLORY
I’m sorry gentlemen. We’ve worked
for over a decade to develop this
product and he can’t endanger the
business or stock prices by risking
our trade secrets becoming public *
in court

CARPENTER
We completely understand, but he's
wrong. we're on your side. so are
the courts. I haven't seen a case
yet that didn't work with the
victim business to keep that from
happening. We NEED to catch these
guys. If it isn’t you it will be
another company.

Carpenter nods. Mallory stops.

MALLORY
If I convince him to do it, and
something goes wrong, it's going to
be my neck.
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GAO
We've got your back on this. It's
our job to make sure that doesn’t
happen.

INT. WALKER GARAGE ~ DAY

Walker puts his golf clubs in the trunk of his Cadillac. He
gets into the car and starts the engine. He pushes a button
and the garage door begins to open to reveal Mallory, who is
dressed in more casual weekend clothes.

INT WALKER CADILLAC - DAY

Mallory climbs into the passenger seat

MALLORY
We've got to do this, Fred.

WALKER
Why? we'd be taking a huge risk.
What about stock prices when this
hits the press.

MALLORY
People see we have a unique product
worth stealing. Isn't that what
we’re paying our advertising and P—
R agencies to do?

silence. walker looks her in the eyes.

WALKER
Margaret, why are you really here?

MALLORY
on principle.

Walker laughs.

WALKER
When I bring up principle you
usually bring up our stock prices.
You’ve just taken that off the
table.

MALLORY
Ok, so... maybe I’m just pissed
off.

(MORE )
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MALLORY (CONT‘D)
Paul, came by my office and said he
thinks Cheung might have been
pulling a USB drive out of the
computer when he caught him at his
desk.

(Pauses.)
We haven't spent twenty years
building this company to have them
steal what we’ve created. Besides,
i like this town. And it would die
if we went out of business.

She pauses for a moment, then smiles.

He smiles

INT. GIS

Robert is

Silence.

MALLORY
So screw em! Lets work with the
Feds and take these suckers down!

and shakes his head no, but he knows she’s right.

WALKER’S OFFICE - DAY

surrounded by Walker, Mallory, Carpenter and Gao.

ROBERT
You want to do what?

GAO
We want to set up a sting
operation, but we need your help.

ROBERT
Why me?

GAD
They know you. we need you to call
them and say you want to make the
deal.

Robert, distressed, looks at Mallory and walker.

ROBERT
Do you want me to do this?

MALLORY
We'd like to see these guys face
justice but we don't want you to do
anything you'd be uncomfortable
doing.

(Pauses‘)
Your decision will have no bearing
on your job here.

(MORE )
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MALLORY (CONT‘D)
we're very grateful to you for
making us aware of the problem.

ROBERT
May I discuss this with my wife?

CARPENTER
I'm afraid not. This must be kept
secret. Only the P—BeI and the
people in this room will know
anything about it.

Silence, then Robert looks up and meets Mallory's eyes.

ROBERT
I'm just an engineer. Can't you
find somebody who's trained for
this sort of thing?

CARPENTER
We would if we could. But they've
been researching your company and
reading the trades. They know the
people who work here and who would
have access to what they need.

(Pauses.)
Plus. before this is over, someone
is going to ask a question that
only an engineer could answer.

(Pauses.)
We'd like it to be you, but we
understand if you’re not
comfortable with this. It is
completely voluntary. »

e
e

1
»

Robert, head down, nods almost imperceptibly in agreement.

EXT. FBI FIELD OFFICE— DAY

Traffic moves in front of the building.

CARPENTER
We’re going to need access to your
evmail and social networking
accounts.

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE — DAY

Robert sits with Carpenter and Gao. A laptop Site open
before them. Geo hands Robert a piece of paper.
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GAO
We'd like you to post these
messages on your twitter and
Facebook accounts. Indications of *
disgruntlement, marital problems,
financial hardships. and gambling
issues make people susceptible to *
recruitment. Anything that could *
be used as leverage to make people
do things they normally wouldn‘t“ *

ROBERT
0k.

Carpenter motions to Robert’s email account on the computer.

CARPENTER
We'll also be monitoring your email
once we initiate contact.

GAO
We don't want. to exchange a lot of
e—mails with them. Our goal is to
get them talking to you on the
phone and then get them to meet you
in person.

Robert nods .

CARFENTER
Let's get the party started.

Carpenter turns to the computer. He opens up a letter in
Robert’s draft folder addressed to the email address on the
business card wu gave him. The email expresses Robert’s
desire to talk more. Carpenter moves aside. Robert moves
over and clicks the send button. Carpenter turns to Robert
with a smile.

CARPENTER
welcome to counter espionage.

Robert smiles .

GAO
Just remember, you're not James
Bond‘

SERIES OF SHOTS.

This sequence consists of a quick montage showing the email
exchanges. Music under.
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A). Wu gets the email from Robert, stating his interest. We
see text highlighted, "I don't want to discuss anything
sensitive in e-mail. We have to talk."

B) Carpenter and Robert are alerted simultaneously that an e—
mail has arrived. Carpenter gets it in his car. He smiles. *
It includes a Chinese phone number and a call time. *

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE/CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY

Carpenter and Gao talk with Robert. Two other technicians
sit in the room to monitor and record the call.

CARPENTER
I'll be writing you notes during
the conversation. Remember, we
need him to acknowledge the
illegality of the transaction. And
we want a specific requirements
list, and a delivery date.

Robert nods, but it is obvious he's nervous.

GAO
Just do it like we practiced.
You'll be fine.

After nodding to the technicians, Carpenter dials the number.

INT. CHINESE OFFICE - NIGHT

The phone rings in a plush office. Wu answers. Mr. Big is
seated beside him. (This location is intercut with the FBI
Field Office Conference room.)

WU
Hello.

ROBERT
Hello Mr. Wu. This is Robert.

WU
Hello Robert. Good to hear from
you.

ROBERT
Thank you. well, I am prepared to
deliver the information to you for
two hundred thousand dollars, but I
don’t like the payment schedule.
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WU
HOW SO?

ROBERT
I only get twenty~five thousand
dollars upon delivery. How do I
know I’m going to get the rest of
the money once you get back to
China?

WU
Mr. Moore, you cannot expect us to
give you all of the money without
verifying the documents and making
sure they are complete.

(Pauses.)
Neither of us has recourse to the
law. We are obligated to trust
each other.

ROBERT
You need me more than I need you.

WU
We both need each other, Mr‘ Moore. *
Think of me as the solution to your *
tuition problem. *

Robert is shocked they know about Jessie. He turns to
Carpenter and Gao. Carpenter writes: “Agree"

ROBERT
Okay. You have a deal.

WU
Excellent. You will see all of
your money, Mr. Moore. I guarantee
it.

WU
I understand your aversion to e~
mail, but I have just sent you a
list of everything we need.

Gao turns one of the technicians laptops toward Robert just
as the email arrives. He opens the document. It is filled
with highly—detailed technical information. Gao and
Carpenter look at it over Robert's shoulder. They are very
excited.

ROBERT
I got it.
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WU
will that be a problem?

ROBERT
It looks doable.

Robert turns to Carpenter. He mouths the word: when?

ROBERT
when?

WU
How about next Saturday?

Robert turns to Carpenter and Gao, who nod their heads in
agreement.

ROBERT
That's good.

WU
Excellent. Mr. Cheung will arrange
the details with you‘

INT. FEDERAL BUILDING - DAY

Robert hangs up the phone. Gao and Carpenter pull the
computer closer to look at the requirements list. They
smile and nod without saying a word. The Robert begins to
smile, as the tension of the phone call begins to recede.
Then his expression quickly changes.

ROBERT
wait a minute. Did he say next
Saturday?

CARPENTER
Yeah, why?

ROBERT
That's my wife's birthday. I'm
suppose to take her out to dinner.

Geo laughs.

GAO
Sounds like somebody's gonna be
sleeping on the sofa.

The others laugh. Robert half laughs, but isn't so sure.
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EXT. MOTEL ~ DAY *

The two story motel is clean and well—maintained.

ROBERT (v.0. )
This is not what I signed up for.

INT. MOTEL BATHROOM - DAY

Robert stands with his pants down as the Technician tapes a
battery pack and transmitter to his inner thigh. Carpenter
watches.

TECHNlCIAN
Don’t worry, the real problem comes
when it's time to take it off.

(Pauses.)
We should have shaved this part of
your leg.

ROBERT
No thanks. I already have enough
to explain to my wife.

INT. MOTEL ROOM — DAY

Robert and the technician step out of the bathroom to find
Carpenter, Gao and other technicians and agents waiting for
him. They applaud.

CARPENTER
Ready for your close~up?

ROBERT
(obviously a bit nervous) *

As ready as I’ll ever be.

Carpenter gives Robert a tour of the suite’s sitting room.
He points to a chair.

CARPENTER
I want you sitting here.

He motions to a sofa beside it.

CARPENTER
And wu and Cheung there. our *
camera is here. *

*He motions to a lamp on a table near the two seats. Gao puts
a briefcase on the table. She opens it reveal the documents
stamped Top Secret.

*
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Robert lifts the documents from the briefcase and, as he does *
so, almost knocks over the lamp. His nerves are showing. *

ROBERT *
Sorry, I'm not sure I'm your best *
choice for this... my

CARPENTER *

Placing a comforting hand on his shoulder. *

Relax Robert. You'll be fine. *

Carpenter's cellphone rings. He answers.

CARRPENTER
They are? Okay thanks. *

(To Gao and Robert)
They're coming early. They're. *
enroute. Three minutes out. *

Carpenter hangs up *

ROBERT *

Now noticeably distressed. *

,1,Why are they early? Do they know?
Oh god, I don't know if I‘m up for 1

this. *

GAO *
It happens. Take a deep breath. *
It doesn't mean anything. You'll *
do great. *

Gao touches his shoulder, smiles, looks him in the eye and *
repeats. *

GAO
You’ll do great. *

EXT. MOTEL a DAY

Carpenter and Gao and the other agents hustle out of Robert's *
room and enter an adjacent one.
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INT. ADJOINING ROOM ~ DAY

Carpenter, Gao and the others enter the room. The
technicians already have the monitors set up. Robert can be
seen sitting in his assigned chair. He closes the briefcase
and puts it on the floor.

CARPENTER *

Show time. Do you think he’ll hold *
up? ‘1'

GAO *
He'll hold up. *

Suddenly, Robert shoots up out. of his feet and disappears out
of frame. The agents turns to each other in confusion.
Then a person could be heard vomiting.

GAO
Want me to go over?

Carpenter gestures for her to wait. Off camera, they hear
the sound of a toilet. and a sink. Robert. reappears wiping
his mouth with a hand towel.

ROBERT
I ’ m okay .

The agents breath a sigh of relief, but. are left with a look
of worry about how the situation will go down.

EXT. MOTEL — DAY

Surveillance footage captures Wu and Gao walking down the
external 2nd floor walkway toward Robert's room. Wu carries
a briefcase. They stop and knock on the door. *

INT. ROBERT’S ROOM ~ DAY

Robert opens the door to reveal Wu and Cheung.

ROBERT
Come in .

Robert, still a bit nervous, shakes their hands and closes *
the door behind them. He motions to the sofa as he sits down
in his chair. As Wu sits down, he places his briefcase on
the table in front of the camera in the lamp.
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INT. ADJOINING ROOM ~ DAY.

Carpenter and Gao, now clad in bulletproof vests, stand with
others watching the monitor blocked by the briefcase.

CARPENTER
No, no, no!

INT. ROBERT'S ROOM - DAY

Robert reaches over and grabs Wu's briefcase. He puts it on
the floor, unblocking the camera, before Wu can object.

ROBERT
We're going to need the light.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM - DAY

Carpenter turns to Geo.

CARPENTER
My man!

INT. ROBERT'S ROOM — DAY

Robert nods toward wu's briefcase.

ROBERT
I assume that's the money.

CHEUNG
Yes. Do you have the documents?

ROBERT
Yes, and, frankly, I can't wait to
get rid of them.

Robert takes the briefcase from beside his seat and places it
on the coffee table between them. Robert motions for them to
open it up. They do so. Their eyes light up when they see
the documents. Cheung, as the engineer is particularly
anxious to examine them. They think they're authentic.

ROBERT
You’ll need to make sure customs
doesn't see Top Secret on these
pages or we'll all go to jail.

CHEUNG
Don't worry Robert.
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ROBERT
I am worried. 1"

CHEUNG
we will take care of everything. *

Robert takes the documents from Wu and Cheung, and puts them
back in the briefcase. Wu smiles. He lifts up his briefcase
and puts it on the table.

WU
Here is your money.

Robert opens the case and examines a thick wad of bills. 1‘

CHEUNG 4.
Do you need to count it? *

ROBERT *
No. I trust you. *

Wu, Cheung and Robert stand up. Wu extends his hand. Robert *
shakes it. *

WU *

Thank you Robert. We look forward *
to working with you. We will be *
in touch soon. *

Robert nods. He leans heavily on the back of the door as it *
shuts. He smiles weakly and is noticeably relieved. *

EXT. MOTEL — DAY. 5"

Intercut CCTV and. real footage of of Robert's door opening; *
Wu and Cheung leaving. They step away from the building and *
head for their car. In seconds, they find themselves *
surrounded by a large number of FBI agents. Gao and *
Carpenter approach them. *

CARPENTER “I"
FBI. set down the briefcase and *
put your hands behind your head. *

Wu and Cheung are stunned. They freeze. *

GAO it
Now! *
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EXT. MOTEL ~ DAY. *

Robert watches as Wu and Cheung are cuffed from a second *
floor balcony. *

MALLORY (v.o.) .
If they'd found someone without *
your sense of loyalty... *

EXT. GIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING — EVENING. *

Mallory and Robert walk toward the parking lot. *

MALLORY
.....they could have put us out of *
business within a few years. *

ROBERT
I’m not as loyal as you think... I
considered their offer for a while.

MALLORY
Robert. we all get offers. And
we're all tempted to do something
we shouldn’t at. times. What counts
is what you DID do.

She starts walking away, then calls back to him.

MALLORY
And don't think we would have let
you go so easily. You might have
even forced us to offer you that
promotion!

She walks away. He smiles.

INT. MOORE HOUSE/LIVING ROOM - EVENING

Robert, Sheila and Jessie watch a news story play on
television. Footage of Wu can be seen.

ANNOUNCER (V.o.)
Chinese businessman Jiango Wu pled
guilty today in the United States
District Court for conspiracy to
steal the trade secrets of Iowa~
based General Insulation Solutions.

Footage of Robert leaving the courthouse fills the screen.
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ANNOUNCER (CONT 'D)
One of the key elements of the
prosecution's case was the key *
testimony of a brave..‘ *

Jessie shrieks with pride.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
....G—I~s employee who worked *
undercover with the FBI.

Jessie's phone rings. She gets up as she answers it.

JESSIE
Yeah, we're watching it now. My
dad rules!

Jessie leaves the room. Sheila turns to Robert with pride.

SHEILA
I can't believe you kept it a
secret from me.

ROBERT
I could have told you, but then I
would have had to kill you.

SHEILA
Is that so? well I almost killed
you for missing my birthday, so
we're even.

He laughs. They kiss.

EXT. OFFICE - NIGHT.

Mr. Big watches a man type an employment ad onto a website.

INT. GIS OFFICE ~ DAY.

Another Engineer sits behind a desk surfing the web. He
clicks on an ad that reads: ”Engineer Wanted." The text on
the next screen reads: "Technical talent wanted to explore
the Asian marked. We are looking for someone with 10 years
of experience with GIS cellular glass...”

FADE OUT.

THE END *
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What techniques were used by the subjects to illicitly acquire RIS trade secrets?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Social media spotting and assessing
Joint venture
Headhunter/recruitment of insider
Cyber intrusion (via unprotected USB ports)
Trespassing
Bribery
Online job ads on Craiglist, Monster.com, etc.

What actions could RIS have taken to strengthen their security program?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7i
8)

Issue visitor badges and require visitor sign in sheet
Require escorted access at all times
Not leaving computers unlocked while unattended
Disable U58 drives and other removable media
Keep gates locked and/or do not leave them unmonitored
Create an easier (more anonymous) reporting channel for Robert
Raise employee awareness of threats to RlS Trade Secrets (even when located in a small town)
Restrict physical/electronic access to trade secrets

What indicators could a small company like RIS have used to proactively detect a potential insider like Robert:

1) Unusual or unauthorized access to trade secret information (especially leading up to termination or
resignation)

a.

ev
en

s?

f.

Excessive printing
Use of encryption
Spike in data transfer amounts
Spike in e—mail and USB usage
Increase in foreign IP traffic
Unusual network access times

2) Unexplained wealth or affluence {Princeton University tuition paid)
3) Unusual foreign travel (or unreported foreign travel for those required to report it)
4) DisiIlusionment/entitlement due to missed promotions or other perceived grievances
5) Increased amount of non~business related activities (ie; web surfing, job hunting)
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FADE IN. 1

Authentic news footage of the Shanghai apartment fire. [Note: *
If footage is acquireable] *

ANNOUNCER (v.o.)
Protests continue in Shanghai today
as a result of a deadly apartment
fire that killed fifty~tnree people
and wounded seventy others last
month....

Cut to an empty warehouse / factory space with a conference
table or large desk in the middle of the room. Seated,
looking troubled and watching a monitor, are Wei and the
dignified MR. BIG. ne

xt
»)

!-

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
....The government has vowed to
tighten building guidelines and
safety codes.

FADE OUT.

FADE IN.

EXT. MONTICELLO IOWA - DAY. 2

SERIES OF AERIAL AND INTERIOR SHOTS. Aerial shots are also *
used for opening production credits. *

Robert drives his aging Buick Lesabre along a country road on
his way to work, tapping occassionally on the steering wheel. *
The General Insulation solutions (RIS) plant can be seen in *
the distance at the edge of a small town in many of the
shots.

INT. BUICK — DAY. 3

Robert suddenly notices the engine temperature gauge on the
dashboard is in the red. He looks up. Steam leaks out from
under the hood as he swears under his breath.

EXT. GAS STATION v DAY. 4

The mechanic raises the car up on lift, looking under the *
Chasis. Robert watches. *

MECHANIC
when you gonna put that thing out
of its misery?
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ROBERT
when my youngest finishes college.

MECHANIC
well you better tell her to hurry
up.

Sheila, in a late model minivan, pulls into the station. She
gets out, walks over to them. *

SHEILA *
Hey Virgil. *

MECHANIC *
Sheila. *

ROBERT
Thanks for coming. I can’t. be late *
for this meeting.

MECHANIC *
I can get someone to drive. you *
home. *

SHEILA
(To Mechanic.) *

Thanks. a:
(To Robert.) *

You really think they'll give you
the promotion?

ROBERT
Preston's retiring next year. I'm *
the next in line.

SHEILA
what if they don't?

Robert turns to the engine of the car. steam still leaks
from it.

ROBERT
They will.

INT. MINIVAN - DAY 5

Robert drives. His cellphone rings. He looks at the number.
He doesn’t recognize it but answers anyway.

ROBERT
Robert Moore.
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INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE ~ DAY.

JERRY FIELDING, 34, talks into a headset as he looks at
Robert's information on a computer monitor. (This location
is intercut with Robert driving in the minivan.)

JERRY
Mr. Moore, this is Jerry Fielding
with People Power, an executive
placement service out of New York.

ROBERT
OK....

JERRY
I just wanted to call and see if
you were happy with your work.

ROBERT
with the work, yes.

JERRY
How ‘bout the money?

Robert doesn't answer that.

JERRY
I found your resume. on Linkedin,
and I think you‘d be perfect for a
plant manager listing we have.

ROBERT
Oh yeah? where?

JERRY
Advanced Insulation Industries.
Shanghai.

Robert laughs. Jerry flips to Robert's Facebook page.

ROBERT
As in China?

JERRY 02.0.)
I don't think you’ll be laughing
when you hear the salary.

ROBERT
There's no way I can move to China.

JERRY
Think of it as a vacation. An
adventure.

(MORE)
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JERRY (CONT'D)
You stay there three or four years,
come home with a huge nest egg, a
new title and the world's your
oyster.

ROBERT
No. I don't think that'll work for
me.

JERRY
Think about it. You can talk to *
our client Mr. Wei about your *
concerns. I believe much of the
work can be handled through video 1‘
conferencing. *

EXT. RIS PLANT/GATE — DAY 7 *

Robert drives in through the large open gates of the complex.

INT. MINIVAN - DAY. 8 *

Robert slows down to avoid two Chinese visitors crossing his *
path. Once they are out of the way, he parks his car in a *
nearby spot. The Asians walk toward the administration *
building.

EXT. RIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING — DAY. 9 *

Wei and his assistant WEI CHEUNG, 27, step up from the *
parking lot onto the pavement in from; of the building. Wei *
gives the factory itself a longing glance before he turns and
walks toward the building.

INT. RIS LOBBY — DAY. 10 *

MARGARET MALLORY, 48, walks across the lobby to Wei and *
Cheung, who sign in at the security desk.

MALLORY
Mr. Wei. *

Wei and Cheung turn to her. He motions to Wei. *

WEI *
A pleasure to meet you. This is
Wei Cheung, my assistant.

Cheung bows, then Mallory shakes hands with Wei and Cheung *
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MALLORY
My name is Margaret Mallory.
the general consul for R~I~S.

They walk toward the elevators.

WEI (0.c.)
As you see, we have acquired

I am

sufficient modern factory space,
all the necessary zoning and
environmental permits and a fifty
million dollar line of credit.

INT. RIS CONFERENCE ROOM ~ DAY

FRED WALKER, 60, the amiable President of RIS, site with
Mallory at one side of the table looking at a power point
presentation projected on a screen, that includes photos of
the factory in China while Wei speaks.

11

*e
e

»

WEI (CONT‘D)
All we need are pieces of your
specialized equipment and we can
start manufacturing your glass
insulation in China within a matter
of months.

WALKER
I want to thank you for coming and
making your offer, but we are
already in negotiations to build
our own plant in China.

WEI
We understand. But working with
the Chinese government is a very
slow process. Without our help, it
will take you three to five years
to reach the Chinese market. That
means tens of millions in lost
revenue. You need a Chinese
partner. we will do all the work,
and split the profits with you.

MALLORY
Mr. Wei, our proprietary
manufacturing process is what
differentiates us in the market.
We cannot allow it to leave our
premises. Our plan is to
manufacture the insulation here,
then finalize the production
process in China.
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Wei shakes his head no again. *

CHEUNG
We understand completely. I assure
you we can take whatever
precautions you deem necessary.

INT. RIS OFFICE RECORDS ROOM ~ DAY 12 *

*Robert finds DENNIS Wilde, 56, the VP of Operations, looking
for some blueprints in the records room. It is not where he
wanted to meet with him and his discomfort is apparent »

*

ROBERT
Hi Dennis. Your secretary said I'd
find you here. We had a meeting
scheduled for now? »

x
e

*

WILDE
Oh hi Robert, sorry about that. I
have to approve the new production
line blueprints before we send them
off. Don't suppose you know where
they are? e

e
s

s
e

*

ROBERT

(He walks to a file cabinet, unlocks the drawer, pulls out *
the blueprints and hands them to Newton) »

sure....I was hoping I could talk
to you about the new position
that's opening up when Preston
leaves.

»
n

e
w

s
*

WILDE
Everyone here, in management,
appreciates what you've done for
the company Robert.

ROBERT

Subconciously begins to tap his finger on the desk, or *
perhaps lightly on a stapler sitting on the desk. *

I appreciate that. I just need to
know if I have a shot at the job. *

WILDE *
There honestly haven't been any
serious discussions about his
replacement yet.

(MORE )
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WILDE (CONT'D)
You will, of course, be seriously
considered for the position.

(Pauses.)
And, I can tell you, just between
us, profits and productivity are
up, and that’ll be reflected in
bonuses this year.

Those words don't put Robert at ease. At that moment, *
another employee enters the records room, ending the *
conversation and increasing his discomfort. *

INT. RIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY 13 1‘

Walker and Mallory listen with growing impatience as Wei and *
Cheung speak.

WEI *
If you manufacture in China, you
will save both transportation and
labor costs. It; is a win/win.

Walker glances at his watch before turning back to his
visitors. He stands. *

WALKER
Gentlemen, I want. to thank you for
your proposal. We will keep it in
mind as we consider our options.

Walker is obviously signaling an end to the meeting. Cheung
leans over to Wei and whispers something in his ear. Wei *
nods. Cheung turns back to Walker.

CHEUNG
I apologize, but I was wondering if
I could use the rest room? *

WALKER
No problem. Just down the hall to
your left.

CHEUNG
Thank you.

Cheung leaves. Walker sits back down. Wei smiles and *
continues informal dialogue with Walker and Mallory. *

INT. RIS CORRIDOR — DAY 14 *

Cheung makes a left at the bottom of the corridor and finds
the mens room, but continues toward some office cubicles.
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INT. RIS CUBICLE - DAY 15 *

Cheung glances around before slipping into an empty cubicle.
He wakes up the computer as he takes a thumb drive out of his
pocket. He prepares to put it in the USB port. *

PAUL (o.c.)
Excuse me.

Cheung turns to find an incredulous worker, PAUL THOMAS, *
standing at the opening of the cubicle. Cheung smiles as he *
quickly pockets the thumb drive. *

INT. RIS CONFERENCE ROOM ~ DAY 16 *

Paul leads Cheung back into the room where Mallory, Walker
and Wei wait for him. *

PAUL
I found this gentleman in my office
on my computer.

Mallory and Walker, shocked, turn to Cheung. He smiles.

CHEUNG
I'm so sorry, when I left the
restroom I saw an open computer and
tried to check my email.

Mallory glances at walker before turning back to Wei. *
Standing, obviously wrapping up the meeting

WALKER
well gentlemen, I want to thank you *
for coming, and we will consider *
your proposal. *

INT. RIS LOBBY — DAY 17 *

Mallory leads Wei and Cheung to the front door. Wei steps '1"
closer to Mallory with a smile.

WEI *
We have come all this way. Would
it be possible to take a tour of
your plant while we're here?

MALI-CRY
Sorry. I'm afraid we do not permit *
tours of our factory. *
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18 EXT. RIS ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ~ DAY 18 *

Wei and Cheung walk out of the building as Mallory looks on *
suspiciously. Wei and Chaung walk toward their car. *

19 INT. MARGARET MALLORY'S OFFICE ~ DAY 19

Paul knocks on the door. Mallory looks up at him. *

MALLORY
Come in.

Paul steps inside .

PAUL
I didn't want to say this in front
of Mr. Walker and everybody, but. I
think that guy tried to plug a jump
drive into my computer.

MALLORY
What did you see? *

20 INT. MOORE HOUSE/ENTRANCE HALL 20

Robert steps wearily into the house. She runs up and throws
her arms around him.

JESSIE (o.c.)
Daddy! I got accepted To
Princeton! *

ROBERT
(truly happy for his
daughter)

That's wonderful, honey! *
Congratulations! *

Robert turns from her to Sheila, who is standing in the *
adjacent dining room. They exchange a serious look. '1"

21 INT. MOORE BEDROOM ~ NIGHT 21

Sheila is getting ready for bed in the adjacent bathroom‘ *
Robert, dejected, sits on the side of the bed. *

ROBERT
Newton said I could expect: a nice
bonus, but he didn't know anything
about Preston’s job.
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Sheila sighs wearily.

ROBERT
I got a call from a headhunter
today.

SHEILA
(Enthusiastic .)

Really?

ROBERT
Begins to tap lightly (and *
subconciously) on his leg *
Yeah...but the job's in China‘ 1‘

Sheila’s disappointment is obvious.

SHEILA (OPTIONAL LINE) *

(Sarcastic) *
Yeah, that's where we're gonna *
move. *

21a INT. MOORE KITCHEN - DAY 216. *

Following morning, at the breakfast table *

ROBERT
Maybe we should at least think *
about it. We'll be. able to pay for *
Jessie's college. *

(Pauses.)
The recruiter says I'll be able to
write my own ticket after a few *
years. *

SHEILA *
A few years? *

Sheila stands up and walks away in disgust '1"

ROBERT
Think of it as an adventure. You
always wanted to travel. *

21b EXT RIS PLANT ROBERT’S OFFICE v DAY 2113 *

ROBERT *
Think of it as an adventure. You *
always wanted to travel. *
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21C SHEILA ~ OPTIONAL LINE 21c *

On phone with Robert, feeling and looking isolated in *
kitchen, mulls it over. *

Yeah. . . . *

ZZa EXT RIS PLANT a DAY 22a *

22b INT. RIS PLANT/ROBERT'S OFFICE ~ MORNING 22b

Robert sits behind a monitor studying the design of a piece *
of machinery. He sighs after a moment, looks around, then 1‘
takes out his cellphone. He looks at the number of the *
headhunter. He is tempted, but he resists, then reconsiders *
and dials. *

ROBERT *
Hi, Jerry? It's Robert. You called *
me about a job in China. *

23 INT. JERRY FIELDING OFFICE * DAY 23 *

Jerry picks up a call on his headset. *

JERRY *
Oh yeah. Sure. *

He starts to rummage through various files on his desk. *

ROBERT (V.O.) *
I'd like to know a little more *
about it. *

Jerry smiles when he finds the file. *

JERRY *
Well, they’re still looking AND it *
looks like you’re in luck. Mr. Wei *
is actually in the states now. '1"

24 INT. RIS ROBERT‘S OFFICE — DAY 24 *

Robert talks on his cellular phone. *

JERRY 01.0.) s.
I can arrange a dinner meeting and *
you can hear it all directly from *
the horse's mouth. *

1ROBERT
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Tapping lightly on his desk *

That's good, but let's not do it *
here. It's a small town. I don't *
want anyone seeing us talking. *

JERRY (v.o.) 4.
You name the place. *

EXT. RIS PLANT - NIGHT 25 *

A car stops near the open gate of the R18 facility. *

INT. GALLANT — NIGHT 26

Cheung sits behind the wheel. Wei sits in the passenger seat *
looking down at the large open door at the loading dock of
the plant. There is no security. He points toward it.

EXT. RIS PLANT — NIGHT. *

Cheunq and Wei drive through the open door of the plant. *

INT. RIS PLANT — NIGHT 27 *

Wei and Cheung walk along a darkened pathway and through an *
open door into the factory where they begin to photograph *
pieces of equipment with their iPhones. Workers View them *
warily, but no one says anything. Eventually, Newton, the
plant manager, strides toward them.

NEWTON
Excuse me, can I help you?

Cheung puts down his camera, but Wei continues taking photos. *

CHEUNG
Forgive us, we were lost and sew *
your open gate so we stopped in to *
ask for directions.

NEWTON
(To Wei.) *

Excuse me, you're going to have to
put: down your phone.

Wei does so. *
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CHEUNG
Sorry. It all looks very *
interesting. What is it you make *
here?

WEI *
(To Newton.)

Could you give us a tour? We’d
love to see an American factory.

NEWTON
No, I’m sorry. You're going to
have to leave.

EXT. RIS PARKING LOT - NIGHT 28 *

Wei and Cheung get into their car and speed away as Newton, *
who has escorted them outside, dials his cellphone *

INT. MALLORY KITCHEN — NIGHT 29

Mallory, with a glass of wine, answers the phone.

MALLORY
Mallory.

NEWTON (v.o.)
I just found two trespassers taking
pictures in the factory...I got *
their license plate number. *

Her eyes narrow.

MALLORY
Describe them.

INT. SMALL TOWN RESTAURANT e DAY 30 *

Robert sits alone at a corner table, feeling slightly '1"
uncomfortable. He suddenly looks up as camera dollies around
to reveal Wei and Cheung. )6

)!-

WEI *
Robert, it is nice to meet you. I *
am Li Wei and this is my associate, *
Wei Cheung. *

ROBERT *
*Nice to meet you.
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CHEUNG
I have read in the trade journals
about your contributions to glass
insulation technology. I am also a
systems engineer and am very
impressed. You are my first, choice
for the position.

ta
be

xe

ROBERT
l'm very flattered, but, frankly,
my wife isn't all that excited
about moving to China.

Wei and Cheung exchange a glance. Wei smiles and continues. 1‘

WEI *
You will not need to stay in China
long. We will only need you to
consult when we set up the
equipment and start production.
And, later, we would keep you on
retainer for help with any problems
that might arise.

ROBERT
I'm interested, but; there are some
issues we have to discuss. I
signed a non-compete when I started *
at R—I—S. How close is your *
product to our glass insulation? *

WEI *
Your glass insulation is very good. *
The best available. It will be our
goal to create a very similar
product.

ROBERT
That might make it difficult for
me.

WEI *
would two hundred thousand dollars *
lessen your burden?

ROBERT *
(surprisedq *

Yes...it would. *
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WEI *
We are prepared to pay you one
hundred thousand dollars for the
blueprints of your equipment and
the formula of the insulation, and
another one hundred thousand to
help us get our plant started.

ROBERT
(Shocked.)

I don't think I can do that. It’s *
illegal. *

CHEUNG

Mr. Wei is simply making you a legitimate offer based on your *
considerable engineering experience. *

ROBERT

He looks down and nods almost imperceptibly *

CHEUNG
Mr. Moore, Robert, it is your *
life's work, your knowledge, that *
we seek. Not. theirs. *

Wei smiles. He takes out a business card. He pushes it *
across the table.

WEI *
But...you must. do what. is best for *
you and your family. Think about *
it.

30a EXT. ROBERT WALKS DOWN MAIN STREET AWAY FROM RESTAURANT 30a *
ABSENTLY FLICKING MR WEI'S BUSINESS CARD WITH HIS THUMB *

31 INT. MOORE HOUSE/KITCHEN — NIGHT 31

Robert sits across the table from Sheila.

SHEILA
Are you gonna tell the companyl *

ROBERT
what? That I was interviewing with
a competitor? Forget about *
Preston’s job. I could get fired.
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SHEILA
Then just say NO to the Chinese and
we’ll forget you ever had that
meeting.

ROBERT
But what happens if they get that
information from someone else. It
could put us outta business. *

SHEILA
They won't. And the company can
take care of itself.

INT. RECORDS ROOM — DAY 32 *

Robert enters and opens file drawer with a key, then *
partially pulls a blueprint from a folder. He hesitates, *
obviously conflicted. Just. then a friendly co—worker *
interrupts the moment *

CLAUDIA *
Hi Robert. *

ROBERT *
Oh, hi Claudia. How are you? *

CLAUDIA *
Good! Don’t get; a chance to see *
you much...you never seem to leave *
the plant. Anything I can help you *
find? *

ROBERT *
No, no, I'm good. Thanks Claudia. *
Good to see you. *

Robert returns the blueprint to the folder and departs. *

INT. RIS/MALLORY’S OFFICE e DAY 33 “I"

Mallory sits behind hex: desk reading some papers. She hears a
knock and sees Robert standing in the doorway

MALLORY
Hi Robert. Can I help you?

CLOSEeUP OF ROBERT'S FACE.

He is nervous. He closes his eyes.
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INT. RIS WALKER'S OFFICE — DAY 34 *

CLOSE—UP of ROBERT’S FACE.

Robert re—opens his eyes. The camera slowly pulls back to
reveal he is now in Walker's office talking to Walker and
Mallory.

ROBERT
So..I said no and left.

Walker and Mallory think. Robert quickly adds.

ROBERT
I just want to say that I thought
it was legitimate. I get calls
from head hunters occasionally, but
I am very happy here. I want. you
to know that.

WALKER
Thanks Robert. We appreciate you
coming forward like this. I won't
forget it.

Walker gets up. He. goes and puts an arm around Robert's
shoulder as he leads him to the door.

WALKER
I’m sure we’ll need to talk about
this again later.

Robert nods and leaves. walker closes the door behind him.
He turns to Mallory as he walks back to the desk.

WALKER *
I’m impressed he came forward. *
That took guts. *

MALLORY
Yeah. *

(Pauses.) *
This is serious Fred. If someone *
takes their bait it could bury us.
we have to call the F.B.I.

WALKER
That’s just what we need, the
Federal government going through
our business.

MALLORY
we just can't pretend this didn't *
happen. *

(MORE)
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MAIlDRY (CONT‘D)
It's a threat to the company. And *
what if they try to do this to *
someone else? *

Walker sits down. He sighs and nods almost imperceptibly. *

INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE GYM OR EXITING OFFICE — DAY 35 *

Special Agent JOSEPH CARPENTER, 36, answers the phone.

CARPENTER
Special Agent Carpenter. . . . Yes. *

He picks up a pen and prepares to take notes. His partner,
Special Agent SHARON Martinez, 33, moves beside him to see *
what he is writing.

CARPENTER
Just start at the beginning, Ms.
Mallory.

INT. RIS CONFERENCE ROOM — DAY 36 *

CLOSE—UP OF WEI CHEUNG.

Surveillance photos are placed on the. table in from: of *
walker. *

CARPENTER (o.c.)
His name is Wei Cheung. Twenty—
seven. A Chinese born naturalized
citizen of the United states. He
is currently attending graduate
school at U-C-LeA. He is either
the nephew or cousin of....

CLOSE—UP 0}? Li Wei. *

We see a passport photo of Li Wei. *

CARPENTER (o.c.)
Li Wei. Fifty-Four. A Chinese *
national. Former officer in the *
People’s Liberation Army. He owns *
a small company that manufactures
metal doors for the domestic
Chinese market.

WIDER.

Carpenter and Martinez update Mallory and Walker. *
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MARTINEZ *
The company appears successful. but
it doesn't seem profitable enough
to account for the purchase of this
valuable land...

The image on the screen shows Wei's new factory. *

MARTINEZ *
....and the construction of this
facility. Nor does it appear he
had any prior interest in glass *
insulation.

WALKER
So someone else is behind him?

MARTINEZ *
Possibly. *

MALLORY
The government?

CARPENTER
We can't connect those dots yet, *
but your product is one that the P—
R—C needs. The government has
recently enacted some tough new
commercial building regulations,
and yours is one of the few
insulating materials that meets the
requirements for insulation and
fire retardancy.

WALKER
I know. That’s why we've been
dumbfounded with all the obstacles *

*they've thrown in front of us to
get into their market.

MARTINEZ
The vast majority of business with
China is legitimate and good for
our economy. But occasionally we
run into a situation like this v
where there‘s clearly a hidden
agenda. *

w
e

e
w

w
*

CARPENTER
They may want to acquire your
product, with or without your
company's approval.
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MALLORY
What's the next step? Do you have
a case? *

CARPENTER *
We need to lure Wei back to the US. *

MALLORY
with what?

CARPENTER
The same thing that brought him
here: Your secrets.

Walker doesn't like the idea.

CARPENTER
We'd like to set up a sting
operation using your employee. Wei *
put the ball in his court, let's
have him bounce it back and see
what happens.

WALKER
(Interrupting. )

We’re not spies, Agent Carpenter. *
we make insulation. I‘m not
putting one of my employees in
harms way for this.

(To Mallory)
we're under no obligation to comply
with this are we?

Mallory nods no, but she doesn’t agree with his viewpoint.

WALKER
And lets say we catch these guys
and it goes to trial. They could
subpoena the same documents the
Chinese are trying to steal. *

MARTINEZ *
Mr. walker, there are legal
protections that would keep your
proprietary information from public
disclosure.

MAILDRY
I think that's true, Fred. The
Justice Department is very careful
about protecting corporate trade *
secrets.

Walker stands up.
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WALKER
And what if they don’t? (pause) I *
want to thank you for all of your
help, but we're done here.

37 INT. RIS LOBBY — TWILIGHT 37 *

Mallory walks Carpenter and Martinez toward the door. *

MALLORY
I'm sorry gentlemen. We’ve worked
for over a decade to develop this
product and we can't risk our 1‘
trade secrets becoming public in *
court

CARPENTER
We completely understand, We're on *
your side, and so are the courts. *
I haven't seen a case yet that *
didn't work with the victim
business to keep that from
happening.

MARTINEZ *
We've got your back on this. *
We NEED to catch these guys. If it
isn't you it'll be another company. *

Mallory stops and contemplates what. they’ve said. *

38 INT. WALKER GARAGE - DAY 38

Walker puts his golf clubs in the trunk of his Cadillac. He
gets into the car and starts the engine. He pushes a button
and the garage door begins to open to reveal Mallory, who is
dressed in more casual weekend clothes.

39 INT WALKER CADILLAC v DAY 39

Mallory climbs into the passenger seat

MALLORY
We’ve got to do this, Fred.

WALKER
Why? We'd be taking a huge risk.
What about stock prices when this
hits the press‘
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MALLORY
People will see we have a unique *
product worth protecting. Isn't *
that what we're paying our
advertising agency to do? *

Silence. Walker looks her in the eyes.

WALKER
What are you doing Margaret? This *
isn’t like you. *

MALLORY
It's the principle. 1‘

Walker laughs .

WALKER
When I bring up principle you
always bring up our stock prices. *
You've just taken that off the
table.

MALLORY
OK, so... maybe I'm just pissed
off. Paul came by my office and *
said he thinks cheung might have
had a thumb drive in his hand when *
he caught him at his desk.

(Pauses.)
we haven't spent twenty years
building this company to have them
steal what we’ve created. Besides,
I like this town. And it would die
if we went out of. business.

She pauses for a moment, then smiles.

MALLORY
So screw em! Let’s do this. Lets *
work with the Feds and take these
suckers down!

He smiles and shakes his head no, but he knows she's right.

INT FACTORY FLOOR 39a *

Newton approaches Robert who is checking out blueprint on the *
factory floor. *

NEWTON *
Hey Robert. Walker wants to talk *
to you in his office right away. *
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ROBERT *
Me? a.

NEWTON (SMILING) *
Sounds like you've been called to *
the principal's offfice... mi

40 INT. RIS WALKER'S OFFICE ~ DAY 40 *

Robert is surrounded by Walker, Mallory, Carpenter and
Martinez. 1‘

ROBERT
You want to do what?

MARTINEZ *
We want to set. up a sting
operation, but we need your help.

ROBERT
Why me?

MARTINEZ av
They know you. we need you to call
them and say you want to make the
deal.

Silence. Robert, distressed, looks at Mallory and walker and *
begins to absent mindedly tap on his leg or the arm of the
chair. *

x»

ROBERT
Do you want: me to do this?

MALLORY
we'd like to see these guys face
justice but we don't. want you to do
anything you'd be uncomfortable
doing.

(Pauses‘)
Your decision will have no bearing
on your job here. We're very
grateful for bringing the issue *
forward. *

ROBERT
May I discuss this with my wife?
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CARPENTER
I'm afraid not. Only the F—BsI and
the people in this room can know
anything about it.

Silence, then Robert looks up and meets Mallory's eyes.

ROBERT
I'm just an engineer. Can't you
find somebody who’s trained for
this sort of thing?

CARPENTER
We would if we could. But they've
been researching your company and
reading the trades. They know the
people who work here and who'd have
access to what they need.

(Pauses.)
Plus, before this is over,
someone's going to ask a question
that only an engineer could answer.

(Pauses.)

Robert, head down, nods almost imperceptibly in agreement.

FBI FIELD OFFICE“ DAY 41

Traffic moves in front of the building.

CARPENTER
we'll need access to your e—mail
and social networking accounts.

FBI FIELD OFFICE COMMAND CENTER — DAY 42

Robert sits with Carpenter and Martinez. A laptop sits open
before them. Martinez hands Robert a piece of paper.

MARTINEZ
we'd like you to post a few
messages on your twitter and
Facebook accounts: indications of
disgruntlement, financial
hardships, and other stuff that
make you more susceptible to
recruitment. *

es
we

*
»

sRobert looks at the examples on the paper.

He looks up at Martinez.
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ROBERT *
Okay. *

Carpenter motions to Robert's email account on the computer.

CARPENTER
We'll also be monitoring your email
once we initiate contact.

MARTINEZ *
We don’t want to exchange a lot of
enmails with them. We want to get, *
them talking to you on the phone; *
then get them to meet you in
person.

Robert nods.

CARPENTER
Let's get the party started.

Carpenter turns to the computer. He opens up a letter in
Robert's draft folder addressed to the email address on the
business card Wei gave him. The email expresses Robert's *
desire to talk more. Carpenter moves aside. Robert moves
over and clicks the send button. Carpenter turns to Robert
with a smile.

CARPENTER
Welcome to counter espionage.

Robert half smiles . *

42A WEI AND CARPENTER ON SMART PHONES: ROBERT IN HIS OFFICE 42A *
RECEIVE EMAILS *

This sequence consists of a quick montage showing the email
exchanges. Music under.

A). Wei gets the email from Robert, stating his interest. '1"
we see text highlighted, "I don't want to discuss anything
sensitive in enmail. We have to talk."

B) Carpenter and Robert are alerted simultaneously that an e—
mail has arrived. Carpenter gets it in his car. He smiles. *
It includes a Chinese phone number and a call time.

C) Robert is on manufacturing floor *
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INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE COMMAND CENTER « DAY 43 *

Carpenter and Martinez talk with Robert. Two other *
technicians sit in the room to monitor and record the callr

CARPENTER
I’ll be writing you notes during
the conversation. Remember, we
need him to acknowledge the
illegality of the transaction‘ And
we want a specific requirements
list, and a delivery date.

Robert nods, but it is obvious he’s nervous.

MARTINEZ *
Just do it like we practiced.
You'll be fine.

After nodding to the technicians, Carpenter dials the number.

INT. CHINESE OFFICE — NIGHT 44

The phone rings in a plush office. Wei answers. Mr. Big is *
seated beside him. (This location is interout with the FBI
Field Office Conference room.)

WEI *
Hello.

ROBERT
Hello Mr. weir This is Robert. *

WEI *
Hello Robert. Good to hear from
you.

ROBERT
Thank you. Well, I am prepared to
deliver the information to you for
two hundred thousand dollars, but I
don’t like the payment schedule.

WEI *
H ow so ?

ROBERT
I only get one hundred thousand *
dollars upon delivery. How do I
know I'm going to get the rest of
the money once you get back to
China?
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WEI *
Mr. Moore, you cannot expect us to
give you all of the money without
verifying the documents and making
sure they are complete.

(Pauses.)
Neither of us has recourse to the
law. We are obligated to trust,
each other.

ROBERT
You need me more than I need you.

WEI *
We both need each other, Mr. Moore.
Think of me as the solution to your
tuition problem.

Robert is shocked they know about Jessie. He turns to
Carpenter and Martinez. Carpenter writes: “Agree" *

ROBERT
Okay. You have a deal.

WEI *
Excellent. You will see all of
your money, Mr. Moore. I guarantee
it.

WEI *
I understand your aversion to e—
mail, but I have. just sent you a
list of everything we need.

Martinez turns one of the technicians lap tops toward Robert *
just as the email arrives. He opens the document. It is
filled with highly—detailed technical information. Martinez *
and Carpenter look at it over Robert's shoulder. They are
very excited.

ROBERT
I got it.

WEI *
will that be a problem?

ROBERT
It looks doable .

Robert turns to Carpenter. He mouths the word: when?

ROBERT
when?
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WEI *
How about next Saturday?

Robert turns to Carpenter and Martinez, who nod their heads *
in agreement.

ROBERT
That ' 8 good .

WEI *
Excellent. Mr. Cheung will arrange
the details with you.

INT. FEDERAL BUILDING - DAY 45

Robert hangs up the phone. Martinez and Carpenter pull the *
computer closer to look at the. requirements list. They *
smile. *

CARPENTER *
We'll get this to the analysts *
right awa . *

Robert's smile recedes. *

ROBERT
Damn. Did he say next. Saturday? *

CARFENTER
Yeah, why?

ROBERT
That's my wife's birthday. I'm
taking her out to dinner. *

Martinez laughs. *

MARTINEZ *
Sounds like somebody's gonna be
sleeping on the sofa.

The others laugh. But Robert isn't happy. *

ROBERT (v.0.) it
This is not what I signed up for. *

EXT. MOTEL — 46

DAY *

The respectable motel is clean and well~maintained. *
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INT. MOTEL BATHROOM ~ DAY 47 *

OPTIONAL: LOSE LINES B311!!! *

Robert stands with his pants down as the Technician tapes a
battery pack and transmitter to his inner thigh. Carpenter
watches.

CARPENTER *
About set? *

Technician nods, then Carpenter turns to Robert *
The only problem comes when it's *
time to take it off.

menses.)
We should've shaved that part of *
your leg.

ROBERT
No thanks. I already have enough
to explain to my wife.

INT. MOTEL ROOM - DAY 48

Robert and the technician step out of the bathroom to find
Carpenter, Martinez and other technicians and agents waiting *
for him. They applaud.

MARTINEZ *
Ready for your close—up?

ROBERT
(Obviously a bit nervous)

As ready as I'll ever be.

Carpenter gives Robert a tour of the suite's sitting room.
He points to a chair.

CARPENTER
I want you sitting here.

He motions to a sofa beside it.

CARPENTER
And Wei and Cheung there. Our '1"
camera is here; mic is here. *

He motions to a lamp on a table near the two seats. Martinez *
puts a briefcase on the table. She opens it reveal the
documents stamped ”RIS Trade Secret." *

Robert lifts the documents from the briefcase and, as he does
so, almost knocks over the lamp. His nerves are showing.
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ROBERT
Sorry... *

Martinez places a comforting hand on his shoulder. *

MARTINEZ *
You’ll be fiine. *

Carpenter's cellphone rings. Be answers.

CARRPRNTRR
They are? Okay thanks.

(To Martinez and Robert) *
They're coming early. They’re
enroute. Three minutes out.

Carpenter hangs up

ROBERT
(Distressed.)

why are they early? Do they know?
Oh god, I don’t know if I’m up for
this.

MARTINEZ *
Take a deep breath. It doesn't *
mean anything. You'll do great‘

Martinez touches his shoulder, smiles, looks him in the eye *
and repeats.

MARTINEZ *
You'll do great.

EXT. MOTEL — DAY 49

Carpenter and Martinez and the other agents hustle out of *
Robert's room and enter an adjacent one.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM - DAY 50

Carpenter, Martinez and the others enter the room. The *
technicians already have the monitors set up. Robert can be
seen sitting in his assigned chair. He Closes the briefcase
and puts it on the floor.

CARPENTER
Show time. Do you think he'll hold
up?

MARTINEZ *
He'll hold up.
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Suddenly, Robert shoots up out of his seat and disappears out *
of frame. The agents turns to each other in confusion.
Then a person could be heard vomiting.

MARTINEZ *
Want me to go over?

Carpenter gestures for her to wait. Off camera, they hear
the sound of a toilet and a sink. Robert reappears wiping
his mouth with a hand towel.

ROBERT
I ' m okay .

The agents breath a sigh of relief, but are left with a look
of worry about how the situation will go down.

[CHANGED TO INT.] MOTEL — DAY 51 *

Surveillance footage captures Wei and Cheunq walking down *
hallway toward Robert's room. Wei carries a briefcase. They
stop and knock on the door.

,1,

INT. ROBERT’S ROOM - DAY 52

Robert opens the door to reveal Wei and Cheung. *

ROBERT
Come in.

Robert, still a bit nervous, shakes their hands and closes
the door behind them. He motions to the sofa as he sits down
in his chair. As wei sits down, he places his briefcase on *
the table in front of the camera in the lamp.

INT. ADJOINING ROOM v DAY. 53

Carpenter and Martinez, now clad in bulletproof vests, stand *
with others watching the monitor blocked by the briefcase.

CARPENTER
No, no, no!

INT. ROBERT’S ROOM - DAY 54

Robert reaches over and grabs Wei's briefcase. He puts it on *
the floor, unblocking the camera, before Wei can object. *

ROBERT
We're going to heed the light‘
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INT. ADJOINING ROOM ~ DAY 55

Carpenter turns to Martinez. *

CARPENTER
Doublet—Seven! *

INT. ROBERT’S ROOM e DAY 56

Robert nods toward Wei's briefcase. *

ROBERT
I assume that's the money.

CHEUNG
Yes. Do you have the documents?

ROBERT
Yes, and, frankly, I can't wait to
get rid of them.

Robert takes the briefcase from beside his seat and places it
on the coffee table between them. Robert motions for them to
open it up. They do so. Their eyes light up when they see
the documents. Cheung, as the engineer is particularly
anxious to examine them. They think they're authentic.

ROBERT
You’ll need to make sure customs
doesn't see Top secret on these
pages or we'll all go to jail.

CHEUNG
Don't worry Robert.

ROBERT
I am worried.

CHEUNG
we will take care of everything.

Robert takes the documents from Wei and Cheung, and puts them *
back in the briefcase. Wei smiles. He lifts up his *
briefcase and puts it on the table.

WEI *
Here is your money.

Robert opens the case and examines a thick wad of bills.

CHEUNG
Do you need to count it?
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ROBERT
No. I trust you.

Wei, Cheung and Robert stand up. Wei extends his hand. *
Robert shakes it.

WEI *
Thank you Robert. We look forward
to working with you. We will be
in touch soon.

Robert nods. He leans heavily on the back of the door as it
shuts. He smiles weakly and is noticeably relieved.

57 EXT. MOTEL — DAY. 57

Intercnt CCTV and real footage of Robert's door opening; Wei *
and Cheung leaving. They step away from the building and
head for their car. In seconds, they find themselves
surrounded by a large number of FBI agents. Martinez and *
Carpenter approach them.

CARPENTER
FBI. Set down the briefcase and
put your hands behind your head.

Wei and Cheung are stunned. They freeze. *

MARTINEZ *
Now!

58 INT. MOORE HOUSE / ENTRANCE HALL 58 *

Robert steps into his house. *

ROBERT *
Honey! *

No response. *

58a INT. MOORE HOUSE/KITCHEN _ DAY. 58a *

Robert walks over to the refrigerator. He smiles at a *
picture of sheila hanging from it. *

ROBERT *
You’ll never believe whet I did *
today. *

Robert opens the door and takes a couple beers. *
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EXT. MOORE BACKYARD ~ DAY. 59 *

Robert takes a seat in a lawn chair; pops one of the beers *
and takes a drink as he contentedly watches his sprinkler *
water the lawn. *

MALLORY (o.c.) *
Robert? *

Robert, surprised, turns to see Mallory standing at the gate. *
He gets up and walks over to her and lets her inside. *

MALLORY *
I hope I'm not interrupting 1‘
anything. a.

ROBERT *
No. Not at all.

x-He hands her a beer and she pops the top

MALLORY *
I just wanted to thank you. *

(Pauses.) *
If. they found someone without your *
sense of loyalty they could have *
put us out of business. *

Robert is a little embarrassed. *

ROBERT
I’m not as loyal as you think... I
considered their offer for a while.

MALLORY
Robert, we all get offers. And
we're all tempted to do something
we shouldn’t at times. What counts
is what you DID do.

She extends her hand. He shakes it. *

MALLORY
And don't think we would have let
you go so easily. You might have
even forced us to offer you that
promotion!

She smiles, takes another sip, hands him the can and walks *
away. He smiles. *
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50 INT. MOORE HOUSE/LIVING ROOM ~ EVENING 60

Robert, sheila and Jessie watch a news story play on
television. Footage of Wei can be seen. *

)960A WEI LEAVING BACK OF COURTHOUSE IN HANDCUFFS ON WAY TO JAIMDA
SURROUNDED BY REPORTERS *

ANNOUNCER (v.o.)
Chinese businessman Li Wei plea *
guilty today in the United States
District Court for conspiracy to
steal the trade secrets of Iowa—
based General Insulation Solutions.

Footage of Robert leaving the courthouse fills the screen.

ANNOUNCER (CONT'D)
One of the key elements of the.
prosecution's case was the
testimony of a special.... *

Jessie shrieks with pride.

ANNOUNCER (CONT’D)
. . . .R—I—S employee who worked *
undercover with the FBI.

Jessie’s phone rings. She gets up as she answers it.

JESSIE
Yeah, we're watching it now. My
dad rules!

Jessie leaves the room. Sheila turns to Robert with pride.

SHEILA
I can't believe you kept it a
secret from me.

ROBERT
I could have told you, but then I
would have had to kill you.

SHEILA *
Is that so? well I almost killed *
you for missing my birthday, so *
we're even *

ALT READ 1: *
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ROBERT *
I promise I'll never keep a secret *
from you again...eo about your *
chicken salad...I don't actually *
eat it. . . . *

Sheila playfully stuffs a piece of popcorn in his mouth in *
mock disgust. *

ALT Read 2 *

ROBERT *

In his best Sean Connery accent *

Well maybe that's because I’m an *
international man of mystery. *

*

He laughs. They kiss.

EXT. OFFICE — NIGHT‘ (OPTIONAL) 61 *

Mr. Big watches a man type an employment ad onto a website.

INT. RIS OFFICE - DAY. 62 *

Another Engineer sits behind a desk surfing the web. He
clicks on an ad that reads: "Engineer wanted." The text on
the next screen reads: "Technical talent wanted to explore
the Asian marked. we are looking for someone with 10 years
of experience with R15 glass insulation...” *

FADE OUT.

THE END *
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Fundmg Change: $0

Total LR. Funding: 8100.000

OBLIGATION:
Funds shall be obligaicd by the expiratson date below,

Funding Explrzdiun DML" 09/01/2014

UNCLAnlFIED/I'Y ’ f ,>< “H” (A aégp‘sold-SZZ
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136 per FBI

UNCLASSIFIED/M

SUBJECI‘: Economic Espionage/ Insider Threat DVD
M I 451 65

invoices shall hr submittcd (mot to the cancellation clue bclow,

Funding Cancellation Date: 09/30/2019

(U) ’I‘hr Servicmg Agency must notify the Requesting Agency 50 dflyfi In advance of m: Funding
Expiramn date cited above of any funds mat have not been obligated undrr the agreemem.
Any portion of funds advanced pursuant r0 this agreement me: are not obligated by the
specified obligation date must be returned.

TYPE OF SERVICE REQUIREMENTS: Non-severuble Scwxce

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE:
EcctIve Date: 10/01/2013
End Dam: 09/30/3014

POINTS OF CONTACT: Ems 53g Pgone b5 per FBI
Technical: Phone
Financial: Phone

CLASSIFcTION:
Association: Unclassified Work; Unclasaified
Repons: Unciussifled Hardware: Unclassifirr}

GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPBXITY/CONTRACTOR ACQUIRED PROPERTY:
No

I' U) In accordance. mm the Statement of Work. no Government Furnished Property/Equipment
(GFE/GFP) or Comrade: Acquired Property (CAP) has been Identifier:- in Cnnjxmctmn with this
KM. 11' at any time OPE/GP? or CAP is :mticlpsmd, the Scrvicing Agency must noufy the latter
Governmental ’I‘ransacuons Centur so the approprlaw claugc may be added [0 <t IM

TERMS AND CONDITXONS
(U) This rrquest 15 being made pursuant to the provisions aim.» Economy Act. (31 USCA 1535L
The appropriate: Determination and Finding Memorandum has been prudum'd m atcotdanrc
with Agency Regulations and FAR 17.502. and Is on file, wxlh the Requr‘gling Agency.

(U) The Scrvxrlng Agency aha}! prondc mommy status progress rmuns m the CDTR that
Include technical, Mhedule, and cost performance dcrnila u c repnfl should Contain: LcchnSCal
accomnfizthmenm. status 01 dc!1\'fil‘ablc:, Issues (2r prommus that need resohmun. Significant

UNCLASSIFIED/M
Leo pold-523
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UNCLASSIFIED/M

SUBJECI‘: Economic Esoionage/inslder Threat DVD
LU: 145165

upcoming actions, and program (maximal data (e.g.. mix): hours. labor cnsls. any subcontracted
costs. other direct costs). Funding shall be linked lu specific requirements and/or dc‘zivuahies
as specifiad in this {AA and/or 50W ami will he used 10 va“duic/.ipprovc invoirus (hm are
submitted for reimbursemmi.

i
li
i

(Ui Disyutcs/Temiinalion: Disputes related to this [AA shall be rwoivcii at ii“: lowest Agency
ievti possible. lfdisputcs remain unresolved for men: man sixiy [60) calendar (lays. the panics
agree to refer the matter to their respective Agenay Senior Procurement Execuiives for review
and resolution. If this agreement is cmiccicd. any impicmeniing contract/order may also be
canceled. if the MA is terminated. the agencies shall agree to the terms of temunauon.
including costs attributable to each pan}! and disposition ofawurdttd and vending acurms. if
the Servicing Agency incurs costs duc: to the Requc- ing Age cy'» failure to givr the. requisiie
notice ufiis intent to terminate the MA. The cu n: Agency shall pay Anv aciuui cos!»
inmrrcd by the Sewining Agcnuy as a resuli of (he (iciay in notliimiion, provided such costs are
directly attributable to the failure i0 give noixcct

ACCBPTANCE:
(U) 39;: arg raving lo returg a signesi copy I this 1AA within 30 days of me date of fins 1AA to
me The signature liciuw of u responsible ha Peg CIA
administrative officer is mquired as connnmi on ihal tho Scmcing Agency is in a posiliun to
supply or render those mamrials or services on beiiail oi‘ the Requesting Aguncy. Funds wiLL
NOT be available for advancefpayment uniil acccpumce is received by lino ctwsting; Agency,

(U) Acceptance: must be sent directiy to thcl:|:'_lb3 per cm
Ace: mice: would be {and to the appropriate cum unc med lax
I:n|¢ilsnifled lu|:|or by utilizing the same method in which this 1AA was
received (ICMnil/JWXCS, US Postal Service‘ ctcii

PAYMENT:
(U) This Agency dorm not provide iunding information, Funds mav he ubiained by forwarding an
invoice/SNOSO m thul lWashmgm 133 per cm
DC. 20505. or it) the appropriate fax number: unciussiiiz‘d i114 Eiassiiicd fax

{furihcr information regarding billing or payment 1: required. please Contact
lcleplmnc numhcr

(U) At a minimum an invoices shall include: 1AA \‘umbcr. invoice Date. invoice. Number,
Payment Terms. Descripiiun of Services/Goods. Service Prriod of Periormunce. Cumulative Paid
to Date. Outstanding Advance Amount (if applicable) and Tc-tai Amonni Due. Aii final bill<
should be marked “Final Bil‘a".

Leo poId-524
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uncmssxmn/M

SUBJECT. Economic Espionage/insider Threat DVD
M: 145165

CONTACT INFORMATION:
(U) All other corresnndence in relation In tins 1AA should he $m d)r(1"Uy to Eng:
_mthe apnruprlatc m- number: unclassified {E

b3 per cm

—yr unhcr xmommhon Is required. please sumac

b3 per cm
b6

b3 per cm
b6

ACCEPTED BY:

136 per FBI

_.. ,_ 3:196:i fiL
D3 ((2

UNCLASSIFIED/M
Leopold-525
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ALL. IWRTION EMAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2017 BY CGBW3ZEID NSICG

UNCLASSIFIED

b3 per cm

136 per FBI

FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL SHEET

T0: Unix Chief FROM b3 Fer CIA
Accounts Receivable Unit

COMPANY: Department of Justice DATE: 02/12/2014
Federai Bureau of

lnvesfigaLion

FAX NUMBER: TOTAL NO. 0! PAGES 5
INCLUDING COV'EK:

PHONE SENDER'S REFERENCE
NUMBER: NUMBER:

RE: 1AA145165 YOUR REFERENCE NO:

4—: l - ~»— 1—.” ~-
53 URGENT C: FOR REVIEW é ‘ PLEASE COMMENT 5 PLEASE REPLY .5 PLEASE RECYCLE

NOTFSICOIVIMENTS:
IMMEDIATE RESPONSE REQUIRE} This imemgency Agreemenl (3AA) is for your
immediate action. Wikhin 30 days. please review, sign and return a copy of this MA.
acknowledging your Intention to sgppfy or nerdpr the 9 man»1 ials andor services. This signed
1AA shouid be returned via unciassified fax 1: Thank you,

b3 per cm

--~~~~:_s——

Leo pold-526
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Economic Espionage Film
Production Schedule - Fast Track

17 May ~ Rocket Media Group
“Submit first script draft

22 May — FBI
-Review 1’ comments due

27 May ~ Rocket Media Group
-Script Draft 2 due
~Begin script breakout

29 May — Rocket Media Group FBI
~Script Dralt 3 meeting / final comments

4 June — Rocket Media Group
Script Draft 4 - near final version due
-Begin talent search
—Begin location search

11 June - FBI
vFinal script signofi

18 June — Rocket Media Group
~Begin actor audition
Continue location search

1 July — Rocket Media Group! FBI
Casting / approvals complete
“Production crew scheduled

15~29 July — Rocket Media Group
~ Final location scouting / scene blocking

(director / DP / production designer / LD)

19 Aug to 30 September “ Rocket Media Group
- Location production (approx 15 days)

16 September — 7 October . Rocket Media Group
-lngest footage / media management I begin sequence editing

7 Oct to 29 November — Rocket Media Group / FBl
~ Rough cut/ FBI reviews through line out edit
~ Design cover and case art

Leo poId-623



2-16 December
<Fine cut / tinal approvals
“Design / program DVD
-Final case art approval

1720 December
‘Closed captioning
final program delivery / send out for DVD & case art replication

Cost estimates:

May-June: Scripting and Initial Pre~production planning = $38,472

July-mid August: Preproduciion : $148,929

Mid-August to end at September: Location production shooting = $216,548

October~Decemberc Post~procluction = $91,030

Total estimated costs: $494379

Leo [told-624
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Economic Espionage Film
Updated Production Schedule

20 June — FBI
~Script signotf

12 July — Rocket Media Group
- Final script tweaks / script breakout / develop preliminary production

schedule

12 July to 9 August — Rocket Media Group
vLocation scouting

15 July to 15 August
~ Casting; auditions; role selections / approvals

1 August — 6 September
. Production design / props I wardrobe

b615 August — 1 September — Rocket
— Tech scout / scene blocking

9-30 September ~ Rocket Media Group
- Location production

1 July ~ Rocket Media Group/ FBI
Casting / approvals complete
~Production crew scheduled

16 September — 7 October - Rocket Media Group
~Ingest footage / media management / begin sequence editing

7 Oct to 29 November — Rocket Media Group." FBI
~ Rough out 1’ FBI reviews through line out edit
— Design cover and case art
K Music selection and selective scoring

2-15 December
“Fine cut / final approvals
~Audio Sweetening
Design / program DVD

17-20 December
vFinai case art approval
vClosed captioning

Leo [told-625



1—6 January
-Fina| program delivery I send out for DVD & case art replication

Leo poId-626
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Public Affairs (PA) Manual

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

POL06-0003-0PA

June 28, 2006

This is a privileged document that cannot be released in whole or in part to persons or agencies outside
the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation, nor can it be republished in whole or in part in any written form
not containing this statement, including general use pamphlets, without the approval of the Director of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

FOR OF SE ONLY—DO NOT DISSElVflNATE
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Public Affairs Manual

GENERAL INFORMATION: Questions or comments pertaining to this handbook
can be directed to:

HQ FBI/Director’s Office/Office of Public Affairs

Division Point of Contact Assistant SectionChief: b6
(NOTE: Document supersedes MAOP Part 2, Section 5. PRESS — PUBLICITY)

PRIVILEGED INFORMATION: \
Any use of this report, including direct quotes or identifiable paraphrasing, will be

marked with the following statement:

This is a privileged document that cannot be released in whole or in pan to persons or
agencies outside the Federal Bureau of Investigation, nor can it be republished in whole
or in part in any written form not containing this statement, including general use
pam hlets, without the approval of the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

SE ONLYéDO NOT DISSEMINATE

' ii
FOR Y—DO NOT DISSEMlNATE
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1. Scope ........................................................................................................................ 1
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1. Scope

Purpose: To provide Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) personnel with clear
guidance on a range ofpublic affairs topics including media relations, use of the Internet,
speeches, investigative publicity, and community relations.
Background: Public affairs activities support investigations both directly, through
investigative publicity efforts, and indirectly, by improving public perceptions about the
FBI. Ifmembers of the public view the FBI as effective and trustworthy, they are more
likely to call in tips, or return a Special Agent's telephone call, or otherwise cooperate
with the FBI. Simply increasing public knowledge about the FBI's role can lead to more
individuals reporting crimes, more tips, and more general assistance from the public.
Effective use of the FBI’s Internet web site solicits public information on FBI cases that
directly support investigations in all operational areas. Efforts to publicize successful
investigations have a deterrence effect that may prevent future crimes and acts of
terrorism.

At the same time, the need to preserve the integrity of ongoing investigations, protect the
privacy of individuals, and defer to the discretion ofUnited States Attorneys on matters
subject to prosecution, places proper restrictions on the FBI's ability to share information
of interest to the media and to the public. In order to be responsive to the press and the
public without violating these restrictions, FBI personnel need a user-friendly reference
guide which addresses the basic rules and situations most frequently encountered.
Intended Audience: This handbook is for use by all FBI employees. All FBI employees
should be familiar with the general framework of the Bureau’s public affairs programs
and the guidelines on who may speak for the FBI and what information can and cannot be
disclosed to the public, While many employees may have occasion to communicate with
the public or be called upon to respond to an inquiry from a member of the news media,
this responsibility falls primarily on the Office of Public Affairs, executives at
Headquarters and in the field, and field office media representatives, or others, as
designated by the Special Agent in Charge (SAC),
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2. Roles and Functional Responsibilities

2.1. Department of Justice Office of Public Affairs (DOJ—OPA)

DOI—OPA advises the Attorney General and other DOJ officials on conununications
issues and coordinates with the public affairs units of all DOJ component organizations.
DOJ-OPA prepares and issues news releases for DO] and approves certain releases
issued by component agencies. DOJ—OPA also responds to media inquiries, arranges
interviews with DC] officials and holds news conferences.

2.2. United States Attorneys (USA)

While DOJ—OPA has final responsibility for all matters involving the national news
media, responsibility for matters involving local media is vested in the 93 USAs. Each
USA will exercise independent discretion as to matters affecting their own districts.
USAs are responsible for coordinating their news media efforts with the Director ofDOJ-i
OPA in cases that transcend their immediate district or transcend their immediate district
or are ofnational importance.

Each USA’s Office and each field office of the various DOJ components shall designate
one or more persons to act as a point of contact on matters pertaining to the media. In
USAs’ offices or field offices where available personnel resources do not permit the
assignment of a full time point of contact for the media, these responsibilities should be
assigned to a clearly identified individual.

2.3. FBI Office of Public Affairs (OPA)
The CPA supports FBI operations, provides direct service to the public, and enhances
and maintains public trust, by sharing information about the FBI's responsibilities,
operations, accomplishments, policies, and values. The CPA also supports efforts to
educate, inform, and motivate FBI personnel through a wide range of internal
communications
The CPA achieves its mission through management of the FBI's Media Relations and
Community Outreach Programs; by serving as the FBI's liaison to the news media,
entertainment and publishing industries, researchers, and community-based
organizations; by providing up—to—date information on the FBI's Internet web site, the FBI
Intranet homepage, and the CPA Intranet web page; and through speeches, events,
publications, and presentations.
As the headquarters level public affairs office, CPA is responsible for coordinating the

_ FBI’s news media effort with DOJ-OPA.
2.3.1. National Press Office (NPO)

The NPO manages daily media relations with the national and international press corps
and ensures timely response to all media requests (with the exception of requests from
monthly publications and non-traditional media outlets which are handled by the
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Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit). The NPO coordinates interview requests,
drafts and issues written press releases and responses, a provides on-site assistance for
major media events involving the FBI. It serves as the FBI’s extemal public
communication center during a major incident or crisis, managing dissemination of all
FBI public information. The NPO designs and recommends media strategies to the
Assistant Director, and executes those strategies. The NPO also produces analytical and
briefing products for executives as well as crafts talking points, Questions and Answers
(Q&A), and other materials to help guide FBI communications on issues in the news.
The NPO coordinates advanced media relations training for Special Agents in Charge and
their Media Representatives and serves as their point of contact for the support and
coordination of issues pertaining to the media. The NPO maintains staff-level liaison
contacts with the public affairs offices of the DC], the White House, the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), and the Office of the Director ofNational Intelligence
(ODNI).
2.3.2. Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit (IPPAU)
The IPPAU is responsible for oversight and management ofpublicity efforts that directly
support investigations or intelligence activities. The unit is also responsible for media
relations with monthly publications and outlets not traditionally handled by the NFC,
such as "soft" news sources, and publications or television or radio programs that are in
foreign languages or aimed at women, ethnic, religious, industry, or age groups. The
IPPAU responds to requests for assistance from the publishing, motion picture,
television, radio and entertainment industries, and supports FBIHQ divisions in
accommodating these requests. The unit also supports ongoing liaison with television
series depicting FBI personnel, investigations, or services.
The IPPAU is responsible for radio productions and for organizing proactive initiatives
aimed at increasing public awareness of the FBI, its personnel, priorities, activities, and
accomplishments. These include production of “electronic briefings,” presentations,
talking points, Q&As, fact sheets and other background materials, and organizing
briefings and press conferences aimed at educating reporters and producers and
promoting development ofpositive feature stories about the FBI.

2.3.3. OnlinelPrint Media Unit (OPMU)
OPMU manages the content of the FBI's Internet web site (wwwifbiigov), selects and
posts information from all field offices and FBIHQ divisions; and writes original stories
to keep the public informed on FBI news and issues.
The OPMU is also home to the FBI Historian who maintains and builds the FBI's history
archive; conducts academic research, gives lectures on FBI history, and serves as the
FBI's liaison to history programs throughout the Law Enforcement and Intelligence
Communities.
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2.3.4. Executive Writing Unit (EWU)

The EWU supports the efforts ofFBI executives to formulate and disseminate critical
information both internally to FBI employees and externally to the national and
international public through communications for public speaking forums, presentations to
the media, executive meetings, Congressional hearings, and internal forums with FBI
employees. The EWU produces speeches, talking points, op-eds, letters, research,
analysis, reports, employee messages and other communications to support the CPA and
FBI mission. The EWU makes recommendations to the Director’s Office on accepting
speaking invitations that will offer the best opportunities for FBI executives to deliver a
positive message about the FBI. The EWU also produces unique presentation materials
for use by FBI executives.

2.3.5. Community Relations Unit (CRU)

The CRU supports the FBI’s priorities by improving understanding and building
partnerships between the FBI and minority, ethnic, community-based, and industry
groups and organizations, and members of the general public.

The CRU fulfills this mission by: (1) providing management oversight, guidance, and
support to community relations programs throughout the FBI, including Citizens
Academies, minority outreach programs, and youth-oriented programs; and (2) acting as
the FBI’s liaison to national minority and community organizations and supporting
outreach efforts by FBI Headquarters executives.
2.3.6. Employee Communications Unit (ECU)

The ECU has oversight ofBureau~wide internal communications, and executes
coordinated communications strategies to drive organizational change and improve the
effectiveness, morale, and retention ofFBI employees, It coordinates with other
Headquarters divisions to ensure that messages are in strategic alignment. It also serves
as a focal point for two-way communications, working closely with the Ombudsman and
Advisory Groups to gage the success of communications strategies, and to collect input
and ideas from employees.
The ECU crafts original content for the FBI Intranet and employee publications such as
weekly briefings and the Investigator magazine. The ECU also assists Headquarters
divisions with development and execution ofconununications strategies using the
Intranet, commtmications kits for managers, video messages, publications, and other
tools, to ensure that policy changes and directives are communicated effectively,
understood by personnel throughout the Bureau, and ultimately implemented.
2.3.7. Special Events Group
The Special Events Group coordinates meetings, special events, and public appearances
by the Director and senior executives. The Group also works to strengthen the cultural
awareness, morale and esprit dc corps of FBI personnel through special programs.
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2.4. Headquarters Entities Outside of OPA
Individuals and units engaged in public affairs activities who are not in a field office or
OPA, such as those in the Criminal Justice Information Services Division, the
Laboratory, the National Security Branch, or any operational division, are considered part
ofHeadquarters and do not have the autonomy afforded to field offices pursuant to these
guidelines to conduct liaison with the news media. Accordingly, such entities should
maintain close working relationships with OPA and must coordinate all press and news
media relations with OPA.

2.5. Field Offices

2.5.1. The Field Office Media Representative

All FBI field offices have at least one media representative who functions as a liaison for
the field office and as an official spokesperson.
2.5.1.1. Choosing a Media Representative

The media representative should be an experienced Special Agent or experienced Public
Affairs Specialist with excellent verbal and written communications skills, Special
Agents bring investigative experience and perspective to media relations and can provide
instant credibility when responding to questions from the press. In cases where staffing
limitations preclude appointment of such a Special Agent, or where the needs of the Field
Office call for specialized public affairs experience, the position may be filled by an
experienced Public Affairs Specialist recruited from the support ranks, or from the
outside, for example from the news business or a public relations firm.
In choosing a media representative, the Special Agent in Charge (SAC) should consider
the following:
a The candidate’s personality, motivation and liaison skills

0 The candidate’s willingness to work long and unpredictable hours
I The candidate’s ability to operate under stress
I The candidate’s knowledge of the FBI and the media

. Whether the candidate personifies the FBI and its Core Values
0 Whether the needs of the office and the local or regional media market call for a full-

time or part-time media representative
0 Whether the needs of the office would be better served by a media representative who

is a Special Agent with extensive knowledge of the FBI or an experienced Public
Affairs Specialist with strong public relations skills or ties to the media

0 Whether the candidate has other duties, such as that involving crisis response, that
would prevent his or her availability in an emergency
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2.5.1.2. Back-Up Media Representative

SACs should assign a Special Agent to serve as a back-up media representative who can
support the regular media representative as needed, fill-in when the regular media
representative is unavailable, and/or be on call at night or on weekends. SACs involved in
ongoing major cases may also request assistance from OPA or from experienced media
representatives fiom surrounding field offices.

2.5.1.3. Chain of Command

Media representatives should report directly to the SAC. The media representative
requires regular access to decision-making and must be kept apprised of major activities
in the Field Office so that he or she can ensure the accuracy of information released to the
press or news media.
2.5.1.4. Provision of Training

Media representatives, and particularly those with little or no experience in dealing with
the news media, should be provided with immediate media relations and crisis
management training, This training should assist the media representative in maximizing
the volume and quality of information provided to the press, the news media, and the
public, while continuing to abide by Department of Justice and FBI guidelines, protecting
privacy rights, the investigatory process, and sources and methods of gathering
information. New media representatives should receive training as soon as possible to
ensure that the Field Office is prepared to handle extensive press and media inquiries in
the event that a major incident occurs in their territory,
2.5.1.5. Scope of Responsibilities

(See Procedures and Processes, sections 4.1. Handling ofNews Inquiries, 4.2.1 News
Conferences, and 4.2.2, News Releases.)
The media representative responds to requests for information or comment from
members of the press and news media, coordinates press conferences, drafis press
releases, and may provide materials such'as speeches and talking points to assist the SAC
with press events and other public affairs efforts The media representative should not be
the sole spokesperson for the Field Office and to the extent practicable should respond to
requests for information by coordinating interviews with senior executives, managers,
and case or issue experts. SACs should make available to the news media Assistant
Special Agent in Charge (ASAC)s, supervisors, and in some situations, case agents.

a Liaison Responsibilities
As part of his/her liaison responsibilities, the media representative should spend time
with reporters, producers, and editors who cover the FBI or law enforcement beat,
and with law enforcement public information officers, either in person or over the
telephone.
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— Media representatives should have regular meetings in person with the news
directors, editors and reporters of the major television and newspapers in the areas
both to educate them on FBI/DO] policy and to develop a professional
relationship.

— Consideration should be given to creating a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the local news media to set ground rules concerning media coverage
of emergency law enforcement operations.

v Media representatives should also meet regularly with other federal, state, and
municipal law Public Information Officers to develop strategies and protocols in
responding to the news media in joint law enforcement operations.

Responsibilities at News Conferences
At news conferences, the media representative is responsible for the following:
——- Choosing a time, location, and physical layout that accommodate both

spokespersons and the news media.
— Alerting the media to the press conference and inviting them to attend via mass e-

mail, facsimile, or individual telephone calls.

— Providing press releases, media packets or other materials before the news
conference begins.

— Explaining any special ground rules (e.g., whether the event is on or off the record
or whether cameras are permitted).

~— Introducing the names and titles of the people who will speak and take reporters’
questions.

— Closing the press conference when a pre-set time is reached or when questions
taper off.

—— Coordinating and setting up individual interviews following the press conference,
if appropriate.

Briefing
The media representative should brief all employees in their respective field offices
about FBI policy if they are contacted by members ofthe media.

2.5.1.6. Availability
The media representative should be available or on call 24 hours per day, seven days a
week to respond to breaking news or other emergencies.
The 24-hour news cycle and competition between cable news channels and Internet news
outlets has resulted in the frequent airing of rumors and unfounded speculation and can
be difficult to counter ifnot corrected quickly. Availability to provide quick responses is
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also important to ensure that there is an opportunity to present the FBI’s perspective in
every story that mentions the FBI.
Media representatives must be available to coordinate media issues in the event of a
crisis. He/she cannot be a hostage negotiator, SWAT (Special Weapons and Tactics), or
in any other position that will take him or her away from dealing with the media during a
crisis situation.
2.5.2. Media Liaison Responsibilities of All FBI Field Office Employees
All FBI Field Office employees should have an understanding of the FBI’s media
guidelines and policies.
A11 FBI Field Office employees are responsible for informing the media representative
when there is an issue with the potential to make news; when there is an opportunity to
promote a favorable news story; or when a problem involving the press or media arises.
Managers and supervisors should ensure that their personnel fimction as a team with the
media representative.
2.5.3. Community Outreach Liaison Coordinator

Each field office should have at least one individual dedicated full or part~time to
community outreach activities that support the FBI’s national priorities. This coordinator
may be a Special Agent or a Community Outreach Specialist. In smaller offices, this duty
may be assumed by the media representative. The coordinator will facilitate established
community outreach programs, such as the Citizens Academy, and also seek out new
ways to interact with community leaders, local civic organizations, nonprofit, religious
establishments or entities of worship, and businesses regarding policies and practices of
the FBI.
2.5.4. Speeches

The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and principal speech-
commitments within a field office territory should be handled either by the SAC or
ASAC. When neither the SAC nor the ASAC are available, speech commitments may be
handled by an experienced and well-informed Agent, with the approval of the SAC or
ASAC.
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3. Policies

3.1. Statutory Guidelines Covering News Media Relations
The FBI’s press policy is in strict conformance with instructions issued by the
Department ofJustice concerning the release of information by employees of that
Department relating to criminal and civil proceedings. Those Departmental instructions
are contained in Title 28, §50.2, of the Code of Federal Regulations, a verbatim
restatement of which can be found in Appendix B: Legal Authorities.

3.2. Department of Justice Policy on Public Comments by Department of Justice
Employees to the News Media Regarding Investigations, Indictments and
Arrests

In addition to the statutory guidelines contained in Title 28, Section 50.2, of the Code of
Federal regulations, a new section 1-7 covering media relations was added to the United
States Attorneys’ Manual in 2003. It can be found in Appendix B: Legal Authorities

3.3. Achieving Fairness, Accuracy, and Sensitivity to the Rights of Defendants
when Releasing Information to the News Media

The criteria of fairness, accuracy, and sensitivity to the rights of defendants, as well as to
the public’s right to know, must prevail in all dealings with the news media. Favoritism
should not be shown toward any newsperson or news medium. The strategy of releasing
selective facts to the news media to stimulate conversation between subjects under lawful
Title III surveillance poses no legal problem providing the above-stated criteria are met.

3.4. The FBI’s Open Stance with News Media
These instructions are intended to facilitate a more open stance and, thereby, a mutually
beneficial relationship between FBI and the news media. The goal in dealing with the
news media should be to build trust by sharing information as quickly and widely as
possible without compromising Department ofJustice and FBI rules and guidelines.
SACs, as well as other employees acting for them in news media relations, should be as
responsive as practical and possible to inquiries and requests made by news media
representatives
The term “No comment” should be avoided except when its use is absolutely necessary.
If an SAC does not know the answer to a news media representative’s question, the SAC
should have no hesitancy in stating, “I don’t know,” and/or, depending upon the nature of
the inquiry, telling the news media representative that the SAC will contact flde news
media representative as soon as the SAC has information.

3.5. Accuracy of Responses to News Media Inquiries

No FBI employee should knowingly furnish an erroneous, deceptive, or misleading
answer to a news media inquiry.
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3.6. When to Selectively Release Information

The process of selective release of information can be a very sensitive one on policy
grounds It should be employed only on the rarest of occasions and then only under
carefiil supervision and with prior FBIHQ substantive desk, including Office of the
General Counsel, approval.

3.7. News Releases Involving Juveniles

(See MIOG (Manual of Investigative Operations and Guidelines), Part II, 4-2.2.4;
LHBSA, 3-16.2[7].)
Title 18, USC, Section 5038(e), the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act, as amended,
provides in part: “Unless ajuvenile who is taken into custody is prosecuted as an adult
neither the name nor picture of any juvenile shall be made public in connection with a
juvenile delinquency proceeding.” The Department has advised that a news release
concerning the arrest of ajuvenile would not violate any restrictions of the Act if it were
carefully worded to contain no identifying information

3.8. Compliance with the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)

The Privacy Act prohibits the FBI from disclosing personally-identifiable information
about an individual without his or her written consent unless certain conditions are met.
One exception to this prohibition is for disclosures made pursuant to a published routine
use and for a purpose compatible with the purpose for which the information was
collected. The FBI has published various routine uses, one of which is titled "Appropriate
Disclosures to the Public." It allows the FBI to disclose information "to the news media
or members of the general public in furtherance of a legitimate law enforcement or public
safety function as determined by the FBI, e.g., to assist in locating fugitives; to provide
notifications of arrests; to provide alerts, assessments, or similar information on potential
threats to life, health, or property; or to keep the public appropriately informed of other
law enforcement or FBI matters or other matters of legitimate public interest where
disclosure could not reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of
personal privacy."
The Privacy Act also requires agencies to maintain an accurate accounting of the date,
nature, and purpose of each disclosure and the name and address of the person and
agency to whom the disclosure was made, and to retain this accounting for five years or
the life of the record, whichever is longer. All disclosures ofpersonally~identifrable
information must be so documented.

If there is any doubt regarding the release of information to the press, the release must be
coordinated with the Field Office ChiefDivision Counsel or with the Office of the
General Counsel,
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4. Procedures and Processes

4.1. Handling of News Inquiries at FBIHQ

In order to ensure a coordinated and uniform response concerning major operations and
sensitive issues, notice of all contacts with national news media organizations should be
reported to the National Press Office of OPA, as soon as possible This is in addition to
the requirement to coordinate with the US. Attomey’s Office on matters fliat may affect
that office. (See Section 2.2. Roles and Responsibilities, and Appendix B. Legal
Authorities, United States Attomeys’ Manual 1-7.)
FBIHQ divisions should keep the National Press Office of OPA advised of any
significant cases or programs that could result in national press or media attention at the
earliest practicable time.
Inquiries from members of the press or news media related to recent or breaking news or
matters requiring a response within a short time frame should be referred to the National
Press Office of OPA. Inquiries from members of the press or news media related to long-
tenn projects and requests from authors or filmmakers should be referred to the
Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit, OPA.

4.2. Contacts with the News Media

(See MAOP, Part 1, 1-26.2[3]; MIOG, Part1, 7-14.11[8], 7-139], 91—14[2\]), 255-9[1\,
Part 11, 32-4[2], 34—7.)
Information concerning the FBI, including information regarding arrests and other
developments in cases investigated by the FBI, is disclosed to news media, including
newspapers, news magazines, news services, and radio and television networks or
stations, by one of the following means:

0 News conferences
0 News releases or announcements initiated by the FBI
0 Verbal or written responses to inquiries from members of the news media
4.2.1. News Conferences
See Section 2.2. US. Attorneys and Section 2.5 . Field Offices, and the United States
Attorneys’ Manual 1—7 in Appendix A: Legal Authorities.
4.2.1.1. Definition
F'or FBI purposes, a meeting with or interview by two or more competing representatives
of the news media will be considered a “news conference.” This definition also relates to
news conferences in which the FBI might participate with other law enforcement
agencies, groups, or other components of the criminal justice system.
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4.2.1.2. Approval To Hold News Conference
Under all circumstances, unusual or not, notification should be provided and approval
obtained from FBIHQ, OPA, before holding or participating in any news conference.
This is in addition to the requirement to seek approval from the United States Attomey’s
Office for news conferences that may affect that office. See Section 3.5, Coordination
with the United States Attomeys. (previously MAOP [Manual ofAdministrative
Operations and Procedures], Part II, Sec. 2, 5-1.3(V). The purpose of this policy is not to
discourage contacts between field offices or Headquarters divisions and the news media,
but rather to promote coordination with OPA so that OPA can advise and coordinate with
the Department of Justice on matters of interest to the news media.
4.2.2. News Releases

News releases made by the FBI fall into three general categories: One-Office news
release, Multi-Office news release, and National news release.

4.2.2.1. One-Office News Release — Instructions
4.2.2.1.1. Coordination with FBIHQ

Most news releases made by field offices are issued to announce arrests in FBI cases. The
provisions of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Section 50.2 and the Attorney
General’s directive of January 14, 1993, clearly apply to all of these. If an SAC believes
that an exception to those provisions should be made in any individual case, this View
should be made known to BOTH the Assistant Director of the substantive division
involved and CPA. Exceptions to the instructions provided in Section 50.2, CFR, can be
approved ONLY by the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney General, NOT by any
official of the FBI.
4.2.2.1.2. Issuance of Releases in the Name of the SAC

News releases should be issued to all interested news media in the field office territory as
simultaneously as possible, and they should provide as full an account of the facts as can
be disclosed within the provisions of Section 50.2, CFR.
4.2.2.1.3. Personnel Authorized To Make News Releases

Although news releases are now handled in many field offices by a designated media
representative, SACs may authorize other experienced employees, including ASACs or
Resident Agents, to read or deliver news releases issued over the SAC’s name to the
news media. If the SAC has not authorized the designee to expand upon the information
in the news releases, he/she should answer any inquiry or request for additional
information by courteously telling the journalist involved that his/her inquiry or request
will be brought to the attention of the SAC or the appropriate field office media
representative as quickly as possible for consideration and action The reason for the
policy of referring such matters to the SAC or media representative is to ensure the
uniformity, accuracy, and appropriateness of any supplemental information that is
provided to the news media.
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4.2.2.1.4. News Releases Arising from Joint Investigations
In news releases announcing arrests or other developments attributable to the joint efforts
of the FBI and other law enforcement agencies, appropriate recognition is to be given to
those other agencies.

4.2.2.1.5. Releases Dealing with Noninvestigative Matters
On occasion, SACs issue news releases or make announcements dealing with
administrative matters such as transfers of the SAC or ASAC of the field office or
presentation of service awards to personnel of the field office. Requests for photographs
and biographical sketches of the personnel involved, and request to interview these
employees about their duties and experiences, should be carefully considered by the SAC
before approval is granted, giving consideration to the nature of their assignment and the
need to protect their identity. (See also MAOP, II, 83.4.)
4.2.2.1.6. Field Office Publicity of Appointment of New Special Agents

- Special Agent (SA) appointment letters (3-302) specifically request that the
appointment letter be considered strictly confidential by the appointee and given no
publicity.

. Since the new SA is to avoid publicity regarding his/her appointment, no promotional
publicity is to be afforded any new SA entering on duty by field offices.

0 The use of publicity regarding new SAs entering on duty as a recruitment technique is
recognized; however, it should only be used after the new SA has successfully
completed his/her training at the FBI Academy and only when the anticipated
investigative assignments of the new SA have been evaluated Assignments to
sensitive criminal and/or security investigations would automatically preclude any
type ofpublicity.

- If a decision is made to afford publicity to a particular SA, the field office should
consider corresponding with the Training and Development Division regarding
personal achievements of the SA during the training period.

4.2.2.2. Multi-Offlce News Release

Arrests or other important developments in wide-ranging investigations ofien require
close coordination and simultaneous releases to the press by two or more field offices.
The OPA should be consulted before any multioffice news release is made. Consideration
should be given to the question ofWhether a national news release is merited.
4.2.2.3. National News Release

As a general rule, national news releases announcing arrests or other investigative
developments are issued only in exceptional cases such as the following:

- Prominent persons; including well-known business and civic leaders, entertainers,
athletes, or officials of local, county, state, or federal government.
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0 Persons of national notoriety, such as members of the “Ten Most Wanted Fugitives.”
I Persons arrested for crimes that have attracted nationwide interest.
- Persons whose crimes have international ramifications, such as terrorists, individuals

engaged in espionage, or fugitives who have fled abroad.
On a continuing basis, the CPA should be kept advised by FBIHQ substantive divisions
and by field offices of the essential facts of all such cases enumerated above, including
anticipated developments therein.

National news releases are issued by OPA. Any field office or Headquarters division
wishing to issue a national news release must coordinate that release with OPA as
follows:

I Supervisors should notify OPA whenever it appears that a news release may be
necessary. This notification must be given at the earliest practicable time, Necessary
research, including detailed background data, should be furnished to OPA well
enough in advance that the news release may be prepared and any resultant inquiries
may be properly handled. Supervisors should also consider making themselves or
other issue experts available to provide further information

0 Copies are made available to interested field offices via e-mail, the OPA Intranet web
site, or the FBI Internet web site (FBI.gov), so that those offices can make them
available to local news media within minutes of their release to the national news
media.

Neither SACs nor media representatives should expand upon the contents ofnational
news releases without the approval of both the substantive FBIHQ division involved and
the CPA.
4.2.2.4. Field Office Filing of News Releases
0 Each field office should maintain a control file containing all news releases issued by

the office since the last inspection.

0 On each occasion when a field office issues a news release, a copy of that release
should be placed in the case file. A record should be made in the case file indicating
the time and date the release was made. If the press release contains information
regarding an individual, a record should also be made of the identity of the person to
whom the release was made, the e-mail address to which the release was sent, or the
web site to which the release was published. Such a record may be accomplished by a
memorandum to the case file, or by making the appropriate notations on the file copy,
or by other appropriate means which are acceptable to the field office.

- Field offices should immediately provide the National Press Office, CPA, with a draft
copy of news releases that may generate national news interest.
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4.2.3. Inquiries from News Media
4.2.3.1. Routine Media Inquiries
Routine press inquiries received at the field office regarding either investigative or
administrative matters should be answered by the SAC, ASAC, or media representative
within the gridelinu set forth in this section.
In responding to such inquiries, SACs, ASACS, and media representatives should be
courteous, factual, and as helpful as possible. They should refrain, however, from
answering hypothetical questions or expressing personal opinions.
4.2.3.2. Media Inquiries Received in Emergency or Fast-Moving Situations
Frequently, press inquiries will be received by Special Agents at the scenes of arrests,
gun battles, or other fast-moving developments in investigations. Unless undercover
assignments or similar overriding circumstances dictate otherwise, Special Agents who
are approached by journalists at the scene of fast-moving developments in FBI cases may
make the following responses:

0 Identify themselves as “a Special Agent of the FBI”;
- Furnish the name of the field office to which they are assigned; and
I State the general nature of the investigative operation, such as, “We are here to serve

an arrest (or a search) warran .”
Requests for additional information should be answered by courteously referring the
journalist to the field office or to the temporary field office headquarters, if such a
temporary field office headquarters has been established in the area.
Only SACs, ASACs, or media representatives should participate in question-and—answer
interviews with representatives of any news medium at the scenes of fast-moving
developments in FBI cases. In emergency situations, however, Special Agents can relay
reporters’ questions to the SAC by telephone or radio, and the SAC’s responses thereto
can be furnished to the reporters in the SAC’s name by a Special Agent. In other than
such emergency situations, Special Agents should courteously refer journalists to the
SAC, ASAC, or media representative for answers to their questions.

Special Agents’ investigative responsibilities attendant to such fast-moving developments
must take precedence over questions or inquiries ofjoumalists.

4.2.3.3. News Media Inquiries - Kidnap-fur-Ransom Cases
In kidnap-for-ransom cases and related crimes involving a threat against human life,
neither the fact that the crime has occurred nor the fact that the FBI is investigating it,
should be disclosed or confirmed without the approval of the substantive investigative
division and the OPA.
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4.2.3.4. News Media Inquiries - Cases Involving Banking-Type Institutions
Due to the sensitivity ofmany banking-type institutions to publicity concerning the
amount ofmoney or property obtained in robberies, burglaries, and larcenies offinancial
institutions, such information should not be disclosed to news media without the
concurrence of the Criminal Investigative Division and the CPA.
4.2.3.5. News Media Inquiries — Shooting Incident

Names ofAgents involved in shooting incidents should neither be volunteered to news
media nor, except under the circumstances described in NHOG, Part II, 12—1 1.6, should
their identities be verified in response to inquiries by news media.

4.2.3.6. News Media Inquiries - Requests to Withhold Information
Under no circumstances should any employee of the FBI ask or suggest that a journalist
withhold information from the public without the concurrence of the substantive
investigative division and the GPA.
4.2.4. Media Relations During Crisis Situations

(See MAOP (Manual of Administrative Operations and Procedures) Part 1, 5-2.2.2)
4.2.4.1. Field Office Crisis Response Plans
Field office Crisis Response Plans should include an outline ofhow the office will deal
with the media during the course of a crisis. This outline will help prevent the SAC from
having his/her attention unnecessarily diverted to media issues during a crisis and ensure
that resources are available to refute inaccurate reports that could lead to widespread
panic and potential loss of life. Such plans should anticipate the following:
o Additional personnel may be needed to handle inquiries from the news media. If

necessary, assistance may be provided by the National Press Office or by personnel
from other field offices.

I Extensive coordination with other federal, state, and local agencies may be required.
- In the event of a major incident, personnel may be required to staff an inter—agency

Joint Information Center.
4.2.4.2. Field Office Continuity of Operations Plans (COOP)
Field Office Continuity of Operations Plans (COOP) should take into account media
relations issues.
4.2.4.3. Operations Consideration

In addition, plans for specific operations should take into account how the media will be
dealt with if they arrive on the scene in order to avoid disruption of the operation or
endangerment of any individuals involved.
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Issues to consider in operational and crisis planning include:
In the event of a terrorist incident, hostage-taking, explosion, or other crisis situation,
it may be necessary to coordinate the establishment of a "broadcast area" for the news
media near the scene of an incident, but apart fi'om a regular law enforcement
perimeter. The news media, including reporters and photographers, should be allowed
access to the best possible location no further from the scene than the general public
to report on a crisis as determined by the On-Seene Commander.

Where a large number reporters and crews at the scene may hinder operations, use of
a “pool” reporter should be encouraged to limit the number while allowing for media
coverage of the event.

A designated law enforcement official from the lead agency should be assigned as a
spokesperson to keep the news media briefed at the appropriate time.
In cases in which a search or arrest warrant is to be executed, no advance information
will be provided to the news media about actions to be taken by law enforcement
personnel, nor shall the representatives be solicited or invited to be present.
Media access to crime scenes will be coordinated by the lead law enforcement
agency. No access will be granted until it is determined by the On—Scene Commander
that the news media will not interfere with emergency and evidence response teams in
their efforts to carry out their responsibilities. Access must also be approved by the
appropriate prosecutive entity and approval obtained from the appropriate FBIHQ
division.

4.2.4.4. Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

In order to ensure the safety ofvictims, law enforcement personnel, and the news media,
SACs are encouraged to negotiate an MOU or similar agreement with members of the
local media addressing issues that may arise in the event of a hostage-taking, barricade,
and other crisis situation. Sample MOUs are available from the National Press Office,
OPA. Such agreements may address the following:

Agreement by the news media not to telephone or otherwise attempt to contact a
hostage-taker or hostage. (See National Association ofBroadcasters’ guidelines.)
Immediate notification of law enforcement by reporters of any calls from hostage-
takers or hostages.

No publication of such conversations without first coordinating with the media
representative to obtain the advice and approval of the On-Scene Commander and
hostage negotiators.
Limited use of live broadcasting with no close-ups of the locations of tactical
personnel during the course of the incident.
No identification by the news media of groups claiming responsibility for bombings.
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0 Educate reporters about the danger of speculation about a tactical situation by the
news media and encourage reporters to confine reports to facts released by law
enforcement authorities.

- Instruct media personnel to exercise judgment in the use ofnight vision equipment
during hours of darkness. Tactical personnel should also be prepared for instant bright
camera lights from the media at night.

0 News media organizations should not be provided with access to a crime scene during
a crisis situation. They should also be instructed not attempt to violate a law
enforcement perimeter to cover a story because it risks endangering their lives and the
lives of innocent victims and law enforcement personnel.

4.3. Fugitive Publicity

4.3.1. Coordination with FBIHQ

Field offices should coordinate all fugitive publicity with the appropriate operational
division and the Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit, GPA, and should not

' hesitate to consult the OPA regarding questions or problems that arise in any area of
news media relations.
4.3.2. Scope of News Releases Regarding Fugitives

News releases and other public disclosures designed to solicit public cooperation in the
apprehension ofFBI fugitives may contain more facts about the fugitive’s criminal
background than are permissible in news releases and announcements regarding arrests.
4.3.3. Avoidance of Prejudicial Statements
In publicity regarding FBI fugitives, extreme care should be taken to avoid statements
that brand a fugitive as grilty of a crime for which he/she has not been convicted. Arrest
numbers or other data that identify a photograph as having been made in connection with
a past arrest or imprisonment should not appear in photographs of fugitives that are
furnished to news media.
4.3.4. Radio and Television Broadcasts - Fugitive Matters
Radio and television broadcasts without advance FBIHQ approval may be made at the
discretion of the SAC in hot-pursuit filgitive cases. Care must be exercised in
broadcasting a license number believed used by a fugitive as it may be disposed of to an
innocent third person.
4.3.5. Instructions for Submitting Cases

Requests for publicity related to a fugitive should be submitted by an electronic
communication (EC) to the Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit, CPA, and to
the Violent Crimes/Fugitive Unit, Criminal Investigative Division (CID) or to any other
applicable unit of the CID or other operational division.
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Within the Details section of the EC, do the following:
Include a detailed synopsis of the case.
Provide descriptive information about the fugitive to include eye and hair color,

’ height, weight, date and place of birth, scars, tattoos or other marks, medical
problems, locations where the fugitive might travel, hobbies or habits, occupations,
and aliases.
Indicate if the fugitive should be considered armed and dangerous.
Include information on any rewards being offered by the FBI.
Within the Synopsis section of the Electronic communication, indicate the particular
“page” of the FBI.gov web site where information related to the fugitive should be
placed.

The “Ten Most Wanted Fugitives” web page is reserved for those criminals
considered to be the most dangerous and detrimental to society.

The “Most Wanted Terrorists” web page includes profiles of suspects sought in
connection with terrorist activities who may post a threat to U.S. citizens and interests
worldwide

The “Crime Alerts” web page profiles recent FBI cases to heighten nationwide
publicity.
The “Monthly Fugitives” web page profiles alleged crimes including murder, fraud,
and bank robbery.

The “Kidnappings and Missing Persons” web page profiles kidnappings and missing
persons cases other than suspected parental kidnappings.
The “Parental Kidnappings” web page includes publicity of cases to assist law
enforcement in bringing children home to their legal guardians.

The “Unknown Suspects” web page includes photographs or sketches of suspects
whose identities are unknown.

The “Seeking Information” web page includes information about unsolved cases.
Copies of any applicable state or federal warrants should be submitted with the request.
Indicate when, Where, and in which judicial districts the state and federal warrants were
issued. Sealed indictments and warrants should not be submitted.
Photographs of the best possible quality should be submitted electronically or on a disk
and should be in jpg format. If available, provide the date(s) when the photographs were
taken.

Submit video tapes and/or newspaper articles if available. These items are extremely
beneficial when referring cases to be considered for “America’s Most Wanted” and other
television programs.
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The request must contain a certification that “All other law enforcement authorities
involved with this investigation have been contacted and have no objections to the
requested national/intemational publicity.” This should include contact with FBI Legal
Attache office and foreign authorities, as appropriate.

Request for Identification Orders or Wanted Flyers should be directed to the Criminal
Investigative Division.

4.4. Investigations Involving Members of the Media
(See MIOG, Part 2, 7-3, 10-82; LHBSA, 3-13.)
4.4.1. Issuing a Subpoena

Before a subpoena may be issued to representatives of the news media in any criminal or
civil case or for the telephone toll records ofa representative of the news media,
Department ofJustice regulations require prior authority of the Attorney General. An
exception to this would be if a member of the news media with whom negotiations are
being conducted for material within his/her possession expressly agrees to provide the
material sought and if that material has already been published or broadcast, the United
States Attorney or the responsible Assistant Attorney General, after being personally
satisfied these conditions are met, may authorize issuance of a subpoena.
4.4.2. Seeking an Arrest Warrant

Prior Attorney General authority is also required before seeking an arrest warrant for,
securing indictments of, or questioning a member of the news media who is suspected of
an offense committed in the course of, or arising out of, the coverage or investigation of a
news story, or while engaged in the performance of his/her official duties as a-member of
the news media. In emergency circumstances, a news media representative may be
questioned or arrested without prior authority, but subsequent justification must be
fumished to the Attorney General and the Department’s Director ofPublic Information.
Requests for authority for subpoenas, indictments or arrest warrants should be submitted
to the Department by the United States Attorney. Requests for questioning and
subsequent justification for questioning without prior authorization or arrest without a
warrant will be handled by the Bureau, and sufficient facts should be promptly fiimished
to the CPA at FBIHQ.

4.5. Requests for Assistance with Television Productions, Motion Pictures, and
Books

4.5.1. Television Series, Movies, Documentaries, Movie Industry and Radio
Broadcast Requests for FBI Assistance and Cooperation

0 All requests for FBI assistance and cooperation should be sent in a timely manner to
the CPA, Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit (IPPAU) for consideration.
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Writers, producers, researchers, freelancers or representatives must submit their
requests in writing by mail or facsimile, and provide a detailed description of the
degree of assistance or cooperation needed.

Upon receipt, the IPPAU will prepare a communication to OPA, FBIHQ Division
and/or office of origin (00) for their recommendations as to appropriate action.

Movie industry representatives must submit a draft of the script to the IPPAU for
review. A letter of final intent on company letterhead from the production studio must
be received by the CPA for FBI cooperation to be extended.

4.5.2. Author’s Request for FBI Assistance

Unless sent directly to FBIHQ, all requests from authors for FBI assistance should
immediately be forwarded to the CPA, IPPAU for consideration.

Authors are required to submit their request in writing, either by mail or facsimile,
and provide a detailed description of both their previous work and what kind of
assistance they are requesting.

Authors are bound by the same Department of Justice guidelines governing media
policy. Upon receipt) IPPAU will forward a communication to the appropriate
division and/or office of origin for review and recommendation for cooperation and
assistance.

4.5.3. Requests to Sign Release Forms or Waivers

FBI personnel who participate with television and film projects are occasionally asked by
producers to sign a release or waiver form. Such forms generally authorize the production
company to record or photograph the individual and authorize the use of an individual’s
name, as part of the project.
4.5.3.1. When Not To Sign Release Waivers
FBI personnel are not required to comply with production-company requests to sign
releases and should not sign them with inappropriate provisions, which include the
following:

Unlimited future-use authorizations or the relinquishment of all rights of inspection or
approval of appearance and uses, thus presenting the possibility that FBI personnel or
the FBI name could be inappropriately use, e.g., in commercial endorsements,
unsavory contexts, etc.
Obligations for the signer to disclose all he/she knows about a particular matter as an
FBI employee is not authorized to make such a commitment regarding FBI matters,
e.g., the Privacy Act prohibits certain disclosures.
Provisions for compensating FBI personnel for their contributions, as such provisions
could conflict with statutory or regulatory limitations on outside employment or
acceptance of outside compensation for performing official duties.
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0 Provisions purporting to authorize commercial endorsements inappropriate for federal
employees, or use of the production in some other inappropriate context.

4.5.3.2. When To Sign Release Waivers
Employees may sign, but are under no compulsion to sign, forms that include privacy
releases and depiction authorizations and acknowledgments of the anticipated uses of the
work.
Employees should use their own judgment whether to sign non problematic releases. It is
an employee’s responsibility to ensure that lie/she fully understands the nature and scope
of the obligations and concessions involved. Where there is any question as to a
provision’s propriety, consult with the Office of the General Counsel before signing. Any
exceptions to this policy require the prior approval of the Office of the General Counsel.

4.6. Speeches
4.6.1. Speech Program - Field
The speech program is the personal responsibility of the SAC, and principal speech
commitments within a field office territory should be handled either by the SAC or
ASAC. When neither the SAC nor the ASAC are available, speech commitments may be
handled by an experienced and well—informed Agent, with the approval of the SAC or
ASAC. When making a speech, individuals should refrain from answering hypothetical
questions or questions that would require them to express personal opinions. Good
judgment should dictate when a manuscript should be submitted to FBIHQ for approval
in advance of a speaking engagement, particularly in regard to radio and television
appearances.
SACs should obtain FBIHQ authority prior to making public appearances wherein
Foreign Counterintelligence (FCI) Programs are to be discussed. This policy is necessary
because of the classified nature of our FCI Programs and their impact on the foreign
policy of the United States. This does not preclude SAC appearances before military
groups, defense contractors, and forums in which the audience holds proper security
clearances. There is no objection to explaining our FCI responsibilities in general terms
in response to inquiries from the press and/or the general public.
4.6.1.1. Accounting and Recording of Field Office Speeches

Each office will maintain a speech control file that includes records ofboth acceptances
and declinations ofspeech invitations. These records are not authorized for destruction by
the National Archives and Records Administration. Records may not be destroyed until
approval is received. This file serves as a helpful reference for determining whether to
accept or decline incoming invitations and may be used to respond to requests for data
from CPA or the Inspection Division.
It is not necessary to advise FBIHQ of each speaking engagement,
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4.6.2. FBIHQ Supervision

4.6.2.1. Coordination and Correspondence of Speech Matters
All correspondence relating to speeches and public appearances by the Director will be
handled by OPA.
4.6.2.2. Review of Manuscripts for Speaking Engagements
In connection with major speeches, when good judgment dictates, Bureau officials and
supervisors may submit manuscripts or detailed outlines to the Executive Writing Unit,
OPA, in sufficient time to permit appropriate review prior to speaking engagements.

4.7. Review of Newspapers in Field Offices

4.7.1. When To Clip Newspaper Items
Major newspapers published within a field office territory should be regularly reviewed,
and newspaper items may be clipped at the discretion of the SAC in the following
instances: (Previously MAOP, Part 2, 5-5.1.)

- Matters appearing in the press about the FBI.

I Stories or articles dealing with investigative matters within the FBI’s jurisdiction, so
long as those stories are both RELEVANT and NECESSARY to the discharge of the
Bureau’s responsibilities.

- Stories or articles deemed by the SAC to be of interest to the FBI, so long as the
subject matter meets the tests of relevancy and necessity required by the Privacy Act
of 1974.

4.7.2. How To Retain Newspaper Items

Newspaper items retained in field offices should be kept in a Public Affairs Matters file,
classification 80.
4.7.3. Guidelines for Forwarding Newspaper Clippings to FBIHQ
Newspaper clippings as characterized above should be submitted to FBIHQ when, in the
judgment of the SAC, the content of the news item would be of interest to FBIHQ.
It is not necessary to submit to FBIHQ items ofnational importance bearing a national
wire service dateline when it is apparent that the item will receive NATIONAL
COVERAGE.

4.8. FBI Publications

4.8.1. FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin

4.8.1.1. Nature and Contents of FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin

The monthly FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin is issued for the benefit of law enforcement
agencies and consists of the following:
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- Illustrated articles and features designed to inform law enforcement officers of new
programs and techniques to enhance their professional capabilities

- Items alerting law enforcement officers to dangerous weapons or techniques utilized
by the criminal element

4.8.1.2. Distribution
- Presently, copies of the magazine are sent free of charge to FBI National Academy

graduates; heads of law enforcement agencies; directors ofpolice training academies;
chiefprosecutors; heads ofuniversity criminal justice departments; and university and
college libraries and Federal Depository libraries. All Agents should have ready
access to the current issue.

0 The “FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin” is also available through a paid subscription
program for those not meeting eligibility criteria as stated in 2.1. The subscription is
available from: Superintendent ofDocuments, Government Printing Office, Post
Office Box 371954, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15250-7954. As of 7/21/04, the price is
$36.00 per year in the United States and $45.00 for foreign orders. Telephone orders
and inquiries will be welcomed on (202) 512-1800. Fax orders or inquiries are
welcomed on (202) 512-2250.

. The magazine is available for viewing or downloading on a number of computer
services, as well as the FBI’s home page at http://www.ibigov.

4.8.1.3. Filing
(See MAOP, Part 2, 2-4.5.23.)
Official filing is not required. Retention, for reference purposes only, should be at the
discretion of the field office training coordinator.
4.8.2. The Investigator
4.8.2.1. Nature and Contents of The Investigator
The Investigator consists of items designed to enhance the employee’s awareness of the
organization and its mission, including the following:
o Illustrated feature articles describing interesting or unusual activities and

accomplishments ofFBI offices or employees
c Recognition of distinguished service
- Retirements

I Other articles and items of interest to FBI employees

4.8.2.2. Distribution

This publication is issued six times per year and is the official publication ofFBI
employees. The distribution is also limited to FBI employees.
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4.8.2.3. Submissions

All material for the publication should be transmitted to FBIHQ, Room 7230, Attention:
Assistant Editor, “The Investigator,” Office ofPublic Affairs.

4.9. InternefllntranetPublishing

4.9.1. FBI’s Internet

4.9.1.1. World Wide Web Presence
The FBI has established a presence on the World Wide Web at www.fbi.gov. This site is
commonly referred to as the “FBI Home Page.” The FBI uses the Home Page to
communicate a positive and accurate image of the FBI and to inform the public on
matters, concerns, and investigations of interest to the Bureau. With this presence, the
FBI is able to request the public’s help in providing information on investigative matters
by seeking information on terrorist and criminal matters and locating fugitives.
4.9.1.2. FBI Home Page Responsibilities

4.9.1.2.1. Content and Editorial Support
The OPA, Online/Print Media Unit (OPMU) ascertains whether material published on the
FBI’s Home Page is acceptable with regard to legality, accuracy, and suitability of the
information, as well as overall design considerations. The OPA OPMU also ensures
consistency with current FBI and DOJ policy and guidelines.
4.9.1.2.2. Technical Support
The Information Technology Operations Division Internet, Intranet, Service Center Unit
(IISCU) provides technical support for the FBI Home Page, which includes server
administration and management, technical standards for web publication, and uploading
the “web-ready” files to the server.
4.9.1.3. Placement of Text or Graphics on the Internet (Not Exclusive to the FBI

Home Page)
Placement of text or graphics on the Internet, which includes all of the following: the FBI
Home Page, the World Wide Web, or other Internet mediums, is considered national and
international in scope. As such, present FBI and DOJ media guidelines apply to
placement of official FBI statements and information on the Internet. All information to
be placed on the Internet must be coordinated through OPA.

In general, per the news media guidelines, FBIHQ provides public information regarding
national and international matters; field offices provide public information of a local
nature. Field offices are authorized by the Director to make more wide-ranging
statements on a case-by~case basis.

Prior to placement on the Internet, information must be reviewed and approved by the
OPMU, OPA, with concurrence of other appropriate FBIHQ divisions, as needed. This is
to ensure consistency with current FBI and DO] policy and guidelines.
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FBI field offices may request to have their own field office web site accessible through
the FBI Home Page. Field offices will be responsible for submitting their respective field
office web site information and ensuring that information is updated as needed via the
OPMU, OPA. OPMU will be responsible for coordinating the placement and removal of
information on the FBI Home Page. The sole purpose of this process is to ensure
consistency on national issues and compliance with FBI and DOJ policy and guidelines.
Material submitted to the OPMU for placement on a field office’s web site should be
local in nature, meaning specific to field office activities, and avoid repetition of other
information included on the FBI Home Page, such as the history of the FBI. In the event
that a local matter would be associated with a national issue within the FBI, hyperlinks
between the various pages on the FBI Home Page will be established. Field offices may
e—mail their materials to OPMU. ’
Information placed on the Internet about FBI fugitives, unknown subjects, missing
persons, and kidnapped persons is coordinated by the Investigative Publicity and Public
Affairs Unit (IPPAU), OPA.
I Field offices must submit the Form FD-61 (with the exception of questions 6 and 8c),

photographs, and other necessary information to this unit. IPPAU will prepare the
information, to include HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) format and graphics,
for posting to the FBI Home Page in the Most Wanted section of the page and on the
field office web sites.

0 Hyperlinks will be established to the individual field office web sites from the Most
Wanted section. This ensures that should the public go directly to a field office site
first, they will be able to view the fugitives, unknown subjects, etc., wanted out of
that office’s area. If they visit the Most Wanted section first, located on the FBI
Home Page, they will be able to view all the currently publicized individuals being
sought by the FBI.

Materials for publication on the FBI Home Page ideally should be submitted to OPMU in
a “web-ready” format on disk or by e—mail, though e-mail and other word processing
documents will be accepted for updates to field office sites. The term “web-ready” means
the files must be in HTML. Technical standards with regard to HTML and graphic file
specifications have been updated, and details will be set out in a future EC in file 242-
HP-Cl 144322. It is the intent that FBI information be placed only on the FBI Home
Page, using the process described above. Any exception to this policy requires OPA
approval.
In the event of an emerging crisis which necessitates placing information on the FBI
Home Page immediately, telephonic requests and approvals may be made to OPA.
4.9.2. FBI’s Intranet

4.9.2.1. Content

The Office of Public Affairs maintains the content of the OPA Intranet site as well as the
content of the center column “Breaking News” section on the FBI Intranet main page.
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OPA uses these vehicles to keep Bureau employees informed of late-breaking news
concerning the FBI and related national security/criminal justice issues; the Bureau’s
investigative priorities and accomplishments; and important Bureau programs, initiatives,
and policies. The OPA Intranet site also houses many documents that reflect the Bureau’s
public stances (speeches by the Director and occasionally other HQ executives, press
releases, congressional testimony, fact cards, reports, etc.), which can be used to assist
Bureau employees give speeches and make other kinds ofpublic presentations,
4.9.2.2. ContentSubmission
Offices are encouraged to submit brief articles, photos, press releases (including US.
Attorney press releases on Bureau cases), or background materials that can be turned into
articles by OPA staff on any or all of the above topics. Written submissions must, for the
most part, be made electronically, but can be in virtually any format (e.g., WordPerfect,
Word, PDF, HTML). For photos, jpg, tif, or gif formats are preferred. Items for the
“Breaking News” section of the FBI Intranet can be e-mailed to FBI-Intranet News, while
items for the OPA Intranet can be e-mailed to OPA Web.

4.9.2.3. Final Approval

OPA’s Employee Communications Unit reserves the right to select, edit, or place Intranet
submissions based on relevance to priority investigative areas, appropriateness, the
current news cycle, style, and available space.

4.10. Community Outreach

4.10.1. Community Outreach Liaison Coordinator
Each field office should have at least one individual dedicated full or part-time to
community outreach activities that support the FBI’s national priorities. This coordinator
may be a Special Agent or a Community Outreach Specialist. In smaller offices, this duty
may be assumed by the media representative. The coordinator will facilitate established
community outreach programs, such as the Citizens Academy, and also seek out new
ways to interact with community leaders, local civic organizations, nonprofit, religious
establishments or entities ofworship, and businesses regarding policies and practices of
the FBI.
4.10.2. Citizens Academy

Citizens Academies foster stronger relationships and improve understanding between
field offices and their communities by providing business, civic, religious and other
community leaders with an inside look at the FBI and other federal law enforcement.
4.10.2.1. Classes
Each field office should host at least one class per year, and each class should consist of
approximately 20 participants who have been nominated by an FBI employee or a
previous Citizens Academy graduate. To qualify for participation, individuals must meet
the following criteria:
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0 Be a business, civic, religious, or community leader
I Be at least 21 years ofage
- Have no prior felony convictions
- Live or work within the jurisdiction of the field office

0 Undergo and pass a background investigation and obtain an interim security clearance
4.10.2.2. Curriculum

A Citizens Academy curriculum is available from the Community Relations Unit, OPA,
but field offices are encouraged to tailor their programs to highlight issues specific to
their office. All information provided during classes must be “unclassified.” The standard
curriculum includes the following:

I The FBI’s jurisdiction and congressional oversight

- The structure and operation of an FBI field office and resident agency
- Services the FBI provides to local and state law enforcement agencies
- Practical problems involving the collection and preservation ofphysical evidence
0 Discussions on ethics, discipline policies, communications, drug enforcement, civil

rights, and future trends in law enforcement
0 Firearmstraining

4.10.3. InfraGard

InfraGard is a partnership between the FBI and the private sector designed to foster the
exchange of information between law enforcement and the owners and operators of our
nation’s critical infrastructure. Using a secure web site, InfraGard members receive
sensitive, but unclassified, information such as Alerts, Advisories and Information
Bulletins from the FBI and DHS. In turn, members provide information relevant to FBI
investigations. InfraGard chapters also meet regularly to discuss cyber crime, terrorism,
and criminal threats to critical infrastrucmres. The program provides a mechanism for the
FBI to alert companies to threats so they can better protect themselves, and ultimately
helps the FBI identify and counter those groups and individuals who threaten critical
infrastructures.

- Each field office should organize an InfraGard program, coordinating with the Private
Public Alliance Unit, Cyber Division.

b7E
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4.10.4. Minority Outreach

Each field office should seek to foster an open and honest dialog with local minority
communities. Minority outreach activities should clearly identify the FBI as the primary
federal agency that investigates “Hate Crimes” and work to promote a better general
understanding of the FBI by community members. Strong relationships with minority
communities will lead to improved recruitment and will increase cooperation within these
communities in the fight against terrorism and other criminal activity.
4.10.5. Junior Special Agents/Adopt—a—School Program

The Junior Special Agent Program> also known as Adopt-a-School, helps socio-
economically disadvantaged students to improve their school attendance, academic
achievement, and behavior by exposing them to FBI role models who emphasize an anti-
drug and anti-violence message FBI volunteers help students to understand, appreciate,
and develop a positive view of the FBI and law enforcement in general. The Program
consists of a variety of classroom and physical fitness activities, presentations by guest
speakers, field trips, and mentoring/tutoring programs for students needing additional
guidance in routine academic areas throughout the school year. This program serves FBI
interests because it has been shown to inspire some students to make good choices, which
have led them away from a life of crime. At the same time, this program has spread good
will and enhanced trustof the FBI, which has resulted in citizens providing information
concerning illegal activities

0 Each field office and Headquarters division should host as many students and schools
as practicable.

' I A model curriculum and other support related to this program are provided by the
Community Relations Unit of OPA.
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Appendix A: Summary of Legal Authorities

Coordination with United States Attorney. Ifyou plan to issue a news release, hold a
news conference or make contact with a member of the media relating to any case or
matter which may be prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney‘s office, or which may affect the
U.S. Attorney or his office, this activity must be approved by the U.S. Attorney.
Disclosure of Information. Do not disclose the existence of an ongoing investigation or
comment on its nature or progress, including such things as the issuance or serving of a
subpoena, prior to the public filing of'the document.
There is one important caveat: In matters that have already received substantial publicity,
or about which the community needs to be reassured that the appropriate law
enforcement agency is investigating the incident, or where release of information is
necessary to protect the public interest, safety, or welfare, cements about or
confirmation of an ongoing investigation may need to be made. In these unusual
circumstances, consult CPA and obtain approval from the U.S. Attorney or Department
Division handling the matter prior to disseminating any information to the media.
In communicating to the news media or to the public about an arrest or investigation, you
can disclose incontrovertible, factual information, such as: (l) the defendant‘s name, age,
residence, employment, marital status, and similar background information; (2) the
substance of the charge, limited to that contained in the complaint, indictment,
information, or other public documents; (3) the identity of the investigating and/or
arresting agency and the length or scope of any investigation; (4) the circumstances
immediately surrounding an arrest, including the time and place of arrest, resistance,
pursuit, possession and use ofweapons, and a description ofphysical items seized at the
time of arrest.
In communicating to the news media or to the public about an arrest or investigation, do
not make subjective observations. Do not disclose information relating to
the circumstances of an arrest or investigation that would be highly prejudicial, such as:
(1) information conceming a defendant's prior criminal record; (2) observations about a
defendant's character; (3) statements, admissions, confessions, or alibis attributable to a
defendant, or the refusal or failure of the accused to make a statement; (4) reference to
investigative procedures such as fingerprints, polygraph examinations, ballistic tests, or
laboratory tests, or to the refusal by the defendant to submit to such tests or examinations;
(S) statements concerning the identity, testimony, or credibility ofprospective witnesses;
(6) statements concerning evidence or argument in the case, whether or not it is
anticipated that such evidence or argument will be used at trial; or (7) any opinion as to
the accused‘s guilt, or the possibility of a plea ofguilty to the offense charged, or the
possibility of a plea to a lesser offense.
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Specific laws and regulations relevant to the overall handbook topic:
0 Title 28, § 50.2 Code ofFederal Regulations (See Appendix B: Legal Authorities)
Instructions issued by the Department ofJustice (DOJ) concerning the release of
information by employees relating to criminal and civil proceedings. The FBl’s press
policy is in strict conformance with these instructions.
0 United States Attorneys’ Manual section on Media Relations

In addition to the statutory guidelines contained in Title 28, Section 50.2, of the Code of
Federal regulations, a new section 1-7 covering media relations was added to the United
States Attomeys’ Manual in 2003. It can be found in Appendix B: Legal Authorities.
0 Title 18, USC, Section 5038(c), the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act
Title 18, USC, Section 5038(e), the Federal Juvenile Delinquency Act, as amended, ‘
provides in part: “Unless ajuvenile who is taken into custody is prosecuted as an adult
neither the name not picture of any juvenile shall be made public in connection with a
juvenile delinquency proceeding.” The Department has advised that a news release
concerning the arrest of a juvenile would not violate any restrictions of the Act if it were
carefully worded to contain no identifying information.
0 Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)
The FBI's press policy is in strict conformance with the Privacy Act of 1974. The Privacy
Act prohibits the FBI from disclosing personally-identifiable information about an
individual without his or her written consent unless certain conditions are met. One
exception to this prohibition allows the FBI to disclose information "to the news media or
members of the general public in furtherance of a legitimate law enforcement or public
safety function as determined by the FBI, e.g., to assist in locating fugitives; to provide
notifications of arrests; to provide alerts, assessments, or similar information on potential
threats to life, health, or property; or to keep the public appropriately informed of other
law enforcement or FBI matters or other matters of legitimate public interest where
disclosure could not reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of
personal privacy."

The Privacy Act also requires agencies to maintain an accurate accounting of the date,
nature, and purpose of each disclosure and the name and address of the person and'
agency to whom the disclosure was made, and to retain this accounting for five years or
the life of the record, whichever is longer. All disclosures ofpersonally-identifiable
information must be so documented.
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Appendix B: Legal Authorities

Title 28, § 50.2 Code of Federal Regulations

1.
1.1.

1.2.

1.3.

1.4.

2.2.

General

The availability to news media of information in criminal and civil cases is a matter
which has become increasingly a subject of concern in the administration ofjustice.
The purpose of this statement is to formulate specific guidelines for the release of
such information by personnel of the Depamnent of Justice.
While the release of information for the purpose of influencing a trial is, of course,
always improper, there are valid reasons for making available to the public
information about the administration of the law. The task of striking a balance
between the protection of individuals accused of crime or involved in civil
proceedings with the Government and public understandings of the problems of
controlling crime and administering government depends largely on the exercise of
sound judgment by those responsible for administering the law and by
representatives of the press and other media.
Inasmuch as the Department ofJustice has generally fulfilled its responsibilities with
awareness and understanding of the competing needs in this area, this statement, to a
considerable extent, reflects and formalizes the standards to which representatives of
the Department have adhered in the past. Nonetheless, it will be helpful in ensuring
uniformity ofpractice to set forth the following guidelines for all personnel of the
Department ofjustice.
Because of the difficulty and importance of questions they raise, it is felt that some
portions of the matters covered by this statement, such as the authorization to make
available Federal conviction records and a description of items seized at the time of
arrest, should be the subject of continuing review and consideration by the
Department on the basis of experience and suggestions from those within and outside
the Department.
Guidelines to Criminal Actions

. These guidelines shall apply to the release of information to news media from the
time a person is the subject of a criminal investigation until any proceeding resulting
from such an investigation has been terminated by trial or otherwise,
At no time shall personnel of the Department of Justice furnish any statement or
information for the purpose of influencing the outcome of a defendant’s trial, nor
shall personnel of the Department furnish any statement or information, which could
reasonably be expected to be disseminated by means of public communication, if
such a statement or information may reasonably be expected to influence the
outcome of a pending or future trial.
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23. Personnel of the Department of Justice, subject to specific limitations imposed by
law or court rule or order, may make public the following information:

The defendant’s name, age, residence, employment, marital status, and similar
background information.

I The substance of text of the charge, such as a complaint, indictment, or information.

o The identity of the investigating and/or arresting agency and the length or scope of
any investigation.

0 The circumstances immediately surrounding an arrest, including the time and place of
arrest, resistance, pursuit, possession and use of weapons, and a description of
physical items seized at the time of arrest.
Disclosures should include only incontrovertible, factual matters, and should not
include subjective observations. In addition, where background information or
information relating to the circumstances of an arrest or investigation would be highly
prejudicial or where the release thereofwould serve no law enforcement function,
such information should not be made public.

2.4. Personnel of the Department shall not disseminate any information concerning a
defendant’s prior criminal record.

2.5. Because of the particular danger ofprejudice resulting from statements in the period
approaching and during trial, they ought strenuously to be avoided during that
period. Any such statement or release shall be made only on the infiequent occasion
when circiunstances absolutely demand a disclosure of information and shall include
only information which is clearly not prejudicial.

2.6. The release of certain types of information generally tends to create dangers of
prejudice without serving a significant law enforcement function. Therefore,
personnel of the Department should refrain from making available the following:

Observations about a defendant’s character.

Statements, admissions, confessions, or alibis attributable to a defendant, or the
refusal or failure of the accused to make a statement.
Reference to investigative procedures such as fingerprints, polygraph examinations,
ballistic tests, or laboratory tests, or to the refusal by the defendant to submit to such
tests or examinations.

I Statements concerning the identity, testimony, or credibility of prospective witnesses.
- Statements concerning evidence or argument in the case, whether or not it is

anticipated that such evidence or argument will be used at trial.
0 Any opinion as to the accused’s guilt, or the possibility of a plea of guilty to the

offense charged, or the possibility of a plea to a lesser offense.
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2.7. Personnel of the Department of Justice should take no action to encourage or assist
news media in photographing or televising a defendant or accused person being held
or transported in Federal custody. Departmental representatives should not make
available photographs of a defendant unless a law enforcement function is served
thereby.

2.8. This statement ofpolicy is not intended to restrict the release of information
concerning a defendant who is a fugitive fromjustice.

2.9. Because the purpose of this statement is to set forth generally applicable guidelines,
there will, of course, be situations in which it will limit the release of information
which would not be prejudicial under the particular circumstances. If a representative
of the Department believes that in the interest of the fair administration ofjustice and
the law enforcement process information beyond these guidelines should be released,
in a particular case, he shall request the permission of the Attorney General or the
Deputy Attorney General to do so.

3. Guidelines to Civil Actions
Personnel of the Department of Justice associated with a civil action shall not during its
investigation or litigation make or participate in making an extrajudicial statement, other
than a quotation from or reference to public records, which a reasonable person would
expect to be disseminated by means of public communication if there is a reasonable
likelihood that such dissemination will interfere with a fair trial and which relates to:
0 Evidence regarding the occurrence or transaction involved.

a The character, credibility, or criminal records of a party, witness, or prospective
witness.

- The performance or results of any examinations or tests or the refusal or failure of a
party to submit to such.

I An opinion as to the merits of the claims or defenses of a party, except as required by
law or administrative rule.

a Any other matter reasonably likely to interfere with a fair trial of the action.
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United States Attorneys’ Manual

1—7 Guidance For Press Conferences and Other Media Contacts
Purpose
Interests Must Be Balanced
Need for Confidentiality
Need for Free Press and Public Trial
General Responsibility
Designation of Media Representative
Department of Justice Components
United States Attorneys
Procedures to Coordinate with OPA
Coordination With United States Attorneys -- Issuance ofPress Releases
Guidance for Press Conferences and Other Media Contacts
Release of Information in Criminal and Civil Matters —— Non-Disclosure
Release of Information in Criminal and Civil Matters -- Disclosable
Information
Disclosure of Information Concerning Ongoing Investigations
Comments on Requests for Investigations
Disclosure of Information Concerning Person's Prior Criminal Record
Concerns of Prejudice
Assisting the News Media
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

1~7.001 Purpose

The purpose of this policy statement is to establish specific guidelines consistent with
the provisions of 28 CFR 50.2 governing the release of information relating to
criminal and civil cases and matters by all components (FBI, DEA, INS, BOP,
USMS, USAO, and DO] divisions) and personnel of the Department of Justice. These
guidelines are: 1) fully consistent with the underlying standards set forth in this
statement and with 28 CFR 50.2; 2) in addition to any other general requirements
relating to this issue; 3) intended for internal guidance only; and 4) do not create any
rights enforceable in law or otherwise in any party.

1-7.110 Interests Must Be Balanced

These guidelines recognize three principal interests that must be balanced: the right of
the public to know; an individual's right to a fair trial; and, the government's ability to
effectively enforce the administration ofjustice.

1-7.lll Need for Confidentiality

Carefiil weight must be given in each case to protecting the rights ofvictims and
litigants as well as the protection of the life and safety ofother parties and witnesses.
To this end, the Courts and Congress have recognized the need for limited
confidentiality in:
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I On—going operations and investigations

0 Grand jury and tax matters

0 Certain investigative techniques
0 Other matters protected by the law

1-7.112 Need for Free Press and Public Trial

Likewise, careful weight must be given in each case to the constitutional
requirements of a free press and public trials as well as the right of the people in a
constitutional democracy to have access to information about the conduct of law
enforcement officers, prosecutors and courts, consistent with the individual rights of
the accused, Further, recognition should be given to the needs of public safety, the
apprehension of fugitives, and the rights of the public to be informed on matters that
can affect enactment or enforcement ofpublic laws or the development or change of
public policy.
These principles must be evaluated in each case and must involve a fair degree of
discretion and the exercise of sound judgment, as every possibility cannot be
predicted and covered by written policy statement.

1-7.210 General Responsibility
Final responsibility for all matters involving the news media and the Department of
Justice is vested in the Director of the GPA. The Attorney General is to be kept fully
informed of appropriate matters at all times.
Responsibility for all matters involving the local media is vested in the United States
Attomey.

1-7.220 Designation of Media Representative
Each United States Attorney's Office and each field office of the various components
of the Department shall designate one or more persons to act as a point of contact on
matters pertaining to the media.

In United States Attomeys‘ offices or field offices where available personnel
resources do not permit the assignment of a full time point of contact for the media,
these responsibilities should be assigned to a clearly identified individual. (This, of
course, could be the United States Attorney or field office head.)

1-7.310 Department of Justice Components

The public affairs officers at the headquarters level of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Drug Enforcement Administration, Immigration and Naturalization
Service, Bureau ofPrisons, United States Marshals Service, Office of Justice
Programs, and Community Relations Service are responsible for coordinating their
news media effort with the Director of OPA,
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1-7.320 United States Attorneys

Recognizing that each of the 93 United States Attorneys will exercise independent
discretion as to matters affecting their own districts, the United States Attorneys are
responsible for coordinating their news media efforts with the Director of OPA in
cases that transcend their immediate district or are of national importance.

1-7.330 Procedures to Coordinate with OPA

In order to promote coordination with the OPA, all components ofthe Department
shall take all reasonable steps to insure compliance with the following:
A. International/National/Major Regional News As far in advance as possible,

OPA should be informed about any issue that might attract international, national,
or major regional media interest. However, the OPA should be alerted not to
comment or disseminate any information to the media concerning such issues
without first consulting with the United States Attorney.

B. News Conferences. Prior coordination with OPA is required of news conferences
of national significance.

Ci Requests from National Media Representatives (TV, Radio, Wire Service,
Magazines, Newspapers) OPA should be informed immediately of all requests
from national media organizations, including the television and radio programs
(such as the nightly news, Good Morning America, Meet the Press and Sixty
Minutes), national wire services, national news magazines and papers (such as the
New York Times, USA. Today, and the Wall Street Journal) regarding in—depth
stories and matters affecting the Department of Justice, or matters of national
significance.

D. Media Coverage Affecting DOJ When available, press clippings and
radio/television tapes involving matters of significance should be forwarded to
OPA,

E. Comments on Specific Issues (i.e., New Policies, Legislative Proposals,
Budget) OPC should be consulted for guidance prior to commenting on new
policies and initiatives, legislative proposals or budgetary issues of the
Department. This should not be interpreted to preclude recitation of existing well-
established Departmental policies or approved budgets.

1-7.400 Coordination With United States Attorneys —- Issuance of Press Releases By
OPA or Headquarters

In instances where OPA or the headquarters of any division, component or agency of
the Department issues a news release or conducts a news conference which may
affect an office or the United States Attorney, such division, component, or agency
will coordinate that effort with the appropriate United States Attorney,
Issuance ofPress Release by Field Officers of Any Division. In instances where local
field officers of any division or component plans to issue a news release, schedule a
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news conference or make contact with a member of the media relating to any case or
matter which may be prosecuted by the United States Attorney's office, such release,
scheduling of a news conference or other media contact shall be approved by the
United States Attorney. See the DOJ Organizations and Functions Manual at 28 for a
discussion ofpress releases in cases involving the Internal Revenue Service.

1-7.401 Guidance for Press Conferences and Other Media Contacts

The following guidance should be followed when Department ofJustice components .
or investigative agencies consider conducting a press conference or other media
contact:

A. The use of a press release which conforms to the approval requirements of USAM
1-7.400 is the usual method to release public information to the media by
Department ofJustice components and investigative agencies. Press conferences
should be held only for the most significant and newsworthy actions, or if a
particularly important deterrent or law enforcement purpose would be served.
Prudence and caution should be exercised in the conduct of any press conference
or other media contact.

. Press conferences about pending cases or investigations that may result in an
indictment by all Department of Justice components and investigative agencies
must be approved by the appropriate Assistant Attorney General or by the United
States Attorney responsible for the case. In joint or multi—district cases the
approving official should consult with other districts or divisions affected. If it is a
national case, press conferences must be approved by the Director, Office of
Public Affairs. See USAM l-7.320 to 14.330.

. There are exceptional circumstances when it may be appropriate to have press
conferences or other media outreach about ongoing matters before indictment or
other formal charge. These include cases where: l) the heinous or extraordinary
nature of the crime requires public reassurance that the matter is being promptly
and properly handled by the appropriate authority; 2) the community needs to be
told of an imminent threat to public safety; or 3) a request for public assistance or
information is vital. See USAM 1-7.530 to 1-7.550 and 28 C.F.K 50.2.

. There are also circumstances involving substantial public interest when it may be
appropriate to have media contact about matters after indictment or other formal
charge but before conviction. In such cases, any communications with press or
media representatives should be limited to the information contained in an
indictment or other charging instrument, other public pleadings or proceedings,
and any other related non-criminal information, within the limits ofUSAM 1-
7.520, 539, 5_5_0,fl and 28 C.F.R. 50.2.
Any public communication by any Department component or investigative
agency or their employees about pending matters or investigations that may result
in a case, or about pending cases or final dispositions, must be approved by the
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appropriate Assistant Attorney General, the United States Attorney, or other
designate responsible for the case. In joint or multi-district cases, the approving
official should consult with other districts or divisions affected. If it is a national
case, press conferences must be approved by the Director, Office of Public
Affairs.

. The use of displays or handouts in either press conferences or other media
outreach when it involves a pending case or an investigation that may lead to an
indictment requires separate and specific approval by the officials authorizing
approval as set forth in section B.

. All Department personnel must avoid any public oral or written statements or
presentations that may violate any Department guideline or regulation, or any
legal requirement or prohibitions, including case law and local court rules.

. Particular care must be taken to avoid any statement or presentation that would
prejudice the fairness of any subsequent legal proceeding. See also 28 CPR.
16.26(b). In cases where information is based directly or indirectly on tax records,
care should be taken to comply with any applicable disclosure provisions in the
Tax Reform Act, section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. The fact of
conviction, sentences and giilty pleas may be reported in a press release based on
information uttered in court as opposed to waiting for the publicly filed
documents relating to the fact of conviction, plea or sentence. Ifyou have any
questions please contact the Tax Division, Special rules apply and should be
closely followed to ensure that the identity of minors directly or indirectly is not
revealed in juvenile proceedings.
For press releases or other public cement concerning the filing of a request for
commutation of a federal death sentence or whether such a sentence should be
commuted, special rules apply. In clemency matters, the Department acts both as
prosecutor and as advisor to the President on the issue of clemency. In order to
ensure clarity about the role in which the Department is making a public comment
and to ensure that there is no potential for infringement upon the President's
prerogative in exercising his clemency powers or conflict in the Department's role
in such matters, press releases or other comment to the press concerning the issue
ofclemency should be transmitted through the Office ofPublic Affairs to the
Deputy Attorney General for final approval.
Prior to conducting a press conference or making comments on a pending
investigation regarding another DOJ component, the US. Attorney shall
coordinate any comments, including any written statements, with the affected
component.

. The Office of Inspector General is exempt from any approval requirement for
media contacts. However, the Office of Inspector General should inform the
Office of Public Affairs on public or other media issues.
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1-7.500 Release of Information in Criminal and Civil Matters —- Non-Disclosure
At no time shall any component or personnel of the Department ofJustice fiirnish any
statement or information that he or she knows or reasonably should know will have a
substantial likelihood ofmaterially prejudicing an adjudicative proceeding.

1—7.520 Release of Information in Criminal and Civil Matters -- Disclosable
Information

Department personnel, subject to specific limitations imposed by law or court rule or
order and consistent with the provisions of these guidelines, may make public the
following information in any criminal case in which charges have been brought:
A.

B.

The defendant‘s name, age, residence, employment, marital status, and similar
background information;

The substance of the charge, limited to that contained in the complaint,
indictment, information, or other public documents;

The identity of the investigating and/or arresting agency and the length and scope
of an investigation;

. The circumstances immediately surrounding an arrest, including the time and
place ofarrest, resistance, pursuit, possession and use ofweapons, and a
description ofphysical items seized at the time of arrest Any such disclosures
shall not include subjective observations; and
In the interest of furthering law enforcement goals, the public policy significance
ofa case may be discussed by the appropriate United States Attorney or Assistant
Attorney General.

In civil cases, Department personnel may release similar identification material
regarding defendants, the concerned government. agency or program, a short
statement of the claim, and the government's interest.

1-7.530 Disclosure of Information Concerning Ongoing Investigations

A. Except as provided inn subparagraph B of this section, components and
personnel of the Department of Justice shall not respond to questions about the
existence of an ongoing investigation or comment on its nature or progress,
including such things as the issuance or serving of a subpoena, prior to the public
filing of the document.
In matters that have already received substantial publicity, or about which the
community needs to be reassured that the appropriate law enforcement agency is
investigating the incident, or where release of information is necessary to protect
the public interest, safety, or welfare, comments about or continuation of an
ongoing investigation may need to be made. In these unusual circumstances, the
involved investigative agency will consult and obtain approval from the United
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States Attorney or Department Division handling the matter prior to disseminating
any information to the media.

1-7.531 Comments on Requests for Investigations
Individuals, groups, or organizations often send letters to the Department ofJustice or
a Department component requesting that a person or entity be investigated for
violations of law. Sometimes, the requestor then conducts a press conference or
releases a statement leaving an implication that an investigation will result. This can
cause media inquiries.
Receipt of a request to open an investigation may be publicly acknowledged. Care
should be taken to avoid any implication that the referral will necessarily lead to an
investigation. It should be pointed out that there is a distinction between "reviewing a
request for an investigation" and "opening an investigation."
Any acknowledgment should state that such requests are referred to the proper
investigative agency for review but that no decision has been made whether to
proceed on the specific request received. Finally, it should be noted that all
substantiated allegations are reviewed in light of The Principles ofFederal
Prosecution (see USAM 9-27.000 t, and the Department does not ordinarily confirm
or deny the existence or status of an investigation.
The same considerations apply if there is an investigation already underway when
such a request is received. If the existence of an investigation is not public the same
procedure should be followed as outlined above.

1-7.540 Disclosure of Information Concerning Person's Prior Criminal Record
Personnel of the Department shall not disseminate to the media any information
concerning a defendant's or subject's prior criminal record either during an investigation
or at a trial. However, in certain extraordinary situations such as fugitives or in
extradition cases, departmental personnel may confirm the identity of defendants or
subject and the offense or offenses. Where a prior conviction is an element of the current
charge, such as in the case of a felon in possession of a firearm, departmental personnel
may confirm the identity of the defendant and the general nature of the prior charge
where such information is part of the public record in the case at issue.
1-7.550 Concerns of Prejudice

Because the release of certain types of information could tend to prejudice an
adjudicative proceeding, Department personnel should refrain from making available the
following:

A. Observations about a defendant's character;

B. Statements, admissions, confessions, or alibis attributable to a defendant, or the
refusal or failure of the accused to make a statement;
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C. Reference to investigative procedures, such as fingerprints, polygraph
examinations, ballistic tests, or forensic services, including DNA testing, or to the
refusal by the defendant to submit to such tests or examinations;

D. Statements concerning the identity, testimony, or credibility ofprospective
witnesses;

E. Statements concerning evidence or argument in the case, whether or not it is
anticipated that such evidence or argument will be used at trial;

F. Any opinion as to the defendant's guilL or the possibility of a plea of guilty to the
offense charged, or the possibility ofa plea of a lesser offense.

1-7.600 Assisting the News Media
A. Other than by reason of a Court order, Department personnel shall not prevent the

law-fill efforts of the news media to photograph, tape, record or televise a sealed
crime scene from outside the sealed perimeter.

B. In order to promote the aims of law enforcement, including the deterrence of
criminal conduct and the enhancement ofpublic confidence, Department
personnel with the prior approval of the appropriate United States Attorney may
assist the news media in photographing, taping, recording or televising a law
enforcement activity. The United States Attorney shall consider whether such
assistance would:

- Unreasonably endanger any individual;
- Prejudice the rights of any party or other person; and

o Is not otherwise proscribed by law.

C. A news release should contain a statement explaining that the charge is merely an
accusation and that the defendant is presumed innocent until and unless proven
guilty.

D. In cases in which a search warrant or arrest warrant is to be executed, no advance
information will be provided to the news media about actions to be taken by law ‘
enforcement personnel, nor shall media representatives be solicited or invited to
be present. This prohibition will also apply to operations in preparation for the
execution of warrants, and to any multi-agency action in which Department
personnel participate.

E. Justice Department employees who obtain what may be evidence in any criminal
or civil case or who make or obtain any photographic, sound or similar image
thereof, in connection with a search or arrest warrant, may not disclose such
material to the news media without the prior specific approval of the United
States Attorney or Assistant Attomey General, who shall consider applicable
regulations and policy, or upon a court order directing such production.

B~1
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Ifnews media representatives are present, Justice Department personnel may request
them to Withdraw voluntarily if their presence puts the operation or the safety of
individuals in jeopardy. If the news media declines to withdraw, Department
personnel should consider canceling the action if that is a practical alternative.
Exceptions to the above policy may be granted in extraordinary circumstances by the
Office ofPublic Affairs.

1-7.700 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

Nothing contained herein is intended to control access to Department of Justice
records which are publicly available under provisions of the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA).
(28 U.S.C. 509) (OrderNo. 469-71, 367 Fl 21028, No. 3, 1971. Amended by Order
No. 602-75, 40 FR 22119, May 20, 1975)

B—l
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Appendix D: Contact Information

OPA Front Office

Assistant Director
Section Chief, Public Affairs Section

Fax

OPA Units
National Press Office

NPO Fax:

NPO Address:

Investigative Publicity
On-line/Print Media

OPA Intranet
FBI Intranet

FBLgov/Intemet

Community Relations Unit (Unit Chief)
Executive Writing Unit (Unit Chief)
FOIPA

FOR M

(202) 324-3691
(202)-324»6841/6842
FBI HEADQUARTERS, ROOM 7436
J , Edgar Hoover Building

b6

935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20535

D- l
NLY—DO NOT DISSEMlNATE
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Appendix E: Key Words and Acronyms

Key Words

Editorial: A statement or article by a news organization (generally a newspaper) that
expresses an opinion rather than attempting to report news. Editorials are often not
written by the regular reporters of the news organization, but are instead collectively
authored without bylines by a group of individuals called the editorial board. Ifwritten by
the board, editorials represent the newspaper's official position on issues. They are almost
always printed on their own page, and are always labeled as editorials to avoid confusion
with news coverage.

Op-ed: A piece of writing expressing an opinion. The "op-ed“ page of a newspaper is
generally opposite the editorial page. However, the term has become a general category
to identify opinion from fact regardless of the medium. For example, Web pages
containing opinion articles may be labeled "op-ed.”
Talking Points: An especially persuasive point used to help support an argument or
discussion. Talking points are usually prepared by the parent or leadership organization
in a memo or other document providing public affairs glidancei They are provided for
purposes of creating a consistent message within the organization, emphasizing the same
subjects for discussion.

Acronyms

ACDC Assistant ChiefDivision Counsels
AD Assistant Director
ASAC Assistant ChiefDivision Counsels
BOP Bureau of Prisons
CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CID Criminal Investigative Division
COOP Continuity of Operations Plans

CRU Community Relations Unit
DEA Drug Enforcement Administration
DHS Department ofHomeland Security
DOJ Department ofJustice
DOJ-OPA Department ofJustice Office of Public Affairs
EC electronic communication

D—l
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ECU
EWU
FBI
FBIHQ
FCI
FOIA
HTML
IISCU
HSCU

INS
IPPAU
MAOP
MIOG
MOU
NPO
ODNI
00
OPA
0PMU
PDF
Q&A
SA
SAC
SWAT
USA
USAO
USMS

Public Affairs Manual

Employee Communications Unit
Executive Writing Unit

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Foreign Counterintelligence

Freedom of Information Act
Hypertext Markup Language
Information Resources Division Internet, Intranet, Service Center Unit

Information Technology Operations Division Internet, Intranet, Service Center
Unit
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit
Manual of Administrative Operations and Procedures
Manual of Administrative Operations and Procedures

Memorandum of Understanding
National Press Office
Ofifice of the Director ofNational Intelligence
Office of Origin
Office ofPublic Affairs

Online/Print Media Unit
Portable Document Format
Questions and Answers

Special Agent
Special Agent in Charge

Special Weapons and Tactics
United States Attorney
United States Attomey’s Oflice
United States Marshall Service

13-1
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Sent: e nes ay, anuary . :
To: Public.Affairs
Subject: character name for clearance with FBI

H

Our client has made some changes to their film script "Skin Trade” which I contacted you about over the holidays They would
like to change the name of a fictional character who is an FBI officer. They are looking at the two following names:

Eric Reed (FBI agent, New Jersey)
Eric Parker (FBI Agent, New Jersey)

Could you please let me know if there is a conflict with them using these names?

Thank b6

areseorch house
clearance services inc.

Script Clearance Reports, Title Reports, Permissions and Research Services
412-228 East 4th Avenue
Vanco uver. BC V5T 165
Main Office Email: office researchhouseca
Direct E-Mail
Office Canada: +1 604 837 8461
Fax Canada: +1 604 875 8461
www.researchhouse.ca
Twitter: @rsrchhouse

This e-mail and any attachments to it (the "Communication") is confidential and is for the use only of the intended recipient, The
Communication may contain copyright material of The Research House Clearance Services Inc. ("Research House"), or any ofits
related entities or of third parties. If you are not the intended recipient of the Communication, please notify the sender immediately
by return e-mail, delete the Communication, and do not read, copy, print, retransmit, store or act in reliance on the Communication.
Any views expressed in the Communication are those of the individual sender only, unless expressly stated to be those of Research
House Research House does not guarantee the integrity of the Communication, or that it is free from errors, viruses or interference.

Please consider the environment before printing this e—mail.
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Sent: use ay, _arc , :
To: P
Cc:
Subject: ame ea or Television

To Whom It May Concern:
As you may recall, we are a script clearance library for film and television
projects and we would like to check to make sure that the proposed character name:

Cabe Gallo

does not accidentally identify any actual FBI Agent or employee.
May we check that name with you?
Thank you, in advance for your assistance!
All best regards

Joan Pearce Research Associates
8111 Beverly Blvd Suite #308
Los Angeles, CA 90048

b6
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: - —— —
From:
Sent: 6 nos ay, ay , :
To: Public.Affairs
Subject: Name Checks -Charles McGuire with alternate spellings “Time Sensitive

To the Office Of Public Affairs:

Hello. My name is and lam researching a character name in one ofour films.

The character name is for an FBI Agent named:
» Charles McGuire
- Charles McGuir
- Charles Maguire
- Charles Maguir b6
- Charles MacGuire
— Charles MacGuir

Please let me know if there are any matching personnel names in your database for any former or retired employees. It
would be helpful to know how many and at what locations/divisions they were associated with.

Apologies for the rush but this is a time sensitive request, so if you could let me know in the next day or so that would be
much appreciated.

Thanks so much for assistance. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Best,

Howl—kw ac) rmlm:l
Ser t' Wednesdav My 28, 2014 1 .42
To:
Subject: Name Chec

Hi|:|
I received yourvoicemail. I’m handling name checks while my colleagues are on leave. Feel free to send the names here
(rather than fax). We can check names of current employees, not former. If this isn't acceptable, you may check with
the Investigative Publicity Unit at FBl Headquarters at 202 324-5348 in case they can check further.
Thanks. b6

FBI Press Relations
Los Anqeles Field Office

httpillosangelesfbigov
www.labankrobbers.or

met-em

Leopold»974
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From:
Sent: ,
To: Public.Affairs
Subject: Name Clearance For Film

Hello,

We are currently working with a client on a film titled “Reluctant Witness” featuring 2 FBI agents Could you please
confirm that there are currently no FBI employees with the names, Ken Rolands and Joe Norton, so that the film
production will be free to use these names without legal concern,

Thank you so much for you help
b 6

Best,

The Research House Clearance Services Inc.
Email:
Telephonezj
Website: www.mseazghhgusema
Twitter: @rsrchhonse

1
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From: lm—j—l
Sent: nay, une , 4 36AM
To: PubliclAffairs
Subject: . name check

Good morning
I work for a company called Eastern Script. We conduct research for. the entertainment industry. We currently have 21 b6
client that would like to use the following two names in an upcoming feature film in which they identify themselves as
FBI agents We of course want to make sure that they are using fictional names.

ELIZABETH MCROGERSBURGER/MCROGERSBERGER
ELIZABETH MILLER

Would you be able to check your database to make sure that these are fictional names?
Thank you for your help in this matter!

www.eas;ernscrlgt.com
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Sent: aur ay, ep em er , :
To: PublicAffairs b6
Subject: Backstrom - request for name check

Twentieth Century Fox will shortly commence filming an episode of the above referenced series
based in Portland and we would like to use the name Agent Jacob Cole as the name of a
fictitious agent. Can you please advise if you have anyone by this name as we would not want
to portray a real person.

Thank you!

|:|
The Bloch Company, LLC
3616 Somerset Drive
Los Angeles, CA 96016
818/613—6381

Leopold-977



Sent: uesa anuary , :
To: Public. ffairs
Subject: Name check for Motion Picture

Importance: High

Hello,

We are working on a new film with and and would like to run a name by you please: be

Hector Cortez

Thanks for your help!

Thank you,

Enferfainmenf Clearances, Inc

562-494-4647 FAX

Leopold-978
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From:
Sent: | ovem erTo: Pu Affirm
Subject: RE. Sony Pic ures name 0 ec

Hello The character is now named Jack Solano. Is the name Jack Solano okay to use?

Thank you.

Clearance Researcher. Scrip: Clearance/Legal Affairs
Columbia Picmre indu rrie The I 1mm We q hinarnn 'Rivrl l arm“; Bldg 122 | Culver City.CA 90231

' Affairs mailt Public.A airs ic.fbi. UV 1
Sent: Frida , October 31, 2014 12:43 PM

SubJe : : ony ictures name check

If it‘s a female, that name is clear to use.

From:
Sent: -n ay, Cto er 31, 2014 2:41 PM
To: Public.Affairs
Subject: Sony Pictures name check

Can you please advise if you have any agent with the last name of Solano (our is suppose to be female)? Want to ensure
not using real agent name. This is for movie-of—the- week entitled "MIISING IN CLEVELAND”.

Thank ou.
I—y——I° Research Manager - Script Clearance
WWWBldg 1207 I Culver City, CA 90232
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From
Sent: Thursdav Ju|v1D 4 11:09 AM
To:
Cc
Subject: Black Mass Set b6

Hi
FYI, SSA and myself went to the "Black Mass" set Tuesday, 7/8/2614, for filming
of the pre-arees ruse phone call, Bulger‘s arrest, and the in—custody scene/drive away. Per
you guidance, and I both were AL. Although, I believe justification can be made that
while on set, the producers did ask for clarifications on accuracy which can be construed as
official business.

when we met with I:Iand the production staff, I:Iwas vocal about wanting to get
it right, and outside of a bit of literary license, wanting to maintain the integrity and
detail of events.[::::]and I concur that the scenes we witnessed, were well done and the FBI
is represented well. The set and costume designers level of detail is spot on. The apartment
set is replicated down to the exact titles of the books and placement in the bookshelves. We
met Johnny Depp in costume, and I did not see any reflectio or but truly felt like
I was dancing with the devil himself. Surreal. Bulger's and language in the arrest
scene is extremely colorful, true to life, and somewhat embellished to lengthen the scene
narrative. But again, it maintains the integrity of the arrest scene and Bulger's
personality.

It will be interesting to see the final Droductl
b5
b6

Lastly,
it was noted Black Mass Will not be the final title 01' the mov1e.

Thank you for your time, and let me know if you have any questions.
Best,

-----Ori inal Messa e--—--
From:
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2814 11:25 AM
To:| I
Subject: re: set Visit

Hi

Regarding your question about the set visit invitation from “Black Mass." b6

I know from past experience that OGC Ethics team would not support "visiting" a set on the
government clock unless there were an official purpose to do so . . . so just going down to
'watch' shouldn‘t be done on government time. If you want to take annual leave, or if they
have a night shoot, and you want to do it on personal time I think that would be ok.

Leopold-980



Sent: n av av 201412'01 PM
To.
Cc:
Subject: BLALK MAbb: McIntyre scene Page 98 {scene 1161

All,
Pleased to report that the scene has been changed thanks to SSAI:|and SA |:|input. be

From:
Sent: W n ay 21, 2014 11:39 AM
T04
Subject: Re: McIntyre scene Page 98 Scene 116.

Thank yo t 's has been extremely helpfulr We have made changes to the script so that is not the
source of information about Mclntyre.

Best,

Leopold-981



:— _ .__._____
From:
Sent: Wednesda May 21, 2014 11:39 AM
To. I
Subject: R

Thank yell - this has been extremely helpfulr We have made changes to the script so thaEs not the
source 0 information about McIntyre.

Best,

be

On May 19, 2014, at 9:39 AM, wrote:

Per SSA and SA they had the following to say:

Both SSA and SA Felieve it was neither innocent conversation nor a recommended or
permissib e thmg 0 say.

Further, the inference later ir the scene ' that is why McIntyre got killed. From SA read of the
excerpt, it is not speculation, mentions he contacted the other fed agencies and confirme 's a
source should NOT be discussmg cIntyre by name or identity and certainly would have been a Violation
of certain rules.

As far as being an informant for DEA and Customs, SSA believes he would not have been breaking
rules by s eculating that he was an informant for them BUT by saying "to" it infers tha is telling

and/or verifying that McIntyre is in fact an informant for the FBI.

Please let me know ifyou need anything else!

m=I:|
Sent: Fri ' '
Subject:

BLACK MASS producers are asking about Scene 116 wher is talking to|:|about the Pilot McIntyre
being a snitch for DEA and Customs tool 136
They want to know if would have, been able to, innocently, without breaking rules, share this kind of
information with
The movie script makes it looks like it’s an innocent exchanger Would it have been? Or would he be divulging something
he shouldn’t have and face discipline?
Thanks,

1
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From: I:l
Sent: Mon a Ma 19, 2014 9:16 AM
To:
Subject: : ues Ion aaout Page 98 Scene 116. b6

Good Morning

Per SSA and SN Ithey had the following to say:

Both SSAgland SAI:Ibelieve it was neither an innocent conversation nor a recommended or
permissible t g to say. Further, the inference later is that is why McIntyre got killed. From SA read
of the excerpt it is not speculation entions he contacted the other fed agencies and confirme
is a source hould NOT e iscussmg McIntyre by name or identity and certainly would have been a
violation ot certain ru es.

As far as being an informant for DEA and Customs, SSA believes he would not have been breaking
rules b saeculating that he was an informant for them B T by saying "to" it infers that s telling

and/or verifying that McIntyre is in fact an informant for the FBI.

Please let me know if you need anything else! Have a good day.

Fro _: -__...-_.__.__ ._....._........__ M“... __ .s .- i -.. _ .-._._--,._v... -- ._, ,

Ser ' ' 4 3:29 PM
To:
Subject: Re: Question about Page 98 Scene 116.

Monday is ok

From:
To
Sent: Fri May 16 15:22:48 2014
Subject: Re: Question about Page 98 Scene 116.

Having tech issues - standby and i'm happy to answer.

From:
To: ‘
Sent: Fri May 16 14:52:35 2014 be
Subject: RE: Question about Page 98 Scene 116.

Let me find out - - Know they start filming scenes Monday but not sure which ones.
Alsol:lasked me for an electronic list of everybody who was at the meeting, their titles, and what they do (their
connection to the Bulger case)
is that something you can do.
He said he had a business card with two guys names who are prosecutors but wasn’t sure if they were former FBI, who
gave it to him, etc.

Leopold-983



Sent: | n av av 014 6:46 PM
Cm
Subject: re: Names

nav May 26 we 09 AM

_ect: b6

Regarding your question about what are the names of the LAPD task force officers who arrested
Bulgerm '

LAPD Task Force Officersl land are all ok
with their names being used in the script.

andl:]were the 3 that were with: in the garage. :Iprefers that his
last name not be used.

was the one that was in the embassy with the eye.

Please let me know if we can be of further assistance on this, or any other questions!

Sincerely,

Preject Lia son
FBI Headquarters
Office of Public Affairs

Leupold-984



From:
Sent: I'l a a 2014 4:35 PM
To
Subject: ues Ions o ay: owas at Boston meeting; Facial hair issue

1:6
I am having the case agent read the Fitzpatrick/Connolly scene this weekend and give me
feedback for you .

RE: FBI's dress in the 785 and 805 when the handle bar mustaches and side burns were en vogue
- the 63 year strong veteran secretary, and she said "oh no, no one had facial hair or
sideburns, it would not have been tolerated."

RE: BUSINSS CARDS ~--The two business cards|:|wasn’t sure of the names you had - mt she
thinks you may have met with the USAO and possibly the former Bulger prosecutors

a Bulger lead prosecutor, left the USAO and went private and remains at
the USAO.

FBI personnel of those present at Thursday‘s production meeting, are as follows:

BOSTON DIVISION

*Assistant Special Agent in Charge Peter Kowenhoven: No connection to Bulger or the Fugitive
Investigation; he is the Boston FBI office current Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAC)
of Criminal - was there to clarify standard procedure

*Public Affairs Spe iali t Created, produced and executed PSA paid
media campaign with and the Investigative Publicity Unit. Day-to-day, she acts
as media coordinate and spokesperson. Both she and |:|managed the media frenzy post-
arrest and continue to do so this day.

*Supervisory Special Agent Transferred to Boston in 2666 as Bulger
case agent and accepted superv1sory respon51 1 ities in 2668 to present day. As case agent
and 55A]: really embraced media and the value of publicity, and utilized many mediums to
further the fugitive investigation — in addition to the standard wanted posters & rewards -
Bulger was featured on America's Most Wanted, and ads focusing on Greig were placed in dental
and plastic surgery magazines. ‘

b6

*Special Agent Media coordinator, i.e. public information officer,
from fall 2616 to present day.| also facilitated PSA media campaign execution and
continues to act as spokesman,

*Retired Special Agent: Transferred to Boston in 2610 as Bulger case
agent, but was TDY in Boston since 2069 on the task force.|:|was the agent responsible for
finding lost plastic surgery photos, which were later featured in dental & plastic surgery
magazines and the PSA.

*Special Agent:wason the task force as case agent, August 1997—
2602, but remains involved in other capacities as needed. |:|also testified at Greig trial.
:Iis the expert regarding the initial five years Bulger 8: Greig was on the run - he
absolutely was a dogged investigator and has that insightful historical knowledge that was
the foundation of the fugitive investigation.

LOS ANGELES FIELD OFFICE

Leopold7985



*Special Agent[::::::::::::::] Arresting FBI agent, and only arresting federal agent, with be
the assistance of 4 Los Angeles Police Department Task Force Officers

Leopokt986



From:
Sent
Tm
Subject: FBllnhoduofion

No, he has not spoken to anyone, and understands caveats about certain classified aspects not
u? for discussion.

————— Original Message———--
Fromz| I b6
Sent‘ Tnursgay Juif 24, 2014 5:07 PM
To:
Subject: Re: - FBI Introduction

Hey|:l
I have not spoken to anyone that was a part of the investigation.
And I understand the caveat.
Thanks!

On Thu, Jul 24, 2614 at 5:65 PM, wrote:
>
>
>
>
> The liaison in Newark is curious if you have already have spoken to
> anyone else that was a part of this investigation (ie attorneys, other
> law enforcement agencies, anyone who might have retired)?
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> From:
> Sent‘ Wedne dav Ju y 16, 2614 16:42 AM
> To:
> Su ject: Re: FBI Introduction :2

b7E
Thank you for the intro,

Hi

v
v

v
v

v
v

v
v

v

We're working on a film set ar und the

v I was hoping to get some more detailed information about
than what is currently available online.v

1
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Would it be possible to get on the phone and discuss....? Any help or‘
guidance you could offer would be greatly appreciated.

Best,

b6

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
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From: ‘
Sent:
To:
Subject:

b6
Thanks fortrying to lieep it together.

My apologies and hope it all works out.

From
Ser t: ednesd y, October 22, 2014 8:56 PM
To:
Subject: Ra IUpdate

Hi

I appreciate the heads up I know the guys will be disappointed I think a few already have NY travel plans so
my guess is they will want to do on the 30th. I will reach out immediately and see what I can learn.

Sony to hear about the memorial service. I was along time family friend of Tim Hauser (Manhattan Transfer
founder) who died Thursday. I am waiting to find out when his service is :((. We've lost many wonderful
talents recently, I'm sorry for your loss as well...

We‘ll be in touch again soon I'm sure...

Sincerely,

_.._..____ ()n' ainal mpqqnoe ________

From
Date‘
To:
Subject: b6

I'm going to have to cancel the 29th. I have a memorial service I have to attend that takes up the whole day.
If everyone is game for another date l’m free the 30th, 315t and all of the first week in November. Let me know.

Scarpa is still in limbo, but if i can be of some service, l‘m still your man.
Best,
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WESent: uesa u . :
To:
Subject: RE: Scarpa/FB] movie

Many thanks forthe note: I appreciate it.
It looks like we may be getting into making this movie and Scarpa's history with the Bureau (the old Bureau) is

fascinating.
l'm know there's much I‘d like to touch base with you on. :25

Thanks again and I know we'll be in touch,
Best,

From:
Sent: uesda Jul 08, 2014 11:57AM
To:
Subje :re: carpa FBI movie

H

Just read this today; I think this is the projecli mentioned to me. I’m not sure if or how we can be of
assistance on the Scarpa project, but feel free 0 rear: ou .
http://varietvloom/Zm4/film/news/s'vlvester-stalIone-to-star-in-mob-taIe-scarDa-1201253954”

Steve Jennings/Getty
July 7, 2014 | 06:09PM PT
Dave McNary
Film Reporter@Variety
Sylvester Stallone to Star in Mob Tale ‘Scarpa’
Sylvester Stallone will portray hitman Gregory Scarpa — also known as "The Grim Reaper’ —— with Brad Furman on board
to direct ”Scarpa" for Millennium FilmslThe project will re-team Stallone with “Rocky" producer Irwin Winklerwith a
screenplay by “Goodfellas” and "Casino" writer Nicholas Pileggil Avi Lerner, who teamed with Stallone on "The
Expendables" movies, will also produce,

Sincerel ”5

Office of Public Affairs
FBI Headquarters
Washington, DC
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From: 126
Sent: [IN av an em pr
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re:

Thank you for checking. At least we got some confirmation.

Best,

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 4, 2014, at 12:25 PM, wrote:

The best i could do was to get Undercover Operations personnel to say that what you had was
accurate. They were not willing to add details, dates, or specifics
I guess they don’t want thugs knowing how we monitor/protect the UC’sl

Frc ' b6
T° b7E
Sent: Thu Se 04 14:26:03 2014
Subject: Re:

Hello
The placard the producer provided, is accurate
Thanks
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From:
Sent: gust 27, 2014 1:18 PM
To:
Subject: : n Introduction!

as on vacation; he's back now; I’m attempting to set up a meeting to discuss how we might
assrst you : -)

b6
-» » --- , » ,__,, 7_.__, «me—«m— -b7E
From
Sent: Thursday, August 14, 2014 3:58 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re: An FBI introduction!

As discussed, I've pasted the end card below. We're looking to bolster it with any more additional information
about the policy change so it feels detailed and accurate. We told to feel free to reach out to you directly if
he has any other specific questions. Thanks again for your help.

On Thu, Aug 14, 2014 at 11:47 AM wrote:

Hi|:|and|:|
lam in the office this afternoon and tomorrow if you'd like to call . lam on vacation next week.

I may need to loop in our historian depending on what you ask, as I am a generalist on many matters but a specifist on
nonell

Bests,

(linked in)

FBl Headquarters 126

Office of Public Affairs

Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit
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From
Sent: urs ay, ugust , . PM
To
Cc:
Su Ject: Re: An FBI introduction!

Thanks Moving you to BCC to spare you from hearing the spiel again.
b6

H' We'd love to get on the phone to introduce ourselves and to contextualize our questions a bit. Any
insrght you could offer would be much appreciated. Let us know what works best for you.

Best,

On Wed, Aug 13, 2014 at 11:42 PM, wrote:

I wanted to introduce you to some clients of ours, who I’ve copied. be

I’ll let them fill you in on the details, but they are doing some FBI related research regarding some changing Federal law
enforcement policies over the years.

[told them we knew the mighty-t FBI Headquarters in DC, and they didn’t even want to keep speaking with
me...they wanted to know you personally ASAP! :)

Hope you're well, and that the DC. summer hasn’t been too hot and humid...

All the best,
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b6

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to
whom they are addressed. it the reader of this e—mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or
agent responsible fordelivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any use dissemination, fowvarding, printing or co in of this e-mail is strictly rohibited. If you have
received this e—mail in error, please e-mail us at or call

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom
they are addressed. If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible
for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use dissemination,
forwarding, printin or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please e-mail us at or call

Producer

Bristol Automotive

122 N. Clark Dr., Ste. 306

Los Angeles, CA 90048
hE

Producer
Bristol Automotive
122 N. Clark Dr., Ste. 306
Los Anqeles CA 90048
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Subject: Re: FBI Atlanta Park Bombing - retired agent

Thank you so mucl'El

Date: Thu, 17 Apr 2014 12:36:17 -0400
To!
Cc:
Subject: re: FBI Atlanta Park Bombing ~ retired agent

Retired FBI Special AgenChas indicated I may pass along his contact information to you for
possible discussion regarding the early stages of the Atlantic Park bombing investigation.
His e-mail is below.

Sincerel

FBI Headquarters
Office of Publi Affairs
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Sent: ur av on 7 20 4 '
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re: FBI Atlanta Park Bombing - retired agent

That is HUGE. Thank you.

On Thu, Apr 17, 2014 at 9:36 AM b6

Retired FBI Special Agent has indicated I may pass along his contact information to you
for possible discussion regarding the early stages of the Atlantic Park bombing investigation.

His e-mail is below.

Sincerely,

FBI Headquarters

Office of Public Affairs
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From:
Sent
To:
Subject: FW: Richard Jewell Movie ~ Atlanta visit

Myself and GBI met with botEandEOday at FBI Atlanta.
All went well, They were frank and fully understood our concerns.
I advised them both that FBIHQ/OPA gave them high marks.
I went over a PPT presentation on the Rudolph investigation and then showed them the mock up devices and some of
the case evidence that we have on display here at Atlanta:
I asked them to frame up their wish list in an email to us and they advised that they will do this shortly.
I will forward to the both of you for review once we have that.
Regards,

SAl
FBI Atlanta

b6

From[ I
Date: Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:20 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: Richard Jewell Movie — Atlanta visit

let‘s say 11:00 am Monday, April 14th at FBI Atla I ntury Parkway NE, Atlanta, GA 30345.
They‘ll be meeting with both FBI (myself) and GBlwe
Re ards l
5
FBI tlanta
cell
des

From:
Sent: Thursda A riI 10 2014 1:53 PM
To
Su Ject: Re: Ric ar Jewell Movie ~Atlanta visit

H|:|an4:l
As|:|mentioned below, he andEIEre leaving Atlanta Monday afternoon. so I‘d like to find a time for them to meet with you on
Monday morning, We have also been communicating with at the GE] about coordinating a visit there.

b6
If at all possible, we'd like to havel:|andl:l'neet with yoEand the Gal liaison (whether that ii Ior someone
else) at the FBI offices I'm still working to lock down their entire schedule, but it looks like sometime around 11 am would be
optimal for them, if that would also work for your schedules.

Then, as we have discussed with|:|we'd like to have them stop by for a quick visit at the GBI offices on their way to the airport,

Please let me know if what] have suggested above works. I really appreciate your help in getting this coordinated and set.

Many Thanks,
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Mi her Film

Date: Thursda A ril 10 2014 9:56 AM
To
Cc
Subject: Re: Richard Jewell Movie - Atlanta visit

Th>|:| It will be me an4:Ithe screenwriter, in Atlanta.|:|n/ill be at command and control in la. b6

I'm looping in my asst Julie so she can coordinate per location, It will def need to be Monday morning as we leave in afternoon.

Thank u so much. I know you were swamped w real (and more important) work and this is a politically charged issuembut we are
very fair minded and this will help enormously.
Speak soon

On Apr 10, 2014, at 9:38 AM, wrote:

The FBI media liaison and his counterpart at GBI would like to sit down with you together on
Monday 4/14, to discuss the project in greater detail.
What times are good for you?

His cellWont

HIS address Is Atlanta, GA

nd email is
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From: l:|
Sent: pril17,2014 2:10 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: : an ar om mg - retired agent

You're welcome. I'm just trying to arm you with as much accurate, contextual information as i can to foster a balanced
portrayal based on both sides thinking at the time , . .i
Based

From
Sent: Thursday, Aaril 17, 2014 1:10 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re: FBI Atlanta Park Bombing - retired agent

That is HUGE. Thank you
b 6

On Thu, Apr 17, 20-14 at 9:36 AM) wrote:

Retired FBI Special Agentl:|has indicated 1 may pass along his contact information to you
for possible discussion regarding the early stages of the Atlantic Park bombing investigation

His e-mail is below.

Sincerely,

FBI Headquarters

Office of Public Affairs

Leopold»999



From: Public.Affairs
Sent: Tue dav Mav27 014 11:24 AM
To
Cm
Subject: mowe - set plcs
Attachments: FB[,docx

For you. Tks.

FBI
Office of Public Affairs 1’5

-----Ori inal Messa e--———
From:
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Public.Affairs
Subject: Fw: formal request.

Unlt C 121::
Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Office of Public Affairs

Desk:|:|
Follow us on Twitter: @FBIMostWanted

————— Ori inal Messa e-»---mIfil
Se
To:
Subject: Fw: formal request.

Please see the attached request for photos and video related to the 1997 Loomis Fargo heist be
in Charlotte. The case is long adjudicated and everyone involved is out of prison now. I
have previously given the pictures and video to a local NBC affiliate for a special that
aired in December which the letter references.

To.
Subject: formal request .

so sorry, our director came to town for a kick visit, then I flew to Wilmington for a-short
two day scout.

I've attached our request on our company letterhead as per your request.

Leopold-1000



I hope this can work out, it would be a great asset to have these reference photos,

Thank you!
b6
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RE TIVITY
STUDIOS

5/22/14

Public Affairs Specialist
The FBI

Dear

I am a Production Designer in the film industry working on a movie that is based
upon the 1997 Loomis Fargo heist that took place in Charlotte, NC.

In my position, I’m responsible for the “look" of the movie. Choosing locations and
creating sets that visually enhance the telling of our story. be

On occasion, as in this instance, we work on a film mat is based on a true story. I
had seen photos taken by the FBI in the documentary produced by the NBC
Charlotte affiliate. It would be of great help t ob ain anv photos that eflected
the lives of an and The
Loomis Fargo warehouse, where the money was taken om, and any Visuals that
would give us a look into their worldwould be welcome. I also unders and at
there is a video that exists, shot by the FBI, when your agents arrested and

at their home.

All of this material would be for reference only, not to be filmed during the making
of our movie.

We have opened offices in Asheville NC, where we begin filming on July 7*. Our
production office address in Asheville is 1 West Pack Square, Suite 1600
Asheville, NC 28801

Any help in this matter would be greatly appreciated.

Very truly yours,

9242 Beverly Boulevard Suite 300 Beverly Hills, CA 90210 relativilymedia.com
Leo pold-lOOZ



From:
Sent: Monday Mav 19 2014 4:26 PM
To:
Go:
Subject: RE:

I found he interviewed that’s on FBLgov, and reached out to him, but he doesn't recall
much »( b4

He did give me someone else’s name, and I am reaching out to see if they have information/recollection of any of the
hat would be of assistance to you in creating the movie script. If he responds affirmatively, i will reach

back out to yo id tell me that, sadly, the primary case agents who knew a lot, have all deceased : -(. The
person he is thinking of was an office supervisor at the time, so his knowledge will be second level — not first hand . . .
but since this may be all that is available, I will take what i can get (and lthinkthat if you file the FOIA to get paperwork
on the case that might help . . . 1’” see if there is any further guidance I can find for you on that front as well.

Thanks for you patience and the opportunity to assist. '

Sincerely

FBI Headquarters
‘ Office of Public Affairs

From:
Sert: Thursday Mav 15 2014 7:04 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re: FBI/ Lou Peters project

Thanks very much! This is all fantastically helpful.

All the best, b4
b6

Sent from my iPhone

Hi

|:l thank you for the introduction.

I thank you for your interest in thel
l—l
if you haven't already, 1 highly recommend filing a FOIA request

A FOIA
request will result in you being given documents that meet your criteria. Be careful not to ask for

1 ,
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"anything and everything" because that will require thousands of pages which could take a
year+t it's best to request specifically what you want and keep the total number of pages under
250 so it is considered a "small reques " versus medium or large. The difference in time to
process is months or even years!

| asked the FBI Historian for some assistance, he is going to do some research and hopefully be
able to give some additional guidance.

He doesn't have any previously processed FOlA documents "at the ready" (I guess nobody
WWWF_Bl GOV video 0

b..ut that's such a
com on na 1e ne could be anywhere In me us!) I am asking an old uu eau employee if he
know rwhat state he retired to, but no guarantees l'Il get a positive response!

I am sure you will be embarking on a lot of research in the hunt for relevant information, photos, b4
and interviews regarding this story. i ask if kindly would not contact any currently employed FBI
personnel directly without going through me; I can assist you with these connections, and, it will
make cooperation much smoother.

Later down the road in production, the historian may be able to provide assistance as well
regarding the 1980s era in the FBI; please don’t hesitate to share my contact information with
the production, location and design team I can facilitate with any of our local FBI offices,
training academy, etc as appropriate. i can also possibly direct you to retired personnel as
needed (as long as their names aren‘t like Bob Jones and Jim Smith!)

i look forward to helping you bring this project to fruition!

er

FBl Headquarters
Office of Public Affairs
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Sent: ues a e ember09.201411:53AM
To:
Subject: re:

b4
1:6

I Hi

l had a discussion with a I 1 took notes on the call. He was long
winded and jumped arcun — ne 0 cap ure ey pom s as we as cou '— and sent the notes back to him for
clarity, so he has seen these. I‘m not sure if the Agents' names were ever released publicly. so I am using
abbreviations to protect their identity until I learn whether [ can share the name, Here are some of the more
interesting tidbits which I think might enhance your script/scenes.

The agent (Agent 8) I spoke with (and one other (Agent B), who is deceased) worked the case but also many
others in Phoenix helped work the case.

b4
b7E
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From: |:|
Sent: Wednesda May 28, 2014 11:38 AM
To
Subject: RE: Re ahwty edia -Loomis Fargo Pics

From OPA end it is ok, but I would double check with your CDC re: FOIA/Privacy, etc.

————— Ori inal Messa e-----
From:
Sent: Wednesda Ma 28, 2614 11:37 AM
To:
Subject: RE: Relativity Media —Loomis Fargo Pics

Does that mean I can hand it over?

—————Ori inal Messa e-———~

Sen ' 7, 2014 12:09 PM
To:
Subject: RE: Relativity Media -Loomis Fargo Pics

No concern, heck it's already on you tube. :)

From:
Sent: Tuesda Ma 27, 2614 11:43 AM
To:
Subject: re: Relativity Media —Loomis Fargo Pics

I don't see any issue giving it to them. Is there concern on your end?

OPA
FBI HQ

5/22/14

The case is long adjudicated and everyone involved is out of prison now.

b6

I have previously
given the pictures and video to a local NBC affiliate for a special that aired in December
which the letter references.

Public Affairs Specialist
The FBI

Dear

b6

I am a Production Designer in the film industry working on a movie that is based upon the
1997 Loomis Fargo heist that took place in Charlotte, NC.

In my position, I’m responsible for the “look” of the movie. Choosing locations and creating
sets that visually enhance the telling of our story.

1
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On occasion, as in this instance, we work on a film that is based on a true story. I had
seen photos taken by the FBI in the documentary produced by the NBC Charlotte affiliate. It
would be of great help to me to obtain any photos that reflected the lives of David Ghantt,
Kelly Campbell, and Steve and Michelle Chambers. The Loomis Fargo warehouse, where the money
was taken from, and any visuals that would give us a look into their world would be welcome.
I also understand that there is a video that exists, shot by the FBI, when your agents
arrested Steve and Michelle Chambers at their home.

All of this material would be for reference only, not to be filmed during the making of our
movie.

We have opened offices in Asheville NC, where we begin filming on July 7th. Our production
office address in Asheville is 1 West Pack Square, Suite 1699 Asheville, NC 28801

Any help in this matter would be greatly appreciated.

Ver trul ours,

fhe case 15 long adjudicated and everyone involved is out of prison now. I have previously
given the pictures and video to a local NBC affiliate for a special that aired in December
which the letter references.

From:
Sent: Thursda Ma 22, 2614 1:54 PM
To:
Sub_ect: orma request.

so sorry, our director came to town for a kick visit, then I flew to Wilmington for a short
two day scout. b5

I've attached our request on our company letterhead as per your request.

I hope this can work out, it would be a great asset to have these reference photos.

Thank you!
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From:
Sent: Thursday, October 02. 2014 3:27 PM b6
To: ‘scripteIearance@indieclear.cam'
Subject: re: Use of FBI Insignia

This is to follow up a phone call I had fromEnyour office a few moments ago.

The FBI‘s Office of the General Counsel (OGC) handles requests to use the FBI seal, name, and initials, which are
protected by statute. The reproduction and use of the FBI seal are restricted by 16 U.S.C. 5 701, which states
that, “[w]hoever manufactures, sells. or possesses ony...insignia, of the design prescribed by [a federal agency
head]..ior any colorable imitation thereof, or photographs, prints, or in any other manner makes or executes any
engraving, photograph, print, or impression in the likeness of any such...insignia, or any colorable imitation thereof,
except as authorized under regulations made pursuant to law, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more
than six months, or both." A copy of the statutes and regulations cited in this e-mail are attached.

This statute was enacted to protect federal government departments and agencies' seals. The FBI seal, an official
insignia of the Department of Justice, is primarily used to indicate the official actions, documents; and
communications of the bureau. Title 18, United States Code (U.S.C.), Section 701, along with Section 709, help
protect the public by preventing improper exploitation of the FBI seal, as well as of the FBI name and initials, for
private or commercial purposes. Misuse, including unauthorized use, of such FBI indicia suggests FBI approval,
authorization, or endorsement of the associated activities, when such approval, authorization, or endorsement does
not exist.

If you wish to use FBI Insiginia ie the FBI Badge, you need express permission — the OGC would require to see the full
script before granting such permission.

FBI Headquarters b6
Office of Public Affairs
Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit
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From:
Sent:
To. . .
Subject: RE Chicago Movie

I understand. Thank you very much for answering. b6

Best regards.

From:
To:
Date: Mon, 27 Oct 2014 12:42:59 -0400
Subject: RE:Ichicago Movie

Dead:

A murder does not necessarily fall under FBI —- federal crime: it would need to be a Federal Official in orderfor the b6
murder to fall within FBI jurisdiction.
These are all really under ihe Chicago (local) police.

From:
Ser ' ber 27, 2014 12:32 PM
To:
Subject: RE: hicago Movie

Hello.

Thank you very much for answering. 1 would appreciate a lot, if someone could help me.
So, here is a synopsis of my story and some questions.

b4
. 126

Thank you so much, In advance.

Best regards

- Movie Script

Leopold-1010
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From:
To
Date: Mon, 27 Oct 2014 10:56:20 —0400
Subject: FWEChicago Movie
Dea
Can you please give us more information about your plot and also tell us EXACTLY what questions specific to
Chicago you have? Otherwise it is possible the questions can be answered in writing by a general expert from
our headquarters office.
Many thanks,

From4:]
Sent: Fri ay, October 17, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Chicago
Subject: Unusual question ? b6

Hello,

My name is and I‘m working on writing a movie script,
the action takes place in Chicago. There is in this story, an important plot
concernant an investigator and I have many questions about this, as I want
to make my scenario realistic.

Do you think it would be possible to meet a person of
your service that would help me a bit ? i am currently in France, but I am coming
to Chicago from 26-31 October to visit the city and look for places that could serve
as a backdrop for my scenario. '

Thank you in advance for any consideration that you

3
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will grant my request.

All the best
b6
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From: PublicAffairs
Sent: Mondav Aoril28 14 12:54 PM
To
Cc
Subject: FW: research question for Art Crime Team

Can you handle? Thanks.

b6
FBI
Office of Public Affairs

-----Ori inal Messa e-- —
From.
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2614 12:52 PM
To: Public‘Affairs
Subject: research question for Art Crime Team

Gentlemen:

Hello. I am a professional screenwriter in Los Angeles and would greatly appreciate any help
I could get from your Art Crime Team.

I am writing a caper script that involves a museum heist of a small ancient statue that is no
more than 5 pounds. My question is, if the statue is not behind glass, how would such a
statue be attached to a pedestal?

If you-would prefer to contact me by phone, my phone number is

Many thanks,

Leopold-1014



From:
Sent - pM
To:
Subject: :: :2 an orlme qwuestlon ”6

Interesting response from the writer ..... wonder if Brits still don't use glass?

Sen“' Mondav Aoril 8, 2914 2:47 PM
To:
Subject: Re: FBI art crime question

Thank you‘ I will contact them‘ By the way, such a statue was stolen from the British Museum
in 2662. It was not behind glass.

On Apr 28, 2914, at 11:45 AM, wrote:

>
> Dear
>
> Thank you for contacting the FBI regarding your project.
>
>If not boxed in (glass or plexiglass), we have most often seen a network of heavy wire or
rods attaching the item to the base in an unobtrusive way. Ultimately, this a question for a
conservator or exhibition designer. Both have to think of security as well as presentation.
>

> You might want to call the Smithsonian Office of Public Affairs — perhaps they have someone
who can answer this there since they do have a curator for their exhibits...

From the web: Contact Information b6
>
>
>
> Director of Public Affairs Press
> officer, Filming Coordinator, Intern Coor inator Nationa Museum of
> Natural History Smithsonian Institution 16th Street & Constitution
> Ave.J N.w.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Washington, D.C. 26566-9135

Phon
Fax:

> Sincerel

> ;;;1ce o: ;ublic Affairs
> FBI
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From:
Sent: I—naa Au ust 29, 4014 4:05 PM
To:
Subject: Re: e um 1a Pics - PIXELS

They did i ! ! i
That is absolutely untrue. be
This is a plate for the background of a Presidential Bani!!!
No action in the scene.

On Friday, August 29, 2014 4:03 PM, wrote:

Hi
Thanks!
Yes, I heard 9‘h Street East curb lane, and on low Street between PA Ave and Constitution
Look forward to the details; if it’s no impedenoe that’s great.
They did mention possibly reason for needing the shots is the movie includedan attempt to blow up the FBI
building?
That’s a bummerll

From:
Sent: Frida Au ust 29, 2014 3:58 PM
To:
Subject. Re: Columbia Pics - PIXELS

Hi

The filming will not impact the FBI building in any way. The filming is only from a condor parked on the
SOUTH SIDE OF PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE - opposite from the FBI building.

b6
' Most of it will be still photographs. No pedestrians or traffic will be affected in any way.

I would have contacted you immediately if I thought there would be any impact. We are making the
diagrams though and will send them to the film office to send
Thanks.

On Friday, August 29, 2014 3:06 PM, wrote:

Hi
Hope you’re doing well —
I just heard informally from a colleague Sand am awaiting) formal information on the filming
next week request access to 9lh st and 10‘ st
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Federal Protective Service reached out to them
We have one ofour entu'es closed for repairs - - it may be a bit problematic
Seeing the diagram/locations/times would help the FBI Police and Facilities/repair teams know
what is feasible . .
Thank l

FBI Headquarters
Office of Public Affairs
Investigative Publicity and Public Affairs Unit

b6
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L _ _
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject: an erence Call with Art Depariment/ Point Break

Dear

I’m assistant, and he asked me to set up a conference call for next Wednesday with you and the
an epartment.

Would 3pm your time work for you?

Thank you so much! be

Best wishes,

Assr tam to Pro ucer
Tel.:
Cell

Ffinfundzwanzigste Babelsberg Film GmbH
Point Break
Rotherstr. 16, 4.0G
D-10245 Berlin

Invoice Address
Ffinfimdzwanzigste Babelsberg Film GmbH
Point Break
August-Bebel-Str. 26-53
D-14482 Potsdam

From:
Date: Wednesda A ril 16 2014 at 18:03

Subject: RE: POINT BREAK - Script

Thanks. I’m out of the office on Friday/Monday, can we plan for something on Wed afternoon. I’m
flexible on the time if they are in Berlin with you.

1
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FBI
Office of Public Affairs

From
Se1t' FrlnP dfiv Aprll 16, 2014 11:53 AM
To
Su )ject: POINT B EAK ~ Script

Hi

As promised, attached is the most recent version of POINT BREAK.

As 1 mentioned on the phone, our art department would love to have some specific questions answered and
hopefully, we could arrange such a call some time next week

be
Please let me know when a good time to schedule.

Many thanks,

Producer
POINT BREAK
Fuenfundzwanzigste Babelslierg Film GmbH
Rotherstrasse 16, 4.06
Berlin 0-10245
GERMANY

Office
Mobile (USA)

— Mobile (BU)
lSkyT
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From: :| b6Sent: .i123. 2014 4:19 PM
To:
Subject: Point Break

Training Division:

Aerial view ofQuantico

Class room - watch the video at this link. It will give them a good idea of the clothes they wear, the class room, the guns,
the types of exercise, the dorm rooms, text books, etc. As well as the training exercises in Hogan’s Alley. This video also
shows our FAT’s machine which is our Firearms Training Simulations that agents train on.

At this link you can see that we have the FBI’s seal and the National Academy Seal on the wall w/ the room flanked by
flags: Classroom. Also bulletin boards in the back of the room w/ information for the trainees on upcoming events,
exercises, etc.

Hogan’s Alley —this will give you an idea of what Hogan’s Alley looks like. This is where the agents learn how to breech
doors, make arrests, get peppered sprayed, etc.

Clothes:

Agent gear—go here - Clothes

At this link you will see the trainee’s outfit vs/ the instructor — in this photo it’s the firearms instructor — notice the hats:
Here '

William H. Webster Conference Room —this will give you an idea ofthe wood paneling on the walls in the media room.
I’m working on additional photos.
http://on.aol.com/video/fbi-|ed-prostitution~raids—rescues~105—children-517874119

Text books
1) this is a must for all new agent trainees if he has to have something on their desk.
htt : vault.fbi. ov FBI%20Domestic%20|nvesti ations%20and%200 erations%206uide%20%28DlOG%29 fbi-
domestic—investi ations-and-o erations— uide-dio -2011—version fbi-domestic-investi ations-and-o erations— '
diog-octoher-152011-part—01-of-031view

Certificates awards:
You could give the instructor 3 similar award: Award

FBI 1’5
Office of Public Affairs
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From:
Sent: Weanesoav A IJU, 2014 11:41: AM
To:
Go:
Subject: Re: Point Break Release Letter

Hil:

Thank you SO much for this FBI release letter as well as all your help with our various art department heads last week;
your input and comments were invaluable. We look forward to both incorporating your suggestions and advice into our
reboot of POINT BREAK and especially, your (hopefully) positive reaction once you see the finished product in theaters
on August 7, 2015.

b6

1 look forward to the next time our paths cross. Who knows? Maybe we can resurrect NAGASAKI DEADLINE in the near
future. I hope 50.

Best wishes always,

POINT BREAK
Fuenfundzwanzigste Babelsberg Film GmbH
Rotherstrasse 16, 4.06
Berlin D-10245

- Mobile (USA)

|:|—Mobile (Eu)

Skype:

From
Da 'Tuesdav April 29 2014 at 7'51
To:
Subject: Point Break Release Letter

b6

Pls, see the attached release letter for the movie. Let me know if you need anything else.

FBI

Leopold-1022



' OffiEe of Public Affairs b6
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From:
Sent: ues a! a1 :
To:
Go:
Subject: Questions from the Costume Department
Attachments: Question FBIidoc; ATI'00002.htm

b6

Dea:

we’re getting back to your kind offer to follow up if we need any further information: (cc’d) from the
costume department sent me a list with their questions, please find it attached. There is a lot of detail, I hope
that’s ok!
Maybe some of the questions can be answered by sending a picture?

Please let me know if I can be ofany assistance.

Best wishes and thank you so much for your help!
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Instructor

-Are the instructors ranks recognizeable at the uniforms?
-Which different ranks do exist?
-Which different colors do the poloshim usually have‘7 Only black/ dark navy or
other colors?
-How are this colors connected with the different subjects?
>Which subjects do exist?
-Do this subjects appear on the poloshints?
~Do the instructors always wear weapons?

Windbreaker: -Is the Windbreakers color dark navy?
-Is the yellow print applied on the front and back side?
-What does the prinm say?
~15 the Windbreakers brand 5.11?

-Fleece Jacket: -Is the fleece jackecs color black or dark navy?
-Is there a print on the front or back side? if yes, in which color?

Black belt: -Is the belt buckle made in silver or gold?

Instructor im CIassroomZFloor: (when the are in uniform)

Poloshir’t: -Is it black or dark navy?
-What’s on the front and backside? What kind of print in wich color?

T-Shirt: -Black or dark navy?
-What kind of print/logo ist on the front? Do the names of the
participants appear on the shirts?

Instructor Shoofing Range:

Bascape red: ~What's written on the basecaps front side?
~We’ve seen two different variations
1. FTU / FBI Academy
2. Instructor...

-Whats written on the backside, the name?

1
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Instructor — Trainee:

Knitwear cap: -Black or dark navy?
-Whats written on the caps and in which color?

Leisure suit: -Black or dark navy
—What‘s written on the front side? Which logo in which color?

T—Shirt grey/red : -What print is on the front side?
«Does the instructors name appear 0 the back side?

Short trackies: -Is the color black?
-Is the trackies brand 5.11?

Recruits

-Are the recruit ranks recognizeable on the uniforms?
-Is a special color related to a certain apprenticeship oft he recruits?
-Do Nats wear only blue poloshiris?
>Do Nats always wear a dummy weapon? If so, which color does the dummy have?
-The different dummy waepons symbolize different classes. Which color represents
which class?
-Would different classes meet in the hallway?

Basecap: >What color do the basecaps have? Same blue as the poloshirts have?
-Is ,FBI' stiched on the front side in white?
-Is the recruits name stiched on the backside? If, also in white?

Windbreaker: -IS the color dark navy?
~ls there a yellow print on front and back?
-Whats printed on the front and back side?
-ls the Windbreakers brand 5‘11?

P010: -15 the color oft he poloshirt ,academy blue’ and is the brand 5.11?
-What’s on the front oft he shirt and in which color?
-Is the fronts logo having the recruits name in it?

Belt: -IS the brown leather belt having a silver or golden buckle?

2
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Shooting Range:

~When i’ts getting slightly colder, what are the recruits wearing?
The ordinary Windbreaker?

Trainee:

Knitwear hat: —Color black oder dark navy?
-What‘s written on the hats front side?

Leisure suit ~color grey?
-What’s on the front side and in which color? Is the fronts logo having
the trainees name in it?

~What kind of tops come with the sweatpants? Are there Hoddies, too
or just zipper jackets?

Grey T—shirt: -What kind of print/logo ist on the front and backside? Do the name of the
participant appear on the shirts?

Short trackies: ~What color do they have? Do they come from the brand 5.11.7

Dorm:

-What ldnd of apparel do the recruits wear in their rooms?

anito : -Do the janitors have certain badges somewhere applicated?
~Do they wear basecaps with logo, too?

FE! Headquarter Washington:

Windbreaker: -Which print is on the front, backside or probably on the sleeve?

3
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v POINT BREAK - Costume
“—fi

Instructor
Instructor im Classroosloor: (when the are in uniform]

Poloshirt:
-15 it black or dark navy?

The instructors in the class room
wear suits with ties. There is no
distinction between their rank.

What's on the front and backside? N/A

What ldnd of print in wich color? N/A
T-Shirt: —
Black or dark navy?

The classroom instructors do not
wear t-shirts.

What kind ofprint/logo ist on the front?
Do the names of the

participants appear on the
shirts?

N/A

IllStl‘llCtOI‘S - [1011 - Classroom

-Are the instructors ranks recognizeable at
the uniforms

No. There is no distinction
between their rank

Which different ranks do exist? All are Supersivory Special
Agents

Which different colors do the poloshir’ts
usually have? Only black/ dark navy or
other colors?

the instructors outside -— the PTU —
black shirts w/ PTU over the seal
w/ FBl underneath — tan cargo
pants, black 5.11 tactical belt —
crosstraining sneakers.
The FTU -

How are this colors connected with the
different subjects?

N/A — see above

Which subjects do exist? Investigative techniques; national
security, source recruitment,
intelligence collection, firearms
and tactical training, interviewing
and interrogation and other
specialized traning

Do this subjects appear on the poloshirts? The instructors who wear polo
shirts will have the name of their
unit ex — firearms training unit

Do the instructors always wear weapons? No. Only the firearms and tactical
training instructor wear weapons

Windbreaker: The classroom instructors do not

1
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POINT BREAK — Costume

-Is the Windbreakers color dark navy? wear windbreakers.

Is the yellow print applied on the front and N/A
back side?

-What does the prints say? N/A

Is the Windbreakers brand 5.11? N/A

-Fleece Iacket:
—Is the fleece jackets color black or dark
navy?

Some instructors — PTU and
Firearms — have dark navy fleece
jackets

-15 there a print on the front or back side?
If yes, in which color? ‘ (FBI ACADEMY] The sleeve may

Front and sleeve. The front says

have a patch for FTU w/ Seal of
FBI. These jackets are made by
Eleven West.

Black belt: -IS the belt buckle made in
silver or gold?

Silver

What kind ofprint/logo ist on the front?
Do the names of the

participants appear on the
shirts?

The letters are embrodided on the
shirt around the seal of the FBI.
With FBI under the seal.

Instructor Shooting Range:

Bascape red: -
What's written on the basecaps front side?

Red caps — caps say FTU -
Firearms Training Unit. Also, the
instructors for PTU have black
hats w/ gold letters.

~We've seen two different variations
1. FTU / FBI Academy
2. Instructor...

-Whats written on the
backside. the name?

They wear polo shirt, cargo pants,
books, in the winter, they wear
weather gear — 5/11 tactical gear
- tan pants, black boots. Nothing
on the back ofshirts. Instructor
wears Magnum Steath force art
#5248 boots

Instructor — Trainee:

LKnitwear'cap: I Navy I

2
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POINT BREAK — Costum

Black or dark navy?

Whats written on the caps and in which
color?

FBI Seal in color

Leisure suit: No one wears a leisure suit
-Black or dark navy

What’s written on the front side? N/A

Which logo in which color? N/A

T—Shirt grey/red :

-What print is on the front side?

Instructor in file gym who are teaching
the physical combat have NAVY T-shirts
— name of the Unit P'I‘U w/ the internal
part of the FBI's seal and the word FBI
underneath seal. In the winter time,
they wear navy jacket - columbia fleece
jacket w/ the PTU logo

The trainees have grey t—shirts w/ their
name on the front of the shirt over the
words - FBI academy.

Does the instructors name appear 0 the
back side?

No

Short trackies:
-IS the color black?

The trainees wear navy mesh shorts w/
grey biker shorts underneath. Grey w/
Blue FBI Academy screen print on the
left leg

»ls the tracldes brand 5.11? yes

Recruits

Are the recruit ranks recognizeable on the
uniforms?

Yes — the FBI trainees wear NAVY,
the DEA trainees wear BLACK, the
National Academy trainees wear
GREEN

Is a special color related to a certain
apprenticeship oft he recruits?

N/A
Do Nals wear only blue poloshirts? Yes, just seal with FBI academy

embrodided around the seal of
FBI

Do Nats always wear a dummy weapon? If
so, which color does the dummy have?

Yes. Blue classic weapon

3
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POINT BREAK — Costume

The different dummy waepons symbolize
different classes. Which color represents
which class?

We only have one dummy weapon
now.

-Would different classes meet in the Yes
hallway?

Basecap: Navy with white FBI academy
~What color do the basecaps have? Same embrodided on the front
blue as the poloshirts have?

ls ,FBI’ stiched on the front side in white? Yes

Is the recruits name stiched on the
backside? If, also in whiter7

They will use masking tape on the
back and write their last name

Windbreaker:
-Is the color dark navy?

No longer have Windbreakers; but
have rain gear /they also a winter
jacket by eleven West — the model
is Blue Generation. They are given
the FBI raid jackets to layer over if
it’s cold when they are out
shooting

-Is there a yellow print on front and back? N/A

Whats printed on the front and back side? n/a

Is the Windbreakers brand 5.11? N/A

Polo:
~Is the color oft he poloshirt ,academy blue’
and is the brand 5.11?

YES, Tactical series pants and polo
shirts - academy blue. They wear
HiTec Altitude IvWP — dark
chocolate art #41106 boots

What’s on the front oft he shirt and in
which color?

Is the fronts logo having the recruits name
in it?

Belt: -
Is the brown leather belt having a silver or
golden buckle?

Dark brown with silver buckle

Shooting Range:

4
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POINT BREAK — Costume

-When i’ts getting slightly colder, what are
the recruits wearing?
Thevordinary Windbreaker?

Trainee:

Knitwear hat: Navy w/ FBI seal
-Color black oder dark navy?

What’s written on the hats front side? Nothing

Leisure suit No leisure suits
~color grey?

What’s on the front side and in which N/A
color? Is the fronts logo having the trainees
name in it?

What kind of tops come with the
Sweatpants? Are there Hoddies, too
or just zipper jackets?

Sweatshirt, no zipper jackets and
no hoodie

Grey T-shirt: -
What kind of print/logo ist on the front
and backside? Do the name ofthe
participant appear on the shirts?

FBI academy embrodied - shirts
by Eleven West -

Short trackiES: Navy mesh shorts over the grey
What color do they have? Do they come soffee 50% cotton/50% poly
mm the brand 5'11? biker shorts, biker shorts are

thigh lengh

Dorm:
What kind of apparel do the recruits wear
in their rooms?

Most of them wear their shorts
they use when they are having PT
— grey w/ blue mesh shorts w/ FBI
academy on left leg

anitor:
—Do the janitors have certain badges
somewhere applicated?

Tan slacks, burgandy polo shirts,
white shoes.

Do they wear basecaps with logo, too? The logo of the company is on
their shirts, left pocket

FBI Headguarter Washington:

5
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POINT BREAK — Costume

Windbreaker: No jackets are worn at
-Which print is on the front. backside or Headquarters in DC
probably on the sleeve?

6
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From:
Sent: rnnav Mav 1u14 Izub AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: ues Ions rom e Costume Department

Dear

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR THIS. The costume department is in awe and they’re very, very happy. Thank
you.

Thank you also so much for offering atom! Of course we all dream of visiting the FBI eventually. Maybe one
day it will come true. (Although I’ve had the honor to shoot there once!)

Best wishes from surprisingly sunny Berlin, b5

|:|
PO
Tel.
Cell
skyp
Funfimdzwanzigste Babelsberg Film Club}!
Rolhelstr. 16, ALOG | D-10245 Berlin

Invoice Address
Filnfundzwanzigste Babelsberg Film GmbH
POINT BREAK
August-Behel-Str. 26-53 l D-l4482 Potsdam

Am 21.05.2014 um 22:28 schrieb

b6

l‘ve attached a document that i hope will explain what the trainees /instructors wear. I went to the academy yesterday
and walked around and talked to the ladies who dispense their outfits. The most important thing to note is the
instructors who are teaching in the classrooms all wear suits w/ ties. in the script Utah is taking a hypothesis class that
instructor would be wearing a suit/tie. You can pick any color of suit you prefer. I saw a myriad of colors yesterday.
Lighter colors since it’s summer — tans, greys.

The only instructors who are not in a suit are'the ones who are teaching firearms and physical training and tactics. They
wear the polo shirts w/ the cargo pants, etc. If you have any questions about the attached, let me know. Yes, we wear
the 5.11 tactical gear, you would be right if you purchased those items.

1
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1, . -
If at any point someone can come and visit, let me know and I’ll set up a tour for them. Hope this helps.

|:|
FBI
Office of Public Affairs

From:
Se ' 14 3:38 AM
To:
Cc: .
Subjed: Questions rum the Costume Department b6

Dear

we’re getting back to your kind offer to follow up ifwe need any further infomation.|:kcc’d) from the
costume department sent me a list with their questions, please find it attached. There is a lot of detail, I hope
that’s 0k! .
Maybe some of the questions can be answered by sending a picture?

Please let me know if I can be of any assistance.

Best wishes and thank you so much for your help!

<PointBreak Costume.doc>
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From:
Sent: y
To: ‘
Subject: ovie / Questions Prop Department

Dear
Excuse for this unpolite email a few minutes ago. b6
1 was about to ask my colleague, to write an email to you with some questions from the Prop Department as I
forwarded this mail to you.
Apologize, please.
One of the questions was, which of this IDs look more realistic to your eyes.
Question two: Is there a official shotgun rifle for Agents in mission (Italian bank heist sequence in our movie).
We are very interested in your opinion on this.
Thanks for your efforts.
Best refiards from

rmmm:¢cm:fi:rfi:m:¢t'
FEDERAL BUREAU 0f INVESTIGATION

m s s tuition-1mm

umrmmmmwttwmww
rFEDERAL BUREAU of INVESTIGATION
I

lr.’r:>~,.'.';.-v, gum 4m}.— - lu-
- u»: .r

NEW AGENT TRAINEE m\MIL
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[— 1:6For T BRE
mobile: email kiwi:
afun zwanzigie Babelsbcrg Film GmbH
Rodrerslr. Ml 10245 Berlin
Eilling Addwss:
Filnfundzwanzigste Babelsberg Film GmbH
POINT BREAK
Augusi—Bcbcl-Sir. 26-53 | 14482 Potsdam

The sonienrs aflllis e-lnail arecunfidcnlial lo iii: ordinary ussrorilr: e-mail address in which ir was addresssd and may also be privileged. Ifyml are ml Ill: addxessw onliis e-mail you maynot copy. forward. disclose or nlherwise use in or any pan of ii in any man whatsoever. lryon luve waived xlris e—mail in =m2r please c-nnnil the sender by replying to mi: msssnge.
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From:
Sent: n a a 0 44:34 PM b6
To:
Subject: RE: Director Photos

Hello, .
Thank you so much, I hope you have a wonderful weekend.
Best re 7ards,

From
Ser t' ridav Mav 3 , 2014 1:33 PM
To:
Subject: Director Photos

b5
HI

. Yes, the photos of the FBI Director, past and present, are in the public‘s domain. You can use them in the feature film
Point Break as needed to authenticate FBI offices, etc. The release letter provided to|:]should encompass the
use of those images in the motion picture. If you need anything please let me know.

umce or runu Affairs
Federal Bureau of Investigation
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From:
Sent: Fridav Mav 07 7 14 5:58 PM
To:
Go:
Subject: Thunder Road - icario

_As we discussed this morning,[::::;::::]of Thunder Road Pictures advised earlier today they
ar getting closer to D oduction o Sicario and she requests permission to have coffee with
SA Also present will be the Director, Denis Villeneuve. b6

Sicario is a fictional account of a Tucson cop who, accompanied by two delta—force type
bounty hunters, cross the border in an effort to apprehend a drug lord. The cop is played by
Emily Blunt and the main bounty hunter is played by Benicio Del Toro.

Villeneuve is a French—Canadian filmmaker and, until this project, had never been to Texas or
other SN Border states. The purpose of the meeting is to give him a chance to meet with a
law enforcement officer with experience working the border. He wants to make an effort to
inject a sense of realism into his direction and visiting with an experienced border agent
will give him more confidence as he puts this project together.

when you and I spoke earlier today we were both thinking this was a FBI movie. As it turns
out, it is not. Although there is not an FBI Agent character that is a central part of the
plot, just having someone familiar with the culture of law enforcement on the border will be
invaluable at this stage. Thunder Road has been very helpful to the Bureau in the past. I
hope we can give them a hand with this request.
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From: |:|
Sent: Frida Ma 02 2014 6:02 PM
To
Subject: ~ learn)

I forgot to mention... Most of the filming will be done in Albuquerque. The are doing a
quick visit to El P350 in a couple weeks which is when they would meet with However, if
their schedule doesn't work with or if other things get in the way, this might be
easier done in Albuquerque if there 15 a suitable Agent there.
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|:| ‘_ _ _
From:
Sent: Frida Ma 30 201412215 PM
To:
Subject: : un er Road] Film Request

Perfect. Thank you for hanging in there w/ me while we kept going back and forth with them. Have a wonderful
weekend.

FBI
Office of Public Affairs be

From:
Se t' -riaav “av: , U1+ 12:03 PM
To:
Subject: RE: Thuncer Road/ Film Request

Just FYI our inten/iew lasted about 15 minutes and was fairly painless. I dodged a few questions they had but, as
anticipatedEldid a great jobll

Have a great weekendl!

spl:|
Public information Officer:
FBl - El Paso

From:
Sent: inursaa ma 49 zu14 11:5u PM
To:
Subject: Re: Thunder Road/ Film Request b6

Great— our producer will join.

Please have him call/ask foad he will have Denis in our office.

Thanks!

From:
Date: I' urs ay, May 29, 2014 at 8:27 AM

1
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To:
Subject: RE: Thunder Road/ Film Request

We will be available for the telephone call tomorrow at 9:30am. Please give me a number to call you at so we can coordinate
from the EP office.

Thank you for your continued interest in the FBI.

b6
5
Public Information Officer
FB] - El Pa 0

-----Ori inal Messa e—»--
From:
Sent: Wednesday Mav 8,2014 4:33 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re: Thunder Road/ Film Request

Hi! Would he be able to do a call with. Denis at 930 ABQ time on Friday am?

Thanksl

1“ Can you let me know when Denis is available to chat withEl understanDs back in the office today. I‘d like to see if
1 ,chedule a time for them to chat.
‘ ‘ .
1 Sent via my Blackberry handheld device‘
‘ ----- ri inal Messa e

Fr '
To

‘ Cc:
Sent: Fri May 16 09:24:58 2014
Subject: Re: Thunder Road/ Film Request he

1 Ok thank you

" On May 16, 2014 at 5:31 AM, wrote:
“ Good morniné:l

is out on sick leave again today, We will try again when he returns on Monday Have a good weekend.

“‘3 Office of Public Affairs
‘ ‘ Federal Bureau of Investigation

1 :From
3?“ Sent: urs ay, a , t
l._,1 T0
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Cc
1 Subject: Re: Thunder Road/ Film Request

0k no problem
‘1‘ Fromil-Fl

Date: ursoa Ma 1: 2014 at 12:11 PM
To

. ‘ Cc:
‘3 ‘ Sub ect: RE: Thunder Road/ Film Request

.,;.

Unfortunatelyl:lis out sick today and we're not sure if he will he in the office tomorrow. I hate to have you on standby,
but we have to play this one by ear. If he comes into the office tomorrowl:lwill reach out to you to and see how we can

i ;, hook him up w/ Denis. If he's still out of the office, we can plan the conference call for early next week.
b6

Office of Public Affairs

From:
‘l Se 'Wedne dav Mav 4, 2014 9:02 PM

il‘Cc:
‘ Sub‘ect: Re: Thunder Road/ Film Request

1‘ Hi
‘1, Our H as slightly shifted. I am not sure if you have cleared approvals but I thought I might ask to set up a call or Skype
j‘ . witI-{ilinstead of a meeting in the short-term? I know this hinges on overall approval but i thought 1 would ask.

1 Thanks so much
, Best: |:l

“ 1 Subject: RE: Thunder Road/ Film Request
Hell

l, 1 While orks out the details for a visit on Friday, can you get me the information on all the attendees by COB
l j Wednesday, May 14th? The information will be provided to our security division so they can have access to our premises. If

i} l Denis the only attendee, just confirm that and I'll work on getting the information to our Security Division. Thanks.
1 For each person in the crew, I need:
. 1 Full name

Date of birth
Place of birth (Non U.S. Citizen)
55#
Each person must have a photo ID. There are restrictions on electronic devices w/ Bluetooth and Wi-Fi and they may be
asked to turn them off and/or secure them with our security officers. Any questions, please give me a call.
Thanks. h6

. FBI
Office of Public Affairs

i ‘j ram
5 tzMondav Mav 12 2

‘ To
:V CC

Su Ject: RetThunder Roac/ Film Request
Attached is a copy of Denis passport

rl From:|
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‘ : Da :Mondav Mav 12 2014 at 526 AM
. i To

' Cc:
Subject: RE: Thunder Road/ Film Request

j ‘ lcan assure you that rieitheri:|or I will release and/or discuss your script outside of the FBI. We will not retrain the
script and will discarded it via our confidential trash - which is shredded w/ our confidential trash.
Let me get back to you by the end ofthe day regarding Friday. I will need the full names, DOB, 553$, Passport number and

3 Place of birth for the non U.S. Citizens who will be w/ Denis. Thanks.

‘ FBI
Office of Public Affairs be

From:
‘ Sent: Sundav May 11 014 11:31 PM

' ‘ It looks li e my irect rwill be in El Paso on Friday, I am attaching the script— as I mentioned it is all fiction. Denis would like
to reallyjust as few questions on his experiences in the field. He's also interested in how Texans, walk, talk etc - its

" all very surface inquiries, Hejust wants to make sure he gets the essence of these guys right.|:l~as intriguing bc he has
‘ 1 worked on the borderand is from Mexico so he has keen insight.

l Please let me know what else you need from me/how we can facilitate. I assume the script will not be shared by any one
1 other than you 2?

Thanks
. Best

‘ Fromzl I
‘ ‘ Date: Tuesday, May 6, 2014 at 9:56 AM
‘ I ‘ To: I
l . Cc: I
l j 3 Subject: RE: Thunder Road/ Film Request
1 ‘ Thank I think we're on the right page now. Any additional questions, please let me know.

.3 ‘FBI
‘ Office of Public Affairs

From
‘ Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 12:05 PM

To
. CC.

‘ I Subject: Re: Thunder Road/ Film Request b6
Hi
Thanks for the email. Sorry for the confusion. I reached out tol:las we have worked with him in the past, as my

1 . company was used in one of his missions. I appreciate all your help. our lead character, to be played by Emily Blunt, will be
playing an FBI agent. The idea is she is asked tojoin a team of other law enforcement officials that will go to Juarez and root
out the head of a Mexican drug cartel. It is all fiction. We also feature her partner as a main character.

as a great resource as he is an agent that specialized in the border and was also Mexican. However, I don‘t think we
will be in El Paso anymore so it is moot. Our film will be based in Albuquerque. Most of my directors questions are mainly
"technical". As he is French Canadian he is just curious how FBI, DELTA etc walk, talk, use a gun. It is mainly about

“ authenticity, particular to people who are from that region.
. I understand you guys are spread thin on resources and appreciate yourtime. I will see about getting you the script. Do you

1 1‘ have agents that specialize in the border in ABQ?
l l l Thanks so much for taking the time.
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’13 Best
‘ ‘ From:|

1, Da e'Tuesdav Mav 6 2014 at7-34 AM
‘ I‘ To I

Cc l
Su ject: Thunder Road/ Film Request

yesterday. lwanted to chat w/ you about your request viaSEforSA|:| If I'm
cm to help you in any capacity, lthink we need to start over. Let's start by not adding anyone in this exchange beyond

[Eiland I who are the ones who will really make this happen for you and Denis We are the public information officers
.I y and any communications with you and the FBI should be w/ the two of us going forward Let's keepEIandEout of
ll 1 this, that could be why this is getting confusing and not coming to fruition. In chatting w/ them, I haven't been able to get a

true assessment of exactly what you‘re seeking beyond a conversation with 5A: In one instance, I‘m told the story has
. FBI characters and in another instance I'm told we aren‘t in the script.

I: 1 Let me start out by telling you what I do so maybe you can have a better understanding of why we keep ending up at the
I same crossroad. I work in the FBI's Office of Public Affairs at Hm in DC and am responsible for working w/ producers,

filmmakers, documentary and book requests that have an FBI theme. I provide authorization torfilmmakers to use the
I FBI's name, seal and insignia in their motion pictures to authenticate the scenes and characters as FBI characters We are
I responsible for maintaining the FBI‘s branding and helping to ensure the accuracy of the FBI's portrayal. We receive and
l ‘ review a ton of scripts from numerous production houses in an effort to provide a better idea of how the FBI can help with

‘ the accuracy of their script, set decoration, techniques, background interviews etc. The script review is not for us to share
the information w/ anyone outside of the FBI or to change the script, but to help provide you with what you‘re seeking, The
review will help us ensure we're giving you the best we have to offer here in the FBI. It's just as important to me to give you
the best as it is to ensure the accuracy of our portrayal. It's a win/win for the both if us. I‘m currently working with a set

‘; l decorator, art department and wardrobe personnel on 2 movies coming out soon. This is standard practice for us.
H I If we cannot get an understanding of how the FBI is portrayed we are not obligated to provide assistance, even limited

I l
l

b6

' assistance. We have to justify our assistance to Hollywood producers because we‘re constantly under scrutiny for assisting
Hollywood with government funds. If you have a moment, please read this
article.<http://www.thefiscaItimes.com/Articles/2014/01/07/FBI-Accused-Working—Movie-Plots-Not-Terror-Plots> The
review of scripts for projects that feature the FBI is another way for us to justify allowing our agents to spend time not
investigating cases, but talking to directors/producers on a project that could ultimately make millions. Without the

‘ advantage of how the FBI is portrayed, it’s very hard to justify why we should make our employees available.
I understand that you've had a previous telephone conversation wEand would like to sit and chat w/ him over coffee.

.‘ , I'm still unclear about exactly what is expected of him. I'm sure you can appreciate the fact that we cannot allow our
I employees around the FBI tojusI have discussions w/ directors/producers/media outlets w/o going through the proper

II channels to get the necessary approvals for those conversations. That proper channel entails clearly articulating to his
I. I ‘ management why the FBI, and in this instancel:| should provide assistance to this project. So, let me ask a couple of
l 1 questions.

I 1) Can we review the script? We are willing to sign a NDA, if necessary?
‘ l 2) If not, can we review the portions of the script that references the FBI?

‘ 3) If not, do you have a synopsis ofthe project that will explain the FBI's role? I need something to help us make a
H l determination on whether, and to what extent, we can provide assistance.
I ‘ I 4) Can you provide me some context as to what you would specifically like to discuss w/ the FBI? b6

‘ Sorry for the long email. If you have any questions, please feel free to give me a call. We're looking fonivard to working
1 with you on this project. Thanks.

FBI Heaquarters
l Office of Public Affairs
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C. 20535

June 29. 2017

WA FEDEX

MR. JASON LEOPOLD

Civil Action No: 17-cv-00001
FOIPA Request No.2 1295158-000
Subject: FBI Involvement in Listed Movies and the
Film Industry

Dear Mr. Leopold:

You were previously advised we were consulting with another agency concerning information
located as a result of your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request.

This consultation is complete and the enclosed material is being released to you with deletions
made pursuant to Title 5, United States Code. Section(s) 552/552a as noted below. See the enclosed form
for an explanation of these exemptions

Section 552 Section 5523
[— lb)(1) [— (bli7)(A) [— (d)(5l
[— (b)(2) i— (bll7)(Bl [— (i)(2l
i7 (b)(3) i— (bll7)(Cl i— (k)(1l
Central Intelligence Act of 1947, as [— (bHTXD) [— (“(2)

amended, 50 U.S.C. 3024 [— (b)(7)(E) [— 00(3)

National Security Act of 1947, as [— (b)(7)(F) [— 00(4)

amended, 50 U.S.C. § 3024(m)[1)

[— (b)(4) [— (biiS) l— (k)(5l

[— lb)(5) [— (bll9) [— 00(6)
[7 (b)(6) [— (k)(TJ

27 pages were reviewed and 27 pages are being released.

.1
l_ Deletions were made by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the Office of the Director of

National Intelligence (ODNI). To appeal those denials, please write directly to those agencies.

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national
security records from the requirements of the FOIA. 54159 5 U.S. C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010). This
response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a standard
notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded records
do, or do not, exist.



Although your request is in litigation, we are required by 5 USC § 552 (a)(6)(A) to provide you the 
following information concerning your right to appeal.  You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office 
of Information Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, 
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an 
account on the following web site:  https://foiaonline.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/home.  Your appeal 
must be postmarked or electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to 
be considered timely.  If you submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly 
marked “Freedom of Information Act Appeal.”  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your 
request so that it may be easily identified. 

 

   See additional information which follows. 
 
 

Sincerely, 
 

    
 

David M. Hardy 
Section Chief, 
Record/Information  
   Dissemination Section 
Records Management Division 

 
Enclosure(s) 
 

Included in this release are the following pages:  Leopold 623-633, 664-665, and 1047-
1051.  Originally, the FBI asserted (b)(4) on these pages to protect information that appeared to consist of 
trade secrets and/or proprietary information.  After consulting with the owners of the material on these 
pages, we determined that FOIA exemption (b)(4) does not apply to the previously withheld information. 
 

All releasable information from these documents is enclosed with this letter.  
 

This release is being provided to you at no charge. 
  

Although your request is in litigation, we are required by 5 USC § 552 (a)(6)(A) to provide you the 
following information concerning your right to appeal.  You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office 
of Information Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, 
Washington, D.C. 20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an 
account on the following web site:  https://foiaonline.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/home.  Your appeal 
must be postmarked or electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to 
be considered timely.  If you submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly 
marked “Freedom of Information Act Appeal.”  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your 
request so that it may be easily identified. 

 

   See additional information which follows. 
 
 

Sincerely, 
 

    
 

David M. Hardy 
Section Chief, 
Record/Information  
   Dissemination Section 
Records Management Division 

 
Enclosure(s) 
 

Included in this release are the following pages:  Leopold 623-633, 664-665, and 1047-
1051.  Originally, the FBI asserted (b)(4) on these pages to protect information that appeared to consist of 
trade secrets and/or proprietary information.  After consulting with the owners of the material on these 
pages, we determined that FOIA exemption (b)(4) does not apply to the previously withheld information. 
 

All releasable information from these documents is enclosed with this letter.  
 

This release is being provided to you at no charge. 
  

Although your request is in litigation. we are required by 5 USC § 552 (a)(6)(A) to provide you the
following information concerning your right to appeal. You mayfile an appeal by writing to the Director. Office
of Information Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC. 20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an
account on the following web site: https://f0iaonlineregulations.gov/foia/action/public/home. Your appeal
must be postmarked or electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to
be considered timely. If you submit your appeal by mail. both the letter and the envelope should be clearly
marked “Freedom of Information Act Appeal." Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your
request so that it may be easily identified.

I?
See additional information which follows.

Sinoerely.

W
David M. Hardy
Section Chief,
Record/Information

Dissemination Section
Records Management Division

Enclosure(s)

Included in this release are the following pages: Leopold 623-633, 664-665, and 1047-
1051. Originally, the FBI asserted (b)(4) on these pages to protect information that appeared to consist of
trade secrets and/or proprietary information. After consulting with the owners of the material on these
pages, we determined that FOIA exemption (b)(4) does not apply to the previously withheld information.

All releasable information from these documents is enclosed with this letter.

This release IS being provided to you at no charge.



EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 
(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 
 
(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 
 
(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the 

matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding 
or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 
(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 
 
(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 
 
(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 
 
(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records 

or information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a 
fair trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, ( D ) 
could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any 
private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 
enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 
individual; 

 
(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 
 
(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 
 
(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 
 
(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 
 
(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign 

policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 
 
(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or 

privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity 
would be held in confidence; 

 
(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant 

to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 
 
(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 
 
(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 
(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government  service 

he release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 
 
(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 
 

FBI/DOJ 
 

EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 
(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 
 
(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 
 
(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the 

matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding 
or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 
(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 
 
(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 
 
(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 
 
(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records 

or information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a 
fair trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, ( D ) 
could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any 
private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 
enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 
individual; 

 
(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 
 
(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 
 
(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 
 
(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 
 
(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign 

policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 
 
(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or 

privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity 
would be held in confidence; 

 
(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant 

to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 
 
(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 
 
(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 
(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government  service 

he release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 
 
(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 
 

FBI/DOJ 
 

(bltl)

(bltz)

(W3)

(W4)

(W5)

(bltfi)

(W7)

(WE)

(W9)

(dlt5)

Li)<2)

(klt 1)

(k)(2)

(10(3)

(10(4)

(10(5)

(10(6)

(10(7)

EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

(A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign
policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order;
related solely to lhe internal personnel rules and practices of an agency:

specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section sszb of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the
matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding
or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld;
trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;

interragency or intraragency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with
the agency;
personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure ofwhich would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion ofpersonal privacy;
records or infoimation compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records
or information ( A i could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, t B ) would deprive a person ofa right to a
fair trial or an impartial adjudication < c i could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, t D )
could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity ofconfidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any
private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law
enforcement authority in the course ofa criminal investigation. or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E i would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions ifsuch disclosure could
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention ofthe law, or t F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any
individual;
contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition repons prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for
the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or
geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552:

information compiled in reasonable anticipation ofa civil action proceeding;
material reporting investigative effons pertaining to the enforcement ofcriminal law including effons to prevent, control, or reduce crime
or apprehend criminals;
information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest ofthe national defense or foreign
policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods;
investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss ofa right, benefit or
privilege under Federal programs. or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity
would be held in confidence;
material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant
to the authority of Title ls, United States Code, Section 3056;
required by statute Io be maintained and used solely as statistical records;
investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose ofdetermining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian
employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure ofwhich would reveal the identity of the person who furnished
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;

testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service
he release of which would compromise the testing or examination process;
material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services. the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person
who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence.

FBI/DO]
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C. 20535

May 1.2017
VIA FEDEX

Civil Action No.: 17-cv-00001
FOIPA Request No.: 1295158-000
Subject: FBI Involvement in Listed Movies and the
Film Industry

Dear Mr. Leopold:

The enclosed documents were reviewed under the Freedom of lnforrnation Act (FOIA), Title 5, United States
Code, section 552. Deletions have been made to protect information which is exempt from disclosure. with the
appropriate exemptions noted on the page next to the excision. In addition, a deleted page information sheet was
inserted in the file to indicate where pages were withheld entirely. The exemptions used to withhold information are
marked below and explained on the enclosed Explanation of Exemptions:

Section 552 Section 5523
i7 (him i‘ (bl(7)(A) r— (d)(5)
[— (b)(2) i— (bl(7)(Bl [— (Di?)
[7 (b)i3) [— (b)(7)(C) [— 00(1)
50 U.S.C. § 30240) (1) i— (b)(7)(D) [— (k)(2)

i7 (bl(7)(El [— (k)(3)
[— (bl(7)(F) i— 00(4)

[7 (b)(4) [— (b)(8) [— (k)(5)

[7 (b)f5) [— (b)(9) [— 00(6)
[7 (WW) [— 00(7)

524 pages were reviewed and 509 pages are being released.

'7 Document(s) were located which originated with. or contained information concerning, another
Government Agency [OGA].

i_ This information has been referred to the OGA[s) for review and direct response to you.
'7 We are consulting with another agency. The FBI will correspond with you regarding this information

when the consultation is completed.

In accordance with standard FBI practice and pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and Privacy Act
exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. § 552/552a (b)[7](E)!(j)(2)], this response neither confirms nor denies the
existence of your subject's name on any watch lists.

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories of law enforcement and national
security records from the requirements of the FOIA, S_ee_ 5 US, C. § 552(c) (2006 & Supp. IV (2010). This
response is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a standard
notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded records do, or
do not. exist. Enclosed for your information is a copy of the Explanation of Exemptions.



 
Although your request is in litigation, we are required by 5 USC § 552 (a)(6)(A) to provide you the following 

information concerning your right to appeal.  You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information 
Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 
20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an account on the following 
web site:  https://foiaonline.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/home.  Your appeal must be postmarked or 
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely.  If you 
submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal.”  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so that it may be easily identified. 
 

  The enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s) in which the subject(s) of your request was the 
focus of the investigation.  Our search located additional references, in files relating to other individuals, or 
matters, which may or may not be about your subject(s).  Our experience has shown when ident, references 
usually contain information similar to the information processed in the main file(s).  Because of our significant 
backlog, we have given priority to processing only the main investigative file(s).  If you want the references, you 
must submit a separate request for them in writing, and they will be reviewed at a later date, as time and resources 
permit. 

 
 

   See additional information which follows. 
  

 
 

Sincerely, 

        
David M. Hardy 
Section Chief 
Record/Information 
  Dissemination Section 
Records Management Division 

 
 
 
 
 
 In response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, enclosed is a processed copy of files 
Counterintelligence Division Documents, section 1 and OPA DOCUMENTS, sections 1 and 3-4.  The enclosed 
documents represent the second interim release of information responsive to your request. The material is properly 
Bates numbered Leopold-522 through Leopold-1045. 
 
 All releasable information from these documents in enclosed with this letter. 
 
 This release is being provided to you at no charge. 
 
 Upon further review, we have determined that 497 pages that were withheld in the first interim release dated 
March 30, 2017, are not agency records.  Agency records are either created or obtained by an agency and are under 
agency control at the time of the FOIA request.  See DOJ v. Tax Analysts, 492 U.S. 136, 144-45 (1989).  These 
documents are copyrighted film scripts that are not under the FBI’s control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enclosure(s) 

 
Although your request is in litigation, we are required by 5 USC § 552 (a)(6)(A) to provide you the following 

information concerning your right to appeal.  You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information 
Policy (OIP), United States Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 
20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OIP's FOIAonline portal by creating an account on the following 
web site:  https://foiaonline.regulations.gov/foia/action/public/home.  Your appeal must be postmarked or 
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely.  If you 
submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal.”  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so that it may be easily identified. 
 

  The enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s) in which the subject(s) of your request was the 
focus of the investigation.  Our search located additional references, in files relating to other individuals, or 
matters, which may or may not be about your subject(s).  Our experience has shown when ident, references 
usually contain information similar to the information processed in the main file(s).  Because of our significant 
backlog, we have given priority to processing only the main investigative file(s).  If you want the references, you 
must submit a separate request for them in writing, and they will be reviewed at a later date, as time and resources 
permit. 

 
 

   See additional information which follows. 
  

 
 

Sincerely, 

        
David M. Hardy 
Section Chief 
Record/Information 
  Dissemination Section 
Records Management Division 

 
 
 
 
 
 In response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, enclosed is a processed copy of files 
Counterintelligence Division Documents, section 1 and OPA DOCUMENTS, sections 1 and 3-4.  The enclosed 
documents represent the second interim release of information responsive to your request. The material is properly 
Bates numbered Leopold-522 through Leopold-1045. 
 
 All releasable information from these documents in enclosed with this letter. 
 
 This release is being provided to you at no charge. 
 
 Upon further review, we have determined that 497 pages that were withheld in the first interim release dated 
March 30, 2017, are not agency records.  Agency records are either created or obtained by an agency and are under 
agency control at the time of the FOIA request.  See DOJ v. Tax Analysts, 492 U.S. 136, 144-45 (1989).  These 
documents are copyrighted film scripts that are not under the FBI’s control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enclosure(s) 

Although your request is in litigation, we are required by 5 USC § 552 (a)(6)(A) to provide you the following
information concerning your right to appeal. You may file an appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information
Policy (OIP). United States Department ofJustice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue. NW, Washington, DC.
20530-0001, or you may submit an appeal through OlP's FOlnline portal by creating an account on the following
web site: https://foiaonlineregulations.gov/foia/action/public/home. Your appeal must be postmarked or
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days from the date of this letter in order to be considered timely. If you
submit your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked “Freedom of lnforrnalion Act
Appeal." Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so that it may be easily identified.

'— The enclosed material is from the main investigative file(s) in which the subject(s) of your request was the
focus of the investigation. Our search located additional references, in files relating to other individuals, or
matters, which may or may not be about your subject(s). Our experience has shown when ident, references
usually contain information similar to the information processed in the main file(s). Because of our significant
backlog. we have given priority to processing only the main investigative file(s). If you want the references, you
must submit a separate request for them in writing, and they will be reviewed at a later date, as time and resources
permit.
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See additional information which follows.

Sincerely,

W
David M. Hardy
Section Chief
Record/Information

Dissemination Section
Records Management Division

In response to your Freedom of lnforrnation Act (FOIA) request, enclosed is a processed copy of files
Counterintelligence Division Documents, section 1 and CPA DOCUMENTS, sections 1 and 3-4. The enclosed
documents represent the second interim release of information responsive to your request. The material is properly
Bates numbered Leopold-522 through Leopold»1045.

All releasable information from these documents in enclosed with this letter.

This release is being provided to you at no charge.

Upon further review. we have determined that 497 pages that were withheld in the first interim release dated
March 30, 2017, are not agency reoords. Agency records are either created or obtained by an agency and are under
agency control at the time of the FOIA request. E DOJ v. Tax Analysts, 492 U.S. 136. 144-45 (1989). These
documents are copyrighted film scripts that are not under the FBI's control.
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EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 
(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 
 
(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 
 
(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters 

be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers 
to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 
(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 
 
(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 
 
(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy; 
 
(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or 

information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a fair 
trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy, ( D ) could 
reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private 
institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 
enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 
individual; 

 
(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 
 
(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 
 
(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 
 
(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control,  or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 
 
(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, 

for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 
 
(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege 

under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be 
held in confidence; 

 
(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant to 

the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 
 
(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 
 
(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 
(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government  service he 

release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 
 
(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 
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SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 
(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 
 
(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 
 
(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters 

be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers 
to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 
(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 
 
(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 
 
(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy; 
 
(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or 

information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a fair 
trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal  privacy, ( D ) could 
reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private 
institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 
enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 
individual; 

 
(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 
 
(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 
 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 
 
(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 
 
(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control,  or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 
 
(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign policy, 

for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 
 
(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or privilege 

under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be 
held in confidence; 

 
(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant to 

the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 
 
(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 
 
(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 
(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government  service he 

release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 
 
(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 
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EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552

(A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign
policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order;
related solely lo the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency:

specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section sszb of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the matters
be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding or refers
to panicular types of matters to be withheld;
trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential;

interragency or intraragency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with
the agency;
personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure ofwhich would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion ofpersonal privacy;

records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records or
information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings. ( B i would deprive a person ofa right to a fair
trial or an impanial adjudication, ( c ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, < D i could
reasonably be expected to disclose the identity ofconfidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any private
institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law
enforcement authority in the course ofa criminal investigation. or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence
investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E i would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement
investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions ifsuch disclosure could
reasonably be expected to risk circumvention ofthe law, or t F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any
individual;
contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition repons prepared by, on behalfof, or for the use of an agency responsible for
the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or
geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells.
SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552:

information compiled in reasonable anticipation ofa civil action proceeding;
material reporting investigative effons pertaining to the enforcement ofcriminal law including effons to prevent, control. or reduce crime
or apprehend criminals;
information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest ofthe national defense or foreign policy,
for example, information involving intelligence sources or melhods;
investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss ofa right, benefit or privilege
under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be
held in confidence;
material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual pursuant to
the authority ofTitle 18, United States Code, Section 3056;
required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records;
investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose ofdetermining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for federal civilian
employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure ofwhich would reveal the identity of the person who furnished
information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence;
testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in federal Government service he
release of which would compromise the testing or examination process;
material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services. the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person
who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence.
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